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HISTORY

OF THE EIGHTEENTU CENTURY,
AND OF THE FIRST FIFTEEN YEARS OF THE

NINETEENTH.

SIXTH PERIOD.

THIRD DIVISION.

TILL NAPOLEON'S EXPEDITION TO RUSSIA.

CHAPTER II.

FROM THE PEACE OF TILSIT TILL THE PEACE OF SCHONBRUNN.

FROM THE PEACE OF TILSIT TILL THE WAR WITH AUSTRIA
IN 1809.

C.—PRUSSIA AND RUSSIA.

We think we cannot better represent tlie state of affairs at the

court of Prussia, and the influences by which the king Avas sur-

rounded during and immediately after the negotiations respecting the

peace of Tilsit, than in the' language of the journal of a man who
was a friend of the Baron von Stein, of Hardeuberg, and other

patriots, and who, together with them, openly denounced the mise-
rable behaviour of their compeers in rank, the miserable policy of the

ministers, who Avere only anxious about their estates and privileges,
and the diplomacy of Kalkreuth and Knobelsdorf. Ilerr von Sladcn,
to whose journal we have so often referred, names the people who
thronged around the king and queen ; and, at the time of the negotia-
tions at Tilsit, persuaded the latter to submit to humiliation, whicli
was of no possible use. These were either weak men or knaves,
because they grounded their hopes on the promises which the

Emperor of the French had, according to their opinions, made to

the queen at the humiliating dinner to -which she had gone. Count
Golz, however, immediately annihilated all these hopes by the reports

VOL. VIII. B
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wliicli lie gave of the audience wliicli he had had of the Emperor of

the French on the 6th of July. The count was sent to conclude the

peace, and on the 7th reported as follows:—That the Emperor
Napoleon had very coolly declared to him that all he had said to the

queen were merely phrases of courtly politeness, which bound him
to nothing: that he was resolved to assign the Elbe to the king as

the boundary of his territory ;
that there was no longer any questions

about negotiations, for he had already come to an understanding on
the whole subject with the Emperor Alexander, to whose friendship
he attached a great value; that the king was indebted for his posi-
tion to the generous attachment of that monarch, for had it not been,

for his interposition, his brother Jerome would have been King of

Prussia, and the present dynasty have been expelled; that under
these circumstances, it was merely through generosity that anything
was left to the king. According to Von Sladen's report, the count

still further stated, that Napoleon, after a long declamation, full of

injuries and insults, requested him to go to M. de Talleyrand, who
forthwith drew out of his pocket-book some small pieces of paper, on
which the articles of the treaty which would be granted to the king
were singly written down

;
that those articles were then read to him,

but that he was scarcely allowed time to examine them carefully;
that Talleyrand declared, that no modifications were to be expected,
and that what he had read embodied the Emperor's will; that

Talleyrand afterwards, after speaking much on various subjects,

added, that it was the Emperor's wish to return as soon as possible
to Paris,

—and that, therefore, this business concerning the peace
must be completed within two days.
The negotiation respecting the evacuation of Prussia by the

French was conducted by a man of a very different stamp from

Count Golz. Kalkreuth, who was employed on this afiair, concluded

an agreement either in the most ignorant, or in a most treacherous

manner. When the subject of the restoration of the fortresses not

ceded by the terms of the peace came to be considered, he wholly

forgot to mention the artillery then in the fortresses, and consented

that the French should be allowed to remain in quarters as before,

east of the Elbe, till the end of November. As only Colberg,

Graudenz, Glatz, and Cosel remained in the hands of the Prussians,

and all the other Prussian fortresses occupied by the French were to

remain in their power till the payment of the exorbitant contribu-

tions, they in fact retained dominion over the whole of Prussia
;
for

a whole army was quartered in Danzig, and 6000 French in Stettin.

Annoyances and insults not only continued to be employed,
—

forced contributions and the cost of troops on the march were not

only laid as burdens on the Prussian provinces after the peace, but

the French from time to time made themselves masters now of this

and now of that piece of land given back to the Prussians at the

conclusion of the peace, when the seizure suited their views, or could

be made serviceable to any of their designs. In this way they took
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possession of the circle of Miclilau, seized upon a considerable tract

of land near Danzig, and wrested from the Prussians several places
between Waldau and Dricsen; they occupied New Silesia and the

lordship of Zmelin. These encroachments upon Prussia -were so

considerable tliat the conquests made in this -way in the midst of

peace amounted to some sixty square miles (German). The King of

Westphalia, too, behaved towards the King of Prussia in the same
manner as his brother, the Emperor. According to the conditions
of peace, heouglit to have recognised the Elbe as the boundary. He,
however, went beyond the Elbe, and made the small stream called

the Ehle his frontier, and thus robbed the King of Prussia of a wood
estimated at half a million of dollars. For the purpose of dotations,
the Emperor also made himself master of all the funds which be-

longed to public and private foundations in the Duchy of Warsaw;
all this was in direct opposition to the 25th article of the peace of
Tilsit. The amount of fimds fraudulently seized upon in this way
amounted to no less than 30,000,000 dollars.

The Saxons, too, in a most oftensive manner, and one quite con-
sistent with their well known petty covetousness, allowed themselves
to violate the 11th article of the peace of Tilsit with respect to the
Prussians who held public employments in the Duchy of Warsaw.
The reason alleged by the King of Saxony, in the proclamation
issued at Dresden on the 2nd of October, 1807, for aUowing a great
number of those unfortunate Germans to sink into the deepest
misery, was in the highest degree miserably pcttifoggino-. He
alleged that at the time when the Duchy of Warsaw was allotted

to him, the most of the Prussian employtshad been already removed
from their places; they had no claims, therefore, upon him, but
should apply to the Emperor for compensation. It was a piece of

good fortune that the King of Prussia, anxiously cleaving as he did
to all traditional usages, at length became sensible tliat after having
lost the one-half of his kingdom, the remaining half must be com-

pletely newly organised; and that in so doing he must act in a dic-

tatorial spirit. This proved beneficial to the whole, when the two
halves were subsequently united. For such a purpose the Baron
von Stein was tlie very best instrument, for whilst he was harsh,

despotic, proud, and rigidly orthodox, he was an honourable, able,

fearless, and unselfish man. The king at length gave his confidence
to the baron, till Napoleon drove him out of Prussia, to show his

hatred to a man Avho was known as a firm friend of the English
and Russians. A commission was appointed for the new organisa-
tion of the military force of the kingdom, in which Scharnhorst,
Gneisenau, and Grolmann—men who rendered immortal services to

Prussia, and thereby to all Germany, constituted the majority. A
new feeling now sprang up in Prussia and througliout the whole of

Germany; the idea of saving their nationality began at length to be

cherished; government and people were brought into accord by
their common misfortunes as soon as Frederick William IH. sur-

B 2
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rounded himself with the patriots, from whom he was once more

obhged to separate at the close of 1808, on the command of Na-

poleon.
There was at that time, as we ourselves can testify from experi-

ence, no need of secret societies in order to separate the patriots from
the mere official men of public life; the abhorrence felt for those

cowards, traitors, and selfish men who had betrayed, and still con-

tinued to make merchandise of their country, bound all true Ger-
man natures in one common bond. Napoleon, Savary, and Davoust,
as military men, had as little faith in human nature as Wellington
and Soult; according to their opinion, all the blame was to be as-

cribed to the Tugendhund and the conspirators ; they therefore filled

the country with spies, traitors, and bailiffs, and by this very means
the number of conspirators continually increased. Unhappily,
romanticism, mysticism, and fooleries with religion, and especially with
the middle ages, were introduced by the secret societies of those

days from their absurd attachment to what was old, and their aversion

to the new forced upon their acceptance. Even Von Stein and his

friends regarded knightly usages, and dynastic privileges, castles and

mounds, as things worthy of admii-ation. They placed too unlimited

confidence on civic associations and municipalities, in the narrow
sense of the German jurists, on unimprovable princes expelled

together with their families, upon the nobility, priestcraft, and blind

faith of the old times, not themselves to have passed from one ex-

treme to another. These secret associations asjainst French dominion

became, therefore, at a later period, associations in favour of feudality
and hierarchy, and they themselves helped to destroy that inspiration
for freedom which they had been earlier instrumental in exciting.
How was it, indeed, to be expected that a Count Munster, a Frei-

herr von Stein, and a Niebuhr, honest and vigorous as he was, should

have been able to keep themselves free from the prejudices of their

class, from scholastic systems, and from a preference for a constitution

fearfully oligarchical in practice
—such as that of the English pluto-

cracy, which had become an ideal of perfection since the time of

Montesquieu, and justly to estimate the genuine and true sense of the

French institutions? They did not see how easily what was un-

practical in French constitutionalism, and what M^as egotistical and
autocratic in Napoleon's counterfeit, might be separated from the

French, and in the noblest sense cosmopolitan principles of the

first (monarchical) national assemblies. We admit, however, that

the indefinite feeling and poetical phase of the past then called forth,

had a more powerful effect upon the people than any true historical

knowledge, or clear and definite ideas would have had. We, there-

fore, willingly acknowledge the great use of the Tugendhund a.ndi its

affiliations.

The improvements in administration which were commenced at

this time, were first matured at a later period when Napoleon allowed

the management of affairs to be again entrusted to Baron von Har-
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denberg. Everything -which related to military affairs was, how-

ever, immediately after the peace, admirably conducted by the three

officers Avhose names have been already mentioned: Scharnhorst was

afterwards appointed minister of war. The general obligation to

military service was introduced instead of the system of recruiting;
the privilege of the nobility to be alone appointed to all offices of

the highest rank was taken away, although, as must be obvious, the

nobles still had some preference in practice. The soldier was

altogether delivered from subjection to the corporal's cane. Partly
from economical reasons, and partly from the express desire of Napo-
leon, the standing army was limited to 40,000 men; but Scharn-

horst's plans for the general arming and training of the people were

so devised, that as early as 1811 the king might have said, that in

case of need he could have got on foot 100,000—and some even say,

120,000— 150,000 men. From time to time undisciphncd militia

were drafted into the regular army, and as soon as they were

thoroughly trained, again dismissed, and others taken in their stead.

All the old abuses in the constitution— clothing, superintendence,

discipline, and conduct of the army, were abolished. xVs there was

reason every moment to expect a struggle for life and death, means
were taken to provide sufficient stores of arms and ammunition, in

case of need, to be able to arm the whole population. These arms were

partly made in the country itself, and partly purchased from Austrian

manufacturers. Provision was also made for an adequate supply of

field-pieces, and for this purpose the guns of the saved fortresses

were for the most part recast and replaced by iron ones.

It would lead us too far from the history of events, and oblige us

to enter too minutely into questions of political administration, to go
into all the improvements made in the management of home affairs,

on which, therefore, we shall only very briclly touch. The king
dismissed the very costly ministry, consisting of Iloym, Goldbcck,

Massow, Rcden, Ecck, Ingerslebcn, Thulcmeier, and Euehholz, and
committed the business of the state to a provisional ministry ap-

pointed in INIarch. Of this provisional government, the Baron von
Stein was named president, by a cabinet order of the 5th of October,

1807. He received the title of Prime INIinister; and, together with

the presidency of the government, undertook the administration of

the treasury of the board of control, and of navigation affairs. The

premier was besides commissioned to co-operate in tlie new military

organisation, and in this department he was a firm supporter of

Scliarnhorst's plans; he was also to take part in all the deliberations

on foreign affairs. For a complete account of the important services

rendered to Prussia at this time by Baron \on Stein, the nature of

our work obliges us to refer our readers to other writers,* and cou-

* Sec Woltniann's " Geist ilcr neucn preussischen Stants Onianisation. Leipzig
and Ziillichau, ISIO. Piilitz,

"
Gesrhichfe des preussischen Stoats," pp. .518-521, iu

whicli other works arc also referred to. Those, however, who wish for the best

iiifonnatioii, liad better read the first hundred pages of the third volume of Maiiso's
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fine ourselves to remarking, that in the midst of general weakness

and indifference, Stein's obstinacy, his aversion to listen to any

foreign counsel, his vehemence and pride were remarkably serviceable.

Von Sladen, his warm admirer, was in Petersburg, and there worked

upon the Emperor Alexander, who, however much he acted as if his

aim were to promote French objects, still secretly cultivated a close

union with Prussia and remotely with England,
—and as a Martinist,

and friend of Jung Stilling's school, his views were in full accord-

ance with those of Stein, Arndt, and other patriots, who considered

the salvation of Germany to rest upon a return and attachment to

ancient piety. The French, to whom Napoleon at that time listened,

and who served him like slaves as long as he was able to divide

among them money, estates, dignities, and orders, filled his mind

with the same ideas concerning the causes of discontent then univer-

sally prevailing, and concerning the secret societies, which robbed

the existing governments, especially in Germany and Italy, of their

best strength, and hampered their action, which have been infused

into the minds of the German princes since 1815 by their flatterers.

They took good care not to say that participation in these secret societies

had increased, because the civilisation of our times will not suffer

arbitrary and illegal conduct on the part of the governments
—that

these societies were therefore effects of the proceedings of the govern-
ments: this would have been highly displeasing to Napoleon as well

as to the princes, and they therefore stated the reverse, that the

operations of the societies were the causes of the discontent.

Napoleon's military police in Germany raged against the very
noblest men in the nation, as against members of the Tugendbund ;

the only effect of this was, that the people adopted adventurers, to

whom patriots and virtue were things altogether foreign, as their pro-
tectors and attached themselves to them. The very persons who
were not persecuted were in reality the most dangerous. The real

chiefs of the conspiracy were the knights and barons, who, from the

Baltic to the Gulf of Venice, in Austria and in Russia, formed the

kernel of these secret societies, or were rather their unknown heads.

The aristocracy, as they have given proof since 1814, only chafed

at having lost their privileges, their courts of justice, high offices of

state, and estates. They were anxious for a return to all the old

usages; the more intelligent of them, however, saw that this was

only to be effected by means of the people, and they therefore spoke
and acted as if they were really friends of the people. In Prussia,

therefore, great steps in advance were made; rights were granted;

privileges, rights of rank, and government limited by mere cabinet

orders; the Emperor of the French, on the other hand, went daily

" Geschichte des preussischen Staats." In the second and sixth Tolume of SchoU's
" Recueil des pieces officielles" will be found all the documents connected with the

oppression inflicted upon Prussia and its people by the French Gorernment, their

intendants, and other officials. In the fourth volume of SchoU's " Recueil des Traites"

will be seen examples of the manner in which Soult and Rapp extorted concessions,
or so called conventions.
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backwards and braved the spirit of the age. When, in the year

1808, he pronounced his ban upon the Prussian ministry and abused

its members, he did not see that he thereby, in fact, created leaders

for the people, without whom notliing could have been accomplished
in our days. The real influence of the associations formed during
times of oppression, and of the transitory feelings in favour of liberty

which arc connected with them, only becomes apparent when the

feelings then awakened have penetrated the whole mass of the

people. The youth of that period were freed from those servile

feelings, which had previously been branded upon children's minds

from their earliest years by their parents, as the only means of

success in life, and as a duty ;
for the old masters were either hunted

out or showed themselves to be contemptible, and the new ones, both

French and German, were despised. The learned, or rather the

Germans, who visited universities, imbibed new ideas ; for law and

theology (very significantly called bread sciences— Brochcrissen-

schrtfien) couki no longer be taught after the old customary way.

Slumbering minds were roused into activity by Napoleon's romantic

undertakings, inspired with patriotism and a love for intellectual

culture by poetry and philosophy, and allured onward by the

enticements of secret associations. The inspiration of the people,

afterwards so mournfully deceived, and especially of the youth of the

time, suffered no deliberation, otherwise one would have indeed

asked, in 1809, whether such persons as the extravagant Schill,

Doerenberg, a colonel of the Westphalian guard, the crack-brained

Duke of Brunswick-Oels, or the old Elector of Hesse, besides many
others whom we would rather not mention, ever did or would feel

any zeal for virtue, law, and the rights and liberties of their nation?

In the mean time. Stein and his true friends put forth all their

energies in favour of virtue, truth, and right. They succeeded in

gaining in favour of the cause the minds of the young, whose Ger-

man patriotism Davoust and Napoleon found as dangerous as it has

been found by many of the princes of our own times, who are more

disposed to forbear with every kind of vulgarity and sensuality in

the feelings and conduct of youth, than with any love or zeal for the

highest blessings and privileges of man. On the occasion of the

persecution of Von Stein and his friends on the 28th of November,

1808, jNlarshal Davoust very plainly expressed it as his opinion, that

he and Napoleon were the only supports of the old monarchical

system of government, founded on the police, whilst the minisrei-s of

Prussia were promoting demagogy. In an order of the day of the

above date, he says, though not indeed in express terms, that he

and his master were intent upon restoring the autocracy of those

times and countries, in which servile obedience was rendered in

return for places, orders, money, and titles; at the same time he re-

proaches the Prussians, who were striving against foreign oppression,
and nobly sacrificing their enjoyments and material interests of life

for mental independence and progress, with favouring a dangerous,
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revolutionary, and demagogic spirit. As early as August, 1808,

Napoleon felt a great aversion to Stein, and was very uneasy about

the affiliations of the patriotic societies throughout the whole of

Germany, of which he was the protector. He was, however, most

of all dissatisfied with the new Prussian army formed of the people
tliemselves, and with its spirit, as with the free German model state,

which Von Stein wished to place in opposition to the state machi-

nery everywhere erected by Napoleon. He knew too well that he

owed his own army and the clever men who were his instruments

to the enthusiasm of a people conscious of its own strength, to

suffer in Prussia, and through Prussia in Germany, a free people

firmly united with their rulers to engage in a struggle against all

exclusive rights and privileges. This would undoubtedly sooner or

later put an end to the system prevalent in the whole vast territory
of Napoleon's empire, in which men were moved like puppets, of

which he managed the strings. These strings he continued to

hold in his hand, whether he was in Paris, Vienna, or Berlin, in

the council-room or in the field, and the French were never weary
of expressing their admiration that he never forgot, wherever he

was, by night or by day, to pull in or let out the strings of his

autocracy.
The pains taken by the German aristocracy to rouse the people

were long a matter of suspicion to the Emperor, and he was not

mistaken in looking upon the prime minister of Prussia as the soul

of the anti-Gallican movement. He was therefore very much

pleased when the Duke of Auerstadt, then in command of the

French troops in Germany, and his police found a pretence in the

imprudence of a young member of the Tugendbund, to commence
a course of arrests in Prussia. Among the persons arrested was

privy-councillor Schmalz, a professor of political economy, who was
said to be the author of a proclamation addressed to the people in

order to call them to arms. Every one was astonished how such

a man as Schmalz should come to entertain any feelings of enthu-

siasm and of sacrifice for the country; he was, however, very soon

set at liberty again. A document^ again was thought to have been
found in possession of an assessor Kopp, which might be used

against Baron von Stein. A letter was found written by Von Stein

which Kopp was to have conveyed to the Prince of Sayn Wittgen-
stein, then at the baths of Doberan. We shall not enter in this place
into an examination of the contents of this letter, will not enumerate
the partly very chimerical plans and projects of that time, or suffer

ourselves to be involved in the labyrinth of the associations of the

patriots and pretended patriots, because we must frequently return to

those secret associations. The question is not at all of any one associa-

tion. Napoleon, however, knew that he had no more 'impassioned

opponent than Stein; and the tendency of all the new Prussian

measures had not escaped his notice; the call, therefore, in this

letter, to profit by the disturbances in Hesse, was treated as a con-
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spiracy, and Napoleon cansed the letter to be published in the

Moiiitcur on the 8th of Scptcm])er, with a note appended, which

obviously threatened the existence of the Prussian state. It ran

thus: " Let the letter be a memorial of the causes of
THE VIGOUR OF STATES AND OF THEIR FALL." In the Journal

de VEmvire, another f^overnmcnt organ, it Avas more distinctly said,

that Stein and his administration of Prussia were regarded in Paris

as wliolly incompatible with a good understanding between France

and Prussia. It was there stated, that as long as the King of Prussia

was surrounded by his old ministers, liis cabinet could inspire no

confidence; that tliis cabinet had so directed hiin, that he had de-

ceived everybody, and that Stein's letter was a proof that he still

cherished the same principles. At tlais moment Napoleon had many
reasons for sparing the Emperor Alexander, with whom he was
desirous of having a personal interview in Erfurt; the affairs of

Spain also were in a very perplexed condition. The persecution
was not only put off, but, because the Emperor of the French was in

need of his trooj^s in September and October in Spain, an agree-
ment was even entered into between France and Prussia concerning
the withdrawal of the remaining part of the army still shut up in

Prussia.

Three days after the Emperor of Russia left Petersburg to meet

the Emperor of tlie French, at a conference to be held at Erfurt,

that is, on the 17th of September, 1808, the French and Prussian

ministers signed the treaty above referred to with respect to the

withdrawal of tlie troops. This was therefore precisely at the same

time in which the Emperor Alexander, on his journey southward,

paid a visit to the king, who still remained in Prussia proper. The
debt still due by Prussia to France was lixcd at 140,000,000, which
was to be paid partly in cash, and partly by monthly instalments of

6,000,000 each. These monthly payments were guaranteed by
pledging the crown domains, and were to be completed in eighteen
months

; still, however, other burdensome financial conditions were

added, which we pass over. On these conditions the French pro-
mised to evacuate the Prussian dominions in from thirty to forty

days; but this, too, not unconditionally. Stettin, Glogau, and

Klistrin were to remain in their hands till the whole sum was paid.

We shall see, subsequently, how little attention was paid to the

clause, that the French were to have only 3900 men in Stettin,

3300 in Glogau, and in 2800 in Kiistrin. The insecurity of all

princes, whose fortresses were at that time occupied by the French,

may be learnt from the fiict that the King of Prussia Ibund it neces-

sary to purchase the assurance that his territories should not be fur-

ther diminished, by recognising Napoleon's brother Joseph as King
of Spain. ^

At this time the relation between France and Russia appeared

very close; but the tiu-n which things had taken in Spain gave the

English aristocracy, and the numerous members of the knightly and
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German association, to which the prime minister of Prussia belonged,
such an influence, that Napoleon thought it necessary to confirm his

friendship with the Emperor Alexander by a personal conference.

In Tilsit, Alexander felt and affected a strong attachment to Napo-
leon, which is very difficult to reconcile with his enthusiastic friend-

ship for the King of Prussia, and with his ideal admiration of the

queen. He appeared to enter into all the projects of his new friend,
and therefore, as early as the 30th of August, 1807, removed
from his councils, and the management of the foreign department,
Baron von Budberg, who belonged to the Anglo-German aristocra-

tical association. Kumanzoff, his successor, completely entered into

the French system
—of robbing all states in order to enrich two

autocrats. Up till this time Alexander had in every way spared his

imfortunate brother-in-law, Gustavus IV.: he now" adopted the plan
of making war upon and curtailing Sweden, in order to enlarge
Russia; Napoleon, on his part, was to be allowed to consider and
treat the republic of Ragusa and that of the seven islands as domains.

Notwithstanding, or rather by virtue of the peace, Moldavia and
Wallachia still continued to be occupied by the Russians; the French
seized upon Stralsund and Swedish Pomerania, and the Russians on

Finland, as far as TorneVi. Russia entered even into Napoleon's
continental system, after having previously offered its mediation to

the EngHsh cabinet, and having also communicated to it the secret

articles of the peace of Tilsit; this mediation was, however, de-
clined. When the English undertook their predatory expedition
against Copenhagen, Russia issued the vehement manifesto (dated
the 7th of September, 1807) wherein it was declared that all trea-

ties and agreements entered into with England were null, and at the
same time made a new declaration of the validity of the principles

respecting navigation put forth at the time of the armed neutrahty.
On the 16th of October a new and very hostile manifesto appeared;

on^
the 6th of November war was declared, and still nothing really

serious was intended.

In consequence of the complete stoppage of trade which followed
the declaration of war, Russia suffered much more severely than

England,* and the Russian magnates, supported by the aversion of
the emperor's mother to Napoleon, were very far from showing that
attention to the French which their emperor showed to the Emperor
of the French and his representatives. This was soon experienced
by Sayary, Duke of Rovigo, who, having been overloaded with marks
of politeness by the emperor, at first found everything cold

;
and

even at a later period, when the servile souls became a little warmer
from fear of the emperor, he in reality proved unable to make any
way amongst them. Caulaincourt, Duke of Vicenza, was afterwards
deceived for some years by appearances, and by Alexander's masterly
act of dissimulation; but Nap'oleon soon came to experience in

* Eussian exports tliis year amounted to about 2,615,147 roubles: and its imports
to about 13,672,793 roubles.
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Spain tliat the personal proofs of friendsliip exhibited by the empe-
ror were by no means always in accordance with the Russian

policy. The Emperor Alexander himself, for example, on tlie ur-

gent request of Caulaincourt, acknowledged Joseph Bonaparte as

King of Spain; whilst Strogonolf, the Russian ambassador in Madrid,

alleged that he had no instructions to that effect, and corresponded
with the insurgents. In the same way Admiral Siniavin, who, on
the breaking out of war with England, had taken refuge in Lisbon

with nine ships of the line and a frigate, not only refused to render

any assistance to Marshal Junot, who was threatened in that city by
the English, but even to make a demonstration as if he were pre-

pared to assist him. The manner in which he afterwards capitulated,
on the 3rd of September, 1808, to Admiral Cotton, who caused his

ships to be taken to England, might indicate a very different dispo-

sition, especially as the ten ships were afterwards given back.

There was, indeed, no want of interchange of civilities between

the two emperors. Whoever compares the attentions and proofs of

regard shown by the one to the other which have been related to us

with the secret intrigues which they were at the same moment

weaving against each other in Turkey and Spain, and with the open

enmity which was shown as early as 1811, Avill learn from such a

comparison what the real nature of diplomatic proofs of regard and

princely friendships are. The Emperor of Russia made presents to

his imperial brother of vessels and ornaments of malachite and other

precious stones, which the latter exhibited in the Salon du Paix in

the Tuileries, in order to be able to boast of the friendship of the

Emperor of Russia in presence of the circles of the Faubourg St.

Germain. Busts of Alexander were manufactured in the imperial

porcelain manufactory at Sevre, and these busts w^ere seen every-
where in the palace and rooms of the imperial family. All who had
access to the court, or wished to make themselves agreeable to the

En)peror, found it necessary to purchase these ornaments, and place
them conspicuously in their houses. The friendship was so intimate

that one of the Emperor of Russia's adjutants accompanied the

Emperor of the French when he went to Bayonne to set aside

the whole reigning family of Spain. This adjutant, however, was
the same Tchernitchefl" who was engaged in constantly travelling
backwards and forwards between Petersburg and Paris, who sur-

rounded Napoleon, in spite of all his police, with a net of Russian

espionage, and bribed all the employts who were venal in order to

obtain papers. He either won over or corrupted ladies to elicit

secrets from them; and finally, in 1812, he even purchased a copy
of the plan of operations for the war, when it was too late to change
it completely.

Napoleon knew that Austria was thinking of taking advantage of

the general discontent and the secret associations in Germany to

frustrate the plans of France and Russia with respect to Poland and

Turkey; he was thcreibrc very desirous of assuring himself once
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more of tlie Russian emperor before his journey to Spain. This

was by no means difficult, for all whom Napoleon ever thought it

worth while to treat with particular friendship, admit that he was

irresistible, and especially women, and men with womanish minds

like Alexander, were sure to fall before his arts. This last was a

great cause of anxiety to the very numerous and distinguished

partisans of the English and Prussian policy at the Russian court,

when the question was raised of a conference between the two

emperors in Erfurt. Von Sladen, the friend of the minister Von
Stein, therefore gave a memorial to the Emperor Alexander shortly
before his departure to Erfurt on the 7th of September, the contents

of which are very worthy of notice in several respects. We subjoin
in a note a passage of this memorial, in which Alexander was

forewarned of all that would take place in Erfurt, and his attention

called to every step which might be required of him to take.* From
this it will be seen that the Emperor of Russia was continually re-

ceiving secretly counsel and warning from the enemies of the

French, and that he played his part in Erfurt more ably than

Napoleon, from whom he separated, as even the French writers

report, with all the outward signs of indescribable friendship and

esteem, but inwardly full of distrust. Von Sladen says very freely

to the emperor, that he had given him the advice laid down in his

memorial,
" in order that he might see through the sophisms, false-

hoods, and deceptions which were prepared for him by Napoleon,
and awaited him in Erfurt."

On his way to the congress, the emperor visited the King and

Queen of Prussia in Keinigsberg, and arrived on the 26th of Septem-
ber in Weimar, where his brother Constantine had been staying
since the 24th. On the 27th Napoleon entered Erfurt, and at one

o'clock drove out a distance of several miles from the town to meet

the Emperor of Russia, who was coming from Weimar. Our
modest object does not permit us to incorporate in our prose the

poetry of the subsequent festivities, nor in glowing language to

commend the masters of ceremonies for their skill in getting up
the festivities suitable to the occasion; this we leave to those who
wish to write an artistic history; it is not our calling. That

splendour enough was exhibited in Erfurt may be sufficiently

* All Napoleon's preparations, he writes (Preussen, n. s. n., p. 305), do not give
sufBeient security to the emperor; he wishes first of aU to impose upon Europe;
secondly, to prevent a union between Austria and Russia, to occupy these two

powers, and even, if possible, to cause a diflFerence between them. He hopes to

attain this object by a meeting with the Emperor Alexander. The very report of

such a meeting secures liim the power of these advantages; for he spreads the

opinion that an outbreak in Spain is as little a matter of uneasiness or fear in

his eyes as a change in the system of Russia; and he hopes to gain the second of

these advantages at which he aims by a position of assurance, which he flatters

himself he shall be able to extort from the emperor, and for which he purposes to

secure some apparent advantages to Russia, and thereby he further hopes to

bring about an alliance, which he will propose to him imder the most innocent
form.
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gathered from the fact, that the four vassal-klnf;;s of the Cohfcdera-
tion of the Rhine, thirty-four princes, twenty-four ministers of state,

and thirty f^enerals, were by express command to summon up every-

thing wliich imagination could suggest in the way of courtly

splendour and extravagance for the occasion. Talma and the
Parisian company of actors had been sent to Erfurt; we cannot,

however, but regret that the great man who gave tliis entertainment,
was so little as to say to Talma, that lie would act before a pit of

kings
—and to cause two arm-chairs to be placed for the Emperor

Alexander and himself, whilst the other rulers sat behind them on
common chairs.* It would be still more pitiful, if the story, which
was at that time in every mouth and related in all the French works
written for effect, were really true, that the Emperor Alexander,
whilst Talma was being applauded on the stage, played his part
with Napoleon in the pit in quite as masterly a manner as Talma
did his upon the stage. The latter, amidst immense applause, pro-
nounced the following line:

" Vamiti6 d'un grand homme est un bienfait de Dieu ;"

wlien the Emperor seized Napoleon's hand, made a profound bow,
and feelingly and pathetically exclaimed: "That I have never
MOKE TRULY FELT THAN AT THE PRESENT MOMENT." The
festivities continued from the 27th of September till the 14th of

October, and furnished to the Germans the most melancholy spec-
tacle of their princes and nobles conducting themselves publicly,
not only as slaves of Napoleon, but even as servants and flatterers of

all his generals and courtiers. Our readers Avill, no doubt, willingly

spare a writer who loves his country and 7wble princes from entering
into further particulars.

It appears from a conversation, which in the following year Count
]\Iettcrnich had with Champagny (Due de Cadore), and which was
at that time printed, that Austria and its government were deeply
oflfended at not having been invited to this congress, and that the

presence of Count Metternich had been expressly forbidden.

Napoleon was at that time so full of anxiety lest Austria should

avail itself of his presence in Spain to rouse the Germans to a resist-

ance long since prepared, that he had raised new thousands of con-

scripts, and concentrated the troops of the Confederation of the Rhine
in Bavaria. When the Emperor Francis afterwards sent General

Vincent with a letter full of assurances of peace to Erfurt, the

Emperor conducted himself in a manner wholly inconsistent with his

zeal for court etiquette and for the Byzantine-Bourbon ceremonial,
which he had again introduced. He behaved most rudely to the

general, who had been constantly in his camp during the last war;
he threw his hat upon the ground; that, however, was merely an

* Even Tlubaudeau condescends to the most minute descriptions. He informs

ns, that in the pit the emperors sat in arm-chairs—the kings upon cliairs—and the

marshals npon benches—what actors from i'aris made their appearance, and how
they played, &c., &c.
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affected passion, -which very soon cooled down. He satisfied himself,

first of all, with very urgently demanding that the court of Vienna
should put a stop to all military preparations; but he afterwards

caused a declaration, couched in very threatening terms, to be given
in to the Austrian government.* In order to flatter the Emperor of

Russia, Napoleon acted as if he had been influenced by Alexander's

application in favour of Prussia
;
but in reality, as Avill subsequently

appear, oppressed the king and his subjects afterwards just as before.

He profited by Alexander's admiration and friendship, which was

pushed even to the ridiculous, but on which he laid really no more
stress than they deserved, in order to assume the appearance, as if

he would willingly conclude a peace with England, and as if every
misfortune and difficulty came from thence. From having written

three times directly to the King of England, and having always
been referred to the minister, he might have learned, that in that

country the king's person and feelings can never be taken into ac-

count; notwithstanding, he prevailed upon the Emperor Alexander

to unite with him in signing a letter addressed to Kino- George. The
result was such as might have been foreseen; the object, however,
was attained; the letters and answers were printed, and ofl&cially

commented upon in the journals.
The negotiations, properly speaking, were carried on personally

in Erfurt between the two emperors themselves, and much was

agreed upon which neither the one nor the other intended to ob-

serve; still, however, a written treaty of alliance was concluded by
Rumanzoff" and Champagny, which was calculated with a view to a

new war with Austria. The conditions of this written treaty re-

mained unknown to Thibaudeau
; Bignon has communicated them in

the eighth part of his history of Napoleon's diplomatic campaigns.
The substance of the agreement consists in a closer alliance of the two

powers against England, and the cession of Moldavia and Wallachia

to Russia. Hitherto Napoleon had only been willing to concede

this last point on conditions which referred to Silesia. In the fifth

article of the treaty of Erfurt, which was kept strictly secret, the

two emperors agreed to conclude a peace with England on con-

dition only that that country should acknowledge Moldavia and

Wallachia as a part of the Russian Empire. Then follow several

articles on the cession of those Turkish provinces. In the eleventh

article it is stated, that further negotiations were to be carried on

respecting a FURTHER partition. It was agreed, too, that the treaty
was to be kept secret for ten years. Buturlin boasts, with reason,
that the Emperor Alexander in Erfurt, by his Greco-Sclavonian arts

of deception, gained a victory over the Italo-Gallic talents ofNapo-
leon; and, in fact, the very highest triumph is to outwit the deceiver.

Even as early as this Napoleon is said to have thrown out the idea

* The rrench minister in Vienna was obliged to declare :
" Que les corps des

Tran^ais seraient renforces et les troupes de la confederation remises en situation
hostile toutes les fois, que TAutriche ferait des armemens extraordinaires."
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of a marriage with Catherine Paulowna, Alexander's sister, Avhich

must, of course, have contemplated a, previous separation from the

Empress Josephine. Alexander, on his part, is said to have raised

didlcultics on the question of religion, and to have referred the

matter to his mother, who very speedily had the princess betrothed

to Duke Peter of Oldenburg. Moreover, the reception of the Duke
of Oldenburg into the Confederation of the Rliine was one of the

results of the meeting in Erfurt.

The scenes in Erfiirt, such as the ostentatious parade which the

Emperor of Russia made of his friendship, were intended to blind

the eyes of the French, who saw, with great dissatisfaction, what
was going on in Spain. We think ourselves justified in drawing
this conclusion, from the fact that of all the hundreds of writers

who extolled with the meanest flattery everything which Napoleon
did, there was not one who ventured to make a boast of the advan-

tages gained in Spain. The language held by the Emperor in the

Legislative Assembly, on the 26 th of October, covertly referred to

this dissatisfaction; on this occasion he observed, that the Emperor
Alexander, in Erfurt, had approved of everything Avhich he had
undertaken in Spain.*
He M'as extremely angry in Paris, and at a later period in Spain,

respecting the combination of the minister Von Stein with Austria,
in order to bring the secret associations of Germany to a determinate

resistance, respecting the secret embassies of Austria to Spain, the

plans which the Prussian patriots were maturing with Spain, and
the very equivocal character which even Russia Avas playing with

regard to the same country. The whole weight of resentment fell

upon Baron von Stein, because they neither could nor dared to

uncover the dreaded affiliations, nor to convert a hatred of the

French into a crime. Von Stein, as Bonaparte alleged, in his in-

fluential office as prime minister of Prussia, appointed conspirators
alone to public employment, and promoted none but enemies of the

French. Then, for the first time, were used the letter which had
been found as early as August, and other similar documents, in

order to make a great alarm, and Von Stein found himself compelled
to resign on the 26th of November, and to betake himself to some

place where he should be safe from the threatening storm. His

conduct towards the prime minister of a friendly monarch, and the

contempt of all forms expressed in the lowest manner, prove, more
than anything else, that the flattery and servility of princes, and

good fortune, had led the Emperor of the French completely astray

respecting the tone which it was his duty to adopt, and respecting

propriety and right. He behaved towards the King of Prussia's

prime minister precisely as his police would have dealt with a

common vagabond. First, on the 29tli of November, the Duke of

* On the 26th of October he used the following language in the Legislative
Body:—"L'Enipereur do Russie et nioi nous sommes d'accord et invariablement
unis pour la paix comme pour la guerre."
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Auerstadt Issued the order of the day, to which we have so often

referred, in which he represents himself and his emperor as the main

supports of the old order of things, while the knights and admirers

of the middle ages, and of its language, customs, and institutions—
of which, undoubtedly, the most of the Tugendhund consisted—are

represented as innovators and revolutionists. In the mean time. Na-

poleon himself had set out for Spain, and on the 15th of December
issued a ban against Von Stein, couched in expressions which might
rather have been expected from Augereau than from him. This

violent manifesto served to make all the world aware of the fact,

that his empire must be in a very bad condition when even men
such as Von Stein promoted conspiracies, and when Napoleon was

obliged to have recourse to such unexampled measures for his pro-
tection. We shall subjoin in a note the decree against Baron von

Stein, who is distinguished by the laughable expression of one

Stein*

It appeared as if at that time the undertaking against Spain,
which was conducted in the manner of Eastern princes or of jMe-

hemet Ali, had almost rooted out all feeling of regard to public

opinion from the mind of a man who owed his greatness to opinion
and nothing to birth, for at the very moment in which he was

forcing a foreign king upon the Spaniards, and publishing a ban

against the King of Prussia's minister, Von Stein, he declared very

dryly in the Monittur that he was everything, and the French nation

nothing. This, at least was involved in the declaration, that no one,
whether entitled or not, should venture, in his presence, to declare

himself a representative of the nation. The occasion of this decla-

ration was an answer, published in the Moniteur, and put into liis

wife's mouth, to a congratulatory address presented to her by the

Legislative Assembly through their president on the 20th of No-

vember, in reference to a victory gained by her husband on the

12th. The Empress is made to say, that " She ivas very much re-

joiced that his Majesty sjirst thoughts after the victory had been for
the men who zvere the representatives of the nation." The offensive

expressions respecting this answer of his wife's, wdiich he from Spain
caused to be inserted in the Moniteur, prove, more than anything
else, that, intoxicated by good fortune, he had entered upon a course

which would infallibly lead him into the pit which he himself had

digged, and we shall therefore give the passage from the Moniteur
in a note.f

* " Le norame Stein cherchant a exciter des troubles en Allemagne est declare

ennemi de la France, et de la Confederation du Rhin. Les biens, que le dit Stein

possedcrait, soit en France, soit dans la Confederation du Eliin, seront scquestres.
Le dit Stein sera saisi de sa personne partout ou il pourra, ou par nos troupes ou
celles de nos allies."

t
" Ce serait une pretention chimerique et meme criminelle que de Touloir repre-

senter la nation avant I'Empereur. Le corps legislatif, improprement appelle de
ce nam, devrait etre appelle conseil legislatif, puisqu'il na pas la faculte de faire

des lois, n'ayant pas la proposition. Le conseil legislatif est done la reunion des

mandataires des colleges electoraux
;
on les appelle deputes des departemens parce-
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The King of Prussia was so greatly harassed on account of the

patriotic societies, of the secret negotiations of Stein, and of his

friends who had gone to Austria and Russia, as well as on account
of the understandings entered into, without his knowledge, with the

English and discontented Spaniards, that lie was obliged to become
the servant of the imperial police. He, therefoi'e, by an edict issued

from Kunigsberg on the IGth of December, 1808, renewed the
severe ordinance of the 20th of October, 1798, respecting the search

for, guarding against, and punishment of, all secret associations; and
he was even obliged to work against the noble spirit and patriotic

feelings of those able men who had infused these feelings into the

newly-organised army, no more got together by money and recruit-

ing sergeants. By an order issued verbally in Berlin, all soldiers

were forbidden to speak on political subjects. We shall hereafter

see, as became obvious in the following year, that such ordinances,
so utterly repugnant to public opinion, have always in reality an
effect totally opposite to that intended to be produced.

D.—SPAIN AND PORTUGAL TILL MAY, 1809.

"We have already observed in another place that Godoy, who,
under an unexampled title, had been appointed by the king him-
self as in some measure his guardian, liad made the kingdom
of Spain since 1795 completely a province of France, as Por-

tugal Avas a province of England. We have also stated, that in

proportion as the king, the queen, and his miserable favourite, the

Prince of the Peace, became from day to day more contemptible,
the oppressions practised by the French grew more severe. In the

year 1801 Spain was again obliged to give up Louisiana, and Bonaparte
immediately sold it to the North Americans, who were most danger-
ous neighbours to I\Iexico. Since the breach of the peace of Amiens,
the Spaniards were obliged to sacrifice 72,000,000 yearly, and to sur-

render their fleet at Trafalgar. Notwithstanding Godoy 's alliance

with France, he continued always to carry on a secret correspond-
ence with, the English cabinet through the instrumentality of the

Portuguese minister; and in 1806, he thought he must avail himself

of Napoleon's war with Prussia to withdraw himself from French
dominion. He was therefore anxious to enter into an alliance

with Russia and England, in which Portugal was to take part.
Baron von Strogonoff, whose definite object was jMadrid, therefore

passed through Lisbon and opened the negotiation, which Godoy
carried on in secret. When an English fleet, with troops on board,
afterwards ran into the Tagus, Don Godov declared that he was

obliged to arm against these Eu'^lish and ao-ainst Portu^ral, and

qu'ils sont nommes par Ics d<:partemen5. Dans I'onlre dc notre hierarchic constl-

tutionelle, lo premier rtpresentant do la nation est rEinporeur avec ses niinistrcs,

organes de ses decisions; la seconde autorite reprosentante est le senat; la troisienie

le conseil d'etat, qui a dc veritable attributions Ivgislutives; le conseil legislatif a
la quatrienic rang," &c.

VOL. YIII. C
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actually, under this pretence, and to every one's astonishment, a

proclamation appeared on the 14th of October—the very day on

which the war with Prussia broke out, dated the 5th, wherein a sort

of general arming was ordered in the name of the king, and refer-

ence was made to dangers of all kinds, of which no one knew

anything. The proclamation was in fact drawn up in very indefinite

language, and addressed to the Spaniards in very obscure and con-

fused terms. On the 15th circulars were sent to the intendants,

captains-general, bishops, and corregidors, in order to set the nobiHty
in motion. It spoke of 60,000 recruits, and Sixto Espinosa,
councillor of state, was commissioned to devise some suitable means
of raising money for an extraordinary expenditure. Nothing, it is

said, should be omitted to enable the nation to run this new course

with glory; but what the new course was, was nowhere said.

The French ambassador in Madrid was long under the impression
that this proclamation had reference to a war in Portugal;

—he was
at length, however, convinced of its object, and caused the Prince

of the Peace to be very carefully watched. He soon learned that

the prince spent his nights with StrogonofF, and at the house of

Henri, the Prussian ambassador. When he at last asked for some

explanation concerning the proclamation and the circular, Don

Godoy was so wholly destitute of shame as to say, that the Emperor
knew the whole matter—he knew that he must do the iitmost to

maintain himself against his opponents in Spain. The news of the

battle of Jena no sooner reached Madrid than the whole was ex-

ploded ;

—Don Godoy alone was shameless enough to act as if he was

greatly rejoiced, and to hasten with congratulations to the ambas-

sador; the king behaved more worthily. On the occasion of the next

levte, M. de Vandreuil expected that he should be overwhelmed
with compliments on account of the victory; this, however, 'was

not only omitted, but the king did not even speak a word to

him. On the news of the first proclamation. Napoleon had com-
missioned the Senator Lamartilhere to summon the national guards
of the departments bordering on Spain. He soon saw that this was
not necessary, for the Spanish government explained their proclama-
tion in such a manner as if it had been in favour of the French, and
sent instructions to the persons and authorities to whom the circulars

had previously been addressed to pay no attention to the proclama-
tion. Articles appeared in all the journals of Europe, which, in

order to excuse the proclamation, explained it in a most extraordinary
manner. The miserable Portuguese government, however, as we
learn from the correspondence of M. de Reyneval, then French
ambassador in Lisbon, betrayed the minister whom it had previously

brought to the adoption of this course. Aranjo declared roundly,
that the proclamation of the 5th of October had been intended

against France, and Napoleon made himself master of the whole
afiair from the despatches of the Prussian minister in ]\Iadrid, of

which he got possession after the battle of Jena.
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The Emperor thought it advisable to allow the matter to be quiet;
he satisfied himself with writing to his new ambassador in IMadrid—
the IMarquis Francis de Beauharnais, that he should require all

military preparations to be put a stop to, and obtain hostages
and securities from the Spaniards. In this sense we look upon
the demand of 4000 cavalry, 10,000 infantry, and 125 guns being
placed at the disposal of the French, and six Spanish ships of the

line being united with the Toulon fleet. The Emperor besides

sent a whole army of Prussian prisoners to Spain, there to be pro-
vided for.

The miserable Godoy cheerfully submitted to everything ; he
most politely thanked the Emperor for the 20,000 Prussians, for

whom his master was to provide, as if they had been a great favour;
he sent the ships of the line, he caused the Marquis la llomana to

inarch with 9000 men through France to the Elbe, and orders were
also sent to O'Farrell to conduct thither the 5000 men, who had
hitherto been in the service of the Queen of Etruria. In this way
Spain was at once cunningly robbed of a fleet and an army, at the

very moment in which Napoleon was resolving to drive out the

Spanish and Portuguese royal families. In April, 1807, the

Spaniards appeared on the Elbe, and were, at a later period,
some of them sent to Jutland, and some of them quartered in the

Danish islands. Immediately after the peace of Tilsit, preparations
were made for carrying out the measures against Spain and Portugal,
and using the Prince of the Peace as an instrument. On the 20th
of July, Talleyrand was obliged to write to Beauharnais (who most

ridiculously was made an opponent of the plan of driving the Bour-

bons from Spain) as follows:
" You must prevail upon the Prince of the' Peace to sign an agree-

ment in the name of his court, wherein it shall be determined that

France and Spain will unite their strength, in order to determine the

court of Lisbon to shut the harbours of Portuoal against EnirHsh

ships, and, if possible, as early as the 1st of September. Should

Portugal refuse to accede to this proposal, then the French and

Spanish ministers are to leave, and both powers to declare war

against Portugal. A French army of 20,000 men shall be assembled

at Bayonne by the 1st of September, in order to join with the

Spaniards."
This treaty was, indeed, first concluded in October at Fontain-

bleau, although the promise to conclude it was given, and the

Spanish ambassador (Campo Alange), with the French one, made
the insolent demands above referred to on the 12th of August. As

they insisted upon the severest conditions, the Prince Regent re-

fused to consent to their unreasonable demands, after having already
conceded more than was reasonable. We learn from the part of

IIayneval's correspondence, which is now known, that he had express
commands so to increase the demands that the Prince Regent should

find it impossible to consent to them. "When the Portuguese refused

c 2
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unconditional acquiescence, Rayneval insolently broke off the nego-

tiations, took his departure on the 1st of October from Lisbon, by
way of Madrid, to Paris, where he arrived, after having come to an

understanding with the Prince of the Peace in Madrid respecting
the campaign.
Don Godoy had been previously loaded with new honours by the

King of Spain; he had been named Admiral of Castille, and obtained

the unheard-of title in Castille of Serene Highness. Napoleon
now allured him into his snares by promising to procure for him a

sovereign principality in Portugal. The extravagantly pompous
entry which the worthless flxvourite and squanderer made into

Madrid in January, 1807, excited the indignation of all Spaniards,

especially of the heir to the throne, the Prince of the Asturias,
because it was rumoured that Godoy would next be appointed regent.
The Prince of the Asturias possessed not even one of the good
properties of his father; he sought an asylum from Napoleon against
his own mother and her favourite. This prince had been educated

by Canon Escoiquiz, so celebrated by his conversation with Napo-
leon in Bayonne, which he caused to be printed, because Napoleon
in that conversation testified to his great capacity in the nicest in-

trigue. The canon had at that time prevailed upon the prince to

offer his hand to a relation of the imperial house.

As early as 1797, Escoiquiz had been accused of wishing to serve

the prince, by driving away the queen's favourite, and had been,

therefore, obliged to go to Toledo
;
he had, however, always kept up

a secret communication with the prince. When the latter, in 1803,
was married to a daughter of the notorious Caroline of Naples, his

influence increased, and with his influence cabals at court. After the

death of the Princess of the Asturias, which took place in May,
1806, the court entertained the idea of marrying the prince to a

sister of Godoy's wife, who also belonged to the royal family. In

order to avoid this, the prince had recourse, byEscoiquiz's counsel, to

the Emperor Napoleon, and thereby gave rise to endless intrigues,
to which we can do no more than incidentally refer.* Escoiquiz
wrote a long letter, which the prince copied, in which, in the lan-

guage of complaint and the meanest flattery, he begged the Empe-
ror (on the 11th of October, 1807) to bestow upon him a wife of

his choice and one of his family. The legitimist, Francis de Beau-

harnais, French ambassador in Madrid, came to an understanding
with the prince, because he and his sister-in-law, Josephine, were

eager to seize the opportunity of making a relative Queen of Spain.

* In this and the following sections we shall treat Spanish history as briefly as

possible, because, were we to enter deeply into the subject, it would require whole
Tolunies to unravel cabals and intrigues, and to throw any real light upon them.
We have two histories of this part of the subject, both of some authority, one in

favour of, and the other against, Napoleon. The former is Dr. Pradt's ''Memoires
Historiques sur la Revolution d'Espagne," 1816, Paris. This is blustering, false, and
boasting ;

but he gives the documents. The second is Thibaudeau's " Histoire de
VEmpire" part iii., chap, xxxix,
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Many writers, and even Bignon, to wliom the arcliives wcro open,
have alleged that Napoleon reproached the ]\Iarf[ui3 de Bcauharnais

for his conduct in this case; but tliere is no doubt Avhatever that

there is no document in the archives of foreign affairs, which fur-

nishes any proof of the fact. Escoiquiz even asserts that the Em-

peror himself induced the step. Napoleon always denied this, how-

ever; and Avho can venture to decide between men to whom policy
was always dearer than truth ? Bcauharnais and his sister-in-law

wished a Mademoiselle Tascher de la Pagerie, who afterwards con-

cluded an unhappy marriage with the Duke of Arcmberg, to be the

lady chosen as wife for Prince Ferdinand; Napoleon thought for a

moment of the daughter of his brother Lucien, but afterwards

changed his mind, and then came to a complete separation from his

brother.

At the same time in which the Prince of the Asturias wrote this

letter, he suflered himself to be induced to send a serious representa-
tion to the king concerning the discontent of the people and the

grandees at the amount of power entrusted to the Prince of the

Peace. With this view he had formed a union with some of the

first grandees of the kingdom, among whom the Dues de I'lnfuntado

and San Carlos may be named; in this representation the life, be-

haviour, and usurpations of Don Godoy were drawn in the strongest

colours; and if not exaggerated, at least fully portrayed. The

queen, who hated her son with a deadly hatred, and pursued him
like a fury, and yet dared not speak to Napoleon of the letter, with

which she was acquainted, availed herself of this circumstance to ac-

cuse him of a conspiracy against his father's life. The weak but

vehement Charles IV., on the 29th of October, 1807, undertook

personally the duties of a commissioner of police, and at Aranjuez,
where the court then was, went into his son's apartments, made him-

self master of all his papers, required him to surrender his sword,
and left him behind a prisoner in his own rooms under a strong

guard. On the following day, the 30th, the people at large were

informed, by means of a proclamation, that the Prince of the

Asturias had been guilty of entering into a plot against his father's

life, even in his own palace. Thanksgivings were forthwith ordered

to be offered up in all the churches for the king's happy escape. The

prince was afterwards placed as a criminal before a court-martial,

which consisted of his bitterest enemies. This court was composed
of the king, the queen, the ministers—that is, Godoy and his

creatures—and the president of the council of Castillo.

The ininatural mother assailed the prince like a raving fury,

scolded him with vehemence, and accused him of conspiring against
the life of his parents. This, indeed, he (irmly denied, but in other

respects he behaved in the meanest and most cowardly manner,
offered to submit to every sort of humiliation, wrote a shameful

declaration of his own guilt dictated by Godoy, and made false con-

fessions and humble entreaties for grace. He betrayed all his
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counsellors and friends, and pushed all the blame from his own
shoulders to theirs. The prince was compelled to embody in two

letters all the confessions, entreaties, and complaints dictated by
Don Godoy—one addressed to the king, and the second to the

queen
—and these letters were then put into circulation by means of

the newspapers.

By these means Godoy succeeded in making the successor to

the crown contemptible and hateful throughout the whole of Europe,
but did not attain the object of having his friends condemned.

When the prince's letters were printed in November, the king
caused them to be preceded by a decree, in which he assured his

son of his forgiveness, but at the same time nominated a junta of

eleven members, who were to act as judges of the men whom the

prince had named as his friends and counsellors. The junta refused

to be employed as Godoy's instrument, to his great vexation, and to

condemn the members of the conspiracy when the chief criminal

was allowed to escape. The trial lasted for three months—the

accused were judicially acquitted
—but banished by the cabinet to

some of the most remote parts of Spain, at great distances from each

other.

These affairs, which reduced the royal house of Bourbon in Spain
to general contempt, appeared to arise at a time most favourable to

Napoleon's plans respecting Spain and Portugal; for on the 27th of

October he had caused the agreement to be concluded in Fontain-

bleau, which despoiled the house of Braganza in order to enrich

Godoy, or, more properly speaking, to deceive and ruin him. This

agreement was not negotiated with the Spanish ambassador, the

Duke of Masserano, but with Yzquierdo, the creature of Don Godoy.
The tricks, which on this occasion were employed in the most

unworthy manner to allure the Prince of the Peace into the snare

by the promise of a piece of Portugal, are often unjustly ascribed to

Talleyrand. It appears to us, however, as unjust to make him
the originator of the plans against Spain, as to allege on the other

hand that he broke with Napoleon on account of his resistance to

these plans. He was not the man ever to oppose his master when
he saw him resolved; he therefore, as has been already observed,

adopted all the preparatory measures which were necessary from the

time of the peace of Tilsit. He was obliged in August to give up
his office in consequence of the sale of the secret articles of the

treaty of Tilsit; it was, however, too necessary for him to be well-

informed of everything for him not to worm himself into the affair,

if he were only endured; the agreement, therefore, cannot have been

unknown to him, inasmuch as he was present at Fontainbleau the

whole time the negotiations were being carried on "wdth Yzquierdo.
These negotiations, besides, were not conducted by Champagny, Due
de Cadpre, minister of foreign affairs, but immediately by Napoleon.
On this occasion he employed Duroc, whose brother-in-law, Herreras,
was a Spanish grandee, educated in Paris. The agreement was first
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signed by Champagny, when all the terms were agreed on
;
and it

was not the iSpanisli ambassador, but Yzquierdo, who signed the

document along with him. The treaty, moreover, was not concluded
till the end of the apparent negotiations with Portugal concerning
the acceptance of the French demands. Since August an army
of 50,000 men had been assembled on the frontiers of Spain, under
the name of the army of the Gironde, and we have already stated

the manner in Avhich, at the same time, the Prince Regent of

Portugal was harassed, in order that an excuse might be found for

declarinc; war asjainst him. On the 12th of Auc^ust the French and

Spanish ambassadors, having obtained an audience of the prince,
declared to him that all the continental powers had, according to the

peace of Tilsit, taken and approved of the measures against England,
and that, therefore, Portugal must do the same. To this the prince

regent was Avilling to consent; he was, however, also required to

declare war, and to act contrary to all usage, and in opposition to the

rights of nations. He stopped; he hesitated; he was afraid; he
wrote first, in terms of the demand, declared himself hostile to

England, but afterwards recalled what he had promised, called in

what he had published, and purposed to set sail for Brazil, but at

length remained in Lisbon.

We have already remarked the manner in which the French and

Spanish ambassadors renounced liis I'riendship, and in which Rayne-
val, after he had agreed on measures with Godoy for the partition of

Portugal, travelled through Madrid to Paris. The treaty of Fon-

tainbleau, concluded on the 29th of October, 1807, contains all the

decisions respecting the campaign against Portugal, and the partition
of that kingdom. The Spaniards Avere to reinforce the army of the

Gironde with 12,000 men; at the same time to invade the north of

Portugal with 40,000 men; and to give orders for another army to

enter the Algarves under Solano. In terms of the treaty, Lisbon and
the whole centre of the country was to fall to the share of France, a

part of the northern division was to be given as compensation to the

Queen of Etruria, and a sovereign territory to be formed in the south

for the Prince of the Peace. The part not allotted by the treaty to

any of the three parties just mentioned was to be the subject of

future negotiations, when possession of the whole was obtained.*

* From the treaty of the 27th of October, f?i!mctl by Chanipasxiiy ami Marot, we
shall select the tirst five articles, written down without any serious intention of ever

being fulfilled:— 1. Les provinces entre Douro et Minho, avcc l.a ville d'Oporto,
seront ilonnees, en toute propritte et souvcrainte a 8. M. le Koi d'Etrurie, sous le

titrc de roi de la Lusitanie septentriouale. 2. Lo royaunie d'Alentijo et les roy-
aunies des Algarves seront donnees en toute propriete et souvcrainte au Prince de
la Paix pour en jouir sous le titre de Prince des iUgarves. 3. Les provinces de

Beira, Tras-os-niontes, et I'Estremadurc Portugaise, restcrout en depot jusquu la

paix gcnerale, ou il en sera dispose conforinunient aux circonstances et de la nia-

niere, qui sera alorsdetermiuee par les liautesiiarties eontractantes. 4. Le royauiue
de Lusitanie septentriouale sera possedc par les descendants h^reditaires de S. M.
le Koi d'Etrurie confornieiuent aux loix de succession adoptees par la laniille reg-
nante de S. M. le Koi d'Espagne. 5. La principaute des Algarves sera hercditaire
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Notwithstanding the imminent danger, the prince regent had

neither taken measures for defence, made preparations for setting

sail to Brazil, nor even for the removal of the rich stores in the

arsenals and magazines of the capital. The prince and his whole

court would have been taken by surprise in Lisbon by the French

rapidly advancing on the capital through Beira, had not a swift-

sailino' English ship brought a copy of the Moniteur to Lisbon, in

which Napoleon, who supposed that his army was long since in that

city, too hastily expressed his triumph by the declaration that THE
HOUSE OF BrAGANZA HAD CEASED TO REIGN.*

The army of the Gironde was imder the command of jMarshal

Junot, who gained his ensign's commission by an act of great pre-
sence of mind displayed under the eyes of Napoleon at the siege of

Toulon, although he was in reality possessed of very small military

capacity. He had been in Lisbon as ambassador, and still held that

title, never having been formally recalled; the troops under his

command, however, contained but very few men who could be

thoroughly relied upon, for this army of the Gironde had been very

hastily drawn together. The prime of the French army was at

that time still in Germany (September, 1807), and in Prussia, and

the first army, as well as that by which it was succeeded, consisted

of a mixture of soldiers and officers, who, on the landing of the

English and the outbreak of the Spanish rising, proved wholly un-

equal to maintain the glory gained by the grand army ;
this was not

at first perceived. In Lisbon inactivity reigned; Prince John, who
was actins: as resrent in the name of his derano-ed mother, was de-

ceivcd and blinded by diplomatic acts till Junot entered Salamanca.

There he wished to collect and organise his armv, seeing it was

composed of very different elements, when he suddenly received

orders to march direct upon Lisbon in order to surprise the prince

regent in his security. We may forjn some idea of the rapidity
with which he prosecuted his march, from the fact that lie took

twenty-five days to march from Bayonne to Salamanca, where he

arrived on the 12th of November; while, on the other hand, he

reached Alcantara as early as the 17tli, and was in Abrantcs on the

23rd, about eighty miles from Lisbon.

The difficulty of the march, the pathless and rough character

of the districts through which he led the army were indescribable
;

but no measures whatever were adopted by the Portuguese for re-

sistance or even to increase the difficulty of the journey. A great

portion of the army fell a sacrifice to the difficulties of the march,
or to want, in neio:hbourhoods where no idea could be entertained

dans la descendance (lu Prince de la Paix, conformoment aux loix de succession

adoptees par la famille regnant de S. M. le Roi d'Espagne.
* On the 12tli of November, the army was at Salamanca; as early as the 13th

the following appeared in the Moniteur:—" Le Prince Regent de Portugal perd son

trone. ... La chute de la maison de Bragance restera une nouvelle preuve de la

perte de quiconque s'attache aux Anglais est inevitable." This news reached Lisbon

on the 25th, and only then were the valuable effects put on shipboard.
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of any kind of sustenance or cover. Many had fallen into pits,

others perished in the attempt to cross running streams; but the

immense loss in men was taken into no account whatever. As a

reward for the rapidity of his march, Junot received the title of the

Due d'Abrantcs, although he only reached Lisbon with a small part
of his army at the end ofNovember, and along time elapsed before all

the stragglers joined their respective corps.*
The prince regent was at length induced, by the number of the

Moyiiteur which was sent to him, to throw himself into the arms of

the English, whose ships were lying in the Tagus, and, under their

protection, to save himself by settmg sail for Brazil. He took his

departure I'rom the Tagus on the 29tli, under English convoy, with

eight ships of the line, three frigates, three brigs, and a considerable

number of transports, in order to remove the seat of his government
to Brazil. The well-stored arsenal, from whose treasures the whole
French army was afterwards clothed and provided, fell without

diminution into the hands of the French, in consequence of his pre-

cipitate departure. Junot's advanced guard even reached Bclem
time enough to capture some ships of war which had been detained

by contrary winds, and were still within reach of the guns of the

fort. The second army, which was assembled at Bayonne to reinforce

Junot's corps, was still stronger than the first; but the whole of Europe
deeply condemned Napoleon's want of honour, and were angry with

the French sophists and cringing flatterers who ventured to defend

and to praise the Emperor's policy in the use of this army. At the

very moment in Avhich he concluded a treaty with Spain against

Portugal, and was using one part of the Spanish army under Bcrna-

dotte in Denmark, and was allurino- the second to Portuaal, he
caused a body of troops to be assembled at Bayonne, not to march

against Portugal, as he had announced, but with the one part, under

Dupont, to take possession of Valladolid, whilst the other, under

Moncey, was engaged in conquering the north coast.

Dupont and Moncey put their troops in motion in December,

1807; other divisions in January of the following year took posses-
sion of the whole of the provinces lying north of the Ebro, imder

pretence of an exchange for provinces in Portugal. On the one

hand, Pampeluna, San Sebastian, and other strong places, and upon
the other Figuieres and even Barcelona were taken by this cunning

miUtary device, because the Spanish generals and commandants sul-

fcrcd themselves to be deceived, and the miserable government was

wholly incapable of adopting any energetic measures. It soon be-

came obvious that the plan was to take possession of Spain in the

midst of peace. The numbers of the French soon increased far

above 40,000 men, and one corps after another marched into the

country. Lecchi was sent with the Italian troops to Spain; Dupont

* General Foy, at the end of the second part of his " Histoire do la Guerre de

I'Espagnc et dn rortugal,'" has giA-en a full accouiit of the difficulties aud losses of

the march, and the countries through -which tlie marshal led his army.
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and Moncey were first marched, tlie latter to tlie Basque provinces,
the former to ValladoHd; Duhesme afterwards occupied Catalonia,

and, last of all, Bessieres appeared with wdiat was called an army of

reserve, on the Bidassoa. The supreme command of all the troops
sent to Spain was eventually given to the Grand Duke of Berg,

Godoy's protector. In his undertaking against Spain and Portugal
the Emperor of the French calculated upon the total degeneracy of

the reigning families, and upon the miserable character and egotism
of the whole aristocracy. He paid no attention whatever to the mass

of the people, and was therefore astonished at a later period, when
the people came to their senses, at the resistance he experienced. In

Portugal the queen was insane, and Prince John, who, since 1776,
had reigned in her stead, was from time to time of weak mind, but

always dull, ignorant, and childishly superstitious. The conduct of

the government and its officers resembled that which had previously
taken place in Italy and Germany; the French, therefore, found it

uncommonly easy to establish a military government. The silly

and monkish prince regent had himself prepared a way for them by
appointing a temporary commission for administration

;
the men in

public ofiice and the rich went over to Jimot in crowds, as they
had formerly done to Napoleon as soon as he entered a German

capital.* The royal family of Spain was altogether as contemptible
as that of Portugal

—the aristocracy as deeply sunken and servile;

the men in office excused themselves precisely after the fashion of

the German jurists, who were ready to serve any master so that they

might only continue to be useful, to prevent things from getting

worse, to render great service in the formation of new arrangements,—to serve not the person but the thing, and such like other reasons

as vanity and ambition prompt the learned to use
;
the people fol-

lowed their own common sense, and behaved very differently. It

happened very luckily for the Emperor of the French that at the

very moment when his army on one side had got a firm footing in

Biscay
—on another were in occupation of Salamanca—on a third

advancing; towards Madrid—and on a fourth pushing" forward through
Catalonia and Aranjuez to Valencia, a new subject of scandal was

furnished by the royal family.
The Prince of the Peace had looked on with perfect calmness,

while first Figuieres, then Barcelona, and even the citadel, as well

as Fort Montjoui, were taken possession of by Duhesme. Duhesme,
when reinforced by Chabran, had even practised bloody hostilities,

and yet Don Godoy, as generalissimo, remained quiet when Pampe-
luna was conquered and the whole of Navarre occupied; nay, he

* We can give no better proof of this than by quoting Thibaudeau (vi., pp.

276-277):—"Des deputes de la regence et delaville vinrent compliraenter Junot
et lui annoncer le depart de la famille royale. II les renvoya avec uue proclamation,

par laquelle il recommandait aux habitans d'etre tranquils et sans crainte. Cepen-
dant a peine fut il descendu de cheval, que le junte du gouvernement viut le com-

plimenter dans les termes les plus obsequieux et les plus flatteurs ;
le corps et les

autorit^s suivirent cet example."
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even expressly commanclcd the Duke of Mahon, who was unwilling
to admit the French into San Sebastian, to give up to them the for-

tress and the country. This was regarded as treason, while, in fact,

it was mere cowardice. The whole of Catalonia was in the power
of the French, a part of the army which was in occupation of

Catalonia marched southward tlirough Arragon to Valencia, whilst

General Merle marched northward to Castille. The country was

obliged to support all these Frenchmen, who made themselves masters

everywhere of the artillery and ammunition. Godoy still appeared
to slumber. At length he was wakened to a sense of the real state

of affairs by a message from Yzquierdo, and a new and unexpected
demand on the part of Napoleon. Napoleon had already proved,

by a contribution of 100,000,000 francs, which was to be raised from

all private property in Portugal, and by naming Junot governor-

general of the country, that he had no idea of sharing with Spain.
On the 8th of May, he wrote to his minister in Madrid, that first of

all the plan could not be entertained of fully carrying out the treaty
of Fontainblcau. About the same time Yzquierdo wrote to the

Prince of the Peace that Champagny treated him very coolly, pre-
ferred the Duke of IMasserano, that the Grand-Duke of Berg, who
had always taken Godoy 's part, had given him up ;

and that since his

return from Italy, Napoleon continually abused him. At this very
moment, in January, 1808, the senate, without any visible danger,

passed a decree for anticipating the conscription for 1808, by levying
80,000 men. Godoy at length awoke, and all Spain was in motion.

Yzquierdo, the confidential friend of the Prince of the Peace, was
at length, at the end of February, sent to Madrid with proposals for

a very different treaty from that of Fontainbleau ;
but the wary

intriguer had, in fact, discovered Napoleon's real views. He com-
municated verbally what he alone knew, and Don Godoy had the

courage to send him back immediately to Paris, and to give hira

orders absolutely to decline the Emperor's new proposals. Should

any one entertain a doubt that Talleyrand was actively engaged in

Spanish affairs, he has only to bear this fact in mind, that he, who
was not minister for foreign affairs, was the very man, in conjunction
with Duroc, commissioned to lay these new proposals before Yzqui-
erdo. These proposals were all most cunningly devised, for it was

said, THE SUCCESSION TO THE THRONE SHALL BE DEFINITIVELY

SETTLED, AND THEN SpAIN SHALL CEDE THE PROVINCES NORTH
OF THE EbrO, AND RECEIVE PORTUGAL INSTEAD. Yzquierdo,
in compliance with his instructions, declined the whole matter.

Talleyrand insisted upon their unconditional acceptance; Yzquierdo
was obliged to despatch a courier to jNIadrid, but, by the time he

arrived there, Don Godoy had no longer the business in his hands,
and Charles IV. was no longer upon the throne.

Bessicres proceeded towards Vittoria with 35,000 men, and the

whole army in Spain was said to amount to 100,000; the Emperor's
brother-in-law was generalissimo of the French army in Spain on its
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marcli to Madrid; it entered Burgos on the 18th of March, just as

Godoy at length resolved to withdraw the person of the king at least

from the hands of the French. The plan was similar to that adopted

by the Prince Regent of Portugal, viz., to remove the seat of

government to America; but the royal family was first of all to

proceed to Seville, thence to negotiate with Napoleon, and all the

troops Avere to be concentrated around that city. In fact, on the

16th of March, Solano's corps was recalled from Portugal, and

single divisions of the army were so arranged at particular distances

as to cover the king's journey to Seville. The court was at Arau-

juez. Measures for the journey were taken, when a commotion

sprang up amongst the people. The collection of troops in Aran-

juez, and especially the march of the garrison of Madrid thither,

excited general attention. On the morning of the 17th, armed

multitudes gathered from a circuit of about thirty-two miles round

the capital occupied the space around the palace. The people shouted,
"
Long live the king"

—
but, at the same time,

" Death to Godoy !"

Notwithstanding the violence of the masses, it was still resolved

within the palace that the journey should be commenced on the night
between the 17th and 18th. This resolution of the council was,

indeed, opposed by tlie Prince of the Asturias, his brother Don
Carlos, and his uncle Antonio Pascal. The infants were outvoted.

The Prince of the Asturias, therefore, gave the signal of insurrec-

tion to the body guards. As he passed through the ante-room, he

said to the guards,
" The Prince of the Peace is a traitor;

HE wishes to carry AWAY MY FATHER; PREVENT HIS DE-

SIGN !" In the night the soldiers assembled, not, as had been

ordered, to protect the departure of the king, but absolutely to

prevent il;; whilst the people, who filled all the streets, stormed the

palace of the Prince of the Peace. Godoy 's brother, who was

colonel of the Spanish guards, was maltreated by his own soldiers,

when he desired to lead them against the people; the palace was

destroyed, and everything within knocked down and broken in

pieces: the Prince of the Peace concealed himself. On the next

morning, the king hoped to save him by removing him from all liis

offices; but Avhen he Avas discovered in his palace at ten o'clock on

the 19th, the people would have barbarously put him to death, had

not thegviards, and afterwards the Prince of the Asturias, taken him
under their protection. They could only save him by taking him a

prisoner, and promising that he should be regularly brought to trial.

The prince took this step on the earnest entreaty of his father, who,
to the great vexation of his wife, felt himself too weak to take any
decisive measures whatever, and finally relinquished the government
to his son.

The rage of the people against Godoy showed itself on the 18th

and 19th in other cities, and especially in Madrid, in forms of still

greater violence than in Aranjuez. In every place the property,

furniture, and houses of the Prince of the Peace were utterly de-
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stroycd ;
all his adherents, especially Solcr, the minister of finance,

and i)is colleague, Manuel Sixto Espinosa, were fiercely persecuted.
The destruction perpetrated by the crowds rushing in from the

neighbourhood of Madrid, at length became so great, that the

governor-general of the province did not even venture to call out

the two regiments which were lying there. The news, therefore,
was received in Madrid with universal joy on the 20th, that

Charles IV. had given up the government to his son. This event

took place by means of an autograph letter, which was immediately
published.* However dissolute the life and behaviour of the old

queen may have been, and however miserable the conduct of the

king had been for years, and altliough both were alone to blame for

all the scandalous treachery exercised by Godoy against Spain, yet
not an evil or injurious word was uttered against them on the occa-

sion of tliis probably got-up insurrection. Godoy alone was the

object of universal execration; everything belonging to him was
wasted and destroyed. We do not here venture to state how very
little deserving of esteem the queen really was, or how extravagant
her behaviour had been, inasniuch as all this has been already done

by a serious diplomatist and historian (Lcfebvre). Suffice it to

remark, that the royal palace itself had been made a public place of

forbidden pleasures. Notwithstanding this, the king himself on
this occasion left no means untried to save the paramour of his

degraded wife.

On the 20th, the council of Castillo accepted the act of renuncia-

tion of the 19th as completely valid, and Ferdinand VII. was pro-
claimed king amidst universal rejoicings. One of Ferdinand's very
first acts as a ruler, was to cause Godoy's estates to be confiscated, to

declare him to be deprived of all honours, to give orders for his trial,

and to recal all those who had been banished in consequence of the

conspiracy of the preceding year. The new king, as well as the old

royal family, conducted themselves on the occasion as if they had
been subjects of the Emperor of the French. On the 20th, Ferdi-

nand wrote an humble and contemptible letter, to notify his father's

abdication and his own accession to the crown, which letter was con-

veyed to Paris by the Dukes of Frias and Medina Coeli, and Count
Fernand Nugncz, three grandees of the highest class; the old king
and queen, on the other hand, wrote to the Grand-Duke of Berg,
who was only now a few days' march from Madrid, that their son

• The royal decree piiblislied at Aranjucz on the 19th of ^larch, is as follows:—
"
Seeing tliat the continuance of nij' iUnoss no longer enables me to bear the heavy

burden of the government of my kingdom; and since it is further necessary for the
restoration of my liealth, that I should enjoy tiie retirement of private life in a
milder climate, I liavc resolved, after the most mature consideration, to abdicate the

crown, and to transfer the same to my son the Prince of tlie Asturias. My royal
will, tlierefore, is, that he should be regarded as the naturallord of .all my kingdoms
and dominions, and that as such he should receive liomage and obedience; and I

further order that tliis my voluntary and free renunciation of the crown, in order
to its full execution, should be forthwith comumuicatcd to the council of Castillc
and all whom it may coucern."
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had driven tliem from their throne by force, and entreated him to

hasten his march in order to protect them against the ruinous plans
of their enemies. The grand-duke did, in fact, accelerate his march,
and arrived with his advanced guard as early as the 23rd; the new

king made his solemn entry into the capital on the 24th. Murat
had despatched General Monthyon immediately to Aranjuez to

Charles IV. to persuade this weak though honourable prince to

protest against his abdication, which protest the general was to bring
to him, dated, not on the 23rd, but on the 21st of March. This

has been so often and so clearly proved, that we do not think it

necessary here to repeat the proofs.
The grand-duke was himself looking for the throne of Spain, and

to him the dispute was remarkably seasonable; he therefore refused

to recognise the new king, when Ferdinand, amidst indescribable re-

joicings, made his solemn entry into Madrid on the 24th, although
the Russian minister did not hesitate to salute him as king. The
French minister (at that time still Beauharnais) was much better ac-

quainted with Napoleon's views than the grand-duke; and what
those views were, may be fully seen from the memoirs of the

Duke of Rovigo. Long before Napoleon got possession either of

King Charles's protest, or Ferdinand's letter, Savary had been sent

to Madrid with instructions, of which he has given a very full

account (vol. iii., ch. 18), but the real contents of which he himself

has very briefly expressed in a single sentence—that the Emperor
had commissioned him to make a clean house (faire maison nette),
and to begin anew the work of Louis XIV. The Marquis de

Beauharnais, who was obliged to act in the sense of his master, in his

diplomatic correspondence, therefore, reports to the French ministry
that he had addressed the Prince of the Asturias as the rightful heir

to the throne, to whom his father had solemnly ceded the kingdom,
whom the council of Castille acknowledged, and to whom all Spain
had joyfully done homage, in the following words:—"

Prince, at

this moment you have only one resolution to adopt, and that is,

to go and present yourself to the Emperor as Prince of the

Asturias." On this occasion Ferdinand exhibited himself in all his

meanness by answering, "Such is precisely my design." On
the 26th, the queen, as if with a view of making the whole royal

family contemptible, commenced a correspondence through the

instrumentality of her daughter, the late Queen of Etruria, now in

Spain, which Napoleon afterwards caused to be published in Feb-

ruary, 1810, in the Moniteur. The contents and expressions of"

these letters are so revolting, that we cannot find words to express
our detestations of the recklessness of feeling therein expressed by
this shameless fury against her own son; we shall therefore quote
those of Lefebvre, who has taken a few of these letters into the text

of his work.* The grand-duke, in fact, took the part of the hateful

* " Les Lettres de la reine Maria-Louisa a sa fiUe et a Mural resteront comme des

monumens imperissables de la degradation morale de cette famille. II faut bien en
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queen and her contemptible husband against their son. He prevented
her from being sent to Badajoz, as the plan had at first been, and
tried even to save his old friend, Don Godoy. With respect to him,
he merely succeeded in having him brought from the prison of the

village of Pinto to the castle of Villa Viciosa, but Ferdinand would
not at first consent to his being set at liberty, and to the suppression
of the trial.

The grand-duke, too, deceived himself greatly in his calculation,
for Napoleon had no idea of making him King of Spain. The

Emperor was no sooner informed of the events which had taken

place at Aranjuez, than he saw an opportunity of displaying the

part of arbitrator, and of alluring both the new and the old king out
of their kingdoms. This was the object of Savary's mission, who
did not, like the Marquis de Bcauharnais and the Grand-Duke of

Berg, refuse the prince the acknowledgment of his title, inasmuch as

he was expressly sent to deceive him. On the 7th of April, when
he arrived in Madrid, Savary brought a letter to the grand-duke
from Napoleon, which the latter had put into his hands just when
he was about to set out for Bayonne. In this letter the grand-duke
was accused of having been too precipitate in ofiering himself as

King of Spain, and was told, tliat King of Portugal he might
indeed become. It appears, moreover, from tliis letter, that in Paris

it was presumed the royal family had already taken their departure
for America

;
for the question of taking possession of Spain is there

discussed. Much of its meaning is left to be guessed by the

learned diplomatists and jurists Avho are accustomed to explain
historical documents, as philologists do their classics, or theologians
their Bible—that is, by clinging to every word—even though the
document should be the production of a monk of the middle ages,
or proceed from a Talleyrand, or a Fouche.* Napoleon was first of

all to come to Madrid in case of necessity. The Spaniards were
not to see his views, which, however, by word and deed, he

citer des fragmens, ne fut ce que pour faire connaitre dans quelles miserablcs mains
etaient tonibccs les destinces du peuplc Espagnol."

* The letter itself will be found iu vol. iii. of "Les M^moires du Due de Rovigo,"
and in Norvins's " Histoire de Napoleon," vol. iii., pp. 77 and 83, as woll as in
"
Tliibaudeau," vol. iii., ch. Lx. It has often been quoted as a proof of Napoleon's

wisdom iind forcsiij/tt. If, however, any one desires to see how very diti'ercntly such

writings can be oxplamed, let him compare what we have said concerning it in the
text with what Do Pradt and other -vvriters have said on the same subject. The
judgment even of Napoleon's eulogists, Norvins and Tliibaudeau, are ditfercnt.

Norvins observes: "Cette lettre si importante fera mieux juger que toutcs les

reflexions quelle etait I'opinion ou plutot rincortitudo de Napoleon sur les affliires

de I'Espagnc et sur sa propre position vis-a-vis de ce royaume a I'epoque du 29
Mars." Tliibaudeau, on the otlier hand, observes: " Cette lettre prouve I'absurdite
du reproehe fait a I'Empereur d'avoir prepare ces evenemens. On voit la profondc
sagacite avec laquclle il jugea des lors la situation du Peninsule, ct previt les

difficultes serieuscs qu'il prerentait." He is, however, sensible enough to add at
the conclusion of the k^tter: "

Apres unc aussi admirable que juste appreciation de
I'etat du reuinsule qui restera toujours comme monument remarquable de la

penetration et de la sagessc do Napoleon, on s'etonne de ce qu'il," &c. &c. There the

question lies; words are cheap.
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made obvious to every one. He at last admits, that he knows not

himself how it would be at tlie end. The old family in the mean

time,' by their mean and raving letters to the Grand-Duke of Berg
against their son, anticipated Napoleon's wishes. In these letters

the wish was expressed, that they might be allowed to bring their

lives to a close in peace somewhere under the protection of the

Emperor. The king and queen's complaints against their son were

supported by Caballeros, minister of justice, who informs the

Emperor as if he were the court of final appeal in Spanish affairs,

that Ferdinand had compelled his parents to abdicate.

Savary behaved in Madrid in a manner quite consistent with his

usual behaviour, and tried every means to allure Ferdinand,
whose fall was decided on to France. He therefore gave him the

title of majesty, but did not do this as the Emperor's adjutant, but

merely in the character of a traveller. He assured him that the

Emperor had set out from Paris on the 2nd April, was probably

already arrived in Spain, and that it would be, therefore, be-

coming in him to go and meet him. He caused a report to be

spread, that the Emperor had already arrived at Burgos; and
Ferdinand therefore sent his brother, Don Carlos, to meet him. That

Napoleon should have expressly selected the man who was at the

head of his secret police, and suffered himself to be made the instru-

ment of murdering the Due d'Enghien, to destroy the Spanish

dynasty, and that the letter which he wrote to the Grand-Duke of

Berg contains nothing but untruths, is amply proved by a letter

written by him on the 27th of March. In this letter, incorporated

by Louis, King of Holland, in the second volume of his " Historical

Documents and Considerations," respectiiig the government of that

country, he offers his brother Louis the crown of Spain, and tries

every means to induce him to accept it. On this occasion, the most

cunning, as frequently happens, was most deceived; Escoiquiz
advised the young king to follow Savary 's advice, while Count

Montijo and General O'Farrell did their best to dissuade him.

As Cevallos also, as well as the Dukes de I'lnfantado and San

Carlos, advised Ferdinand to set out, he took the advice, and
set out on the lOtli of April, under the idea of meeting the

Emperor between Burgos and Vittoria. It is scarcely possible to

conceive his blindness, as his father, whom he urgently asked for a

letter of introduction to the Emperor, gave him no answer, and he
knew that Napoleon acknowledged him alone as king. Ferdinand

was guilty of the folly of accepting Savary 's escort without remem-

bering that the latter had at his command the fearful militia of the

great thief-catcher of France. As Tuscany had even then been

offered him as a compensation for the loss of Spain, he should have

seen what he risked when he entrusted himself to the French. He

might easily have known that Savary had so posted different

divisions of the French troops on the way to Vittoria, as to enable

him to carry off the prince and his small suite at any moment.
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Before Ferdinand left Madrid on the 10th of April, he appointed
a regency, or junta, for the administration of the government, but

was no little surprised when he arrived at Burgos on the 12th not to

find the Emperor of the French. The whole population of the town
and of the neighbourhood, however, opposed in every way the pro-
secution of his journey. lie did not even find a letter in which the

Emperor's arrival in Spain was announced, and yet he believed his

adjutant that he would be found in Vittoria, and under his persua-
sion continued his journey. From Burgos to Vittoria Savary had

placed wholly French troops, under the pretence of acting as a guard
of honour to the king. All the representations and attempts of the

people to detain F"erdinand proved vain, and to the great sorrow and
vexation of all true Spaniards lie pursued his way to Vittoria, but

was so completely shut in by French troops, that his journey resem-

bled the transport of a prisoner. Savary, moreover, had commanded
the whole of Verdier's division to assemble at Vittoria, in order to

prevent a rescue by violence. When the Emperor was again not

found in A^ittoria, all Spaniards entreated the young king not to

pursue his journey. Urquijo, who had been formerly a minister

of state and was banished to Bilboa, hastened from that city to

Vittoria and offered the king the means of his deliverance; the

brother-in-law of Duroc, Grand-Marshal of France and Duke of

Friuli, who by Napoleon's command accompanied Savary, and there-

fore knew the French views, took the greatest possible pains to open
the eyes of the king, and to warn him of his danger. But all in

vain. The natural insight of this patriotic Spaniard was stronger
than custom, education, and self-interest. He was the son of the

Marquis of Almenara {Joseph Hervoiz), brought up and educated

in Paris. Ferdinand remained some days in consequence in Vit-

toria. Thence he wrote a letter to the Emperor at Bayonne, and

Savary undertook the duty of conveying it to its destination. Na-

poleon arrived in Bayonne in the night between the 14tli and 15 th,

where Savary had anticipated him with Ferdinand's letter by about

four-and-twenty hours. He was speedily sent back to Vittoria with

a long answer. Any other man except Ferdinand, who was wholly
destitute of all good qualities, would have been deterred from con-

tinuing the journey, from the fact that the letter to lum was

addressed merely to the Prince of the Asturias, and that its contents

were very equivocal. The whole tenor of the letter bore against the

claims of the prince and in favour of those of his parents. There

was one passage alone at the conclusion which Savary was to em-

ploy in order to give confidence to Ferdinand. In this passage it

was expressly declared that a marriage with a French princess was
an object greatly desired by the Emperor, and one which would
be very advantageous to Ferdinand.* For the benefit of those for

* " Le mariage d'une princcsse Frani.-aisc avcc V. A. E. s'accorcle, dans mon
opinion, parfaitemeut avec I'interet de nion peiiple, et jelo regarde plus sptcialment

VOL. VIII. D
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•whom tliis history is written, and in order to show of what value

the representations of French poHcy and of Napoleon's history given

by such historians as Thiers, the memoir writers of St. Helena, and

others, who have written merely for novel readers, are, we may ob-

serve, that in the copy of the letter in the Moniteiir, this decisive pas-
sao-e is wliolly and designedly omitted. Lefebvre has given the

whole letter extracted from the French archives, and it is also to be

found in the " Memoires dun Homme dEtatT Ferdinand, how-

ever, not only disregarded the warning which lay in the contents

of this imperious letter, but did not suifer himself to be influenced

by all the attempts of the inhabitants of Vittoria and the neigh-
bourhood to detain him by force from proceeding on his journey.
His cowardly mind was then no longer capable of meeting the

emergency and defying the danger, because Bessieres was in Burgos
and Verdier's division in possession of Vittoria; and yet men who
had many adherents at their command offered him their services.

IManuel Razon Correa and Miguel Ricardo di Alava had the best

of the border-guard at their service, and were eager to bring the

king into a place of security; the Duke of I\Iahon, Governor of

Guipascoa, and great grandson of the brave Crillon, wished to carry
him off to Bilboa, and thence to sea; but he proved unable to

come to any resolution, and suffered himself to be fooled by Sa-

vary. The Emperor himself, who took up his residence at the

small chateau of Marrac, near Bayonne, is said to have been asto-

nished, when informed, on the 20th of April, that Ferdinand had
arrived in Bayonne. He invited him, together with his brother

Don Carlos, to dinner, on the same day, without, however, address-

ing him as king, but retained Escoiquiz with him when the Infants

retired. On this occasion he held that conversation with the canon

concerning the removal of the Bourbons from the throne of Spain,
which the latter afterwards published. On tlie 21st Escoiquiz first

learned from the Emperor himself that it had been irrevocably re-

solved to remove the Bourbons from Spain, but that Ferdinand

might have Tuscany as a compensation if he were willing to consent

to the 'change. The Duke of Rovigo, who had so shamefully de-

ceived Ferdinand, and allured him to his destruction, was bold

enough to deliver this messag. in person. Lefebvre, who may
deservedly be regarded as an honourable man, very justly observes,

that Napoleon, having been so faithfully served by Savary in the

murder of the Due d'Enghien, might have spared him the convey-
ance of this message. Ferdinand rejected the proposal of an ex-

chance, and wished to return, but it was announced to him on the

29th that he must remain, because his parents were expected; imme-

diately afterwards the guards were doubled, and he was watched like

a state prisoner. It was known from his despatches sent to Spain

comme une circonstance, qui m'unirait par de nouveaus noeuds a une maison, dont

j'ai a me louer do toute maniere pour la couduite, qu'elle a teuue depuis TepogLue de

mou avenement au trone."
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and taken from his couriers, there everything that was prepared for

an insurrection, and therefore he was watched \\\t\\ double viffi-

lance.

Napoleon was helped out of his dilFiculty by the old king and

queen. This difficulty arose from the necessity of preventing Fer-

dinand from taking his departure without having recourse to arrest

or detention by force. On the 16th the Grand-Duke of Berg had

already declared to the junta of government in Madrid, that King
Charles IV. had protested against his removal from the throne, and
that he himself, in obedience to the Emperor's command, could ac-

knowledge him alone as King of Spain. At this time, too, Beau-
harnais was recalled, and Lal'orct, who had been employed in Ger-

many in 1803 in the course of plunder pursued against the German

princes, and had afterwards been at tlie head of the French ad-

ministration in Prussia, was sent to Madrid in his stead. Lafor6t

supported the declaration of the Grand-Duke of Berg, and Charles

IV. himself wrote to his brother, who was president of the junta,
that he resumed the government, but conhrmed the junta. The

junta, being thus placed in great perplexity, satisfied itself with
the declaration that everything was to remain on the old footing
till the whole affair should be arranged in Bayonne, whither the

king and queen were desirous of going on the 25tli of April.
Since the 21st the grand-duke, who had been appointed his de-

puty by King Charles IV., had, by threats, compelled the junta,
who tenaciously refused to set Godoy at liberty, to deliver him over

to him, and had sent him to Bayonne. The king and queen, on

the Emperor's invitation, travelled thither, and when they arrived

on the 30th they found their worthless favourite already there.

Into the description of the scenes which now took place between
the unnatural parents and their son, who was wholly incapable of

any humane sentiments, the very equivocal character played by Na-

poleon, the means by which Ferdinand was brought to renounce all

those claims to the throne he had gained by his father's abdication,
and then to grant his rights, whatever they may have been, to the

Spanish throne, to Napoleon, we cannot here enter at any length,
but must satisfy ourselves with a brief outline of the general results.

Before Ferdinand gave back the throne to his father, he wrote a

letter to his uncle Antonio, which was taken possession of, and the

duplicate only sent to Madrid. The contents of the letter contained

directions "
to do what seemed to them best for the good of the

king and the kingdom, and to exercise the royal power according
to their judgment, as if the king Avere really present." Two de-

puties from the junta, in disguise, had contrived to escape the

French poUce; to these Ferdinand committed the letter, and gave
orders on the 5th that he was wholly unable to do anything for the

maintenance of the kingdom, but that the junta was to exercise fidl

power, and to take the necessary measures for commencing hostilities

as soon as the kinir should be removed into the interior of France.O
D 2
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On the very same clay, the 5th of May, he caused a decree to be
drawn up, in which he gave these directions : that the cortes should

be assembled at some fitting place; that their first business should

be the raising of an army, and providing money for the oi'ganisation
of the means of defence for the kino^dom: and that their sittinof on
this occasion should be perpetual. On the following day (the 6th)
the old king ceded his right to the throne to Napoleon. On the

10th Ferdinand also approved of, and acquiesced in, the cession.

From the knowledge of Ferdinand's character, which may be de-

duced from his later history, it could scarcely have been necessary
to employ the language to obtain his consent which has been put
into the Emperor's mouth on this occasion. Cevallos says, for ex-

ample, that Napoleon exclaimed to him: "
Prince, you have to

CHOOSE BETWEEN RENUNCIATION OF THE KINGDOM AND DEATH."
The pension, castles, &c., which were to be secured to the deposed

family of the Bourbons, we do not here mention, because we must
return to the subject at a later period; the only remark we wish to

make is this, that by a pecidiar clause of the agreement in Bayonne,
the rich domain of Abufera was secured to Don Godoy, and that

Napoleon, without any attention to this contract, afterwards made
a dukedom of this domain for Marshal Suchet.

Whilst in Bayonne and at the chateau of Marrac, cabals were

carried on very similar to those which took place in the time of Pope
Alexander VI. and his sons, or, in other words, in the time of the

family of Borgia, in the 15th century in Italy, blood had already
been shed in Madrid. The Grand-Duke of Berg, to whom Charles

IV. had committed the office of governor-general, had enraged the

people by extorting the release of Don Godoy from the junta. This

feeling of indignation was so strong, that the junta only agreed to

his liberation on condition of his never returning to Spain. In

the same manner Joachim Murat at length compelled the junta, after

repeated refusals, to consent that the last members of the royal

family should be conveyed to Bayonne. These consisted of the

Queen of Etruria, her son Prince Francis, now thirteen years old,

and Antonio Pascal, president of the junta. They were to set out

on the 2nd of May ;
the people, however, were already in vehement

commotion, and filled all the streets and public places ; still, however,
the Queen of Etruria, who had no adherents, was allowed to take

her departure amidst general execrations. But when the Infant was

about to depart a great tumult took place. One of the grand-duke's

adjutants was first personally ill-used, and saved from death with

difficulty; the whole city was soon in active commotion, and the

troops were obliged temporarily to give way. Two battalions of

French troops with two pieces of artillery, it is true, at first drove

the people back. The main body of the French were out of the

capital, and the whole of the artillery in the Retire. When, there-

fore, Murat marched the troops out of the city and then returned with

the whole body of the army and with artillery as if to a campaign,
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and began to cut down and fire on the people, the tumult was

speedily stilled. On the same evening above eighty .Spaniards were

tried by court-martial and shot. The Inflmts Francis and Antonio

also then, indeed, took their departure; the cruel Grouchy, the

apologist of every kind of military violence, was appointed com-

mandant of the city; Napoleon himself, however, admitted, when
he was informed of the Madrid massacre of the 2nd of May, tliat

from that moment there was war between him and the revengeful

people of Spain.
The number of the French and Spaniards who fell on the 2nd of

May in Madrid has been often greatly exaggerated. According to

the Paris journals and official papers of that day, the Spaniards were

to be reckoned by thousands, and yet, singularly enough, the balls

and grape-shot hit only the refuse of the people. Napier states that

the whole number of the Spaniards who fell was not greater than

150, including the 8a who had been condemned by court-martial

and shot in cold blood. The number of French killed was, accord-

ing to Napier, 700; according to Thibaudeau only 300: the

main point, however, was the conviction that a long continued

struof^le with the nation was be^un, instead of bein<]^ able, as was

expected, to settle the matter by agreement with the ruling classes, as

had been done in Germany. Had the question depended upon the old

king, the queen, and Don Godoy, things would have gone on in

Spain precisely as they had done in Germany; for both these and

Napoleon blamed and abused Ferdinand wlien they heard of tlie

insurrection in IMadrid and in many other Spanish towns, because

they knew (what was, in fact, the case) that by his decree he had

changed what was merely a popular outbreak into a regular war.

In order to deceive the Spaniards, or rather, as they had no sense

of constitutional freedom, those visionaries of other countries, who
believed in speeches and paper constitutions, and were already de-

ceived by such fooleries in Italy, Germany, and Poland, Napoleon,

immediately on taking possession of Spain, ceded to him by the

proclamation of Charles IV., proceeded to take some apparently
liberal and constitutional steps. He had taken some pains to

separate the aristocracy from the people, for as early as the 13th of

ISIay he had brought the inquisition, the council of Castillo, and the

junta of government, to recognise his brother as king; and out of

the suites of Charles and Ferdinand, and other Spaniards summoned
to Bayonne, had contrived to get together in that city a thing
which he called an assembly of Spanish notables. Napoleon had

previously ollerod the kingdom to his brother Louis, King of

Holland; he declined it; Joseph, however, sullered himself to be

prevailed upon to change his kingdom of Naples for that of Spain.
On his arrival in Bayonne on the Gth of June, his brother ceded to

him the crown of Spain, and on the 7th he was recognised as king-

by the general junta, who assumed themselves for the occasion to be

the plenipotentiaries of tlie Spanish nation. This assembly should have
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consisted of 150 persons; only ninety-two, however, could begot
together from Spain, and therefore all those were reckoned in who
for any reason had come with the royal family to Bayonne, and in

this manner they really assembled 125. Of the deputies who came
from Spain, some were from the provinces and towns, or were ap-

pointed by particular corporations ;
others were compelled to travel

on the summons and nomination of the Grand-Duke of Berg; and
in order to have deputies from the American possessions also, the

most distimjuished Americans then in Madrid were taken and caused

to proceed to Bayonne. This assembly consisting, according to

De Pradt, of ninety members only, and not as we have said, from

Savary's report, of 125, was to be consulted upon anew constitution,

drawn up by French jurists and sophists according to the manner in

use in Germany alone, and began its sittings on the 15th of June.

It was obvious, however, as early as the 7th, that the absurdity of a

Spanish National Assembly held on French ground would lead to

notliing. The Due de ITnfantado, who acted as speaker on the

occasion, in his recognition of King Joseph in the name of the

general junta, observed: " This recognition is only to be regarded as

valid as far as the authority of the assembly of notables may reach,

and its confirmation must be referred to the cortes of the kingdom."'
This remark Bonaparte did not allow to be printed among the

documents, but merely the speech of Azanzas, which was altogether
such as he desired.

We shall not dwell upon the debates respecting the constitution

made for Spain by the French, partly because we do not enter into

publicist or diplomatic discussions, and partly because this constitu-

tion was never really introduced, or obtained any practical signifi-

cance. The French journals, and all the French books which

represent the times of Napoleon as a period of wisdom, justice, and

virtue, and himself as a Lycurgus or Solon, report, that this consti-

tution was regularly considered and debated till the 6th of July, ou

which day it was accepted ;
and as they have much greater pleasure

than we have in words and phrases, they have introduced a number
of long and Avell-sounding speeches of the Spaniards into their ac-

counts. In the mean time, King Joseph learned, however, that it

was not possible to propose to the Spaniards to be governed by
foreigners

—a thing which was quite common at all times to the servile

inhabitants of Italy and Germany; he therefore formed his court

and ministry exclusively of Spaniards.
The new king having appointed well known and highly esteemed

Spaniards as chiefs of his various ministerial departments, and
formed a court of Spaniards, set out on the 9th of July to take

possession of his kingdom, and was accompanied by two French

regiments of veteran troops. The whole of Spain was already at

that time in insurrection, and the council of Castille refused to take

the oath of allegiance to King Joseph. The 27th of May, the feast

of St. Ferdinand, constitutes an epoch in the history of Spain, being
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the commencement of a regular war. From the 27tli till the SOth
of May, committees of government or juntas were formed in all

quarters of Spain in order to organise means of resistance against
the French dominion forced upon them by Napoleon. In Biscay
the inhabitants flew to arms; in Asturia a junta was established at

Oviedo, which formally declared war against the French, got an

army on foot, gave the supreme command to the INIarquis of Santa

Croce. and sent a deputation to England to obtain support from the

English government. This deputation was very favourably received

in England, and the ministry, as early as the 4th of July, 1808,
declared that England was not at war with the Spanish nation.

The insurrection in the south was not only the most vehement, but

also altogether legal, especially in Andalusia, where a body of troops
was collected, and the people could reckon upon the army which
Solano had led to Portugal, where there were no French near, and
where a junta was assembled in Seville, which was not, like that in

Madrid, under French influence. The junta in Seville was, in fact,

the revival of the meeting of the cortes of the southern provinces,
and its resistance to the commands issued from ^ladrid was founded

upon a law passed in the war of the succession, when there were two

pretenders to tlic crown of Spain. This law conferred upon the

cortes assembled in Seville the riffht to act according- to its discre-

tion when Madrid was occupied by a foreign enemy.
Circumstances required the formation of central points in a variety

of places, as it was impossible to have anything like a general

government; it soon appeared obvious, also, that all the generals

appointed by a generalissimo like Godoy, were altogether incapable,
and the army itself demoralised. As soon, therefore, as Napoleon
appeared in person and introduced xmity into the government and

regulation of his military power, and as soon as the Spanish troops
ventured to measure their strength in the field with the French,
their resistance was easily broken

;
but the great number of central

points rendered the complete subjection of a people accustomed to

blood, contention, and plunder even in times of peace very difficult,

if not impossible. In Leon, Gallicia, Castillo, Arragon, Catalonia,

Valencia, and Estremadura, the commands issued from Madrid were

only obeyed in places immediately occupied by the French, who,

however, did not venture to separate very widely, for fear of being
fallen upon by the people. The Spanish troops under Cuesta, Blake,
and Castagnos, declared in favour of the war against the French,
and the Swiss regiments of the old Spanish government incorporated
in King Josepli's army, made common cause Avith the insurgents
whenever they had opportunity. Seville was the seat of the chief

junta of the insurgents, or the chief seat of their revolutionary

government.
The French suffered their first considerable loss in the harbour of

Cadiz, where the Spaniards made themselves masters of the French

ships of war which were there, and made prisoners of the 4000
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sailors and soldiers who were on board. The Spanish army which
was at St. Rochus, or rather its commander Castagnos, acknowledged
the junta of Seville as the rightful Spanish government, and opened
communications with Sir Hew Dalrymple, the English commander
m Gibraltar.

The French armies in Spain were very much scattered, and as

that part of the Spanish army which had previously occupied the

north of Pprtugal returned to Spain in order to take part in the war

against the French, Junot fell into great difficulties in Portugal.
The regular Spanish troops returning from the north of Portugal,
united with a still greater number of irregular militia, and a small

army from Gallicia soon found that they and their generals were by
no means equal to the French and their leaders in the open field,

however superior they might be in numbers. Blake and Castagnos,
who were at the head of the very numerous but ill-disciplined army,
knew that Joseph with his two regiments had set out from Bayonne
on the 9th of July, and they marched off in all haste to Burgos to

intercept him on his way to Madrid; this Bessieres attempted to

prevent. He quickly got together 20,000 men, and marched to

meet the Spaniards; they met on the l4th at Rio Seco; the Spanish

troops were defeated, and their whole hastily collected army dis-

persed. All the French authorities cast the blame of the battle of

the Rio Seco not having decided the whole Spanish question upon
the Due de Rovin^o. The Grand-Duke of Bers^, for whom the

vacant throne of Naples was destined, had, before his departure,

given up the supreme command of the army in Spain to Savary.
He, as the French allege, ought to have immediately strongly rein-

forced Bessieres
;
and instead of allowing him to remain in the north

and west, ought to have sent him to the south, so that, with his assist-

ance, Dupont might have been able to reduce the whole of Andalu-
sia. As the decision of such questions depends upon strategical

knowledge, we merely profess to write what others have said; certain

it is, that the French armies were separated and scattered, all their

couriers taken, all their weak posts captured, and the communications
between particular corps greatly interrupted.
Duhesme was at the head of an army of 15,000 men, which was

called the army of the Eastern Pyrenees; he was, however, compelled
to delay in Catalonia, in order to give the needed help at the siege
of Saragossa, where the army of Arragon met with a vigorous
resistance. The strongest army, called the army of the ocean,
was under the orders of INIarshal Moncey; this force, however, he
was obliged to divide, because he was to occupy both Murcia and
Valencia. He made two attacks upon Valencia, in both of which
he failed, and suffered considerable loss. Castagnos, who had given

up his army to the junta of Seville, after the murder of Solano by
the people, on account of his having been won over to the side of the

French by the Grand-Duke of Berg, was opposed by Dupont, who
left Toledo on the 24th with 23,000 men, crossed the Sierra Morena or
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Black Mountains, on the 1st of June reached the Guadalquivir at

Andujar; and on the 7th conquered Cordova, Avhere he got possession
of a very rich booty. It was alleged that he would be in Cadiz on
the 2 1st, as he had taken the city of Cordova by storm without any
considerable loss

;
but he delayed too long in a city which had been

so scandalously maltreated and plundered by him and his forces.*

The cruelties perpetrated in Cordova, and the booty collected,

cost the Frencli very dear; for they were so detained in their re-

treat by the labour of" carrying with them to INIadrid tlie golden and
silver vessels which constituted the plunder of the churches and
riches of all sorts, that they were surrounded by the Spaniards.

Dupont had applied to Savary to send him reinforcements and

orders; his messengers, however, and their messages fell into the

hands of the enemy, in a country where there was a general insur-

rection, and he remained without directions. About the time at

which he should have left Cordova, he learned that he was
threatened in the rear, and that Castagnos, with 10,000 regular

troops, and four times as many hastily collected forces, was march-

ing against him. He therefore resolved to retreat, but did not set

out from Cordova till the 17th of June. On the 19th he again
reached Andujar, and on the same day General Vedel, with 7000

men, marched from Toledo in order to reinforce him. Vedel
crossed the passes of the Sierra Morena, and formed a junction with

the troops which Dupont had sent forward to meet him. Dupont,
however, was generally blamed for not having set out with his whole
forces from Andujar, but remaining there, whilst Vedel was sepa-
rated fromi him and lay at Baylcn. His army was daily weakened

by the heat of the summer, the unhealthiness of the Upper Guadal-

quivir, want of wine and provisions, and the difficulties of a ser\dce

against an enemy accustomed to the climate, the country, and the

food—an enemy who was everywhere and nowhere. It is therefore

surprising that departure was not thought of till the Spanish insur-

gents were threatening them on all hands. From the 9tii of July,

Castagnos had his head-quarters in Arjonilla, and Dupont remained
as it were besieged in Andujar; on the 17th he marched towards

Baylen, and Vedel, without having formed a junction with him,

preceded him into the mountains. The Spaniards profited by the

opportunity to make an attack upon Dupont, or rather to shut him

up in Baylen. Vedel turned back; on the 19th of December he

was about to form a junction with Dupont, after some hard fight-

ing with the Spaniards, and, as the French allege, would have re-

* General Foix, a witness above suspicion, s.ays, \vitli re.«pcct to this fact (vol. iii.,

libre iv.) :
—"

L'antique capitale des Califs Ommiades, le scjour chcri deccs Abtleranies,
Ics plus ijrand rois qu'ait eus rEspajinc, vit se rcnouvoller dcs scenes d'horreur

tellcs, qu'elle n'en avait pas vu de seinblables dcjiuis rannte de 12.36, ou les Maures
eufurcnt chasses par Ferdinand III., lioi deCastilie etde Leon: scenes terriblcs, qui
n'avaient pas d'exeuse dans les partes eprouvees par le vainqueur, car I'attaque de
la villc ne leur avait pas conte dix lionunes, et le succes de la journee ne leur av;ut

coute que trent tues et quatre vingt blesses."
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lieved him, had not one of Dupont's aides-de-camp brought him

orders, in the middle of the fight, not to continue, because an ar-

mistice had been concluded. As we have often remarked, we do
not enter into such questions, because the result alone is important
to us, and the particulars cannot be in this place elucidated. The
issue of the negotiation between Dupont and Castagnos was a ca-

pitulation altogether unexampled in the history of the French wars—a capitulation which can only be compared to that of General

Mack in Ulm. This capitulation was signed on the 22nd at An-

dujar, and delivered into the hands of the insurgents not only

Dupont's army, but Vedel's division, which might undoubtedly
have escaped. The number of prisoners, according to Savary, was

23,000; to Foix, 17,000; and to Napier, 18,000 men. According
to the terms of the capitulation, the troops under Dupont were to

be sent back to France from Cadiz by sea, and Vedel's division

were to be suffered to return by land; the junta of Seville, how-

ever, refused to ratify an agreement made Avithout reserving their

sanction, and treated the prisoners with severity. Napoleon was as

much and bitterly affected by the news of the capitulation as Au-

gustus by the victory of the Germans under Hermann, and raged
as fiercely against Dupont as Augustus against Varus. Napoleon
openly accused Dupont of having so shamefully sacrificed the army
entrusted to him, from the hope of being able in this way to save

his waggons loaded with stolen goods.
The consequence of the capitulation was the revolt of all those

districts and towns heretofore in doubt; and it produced so disad-

vantageous an effect on those who believed in Napoleon's infallibility

and invincibility, that he was also obliged to evacuate Portugal.

Besides, the English now brought home the Spanish army which
was in Denmark under La Romana. When the news of the events

which had taken place in Andalusia reached Madrid, General

Verdier was immediately recalled with his army from the siege of

Saragossa; the French troops received orders to retire behind the

Ebro
;
and on the 29th of July King Joseph withdrew from

Madrid, where he had only arrived eight days before, and went to

Vittoria.

The king protected himself against an attack from the insurgents,

by calling to him Bessieres and the army which had gained the

victory of Rio Seco. Verdier was recalled from Saragossa at the

very moment in which he was on the eve of victory. The inha-

bitants of the town and the garrison had heroically defended Sara-

gossa from the beginning of July till August, and even when
Verdier was within the city, appeared disposed to hold out to the

last, when the besiegers were suddenly obliged to retire. The
French destroyed their own magazines, threw their heavy battel ing

artillery into the river, and retired to Tudela behind the Ebro. The
assailants are reported to have lost during the siege 3000 men, and
the besieged 2000.
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The Spaniards wlio had assisted Junot in the conquest of Por-

tugal having withdrawn into their own country, the Frencli general
had scattered liis troops from Algarve to Oporto, and done everything
which could render the sojourn of the French in their country in-

tolerable to the Portuguese.

Napoleon, as we have observed above, immediately laid a contri-

bution of 100,000,000 on Portugal; the people were obliged,

besides, to pay 600,000 francs to Junot, which the Emperor had

assigned to him as governor-general; and Junot raised 5,000,000
more on his own account. Napoleon not only drew away the na-

tional troops from Portugal and took them into his own army, but

appeared desirous of playing the same constitution-comedy with the

Portuguese in Bayonne as he had played with the Spaniards. He
sent for a number of the notables as deputies, but retained them as

hostages; and they were afterwards placed in a very dangerous po-

sition, when, given up by him, they became suspected by their own

countrymen. The only favour which he granted them, was to remit

fortv of the hundred millions of contribution which he had at first

imposed. In small matters, every ollicer in Portugal played the

despot and oppressor
—and a rising, which first took place in Oporto,

very quicklv spread over the whole country; and upon the capitu-
lation of Andujar and Baylen, the English, whose ships had con-

stantly blockaded the harbours, sent an army to Portugal.
The English, whose foreign expeditions were at that time usually

very ill-managed by Lord Castlereagh, either because he entrusted

them to persons unequal to the twsk, or hampered and disturbed the

plans of the commanders by his political plans and agents, had col-

lected an army in Ireland. This army was embarked and committed

to the care of Sir Arthur Wellesley, who had distinguished himself

in India and at Copenhagen, and since that tinie has gained for

himself a military reputation equal, if not superior, to that of Bo-

naparte. Had Sir Arthur been the only leader, this first expedition
would have had a very considerable influence upon Spani.sh affairs;

but Lord Castlereagh did not wish to risk the glory and the strength
of a nation which careiully calculates the cost of every step in an

open struggle with the French
;
he therefore employed other ge-

nerals besides Sir Arthur, who Avere older in rank, but much

younger both in military and political insight. Sir Hew Dai-

ry in pie, who commanded in Gibraltar, was ordered to reinforce Sir

Arthur with a number of troops, and to take the chief command.
Next to him in military rank and age were Sir Harry Burrard and
Sir John Moore; so that Sir Arthur Wellesley, with all his natural

and acquired alilities, at first played only a very subordinate cha-

racter. When he arrived in Portugal, and examined the state of

things in Spain with the eye of an experienced chieftain, he found

everything to be very diilerent from what it had been described to

him in London. He soon perceivrd that the instructions which

Lord Castlereauli had given him could not be carried out, because
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they were all founded upon false premises, and he was therefore

obliged to judge for himself. He disembarked his troops under

protection of the small fort of Figueira, now in the hands of a

body of insurgents under the leading of Zagalo, a student of

Coimbra, and which was afterwards entrusted to the safe keeping of

a body of English mariners. This small fort was situated at the

mouth of the ri^'er ]\Iondego, and there the English landed on the

very day on which King Joseph was obliged to leave Madrid.

Sir Arthur might, indeed, have reckoned upon the numerous

Portuguese army under Freire which joined him; but with good
reason he attached very little importance to untrained and undis-

ciplined masses, however great might be their number, and marched

along the coast, carefully keeping open his communications with the

sea. As he advanced towards Lisbon, he would have met with two
divisions sent out by Junot, had not Loison, with his corps, arrived

too late, because he had been obliged to make an excursion to Ba-

dajoz to harass the Spaniards; the English general therefore only
met with one division under Laborde. Not far from Rorica an en-

gagement took place on the l7th of August, and after a bloody
battle the French were obliged to retire. Immediately thereupon
Junot resolved, when Loison had at length arrived, to encamp with

his whole force over aj^ainst the Enojlish.

This took place on the 19th, when the English had advanced as

far as Vimiera. The French were in position at Torres Vedras,
and there Sir Arthur wished to attack them as early as the 20th.

Chance, however, so ordered it, that Sir Harry Burrard arrived at

the very moment. The new general was of a different opinion; and
on the 21st, Junot, on his side, attacked the English. The battle

commenced at eight o'clock in the morning, and by twelve was de-

cided in favour of the English. Had not Sir Hew Dalrymple
arrived, and joined Sir Harry Burrard in preventing Wellesley's
bold undertaking, this battle would have proved eminently more

disadvantageous to the French than the loss of a few thousand men
and twelve pieces of artillery. Immediately after the battle, Sir

Arthur wished to advance to Torres Vedras, with a view to cut off

Junot from Lisbon
;
but the two senior commanders insisted that no

decisive step should be taken till the arrival of the 10,000 men
under jVIoore, which were expected. Such were the orders of Sir

Harry Burrard as soon as he took the command, and his views were
confirmed by Sir Hew Dalrymple on his arrival on the 23rd.

In this way Junot remained master in Lisbon; he knew, how-

ever, that he could not long maintain his position, and sought a

capitulation, by which his army and materials might be not only

preserved, but landed in some place where it might be able to render

more effectual seiwice to the Emperor in his campaign against Spain
than they could do in Portugal. Junot had not only the English
before him, but lie was every moment in dread of the population of

Lisbon rising in his rear, and of the English fleet making an attack
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by sea; for Siniavin, the Russian admiral, -who was lying with a
fleet in the harbour, showed no disposition to support tlie cause of
his Emperor's ally. Siniavin not only refused to disembark the

6000 men whom he had on board, or in any other way to aid Junot,
but would not even make a demonstration in his favour, and refused

Junot's application to oppose the English should they attempt to

force an entrance into the Tagus. Junot therefore caused a proposal
for an armistice to be made to the English commander-in-chief, and
offered to evacuate Portuf{al.

In the agreement into which the English entered with Junot

concerning the evacuation, they granted him conditions of unex-

ampled advantage, because everything to them depended on the
French being as quickly as possible sent out of Portugal, in order
that they might apply their troops to the aid of Spain. Into this

capitulation was admitted even an article in favour of Siniavin's

fleet, on condition, it is true, that it should be confirmed by Admiral
Cotton. The admiral, however, took care not to give such a gua-
rantee, because he foresaw that the English people would be in the

highest degree dissatisfied with the conditions. He declared that

he had nothing whatever to do with the capitulation, but was ready
to negotiate with Siniavin on his own account. On this occasion it

became evident, as a later period fully confirmed, that the hostility
between Russia and England was merely apparent. The English
admiral allowed the crews of the ships, amounting to 6000 men, to

go directly to Russia, and the ships themselves he caused to be

brought to England, where they were to be preserved and given
back to the Russians at the close of the war. In consequence of
Admiral Cotton's refusal to ratify the treaty, and the arrival of Sir

John j\Ioore with 10,000 troops, the capitulation was frustrated, and
the English took possession of Torres Vcdras; they were afraid,

however, when Junot threatened to bury himself under the ruins of

Lisbon, that he might have means of holding out still longer at the
cost of the Portuguese, and they therefore renewed the negotiations.
As early as the 30th of August a capitulation was indeed concluded,
which was universally blamed in England by the people, by the

newspapers, and in parliament. According to the terms of this ca-

pitulation, the French army, said to consist of 20,000 men, toge-
ther with everything belonging to it, and its spoils collected in

Portugal, with the single exception of the artillery which it had
found there, was to be conveyed to France in English ships.* This

army was afterwards put on shore between Kochefort and Lorient,
and formed the kernel of the army collected on the Garonne, which

Napoleon destined against Spain. The agreement above referred

* It was thought that Junot's army should liavc been made prisoners of war, or

at least been required to disgorge its prey. The official aecount of the army at

the time of its embarkation, gives 16,135 infantry and 1770 cavalry; 1036 artilkry-
nien; 2136 detached; 3522 sick; 915 prisoners; 14 engineers; and 15 criminals;
in all, 25,539 ;

1 pieces of S-pounders ;
19 pieces of 4-pounders; and 4 bombs.
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to was called the Capitulation of Cintra, the seat of the Eng-
lish head-quarters, though it was really signed at Falus, at least

thirty miles from Cintra. The feeling in England was so strong,
that all the three commanders were recalled and tried by a court-

martial, by which, however, they were honourably acquitted.
About this time La Romana with his army was brought home to

Spain by the English. Castagnos and some members of the junta
of Seville, immediately on their first interview with Sir Hew Dal-

rymple, then Governor of Gibraltar, called his attention to the

13,000 or 14,000 Spaniards who were serving under Bernadotte

in Jutland and in the Danish islands. The question, then, Avas how
to convey an intimation to the troops under the command of the

Marquis la Romana of what was going on at home, and secretly
to bring them home from Zeeland, Flinen, Langeland, and Jutland,
where they were quartered. The first, the communication of the in-

telligence, was entrusted by the English government to a confidential

agent, and the embarkation of the troops to Admirals Keats and

Saumarez, who were at that time in the Baltic with a fleet. The
matter was attended with some difiiculty, for the troops had taken

the oath of allegiance to King Joseph, and several attempts had been

made in vain to inform the marquis of the general insurrection at

home; however, at length Robertson, a Catholic priest, was per-
suaded to present himself, disguised as a merchant, as the represen-
tative of the English government, and to make the necessary arrange-
ments. A Spanish officer went to Admiral Keats, who was cruising
in the Belt, and who in conjunction with the Spaniards seized on
all the small Danish vessels on the 9th of August. 'Ihe Spaniards
took military possession of the town and harbour of Nyborg, and on
the 10th, with the assistance of Admirals Keats and Saumarez, suc-

ceeded in putting on board all the troops on Flinen and Langeland.
In this way 9500 escaped ;

two Spanish regiments stationed in Zee-

land were surrounded by the Danish troops and disarmed. j\Iany
of those who were in Jutland had hastened over to join their

countrymen ; but those of the Spanish troops who were at too great
a distance from the coastwere quickly shut in by the French and
Dutch troops hastening to the scene of action from Holstein, dis-

armed, and sent as prisoners of war to France.

The troops under La Romana were landed at Santandor, and after-

wards sent to reinforce the army under Blake operating in the Basque
provinces. The Spaniards delayed long in following up their ad-

vantages, and when they at length, at the end of two months, made
the necessary preparations to attack the French behind the Ebro,
the latter were so completely ready to receive them, that if the

Spanish generals had had better talents and armies than they really

possessed, they would not have been in a condition to beat them in

the open field. Since the beginning of August, Napoleon had been

busy in concentrating all his old troops, and those of his German

vassals, on the Spanish frontier, and everything was, as usual, so
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arranged, that when he hastened from the meeting at Erfurt to

Spain, one victory followed another, and, like a flash of lightning
or a divinity, he threw down all opposition. Even then he
showed his fear of being disturbed by Austria in his rear. The
Archduke Charles had for some time been at the head of the
whole military affairs of Austria; since 1806 he had completely
reorganised the whole, and had at length broken through the old

traditionary modes of management. As Scharnhorst at a later

period did in Prussia, he succeeded in introducing conscriptions,
and a general arming for defence into the Austrian hereditary pro-
vinces. A great alarm was then raised with respect to the military
preparations in Austria, and the pretence of an impending war
in Germany was used in order, in the midst of peace, to obtain at

once a levy of 160,000 conscripts from the senate, which had

already decreed one of 80,000 men in January.
That the designs of Austria were thought of appears from the mes-

sage to the senate in September, 1808, to which were added two

reports from the minister of foreign affairs. In these reports the
war with Spain is not indeed made the chief ground for the
demand of a new levy of conscripts, and, as usual, they contained
a quantity of unmeasured abuse of the English; but Austria was
also named. Austria, it was stated, had in recent times given
most friendly assurances, but had, at the same time, made vast mili-

tary preparations. Its military establishment was out of all propor-
tion to its population and its finances. In reference, however, to

the continually growing anxiety of Napoleon's own creatures from
1808 till 1814 at his measures, which constantly became bolder, and
the dissatisfaction of the people (even of his own brothers), we must

remark, that on this occasion some difficulties were raised in the

senate. This body, however, issued a decree on the 12th of Sep-
tember, by virtue of which 80,000 conscripts of the years from J806
to 1809 were immediately to be raised, and preparations were to be
made for raising 80,000 more for the year 1810. These measures

compelled youths of eighteen to nineteen, instead of young men
from twenty to twenty-one, to undergo the severest and most bur-

densome service. Tiie newly-raised conscripts were first sent to

be disciplined in Germany; and there the subjects of the princes

belonging to the Confederation of the Rhine were compelled to

maintain the soldiers, to make life agreeable to the olllcers, and
to enrich the generals. In order to keep Austria in a state of

fear, Bavaria and Saxony were obliged to unite their armies in

camps.
In the mean time, the prevailing anarchy in Spain, which made

it impossible for the French to rule the Sjianlards as they had done
the Germans, by the hierarchy of their own pubUc men, obstructed
the formation of an interim government for the whole kingdom.
The council of Castillc assumed the appearance of having the right
to command, and yet was not obeyed; the junta of Seville quarrelled
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with General Castag-nos, and General Cuesta was even arrested,

though subsequently liberated. The sums of money paid by the

English were lost without any one knowing what really became of

them
;
the stores and materials of war furnished by England were

badly applied, and the counsel of the English agents despised. It

cannot, therefore, be any subject of wonder that the English, made
distrustful by the boasting and false accounts of the Spaniards, only
first resolved in October, when it was too late, to send their troops
to the support of the Spanish army. On the 5th of September, it is

true, the Spanish generals, Castagnos, Cuesta, Blake, and Palafox,
held a conference with Llamas and De I'lnfantado in Madrid,
to choose a commander-in-chief, and to agree upon a general plan of

a campaign. This consultation, however, ended without leading to

any result, and the English plenipotentiary learned that all the

considerable sums which England had contributed had disappeared.

Then, indeed, a general junta, consisting of forty-two members,
was named, the only remaining prince of the royal family in Spain,
the old and stupid Cardinal Archbishop Don Louis de Bourbon, was

appointed its president, andAranjuez was chosen as its place of sit-

ing ;
but by this step the confusion became still worse. The general

junta, many-headed as it was, consulted continually, and never came
to any resolution; whilst the junta of Seville, supported by the

cortes of the southern provinces, paid no attention whatever to its

advice; nor did the other juntas and generals.
The new French government in Spain possessed as little unity and

sincerity as that of the insurgents; it was only when Napoleon was

present, and as long as he was present, that anything proceeded
from one head and was directed to one object, and hence, so long, his

universal victory and success. He was by no means satisfied with the

measures adopted by his brother, or with the assistance of Marshal

Jourdan, whom he had given him as an adviser. He was deeply
oiFended with both for having remained quiet in Vittoria during the

whole of the months of September and October, although they had
at their command a power quite sufficient to justify them in carrying
on hostilities. As early as three weeks after his departure from

Madrid, King Joseph had, besides the 17,000 men of the army of

Catalonia and the divisions scattered about in various places, which
he had concentrated around him, 50,000 under Moncey, Bessieres,

and Ney, who had at a later period been sent from Paris to oppose
the insurgents, who had nothing which could properly be called an

army. He, nevertherless, remained quiet; and his brother himself

afterwards gave orders to delay the attack. Napoleon wished to

appear suddenly, and in an instant to work wonders, and have them

trumpeted abroad. Li the mean time the Spaniards boasted, placed
their confidence in the great numbers of their people, and facilitated

the Emperor's plans by attacking him before the arrival of the

English general with his small army, better than all the Spanish
armies together.
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The most numerous Spanisli army was in tlie Basque provinces
under lilakc, who was to be joined by La Romana with liis 10,000

well-disciplined soldiers. Count Belvedere, a youni^ man wliolly

inexperienced in war, marched with an army, wliich after the

Spanish fashion was called 20,000 strong, from Estremadura to

Burgos. This army was intended to join the English, who at the

moment when the Spaniards were advancing, had scarcely crossed

the frontiers of Portugal; Castagnos was in position from Calahorra to

Tudela with some 30,000 men; in ISIadrid lay, with 10,000 troops,
the miserable INIorla, who aftewards sold himself; Palafox, a much

younger man, was in Saragossa, and although he had most heroically
defended that city, was yet no general. To lead such armies against
the French was irrational—but it appears even ridiculous, when the

names of the Spanish generals, who were afterwards all of them
more or less remarkable for their treachery or incapacity, are com-

pared with the names of tlie generals to whom they were opposed,
imder the personal superintendence of such a distinguished military
leader as Napoleon.* The French army, which was collected by
Napoleon in the midst of November for the occupation of Spain, was

superior to the Spanisli even in numbers. It is quite certain that

the 330,000 men had no real existence except in the lists of the

French; but Napoleon had, no doubt, on foot 250,000 infantry,

50,000 cavalry, and 400 pieces of
artillery, when, accompanied by

Soult, Duke of Dalmatia, and Lannes, Duke of Montebello, he

opened the campaign in Spain. He set out from Paris on the 29th
of October, and arrived on the 3rd of November at Bayonne; as

early as the 10th, Belvedere was completely defeated by Soult at

Gamonal, not far from Burgos, and about the same time the Spanish
armies under Blake were easily conquered at Espinosa by Victor,
Duke of Belluno. La Romana's army was driven in all directions.

The whole north of Spain was brought into subjection to the French

by Soult and Bessicres within the brief space of ten days. Lannes,
who had been sent to Arragon, gained a decisive victory there over

Castagnos and Palafox, to which we shall subsc.'quently refer.

Sir John IMoore, who was on his march with the English army,
learned just at the right time that Madrid was given up to the

French, and Castagnos' army scattered; he changed his line of

march, by which the entire subjection of Spain was accidentally

prevented: the main force of the French was drawn in pursuit
of the English to GaUicia; and time was thus aivcn to Seville

and Cadiz to make preparations before they Averc attacked, instead,

as would otherwise have been the case, of the French ovcrrunnlnir

the whole of Andalusia.

* The corps liad their numbers, and from a list of the generals it will ho seen

that it -Nvas impossible for the incapable Spanish pcncrals to withstand them. 1.

JIarshal Victor, Duke of Belluno. 2. INIarslial Bossitres, Duke of Istria. 3.

iMarshal ISIoncey, Duke of Conegliano. 4. ?*[arshal Lotebvre, Duke of Dan ziu'. '>.

IMarslial IMortier, Duke of Treviso. G. ^Marshal Nov, Duke of Elcliingeu. 7. GeneraL

Gouvion St. Cyr. 8. General Junot, Duke of Abrantes.

VOL. VIII. E
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On this occasion, also, the Emperor of the French gave indis-

putable proofs of the great qualities of a commander, of that supe-

riority of mind, perseverance and capacity of bearing every labour,
which had always distinguished liim. He was everywhere first in

the strife
;
but unfortunately he was much too great for times such as

those in which we live. Victor and Soult having beaten Belvedere and
La liomana, he immmediately hastened to the lofty and cold moun-
tains of the Somma Sierra, over which the road leads to Madrid.
The heights, covered with snow, were occupied by 12,000 Spaniards,
and the passes protected by batteries; but Napoleon despised the

Spanish troops too much to pay any regard to their resistance, and him-
self led on the troops which were to storm the batteries. He always
calculated on the impression which such bold undertakings would
make upon his soldiers, and which the accounts of them would after-

wards make upon the public; and on this occasion the storming of

the batteries, which was undoubtedly a remarkable and astonishing

feat, was by its mode of telling converted into something like a

miracle. The troops employed for the storming of these batteries

were Polish lancers; De Pradt, however, informs us that the ground
was not remarkably steep, but a mountain plateau; nevertheless, had
not Bonaparte wished to show his opinion of the miserable character

of the Spanish soldiers and his great contempt for them, he would

scarcely have so recklessly sacrificed the lives of the people whom he

employed. Napier is of opinion, that though the boldness of the

undertaking was justified by its success, the mode of storming a

battery by cavalry is in the highest degree extravagant. The horse-

men, it is true, took the batteries; but of eighty men only nine were

uninjured, and Philip de Segur, who was of the party, received nine

wounds; Napoleon himself approached within range. He had, liow-

ever, very properly calculated that the 12,000 Spaniards who were
to bar his way, would be so much surprised by the unexpected
assault, as quickly to run away; and so in fact they did, for no

prisoners were made.*

Napoleon arrived as early as the 2nd of December before Madrid,
whither his brother Joseph had preceded him ;

it appeared, however,
as if the people were disposed to dispute his entrance into the

capital, because, besides the troops, thousands of country people had
flocked in from the districts around the city. The streets were

literally crammed, and there was no inconsiderable number of guns
in the town. The defence of their capital, however, appeared use-

less to the Spaniards, and the French were anxious to spare the

palace; the parties did not, therefore, come into actual collision, and

particularly as two of the commanders had been gained over. These

were General Morla, who had once before been a traitor, and the

Prince of Castelfranco. These two concluded a capitulation, which,

* The best account of this event on the Somma Sierra may be foimd in De Pradt,
"Memoires Historiciues sur la Kevolution d'Espagne," pp. 186-199.
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however, Castellar, captain-general and president of the military

junta, refused to ratify ;
and he, witli 6000 men and sixteen guns,

was suffered peaceably to -withdraw. The general junta fled to

Badajoz, and afterwards repaired to Seville.

The Enghsh army, 25,000 strong, under Sir John Moore, which
was to inarch to Spain, had been obliged to delay long in Portugal,
because Sir Jolin was obliged to reduce everything to order, seeing his

government had cared for nothing when he set out; he was obliged to

take the heavy road to Almeida, because Sir David Baird was to land

with 10,000 men at Corunna and form a junction with Sir John from

the north. The expedition to Spain, which cost the life of General

Moore, was admired by all military men, because, within the space of

six weeks, this able oliiccr organised and armed his men, secured pro-

visions, and marched a distance of 400 miles, partly over a cross and
almost impassable country. Having at first directed his raarcli upon
Madrid, in hopes of forming a junction with Castagnos' army, which
was afterwards beaten in Arragon, he left one cohimn of his army
and the artillery under General Hope to follow the course of the

Tagus, and to proceed to the Escurial, whilst he himself, with the

remaining two columns, marched through Almeida to Salamanca.

He was obliged to wait for General Baird, who did not arrive till

the 11th of November; the effect of this delay was, that the Spanish
armies were scattered before lie could reach them. Before he could

again unite the column under Hope with himself, and had been

joined by Baird's corps, he learned that the Spanish army under

Blake was scattered, Belvedere defeated, and that La Romana, who
had collected the remains of Blake's troops and taken the command,
was in a condition to render him little aid; he then resolved to re-

turn to Portugal, but suddenly changed his mind. With his 25,000
men he hoped to surprise Soult, who was in the valley of Carrion;
the latter, however, had given orders to General JMathieu Dumas,
who was in Burgos, to direct the whole of Junot's corps, destined

vigorously to renew the siege of Saragossa, to Valladolid. In conse-

quence of this. Sir John was placed in a very dangerous situation—
but, on the other hand, the siege of Saragossa could not at first be

prosecuted with vigour, and even Valencia was for a time left in

quiet.
In the middle of a severe winter. Napoleon set out from Madrid

and hastened to meet the Enghsh, in order to cut them off from

Portugal. On this occasion he repeated the venture he had made
in crossing the St. Bernard, and recently in surmounting the heights
of the Somma Sierra. His present exploit was, in a season of great

severity, through snow, ice, and dreadful cold, to climb the heights
of the Sierra Guadarama, with his army and heavy baggage. He
reached the summit on the 23rd of December; but it was impossible
to proceed further until thousands, encouraged by his presence and

addresses, and after inexpressible labour and loss of men, falling a

£ 2
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sacrifice to cold, want, and exertion, made a way before liim.* In

the mean time, Sir John Moore, having learned that Junot's corps
was ordered to Valladolid, gave up his march against Soult, and

entered upon his retreat to Portugal; as soon, however, as he heard

that Napoleon was in Madrid, and before he knew of the passage
of the Sierra Guadarama, he had altered the direction of his march,
and sou "'lit to reach one of the three harbours of Gallicia—Vigo, Fer-

rol, or Corunna.

When Napoleon crossed the Douro, on the 2oth of December, at

Tordesillas, he thought he had reached the English, who were at Val-

deras;t Sir John, however, had crossed the Esla, which flows in a

deep channel, blown up two arches of the bridge, and collected his

whole force in Astorga. The French were over-anxious in the

pursuit, but soon learned, from the losses they suffered, that it

was a very different thing to have to deal with English and with

Spanish troops. They ventured with a few battalions to cross

the Esla, but 2000 English cavalry speedily drove them back
across the river, and took General Lefebure Desnouettes a prisoner.
In the mean time Soult had got together an army of 80,000 men
for the pursuit of the English; and Napoleon himself had followed

them as far as Benavente, when he received intelligence of the plan
of the Austrians, which was formed on the expectation of a general

rising, and the desertion of Napoleon by the oppressed and harassed

Germans. In the beginning of the year 1809, Napoleon, when on
horseback to advance, received the courier, who brought despatches
which induced him to leave the pursuit of the English to Marshals

Ney and Soult, and immediately to return himself; he remained,

however, still eight days in Spain to put everything in order. On
the 9th of January, 1809, he came to Valladolid, and worked, as

usual, day and night, to prepare everything possible for the guidance
of afiixirs in Spain ;

he was, however, altogetlier dissatisfied with his

brother Joseph. From Spain he issued orders to the princes of the

Confederation of the Rhijie for the raising of troops, immediately
gave directions for arming 80,000 conscripts for 1810, and by the

28th of January was back in Paris.

In the mean time, Sir John Moore found himself close pressed on
one side by Ney and on the other by Soult, losing a great number
of men in his marches through the mountains and pathless coun-

tries, and obstructed by an immense train of baggage and camp-
followers which accompanied his army. With an army recruited

from all sorts of people, he was not indeed in a condition to guard

* JIatliicu Dumas alleges that the march across the Sierra Guadarama -vras more
diflScult, and attended by a greater loss of men, than that over the St. Bernard or the

Splugen.
t After this passage, Napoleon wrote to Soult :

—"
L'avangarde de la cavalerie

est deja a Benavente. Si les Anglais passent la journee dans leur position, ils

sont i^erdus ;
si an contraire, ils vous attaquent avec toutes leurs forces, repliez vous

a un jour de marche; plus loin ils irout, taut mieux pour nous; s'ils se retireut

serrez les de pres."
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against every kind of disorder; but he was generally admired be-

cause, notwithstanding the rapidity of the retreat, he kept his army
in such order that the pursuing enemy did not venture to attack

till they thought themselves sure of having a great superiority in

force. This appeared at Lugo, where he halted, and offered battle

to that portion of the French army which was close in his rear. The
offer, however, Avas not accepted, the English reached the harbours

where their ships were lying, and Sir John crowned this most glori-
ous retreat by a victory over the French in pursuit of him.

Napoleon's marshals were, in Kis absence, filled with jealousy of

one another, which proved ruinous to the French in the Spanish
war; this feeling showed itself on this occasion, immediately after

his departure. Soult and Ney were not agreed respecting the march

through Galllcia
;

the latter halted at Villa Franca, and Soult

accused him of having prevented him from profiting by the oppor-

tunity of a battle ollcred him on the 8th and 9th of January at

Lugo: Ney ought, he alleged, to have marched through the valley
of Orense to St. Jago di Compostella, and sent after him the whole
division which he wished for, and without the assistance of which
he was unable to accept the offer of battle made to him at Lugo.

Li this way Sir John reached the bay and town of Corunna with

14,000 men, after having sent off 3000 to Vigo, there to be em-
barked: Soult was close upon his heels. The termination of this

laborious march was, however, as honourable to the English general
as its commencement and progress had been.

Sir John had marched for eleven days in deep snow and on th.e

worst possible mountain roads; his army had often remained the

whole nic-ht throuuh under arms in intense cold, had fought seven

engagements with the enemy, and had at last, in two marches,
cleared a distance of thirtv hours. When arrived at Corunna the

transports were not there, because they had been detained by con-

trary winds in Vigo; every one, therefore, thought the English would
be obliged to purchase their embarkation by a capitulation. Sir John,

however, ilrmly refused to enter into any negotiations. The encmv

appeared on the heights round the town, and the ships arrived on

the 14th. On the 15th and 16th all the materials of Avar were

successfully put on board, and the enemy at last pressed forward in

such force, that it became necessary either to march out, give them
battle beibre the town, and drive them back, or to expect an attack

during embarkation. Sir John resolved upon the former, and on the

16th drew up his army in order of battle without the town.

A bloody battle was fought. Sir John jNIoore, the commandin.fr

officer, IcU; General Baird, the second in command, was severely
Avounded; and Hope Avas obliged to take the chief command. The

French, howcA'er, were compelled to give Avay. INlathicu Dumas
has tried in vain to dispute the victorv of the English, croAvned by
tlic heroic death of General Moore; for although they Avero not able

to continue the contest with the French, Avhosc army kept increasing
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every day by tlie arrival of fresK troops, tliey prevented the enemy
from forcing their way into the town till the 18th. That portion
of the troops which had covered the embarkation remained till all

the sick Avere put on board; and the Spaniards afterwards kept off

the French till the ships were beyond the range of their guns.
However little we, like the French, believe that Napoleon knew

evervthing, and was able to do everything, it does, however, appear
to us, that had he remained in Spain after the removal of the English,
both Portugal and Andalusia would have been reduced to subjection.
He alone was superior to all the others together ;

his brother was in-

capable, and his marshals not agreed. This, after his departure, pre-
vented the execution of his plans. The different corps distinguished

by numbers were scattered over the whole of Spain, and orders were

given to them as to the manner in which they should co-operate with

one another. The seventh corps, under Gouvion St. Cyr, was in

Catalonia, and remained there; the third and fourth were united

under Marshal Lannes, in order to push forward with all expedition
the siege of Saragossa, because from 12,000 to 15,000 men of Cas-

tagnos' army had thrown themselves into this city. On the fall of

Saragossa the remainder was to undertake the reduction of Arragon.
Bessieres' corps was in Biscay, and scattered through the provinces
of Burgos and Valladolid; to this corps, too, belonged the division

Tinder General Bonnet which had occupied Santandar, and was to

observe the Asturias
;
and Lefebvre was with his corps in the pro-

vince of La Mancha, Soult, with the main army, with which he
had followed the English, was to occupy Portugal; and Ney, who
was with the sixth corps in Gallicia, was to march thither from the

north as soon as Soult had set out for Li.sbon, At the same time

Victor, Duke of Belluno, who commanded the first corps, was to

encamp on the frontiers of Portugal, to call to him a division of

the fourth corps, and to march from Badajoz to Lisbon. As soon

as Lisbon should be in the power of the French, Victor was to

occupy Andalusia.

On Napoleon's arrival in Madrid, he found his brother Joseph
there, whom, as the French contemptuously say, he had left behind

with the rest of the bao-trao-e at Burgos, but who had now been in

his palace since the 22nd of December. Joseph was, undoubtedly,
not equal to the circumstances; that, his brother knew, but, as he had
made him a king, he thought it necessary to uphold him in honour.

When, therefore, he himself left Madrid, he left him the supreme
command of all the French troops in Spain. Old Marshal Jourdan,
whom he left for his adviser, enjoyed quite as little respect in the

army as King Joseph himself.
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§11.

FROM THE WAR WITH AUSTRIA IN 1809 TILL THE WAR WITH
RUSSIA IN 1812.

A.—GERMANY TILL THE BATTLE OF ASPERN.

1.—POLITICAL AND DIPLOMATIC EVENTS OF 1809.

Both French and German writers agree that in the new war

waged by Austria against Franco in 1808, the anti-French feeling

prevailing througliout all Germany entered into the calculation ;
we

must, therefore,' in this place, give as short an account as possible of

the influence of the national spirit already mentioned upon all

minds of the better class throughout Germany. In order to do this,

we ought to go at some length into the liistory of the patriotic asso-

ciations protected by the minister Von Stein, and promoted by him
even after his banishment from his native country, for the maiilte-

nancc of German customs, integrity, and traditional modes of life,

or of what Avas called the Turjendhund ; this, however, would in-

volve Tis in a labyrinth from which we have not the proper thread

for extrication. We shall, therefore, limit ourselves to generally
known facts, and expressly give pre-eminence" to the efforts made by
tlie distinguished circle which assembled around Rasumowski in

Vienna, to use this feeling for objects not quite consistent with Ger-

man patriotism, Rasumowski had long ceased to be Russian minis-

ter in Vienna, but he still continued to keep up an intimate con-

nexion with Count IMunster, the whole of the English aristocracy,
the Empress-Dowager of Russia, and the ladies of the imperial
house of Austria; and in the circles assembled at his house, appa-

rently composed of idlers, met for the enjoyment of the most frivo-

lous pleasures, plans were hewn out, in which the good German

people were to co-operate. At this house the noble conspirators

assembled, and thither Count Stadion brought Gentz and Schlcgel,
who were to excite our good-natured but oft-deceived people in favour

of everything old
; thither, too, went Metternich after his return

from Paris. All that sprang from that assembly must be carefully

distinguished from what happened in and came out of Prussia.

In Prussia, men of the first rank, and occupying the first offices,

began at h.nigth quietly to stimulate the people; not as they had

formerly been accustomed to do—to put them to sleep and oppress
them: learned men who had formerly been confined to their studies,

and flatterers of every little despot and his courtiers, recalled the

people to sell-consciousness, and scoflcd at German servility. In

this relation, we may mention the names of Amdt, Fichte an(?
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Sclilelermaclier. Persons like Scliill, Justus Gruncr, Katt, and

others, belong to a different category ;
but as the French revolution

needed its Robespierres and Dantons, the German revolution was
not to be worked out by men of pure morality. In the background
there were statesmen and men of military genius against whom the

fall of the old Prussian system barred the Avay to all promotion
—

such as Hardenberg, Schladen, Niebuhr, Gneisenau, Scharnhorst,
and others. The feeling then universally wakened, was strongest in

the members of the Tugenhiind, which became an object of alarm
to the French, as it was at a later period to the servile generation of

those who began again to yearn after the customs and usages of olden

times. This it was which gave to these secret associations their im-

portance; the noise which Napoleon raised about them, lent them

political significance; the cruel persecutions wliich Napoleon, the

Prince of Eckmiihl and his bailiffs and spies organised in Germany,
embittered the minds of the people; and when the Prussians were

compelled to forbid the existence of such associations (1809) every
secret society received a new charm.

The number of the members of a society zealous for the mainte-

nance of German intellectual life, now unfortunately sinking under
mere efforts after material progress, which partook of none of the

characteristics of a conspiracy, and to Avhich even William von

Humboldt, ambassador in Vienna, belonged, continually increased,

notwithstanding all the persecution of the years 1809 and 1810;
and it became a peculiar business of the French ambassadors to

search out all those who belonged to the Tiigendbund. Bignon, who
resided in Warsaw in 1811, gives us a list which he had purchased
from his spies, and which we shall give below, though it is neither com-

plete nor does it contain the most important names.* That the people
were merely used as tools on the occasion is a thing established. The
old nobility and the Austrian aristocracy, who pretended to be so

patriotic, troubled themselves very little about the well-being of the

people, or the improvement of its condition and relations, and parti-

cularly about the limitation of the usurpations of the privileged

classes; they wished rather designedly to deceive the people, and use

them as a means to restore the old order of things, and to recover

their old privileges. These gentlemen concealed their views under
a pretended patriotism

—hatred towards the French and their

Emperor. Such was the distinguished society which gathered
around RasuraoAvski in Vienna, and whom Gentz and Schlegel
served in 1809, who had no credit in Berlin, because men like

*
Bignon, vol. x., p. 133. "En 1811 me futremis et j'envoye au ministere une

liste des principaux membres de cette societe. J'at" eu Men depuis de reconnaitre

qu'elle etait exacte. Elle portoit en premioreligne, le Baron de Stein, le Chancelier de

Beyme, le General Blueher, et le General Scharnhorst, ensuite venaient le JNIajor de

Clausewitz, le Major Tiedemann, le Colonel Ziethen, le Colonel Gneisenau conseiller

d'etat, le conseiller d'etat Justus Gruner, et Professeur Sclimalz (ohel), le prtsi-
dent Merkel, les freres Comtes de Roeder, le conseiller Stegemann, le conseiller prive

Rudiger, le Major Chazot, de Thiele, aid-de-canip du Koi, le Major de Rudolf, les ca-

pitaines de Dohna et Heidemann," &c., &c.
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Stein, Arndt, and others, then despised the frivolous and sophistical
defenders of what was old. Ilasumowski kept a splendid liouse,

which at a later period was daily frequented by Metternich
;
he was

half an Englishman; Stadion and he Avere closely connected witli

Count Munster, and when their own wits could carry thcni no fur-

ther, they sought counsel from Pozzo di Borgo, Napoleon's country-
man and the enemy of his family, who had great influence with the

Emperor Alexander. As early as the years 1809 and 1810 the

people in the Tyrol and elsewhere were scandalously misled by those

distinguished people and their flattering sophists, for they roused

their enthusiasm, and caused a love of freedom to be proclaimed,
but gave themselves very little trouble as to what became of the

people led astray by these proclamations and agitations.
Even in other districts the enthusiasm in favour of virtue and

right were of a very equivocal character. What had the ablest and
most estimable men, such as the feudal lord and knight Von Stein,

the two Humboldts, P>orstel, Nugent, Chazot, Doerenbcrg, Steigen-

tesch, the aristocratic Niebuhr, proud of his learning, Stadion, INIet-

ternich. Count IMunster, and others, in common with the people?
Were not the people urged and driven to take up arms for the

Elector of Hesse, as if his rule Avere the salvation of Germany?
Was not the wild and dissolute son of the Duke of Brunswick, mor-

tally wounded at Jena, regarded as a martyr for the good cause? Was
not Schill idolised for his doings, which Ave shall hereafter describe?

It can therefore excite no surprise that the society in Vienna, clever

in its way, so characteristically described by Otto, the French am-

bassador, a serious and religious man, in his letters to his Emperor,
in 1811, should have caused this enthusiasm to be excited and stimu-

lated by Gentz, Schlegel, and Hormayr, and then have laughed at

the enthusiasts.

Stadion's letters, found in the Lehenshildern, show, that in Austria,

even more than in Prussia, the leading men calculated upon the

general dislike to Bonaparte's increasing boldness, and his reso-

lution to substitute mifrht for ri^rht, and to do to-dav this and to-

morrow that, with princes and people who were in his power. In

1809, Gentz played a distinguished character, as in 1811— 1812, as a

demagogue, for promoting the advantage of feudal rights. AVe think

it, therefore, a duty to make some extracts from the letters written by
Otto from Vienna to Paris, concerning the career of (jcntz, and the

people who were then (in 1811) his instruments, as they had previously
been in 1809. He reports that Count Kasumowski and Baron

Novosilzofli who Avas afterwards at the head of Constantine's dread-

ful police and inquisition in Poland, performed the service in Vienna

of entertaining high society, of making conversational parties, and

enlivening their conservatism by means of the ladies. Otto, Avho Avas

a severe moralist, expresses a strong dislike to this society, in Avhicli,

in 1811, Stadion and Metternich were together, instead of Stadion

alone, Avho before 1809 Avas sole manager of these anti-GuUican
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cabals. By Rasumowski's recommendation, an opening was made

forGentz, the Prussian, into this previously inaccessible circle, which
consisted of the high aristocracy then conspiring with the Russian

and English nobility. The manner in which this introduction took

place is related by Otto, in a manner by no means honourable; and

whatever is wanting in him is amply supplied by Bignon, by whose
book we are made acquainted with Otto's correspondence.* We are

very llir from placing unconditional behef in the two Frenchmen, or

from feeling any wish to deny to Gentz and Fred, von Schlegel, be-

cause they were flatterers and self-seekers, any merit which they may
have had; the passages are therefore quoted, not in a biographical
but in a purely liistorical relation. We ask, to what any movement
of the people, such as that of 1809, could have led, under the

guidance of men who were so completely strange to the people and
their modes of life as the Austrian circle of Count Stadion and the

doctrhia'ires of whom he made use in 1809 and 1811? Could it be

hoped that the distinguished aristocracy, who from 1808—1814 em-

ployed such means, and used people like the men whom the French

regarded in the light we have shown; of vv'hom the King of Prussia

had availed himself for his wretched manifesto, and whom now (in

1809) Count Stadion employed; or as the man whom the Archduke
Charles cherished in his camp, would restore virtue and justice?
Can it be wondered at, that after the victory they paid no real atten-

tion even to Baron von Stein? They suspected others of similar

designs to themselves, and therefore never rested after the peace of

Paris and Vienna till the distinguished members of the Tugendbund
were frightened, and the humble and imprudent ones outlawed.

Bignon states that he had been acquainted with Gentz in Berlin,

and that at that time he was in the enjoyment of a pension from

England as a reward for his work upon the English finances; this

pension, however, being but small, he had contracted debts, and was
in very bad circumstances. After the peace of Amiens (in 1802),
when all feelings of hatred had disappeared, he had been admitted

into the diplomatic circles in Berlin, and as Bignon remarks that he
never paid his losses at play in these high circles, and the man's pen
was cheap, he had advised the First Consul to purchase his services.

Napoleon did not think the matter worth his attention. He was then

bought by Stadion, and taken by him to Vienna. We know not why
Otto calls Gentz, who by his nature and education was a genuine
diplomatist, a heavy pedant, but he remarks upon it as something
singular, that Count Stadion should have introduced him into the

high aristocratic circle at Rasumowski's, consisting of ladies and

gentlemen who spent their time in flirting, dancing, and acting

*
Bignon's words are: "Au moment de la paix d'Amiens, qui fit cesse uu

moment toutes les liaines, Gentz se trouva admis dans quelques maisons du corps
diplomatique a Berlin, il jouait avec nous perdait souvent et ue payait presque
jamais. C'etait un homme tout au fait disponible qui eut volontiers livre sa plume
a la France. Nous en fimes la proposition a Paris; on ne nous repondit pas.
M. de Stadion le prit a son compte et ensuite i'enimena a Vieime."
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ballets and comcclles, and for which he thinks he was not at all fitted.

When Stadion gave up the ministry, the same circle met at Prince

Metternich's, and here, too, Gentz was introduced by his purchaser.
In 1808, Gentz was obliged, at Bonaparte's earnest desire, to retire

lor a time from the circle at Rasumowski's, which formed the point
of union between the Russians and Enghsh, at that time apparently
very hostile to each other, and to go from Vienna to Prague. In

Prague he connected himself with the Prussian societies, united

against French interests, and wrote a number of patriotic essays,
Avhich produced a great effect wherever the author was not personally
known. It appears to us quite su]:)crfluous in this place to follow out
Prederich Schlcgel's private histoiy, as the life of a man Avho ranks

among the class of distinguished German writers cannot be miknown
to our readers. We only think it necessary to remark, that Stadion
had also taken liim under his protection, and recommended him to

the Archduke Charles, Avho reckoned that the German princes might
be so worked upon by Gentz, and the people by Schlegel, that the
Austrian army would everywhere find a friendly reception. He
acted as court secretai-y in the Archduke's camp, and composed those

patriotic proclamations which the Archduke caused to be widely
circulated. How little was to be expected for the people from the

Rasumowskis, Novosilzoffs, Stadions, Metternichs, and the whole of

the loose aristocratic society which gave such oficnce to the mind of
Otto by their trivial conduct, General Pelet, in the passage* quoted
below, has admirably shown. He must not, however, be allowed to

persuade us that his Napoleon Avas the representative of the French
enthusiasm and cosmopolitan feeling of the constituent assembly
of 1789.

The French Ii^mporor, moreover, was thoroughly well-informed by
a great number of his partisans of all that was going on in Vienna,
and of the threads by which the distinguished society at Rasumowski
and Stadion's was connected Avith the Tyrol, the whole of Italy,

Prussia, and all the malcontents in Germany; he even knew that

Austria had entered into diplomatic relations with the insurgent

Spaniards. Colonel Cossard, one of Napoleon's bitterest enemies,
had been sent by Austria to Spain ;

in his memoirs, however, he has

taken good care not to give a minute account either of his mission

* "!SIenioires sur la Guerre de ISOO," par Ic General Pelet, vol. i., p. 3 :—"U
serait bien aisi- ilcprouver que ties 1789, depuis queles interets de I'aristocratie ont
ete menace dans tons les pays, die s'est coalisee aussi centre les droits des peuples,

quelle n'a cesse d'attaqucr par toutes sortcs de moyens la France nouvelle, centre
ct foyer d'institutions populaires. Dans ces niomens de danger les classes privi-

le'giees s'e'taient reuuis ii la ligne des ministres, qui sous rintluence de I'Angleterre
dominaient les cours de rEurope ; qui a constannnent soutenu la coalition des

souverains, et lui a imprime sa politicpie tenace et implacable centre la France, qui
dirige encore ses projets centre les droits des nations. Mais la danger passe ces

classes privilegiees, qui ne voient qu'elles dans lotat, qui ne travaillent que pour cUes,
se sont bientot separts des ministeres, annoncent leurs pretentions anciennes et

nouvelles, reelamant leur representation isolee et leur part active dans les gouverne-
mens; si bien que dans certains paj's on les craint maintcnant autant et plus que
les masses du people. C'est par ces classes qu'ou doit attendrc uu jour les

regimes absolus."
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or its object. We merely refer to this mission, as we must leave it

to our readers to get a thorough knowledge of the numerous and op-

posing cabals as related in the sketches of the War of Liberation,
and shall merely briefly advert to a few striking points. A number
of adventurers, fortune-hunters, sophists, and courtiers, made a trade

of the zeal for what was called leo-itimate ijovernment, whether

that of Ferdinand VII. of Spain, or of the Elector of Hesse, which

may be seen on tlie one hand in Cossard, and on the other in Colonel

Dcirenberg in Westphalia, and Stadion's creatures were busy in the

most different ways. From the documents given in the sketches, it

appears how at one time he was busy in promoting cabals in

Constantinople against France and Russia, and again employed every

possible means to induce Russia and Prussia professedly to become
the defenders of oppressed humanity, but in reality to co-operate
with Austria in the restoration of the whole former condition, the

good time of privileges and the privileged classes. We shall see,

that in this war, it became clear that the time for cabals was past,
that the old modes of the Austrian government, and the pedantry of

the systematic, benumbed administration of the war department was

by no means equal to the rapidly advancing French, enlivened and

stimulated by Napoleon's spirit, however great the services rendered

by the Archduke Charles to the Austrian army in the last two years.
How could he carry out his plans, wliere even at the pi'esent day the

military code of discipline is a labyrinth through which no man can

find Ariadne's thread? How could he give efficiency to the disci-

pline which made the French army so terrible, among staff-officers,

when princes, counts, and barons, archdukes, and privileged persons
of all kinds regarded themselves as altogether above the law, which
was only made for subalterns?

In the year 1808, when the whole management of military affairs

was put into the hands of the Archduke Charles, he adopted measures

similar to those which had been adopted by Scharnhorst and

Gneisenau in Prussia, in order, in case of necessity, to enable the

whole mass of the population to act as a national militia. The levy
was introduced instead of the system of recruiting, and by an ordi-

nance of tlie 12th of May the army was at once increased a third.*

An additional battalion of new-raised soldiers was added to every

regiment, in order that the recruits might in this way be properly

disciplined, and be ready when necessar}' to fill up the deficiencies in

the other two battalions. On the 9th of June, 1808, appeared an

ordinance on the organisation of the militia, whose different divisions

were named according to the provinces to which they respectively

belonged. This step excited the attention of the French diplomatic

agents, whose chief business consisted in keeping a careful watch

upon everything done by the conquered princes in their own terri-

*
Everything relating to tlie army will be found in the work of General vou

Statternheim : "La Guerre de I'An 1809 entre la France ct I'Autriche," vol. i.,

premiere Partie. Vienne, 1811.
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toiics.* Tlie servility of the German vassals of France was at that

time more active than even the French quadruple police. Bavaria,

Wirtembcrfr, and ilic Germans who served the Kin<^ of Westphalia,
warned the French; and llerr von Linden was almost more active

in Berlin for Napoleon than his own ambassador, Bignon.f
The new plans and measures proposed by the Archduke Charles

were rendered peculiarly suspicious to the Kniperor of the French,

by his giving up, in consequence of his bad health, the conduct of

military aifairs to General Grline, well-known as one of the most

zealous members of the conspiracy of the whole of the ancient

nobility throughout Europe against Napoleon and his new empire;
and by the incessant journeys of Pozzo di Borgo from Petersburg to

Vienna, and from Vienna to Petersburg. In reference to the con-

spiracy just mentioned, we must remind our readers, that the

Prussian minister Von Stein's letter, found in the possession of

Assessor Koppe, and afterwards printed by command of Napoleon,
was addressed to the Prince of Wittgenstein, who resided long as

Prussian minister at Cassel, and worked against Bignon. In this

letter Wittgenstein received some hints of the necessity of promoting
and fcedinir the discontents in Hesse and in Germany in general.

Before, therefore, Napoleon set out to Bayonne in 1808, to enter

upon the arrangement of Spanish affairs, he knew that the Austrians

were in connexion with the Prussian patriots, wiio had entered into

a conspiracy against him and his Frenchmen. He had, therefore,

given utterance to some strong declarations even before the meeting
in Erfurt, and behaved so unpolitely to Metternich, then Austrian

ambassador in Paris, that it was believed he wished to begin a new
war with Austria, and the more especially when he called upon the

princes belonging to the Confederation of the Rhine to reinforce

their armies and to collect them in camps, and sent his conscripts
across the Rhine to exercise them, because he wished to use his old

troops in Spain.
On the journey to Bayonne, in April, 1808, Napoleon's minister

of foreign afliiirs, who accompanied the Emperor, was obliged to

Avrite a very oflensively-expressed letter to Count jMetternich in

Paris, and in an insolent and authoritative tone required him to

give an account of the preparations and armaments which were

being made by General Grline. The answer was such as was

suitable to the position of Austria in reference to France—humble

*
BiRnon, vol. vii., p. 320, in a note boasts as follows:— '• De Berlin ou je remplis-

sais, alors Ics fonctions craJministratour general j'envoyais a Toeplitz et a Carlsbad

des voyageurs, qui constatercnt les grandes niesures d'arnicnient, prises par le

gouvernenient Autrlehicn, coninie pour xuie guerre prote a telater."

f Von Linden's letter (then Westplialian anibas.sador in Paris) to the minister of

foreign aflairs in Cassel, may be found in the third volume of the '• Sketches of the

War of Liberation," and in the first part of I'elet's
'• Mt'moires sur la Guerre de

1809." It will, however, be better to eonsult the work published in 1817 (Alteuburg
and Leipzig), under the title "Das Heer von Inner-Ocstreich miter dem Befehlo

des Ezherzog's Johann ini Kriege von 1S09 in Italien, Tirol und Ungarn;" in

which will also be found Grline's letters, as well as those of otliers.
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and yielding ;
there however grew out of it a correspondence which

was very ambiguous, and which Napoleon, when he really began the

war in the following year, caused to be printed in No. 115 of

the Moniteitr. After his return from Bayonne a breach appeared
unavoidable, particularly after the unexampled treatm.ent which
Metternich had experienced at a pubHc audience on the loth of

August. Metternich, who was a complete master of the easy tone

which prevailed in liasumowsld's circle, brought this tone with

him into the Faubourg St. Germain—most foolishly an object of

dread to Napoleon, and from whence it originally sprang
—and in

the legitimist and other circles he raised amongst the grandees and
ambassadors discontented with Napoleon, by hints, jokes, and appa-

rently innocent allusions against all that daily took place, such an

amount of feeling, that the Emperor no sooner arrived in Paris

than he sent for the minister. He did not complain of the minister's

conduct, for no occasion was given, but of the preparations made by
his court. This made the tone, expressions, and coarse and insolent

words which he employed when he addressed the ambassador, dovibly
offensive. The manner and expressions were, indeed, greatly modi-

fied by Champagny, who was desired to write down the substance

of what was said, and send it to Vienna, as well as to have it

printed; but even in the form in which it is to be found in Tlii-

baudeau's appendix to his history,* it is altogether unexampled and
offensive. A man must be as great a diplomatist as Metternich to

be able to digest such language. Persons who were presejit, and
had seen the same minister in the same place play the most supple

courtier, have acknowledged to the author that they had never seen

a similar instance in ail their experience of court hfe. The author,

however, sees from Bignon, who was an admirable courtier, as well

as from Thibaudeau, who had nothing of the courtier in him, that

he may be led astray by his more vulgar ideas, for both of these

writers regard the matter as nothing unusual. Norvins strongly

approves of a lesson having been read to the Emperor of Austria

before a splendid and crowded court, mostly assembled to congratu-
late the emperor on his safe return. He considers it quite right
that on such an occasion Napoleon should accuse him of ingratitude,
and allege that the Emperor Francis, if he had been victorious,

would not have been as magnanimous towards him, as he had been

during his presence in Vienna.f
How great the number of the malcontents and traitors in the

very highest circles was, may be seen, not only from Napoleon's
dislike to Metternich's conciliatory speeches, but from the results of

the Russian system of spies, of which Napoleon knew, and which he
was wholly unable to prevent, as he himself pubHcly said to Prince

* See Appendix, No. 1, of Tlaibaudeau's '' Histoire deVEmpire."
f Norvins sees nothing Avrong ui the words of the Emperor to Metternich:

"
Croyez vous que le vainqueur d'une armee Fran9aise qui eut ete maitre de Paris

eut agi avec cette moderation?"
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Kurakin, in 1811. This system of espionage and bribery was first

carried on by D'Oubril; then by Nesselrode, as secretary of the

embassy to Tolstoy; next by Von KrafTt, who liekl tlie same office;

and finally by Tciiernitchtlf, who conducted it with the greatest

success, paid immense sums, purchased Jomini, and many of the

first official persons, travelled incessantly till 1812 between Paris and

Petersburg, and thoroughly understood how to purchase secrets or

obtain papers by means of ladies, or women of pleasure. Napo-
leon suspected his own ambassador, Caulaincuurt, Duke of Vicenza,
of suffering himself, as a courtier, to be deceived by the courtly arts

of the Emperor of Russia.* As soon, therefore, as any serious

difference arose, he sent one of his military servants (Lauriston),
who then adopted a very dillcrent tone. At first the Russian friend-

ship was still maintahied, because Romanzoff was anxious to carry
out the Russian objects in Turkey by means of French assistance.

The Emperor of Russia played a double character, both within and

without his empire. Within, he acted like Trajan, while his con-

fidential councillor and chief of police acted like Nero; without,
he kept up a good understanding with Napoleon, and at the same
time was in constant, though indirect, communication with the

Spaniards. At first he did not allow any resident of the insurgent

party in his capital, but at a later period he gave permission to Zea

Bermudez to live as a private man there
;
he previously availed him-

self of the former Neapolitan ambassador, the Duca de Serra Caprioli,
to obtain news and to give encouragement. When the Spanish
insurrection had made such progress that tlie French were driven

across the Ebro, it gave rise to a whole series of diplomatic cabals,

which we cannot pass unnoticed, because they prove that Napoleon

justly placed no more confidence in the Russians than he did in the

Austrians.

JMetternich at that time held conferences with the deputies of the

Spanish insurgents in Paris; but because his movements and his

house Avere watched, he met them in the botanical gardens, or in the

museum of natural history. He also conferred with the Prussian am-

bassador respecting what was going on in Spain, and Napoleon sus-

pected that Tolstoy also knew of these cabals. He asked for his

recal : Alexander consented, and sent in his stead Kurakin, Avho

had been in Vienna. Matters were sooner effected with this Russian

prince, and therefore Tchernitchell' was obliged to travel so often

to Paris. In Petcrsburgh afterwards, in the beginning of 1809, there

was a species of double administration of foreign afiairs, one with

which Romanzoff was acquainted, and a sccontl conducted by the

emperor himself That of which Romanzolf was the director was

altogether French, and served to deceive Caulaincourt; in the

second, the greatest influence was exercised by Baron von Stein from

• The Emperor Alexander and his brother loaded Caulaincourt with civilities,

which wore all insuicere. SceBiguou's
"
Uistoirc," part rii., chapter yii.; especially

page 329, in a note.
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a distance, and from 1812 near at hand, and by the Empress-Mother,
a passionate enemy of Napoleon. The latter was kept very secret.

Throuijh its instrumentality Alexander acknowledged, it is true, the

Duca del Pardo as ambassador from Joseph of Spain, and the Duca
di Mondragonc from Joachim of Naples, but when the insurrection

in Spain gained any degree of consistency, opened indirect nego-
tiations with their plenipotentiary (Zea Bermudez), suffered to be in

Petersburgh as a private individual, and had them almost uncon-

ditionally carried on by means of the Duca di Sorra Caprioli, for-

merly ambassador of Ferdinand, King of Naples and Sicily. At a

later period Zea Bermudez appeared as a regular ambassador. At
first, however, the Emperor Alexander was too well informed of the

condition of things in Spain to enter openly into any negotiation
with the insurgents.
When Admiral Siniavin gave his fleet for safe keeping to the

English, or, in other words, capitulated to them, he sent Peter

Politeka through Spain and France, in order to convey the informa-

tion verbally to Petersburg. That, however, was merely a pretence,

for, properly speaking, he was commissioned to make himself tho-

roughly acquainted with the state of affliirs in Spain. His journey

happened at a time wlien everything was in a bad state. Alexander,

therefore, remained true to the alliance entered into at Tilsit, and

accepted the offer of a friendly meeting with the Emperor of the

French in Erfurt, in the autumn of 1808.

In another place we have stated that Napoleon did not wish Count
Metternich to accompany him to Erfurt; that Austria, in fact, was
not there represented; and that, at last, the Emperor Francis sent

General Vincent thither with an autograph letter. Bignon says this

colonel was just the man to have been sent with such a humiliating
letter as that of which, on this occasion, he was the bearer. The

emperor's letter was submissive and highly flattering to the pride of

Napoleon, and the behaviour of the imperial ambassador was still

more so
;
for it is impossible, on reading an account of the manner in

which he conducted himself, not to feel heartily ashamed of General

Vincent.* The object of the mission was attained—that is, the

outbreak of the war was delayed. The manner in which the

Emperor of the French answered the letter was in the highest

degree insolent and oflTensive. He declared himself satisfied, and, in

* The letter is as follows:—" Mon ambassadeur a Paris m'apprend que V.M.I,
se rend a Erfurt, ou elle se rencontrera avec I'Empreur Alexandre. Je saisis avec

empressement I'occasion, qui la rapproche de ma frontiere, pour lui renouveler le

temoignage de I'amitie et de la haute estime que je lui ai vouees; et j'envoie aupres
d'elle raon lieutenant-general, le Baron de Vincent, pour vous porter I'assurance de
mes sentiniens invariables. Je me flatte que V. M. n'a jamais cesse d'en etre

convainf;ne, et que, si de fausses representations qu'on avait repandues sur les

institutions intcrieures organiques que j'ai etablies dans ma monarchie lui ont
laisse' pendant un moment des doutes sur la perseverance de mes intentions, les

explications que le Comte de Metternich a presentees a ce sujet a vos ministres les

auront entierement dissipes. Le Baron de Vincent se trouve a mcme de confirmer
a v. M. ces details, et d'y ajouter toutes les cclaircissemens qu'elle pourra desirer."
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fact, issued an order to the King of Bavaria and his other German

vassals, on the 18th of October, to disperse the troops that had been

collected together in Bavaria and elsewhere—witn, however, this

threatening addition, immediately to bring them together again
should Austria adopt any new warlike preparations.*
The Austrians continued quietly to make their preparations in the

interior of the empire; and whilst Napoleon remained in Spain, till

January, 1809, they availed themselves of the secret associations in

and with Germany to support a general movement of all the discon-

tented and oppressed with the army, under the command of the

Archduke Charles, Avho was universally honoured throughout the

whole of (xermany. But King Maximilian and his Mongelas in

Bavaria, and King Frederick and his courtiers in Wirtembcrg, had
much more to hope from the French than from any national feeling,
or from such a strictly-honourable man as Von Stein. In spite of the

apparent friendship which he manifested for Napoleon, the Emperor
Alexander played a very equivocal character, which became much
more equivocal during the war in which he was obliged to take

part, in virtue of the alliance offensive and defensive into which he

had entered with France.

As we see, from a great many documents made public since that

time, and from various passages in the Sketches, he was urged
from many quarters to attach himself to the conservative European
aristocracy, at whose head shone Count Munster, Von Stein, Count

Stadion, and Metternich, and who were supported by the English
nobles and Rasumowski's intrigues ;

but Austria and England refused

him what Napoleon in Tilsit, however cunningly and deceitfully,
had conceded. Whilst the Austrian cabinet was taking all possible

pains to make Russia favourable, and to keep it from taking any
part in the impending war, it was zealously employed in Constanti-

nople in counteracting the Russian designs.
Baron von Stiirmur, the imperial representative at Constantinople,

had, at an earlier period, contributed very much to the overthrow of

* " V. M.," writes Napoleon to tlie King of Bavaria,
" est maitresse de lever ses

camps ct dc rcmcttrc ses troupes dans Ics quartiors de la nianiore dont elle est

accoutiunee de le faire. Je pense qu'il est convenable que sou iniuistre :"i Vienne

rec^oive pour instruction dc tenir cc langagc, i[uc Ics camps seront rcformcs, et que
les troupes dc la confederation ct du protcctcur seront reuiiscs en situation hostile

toutcs les fois que I'Autriche ferait des arniemens extraordiniiires et inusitces," &c.

We learn from Bignon how dearly the proudest court in the world was obliged to

pay for the favour of Napoleon. The French historian informs us that Vincent,
like ]Mettenuch, was obliged to suffer himself to be treated as a servant, not only by
Napoleon, but also by TallejTand. In voL viii., p. 19, he says:

" Si la patience est

\ine vcrtu en diplomatic, jM. de Vincent peut se vanter il'avoir porte cette vertu plus
loin que tjui que cc soit. Dans les soirees libres il arrivait chez M. de Talleyrand,
entre neuf et dix heures, moment oii celui-ci etait dans I'usage de rentrer. M. de

Talleyrand arrivait, disait quclques mots, s'asseyait, et tout en causant, commen^ait
a sommeiller. Nous etions la quehjues personnes ai>partenant an ministere, et nous
causions tout bas entre nous. ^[. de \^incent restait immobile, tenant fernie, pour
trouver, au reveil. occasion de parler xm pen, on plutot d'.Trracher a M. de Talleyrand
quclques paroles. Nous nous disions que c'etait une rude corvee que celle d'ambas-
sadeur des explications."

VOL. VIII. F
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the powerful vizier Mustapha Bairactar, and to the elevation of the

miserable Sultan Mahmoud; but since the meetincf in Erfurt, at

which it was said that the partition of Turkey had been verbally
resolved upon, he had taken all possible trouble to effect a renewal
of the alliance of the Turks with England, to prevent the cession of

Moldavia and Wallachia—that is, to disturb the an-reements of the

congress of Jassy, and to bring about a renewal of hostilities between
the Russians and Turks. The English ministry, consisting of such

men as Percival, Canning, and Castlereagh, therefore, very wisely
availed themselves of the services of an intimate friend of their arch-

enemy Fox, who, however, had been thoroughly acquainted with all

the cabals in Vienna, to negotiate respecting a peace with the Turks.

Sir Robert Adair, to whom the negotiations with the Turks were

entrusted, had been in Vienna during the war, and his printed
letters prove that he was the centre of all the cabals carried on by
the whole aristocracy of Europe, and by all the old nobles and
courtiers. These letters do not, however, contain the most secret

things, and not a word of the large sums drawn from England, as

appears from the account of Otto, the French ambassador, by Rasu-
mowski and Stadion. Stadion, at that time Austrian minister of

foreign affairs, lived, as Otto thinks, at an expense far beyond his

means. Rasumowski bought large estates in 1814; bvit whence the

money came to pay for them no one knows. These, indeed, furnish

no decisive evidence. It is, however, very possible to conceive that

Sir Robert Adair did what he never hesitated to do in Con-

stantinople. He himself admits that it was only by the distribution

of very large sums among the great men in Constantinople that he

succeeded, in 1809, in bringing about a peace with England.
From the moment in which the Austrians succeeded in bringincr

about a peace between Turkey and England, a war between France
and Austria became unavoidable. By means of this peace the

French ambassador lost all that influence which he had previously

enjoyed in Constantinople; and, besides, an anti-Gallican circle was
formed in Vienna, which extended from Constantinople to Peters-

burg. In the bulletins annexed to his official correspondence, the

French ambassador complains not only of the frivolous aristocratic

circle connected with Rasumowski and Stadion, but especially of the

political and reasoning ladies. At the head of the circle of ladies so

accused stood the Empress-Mother of Russia and the Queen of

Prussia; and among the others, the most remarkable were the

Princess Bagration, Princess Lichnowsky, and Countess Kaunitz.

The movement in Prussia was, in llxct, national. Stein, Harden-

berg, Niebuhr, and Humboldt, at a later period, proved that, not-

withstandincj the advantaires of their rank or their doctrinaire conceit,

they were anxious to help the people. In Austria, on the other

hand, the whole matter was aristocratic. This was very obvious in

the outbreak in Tyrol, of which the ignorant but faithful peasants
were made a sacrifice.
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King Maximilian and his Mongclas were desirous of introducing
a completely new order of things into the Tyrol. The Tyrolese,

however, like the inhabitants of the old cantons of Switzerland, were

instinctively unfavourable to everything new, however good it might
be. They were therefore heart and soul partly given up to the inilu-

ence of the priests, who are always stationary, and partly of one
mind with the knights and barons, who arc never disposed to relin-

quish what they have progressively gained by usurpation. In

Prussia and the rest of Germany things were quite different. Only
the common hatred against strangers, love of their country, and
dislike to the destruction of German life, united the citizens and

aristocracy of the numerous German associations in one common
bond. As soon as the enemy was driven out, the two parties sepa-

rated, because their union had not been founded upon instinct or

custom, but on the hope entertained by the better educated classes

among the people that the aristocracy had really adopted better

modes of thought. In this place, and subsequently, we touch upon
the secret societies only in passing, because the whole of them in

themselves were of no real importance, except in as far as they were

sisjns of the times and manifestations of the c'cneral discontent which
deserve to be remarked upon. We shall not, therefore, trouble our

readers with any notice of the CoNCORDiSTS of Lang, of the blunt

and often rude Jahn, of the Knights of Louisa of Baron von

Nostitz, of the Black Knights, to whom the Queen of Prussia

sjave a silver chain as a mark of distinction. The hiijh-minded
men in Prussia, who attached themselves to Von Stein and Scharn-

horst, had, moreover, prepared everything for a rising as early as

1808, and for a union with Austria. The King of Prussia had been

obliged to bind himself not to increase his army above 42,000 men;
but Scharnhoi'st and Gneisenau had taken care that besides this were
to be raised 150,000 militia, for whose arming and due military

equipment arrangements were made. Ever since the peace Scharn-

horst had devoted himself to the restoration or replacing of all tlic

materials of war, and it was neither his fault, nor that of Gneisenau

and Blucher, that Prussia did not take the field contemporaneously
with Austria. This was prevented by the Emperor of Russia, who,
before he went to Erfurt, visited the King of Prussia, probably made
him acquainted with his secret, and consoled him with the hope of

better times. After his return from Erfurt he invited him to Pe-

tersburg. At the end of the year 1808, the king went thither, and
from that time forward attached himself miconditionally to Russia,
in return for which the Emperor Alexander granted him his interest

with the Emperor Napoleon.
The memorials which Yon Schladeu, the Prussian minister, suc-

ceeded, by means of the empress-mother, in bringing under the

notice of Alexander, and from which we shall hereafter quote some

passages, show us the manner in which the Prussian patriots endea-

voured to work upon the Emperor's mind, and Alexander himscH',

F 2
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fit a later period, complained to Major Von Scholer, who had been

sent on a special mission from the King of Prussia, of Von Schladen's

want of caution, because his bold speeches against French rule were

calculated to bring the King of Prussia into danger. Still he did

not betray him. In one of these memorials Von Schladen proves
that Austria was fully entitled to have recourse to arms, and that

the Emperor of Russia, in order to save himself and his empire,
must assj.iredly take part with Austria.* These memorials of the

Prussian ambassador in Petersburg have a particular historical value,
because we may learn from themhow partially and sophistically Bignon,
Thibaudcau, and others, have represented the political relations of

these times. It is clearly proved that the Emperor Alexander must
either relinquish the system followed ever since the peace of Tilsit,

or surrender the claim of being any longer regarded as having a de-

cisive voice amongst the chief powers of Europe.
In 1809 the whole world began to be dissatisfied with the despot-

ism of power exercised by a single great man, because, like a god,
he alone wished to think and act for every one, and therefore wholly
disallowed the absolute value of freedom; but how could Austria

hope that the Germans would be simple enough to believe that

such men as Metternich and Stadion were really in earnest when

they proclaimed the gospel of freedom and justice? For the first

time in two hundred years the house of Hapsburg sought to gain
the favour of the German Protestants. Who could trust it? It also

soon appeared, alas ! that the Austrian aristocracy, and bureaucracy
ever were the same as they still continue to be.

The difterences between Austria and France had become more
violent than ever, when Austria, during Napoleon's absence in Spain,
had continued its warlike preparations, and entered into communica-
tions with the Spanish insurgents; the cry of alarm raised by the

kings of Bavaria and Wirtemberg, threatened with an attack from

the armies of Austria, caused the French Emperor to return to Paris

* "Preussen in den Jaliren 1806 und 1807," p. 318:—"I may here be permitted
to repeat the memorable Avords of the Emperor oi" Russia, whose exalted virtues and

distinguished qualities have made me his admirer, which must ever continue the

foundation of my immovable confidence, and by which his majesty declared that he
must always regard any close association witli Napoleon as a diminution of his

honour, and that he would renew the contest in the just cause even from the deserts

of Siberia! As an adu)irer of the Emperor, I may then be permitted to cherish

hopes, and to support them on the following grounds:—First, a peace between
Austria and France, even for a short time, has become impossible to the former of

these two powers; but at tlie same time a war between Austria and France makes
the fall of the former only probable if it cannot reckon on the aid of Russia.

Till the time of tlie meeting in Erfurt, Austria, vehemently threatened, could not

lessen its means of defence, and since then no demand to that eifect has been made.
Ever since this meeting Austria's measures of defence were not increased till about
six weeks ago, when France completely altered her tone, and caused some severe

articles to be inserted against the court of Vienna in her journals. \^Tiat other rea-

son could this power have for so acting, than that motive by which she has always
been actuated—that of overthrowing every other power which dares to maintain

its independence, whenever a favourable opportunity offers, but before she proceeds
to the attack, increasing the fear of it, and in the consequences of this fear, care-

fully raised by herself, to seek for a pretence for an attack?
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in January, 1809. The French vassals had long before received

orders to send their armies to the Danube, whither the Duke of

Auerstadt was also to march with the Frencli troops. It was uni-

versally believed that the Austrian?, who had been long engaged in

making preparations for the war, would now at least anticipate the

French. This was also the opinion of the commanders; but they
found themselves scandalously deceived. The Archduke Charles

was at this time generalissimo, and under him commanded General

Griine. Neither of them was dellcient in military talents, although
the archduke's state of health often prevented his attention to the

duties of his office. Both of them Avere anxious to open the cam-

paign in iMarch; but they found that the whole commissariat de-

partment had been grossly neglected, and the monies provided for it

misapplied. Von Fassbender was at the head of the department,
and for years had been engaged in robbery and deception. He laid

violent hands on himself in the spring of 1809, at the very moment
when the campaign ought to have been opened, and when, instead

of provision having been made for all the wants of the army, it was
found that everything was wanting. Those persons in Vienna on
whom reliance was placed for exciting the people proved deceitful,

and the measures adopted with this view, Avere no better than Avhat

had been done in the commissariat. We learn fronr a note [51]

appended to the Archduke John's Avork on the campaign in the

Tyrol, that it Avas calculated on that the people Avere to be raised

against the French and French dominion by an unnatural union of

the old aristocracy, and the raging fanatical admirers of Jacobinism

in Dalmatia, Italy, Switzerland, and Germany.
Herr von Hormayr Avas destined for the Tyrol; from Apulia to

the Alps, the anti-Gallican party calculated on the Carbonari and

Adelphists, Avhose democratic enthusiasm Avas taken for mist, Avhicli

Avas afterwards to be dissipated by the Austrian police. Genoa and
Piedmont Avere to be raised by Major Santo Ambrogio, the Marchese

Asseretto, and Lieutenant-Colonel Latour. Colonel Maccarelli,IMajor

Dadowich, and Dorotich, provincial of the Franciscans, undertook

Dalmatia and Albania; Avhilst Rudolph ParaA'icini, his brother Ju-

valta, and their friends Avho had influence among the mountaineers,
were engaged in the mountains of the Valteline, and in the valleys
of Camonika and Trompia. Were avc to judge from Napoleon's
conduct to Talleyrand

—the most servile of his flatterers and crea-

tures—and to Fouche, Avho had had letters of Napoleon's in his

hands, Avhich the latter Avas anxious to recover at any price, or even
from his silent animosity against the trifling Avords throAvn out by
Mettcrnich in the circles of Paris, the doings of the Vienna noblesse,

and their secret unions at his court, excited the greatest anxiety. Ho
was aAvare that the Empress-Mother of Russia, the Queen of

Prussia, the Archduchess Beatrice, mother of the Emperor
Francis' second Avlfe, assembled around them the circle of his bit-

terest enemies, and that RasunioAVskl, Tatischefl", OuAvarofl", Averc
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constantly carrying on cabals in Russia. The organ of Napoleon's
enemies, and tlieir diplomatist in Vienna and Petersburg, was Pozzo

di Borgo
—a man of great powers of mind and very distinguished

capacities, who was in constant movement hither and thither.

We shall be best able to learn the manner in which the Prussian

patriots,
without ever consulting, and even against the will of the

timid, hesitating, Frederick William III., promoted the interests of

the Viennese aristocrary at the court of Russia, in order to attain

their own noble and patriotic objects, from the five memorials which
Von Schladen, the Prussian ambassador, delivered to the Emperor
of Russia from the 12th of February till the 18th of May, 1809.

We sliall, therefore, introduce some extracts from these papers into

our text. Vv^e do this the more willingly as the papers themselves

afford an indication of a deep knowledge of the then state of affairs,

and are drawn up without prejudice or illusion. They are also cal-

culated to show the good side of a German diplomatist, of whom,
alas ! we have usually nothing to say but what is bad. We cannot,

indeed, coincide in the principle maintained by the Prussian ambas-

sador, who, in order to persuade the Emperor of Russia not to keep
his promise made at Erfurt, alleges that the inviolability of treaties

can only be regarded as a sacred duty among legitimate princes ;
but

that a ruler born to the inheritance of a throne, if he observes this

principle towards a usurper, merely promotes his own overtlirow.

He is, however, quite right in his justification of the warlike pre-

parations in Austria, and concerning the dangers impending over

Russia, when he observes,
"^ Never has a conqueror or a state, that

has once felt an inclination to conquest, set limits to its success . . .

Napoleon, hke all his predecessors, will pursue his course to the utter-

most parts of the earth, imless Providence should put an end to his

career. Were he constrained to relinquish this favourite occupation
of his imagination, to which he has devoted himself from his youth,
it would be like a dissolution in his case—and this he will never volun-

tarily do. He is not noble minded enough to enable mankind to

attribute his exertions to any exalted objects; he merely gratifies a

passion like an architect, who often destroys a building merely to

flatter his vanity, even before he has completed it. Austria and

Russia are states against which Napoleon's attacks must presently be

directed." The plan of operations which he proposes, shows the

plans which the Prussian patriots even at that time entertained. " As

soon," he observes,
"

as the Prussian troops can be at all got together,

they, together with the Russians, must fall upon their proper enemy,
now in the country, and destroy him. Then the Austrian troops,
which are in Gallicia, and a part of the Russians who are near them,
should march to the Elbe and the Weser, whilst the remainder of

the Russians should make themselves masters of Warsaw and the

line of the Vistula." Pie has also well said, in reference to the

results of the meeting at Erfurt up to February, 1809,
" if attention

is paid to the results which have sprung from the meeting at Erfurt,
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we shall be satisfied that Russia itself is threatened with an impend-

ing danger. Tiiis feeling was not previously entertained hy the

Emperor Alexander himself; but now, by various expressions which

have escaped from him since his return, it has been clearly manifested.

Russia's application also in favour of Prussia, which, imdcr the

favourable circumstances brought about by Napoleon's false calcula-

tions, afforded this state a hope of a literal iulfilment of the treaty of

Tilsit, or of similar advantages, intended to be secured to it, accord-

ing to the Emperor Alexander's express declaration before his

departure for Petersburg, because Russia would find therein

her own advantage and security, has been made of no value through
the importance attached to the well-known letter of the minister

Von Stein, a mere private communication to which Russia should

not have attached any importance at all. This proceeded so far that

France, when she appeared to evacuate the Prussian states, secured

for herself a firmer looting there before by the maintenance and arm-

infj of the fortresses."
CD ... . T

In two other memorials, the minister leaves no means untried to

refute the allegation of the emperor's Russian advisers, that Austria

had not chosen the most favourable moment to commence the war,
and that it most foolishly built its hopes of victory on the discontents

prevailing in France and Germany.* We shall also quote the

words of a Russian, who looked upon things from a different point
of view from that of Von Schladen and the Prussian patriots, at

the decisive moment, when the war began
—March, 1809—but in

which it is expressly said that Napoleon's empire was undoubtedly
rotten, and that operations must commence on the part of Russia,

but only not at that moment. This appears to us of great import-
ance in reference to the Russian war of 1812, and the diplomatic

disputes wliich were carried on on this subject fromDecember, 1810.

The Russian of high birth, whom Von Schladen introduces speak-

ing, says :

"
It is certain that Napoleon's immediate attendants, the whole of

Paris, and all France, are thoroughly dissatisfied with him, and that

this dissatisfaction is daily increased by the war against Spain; there

can be no doubt that the conscription, which has been again antici-

pated, has fidlen upon youths of from eighteen to nineteen years of

* '• Whether France or Austria begin the striiprgle, it •will liappen that unless

France can reckon with certainty upon Russia, Austria Avill occupy Silesia, and
France the Marks, wliilst tlie Prussian troops will be employed at the king's ex-

pense, and far from his own states. "WHiat is still more, should Russia continue to

maintain its present relations with France, it cannot avoid complying with the

usurper's demand, on its side to occupy some parts of the Prussian states; it will,

therefore, cover itself with shame, by being a participator in the overthrow of its

ally. Tlie King of Prussia himself, impelled on the one hand by personal danger,
and on the otlier by the imehangeable aversion of liis people to the agreements en-

tered into, whieli he cannot violate Mithout some change in the politics of Russia,

will, in spite of all his exertions, become an object of suspicion to France and to

Austria, and whatever may be the issue of the war, will probably become its

Yictim."
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age ;
that the diminution of the population of France caused by the

revolution and incessant wars, begins to be very sensibly felt, and

that by two more conscriptions, the whole country will be exhausted

of men.capable of bearing arms. What now is Austria doing under

such circumstances? By its armaments, which are not the result of

its own determination, but of insinuations from England, which
have been pushed so far by regular negotiation (as is well known to

the Emperor Alexander), Austria furnishes the Emperor Napoleon
with an opportunity of exciting the French people, in spite of its

dislike to him, to make immense efforts so to humble Austria, that it

may never have anything more to fear from this power. Instead of

making these warlike preparations gradually in a solid way suited to

the strength of the state, instead of prudently keeping them secret,

and behaving the more civilly and quietly the more they increase,

Austria precipitates her preparations, and pushes them so far, that it

will soon be incapable of waiting for the really favourable moment;
and on the appearance of any favourable circumstances suffers her-

self to be misled by the pride peculiar to her on every occasion and

everywhere, by change in her language and actions, to raise the sus-

picion and wound the vanity of the Emperor Napoleon. Hence it

arises that even the present moment which Austria considers favour-

able, although, according to the Emperor Alexander's opinion, it icill

at a later period be more so, has not been duly profited by, and that

the Emperor Napoleon has had time enough to bring together a very
considerable force in Germany; so that, being in a condition to unite

his quick movements and to conceal his real designs, whilst he frus-

trates the plans of his opponentSj he may hope to prove victorious, in

spite of the superiority in force of his adversary. We shall see

him, probably, and perhaps too soon, preparing the same fate for the

Austrians which successively befel their various corps at Liegnitz,

Breslau, and other places, although they were only two marches dis-

tant from each other."

From these words, it will be obvious, that the Russian patriots,
as well as the distinguished conspirators in Austria, were altogether
deceived as to the proper time of venturing to proceed to extremities;
and that the capabilities of the Austrian commanders, and the nature

of all the Austrian measures and institutions, were better known and

judged of in Petersburg than in Vienna. From these Russian

revelations, however, it is clear, that even at that time the Emperor
Alexander had been brought to the resolution of throwing off the

mask of friendship on the first convenient opportunity.
The discontents with respect to the undertaking in Spain, carried

on in order to provide a throne for Joseph by the incessant conscrip-
tions of young men, and the cruel severity against all that were re-

fractory, as well as the continual progress towards the old monar-

chical system, became so serious during Napoleon's sojourn in Spain,
that the reports of his secret police excited his violent indignation
both against his monarchical and against his republican ministers,
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whom he had made the chief instruments of his government. He
did not satisfy himself with removing Talleyrand and Fouche from
their occupations, but called them formally to account. Immediately
on his return from Spain, both were sent for into his cabinet, and
in the presence of Cambaccrcs, the high chancellor, of the high
treasurer, and of Decres, minister of marine, he treated them like

servants. He addressed these supports of his throne, who had con-
trived to make themselves indispensable to him, however Httle

confidence he had in them, as he had addressed Lord Whitworth,
MarkoiF, the Neapolitan ambassador at the coronation in Milan,
Metternicli shortly before, and Prince Kurakin in 1811. Our readers
will see from the apostrophising strain which he employed,* how
very different tlie tone which he assumed was from that courtly
language and manners which he employed every possible means

again to introduce; and what low modes of thought he attributed to

both these officers, who occupied such an important position in his

empire. Fouche remained minister of police, although strongly
suspected at the close of the year of participating in the conspiracy
formed by Bernadotte and other generals and democrats; Talleyrand
lost his pay and honourable station as high chamberlain; both were
watched night and day.

2.—THE HISTORY OF THE WAR TILL THE BATTLE OF ASPERN.

Napoleon's unexpectedly quick return from Spain in January,
1809, was indeed partly caused by reports of the secret machinations,
which were being carried on in Paris, but chiefly by the urgency of
the Kings of Bavaria and Wirtemberg. These contrived to find out
what was going on in the secret assemblies in Vienna, and what
movements were to be expected in Germany; and because they
themselves had everything to fear and nothing to hope for, they
urged him to hasten to their relief. The King of Wirtemberg had

already warned him in October to put no trust whatever in the

Austrians.f Bonaparte sojourned ten days in Valladolid; and there

were prepared under his superintendence all the commands for the

continuance of the war in Spain, all the preparations, marches, and

plans were agreed upon for the war with Austria; from thence he

* " Vos honncurs, vos biens, a, qui les devcz-vous ? a moi seul. Comment pouvez
vous les conserver? par moi seiil. Rogardez en arrierc, cxaniinez votre vie passue . .

et vous tramcz dcs complots? II faut que vous soyez aussi iiisenses qu'ingrats,

pour croirc que tout autre que moi fiit assez fort pour vous soutenir. S'il surve-
nait uno revolution nouveUe, quclque part que vous y eussiez prise elle vous
ecraserait les premiers."

t Von Hormayr in his "
Sketches," part iii., p. 387, writes as follows: "

Napo-
leon's correspondence confirms King Frederick's warnings, after the return from
Erfurt, and the departure to t^pain in opposition to Vincent's assurances of peace,
and to his explanation of the continued, nay, increasid military preparations of
Austria. King Frederick, amdiig the nobility of the empire recent I}' subjected to

him, and the officers traii^iferrcd to his standard, knew where to find several/awx
Jicrs completely acquainted with all that was goinj on in Vienna,"
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hastened to Paris with all the rapidity of a courier. He performed
the first part of the journey on horseback, and on the first day rode

twenty-six post-hours in six hours. It is alleged, that he had re-

course to this rapidity of movement to escape the Spaniards lying
in wait, who could not meet him in the field, but made all the

roads insecure. From Valladolid, too, in addition to orders to the

army, he wrote to the princes of the Confederation of the Rhine, which

communications were forwarded either directly, or through the

prince primate, afterwards Grand-duke of Frankfort. The Emperor
addressed some reproaches to the Grand-duke of Darmstadt, on ac-

count of a reaiment, of which he testified that it had fought with

bravery against the Russians. This regiment, like the rest of the

German troops, had showed very little zeal in Spain. In the follow-

ing year, indeed, as appears by Napier's official reports, more than

8000 men at once fled to the English in Gibraltar. From Valladolid,

commands were issued to Darmstadt to increase the forces to 8000
men. Carl von Dalberg, at that time become completely a slave,

wrote very coolly to the princes of the confederation: " Your

protector has expressed his desire from Spain, that you should im-

mediateli/ and punctually raise- and equip your respective war con-

tingents."

Although all the measures for war were dulv taken on both sides,

and the resolution embraced to commence the campaign, both the

Austrians and French conducted themselves precisely as the French

and Russians had done after 1811, for a whole year, as if they were

really desirous of maintaining peace. As early, however, as the end
of February, the Austrian army was placed upon a war footing ;

and

yet Russia constantly acted as if she was desirous of mediation,

although she had already declared that in case of a war, she must

undoubtedly side with France. It is no part of our object to go

tlirough the labyrinths of negotiations and the archives of diplomatic
notes; but we cannot omit observing that Napoleon, before he took

the field, had a scene with Metternich still Avorse than that already

mentioned, and which may serve as a proof, that he gave himself

little trouble to suit his tone and manners to his high station.

Andreossy, the French ambassador, had already taken his departure
from Vienna, and left only a charge d'affaires behind

;
when Napo-

leon, instead of simply sending his passport to Metternich, scolded

and abused him and his court in a most ill-bred manner at an

audience. We shall subjoin a portion of his address in a note, that

our readers may judge on this subject for themselves.*

In February things appeared as if the Austrians really designed

* " Eh bien! Voila du nouveau de Vienne. Qu'est ce que cela signifie? Est-on

pique de la tarantule? Qui est ce qui vous menace? A qui en voulez vous?
Voulez-vous encore mettre le monde en combustion? Comment! Lorsque j'avals

mon armee en Allemagne vous ne trouviez pas votre existence raenacee, et c'est a

present qu'elle est en Espagne que vous la trouvez compromise! Voila un etrange
raisonnement. Que va-t-il resulter de cela? C'est que je vais armer, puisque vous

armcz; car enfin je dois craindre, ct je suis paye pour etre prudent."
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on this occasion to take the forcway of the French. The Archduke
Cliarlcs was appointed gencrahssimo; his army was to consist of

eight corps; and, as far too confident a rcHance was placed upon
desertion and rising, it Avas to march eitlier up the course of tlie

Danube or down the Maine to the Rhine. The Archduke John, with
two corps, was to support the rising in Istria, Dahnatia, and

Lombardy, which was confidently reckoned on. The I\Iarquis
Chastclcr, with a special corps, was to push forward through the
Pusterthal into the Tyrol, to lead and support in a military manner
the bodies called out and organised by Herr von llormayr. The
Archduke Ferdinand, with 35,000 men, was to occupy the Duchy
of Warsaw, and, at the same time, keep watch upon the Russians.
On this occasion the Austrian cabinet consulted the dying Cobenzl
and Thugut in reference to the war, but both of them, as well as

Wallis, the Prince de Ligne, and Manfrcdini, were opposed to

war, because tliey were best acquainted with the whole condition
of things in Austria, and knew that there was not a single resolute

man among their commanders who could be compared to Napoleon
or his generals; for even the Archduke Charles was hesitating. Two
plans were proposed, the one drawij up by Mayer von Holienfcld,
who liad taken a conspicuous share in the archduke's glorious cam-

paign in 1796, and had been his quartermoster-gcneral, and the
other by General Grline, who had served in the archduke's staff in

1805,^
and was now at the head of the war department. Grline

exhibits his own character by his correspondence with Count Stadion
and the Prince de Ligne, specimens of which are to be found in

Von Hormayr's sketches. The ideas which he entertained of the quali-
ties of a general may be learned from his wish to have as general the
Prince de Ligne, celebrated for his lio-lit French witticisms, writino-?,

and conversation ni the saloons of women of iashion, among diplo-

matists,^ princes, and nobles ! His plan was to collect the army in

Bohemia, and at once to march boldly to the Lower Rhine, in order
to be reinforced from England, Hanover, and the whole of Germany;
Mayer, on the other hand, wished to follow the line of the Danube.
Each had his own and a very different system of attack and defence

;

both had partisans, who were favourable to their respective views,
and trumpeted their praises. According to the Austrian fashion,
time was spent in debating instead of action, till at length, on the
20th ot February, a decision was come to in favour of General
Griine's plans. Mayer then received another destination and left the

army.
^

The troops were collected in Bohemia in order to march on
the INIainc, when a sudden change of opinion took place on the 20th
of ]\[arch, and it was resolved to follow Mayer's plan, for which no

preparations had been made.
In order to deceive the Austrians, and to draw the' Emperor

Alexnndcr fully into his views, Napoleon still continued to carry on

negotiations in March, and to offer the guarantee of Russia to the

Emperor of Austria, which the latter naturally declined. Although
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Romanzoflf, who was very favourable to tlic French alliance, was at

that time in Paris, and negotiated personally with Metternich and

by writing with Stadion, there was yet no expectation from the

beginning that the Russian mediation would lead to any result.

Napoleon, however, gained time to bring his armies from Spain.
The Emperor of France understood the precise condition of things
far better even from Spain, where he was already laying his plans
in Valladoiid, than the Austrian generals and their wise advisers,

men and women, who were on the spot. This is proved by the

numerous letters which he wrote in Valladolid, and the whole of the

orders for the army, which were issued from Paris in the month of

March. These documents and proofs of the superior sagacity and
unwearied activity of tlie great man are to be found in Mathieu

Dumas, and in the appendix to the first part of Pelet's
"
History of

the War in 1809." The Austrians placed their confidence in Gentz

and Schlegel's pamphlets and proclamations, upon the unions

amongst the nobility and teutonism, for the revival of which Herr
von Stein, who had come to Brilnn in 1809, sojourned partly there

and partly in Troppau and Prague till 1812, came to Vienna;

Napoleon, on the other hand, trusted to swords and bayonets, to

masterly arrangement of his troops and rapid action; the result could

not be doubtful. This was obvious to the archduke as early as eight

days after the opening of the campaign; he perceived that he had
miscalculated and made proposals of peace.
On the 27th of March the Austrians issued a remarkably well

drawn-up manifesto, which contains a great deal of truth, but could

produce no eflect upon any one except those who either could

or would forget that it proceeded from Count Stadion and the

Austrian aristocracy, and was composed by men who were admitted

to their tables as toadies and flatterers. There is a great deal said

about liberty, justice, rights of the people, and religion of the heart

and not of the mouth
;
but that the house of Hapsburg and Lorraine

could ever bring an army into the field to fight for such ideal privi-

leges and blessings could only be believed by the Tyrolese, who were

sunk in the is^norance of the middle a2;es. The rest of us believed

not a word, however hopeful we might be of being delivered from

the dominion of the French. We despised the doctrines of the

Berlin sophists converted to Popery, issued from Vienna, because we
knew that the only art thoroughly understood in the latter capital
was the art of cookery.

In March, Marshal Bernadotte formed a iunction between the

troops of the King of Saxony—Saxons and Poles—and his own;
and Napoleon, being anxious that the Austrians might begin the war
before he himself had arrived, sent Berthier, as his quartermaster-

general, to Strasburg. From Strasburg, in case of the Austrians

commencing the war, Berthier was to send two large armies, one to

each bank of the Danube—one under Massena, and the other under
Davoust—which were to march at the same time, and in close com-
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munication -with each other, l^ecausc Massena and Davoust were to

attack simultaneously, the united corps received the name of the

Army of Germany, and the Kmperor himself took the chief com-

mand. Berthior was, as usual, quartermaster-general; Songis had

the whole of the artillery under his orders; Bertrand the direction of

the engineers; and Bessiercs commanded the cavalry. Napoleon
was so certain of victory, and knew so confidently that a great

variety of contributions, dues, and requisitions would have to be

exacted, that he took with him his most experienced bloodsuckers.

The harsh, inexorable, and coarse Darii, who had so fearl'uUy

harassed the Prussians, was appointed intendant-general ;
and Ville-

manzy, whom Napoleon had proved to be a most experienced extor-

tioner on his lirst victories in Italy, and through whom he had

exhausted the resources of Lombardy, was named inspector of

income, and assiirner and receiver of rents and contributions from

the provinces to be occupied.
We shall not dwell upon particular incidents, neither respecting

the movements of the troops nor the engagements, but refer to the

chief events, and these only in general. We must, therefore, first

observe that the Russians made no haste to render that assistance to

the French which had been agreed upon by treaty, but, as we shall

hereafter show, in spite of the declaration that they must take the

field for France, came late, slowly, and with by no means a numerous

army into the field, that therefore the Grand-duke Ferdinand drove

back the Polish army and occupied Warsaw. Napoleon gave vent

to his dissatisfaction with the Russians in the strongest terms. The
Archduke John, who marched to Verona, found a very insignificant

opponent in the Viceroy Eugene. He twice gained advantages in the

field, and supported tlie rising in the Tyrol by troops led thither

under the command of Chasteler and Jellalich. All the advantages,

however, gained by tlic Archdukes Ferdinand and John proved vain

when the capital fell into possession of the enemy. On the 9th of

April the Archduke Charles formally declared war to the Duke of

Danzig (Lefebvre), who was then in IMunich, and in command of

the Bavarian army; and instead of following the plan at first agreed

upon, of marching through Franconia to the I\laine, he advanced

into Bavaria from the Inn. Napoleon was at that time greatly
dissatisfied with Berthier's arrangements. He accused him of having
divided the army too much, so that the archduke might have been

able to defeat the corps one after another, had not his march been so

slow. The grand-duke set out on the 8th, and did not reach the

Isar till the 15th, being, therefore, seven days in marching about

fifty miles. Berthicr had hastened, by the Emperor's command,
from Strasburg to Augsburg, and, in spite of all the representations
to the contrary made to him by Massena as well as Davoust, had

given orders lor the separation of the two armies, instead of keeping
them together. The Archduke Charles was consequently generally
blamed on account of the slow advance of his troops. The French
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likewise blame the archduke's delay, but the victory is ascribed by
them to the extraordinary ability of the general, who, having gained
the battle of Auerstadt, continued to hold the whole Austrian army
in check with a single division of the French army. On this point
the Austrian and French generals who have written the history of

the war agree, although they are of very different opinions concern-

ing details, and the cause of the duke's defeat.* To the great dis-

satisfaction of Napoleon, Davoust, with his corps, had been sent by
Berthier to Ratisbon, and Massena was left alone. Davoust after-

wards found it advisable for a time to relinquish Ratisbon to the

Austrians; but in the meanwhile he kept in check, between Ratisbon

and Eeckmilhl, the whole left wing of the Austrian army, with

which the archduke was advancing with incomprehensible slowness,
till the Emperor, who had joined the army, had repaired Berthier's

fault, and brought the whole under his command. The Emperor
had thrown himself, with the Bavarians and Wirtembergers, on the

left wing of the Austrian army, which, under the Archduke Lewis
and Field-marshal Hiller, was advancing as slowly as the right

wing, under the Archduke Charles, in the direction of Landshut.

As early as the 19th a. bloody engagement was fought at Than and

Pfaffenhofen, in which both sides boasted of the victory. The

French, however, succeeded in completely separating the two wings
of the enem.y's army—or, more properly, the army under the Arch-
duke Charles—from that under the Archduke Lewis and Marshal
Hiller.

Hiller was attacked on the following day (the 20th), between

Abensberg and Landshut, by the troops under the command of the

Emperor himself, and, after an obstinate struggle, which the French
call the battle of Abensberg, the Germ.ans were compelled to retire.

So much is certain; but the report that the French made 9000 pri-

soners, captured 30 pieces of cannon, and an immense number of

* Pelet has availed himself of Stutternheim's book. He complains of only having
been able to procure the first part of it. Stutternheini, however, died before the

Avork was completed. Pelet, vol. i., pj). 202, 203, writes as follows: "Les Autri-
chiens preteudent ctre de'cidcs aux chaugcniens opores dans leur jiremier plan
d'aprcs les avis de la concentration des forces Fran^aises a la rive droite dii Danube,
lis ont meme cru alors que nos armees devaient se re'unir sur le Lech. Si tel etait

leur veritable motif, ils doivent avoir communication des ordres donnes a nos corps
ou a nos allie's, car celui d'Oudinot arriva seul vers le fin de Fevrier a Augsburg, ct

il n'y cut de mouvement dans la position de I'arme'e Bavaroise que celui de la divi-

sion de AVrede, portee d'Augsburg a Strasburg. Le corps de Masse'na ne fut

rasserable a Ulm que dans les derniers jours de Mars, et celui de Davoust arrivait a

la meme epoque dans la Franconie. Ces rapports et les ordres auraient du alter et

revenir de la Boheme li Vienne, et le contremarche de I'arme'e ennemie a commence
le lOeme. Ces variations furent tres prejudiciables aux intcrets de la maison
d'Autriche. Cette puissance semble etre tombe'e dans le piege ou elle voulait preci-

piter son adversaire. Quand il faut aj^ir pour la sm-prendre, elle he'site. Elle croit

pouvoir a sa volonte commcncer ou retarder la guerre, et changer, au moment de

I'execution, par une manoeuvre de seize marches qui a employe vmgt-et-un jours, un

projet dont la reussite etait dans la ce'Ierite. Grande faute de ce cabinet! sur

laquelle on ue saurait trop iusister, afin q;i'elle serve de le9on pour toutes les circon-

stances de la guerre."
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baggage and ammunition-waggons, is grossly exaggerated. Tlic

main thing Avas, that Napoleon gained his object; the Archduke
Lewis and Ilillcr were obliged to make a rapid retreat, and the pur-
suit of them was relinquished to Bessiurcs, wlio commanded the

cavalry. Napoleon himself, and, under him, Lannes, Massena, and

Vandamme, hastened to the assistance of the Duke of Auerstadt,
who had to contend a^fainst the wliole left winj? of tlie Austrian

army. The duke fought for five days between liatisbon and Ecck-

miihl, till at Icngtli Napoleon arrived, at a very (iavourable moment,
on the 22nd, with a part of the troops which he had brought witli

him from the battle-field of Abensberg, and then tlie archduke was

obliged to yield. During this continuous struggle of five days, both

parties lost a great many men, and the result proves that the advan-

tage remained with the French. There was, therefore, no occasion

for the falsehoods and boasting of tlie bulletin. In the official

bulletin it was stated that 20,000 Austrians had been made prisoners
on the 22nd; while even Savary expressly assures us that the whole
number of the Austrians made prisoners during the war did not

amount to 20,000, but that as many French as Austrians had been
made prisoners of war.

On the 23rd, a fearful struggle took place for possession of the town
of Ratisbon, which the Austrians, after the shedding of mucii blood,
and a most destructive fire of artillery, were obliged to evacuate.

By this means the way to Vienna by the right bank of the Danube
was opened to the French, because the Archduke was compelled to

withdraw the whole of his army to the left bank, after the loss of the

city, and in order to reinforce his army in Bohemia. The Archduke
Lewis and Hillcr.were also constrained to go thither, because their

remaining on the right bank would have completely cut them olF

from the Archduke Charles. Napoleon's marcli on the right bank
was by no means diflicult, because, incomprehensible as it is, no
means had been taken so to fortify any single point that the enemy
might be stopped or his march delayed. This, too, will explain the

reason Avhy such a thoroughly practical man as Bonaparte entertained

so much contempt as he did in the year 1809 and 1811, and for-

merly in Italy in 1797, for prevailing opinions, and the spirit of the

nation or people, as long as he was at the head of a victorious army.
In 1809, as well as 1797, he had seen no effects whatever of the

patriotism of the pamphlets and proclamations; the boasted enthu-

siasm appeared to be dissipated like mist, and he saw how proud the

Bavarians and Wirtcmbei-gers were of the praise which he had given
them in his bulletins for the share which they had taken in the

events of tlie war. He easily succeeded in captivating the German
soldiers and officers, by yielding them a share of the glory, of the

titles of honour, and of the booty of the victories; and the princes he

enriched by plundering those princes, counts, and imperial barons,

who (doubtless from self-interest and prejudice) were unwilling to

avail themselves of strangers in order to oppress their countrymen.
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The estates of all those were now confiscated who had not con-

formed to the 7th and 31st articles of the act of confederation of the

Rhine, and especially of all those who had continued in the Austrian

service, and the booty divided between the German princes and their

protector. The despotic and cruel King of Wirtemberg received

Mergentheim, which had experienced no innovations from the time

of the German knights till tlie peace of Presburg, and at this peace
was given as compensation to the German grand master, the Arch-
duke Anthony; it was then even confirmed in all its ancient rights,
which it was now to lose. This took place in April. As early as

June was commenced that fearful oppression which King Frederick

exercised over his dominions, and which reduced Mergentheim,
robbed of all its ancient rights, and disturbed in all its usages, to a

state of open rebellion, which, from the well-known character of the

king, must necessarily lead to its ruin. The inhabitants drove away
the Wirtemberg officials, took the garrison prisoners, and restored

the old Austrian aristocratic hereditary government. King Frede-

rick forthwith sent his troops
—

inspired by Napoleon's speeches and

praises, and declared to be worthy of the grand army—against the

unfortunate and mad countrypeople in Mergentheim. The citizens

defended themselves against the soldiers as the Spaniards had de-

fended themselves in Sarao;ossa. The Wirtembers^ers behaved in

Mergentheim as they did in Poland in 1812, and whoever was spared

by the swords and bayonets of the troops, was afterwards exposed to

the tender mercies of the royal justice, which proved as cruel and

unrelenting as the soldiers themselves.

Napoleon having brought with him to Ratisbon and Eeckmlihl a

portion of the troops with which he had gained the battle of Abens-

berg, the Bavarians in the mean time continued in close pursuit of

Marshal Hiller. The marshal, however, had unexpectedly fallen in

with Wrede's corps, driven it back, and thereby secured his passage
over the Inn. Just at this moment came to liijht ag-ain the division

between the Archduke Charles and the Austrian aristocracy, in con-

sequence of their disinclination to a princely power calculated to

place any bounds to their oligarchy. It was said that the Arch-
duke's hesitation, change, and apprehensions at a moment when

everything ought to have been risked, had a political foundation;
that he had thrice opposed Stadion's plan of the war, and now only

unwillingly resolved to issue the proclamations approved in the circles

of Rasumowski and Stadion ;
that he was too well acquainted with

the whole essence of Austrian affairs to place much confidence in

them, did not wish to break wholly with Napoleon, was anxious to

spare the army and materials of war, and had therefore adopted less

decisive measures than he should have done; and besides, to the

most violent of the proclamations he did not attach his name. From
what he did on the 25th, it undoubtedly appears that he was not dis-

posed to undertake a desperate struggle. As early as this date he
wrote to his brother, the emperor, that he was unable to maintain
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himself against a victorious enemy on the right bank of the Danube,
that he was obliged to cross the river, and draw to himself the army
commanded by BcUegardc. On the same cTay (the 25th) he wrote
a most singular letter to the Emperor of the French, which the latter

did not receive till later, because he had hastened after that part of the

army which had retired behind the Inn. The letter is particularly

surprising, inasmuch as its contents and language offer the greatest
contrast to the contents of all the Austrian ollicial declarations.*

Should Pelet be right, and it appear that the letter was not written

on the 25th, as its date indicates, but on the 30th, when the Arch-
duke was marching from Neumarkt to Budweis, its contents Avould

be more easily explained.
Whilst the Archduke Charles was marching to Bohemia, the

main body of the French army followed the Austrians, who were

descending the right bank of the Danube; we, however, leave it

to purely military writers to give an account of particular incidents,
as nothing very considerable took place, in consequence of the great

superiority of the French in all respects. One fact, however, we
cannot overlook, because it was announced in a most ridiculously
ostentatious manner in the fifth bulletin, although Napoleon greatly
blamed Colonel Cohorn, who was rhetorically praised in the bulletin

on account of that needless heroism which cost the life of so many
men. Claparcde's division, by command of INfassena, was ordered

to force the passage over the Traun, and for that purpose to take

possession of the bridge at Ebersdorf
;
this Colonel Cohorn attempted

to do by force, although a little lower down, at Lambach, he might
have passed without any considerable loss. At Ebersberg he met
with a fierce resistance. The bridge was burnt, the town destroyed,
and heaps of dead bodies choked up the bridge and the road.f

• "
Sire," writes the Archduke, "V. M. ui'a annonce son arrivee par un tonnerre

d'artillerie, sans me laisser le terns de la complimenter. A peine informe de votre

presence je pus hi pressentir par Ics pertes que vous m'avez causees. Vous m'avez

pris beaucoup de nionde, sire
;
mes troupes ont fait aussi quelques niilliers de pri-

sonniers, la ou vous ne dirigiez pas les operations. Je propose a V. M. de les chancer,
homme pour homuie, grade pourgraie; si cette offre vous est agreeable, veuillez

nie faire savoir vos intentions sm- la place destine'e pour I'echange. Je me sens

flatte, sire, de combattre avoc le plus grand capitaine du monde. Je serais plus
beureux si le destin m'avait choisi pour procurer a ma patrie le bicnfiiit d'une

paix honorable. Quels que puissant otre les evu'nemens de la guerre ou I'approche de
la paix, je prie V. M. de croire que mon desir me conduit toujours an devant d'elle,
et que je me tiens egalement honore de trouver I'epce ou le rameau dans la main de
V. M." In reference to this letter, Napoleon wrote to Davoust: " D'ici ii huit jours,
on pourra faire la reponso que les gens la sont aussi vils dans radvcrsitc' qu'arrogaus
et hauts a la moindre Incur de prosperite."

t A'onturini. p. 123, gives the following as the report of an eye-witness. If

literally true, it does honour to the heart of Napoleon. '-It was impossible to ride

through the streets covered with ruins and horses. The Emperor therefore walked

through the town. Dead and half-burnt meu lay by hundreds in the streets; muti-
lated and burnt limbs obstructed the way at every step. Napoleon stood still, and
looked with emotion to heaven. One of his companions said aloud that he had never
seen such a dreadful spectacle. Napoleon looked at hlni quickly, a tear stood in his

eye, he sighed out,
' Oh my God!'

"
Pelet adds that he had le caur navrt de douleur,

and saw no one more during the whole evening.
\ OL. vm. G
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Cadet de Gassicourt, at tliat time on the medical staff, in the account

of a journey taken by liim at a later period, states that Massena, in

order to clear the bridge and make the road passable, gave orders to

throw the dead and dying together into the river Traun. This

Pelet, Massena's eulogist and client, altogether repudiates; but

Savary, in his memoirs, gives an account so reasonable in itself, and
so free from all military boasting, of the dreadful murder and burn-

ing near and in Ebersberg, that whoever has read what he has

written on the subject, will find it difficult to approve of the cruel

and loathsome deed. It may, moreover, well be attributed to such a

man as Massena, when we know what things he and Soult did in

Genoa and elsewhere in 1809, although we by no means wish on
this occasion to decide between Pelet and Gassicourt. The imme-
diate object of Cohorn's boldness and Massena's unsparing strategy,
Avas no doubt gained; for Hiller, who had suffered considerable loss

on his retreat, passed to the left bank at Stein, and left the road to

Vienna completely free.

Hiller again formed a junction on the other side of the Danube
with the Archduke Charles, and the Archduke Maximilian, who
at first appeared as if they meant to defend the capital against the

French, but soon relinquished the design : the bridges, indeed, were

burnt down. On the 13th of May, the capital of Austria was for

the second time occupied by the French. The Archduke Charles

afterwards encamped on the wide plain on the other side of the

Danube; the Emperor of the French knew well that the Austrians

would begin to be alarmed the moment they lost a great battle, and
it was therefore his object to bring the war to an end as quickly as

possible ;
he made the greatest despatch in constructing a bridge, in

order to cross to the other side of the river, and offer a battle. The
construction of a bridge in the face of the main force of the Aus-

trians, ready to accept the proffered challenge, was difficult; and the

two armies lay for eight days between Salzburg and St. Polten ob-

serving each other.

Between Salzburg and Innspruck were the Bavarians, who,

joined to some French troops, constituted the division of the Duke
of Danzig. Next to the Bavarians stood the Wirtembergers, under

Vandamme, in order to defend the bridge at Linz against the Aus-

trians, who from thence continually threatened the rear of the

French. In fact, Kollowrat made an attempt on the 17th to pass
over the bridge, and get behind the French; the attempt, however,
for two reasons, proved a failure. First, Kollowrat divided his

troops instead of directing his whole force upon one point, and sud-

denly pushing through; so that the struggle was prolonged, till Ber-

nadotte, who had the Saxons under his command, was able to come

up and assist Vandamme. In Vienna lay the imperial guard, the

grenadier corps under Oudinot, and those imder Massena and

Lannes. The corps under Davoust was stationed from Vienna to

St. Polten. The occupation of the capital, and possession of the
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whole right bank of the Danube, compelled the Archduke John

also, who had driven the Viceroy Eugene out of his positions at

Pordanone and Sacile, and pushed forward towards Verona, to retire

under very luifavourablc circumstances to the banks of the Danube,
in order to march tlirough Hungary, and form a junction with tlie

main army. The viceroy having the assistance of such a general
as Macdonald, the retreat could not possibly be effected without

considerable loss, as Macdonald followed him quickly, and Marmont,
with the army assembled in Dalmatia, had already entered Austrian

Croatia in order to form a union witli the army of Italy.
The adoption of quick and bold resolutions being altogether

foreign to the whole system of Austrian education, government, and

administration, the Archduke Maximihan had left behind him in

Vienna for the enemy vast materials for the construction of a bridge ;

but notwithstanding tliis, the erection of a bridge over the Danube,
which is there 2400 feet wide, was attended with great difficulty.

As Pclet, who in other respects is to be regarded as the creature of

the hateful JNIassena, was himself employed in the erection, full in-

formation on this subject will be found in his book; we refer to the

subject only in general, and give very summary accounts of such

things. We must mention, however, that Pelet blames the archduke,
because he neither obstructed the erection of the bridge, nor opposed
the passage of the French; it, however, appears from all that took

place, that he was anxious to bring the war to a termination by a

decisive engagement, and preferred having the battle fought on the

left bank of the river. For this eno-aojement he had made all the

necessary preparations, and during the battle he hoped to destroy the

bridge, in order to drive the French into the Danube.*
The Danube being divided into several branches by islands at

Vienna, the French built three bridges, in order to avail themselves

of the facilities offered by a large and a small island, both for the

building of the bridge and the passage across. One bridge was

constructed at Nussdorf, two miles above Vienna, where the bed of

the river is very narrow, instead of at the capital, where its breadth

attains a measure of 2400 feet. The second bridge was at Spitz,

and the third at Ebersdorf, ten miles below Vienna. This bridge
did not lead immediately to the left bank, but first of all to an island

called Lobau, 2000 rods wide, 2400 long, and 8000 in circumfer-

ence. A portion of the army was to be moved to this bushy and

swampy island, till it could be transported thence to the other side

over the smaller arm, which separates Lobau from Ebersdorf. The
archduke made no opposition whatever to the crossing; he suffered

*
Pelet, vol. iii., p. 278, states that the archduke was well served by his spies, and

then adds :

" Lo gcncralissime ne retira pas de ccs divers avis les avantages qu'ils

seniblaient devoir produirc. II ne prit aucune disposition autour du saillant que
I'isle de Lobau forme vis-h-vis d'Euzersdorf ; en peu d'heures il pouvait rentouror et

le couvrir du feu de son artillerie. Nulle niesurc ne fut prescrite pour nous enip^-
cher de debouclior; nul ordre donne aux troupes (du luoins ii uotre counaissance)

pour les rapprocher des ponts."

G 2
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the French to reach Ebersdorf, but on the 2 1 st vigorously attacked

that part of the army which had gained the left bank, before the

whole force could be brought over. The great object of the battle

fought on the 21st was possession of the village of Aspern, after

which the Austrians name the battle, whilst the French call it the

battle of Esling. Aspern was ten times taken and lost. Without

going into any account of the indecisive engagement of the 21st,

we must do the French the justice to say, that on the first day of

the battle they defended the village of Aspern with a part of the

French army against the main body of the Austrians. The bravery
of their soldiers, and superior ability and experience of their gene-
rals, is universally acknowledged; one circumstance only we must

bring prominently forward. It was shown by the murderous engage-
ments of this battle, as well as in all the popular risings of that time,

concerning which Pelet rages like a madman, and even preaches

morality, that the French had no longer to deal with miserable

governments, bureaucrats, and princely generals, but immediately
with the whole strength and vigour of the people. No more thou-

sands of prisoners were made, but an equal amount of blood was
shed on both sides; and although Lannes kept possession of Esling,
and Massena maintained the ten times lost and captured Aspern,
the Austrians remained still in possession of the churchyard of the

villao-e.

The battle was not decided on the 21st, because the bridge had
been injured, and the French on the left bank, without additional

aid, were not equal to the Austrians; in the mean time, however,

they succeeded in effecting the necessary repairs, and the battle was
renewed on the 22nd. For the first time the hero of the century
failed in attaining his object; he had no longer to deal with merce-

nary troops, but with men whose hearts were full of thoughts of their

prince, their country, and their honour. This the men who for

poetry's sake make an idol of Bonaparte at all risks, will not admit;
the bulletin furnished materials enough to people of this kind.

According to their own accounts, the French gained a complete vic-

tory, and instead of 17,000 killed and wounded, lost only about as

many hundreds.

Bold lying is always more or less successful, and therefore even

the most absurd thin2;s which the manufacturers of the memoirs of

St. Helena bring forward respecting this battle have passed current

in most works on the subject.* How ridiculous all these stories are may
* On this occasion Thibaudeaii shows himself truthful; and yet, like all the

others, he was at once a rhetorician and boaster. In vol. iv., p. 293, he writes

as follows:—"La France ne compte point la bataille d'Eslinp; an nombre de ses

victoires; moins riche pour ne pas dire pauvre en trophees niilitaires, I'Autriche la

mit au rang de ses triomphes. Les faits repondent a cette pkesomtion." To
what extent the people who idolise Napoleon drive their nonsense, and what credit

they receive, even when they contradict themselves three times in a breath, may be
seen from the so-called Memoires de Napoleon, by IMontholon (Paris, 1S23), vol. ii.,

note 10, pp. 79-86. It would be absurd to spend time on tlie subject; those who
need any remarks will find them in the Memoires d'un homme d'Etat, vol. x., p. 274,
note.
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be learned from the number of French general-oflicers killed and
wounded on tie 22nd. Lanncs, St. Hllaire, Bessieres, D'Espagne,
and Lassale, 'vere either killed or mortally wounded, and the

Austrian s succeeded in completely destroying the bridge, partly by
fire-shipsj and partly by boats and beams carried down by the force

of the stream. The river, it is true, was considerably swollen, and
the stream ran strong; the Viennese, however, laughed heartily at

the simplicity of the French, who boast so much of their intelli-

gence, since their Emperor, for their benefit on this occasion,

ventured to give a fabulous account of the wonderful rapidity of the

Danube, in order to excuse himself for having, though boasting of

the victory, immediately drawn back his troops to the right bank of

the river. He had crowded his troops together hastily upon the

Island of Lobau, because the bridge between the island and the right
bank was carried away, and this part of the army suffered great

hardships from tlie 22nd till the 25th from want and bad weather.

After this battle and the destruction of the bridges, the two
armies remained in their positions opposite each other for several

weeks, apparently inactive, whilst the French were procuring and

preparing evei'ything necessary to build a new bridge. This, therefore,

appears to us to be a suitable place to cast a glance on other con-

temporaneous events, which took place in the Tyrol, Germany, and
Poland.

B.—GERMANY AND PEANCE TILL THE PEACE OF SCHONBRUNN.

1.—SKETCHES OF THE WAR IN THE TYROL, GERMANY, AND
POLAND.

We have already observed, that the German patriots, who from

this year forward struggled so gloriously by word and deed for the

advancement of their nation, were unable to procure anything for

the people but the shells of those fruits, which only fell to the lot of

those wlio from l)irth, intelligence, or wealth, were closely allied to the

princes. This became a matter of experience to the rest of the

Germans ten years later; the Tyrolcse learned in 1809 and 1810,
that their enthusiasm in favour of what was old had been abused,
and tliat they had sacrificed property and life for a mere phantom.
The Tyrolese, roused by enthusiasts like Hormayr and his friends,

encouraged by Austria, and deceived by promises and demonstra-

tions, rose en masse, but, as soon as Austria was defeated, were left a

prey to the French and Bavarians. They learned, too, at a later

period, wlien, after Napoleon's fall, they had again obtained the

longed-tbr Austrian government, and reckoned on great gratitude,
that the family of the Emperor, descended from the house of Lorraine,

was as little disposed to acquiesce in their reasonable wishes as tlic

kings of the house of Deuxponts had been.
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In the three years since 1806, the Tyrolese, like tU'^ Bavarians,
under Montgelas, had been obliged to enter upon tihe"^-v' of pro-

gress. Their constitution, laws, institutions, modes 4»f taxaj^Qjj^ q^^

administration, had been all changed and regulated by i
W^'^^'^S

models.

The very reverse, however, of what we see taking place in onr days
took place in the Tyrol. Governments are desirous of either si^^nd-

ing still or retrograding, while the people are eager for advance; at

that time in the Tyrol, the people were desirous of standing still,

whilst the government was eager for progress, and compelled the

people, who clave to priestcraft and the institutions of the middle

ages, to do homage to what was new and unusual. The contest

which the Tyrolese began and carried on heroically, or if the matter be

regarded from another point of view, obstinately and perversely, like

the cantons of the Soiiderhwid^ cannot be so described by us, as we
would describe them, if tlie prize for wliich they struggled appeared
to us worth the contest. At that period we acknowledged and
admired the perseverance of the Tyrolese, which afforded a very

striking contrast to the indifference of the Germans and Italians, who
also found the insolence of the French intolerable; and we rejoiced
that the Spaniards and the Tyrolese proved to the much-admired
hero that the people were of more value than he thought; time, how-

ever, has cooled us down. We shall now merely give a dry recital

of the facts. Von Hormayr and others have described the war in

the Tyrol with enthusiasm; we refer to their accounts, and merely
observe that Napoleon showed much bitterness because Katt, Doren-

berg, Schill, Brunswick-Oels, the Spanish war, and the rising in the

Tyrol, as well as Bernadotte's loud complaints concerning the insults

heaped upon his Saxons, and at a later period his conduct in

Antwerp and his associations in Paris, were all signs of a general

fermentation, of which he wished to know nothing, because he had
been utterly spoiled by the idolatry, of which he had been the

object.

Chasteler, who was desirous of being regarded as a Tyrolese,
and Von Hormayr, Avho was really one, were at the head of a

secret society in the Tyrol formed against Bavaria. Fanatical,
and in all respects narrow-minded persons, such as Andreas Hofer,

Joseph Haspinger the Capuchin, Speckbacker, Glarel, and the

innkeepers Martin Schenk and Peter Mayer, went through the

various districts and villages, and estabHshed a species of govern-
ment among the people. Joseph Eisenstecker also, who was called

Hofer 's adjutant in 1808, already played a political part in this same

year. Everything was arranged with the Austrian government, and
in February, 1809, Hofer and others went to Vienna, in order

to discuss or determine on the plans proposed in January. In

IMarch, Major Martin Teimer, of the Tyrolese militia, travelled over

the whole province by command of Chasteler, in order to prepare
measures for carrying out the insurrection alreadv agreed upon. On
the 9th of April, Chasteler, with his division, advanced into the
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Pustcr Thai, and sent the Salzburg chasseurs over the steep moun-
tains into the Ziller Thai; Ncpomuconus von K'o.lb, who afterwards

led thousands of fanatical peasants to the fight in t),ic Puster Thai

and at Brixen, distributed in all directions the summons^tO. a general

rising, which commences with the words "
Up ! Tijrolese, up .'. The

hour of deliverance is near." (" Auf ! Tiroler, auf ! Die Stunden d(>J

Erlosung istnahe!") The cause of the insurrection was first pro-
moted in the V'oralberg by Von Ilormayr, and afterwards carried

on by Dr. Gries, Kiedmliller, innkeeper in Pludcnz, and especially

by Dr. Schneider. Hofer, the innkeeper of Passcyer, possessed
ahnost exclusively the confidence of his countrymen, and often stood

at tlie head of thousands. The Bavarian General Kinkel, who lay
in Innspruck, thought to be able to frighten them by severity, and
issued an order that every citizen or countryman taken in arms
should be immediately shot. This was the signal for all the horrors

of a social war. Hofer gave directions to pay like with like; and in

the Tyrol, both innocent and guilty fell a prey to the desperate

passions of the antagonists.
Fortune at first favoured the insurgents; they drove the Bava-

rians out of the Tyrol, made about 60()0 prisoners, took possession of

Innspruck on the 14th of April, and on the' 17th laid siege to

Kufstein. The Bavarians were no sooner driven out than the

Tyrolese sent three deputies to the Emperor Francis, in A^ienna,
who brought back a letter from him to their fellow-countrymen.
The emperor, just as if he had never ceded the Tyrol, most singu-

larly ordered the States to be summoned. They assembled according
to ancient form, and drew up a reply to the emperor. This was not

answered till after the battle of Aspern, about the end of iMay, when
the Tyrolese, under Plofer, and their fanatical leaders had, without

the help of the Austrians, maintained themselves against the French
and Bavarians. The imperial letter was so expressed that the Tyro-
lese afterwards complained, with good reason, that the emperor had
sacrificed them for the promotion of his own political objects. He
assured them in his note " that he would conclude no peace, e.vcept
SKch as should connect the Tyrol and Voralberg indissolubli/ with his

empire."* The ministry in Vienna had previously, when the Arch-

duke Charles marched towards Bohemia, and the French occupied
Vienna, recalled the Archduke John and General Jcllalich, who
were to support the rising in South Tyrol by force of arms; and
both of them made all possible haste to reach the Danube through

Styria. Lieutenant-general the INIarquis Chasteler remained in

North Tyrol with a few Austrian troops, to assist the insurgents,
who were encamped around Kufstein, and sent out })arties as far as

Bavaria. The troops under Chastelcr's leading fought by no means

unsuccessfully at Schwatz and Kufstein with the French and Bava-

rians; but as soon as Wrede could be spared from the Danube the

* For this correspondence sec Lebensbildcr, vol. iii., No. XVII., pp. 375-382.
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whf?^^
^^ere

ob]i;ed to yield, and Chasteler also was recalled,
1, as we sha.l see hereafter, was a thing very much desired

\ j^ ^

^
"'"^aoitants of the Voralberg were also in arms; Von Hor-

•
. •^-"^'and Dr. Schneider organised the insurrection, and Riedmuller,

r -'^Ihkeeper in Pludenz, made some forays even across the borders.

When for a short time the Dulce of Danzig's corps appeared indis-

pensable on the Danube, he had succeeded in taking a Bavarian

depot, in making himself master of their military chest, and in

driving the Wirtembergers out of Landau. Wrede, with his

Bavarians, supported by the French, marched first of all against the

Tyrolese before Kufstein, with whom at that time Chasteler and the

Austrians were united. The Bavarians, it is true, succeeded in

relieving Kufstein, but with great loss in men, and drove the Tyro-
lese back. Chasteler afterwards, at the head of the militia, offered

them battle at Soil and Wiirzel, on which occasion again the Bava-
rians were obliged to purchase the victory by a great loss of men,
after a most obstinate contest.

The Bavarians pushed forward through the passes towards Inns-

pruck, but met with vigorous resistance at every step. Immense
stones were rolled down to block up the way, Tyrolese sharp-shooters

occupied every position, and an ambuscade was to be dreaded in

every gorge; and, besides, the war was attended with all the cruel-

ties of civil strife. The Bavarians and Tyrolese in their turn exer-

cised Spanish cruelties. i\.t Rottenberg and Schwatz the Bava-
rians behaved like cannibals. Above a hundred men—none of whom
had even been in arms—were hanged upon the trees; women and
children Avere cut to pieces, and fourteen prosperous hamlets were
burnt down. This took place at the time when Chasteler was

recalled; shortly before these murderous scenes, therefore (3rd May),
he offered to evacuate the Tyrol, and advised the insurgents to lay
down their arms and to separate, if they were assured of exemption
from punishment. Wrede not only bluntly declined the proposal,
but at the same time sent a document to the Austrian general, which
stands alone in its kind, and displays a higher degree of insolent

assumption in the French idol than the decree of banishment issued

against Baron von Stein. The decree which Napoleon issued against
the Austro-Belgian marquis was directed against a very different

man from Von Stein. The latter was bolder, more courageous, and

enterprising; and whenever anything was undertaken against the

French, never failed. The marquis, on the other hand, was fright-

ened, trembled, and disappeared; and on all occasions, whenever he
had an opportunity, showed that everything was forgotten and

forgiven. Napoleon's decree, to which we have just referred, ran as

follows :

" The person named Chasteler, who calls himself an Austrian

general, the originator of the insurrection in the Tyrol, and insti-

gator of the murder of French and Bavarian prisoners, seized and
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imprisoned by the insurgents against the right of nations, shall,

whenever found, be placed before a court-martial, and shot within

twenty-four hours." The Emperor did not satisfy himself with this

decree, as he was full of fury, because the people showed themselves

to be something different in all corners of the country, from what
he either could or would suppose them to be, from the conduct of

the higher ranks, witli wliom alone he had hitherto had to do. He
overwhelmed the jMarquis Chasteler, in his eleventh bulletin, with

a complete torrent of abusive words, the vehemence of which against
a person of such rank would be quite inexplicable from a man who
had brought couins, mar(juiscs, and barons again into fashion,
did we not learn from Pelet, Savary, and, last of all, from Von

Ilormayr, that Cossard, the Austrian deputy to tlie Spanish insur-

gents, the Corsican Pozzo di Borgo, attached to the Russian ministry,
and the INIarquls Chasteler, were regarded as Napoleon's bitterest

personal enemies?*

Chasteler was a man of considerable importance in Vienna, both

by birth and rank; Avhilst, therefore, the Emperor Francis gave
himself no trouble whatever in reference to Hofer, he wrote a letter

to the Archduke Charles, threatening reprisals in case of any injury

being inflicted on Chasteler contrary to the law of nations. The
archduke was ordered, should such a case arise, to pursue the same
course towards two French general officers, who Avere prisoners of

war.f Hormayr alleges that from that time Chasteler completely
lost his presence of mind. Wredc having taken possession of

Innspruck since the 19th, and made a coarse, threatening speech
from the balcony of the Town Hall to the people assembled in front

of it, the whole Tyrol appeared to be reduced to quiet subjection.
The battle of Aspern, however, not having terminated, as had been

expected by the French, Lefebvre, to whose corps the Bavarians

belonged, was obliged to withdraw to Salzburg, and Wrede, in like

manner, to retreat from the banks of the Upper Inn to those of the

Danube, before he had time to drive the insurgents, and the few

Austrians associated with them, out of the high mountains of the

Isel and other districts.

Wrede left General Deroy with 6000 men and 13 pieces of cannon
in Innspruck. The whole Tyrol rose upon them a second time.

The people summoned to arms assembled on the further side of the

Brenner, and, accompanied by a few thousand Austrians, marched

* In vol. iii. of the Lchensbilder, Von Ilormayr says: "From relet and Savary
the real {^rounds of Napoleon's hatred have been first clearly known .... Bona-

parte alleLjeil, namely, that Chasteler was the author of a plan, betrayed to him by a
double system of spies in 1808, of a counter-revolution fur the restoration of the

Bourbons. This declaration of outlawry made a scarcely credible impression ujion
the mind of a man of such intrepidity as Chasteler—a thinji only to be explained by-

some trrcat bodily excitement Louis Cossard, the bearer of these as well as

many other thorny mimoires and back-breaking letters, was Chasteler's companion
from his earliest years."

t In Lcliensbilikr, vol. iii.. pp. 3S0-3S1, will be found the correspondence here

mentioned.
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from thence against the capital. According to common report,
which it would not be worth while to verify, the number of the

insurgents who marched against Innspruck amounted to some 20,000
men. A simular attack was made upon Count Arco, in Schwatz.

Both generals were speedily cut off from their friends, left in the

midst of a hostile country, and obliged to fight their way through
to Upper Bavaria with great danger and loss of troops. In the

course of the various engagements fought by the Bavarians during
the honourable but destructive retreat, above 3000 Bavarians were

partly slain and partly taken prisoners. From this moment Hofer of

Passeyer, Speckbacker of Rinn, and Zoppele of Sarnthal, were

regarded as heroes and saviours of their country's liberty, though, in

fact, they were neither one nor the other. A greater degree of order

prevailed in the Voralberg, where the influence of Von Hormayr
and Dr. Schneider was predominant, than in the Tyrol, properly so

called. From the Voralberg forays were made beyond Kempten.
We stop here, because we must subsequently return to the Tyrol,
and shall merely, in the mean time, remark that Von Hormayr, in a

few sheets of his Lebensbilder, has most clearly shown that even then,
as ever, cabals and party interests always had the foreway in Austria,

and rendered the fruit of all noble efibrts entirely useless. Persons

who called the selfishness of their caste, policy, and despised men who
were genviine patriots, sacrificed the honour of the reigning house to

their own present humiliating advantages.*
Before mentionino- the unfortunate national movements in Ger-

many, more or less caused by Austria, or at all events favoured by
Austrian statesmen, we must direct attention very briefly to the

Archduke Ferdinand's campaign in Poland. Napoleon sent the

whole Saxon army to the Danube; Poniatowski, with the weak
Polish army, was to defend the duchy of Warsaw

;
and the King of

Saxony received a hint from the Emperor of the French, who Avas

probably more afraid of Austrian cabals than of their military

power, to leave Dresden. He first went to Leipsig, and afterwards

even to Frankfort. Poniatowski, with the Poles whom he com-

manded, was not only to defend the duchy of Warsaw, but in con-

junction with the Russian army which the Emperor Alexander was
to send according to the terms of the treaty, to occupy the provinces
of Gallicia and Austrian Silesia. For a long time the Russians

did not make their appearance at all, and it was generally said, that

the Austrians had only moved forward so rapidly to Warsaw be-

cause they expected that Russia and Prussia would join their arms

against France. This was the only explanation which could be

given of what was otherwise a great strategical error of the Arch-
duke Ferdinand, who, having driven Poniatowski across the Vis-

tula and occupied Warsaw, scattered his troops as far as Thorn, see-

ing that Prince Gallizin, with two divisions of the Russian army,

* See Lebensbilder, part iii., pp. 360-368.
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were really within eight marches of Warsaw. As is now well-

known, the arclidukc knew that Prince Gallizin would not of his

own accord do liim any injury. Poniatowski, too, who was at the

same time minister of war in Warsaw, was also at first to be won
over; and those who served under him could not, however, put any
faith in the Austrians, although Poniatowski and the archduke
had twice met. On the second occasion it was agreed that the

Austrians should enter Warsaw on the 21st of April, whilst the

Saxon troops then in the city, the French ambassadur, and the com-

mandant, should depart down the Vistula, and be afterwards allowed
to proceed to the Danube. Ncipperg tried all his diplomatic elo-

quence on Poniatowski in vain
;
the latter left the city, and encamped

between the Bui? and the suburb of Prai^a.

In order to explain the reason why the archduke directed the

march of his forces towards Posen and Thorn, leaving Gallicia wholly
witliout protection, it is absolutely necessary to be made acquainted
with the intrigues which were at that time set on foot by Von Golz,
the Prussian minister, and the Prince of Oranijc. The fullest account
of these intrigues, to which the King of Prussia was no stranger, and
on account of which Colonel von Steigentesch had been sent from
Vienna to Ktinigsberg in June, the necessary information will be
found in a report by Baron von Linden, Wcstphalian minister in

Berlin, made to his own court respecting the results of his espionage,
and in a letter from Count Stadion to Baroii von Wessemberg, who
was at that time Austrian minister in Berlin.* These intrigues
cither failed for want of resolution on the part of the King of

Prussia, or were frustrated by the diplomatic skill and activity of

D'Oubril, the Russian minister. D'Oubrll having too hastily con-

cluded the treaty between France and Russia in 180G, which the

emperor refused to ratify, remained for some time in disgrace, but
had been again called into active service since the peace ol' Tilsit.

The Archduke Ferdinand still continued his advances towards

Prussia, in which he was able to reckon confidently on the dislike of

the people for the French, and on their patriotism up till May; in

this month, however, he was threatened by the Poles and French
imder Poniatowski from Gallicia. On the 14th of Mav, the Polish

general took possession of Lublin, and on the 18th of Sandomir,
whilst on the same day the archduke was causing an attack to be made

upon Thorn. Immediately afterwards the archduke was obliged to

relinquish all his conquests In the duchy of A\'arsaw, in order to

draw nearer to the army under his brother the Archduke Charles.

From this moment no further idea could be entertained of Prussia

taking any part In the war, because the King of Prussia himself had

expressly declared to Colonel Steigentesch, that he could come to no
conclusion till the Austrians had gained some decisive advantage.

* Both documents are to be found iu vol vii. of the "
Correspondance inedite,

ofiBcielle et confiJenticllc de Napoleon Bonaparte;" Baron Von Linden's Bcricht,

pp. 395-407; andStadion's Letter, pp. 410-420.
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Tlie French were in the hig-hest degree dissatisfied with the conduct

of the Russians, and especially of Prince Gallizin, their commande;-,
both before and after the retreat of the Archduke Ferdinand; and
the Emperor of the French expressed himself so strongly on the

subject, that it was suspected from that time forward that there was
an end to the intimate i'riendship between the two emperors. Pelet,

from a desire to accuse the Russians, states, that General Gortscha-

koiF, who was with his troops at Brzesk, wrote a letter to the Arch-
duke Ferdinand coniiratulatino- him on the success of an ensfafrement

with Poniatowski. This letter fell into the hands of the Polisli

general, and was sent through General Bronikowski to Napoleon.
The Emperor of the French was vehemently enraged, made use of

some very strong expressions, and complained bitterl}' to Tchernit-

cheff, who happened at that moment to be wuth him engaged in one
of those spying operations in which he was so frequently employed
by the Emperor Alexander, from 1808 till 1812.* It appeared,
indeed, as if Gallizin, by the position which he had taken up, was
much more disposed to protect the Austrian territory against the

Poles than to do any injury to the archduke. GortschakofF's letter

was sent to Petersburg, and as- it was still found advisable to keep up
feelings of friendship with the French, satisfaction was partly given

by the recal of GortschakofF. Gallizin, who, however, had by no
means a numerous army, subsequently only showed himself active

when it became necessary to occupy any town or district before or

at the same time with the French and Poles.

The Russian commander-in-chief wrote repeatedly to the Em-

peror of the French, that he was about to march against Olmlitz;
and yet it is well known that he had express commands not to cross

the Vistula, and to confine himself to the occupation of the districts

around Cracow; and the Russians did not even advance as far as

Cracow, till Poniatowski was about to take possession of the city. In

order to anticipate him in this step, which he was about to execute

at the head of 15,000 men, thirty Russian dragoons and sixty
Cossacks suddenly dashed forward hastening before him into the

city, and he had no sooner entered, than he was followed by 5000

Russians, in order to share the occupation of the city. In this way
failed the third warlike undertaking of the Austrians, calculated

upon the great dislike ofthe people to the French, and upon the secret

societies in Germany, and especially in Prussia, called into action by
the Prussian patriots. The mad attempts of a few adventurers to

use for their own undertaking the popular hatred of the French, to

which we must now refer, merely served to give the appearance of

justice to the persecution of all the noble friends of the country.
* Pelet. "Me'moires sur la Guerre de 1809," vol. ill., p. 74., a note runs as

follows: "Napoleon fiit aussi courrouce qu't-tonne de cette decouverte. En se ren-
dant d'Ebersdorf a Schoenbrunn (31 Mai), il qucstionnait sur la Russie un de ses

aides-de-camp arrive' du Nord dcpuis quelquo terns. D'apres les re'ponses du
general I'Empereur s'ecria: ' il jie faudka donc faire encore la guerre avec
Alexandre.' "
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The first attempt to originate a war in Germany against the

French, sucli as that which was being carried on in Spain, was made

by some Prussian odicers and soldiers, who were filled with the love

of military glory, by means of which the liberation of Germany
from a foreign yoke, if not from arhitruri/ doiuinion, was after-

wards effected. But this enthusiasm alone would have produced just
as little effect in Spain as in Germany against regular and well-dis-

ciplined troops, as is proved by the shameful defeats of the Spanish
armies, if Enolish armies and administration had not introduced

order into Spain, and Prussian and Russian armies brought it into

Germany. In this respect Gneisenau judged very correctly ;
he at-

tached but very small importance to the Tiujendhund ; he and his

friends therefore worked zealously to give a popular character to the

Prussian government and the whole system of military administra-

tion; and it was not their fault if it did not continue afterwards

to retain that character. The adventurers, of whom it is our business

here to speak, were of a different opinion. The Russian army and
Prussian honour had been disparaged and disgraced, and they con-

sidered it their duty and privilege to save or to revenr;;e them.

They were not so anxious to take under their protection the rights of

the people, and to maintain them against military power, as to

struggle against and overcome French power by German. They
were therefore able to rely for support on the English and Han-
overian aristocracy, on the old Elector of Hesse, with whom Austria,
and all who had to do with him, were extremely dissatisfied, on Wil-

liam of Brunswick, Stadion, Rasumowski, and their partisans, and on
the old Prussian spirit which still survived among the nobility; such

men, however, were wholly incapable of rousing the feelings or

spirit of the nation. The times, too, were unfavourable; and the

King of Prussia was so little capable of adopting any bold resolution,

that the men who enjoyed and deserved the confidence of the na-

tion, and then fdled the most important offices in Prussia, secretly

promoted the undertakings of these adventurers, without any hope
of their success, but merely with a view to prevail upon the king to

take part with Austria in the war, and if it should succeed, in creat-

ing a general rising in Germany. As we have neither the inclina-

tion nor the means to enter into details, in order to show the manner
in which these adventurers were borne with or aided by the Russian

authorities, we shall merely refer to a few of those men who, at the

time of these disturbances in Germany, were possessed of political

or military power. Lestocq commanded the garrison of Berlin;

Justus Gruner, of whose political usefulness Von Stein formed a

correct estimate, but whom he too imprudently used in 1813 and

1814, was director of police; Tauenzien, governor of the Mark; and

Scharnhorst at the head of the war department when Schill under-

took his movement. This, however, was obliged to be relinquished;

for at the time at which he commenced active proceedings, the Arch-

duke Charles had been driven out of Bavaria.
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Captain von Katt was tlie first wlio madly attempted, with a hand-

ful of people, to set the French power at defiance, without any hope
of nltimate success. He had entered into an arrangement with the

Duke of Brunswick-Oels, and was in connexion with the Austrians,

although he entered upon his plans before the Austrians had made a

declaration of war. Towards the 15 th of April, Katt got together
a considerable number of Russian soldiers, of whom in consequence
of the reduction of the army, the country was at that time full—
marched through the Old Mark, and directed his steps towards Mag-
deburg. He had some confederates in the fortress, and hoped to

take it by surprise; but as he was opposed before he reached the

city, his friends within proved useless to him. In Stendal and

Burgstall he succeeded, it is true, in carrying ofi" the VVestphalian

army-chests, but the prefects and General Michaud, who went
from Magdeburg to meet him, frustrated his undertaking without

trouble. He was obliged to save himself by taking refuge on the

Prussian territory; and the Prussian government, in order to avoid

the appearance of having taken any part in his undertaking, was

obliged to send troops against him. His plunder was taken away
from him, his people scattered, and he himself escaped to Bohemia,
where at that time Duke William of Brunswick-Oels was engaged in

recruiting a number of troops. Katt afterwards played a distin-

guished part among the bold people, whom the Duke afterwards

collected, first in Bohemia, then in Silesia, and with whom at a later

period he marched to the Weser.

Even before the Duke availed himself of the enthusiasm of the

kindhearted southern Germans in favour of the old Hanoverian and
Brunswick nobility, as well as the bureaucracy and administration

of Byzantine law restored in 1815 in all its strictness, there was a

man who had excited the good but narrow-minded inhabitants of

Electoral Hesse in favour of the old elector, at whose expulsion every
one rejoiced. Everything directed against the French was at that

time considered as genuine patriotism, otherwise no man would have

taken any part in a conspiracy set on foot by such a man as Herr
von Dbrenberg. The peasants of Hesse and Lower Saxony, who
looked upon the present evils and mischief of foreign soldiers and
commissioners as something intolerable, and did not attach any great
value to the uncertain advantages of a complete change of things,
assembled sometimes here and sometimes there, and formed them-

selves into military associations. The military commissions estab-

lished in Cassel, Brunswick, and Magdeburg against the originators
and promoters of disturbances, increased the anger of the people
instead of cooling it down. These blood-thirsty commissions tor-

mented the people and persecuted especially all those wlio had been in

military service in Germany. They caused them to be watched like

robbers, and all their movements to be closely observed. Katt's

mad attempt gave rise to the appointment of those commissions, be-

cause the number of those who sympathised with him was not small.
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In Hesse the noble ladies of the institution at Ilomberg, the members
of the Tu'^e)ul-verein, enthusiastic professors, students, and odlcers

formerly la service, were the mere tools for the working of a plan,
carved out by (xcrman oflicers in Jerome's guard, by some of liis

courtiers, and by a part of his immediate attendants. Tlie soul of

the whole undertaking was Ilerr von Dcirenberg, who had arranged
the affiur with the Elector, who, Avhen it failed, had the assurance

to offer him a thousand dollars as a compensation. lie was a colonel

in the king's Westphalian guard, and had been treated by his

majesty with particular distinction. His intention was to get up an

insurrection among the peasants, and should the king, who had only
between 1200 and 1300 men with him in Cassel, send out these to

put down the tumult, then to make himself master of his person.
There did, in fact, assemble immediately in Upper and Lower Hesse

some thousands of peasants, of whom, according to Malchus, only a

few hundreds were armed. The people of Lower Hesse, who
honoured the Elector as the Russians do the Czar, were to take pos-
session of Cassel; those of the upper province to seize upon ^larburg;
whilst it was hoped that the troops might be alienated from the

king by means of officers, whose services were purchased by the

elector, and who would make themselves masters of the king's person.
The irregular and badly armed peasants of Wolfhagen and Homberg
rushed towards Cassel, and were only about twelve miles from the

town when the whole plot was discovered. Dorcnbcrg proved un-

successful in his attempt, made under the mask of patriotism, to

induce the king'sjVV^cr guard to join in his shameful plot; only a

very few joined him, accompanied by whom he fled to join the

peasants. At the head of the peasants with whom he foolishly

supposed he could act as with soldiers, he regularly attacked Cassel

on two sides, from the Paderborn Gate and from Knallhlitte,

instead of allowing the people to fight after their own fashion.

Eble, the minister of war, ordered twenty cannon to be brought out

of the arsenal, and with a few hundred men went out against thou-

sands, who had now reached Knallhlitte, within six miles of the town.

The whole aifair was over in about twenty minutes without blood-

shed. The peasants were easily scattered and driven home, and

Dorenberg obliged to seek safety in flight to Bohcniia. As he was
so meanly treated by the elector, he resolved, like Katt, to cast in

his lot with Duke William.

The rising in Upper Hesse, directed against IMarburg, proved
much more considerable than this insurrection of the peasants about

Homberg and Wolfhagen, afterwards joined by some others against
Cassel. An accident enabled the irovernment to bring together a

greater inimber of troops in a short time there than in Cassel. The

aged Marshal Kellermanu happened to be at Frankfort in order to

oversee the drilling of the French conscripts, to organise the old

soldiers collected there from various quarters in battalions, and to
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send them forward to the imperial army. Of these battalions he

immediately sent some to Marburg and into those neighbourhoods
where any symptoms of disturbance appeared. By this means the

insurrection was nipped in the bud.

On this occasion King Jerome behaved in a very noble manner,
as appears from his address to the officers of the troops summoned to

the palace, and whom Dorenberg had attempted to seduce. After

the victory, too, he showed great clemency towards the originators
and promoters of the insurrection. We shall give in a note the

manuscript refutation given us by Count Malchus of the calumniating
account of the affair given by a Frenchman. Count Malchus was at

that time, as is well-known, a minister in Cassel, and has assured us,

not only that not a single life was lost, but that the young people of

Dorenberg's family, who were being educated at the military

academy in Brunswick, were allowed to remain there, and suffered

no inconvenience whatever.*

The undertakings of Schill and the Duke of Brunswick-Oels in

Lower Germany, were of far greater historical importance than the

very equivocal affairs to Avhich we have just referred, set on foot

either by ambitious or very light-minded persons, whose reasons ap-

pear to us very suspicious. They likewise failed, it is true; their

originators were merely soldiers, and besides robbery and plunder,
aimed at tlie restoration of what was old; but they gave an oppor-

tunity for bringing to light the general feelings of the Germans,

proved that there was still a strong national sense, and that the

Germans liad not all fallen asleep like the Italians, with whom the

Frencli had to do. Hundreds had fought for life or death; they
were celebrated as martyrs, and their cruel fall excited such an

enthusiasm, that their characters were wholly overlooked, and their

* Count Malchus in his annotations to page 113 of the "Royaume de Westphalie
(Paris, 1820)," writes as follows:—" The whole story is incorrect. It is merely true,
that there was no news in Cassel of the beginning of the insurrection, which is not
much to the praise of the police. The first information of an assembling of the

peasants arrived about the middle of the day fixed upon for the attack upon the
town. At the same time came the certainty that Colonel Dorenberg of the guards
was at tlie head of the M'hole affair. Dorenberg, formerly a captain in the Prussian

service, had succeeded so far in ingratiating himself with the king, that he was rapidly
promoted, and even made one of his adjutants; on liis promotion to which office he
had a few hours before taken the oath of fidelity to the king—scarcely three hours
before the arrival of the news. He succeeded in escaping and joining the insurgents,

whom, during the night, he led against the town. On their meeting with the troops
sent against them, they were utterly dispersed in a quarter of an hour. Dorenberg's
attempt to seduce the troops from their allegiance was fruitless, as he was joined by
no more than seven cuirassiers. The rising in Marburg cost no life except that of
a colonel on half-pay." The author of this history has read ^vith sorrow the

following passage in the third volume of the Lebensbilder, in reference to a man
whom the Germans and the Swiss call their Thucj/dides, and who, by the favour of

Bonaparte and Bassano, was minister of public instruction;—" It is known to few
that Johannes von Midler was not actively engaged in the insurrection (for that he
had not the courage), but well acquaintkd with Dorenberg's plans, and with
EARNEST WISHES FOR ITS SUCCESS, FAITHFULLY KEPT THE SECRET (tO bring back an
old corporal and usurer)."
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(Icatlis produced a greater efTect through the public sympatliy than

even a victory could have done under the then existing circum-

stances.

Lieutenant von Schill, by liis defence of Colbcvg, and still more

by the manner in whicli lie was celebrated in Berlin, as the saviour

of the honour of Prussian soldiers, had gained the distinction of a

national hero—a German Horatius Codes; lie was made a major,
and in December, 1808, removed to Berlin. He imfortunately, how-

ever, regarded himself as a general (it for command, while lie was, in

fact, merely a brave soldier. The Queen and the ladies of Berlin, as

happens on such occasions, had raised this enthusiasm for Scliill into

a iashion, and thereby did great injury to the good cause in the

minds of sensible people, while tliey misled a number of young
people, who at another time might have been very useful to their

country, to consider themselves called to make the impossible possible.
The extent to which this idolatry of Schill prevailed may be learned

from a work, which we shall quote below, and from which we shall

merely select a passage as an example.* Schill found, in Berlin a

number of bold young men in favour of his ])lan, to constrain the King
of Pi'ussia to go to war against his will, and for this purpose to profit

by the removal of the French and German troops from the country
between the Elbe and the Wcser. He hoped that if one regiment
carried away another with it, the king would have no alternative, if

he were not willing to become a victim to Bonaparte, but to support
a bold undertaking and call forth both army and people to a desperate

struggle. He won the good-Avill of the soldiers under his command

by his friendly demeanour, bv taking the greatest care of their

clothing and. arms, and even by festivals which he arranged, for them
from time to time.

There can be no doubt, whatever, that he was secretly favoured by
Scharnhorst, Lestocq, Tauenzicn, and others; that the aristocratic alli-

ance of Stein, Stadion, and Count Miinster, were thoroughly informed

of his views, and that he was brought immediately into communi-
cation with Duke William of Brunswick by the instrumentality of a

noble lady in Berlin.

In April, 1809, when the war between France and Austria began,
he resolved to avail liimself of the opportunity, by means of a

general rising, to drive the whole of the French out of North Ger-

many, and to convert his little band into a numerous army. In

order to lead astray the French and German spies in Napoleon's pay,

* "Ferdinand von Schill. Einc Lebcnsbcsclircilning nach Orii^inal-Papicron,

herausijcgeben von I. C. L. Ilabcn. Leipzitr, 2 Tlieile." Tiio whole of tiie sccontl

part oftliis life is devoted to the year 1809: the adventure, however, is not in our

opinion important enougli to dwell upon. The very first pages give an account of
the incredible entlnisiasm in favour of a man, altogether insignificant in himself—
nay, injurious to the cause of the people. At page 4 we find: "So great and

general was the enthusiasm in favour of Schill and his exploits, that a less en-

lightened century niiglit have felt itself tempted to believe tliat the miracle of tlio

Maid of Orleans had been renewed, merely with the change of time and place."'

VOL. VIII. H
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of whom tlie country was full, or rather to be able to march unex-

pectedly from Berlin, the major led out his small troop from the city

every morning to exercise, accompanied by their baggage, and fur-

nished with their knapsacks. This practice was to be continued

till Romberg, who tried to gain over the soldiers and officers in the

Westphalian service, should give the signal. Romberg was detained

in Magdeburg, and heavy complaints were made by the French
authorities to the Prussian ones; and the major was reduced to the

necessity of either immediately beginning his enterprise, or relin-

quishing the design. General Michaud had made himself master of

Romberg's papers in Magdeburg, which he sent to Simeon, the

minister in Cassel. The latter caused them to be forwarded throu2:h

Von Kiister, the Prussian minister, to Konigsberg, and made some
earnest remonstrances and bitter complaints to the king. Von Both-

mer, referendary of the Westphalian minister, gave Major Schill a

hint of what was going on, so that he was able to make his escape
before any orders could be issued for his arrest.

On the 28th of April, Schill's regiment was taken out to exercise

as usual; the major on this occasion rode in front of the men, made
a very animated speech to the regiment, encouraged both officers and
men to strike for the honour and liberties of their country, and found

a well-disposed auditory. The whole followed his leading, and not

one of them deserted on their march first to Potsdam and afterwards

to Wittenberg. Major Zeblin, of the body guards, was sent after

him from Berlin to call him back
; as, however, the latter held only

a private conference with Schill, and when he found him ready to

persevere in his object, did not address himself to the officers or sol-

diers, they naturally presumed that the major was acting with the

knowledge and approval of his superiors. The higher authorities

were, therefore, and not without reason, accused of a passive partici-

pation in his undertaking. Wittenberg, indeed, he was not allowed

to enter by the Saxons
;
but as the Saxon garrison was too weak to

oppose him, he was suffered to cross the bridge leading to Dessau,

Kothen, and Bernberg, though completely within the range of their

guns. Three messages which reached him at this time, made him at

first doubtful whether lie should not relinquish the undertaking.
First of all, he received a letter full of reproaches from General

Lestocq ; then news of the complete failure of Colonel Von Doeren-

berg's plan, which was a part of his scheme; and lastly, intelligence
of the defeat of the Austrians in Bavaria. Schill, indeed, proposed
to his officers to turn back even now—their enthusiasm, however, was
too great. Herr Von Liitzow, who afterwards became celebrated

as the leader of a band of enthusiastic volunteers, gave them excel-

lent advice as to the course which it was their duty to pursue, pro-
vided they persevered in their design; Schill, however, was of a

different opinion. The latter insisted upon making an attempt to

surprise Magdeburg; he, however, failed, as Katt had done before

him. He approached within five miles of the fortress, which at that
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time had a garrison of 2600 men, but unnecessarily made delays on
the road. Those acquainted with such undertakings state, that, not-

withstanding those delays, he would probably have taken the city if

he had had some infantry with him, but his whole force was cavalry.
The same authorities, however, add, that, under the then existing
state of affairs, he would have gained nothing even if he had suc-

ceeded in getting possession of the city.

IMichaud sent his adjutant, General Uslar, from Magdeburg
against Schill, but gave him only a few hundred men under his

command; these would have been defeated, because Uslar lost his

presence of mind, had not a French colonel named Vautier, who
was of the party, of his own accord assumed the command, con-

tinued the engagement, and at the head of his Frenchmen repelled
Schill's attack. This skirmish took place at Dodendorf. Schill,

finding himself unable to pass through the village, thought it better

no longer to disturb Magdeburg; but his subsequent movements

partook of the utter want of plan, which characterised the whole
affair. He first turned off to Domitz, and then to Stralsund, in the

hope that some English ships cruising in the Baltic might receive him.
It was at that time reGfarded as a misfortune to those who engaged
in the enterprise, that Adolph von Liitzow, who had much more

military ability than Schill, had been wounded at Dodendorf, and
was therefore obliged to separate from the regiment, whereby he was

preserved for better times. Before Schill, with his band, reached

Stralsund, he was at the same time pursued by the French, and in

Prussia, not only he, but all those accused of having favoured him,
were declared outlaws.

The King of Westphalia set a price upon Schill's head
;
the King

of Prussia recalled Lestocq and the commandant of Berlin, and de-

clared Schill and all his followers wicked deserters from the service.

In the mean time, Schill's bands had increased to such an extent

that his corps, on entering Stralsund, amounted to several thousand

men; he had, however, lost much valuable time on the march from
Dodendorf. He did not arrive at Domitz till the 17th of May;
the Danish and Dutch troops, therefore, which had been summoned
to assist in repressing his undertaking, had time enough to hasten

up, and followed him close from Domitz to Stralsund. General

d'Albignac, who had secured the flivour of the King of Westphalia

by the same means employed by many other unworthy persons, to

the king's great disadvantage, was destined to take the field against
Schill. He, however, showed himself so completely incapable, that

General Graticn, who was in Hanover in command of the Dutch

troops, was obliged to undertake the duty. He, too, was wholly un-

prepared, and some days elapsed before his soldiers were ready for

the march—they did not reach the Elbe till the 20th. The Danes
availed themselves of the pretence of some offence oficred to a Danish
officer to issue a sort of declaration of war against Schill, and their

army under General Ewald appeared before Stralsund almost simul-

h2
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taneously with the Dutch troops under General Gratien. On the

25th, Schill took Stralsund, and sought to take up a position in the

town; on the same day Ewald, with 1500 Danes, entered Lubeck,
and on the 28th Gratien with his Dutch troops arrived at Rostock.

As early as the 31st, Stralsund was taken by storm by the united

forces. The bravery of the enthusiasts, who on this occasion were

uselessly sacrificed for their country and their honour, continued to

be manifested till the last moment, and the whole of Germany
regarded them as martyrs. Schill's dead body was found in one of

the streets, and many brave and honourable men, who loved their

country and had followed him as officers, were taken prisoners.
Those men were shot in Brunswick and in different French fortresses ;

the soldiers were treated by the French as brigands, and lauded by
the Germans as martyrs for freedom and right. The harshness and

cruelty displayed towards Schill's companions had a stronger influ-

ence than anything besides in awakening in the minds of the Ger-

man youth the feeling of vengeance, by which it was animated in

IS 13. It was announced for some time in the Prussian newspapers,
that Lestocq, Tauenzien, and Scharnhorst, had been dismissed, but

nothing more was said on the subject after the battle of Aspern.
A third iindertaking of a number of young enthusiastic men in

favour of liberty and national honour, come whence it mio;ht, or at

whatever price, ended less tragically than the two already men-

tioned, and showed at least that if Schill and Doerenberg's attempts
had been made at the right time and in connection witii Duke Wil-
liam of Brunswick, a most terrible rising might have been orofanised

in the rear of the French. Austria acknowledfred Duke William
of Brunswick and of Oels in Silesia, son of the duke mortally
wounded at the battle of Jena, as his successor, and suiFered him—a

sovereign prince supported by English money, to raise a corps of his

own, which he assembled and trained to arms at Nachod in Bohemia.
With the soldiers thus recruited he was anxious, in connexion with

Schill, the insurgents, and the old soldiers and officers of Electoral

Hesse, to attempt to reconquer his duchy. Had his preparations
been completed at the end of April, the disturbances in Hesse and
Schill's undertaking might have been attended with more important
results ;

but he was not in a condition to take the field till the 14th

of May.
The expedition which the duke was to lead from Bohemia into

Germany, was also to be distinguished by outward symbols as an

undertaking of vengeance; the duke's cavalry was to be clothed in

black, and the front of the shako to be ornamented with a skull and
cross bones. On this account the force was called the Black
Legion. On the whole, this description of patriotic inspiration
received an evil look, partly from the character of the prince, whose

avenger the legion was to be, and partly from the number of wild

and dissolute young men whom it contained, and whom the duke
had collected around him. The duke's companions, as well as him-
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selfj gave numerous and indisputable proofs of admirable courage
and the greatest dontempt for death

;
but they neitlicr found the

German nation accustomed nor inclined to overlook all other faults

and even crimes for the sake of these two military qualities, as the

French would have done. Among the olliccrs, Kutt, Doerenberg,
Bcrnwitz, and Korfes, were those who rendered the best services in

the formation of the legion. Finally, an Austrian general, at the

head of 10,000 men, was to march into Saxony, in order to support

by arms the rising among the people, for which the duke's under-

taking was calculated.

The King of Saxony was in Leipzig, and his troops under Ber-

nadotte on the Danube, when the ulack legion, so called, and
the Hessians, in the middle of May, invaded Lusatla; it became

necessary, therefore, hastily to collect some troops in Dresden. The

corps so assembled was under the command of Colonel Thielemann,

who, since the time of the battle of Jena, had been extremely useful

to the French by ineans of intrigues and negotiations, by articles in

newspapers, and his activity in espionage, shown under the direction

of Marslial Davoust. He had, in fact, proved so serviceable to

Davoust, that when Bernadotte received the chief command in

Saxony, Thielemann was placed on his staff. He Avas thoroughly
fitted to frustrate the plan of the enthusiasts, for he was served by a

number of persons whom he had either bought, or who voluntarily

proposed to inform him of everything that was going on in Bohe-

mia, or even consulted about. He succeeded in keeping off the

incursion of tlie duke's corps into Saxony till the close of May—
until they were at length supported by the Austrians.

Duke William had raised contributions in Saxony, a thing which
could not give the Saxons any very good idea of his zeal for his

country; Thielemann, however, had repulsed the Brunswickers at

Zlttau on the 30th of May, and the sum which had been extorted

by the duke in Lusatla Avas replaced by a similar extortion in

Bohemia, which brought the Austrians into Saxony. As early as

the 11th of June, DukeWilUam's forces were before Dresden; Avith

the Austrians, said to have been about 10,000 men, A\'hich is pro-

bably exaggerated. Dresden Avas occupied, LoboAvitz appointed
commandant of the city, an embargo laid upon the treasury, and in

the course of eight days afterwards several hundred men recruited

for the BrunsAvickcrs. It appeared for a moment as if the German
nation Avas about to assemble around the Austrian regular troops, to

begin a system of military organisation, and to fight. Tiie duke
came to Leipzig, and Field-Marshal Kienmayer Avas named com-
mander-in-chief of the army to be organised; every thing great,

hoAvever, failed as usual in consequence of the tardiness of the Aus-
trians. There Avas hesitation and delay, and the general proved him-
self at last so utterly incapable that Kienmayer left Dresden in dis-

gust, and Avcnt back to Bohemia. On the noAvs of the duke's under-

taking, and of Kicnmayer's appearance m Dresden, the King of
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Westphalia, and the Dutch army under General Gratien, were sent

for
;
and the former marched to Dresden with an army of Westpha-

lian and Dutch troops, which it was thought right to call 20,000
men. With this army was General d'Albignac, the miserable

favourite of King Jerome, who was accused not only of incapacity
but of cowardice, and General Gratien, who, as he pleased, some-

times obeyed the king and sometimes refused to do so. Among all

those who held commands in Saxony, Thielemann was indisputably
the most active, and the general the most deserving of blame. The
Austrians retreated to Bohemia; on the 30th, the combined army
took possession of Dresden, and Thielemann pushed forward to

Kommotau in Bohemia. He was immediately afterwards obliged
to retire, because Ravidojevich, with another Austrian army, had
made an incursion from Eger into Franconia. The Westphalian
and Dutch troops were obliged to march to Franconia. Thielemann
alone remained behind, but was not able to protect Saxony for any
length of time. The general came again to Dresden on the 14th,
and kept possession of the country till Austria concluded the shame-

ful peace, by virtue of which the Tyrol and Duke WilHam were

left to their fate. Since the 14th of June, Ravidojevich had made
an expedition to Bayreuth, which had always remained under French
dominion since 1806, and had even sent out a foraging corps as far as

Nuremberg ; if, therefore, better support had been given to the brave

and combined forces under Duke William, who were struggling for

German honour and right, and were generally commended as heroes,

the people would then have no doubt completely separated itselt

from its governments, as afterwards really took place.
The duke was with his troops at Zwickau, when he was informed

that Austria could neither give him any further support, nor procure
him any compensation for his losses; Kienmayer, indeed, is said to

have proposed to him to make some terms for him in the negotia-
tions for peace, provided he would only renounce all claim to his

hereditary principality and to sovereignty. The latter he despised,
and adopted the bold resolution of marching with his men to the

Weser, and of saving himself and his soldiers on board the English

ships, which were lying off the coast. This heroic expedition of the

duke inspired with enthusiasm the minds of the Germans, who be-

came afterwards convinced that their oppression waswholly owing to

the feebleness and servility of their governments and their officials.

From that time forward every man formed a closer alliance with the

few patriots of the Prussian union, who were ready to venture every-

thing in order to gain everything, or to fall with honour. That a

thousand light cavalry should be able to force their way from
Zwickau to Brake on the Lower Weser, without being prevented by
the numerous Westphalian, Dutch, and French troops, or even by
the Saxons, is like a miracle

;
the incapacity of their opponents, how-

ever, contributed no little to their success : the legion, too, was well

received and favoured by the inhabitants of all the districts through
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which they had to pass, and finally, what is most important of all,

they were peculiarly favoured by fortune.

The duke himself was at the head of the cavalry, Bernewitz led

the infantry, and Korfes commanded the artillery. When this force

reached Halle from Zwickau on the 26th of July, General llcubel

set out from Bremen, and General Gratien from Erfurt, in order to

obstruct its way and drive it back. The fifth Wcstphalian regiment,
under the command of iMeyronnet, grand-marshal of the kingdom
of Westphalia, and recently created Count von Wellingcrode, was
commissioned to cut off the duke from Brunswick. This regiment
of infantry had marched from Magdeburg to Halberstadt, there to

wait ibr the cavalry and artillery, wliich were to form a part of the

force. The duke, however, Avas thoroughly well-informed of all tire

movements of the enemy, because the whole of the people were
favourable to him, and felt a great dislike to those Westphalians led

by the French: and he therefore resolved to fall upon them by
surprise. On the evening of the 30th, about six o'clock, he suddenly
appeared before Halberstadt. A fearful struggle took place in the

streets, and 300 dead were found belonging about equally to the

attackers and the attacked; the remainder of the regiment, 1400

strong, were obliged to surrender, in order not to be shot down by
the artillery of the legion. The duke, however, durst not remain in

Halberstadt, nor did he even enter Brunswick, in order not to com-

promise individuals, and to bring destruction upon the city in conse-

quence of a recognition of his rights, ibr the Dutch troops were close

behind him, and General llcubel with the Westphalians was ah'eady
at Oelper, in order to make an attack upon him in front, at the

head of 5000 men, in Brunswick. The duke did not Avait for this

attack; but, with 1500 men, did not hesitate to attack a force triple
his own at Oelper on the 1st of August. Pic Avas fortunate enough
to be able to compel the Westphalians to evacuate the field of battle.

The most intcllio;ent amonix the duke's officers regarded the

attempt Avhich he Avas making as a mad undertaking, and urged
upon him to avail himself of the advantages gained at Oelper to ob-

tain an honourable capitulation; he, howcA'-er, persevered in his

determination. A number of his officers had no inclination to leave

Germany; the majority of them, however, folloAA'cd him to Hanover.

He banqueted at Hanover on the 3rd of August, and as early as

the 7th reached Elsfieth and Brake, Avhich Avas at that time the port
of Bremen. The duke made himself master of all the small ships and
boats on the Wcser—embarked his men, and had them conveyed
on board the English ships, Avhich Avere then blockading the river.

The Avhole of those rmdertakings, especially the war in the Tyrol
and the duke's expedition, made such an impression on the minds
of many persons in Germany, that the rashest attempts Avere made
to deliver the country from a foreign yoke. The case of a young
Saxon named Stabs may ser\'e as an example. When Napoleon Avas

in Vienna, or, more properly speaking, at SchiJnbrunn, Stabs AA^as
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anxious to play the part of Mucius Scsevola, and to slay the Emperor
in the presence of the whole army. The disgrace which fell npon
the army of Westphalia in consequence of the defeat at Oelper, and

their want of energy in following the duke, compelled the king to

dismiss Reubel, who was a great favourite. He was removed from

all his offices, and the dismissal printed in the Muniteur. He vrent

first to England, and afterwards to America.

C.—END OF THE WAR—EXPEDITION TO WALCHEREN—THE
TYKOL.

1.—END OF THE WAR.

At the time of the battle of Aspern the princes and aristocrats of

the old times, as well as Napoleon and his creatures, who boasted

of having introduced a new order of things and a new species of

monarchy, were playing a most contemptible game with the people.
The Ibrmer, for the first time in their lives, spoke of the rights of

the people and liberty, promised golden mountains, shook hands with

citizens and peasants, and addressed to them civilities of all kinds;

the latter boasted of having founded new thrones, new etiquette, a

ncAV nobility and feudal rights, and both in speech, newspaper,
articles and manifestoes, made use of the language of the lowest

scms-ciiloites* The Emperor pronounced an outlawry against the

Marquis Chastelcr, by a decree, the expressions of which he himself

regarded as so unseemly, that he ascribed it to others, when it was

printed in the Moniteur. He called Duke William, whom he had

robbed of his hereditary dominions, a robber. And when, as yet,

there could be no reasonable expectation of the fall of the house of

Austria, Ire declared that the house of Hapsburgh had ceased to

reign. He caused Hofer and many of his countrymen to be shot,

because they-had appealed to the power of arms against him, and

called them murderers, because they had risen against the Bavarians,

while at the very mom.cnt he was making every possible effort to

prevail upon the Magyars to rise in rebellion against Austria. In

* All that appeared in the Moniteur, tlie bulletius, speeches, and proclamations,
resembles wliat Napoleon addressed to his soldiers after their occupation ofVienna:
" Un mois apres que I'eunemie a passe I'lnn, au meme jour, a la mOme heure, nous
sommes entres a Vienne. (Bignon, viii., p. 196, states that he had paid a visit in

Darmstadt to Napoleon, who was on his way to the army, and continues: 'Se

souvenant que j'avais e'te' administrateur general delaRusse pendant I'occupation de

1807-1808, il me dit, qu'il m'appellerait bientot pour remplir les memes fonctions

a Vienne.') Les Land-wehrs—ses levees en masse, ses remparts, cre'e's par la rage

impuissante des Princes de la maison de Lorraine, n'ont point soutenues vos regards.
Les princes de cette maison ont abandonne leur capital, non comme des soldats

d'honneur qui cedent aux circonstances et aux revers de la guerre, mais comme des

PARJUKES QUE POURSUIVENT LF.UES JPROPRES REMORDS. En FUYANT DE ViENNE
LEURS ADIEUX AUX HAEITANS ONT ETE LE MEUTRE ET l'iNCENDIE; COmmC Mede'e

ils ont de leurs propres mains egorge' leurs enfans." Compare this description of

tlie attempted defence of Vienna by Archduke Maximilian with the inflated account

of the defence of Paris in 1814.
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this case, the Emperor was grossly deceived by his creatures, whom
he employed for the execution ot" his plans everywhere. From the

continual disputes in the IIun_L!;arian diets, and the vehemence shown
on those occasions by tlic Magyars, his informants had drawn the

false conclusion that the Magyars might be gained by the French
;

the Hungarians, however, were by far too prudent for that. When
it was found impossible to urge them to rebellion, they were severely

pressed on their own side of the Danube after the battle of Aspern,
because, with self-sacrificing j)atriotism, they had voluntarily rein-

forced the army of Archduke John. The accounts given us of the

conduct in this war of the Austrian generals and higher officers, who
in Austria are always above the law, is worse than anything pre-

viously stated. In the main army the general was at last altogether
destitute of shame; and many men of distinction served in the

Archduke John's army, of whom Von Ilormayr says the most
incredible things. We have already stated, as a matter docu-

mentaril}' proved, that such a man as Chasteler, who had been a

quartermaster general in Italy as early as 1799, lost all the moral

bearing of a man and an olhcer on the publication of Napoleon's
decree of outlawry; and on every occasion hesitated and showed the

greatest fear and trepidation.
To his account of Chasteler's unmanly behaviour, Von Hormayr

adds an anecdote respecting Jellalich, which places him in the same

category with the Prussian generals and commandants of 1S06. On
the 2oth of May, at St. Michael, he gave 4500 Austrians into the

hands of the enemy by capitulation, although he stood in an open
field, and was neither surrounded nor threatened by a superior force.

The surrender of Laibach, according to Hormayr's testimony, was
still more scandalous. The dishonourable commanders, who were
instrumental in this shameful Ecivinu' up of their brave countrvmcn,
raised the ])ublic detestation a£i"ainst themselves to the highest deirree;

so that they were obliged to call in the Fi'ench and Italians to pro-
tect them against the violence of the garrison which they had

betrayed. We must add, however, to the honour of the brave

Austrians, that the names of the traitors (Moitelle and Lefebvre)
indicate a foreign origin, and that they were afterwards brought to

the gallows. In all this, however, there is abundant evidence of the

manner in which 'leaders were chosen in Austria; and that not only

princes and barons, but their creatures, rendered the bravery of the

people wholly useless. Another capitulation, Avhich was concluded

by a lieutenant-colonel, to whom an important post was entrusted

for the protection of the Archduke John's retreat, is almost inore

shameful than even the surrender of Laibach. Lieutenant-Colonel

Plunkct, in command of three battalions of Austrian, and two of

Styriau militia, Avas posted about three marches from the enemy
when the latter came to Bruck; he immediately sent an officer

and offered to capitulate. We shall irlve an account of the circum-
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stances in a note,* because we believe, that in no other service

except the Austrian would one of the higher officers have dared to

express himself in the presence of his soldiers as Plunket did. The
behaviour of the lieutenant-colonel roused the indignation of Captain

Napotnick of the Gillian militia, who warmly opposed the capitula-
tion: Avhereupon Plunket publicly threatened TO GIVE him up TO
THE ENEMY AS A TRAITOR.

Among the distinguished persons, who, according to Austrian

usage, like the Marquis Chasteler and Baron Jellalich, thought them-
selves above the law, was Ignatius Giulay, Ban of Croatia, who,
instead of being punished for the cowardice, carelessness and inten-

tional disobedience of which he had been guilty during the retreat

of the Archduke John from Vienna to Comorn, in Hungary, was

very splendidly rewarded. The ban was continually making prepa-
rations, but never ready, always promising, but never keeping his

word; so that he failed just at the decisive moment when he was

expected. Von Hormayr, therefore, brings a number of heavy
charges against him

; but he still continued to be honoured by the

Emperor Francis. The slowness of the ban and the disunion of the

Archduke Palatine and the Archduke John led also to the defeat of

the latter on the 14th of June, at Raab, which was an evil omen of

the issue of the war.

The Austrians had continued to maintain themselves throughout
the month of May on the right bank of the Danube, near Presburg;
but in the beginning of June, Davoust compelled them to relinquish
their position; they, however, kept possession of an island in the

river, where they were continually disturbed. At this time the

archduke still continued with his army at Comorn, and was to form
a junction upon the right bank with the Archduke Charles by Raab,
which was to be occupied by Eugene Beauharnais, in order to prevent
the junction. In order to force his way through, the archduke
reckoned on the assistance of the Ban of Croatia, who was to arrive

on the 13th of June. The ban did not, however, present himself till

the 15th, and then not at Comorn, but at Marbach, which was at a

considerable distance, so that at this decisive moment the archduke
was left entirely to himself. On the 13th the archduke, having
reckoned with certainty on the arrival of the ban, commenced his

march from Comorn to Raab; but, unhappily, the views of his

brother, the Palatine, whose army was to be united with his, were

wholly different from his own. When, therefore, they were march-

ing upon Raab and fell in with the viceroy's army, neither of the

*
Lebensbilder, vol. iii., p. 372. "

Lieutenant-Colonel Plunket, who was afraid of

the good spirit of his men, and restrained them with difficulty, caused them to

deposit their arms in the town-square in Rottenmau and to encamp themselves
without the to%vn, so as to be incapable of acting, if they should attempt to oppose
the capitulation at the last moment!! An officer of the Austrian miUtia was sent

as a courier by post to Bruck, to entreat the enemy to come, and to show them the

way ! ! At length a piquet of thirty French cavalry, so eagerly invited, arrived, to

carry away five battalions as prisoners of war, among whom were five staff-oflficers,

who had seen a great deal of service."
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two was disposed to obey the commands of the other. The armies

met on the 14th of June at the village of Kaab, which was protected

by bastions and trenches, and a battle was fought, which terminated

unfavourably to the Austrians. The archduke's fortified camp was

taken, and he himself was compelled to retire to Comorn. The aflair

was so quickly decided, that IMacdonald and Lasalle, who were

coming to the help of the viceroy, had not time to arrive. When,
however. Napoleon, in order to eulogise the viceroy, called the battle

of Raab a grandson of Marengo, which was very ridiculous, he

suffered himself, for the sake of a fine phrase, to be guilty of a most

absurd exaggeration. The chief gain was, that the Archduke John
was obliged to seek for a junction with his brother, the Archduke

Charles, Avho was anxious to fight a decisive battle in June, on

the left instead of the right bank of the river. The Archduke

John, however (we know not whether with good reason), has been

often blamed for having disarranged all his brother's plans, when

unity and decision were everything, by delays and disinclination to

act with him.

Immediately after the battle of Aspcrn, from the 2oth till the

31st of May, Napoleon had directed General Bcrtrand to adopt the

necessary means for the restoration and fixing of the bridge Avhich

connected the island of Lobau and the small islands with the right
bank.* Erom the 31st the Emperor himself undertook the chief

conduct of affairs, and went daily to the island of Lobau, where he

and Massena indicated to Generals Fouchet and llogniat, at Avhat

places and in what manner six bridges were to be built from the

island to the left bank. In order to keep the enemy on the left bank

at a distance, and to enable them to carry on the defences at the ends

of the bridges, batteries of
fifty guns and bomb proof magazines were

erected, and the Austrians driven from one small island to another.

In consequence of the plan chosen by the generalissimo, they laid

no very great importance on the possession of the islands and the

positions in the neighbourhood of the bank, because the archduke

had neither intention nor desire to dispute the passage of the river

with the French. They, however, did lay great stress on the pos-

session of Presburg and the village of Raab; Napoleon, therefore,

thought it worth while, even when all the preparations for passing
the river Avere complete, on the 20th of June, to delay its execution

till he had taken llaab, and prevented the further Ibrtifications of

Presburg.
However little we are disposed to worship the French idols, and

* Pelet. " Memoires sur la Guerre de 1809," vol. iv., p. 79.
"
Quatre ponts stables

furcut construits sur le bras du Danube qui entouro la petite ile, quo devait servir

plus tard de reduit a la Lobau. Ces pouts etaiout couvorts par autant de lunettes,

flanquces de la rive opposce, Hues par des retranclienions. En pen de jours ce

ouvrages furent partes a la plus forte dimension et rendus susceptibles d"une grand
defense. On a batit des tours avec un magazin. En menie terns le General

Bertrand plantait a travers du flcuve des groupcs do pilotis, pour servir d'abord

d'estoeade au pout de bateaux, et pour iairo dans la suite plusieurs pouts de

cbarpente a I'abri de tout accident."
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conditionally to reproach tlie Germans with being indolent and

hesitating, we nevertheless fully agree with Pelet, that almost on

every occasion the tediousness and inattention to the orders of their

superiors, and the old traditional usages followed by the Austrians,
formed a surprising contrast to the activity of Napoleon and the sons

of the revolution by whom he was surrounded, when measures were

being adopted in the month of June for a decisive battle. Pelet,

indeed, is a client and eulogist of Massena and a blind worshipper of

Bonaparte, which leads to no presumption in his favour as a

historian
;
but every one who has read the fifth chapter of the fourth

part of his History of the War, must admit that he has given the

clearest proofs of the miserable nature of the Austrian preparations,
and the masterly arts with which Napoleon, by his presence, his

orders and notes, understood how to inspire the whole army with
his own spirit by deeds, and not merely by words. For example,
Raab was not sufficiently provided with ammunition by the Austrians;
the garrison expected relief, and therefore on the 22nd concluded d

capitulation, on conditions that the place should be surrendered on the

24th, unless it was previously relieved; as the relief did not arrive,

it was on the day named given up to the French. In the mean
time Bianchi was in Presburg, where he defended himself bravely

against Davoust, by whom he was assailed; on the left bank the

Archduke John scattered his troops as far as the March, so as only
to be separated by this river from the Archduke Charles.

The Emperor Francis himself came to Presburg, encouraged the

troops, and made some fresh additions to the fortifications, which

greatly enraged the French. The latter could have no object what-
ever in destroying the city ;

it was therefore cruel and barbarous

fiercely to bombard the town from the 26t]i till the 31st of June,
till the finest part of the capital became a prey to the flames. When
the Archduke Charles complained of this discreditable conduct on
the part of the French, Napoleon, it is true, gave orders for the

firing to cease, but excused the arbitrary destruction of the city very
lamely, and, perhaps, an end was put to the bombardment, because

Davoust had already received secret orders to join the main army as

soon as it crossed the Danube.
We do not undertake to give an account of the passage of the

French across the Danube, nor of the battle fought by the Archduke
Charles on the left bank, because we are accustomed merely to indicate

the results of military events; and we must leave our readers to compare
for themselves the account given by military men on both sides. As
to the French, IMathieu Dumas, Jomini, and Pelet, who were especially
active under the orders of Massena, have placed before the pubHc
the merits of their Emperor in directing everything by knowledge,
clearness, unwearied personal activity, and universal presence, and

partly proved how his subordinate officers rendered him very
different service from that which the Archduke Charles received

from those under his command. As to the latter, the cabals against
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him were again very strong, and his strength of character never was

very great. Ilillcr had previously often brought upon himself tlie

reproach of not having faithfully executed what he had been com-
manded to do, which must always be regarded as a fault, whether
he really knew better than the commander-in-chief, or only sup-

posed he did. lie soon gave up completely the command of his

division of the army, at a time wiien the services of such a general
were extremely important. Tlic Archduke John, too, on this

decisive day paid just as little attention to the orders of his brother

as he had done before. At the moment in which Davoust beiyan to

retire from before Presburg, in order to draw men to Vienna, in

consequence of the approaching passage of the Danube, he had re-

ceived orders to construct a bridge, to pass again to the right bank
of the river and to attack the French

; he, however, hesitated, and

delayed till the 4th of July, the very day on which the main body
of the army crossed, and a decisive battle was to be fought. In this

battle the Archduke John was to take a part, and was therefore

summoned in all haste to join the army; he, however, arrived some
nineteen hours too late. Wo borrow these remarks from military

writers, without venturing to pronounce any opinion of our own;
we must, however, add that the same writers accuse the Archduke
Charles of a repetition of orders and counter orders altogether in-

capable of being justified. They state that on the 3rd of July he

was anxious, by means of his brother's corps, to make a diversion in

order to detain a part of the French at Presburg; that he next drew

up his whole force in a defensive position at Aspern; that he did not

resolve to attack till the oth, and that then when he advanced he
found the French already drawn up in order of battle.

"Whatever may be the truth of these remarks, or of the reasonings
on which they arc founded, certain it is, that the archduke neither

attempted to prevent the building of the bridge nor the passage
of the French over the river by any very serious attacks, or by the

use of such heavy artillery as that which would have been employed
by the French. The erection of such a great number of bridges,
and the rapidity with Avhich they Avere completed, excited double

astonishment in Austria, a country where nothing is ever ellccted

with haste. The passage on the 4th and oth was made across three

bridges, the building of which would have been a subject of Avonder

even in a time of peace, especially as one of them consisted of sixty

arches, and was broad enough to admit of three carriages abreast.

The archduke had chosen to wait for the French on the left bank,
because he had resolved to give them battle between Wagram and
the Danube; and he had been deceived up till the last moment as

to the point at which the French would throw their bridges across

the last arm of the river. The bridges were constructed in pieces
on the island of Lobau, and made ready ibr being put together in a

very short space of time. About 1200 ship carpenters and sailors

had been brought for the purpose from Antwerp; and on the day of
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tKe passage and the two following days of the battle, the Emperor him-

self was so extraordinarily active and observant of all that was going

forward, that from the 4th till the 6th inclusive, he was sixty hours out

of seventy-two on horseback. The archduke, moreover, began the

battle on the plain between Wagram and the Danube as early as the

evening of the 5th, before the French had completely formed their

array. This vehement and bloody engagement, however, led to no

decisive result, and the whole French army was able quietly to take

up their positions for the new battle of the 6th of July.
In the battle of the 6th, called after the village of Wagram, no

less than 300,000 men were engaged, and an unexampled quantity
of artillery, some of the heaviest calibre, was employed; it cannot

therefore be thought incredible that between 20,000 and 24,000
men were killed, especially when it is borne in mind that the firing

was incessant for the whole day, from 800 pieces of heavy artillery.*

Men well acquainted with the subject, wlio were present in the

battle, and Savary, who fully agrees with them, assure us, that in

the battle of Wagram the defeat of the left wing of the French under

Massena, and especially of the divisions under St. Cyr, Legrand, and

Boudet, of which the last lost the whole of its artillery, was very

nearly deciding the victory against the French, had not Napoleon

by a masterly movement regained the fortune of the day (il
fit operer

par le centre un changement de front). As the result showed that

the Austrians were dispirited after the battle, while the French be-

came more courageous, and reaped all the advantages of a victory,
it was at first of no use whatever, that the issue of the battle of

Wagram, as well as that of Aspern, exhibited the Austrians in a

very different light from that in which they had appeared in the

result of all the battles since Marengo; from that time forward, how-

ever, the courage of the people increased, for they saw that it was

possible, by perseverance in the struggle, to set bounds to the

dominion of the West-Roman emperor, his pretorians, legates, and

prefects.
The Archduke Charles retired from the field of battle in good

order, so that nothing could be said of a defeat properly so called;

he was, however, warmly attacked by the court, and particularly by
the ladies of the Imperial family, and became dispirited. Napoleon
on his part allowed his wounded to remain lying for two days in a

dreadfully hot season on the battle field, in order quickly to follow

the Austrians. We are firmly convinced, that all the necessary
orders for the care of the wounded were duly given ;

but it is as

certain that they were not obeyed. During the whole of these wars,

* The Austrian account of the loss on this occasion is higlJy probable, the French
is obviously full of lies and boasting. The Austrian states: that four of their

general ofBcers were killed, 120 staff and other higher officers, and others of higher
rank

; among them the generalissimo wounded ; 22,900 men either killed or wounded,
and 111 staft'and other officers; 87,447 men are returned as mi^sing,whicli probably
means prisoners. But on the other hand they had taken 7000; and as a compensa-
tion for their 9 guns lost, 11 guns and 12 eagles and standards.
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those of us who lived in Frankfort had abundant opportunities of

seeing the course pursued towards the wounded, notwithstanding all

the praises bestowed by tlie journals of tlie time. Several generals
and colonels were wounded, but the boastings of the bulletins be-

came more ridiculous than ever, so that even Thibaudeau considers

it too bad to fmd the number of prisoners stated at 20,000 men. In

reference to this point, we beg to remind our readers, that Savary,
wlio accompanied the Emperor in this campaign, declares that the

number of prisoners on each side was nearly equal, and did not

amount in all to 20,000. The archduke retreated through Znaym,
and the French in many places got before him, so that everything
which was desired was as usual obtained from the anxious pru-
dence of the Austrians. An armistice concluded at Znaym left

Austria and JSIoravia in the hands of the enemy, who were therefore

in a condition to prescribe the terms of a peace. The Arciidukc

Charles was in fivour of peace, whilst Stadion, Mctternich, the

English who were associated with them, and the ladies of the

Imperial house, urged the continuance of the war. Fortune Avas now

again favourable to Napoleon. A peace was at that time more

necessary to him than ever; for a storm was gathering against him
on all sides, to which, however, he always presented a bold front.

It could not escape his notice that Germany, and particularly

Prussia, was only waiting for a signal in order to rise against him
;

in Spain his armies were not fortunate; no confidence could be

placed in the Emperor of Russia, and a heroic resolution of the

Emperor of Austria might at once call the whole of the Hungarians
to arms. The insurrection in the Tyrol became more dreadful every
month, and threatened to spread from the south over the whole of

Gei-many. In Paris, Talleyrand and Fouche, with their revolutionary

tactics, formed an anti-Bonaparte faction by means of their old

friends and creatures, who might be employed at their pleasure,
either against Napoleon or in his favour. In the provinces, excited

almost to rebellion by the conscription and the arbitrary rule of the

police, the clergy announced that the Emperor was e.NCommunicatcd,
and Dastros, the vicar-general, was at a later period bold enough to

cause the Pope's Bull to be fastened to the doors of Notre Dame.
To all these dangers were added secret associations, whose number
increased to such an extent in the army, that no attempts were

made to take measures of repression or punishment against the

founders or members of them. It has therefore been often stated,

which is no doubt a gross calumny, but proves, nevertheless, that

great importance was attached to those secret associations (according
to the manner of the Carbonari), that Napoleon caused Colonel

Oudet, who fell at Wagram, to be exposed to death, because he was
the chief of the order of Philadelphians, then very extensive in the

army. Napoleon's wishes were so favoured and promoted by the

cabals and disputes of the princes and nobles in the Austrian army,
that it appeared as if he granted a peace from grace and favour.
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The Austrians were very hotly pursued, and found when they reached

Znaym, that they were pressed on one hand by the enemy, and on

the other given up by tlie commander-in-chief.

The archduke was constantly at issue wntli parties at court and
with his brothers. Since the battle of Aspern, he had several times

been desirous of laying down his command, and after the battle of

Wagram, he became completely weary of his ofBce. He knew that

he was surrounded by persons upon whom he could not reckon in

any heroic venture, and therefore,- as soon as he arrived at Znaym,
he caused proposals to be made for an armistice. Although Napo-
leon was anxious for sucli an event, he appeared at first not at all

disposed to check the pursuit; he, however, hesitated only till

Schwarzenberg, who made the proposal, assured him that the

Prince of Lichtenstein, to whom the grand-duke had transferred

the command of the army, would himself come into his camp and

agree to whatever pledge he demanded as a security for peace. This

actually took place, and on the llth the respective parties came to

an understandins; on the conditions of the armistice, Avhich at the

same time constituted the preliminaries of the future peace. On this

occasion the Emperor of Austria hesitated with good reason to ratify

the conditions, yet he did so on the 18th, because he was in truth

perplexed by a multitude of counsellors, and his generals proved to

him that the want of discipline in the army and of union among
the commanders, especially the archdukes, could not lead him to

hope for an advantageous issue of the strife, and that, therefore,

nothing remained but to get rid of the French as quickly as possible

by acceding to their demands. Notwithstanding this, and even after

the signing of the preliminaries and the Archduke Charles's resigna-
tion of the command, the Archduke John, jNIetternich, Lord Bathurst,
and Walpole, who w^ere then at Comorn, endeavoured to prevail

upon the Emperor Francis to reject these disgraceful conditions; and
Count Stadion went so far as to propose that the good Francis him-

self should put himself at the head of his army, by which, no doubt,
the mischief would have become much Avorse.

The conditions prescribed by Napoleon to the Prince of Lichten-

stein, who afterwards undertook the chief command of the Aus-

trians, were admirably calculated for a double object. They gave
the Austrian monarchy, before the peace, into his hands, so as to

enable him to prescribe the conditions in which the peace should be

concluded; and they justified before the whole world all the boast-

ings respecting the victory of Wagram, and all the abuse and con-

tempt thrown upon the miserable nature of the Austrian govern-
ment. The armistice of Znaym was concluded for a period of two

months; it was, however, prolonged as the negotiations respecting
the peace required. A third of the Austrian monarchy remained in

the hands of the French, and the Austrians were obliged to evacuate

to them even the citadels of Brunn and Gratz, wdiich were not

previously in their power. All the magazines, arsenals, stores of
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cloth and clothing in the places evacuated, were also required to be

given up; and, besides, a vast amount of natural products and con-

tributions in money was extorted. Some idea of the oppression
exercised by particular generals and oHlccrs may be gathered from
the fact that such shameless robbers and debauchees as Massena and
Davoust shone as the heroes of this war. The amount of money
extorted from this oppressed country may be seen from a single

remark; at the very first two hundred and thirty-seven millions of

francs were demanded, and the implacable Daru, Avho extorted more
than was demanded, presided over the raising of the money. The

precipitate conclusion of the armistice of Znaym contributed not a

little again to confirm the opinion of the duration of the colossal new-
Roman empire of Napoleon, founded on such weak principles. This

will be more obvious when we bear in mind that, during those events

in Moravia, the war in the Tyrol broke out afresh Avith greater vio-

lence than before; that the English continued to push forward into

Spain, and that they at length carried into execution their long-pro-
mised diversion on the Scheldt. Ihis English expedition to Wal-
cheren caused a dispute between Napoleon on the one hand, and

Fouche, Bernadotte, and several generals and statesmen on the

other, which was much more dangerous than all the English expe-
ditions.

As regards Bernadotte, Napoleon had come completely to issue

with him on the battle-field of Wagram, and this, too, at the very
moment when he became reconciled to Macdonald, with whom he
had been on very bad terms since the time of Moreau's prosecution.

Napoleon and Bernadotte had, properly speaking, never been good
friends, although Bernadotte was Joseph Bonaparte's brother-in-law.

The Emperor embraced INIacdonald on the battle-field as a sign of

reconciliation, created him Duke of Tarento, and raised him, Oudi-

not, and Marmont, to the rank of marshals; on the other hand, he

gave deep offence to Bernadotte, because he intentionally insulted

the Saxons whom Bernadotte had led into the battle. Wc have

already often referred to the disputes between the Emperor and the

Gascon, whom, notwithstanding, he created Prince of Ponto-Corvo
and a marshal. This dispute was very much aggravated since the

battle of Auerstadt by the Prince of Eeckmiihl, Avho was at the head
of Napoleon's system of espionage, and who accused Bernadotte of

having designedly neglected properly to support him. Bernadotte,

therelbre, regarded the Emperor's conduct on this occasion as an in-

tentional injury done to himself and the corps under his command.
He and the Saxons were left exposed to the continuous and hottest

fire of the Austrians for the whole day on the field of Wagram. The

Emperor also afterwards deeply offended the marshal by some bitter

reproofs, which, if any credit can be attached to what is given as the

conversation, Bernadotte as bitterly retorted. As in such cases there

arc no minutes, and these, if they existed, would be entitled to Httle

credit, we attach very small importance to what is found in the best

VOL. VIII. I
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works on this subject, and merely communicate it as it has been given
to us* Certain it is that the Emperor and this general issued orders

of the day wholly opposed to each other. Bernadotte ascribed the

victory almost exclusively to himself and his Saxons; this enraged
the Emperor. The latter on the 11th issued another proclamation
which announced directly the reverse. In order, however, not di-

rectly to offend the Saxons, it was not printed. When Bernadotte
wished afterwards to visit the Emperor, he was not admitted, where-

upon he left the army and went to Paris.

2.—ENGLISH EXPEDITION AGAINST WALCHEREN.

At this time of the Austrian war the English aristocracy, though
quietly, were not much less at variance with each other than the

Austrian, and the two leading men of the day, Canning and Castle-

reagh, made their quarrels often as public, as was the case with the

Archdukes Charles and John. The Ensjlish Qfenerals were in the
1 •

o o

highest degree dissatisfied with Castlereagh's administration of the

war, and Napier, in his "History of the Peninsular War," as well as

all other writers who give an account of other undertakings of his,

bitterly complain of his incapacity. Fortune, however, favoured

him from the year 1808, as it had favoured the French Directory
in 1796. Sir Arthur Wellesley, afterwards Duke of Wellington,
showed the same talent which was conspicuous in Bonaparte. He
was equal to him as a general

—in one respect even superior
—and in

administration he was not his inferior. He repaired what the

ministers destroyed. With his private character we have here as

little to do as with the investigation of Napoleon's moral principles.
Such men as Percival, Castlereagh, and Canning attained renown,
therefore, by the victories of the English army in Spain, and the ex-

ploits of the greatest admirals of the nineteenth century at sea, just
as the Directory had adorned themselves with the laurels of Bona-

parte, Massena, Soult, and others; and for the most part the one was
as little entitled to the merit as the other.

We have already stated the manner in which the patchwork admi-

nistration, or what was called the continuation of the Whig govern-
ment which had been led by Fox, was completely dissolved in March,
1807, and on the 19th of that month the government transferred

into the hands of the absolute friends and upholders of everything

• The Saxons had been obliged to sustain the hottest of the fire, although they
were not old soldiers. Bernadotte entreated in vain that they should not be left so

exposed. Many of them fell; he is, therefoi'e, said to have replied to Napoleon, who
reproached him : "L'arme'e Fran5aise n'est plus en 1809 ce qu'elle e'toit en 1795,
les vielles bandes ont disparu pour faire place aux conscrits qui, non moins braves

que leurs prcdecesseurs, ne peuvent cependant leur etre compares pour la force phy-
sique, qui fait supporter les fatigues de la guerre, I'habitude qui fait surmonter les

dangers, et I'experience qui ne s'apprend pas." Napoleon, it is said, answered him:
" Mon armee est toujours la mcme; U n'y a de change que quelques hommes, que je
ne reconnais plus."
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old and antiquated, the so-called Tories. Lord Eldon became

chancellor, Lord Mulgrave was at the head of the Admiralty, Lord

Hawkesbury home-secretary, and Lord Castlcreagh minister of war.

Canning, then secretary of foreign afiairs, had, however, the whole
burden of tliis unfortunate time to bear. All the ports in Europe
were closed against tlie English, Prussia occupied by the French,
Russia in close alliance with France, and Sweden, because it remained
faithful to England, on the very brink of destruction. The expedi-
tion to Copenhagen and the violent seizure of the Danish fleet, was
made a subject of particular reproach to Lord Castlereagh, especially
because he expressed himself in parliament respecting the treacherous

manner of the surprise with all the indillcrence of a political profli-

gate. Canning's policy was also blamed : he was accused of keeping
a large army in Sicily. Sicily, it was alleged, could be defended by
ships, and the whole of the English force should have been united in

Spain. We merely advert to these points, but have no space for

their examination, and give no opinion of our own.

What, however, is to us clearer than the preceding is, that England,
following its own objects, did not support as it should the combined
Russians and Prussians cither with money or troops on the coasts of

Germany, whereby the Emperor Alexander was rendered particu-

larly indignant at the conduct of their government. Undoubtedly
the dreadful expedition against Denmark would have been able some
months earlier to have collected around it a considerable force of dis-

contented Germans on the left bank of the Elbe. The blame, on the

other hand, attributed on account of the removal of Sir John jNIoore

away from the coasts of Sweden, appears to us altogether unjust, for

this reason alone, that nothim? could be undertaken with advantao;e
in connexion with the unfortunate Gustavus IV. The general con-

demnation of the fitting out of the first expedition to Portugal, and
of the instructions issued by the ministry, compelled the minister for

foreign affairs to endeavour to throw the blame upon tlie com-
manders instead of the government. The whole three commanders
were tried by court-martial, and all of them acquitted. Napier, in

his
" Peninsular War," has described in strong colours the nepotism

of the English oligarchs, the disputes which existed before the ap-

pearance of Wellington between the government and the generals,
the squandering of money and stores on the treacherous Spaniards,
and the absurdity of the instructions and arrangements of the

minister. Notwithstanding all this, the English generals and armies,
even before Sir John INIoore's expedition, which ended with his

heroic death, presented a very diflx^rent appearance in relation to the

French, from that of all the Austrian generals till 1809, the Russians

and Prussians in 1806 and 1807, or that of the Spanish armies and

generals during the whole war. This is explained, when we bear in

mind that in life and outward affairs, strength, perseverance, and

daring always obtain the victory ;
and that morality and greatness of

soul ot^cn operate as a means of hindrance. The three first qualities
I 2
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were and are as characteristic of the English as of the Napoleon aris-

tocracy. As to the morality of the ortliodox and Sabbatarian leading
men of the English government of this time, including their chief

and master the Prince of Wales, and the Duke of Welhngton, the best

accounts are furnished by the chronicles of scandal of the day ; by
the shameful prosecution instituted and carried on by George IV.
after his father's death against his wife, and chiefly by the political
and divorce suits of the ruling oligarchs of the time, of which the

newspapers were full. Every one, besides, is acquainted with the

stories of the notorious gambling-houses of the high aristocracy,
which every now and then were exhibited before the public tri-

bunals.

The fruitless prosecution of the INIarquIs of Wellesley, oovernor-

general of India, and his brother Henry, who, together with their

relations and acquaintances, practised every species of insolence, des-

potism, and extortion, constitutes one of the most scandalous events

in English public life, whose clamour was satisfied by a pretended

impartial tribunal; and the people, fed with the solemnities of justice,

forms, and long speeches of counsel, were proud of the vapour of

freedom and justice which arose before them. In the same category

may be classed the trials on account of the unexampled abuses which
had long been carried on by Trotter, paymaster-general of the forces,

in connexion Avith Henry Dundas, who, under the name of Lord

Melville, was at the head of the Admiralty. The ministers procured
their acquittal, and their judges in the House of Lords, who might
be in the same plight in their turn, regarded the abuses which were

proved as merely such as were usual and innocent. This took place
under Mr. Fox's administration, whose talents, mode of life, and

morality, made him an English Mirabeau. Not until January, 1809,
came the turn of the Duke of York, the prince regent's brother, who
had numerous and powerful partisans in consequence of the many
improvements effected in military administration under his direction,

but especially of his care to give preferment occasionally to merit.

Letters and documents were constantly appearing in all the news-

papers, from which it appeared that the duke, as commander-in-chief

of the army, was guilty of greater abuses in the disposal of places in

the army than had ever been perpetrated by Trotter and Lord Mel-

ville in the navy, and that he was shameless enough to favour those

recommended to him by his mistresses, and to sell wholesale every-

thing which could be sold. The government was at length compelled

by the strength of public opinion to bring the duke's conduct before

parliament. Being addicted to every species of dissoluteness, and

immensely extravagant, he soon became overwhelmed with debts,

and was completely under the dominion of a woman destitute of all

shame. These scandalous stories, and a variety of scenes between a

prince who was called Bishop of Osnaburg and a Mrs. Clarke, were

not only brought before a secret committee, but before a general
committee of the whole house. By their details of the duke's course
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of life the English newspapers became very indecent reading, and we
cannot but wonder that prudish English ladies, who are so zealous

concerning the proprieties of life and cuphcmestic expressions, should

liavc so diligently read these long columns of vulgar dissoluteness.

When the prince regent succeeded liis father in 1812, and became

George IV., he brought public charges of infidelity against his

wife. She retorted upon him in kind, and the trial and hearing of

witnesses lasted for weeks; the scandal became still worse than belbre.

The whole, however, was a mere empty comedy. The king and

queen lived after the trial as they had done before; the Duke of

York was at first obli2:cd to resign; the affair, however, was soon

forgotten; he was again reinstated, and revelled as before, so that

many of his creditors still remain unpaid. In 1809 the public voice

was also against Lord Castlereagh. He was accused not only of com-

mitting the grossest mistakes in Spanish afliiirs, of employing worth-

less and unsuitable persons from oligarchical or selfish reasons, but

was publicly accused in parliament of things resjiccting which his

own colleague Canning admitted, that they were neither unimportant
nor ungrounded.* The expedition to Walcheren, Avhich in 1809
was pretended to be a diversion in favour of Austria, constitutes one
of the heaviest of Lord Castlereagh's sins against the people; for this

expedition was dearly paid for with the blood, health, and life of

thousands of the obeying and working classes.

The English had promised to appear with a military force in

Belgium, Holland, and Lower Germany; this was the cause of the

colossal preparations of the year 1809, which, in the end, was only
of advantafre to some of the rich merchants, who availed themselves

of the opportunity to convey immense quantil^ics of goods to the

continent. A very brief notice of the advantages which the Eng-
lisli derived from the misfortunes of the continental powers will

show how much more the whole family of man had to fear from
the cold calculations of the ricli merchants, and their close allies the

heads of the noble families in Enodand, than from the colossal ideas

of Napoleon respecting universal dominion and the rapacity of his

generals. Every trace of Bonaparte's empire has disappeared,
—

England still holds every sea, coast, and island, with millions of Lidiau

subjects, in military chains. In order to consider the immense

growth of British power, we shall not go back as fiir as the battle of

Austerlitz, Avhich was equally ruinous to Russia and Austria, at the

very time when the English annihilated the remains of the French
and Spanish fleets at Trafalgar. We commence with 1806. First,
after the peace of Tilsit, we see the Danish power destroyed, and its

fleet carried oiT to England; Heligoland became a watch-tower and
a place for the convenience of English snuiggllng, and still remains

* He first says,
'• Tliat he m"0u1l1 l)y no means be thought to pronounce tho

case subniitted to parliament not of any serious importance;" and yet he afterwards
made a motion, carried by 264 against 1G7,

'' That the house, considering the whole
of the case, saw no necessity for a criminatory resolution."
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in the hands of Great Britain. It answers the same purpose for the

North Sea as the Cape of Good Hope and St. Helena have done
for the ocean, and Gibrakar, Malta, and Corfu, for the Mediter-

ranean, even after the English were obliged, after ten years' posses-

sion, to leave Sicily. The rock of Aden, at the extremity of Arabia,
serves the same ends for the Red Sea, as Hong-Kong does for the

Chinese seas and coasts. Siniavin's fleet was brought to England
when the Prince of Portugal fled to Brazil, and the country was

obliged to be surrendered to the enemy. England, with the help of

the Spaniards, took St. Domingo for King Ferdinand VIL, who Was
at the time a state prisoner in Valencay. English fleets wrested from
the French their possessions on the Senegal, and in February, 1809,
took possession also of Martinique and Cayenne.

The English delayed the expedition to Belgium, which ought to

have been undertaken in May or June in favour of the Austrians,

till, according to their mercantile calculations, they hoped to find

their own advantage in its results; when the war at first appeared to

take a turn unfavourable to the Austrians, Canning had even the

boldness to deny all connexion between England and the court of

Vienna. He afterwards, however, contributed a subsidy of three

millions sterling, which went less to supply the necessities of the state

than to enrich the court and the men of distinction Avho were at the

helm of affairs. About the time in which Bonaparte's whole atten-

tion was directed to Germany, and especially to the advance of the

Austrians into Bavaria, the English fleet appeared at Rochefort in

order to annihilate eleven French ships of the line and four frigates,
which thought themselves under the protection of the guns on the

island of Aix
;
this was the first occasion on which the newly invented

Congreve rockets were effectively employed. On the lltli and 12tli

of April they succeeded in destroying six ships of the line and two

frigates, with their heavy guns and Congreve rockets. Admiral

Gambler, Avho w^as in command of the expedition, was tried by a

court-martial immediately on his return, for not having destroyed
the whole.

The English expedition to Belgium was agreed upon with the

Austrians, and Canning promised that an English army should appear
in connexion with the discontented Dutch and Belgians on the Lower

Rhine; for this reason the Archduke Charles should have opened the

campaign, not in Bavaria, but in Franconia and on the Lower Rhine,
in order to form a junction with the English, and to call the inhabi-

tants of Lower Germany to arms. This plan, however, was given

up. The English ministry could not afterwards be prevailed upon
to send off their expedition, whicli had been long before prepared,
at the proper and decisive moment, although Von Staremberg, the

Austrian ambassador in London, repeatedly and urgently pressed the

subject upon their attention. Three months were still consumed in

preparations, in order to send out one of the greatest expeditions
which had ever sailed from England, at a moment when neither of
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the two objects which it was intended to effect could be accomplished.
One of tlicsc objects was to draw away the French from Austria to the

coast; that was now useless, as the negotiations for peace were already
begun. The second was completely English, and that was to destroy
the port and docks of Antwerp, as had been already done with Copen-
hagen, and earlier with the Dutch fleet; this might have been eflccted,
had not the chief command been bestowed upon a member of an

oligarchical and Tory family, and everything been disturbed by im-

pardonable delays. This English expedition might have brought
the greatest evils upon the Hanoverians and inhabitants of Lower
Germany in general, had they placed reliance on the report towliich
the English tried to give currency by a landing on the north coast

of Germany, in order to mislead the public respecting the destination
of the army and fleet which they Avere preparing. A squadron made
its appearance ofi" the mouths of the Weser and Elbe; and on the
7th and 8tli of July small divisions of troops were disembarked in
the district of Ritzebuttcl, which gave themselves out to be the van-

guard of the great army, which was soon to follow. These troops,
however, only remained till the Duke of Brunswick-Oels, with his

kgion, arrived at the Weser, and then betook themselves to their

ships, in which they Avere brought back to England at the very time
when the expedition to Walcheren sailed.

The command of the English army sent to Walcheren was en-

trusted to Lord Chatham, the elder brother of Mr. Pitt, then dead,
who might indeed have been a very good oflicer, but was wholly
unequal to such a command as that now given him, as the event

fully proved. The army consisted of 38,000 men, who carried with
them immense stores of ammunition, heavy artillery, mortars, and
howitzers. If sailors and marines be reckoned with the laud forces,
the fleet carried 60,000 men. The fleet itself consisted of thirtj^-four

ships of the line, two of 50 guns, three of 44, twenty-two frigates,

thirty-three sloops, five bomb ships, twenty-three gun boats, thirty-
one cutters, and one hundred and sixty transports, under Admirals

Gardner, Home Popham, Otway, Keats, and Strachan. The disem-
barkation was successfully eflccted on the 30th of July, 1809, on the
island of Walclicren, Avhich forms a part of the Dutch province of

Zeeland; the main object, however, proved altogether a failure.*

It was by no means as much the object of the English to make a

diversion in favour of Austria, as to take or destroy the French fleets

lying at Flushing and ruin tlie ships and docks at Antwerp. The
French admiral succeeded in rescuimr the fleets, by throwin<>: i;reat

quantities ol his heavy guns overboard, and sailing further up ttte

Scheldt
;
and Antwerp was delivered by the delays of the English

commander-in-chief, and the measures so quickly adopted by the

French.

Middleburg and ter Veerc were, as early as the 2nd of August, in the

* The island contains five to^ras, of wliich Middleburg, ter Veere, and Flushing,
are the chief, and fourteen villages.
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power of the English, who then directed their force against Fkishing.
This town had been no longer Dutch since November, 1807, when
it was ceded to France because its excellent harbour was sufficient to

contain eighty of the largest ships. The siege of tliis town was indeed

immediately undertaken, but the English commanders were generally
blamed for not availing themselves of the earliest moment to attack

Antwerp instead of delaying to besiege Flushing. As there were

neither French nor Dutch troops in the neighbourhood, they might
easily have surprised Antwerp, and have withdrawn again before a

sufficient force could have been assembled. The deliverance of the town

by measures adopted in Paris, and carried out without the Emperor's
orders and advice, caused him much greater anxiety than even the

attack of the English itself. This is clear, even if we wish to lay no

particular stress upon the accounts given of the secret combinations

of Talleyrand, Fouche, Bernadotte, and their powerful friends of

the revolutionary times. We shall merely advert to a few facts. As
to secret societies, it was suspicious enough to Napoleon that the men
who completely saw through him, whom he had raised to distinc-

tion, and endured, because he could not do without them, and

who had always been objects of suspicion, were those who now pro-
vided for the deliverance of Antwerp and for the protection of the

frontiers of France against a foreign enemy, when Napoleon himself

had sent her armies to Spain, or detained them in Austria, where

he himself still remained.

At the time of the landing on Walcheren, Cretet, minister of the

interior, was sick, and Fouche managed his department along with

his own; Clarke was minister of war, and Cambaceres, who was

president of the council of ministers, saw very clearly how dangerous
it might be for them to take any decisive steps; he wished to wait

for Napoleon's commands; Fouche was of a different opinion. The
measures ^vhich he adopted, right or wrong, appeared to the Emperor
like a demonstration that the people knew how to defend themselves

without him, and might, therefore, very well be able to defend them-

selves against him. Fouche caused the whole national guards of

France to be put in motion, and in such a manner, that first of all

only those of the threatened departments, and if necessary the

others, according to a fixed order, should march. In his letters to

the prefects, some expressions appear to have been so chosen, as to

be intended to indicate that, in case of necessity, the nation could

defend itself without the Emperor.* Bernadotte, who had remained

in Paris since the time of the scene on the battle-field of Wagram,
had as early as the 3rd of August offered his services to the arch-

chancellor to head the national guard; but this cautious jurist, and

also the minister of war, at first dechned his services, and this the

more decidedly, as Clarke shortly before had received the angry

* "
Prouvoiis," he says, "a I'Europe que si le ge'nie de Napoleon pent donuer de

I'eclat a la France, sa presence n'est pas necessaire pour repousser I'enuemie."
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order of the day, wliicli was equally oflensivc to the Saxons and to

tlic Prince of Pontc-Corvo.*

Napoleon approved of Fouche's measures in themselves, for as

soon as the news of the daniTfer reached him on the Gth, he p;a.ve

orders for calling out 40,000 national guards; and lie also gave the

command of the 24th military division, to which Antwerp belonged,
to the Prince of Ponte-Corvo. In this case it is impossible to avoid

admiring his tact in appointing not merely commanders-in-chief,
but subordinates, a tact gained in the times of the revolution, and
shown by forming an aristocracy out of partisans of the Bourbons,
and the jurists and sophists of the reign of terror. His officers on
this occasion were so chosen and mixed, that Bernadotte, if he had
wislied to undertake anything displeasing to the Emperor, would

have been hindered and obstructed on every side. The prince has-

tened to Antwep, but the command was again speedily taken from

him. On the same day, the 15th of August, on v/hich he arrived at

Antwerp, Flushing capitulated; and it was said that the English
had bought the place, because General jNIonnet, who commanded the

Dutch, had, in a very suspicious manner, surrendered the fortress and
5000 troops to the enemy. He wrote a letter, indeed, to the ininister

of war, in which he tried to justify himself; the Emperor, however,
was in the highest deo;ree indi"-nant at his conduct, and caused his

case to be referred to a court-martial in December, while the general
himself was a prisoner of state in England. Monnet was declared

guilty, and condemned to death; he however remained in England
till 1814, then returned home, and, like all those who had been at

variance with Napoleon, was honourably restored to office. In the

mean time such great and vigorous means of defence had been taken

in Belgium, that Bernadotte was in a condition to issue a proclama-
tion on the 30th, to aimounce that all danger was past. He himself,

however, during the short period of his stay in Antwerp, had drawn
down Bonaparte's displeasure anew. The Emperor caused to be

tracked out the correspondence which Bernadotte carried on with

Paris, set spies and listeners upon him, and accused him of collecting

malcontents around him, and of keeping up a union with the evil-

disposed, who leaned on Fouche as their head. It was regarded as a

principal subject of offence in him that he did not acquiesce in the

• The order of the day of the 11th of July begins as follows: " Sa majeste te-

nioigne son nie'contentmcnt au Marc'chal Prince de Ponte-Corvo pour son ordre du

jour date de Leopolds an le 7 Juillet, qui a etc imprime h la nienie epoque
presque dans tous Ics journaux Le corps du I'rinee de Ponte-Corvo lie

pas oto IMMOBILE coMMK i/aiuain, il a battu le premier en retraite, sa niajeste' a
etc obligee de le faire couvrir par le corps du viceroi, par Ics divisions Broussier et

Laniarque, comniandes par le Marcchal Macdonald, par la division de grosse ca-

vallcrie aux ordres du General Nansouty et par une partie de la cavalleric de la

garde. C'est il ce Marechal et a ses troupes, qu'est du I'cloge que le Prince de
Ponte-Corvo sattribue. Sa majeste desire, que cc teinoiguage de son niecontcntmcnt
serve d'examplc pour qu'aucua marechal ne s'attribue la gloire qui appartieut
aux autres

"
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boasting tone which even now prevails in all the works of French
writers on the times of the Empire. He had spoken the truth

;
and

this seriously annoyed the Emperor, who was now ruined by flattery.

The English commander-in-chief in Walcheren never even made
an attempt to attack Antwerp, aUhough the possession of Flushing,
which could not possibly be maintained, was not in any degree worth

the trouble, cost, and loss of life, which was the result of the capture.
It appeared as if it was of very small importance to the English com-
mander-in-chief and the other oligarchs and conservatives, how many
millions were squandered out of the taxes of a deeply burdened

people, and how many lives of the humble classes of their country-
men were wasted by the unhealthy climate of Zeeland in the autumn,
and by the endemic diseases of the swamps and morasses. The

English ministry was at first undetermined whether they should re-

tain possession of Flushing or give it up, and therefore sacrificed

multitudes of lives to the autumnal fevers of the most unhealthy dis-

trict in Europe. As early as the 11th of September, Lord Chatham,
with the greater part of the fleet and the army, returned to England;
there remained, however, not only more than 20,000 men in Wal-

cheren, but a great number of engineers were sent thither in order

to increase and strengthen the fortifications.

Magazines were erected, arsenals filled, artillery increased, and all

the stores in Holland filled throuo-h the smuijcrlino- of the Dutch,
favoured by the king, from the immense quantities of goods landed

on the island. Sickness, however, so speedily carried away such a

great number of men, and so weakened the rest, that towards the end
of November they were obliged to think seriously of relinquishing
their acquisition. "With this view, measures were taken, before the

removal of the troops on the 24th of December, to destroy the

arsenals, stores, and everything which could be rapidly destroyed;
the fortifications, however, were left, as had been formerly done by
the Duke of York on the Helder and in Zyp, in a much better con-

dition than they had been before. The results of this expedition
called forth loud, if useless, complaints in England. It was alleged,
that the whole of Spain might have been taken possession of by
means of the money and men which were squandered away and
lost in this foolish expedition. This useless armament added no
less than twenty millions to the national debt, which is in itself

evidence enough of the manner in which the oligarchs dealt with

the properties and lives of the masses, important only at elections, or

where public opinion is strong against the government; and of the

35,000 men who returned to England, not less than 12,000 were on
the sick list, besides the thousands who had died. This is an indis-

putable fact, as appears from the English accounts themselves, to

which must be conceded the praise that they are always and every-
where much more to be relied upon than the Austrian, Russian, and
French.
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We have already observed, that Bernadotte had been, as early as

a few weeks after his nomination, removed from his command, and
on the 24th of December it was transferred to Bessieres.

By Bonaparte's command, Clarke (Due de i'eltrej, the minister of

war, was obliged to use some strong language of reproof to Ber-

nadotte on account of the persons whom he collected around him,
and the letters which he wrote to Paris, to men in that city, in

whom the Emperor had no confidence, but with whom he could

not dispense. What, however, vexed the Emperor more than any-

thing else was, that Bernadotte, in order to prove that he could not

act on the aggressive, openly admitted that he had only 15,000 under

his command, Avlien the Emperor would have it be alleged and

supposed that he had 60,000 at his disposal. He was not suflcred

afterwards to remain in Paris, because Fouche and all the democrats

of distinction regarded him as a man on whom they could lean
;
he

therefore returned to Vienna. Much has been said of the disputes
and angry discussions between him and the Empc-ror, who still re-

mained on the Danube on account of the peace ;
the account of these

things we leave to the biographers of the two heroes, with only this

remark, that they never were good friends, but that tlic Emperor
found it advisable to make up matters with the Prince of Ponte-

Corvo, and the latter found it convenient to fall in with the arrange-
ment.' The vearlv income which Bernadotte already derived from

the domains reserved by the Emperor in Germany, Poland, and

Italy, for the reward and provision of his officers and servants, was

considerably increased; he himself was named governor of Rome, and
as such was to receive an income of two million of francs. Bessieres

was as much indisposed as Bernadotte to allow himself to be made a

tool in Antwerp, in order to obtain credit for the boastings of the

official journals respecting the danger to which he Avas exposed. In

order to refute by the fact Bernadotte's public confession that he had

only 15,000 under his command, he received orders as early as

October to attack the English; he declared, however, that, in order

to be able to do so, three weeks must first be spent in making the

necessary preparations, and that even then he would not make
himself responsible for the result.*

3.—PEACE OF SCHoNBRUNX AND THE END OF THE WAR
IN THE TYROL.

At the moment in which the English took Flushing, the issue of

the negotiations respecting a peace, which had commenced imme-

diately after the conclusion of the armistice, was still very uncertain
;

* Clarke havinc: waniil}- insisted, in tlic Emperor's name, that Bessieres should

march before the 2Sth of November, the latter wrote back: "Que ricn ne serait

pret pour le 20icme; que cc jour lii il ferait attaquor si on I'cxigoait, mais qu'il ne

repondait de rieii ; qu'il ctait pret a sacriticr ses titrcs, sa fortune, sa vie, plutot que
de dire ce qu'il ne peusait pas."
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when at the end of September the greater part of the British fleet

and army returned to England, its speedy conclusion was easy to be

foreseen. The negotiations were at first undoubtedly delayed by the

English expedition, because the English, as well as the continental

powers, knew well, that in spite of the glory which surrounded the

Emperor and his projects, the internal condition of France made a

very long absence from France a matter of no inconsiderable danger
to him. Bernadotte, and the seven generals who were his clients,

had been obliged to be removed from Paris, and yet the Emperor
did not order any investigation to be made openly concerning their

correspondence, nor .any measures to be taken against Fouche, who
held all the threads in his hand, till he himself should be in Paris.

The history of the negotiations for peace is still very obscure, and

as this work is not intended to set forth the results of any new inves-

tigations, we merely observe, that Lefebvre, in the fourth volume of

his history of the Cabinets of Europe, may still furnish much, for we

expect nothing from Thiers, although Bignon has already made large
contributions to the subject from the archives of foreign aifairs, of

which Schull could not avail himself in the tenth volume of his his-

tory of Treaties. We have it only in our power to give a few

indications. We may first observe that both the Emperor of the

French and the Emperor of Austria played very different parts in

private and in public. They negotiated at the same time publicly

through their ministers, and secretly by.means of confidential agents.
The conferences between the two ministers, Metternich and Cham-

pagny, took place at Altenburg, a small Hungarian town, and there

the official protocols were written; what Avas then proposed and

treated about proceeded from Count Stadion, who continued at the

head of the department of foreign affairs, and who had no confidence

in Napoleon, because he himself was the soul of all the English,

German, and Russian plots and conspiracies which were formed

against him. These negotiations were twice completely stopped, and

even in September there was no probability of coming to any con-

clusion. At length, when Napoleon saw that the Austrian army was

being daily strengthened, that the insurrection in the Tyrol was

becoming more serious, and that the discontent of the provinces

occupied by the French, and therefore harassed by Daru, was in-

creasing to a dangerous extent, he so terrified the poor Emperor
Francis, by means of Count Bubna and the Prince of Lichtenstein,

that, in opposition to the v/ill of his two most distinguished diplo-

matists, he caused negotiations to be opened by Lichtenstein. Count
Bubna and the Prince of Lichtenstein had held a conference at

Schonbrunn with Napoleon and his minister ]\Laret (Due de Bassano),
on which occasion the Emperor, well knowing the persons with whom
he had to deal, allowed himself to indulge in rudeness and threats,

which were imm.ediately conveyed by his friends to the terrified

Emperor Francis. That this was done designedly, and that Napoleon
knew well the characters of the men with whom he had to do, is
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proved by the letter which he wrote to Champagny In AUcnhurg,
in wliich he expresses himself very equivocally respecting^Bellcrrarde.
Among other things, it is said in this letter that Bellegarde did not
see very clearly, and Lichtenstcin was light-headed. To Buhna he
intimated as a threat the partition of the Austrian monarchy, or the

possibility in this way of setting the younger members of the imperial
family against the elder.

Napoleon complained of the hollowness and inconstancy of the

Emperor Francis
;
he threatened to separate the three crowns of the

house of Hapsburg, and acted as if he would call upon the Emperor
Francis to renounce the government; on this occasion he declared,
Avith true Italian cunning, that if Francis resigned the crown to the
Grand Duke of Wiirzburg, Austria Avould not be called upon to

make any sacrifices in territory, and much to the same eifect.* As
Bubna and Lichtenstcin Avere favourites of the Emperor, Avho Avas

residing in Totis, Napoleon's manner and the vehemence of his ex-

pressions, Avhich neither were nor could be serious, Avere admirably
calculated to remove all impediments by fear. The Emperor Avas at

length brought by his two friends, at the end of September, to send
for Metternich to come to Totis Avhilst Champagny went to Schon-

brunn, and as early as the 14th of October the peace Avas signed at

Schonbrunn by Champagny and Lichtenstcin. The treaty was con-

tirmcd by the Emperor Francis on the 18th, and immediately after

the signature Napoleon took his departure to ^Munich, and thence
to Paris.

The Emperor of Austria was probably led to the acceptance of the

burdensome conditions of tfie peace of Schonbrunn, after a Avar, in

Avhich his armies, except in the beginning, had ncA-er been con-

quered, from the hope opened up to liim, that the uncedcd provinces
of his empire Avould be evacuated by the enemy. In virtue of this

treaty the Emperor Francis was obliged to pay, at fixed periods, the
sum of eighty-live millions of francs in cash, and to cede 2058 square
miles of territory, Avith three millions and a half of inhabitants, to

France. The Emperor of the French, it is true, left the greatest

part of the ceded territory to his vassals and allies, but in the same
manner as he had done in Germany, Poland, and Italy, so that the

shell and burden of the possession should fall to the share of the in-

habitants and their new masters, Avhilst the kernel and all the advan-

tages Avcrc reserved for the French. The most productive estates,

forests, mines, lordships, and domains, Avere reserved, under the name
of dotations, partly immediately for the Emperor, partly for rcAvards

to French soldiers, olliccrs, civil servants, diplomatists, and sophists,

*
Napoleon wrote to Champafjny, that he had said to Bubna: "J'ai confiancc

dans le caractere ct le bon esprit du grand due de Wourzburg. Je rcgarderai le

repos du monde coiunic assure si I'Enipereur Francois lui cede le trunc. Vous
direz que j'ai fui dans la moralite de rEniperour, niais qu'll est tuujours de I'opinion
du dernier qui lui parle, et que Ics honimes qui coutinueront ii exercer de I'intluence

sur lui seront Balducci et Stadion."
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and partly for principalities, counties, and lordships, and finally as

funds for ^nsions and hospitals*
The second article of the peace of Schonbrunn was so drawn up,

that Austria, without mention of their names, recognised all the

kings of the Bonaparte family; in the fifteenth article, however, it

was expressly stated, that it willingly consented to and acknowledged
all the changes which had been made or might be made in Spain,

Portugal, and Italy. This may be judged of on purely diplomatic

principles
—that is, the grounds and reasons may be coolly weighed

apart from all other considerations; but that heartless, cowardly,
miserable counsellors could prevail upon the Emperor Francis to make
such a return for the blind, foolish, and almost mad fidelity of the

Tyrolese peasants, as that with which Charles IV. had formerly re-

warded the attachment of the Catalonians in the war of the succession,

shows what subjects have to expect from the fatherly goodness of so-

called patriarchal and unlimited monarchs. It was then obvious

enough that Bavaria was in no condition to compel the Tyrolese, and

yet Austria agreed that the people should be separated and torn

asunder, and South Tyrol united with the kingdom of Italy, and
therefore made subject to the French. The Tyrolese were not only

punished for their fidelity to Austria, by being transferred partly to

Italy and partly to Bavaria, but they were given up as victims to the

vengeance of French hatred.

We are far from sharing or even approving of this kind of reli-

gious enthusiasm for country and worship, with which Haspinger
the Capuchin, and his companions in the Tyrol, inspired the people,
in the same manner as the Jesuits roused the Swiss fanaticism in

favour of the Sonderbund; but we do honour an enthusiasm which
makes peasants heroes, and preachers of fanaticism who have no dread

of death. We by no means approve of the enthusiasm of the Tyro-
lese in favour of the imperial house, because this enthusiasm was
founded on its toleration of every species of prejudice and supersti-

tion, and its cherishing of every kind of traditionary injustice ; its

obstruction of progress of every sort : we therefore feel no call upon
us to commend the heroism of the Tyrolese peasants, innkeepers,

*
Salzburg, Berchtesgaden, and other places around them, were incorporated at

this time with Bavaria
;
the Emperor Francis, in the name of the Archduke Anthony,

renounced all claim to Mergentheim ; the duchy of Warsaw received an increase of

1,500,000 inhabitants—viz., West or New Gallicia, the circle and fortress of Zamosc,
Podgorze, and Cracow, with the circumjacent territor}'. The saltworks of Wiclitzka
were to be occupied by Austria and Saxony in common; and in the eastern part of
Old Gallicia Russia received 400,000 souls. Saxony received six Bohemian villages,
situated within its territory; and in order that Baden might not go away empty,
WUrtemberg was obliged to cede the lordship of Nellenburg to Baden, in return for

Mergentheim received from Austria. The circles of Villach, Carniolia, Carinthia,

Monte-Falcone, Gorz, Trieste, six districts of military Croatia, a part of the

province of Croatia, Fiume, and the coast belonging to Hungary, Austrian-Istria,
Cartna and the islands, the navigation of the Save, and the lordship of Razuns in
the Grisons, were ceded to France for future arrangements. Austria was also

obliged to adopt the same measures in reference to English trade which had been

adopted by France and Russia.
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and Capuchins, who, with the crucifix in their hands, preached in-

surrection against Bavaria. Wc shall give inerely a brief" notice of

the issue of the war in tlic Tyrol, without going into particulars; this

we leave to one who fully shares in the enthusiasm of the Tyrolesc.
We admire, it is true, enthusiasm, patriotism, attachment to the

usages and manners of our people, perseverance, and heroic sacrifices

from whatever source tlicy spring; but we leave to Von Ilormayr,
who, properly speaking, played the chiefpart in these wars, and who,
as we have been often told, would at last gladly have made the

Archduke John Prince of the Tyrol, to praise according to their

deserts the deeds of his countrymen. This he has done, and we refer

to him the more readily as he has added subsequent contributions

to this history of the war in the Tyrol.
We broke off the narrative of the war in the Tyrol at the point at

which Wrede and Lefebvre believed that they had completely put
down the insurrection by the garrisoning of Innspruck (in the middle
of jMay) and the announcement of an amnesty. With this view they
had left behind them the Bavarian general Deroy, with his division,

in Innspruck, and had gone themselves to join the main army.
Lefebvre and Wrede had no sooner gone to join the main army, than

the Tyrolese again took up arms, after the battle of Aspern. Ilofer,

Speckbacher, Ziipplin, and Eisenstecher, led their countrymen in

their attack upon the Bavarians lying in the country, who were

about 3000 strong. These they cither destroyed or drove out of

the country, and made forays into Upper Bavaria, whilst Von Hor-

mayr and his friends established an interim government in the

Voralberg, and summoned a diet in Bregenz. Hofer was now at

Innspruck, and directed all the measures adopted for defence; that is,

he caused all the passes and valleys to be stopped, stockades to be

erected, the roads to be broken up, passes to be rendered impassable

by rocks and chains, and heaps of stones to be collected in suitable

places, to be rolled down on the heads of the enemy; the people of

the Voralberg extended their operations to Germany. They at-

tacked the Bavarians, French, and Wirtcmbcrgers, at Kcmpten and

Lindau, and reached even to the neighbourhood of Augsburg.
Till the battle of Wagram the Tyrolesc not only remained masters

in their own country, but, notwithstanding their want of success at

the siege of Kufstein, pushed forward into Bavaria and Suabia.

Even at this time the poor peasants were the sport of the

]\Iachiavellian arts of Austrian instigators and diplomatists ;
for the

Austrian commissioners delayed completing the conditions of the

armistice of Znaym, by which the support of Austria was withdraAvn

from the Tyrol, as long as they possibly could. On the 29th of

July they first made the armistice known and evacuated the Tyrol.
True it is, that Bavaria repeatedly offered pardon and oblivion of

what was past, but the enraged and deceived country people rejected

every offer. At length they became infuriated also against the

Austrian agents, who now wished to induce them to peace, so that
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even Von Hormayr escaped witK great danger from their hands,
and reached Hungary with the Austrian troops, which were still in

the country. During the whole months of August and September,
the insurgents maintained possession of the mountains from Roveredo
to beyond Salzburg and Kufstein; at the end of September bands
of them even pressed forward into Carinthia, and in the beginning of

October they appeared also in the valley of the Drave. They drove

General Ruska out of Villach, attacked General Payti, who was

posted in the Levis, and pushed forward to the neighbourhood of

Roveredo. On the signing of the peace of Schonbrunn, they were

again peacefidly and kindly urged to accept the proffered amnesty,
but they were at the same moment attacked from the north, south,
and east, by such an overwhelming force, that every one lamented

their blindness in prolonging their resistance and making themselves

martyrs without an object. Their hesitation in resolving even in

October to yield to the circumstances is ascribed especially to two
causes. First, they could not bring themselves to admit the idea

that the Tyrol should be separated, the southern part to be imited to

the kingdom of Italy, and the northern to Bavaria; secondly, they
were still used as tools by that party at the Austrian court which
was discontented with the peace.

Stadion's friend Balducci, who, as Napoleon well knew, had great
influence over the Emperor Francis, sent agents from time to time

into the Tyrol, who, instead of advising the people to relinquish a

useless resistance, rather encouraged them by all sorts of promises to

a desperate prolongation of it. The manner in which this took

place, and what is to be understood by an Austrian war party, our

readers will most readily learn from the passage of the Lehenshilder

given in the note.* From the one side, Napoleon caused three divi-

sions of Bavarians, one imder the crown prince, a second under

Wrede, and a third under Deroy, the whole commanded by Drouet,
to march against Innspruck, whilst several divisions of the Italian

army on the other side of the Brenner marched against the south of

the Tyrol. On the 29th of October the Bavarians reached Inn-

spruck ; Hofer scorned to accept their conditions, and defended

]\Iount Isel especially as if it had been a fortress. On the first of

November, however, he was compelled, after a very obstinate con-

*
ieieni^i/rfer, part 3, p. 399 " In Hormayr's stead, whose health and

strength were completely exliausted, his deputy, Anthony von Eoschman, whose ser-

vices and resolution had been of great advantage on the Lower Inn and at the
blockade of Kufstein, was sent by all sorts of cross and obscure roads to Hofer. He
left Warasdin at the same movient in which Prince John, Lichtenstein, and Bubna, set

outfur Vienna with the ultimatum for a peace. He knew it, and went nevertheless!
On the 14th of October, the day on which the peace was actually signed, Roschnian
reached Brixen, and Hofer's head-quarters at Innspruck on the 16th. Instructed

only on one side by the war party, he could not do otherwise, and was obliged at
that time to contradict the peace, and thus to increase the people's blindness and
misfortunes. English money and influences served to prolong the war in the valleys,
even after the peace was signed. Hofer became the victim of this policy, and of liis

own weakness and obstinate narrow-mindedness."
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test, to evacuate the districts on the Inn, after having lost the whole

of" his tutillery. lie then iiuirclied to the lircnner, whither Wredc
followed him

;
and there at length lie began to perceive that it wa3

foolish to desire any longer to defend himself" in the mountains,

among which his chief forces now lay, shut almost as in a prison.
lie laid down liis arms, and caused it to be announced that his de-

sire was—" That the Ti/rolese would yield to their destiny and

accept the pardon offered ihein hy the Emperor of the French.

This he advised the more slronyty, because^ by so doincj, the country
would be soonest delivered from the French." In the valley of the

Lower Inn tliere was now rest, whilst new murders w"ere perpetrated
in the valleys of the Fuster and Passayr. The Frencli pushed for-

ward through the Pustcrthal with three divisions, caused pardon and

forgiveness to be proclaimed, but at the same time announced by a

proclamation, issued on the 12th November, that every one who did

not lay down his arms within twenty-four hours would be treated as

a highway robber, and every village in which a Frenchman was in-

sulted would be burnt down. The conduct of the spoilers accorded

in all respects with the terms of the decree, and murder and burning

began anew.

The cruelties perpetrated by the French roused the inhabitants to

the renewal of a general rising, and when, on the 22nd of Novem-

ber, two battalions of the 13tli and 33rd regiments were taken

prisoners at St. Leonhard, in the upper valley of tlic Passayr, llofer

again appeared in arms, because, as he said, the promises made to his

countrymen had not been observed. He called upon the inhabitants

of the Passayr valley, of the Vingtschgau, and the Upper Inn, to

fight courageously, if they did not wish to see the whole of the Tyrol
robbed of its youth within fourteen days, and their churches, altars,

and convents utterly destroyed. From this moment Hofer was de-

clared an outlaw, a reward was set upon his head, and Paraguay
d'Hilliers behaved in the Tyrol as the Duke of Alba had formerly
done in the Low Countries. Paraguay forced his way into the

Tyrol with three divisions, and commenced a system of burning,

hanging, and shooting, till at length, in the middle of December,
the chiefs escaped by flight, and the peasants were compelled, in the

midst of culd and snow, to remove to the mountain tops. When
the insurrection was quelled, and the armed bands had been scattered,

Paraguay and the other generals continued to follow up their system
in the most horrible manner. Among other places, they caused

a gallows to be erected in the valley of the Puster, on which those

who had been shot by their orders were hung up, by compulsion, by
the peasants themselves. Three parish priests,

and Peter Mayer the

innkeeper, Avere amongst the number of those who were executed,
and at the very last seventy-five prisoners were to be shot. The
most of these, however, were spared.

In the mean time, Hofer had taken refuge in an almost inacces-

sible hut on the heights of the Passayr mountain range, where he

VOL. viir. K
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would not have been reached had not one of his companions been

guilty of a crime melancholy to think upon, much more to relate:

he was betrayed by one of his m.ost trusted partisans for 300 ducats.

The immense difficulty of the paths, the glaciers, and snow six feet

deep, were all insufficient to protect him against treachery. The
mean and lumecessary vengeance perpetrated on Hofer by Napo-
leon's command, which indeed may be justified as criminal justice,
made a most unfavourable impression even upon those who felt no

sympathy with the Tyrolese peasants in their enthusiasm for the Em-
peror Francis, for monks, clergy, beads, and pilgrimages

—
nay, who

could not even comprehend it. Hofer himself had never acted with

cruelty or injustice; his friend Haspinger had even thrown his pro-
tection around the battalions of Bavarians who were taken prisoners,
to shield them from the rage of his countrymen. Hofer's execu-

tion, therefore, was regarded throughout the whole of Europe as a

demonstration against every one who should attempt to make any
resistance with courage and perseverance to the dominion of the

French forced upon them.

Hofer was arrested by Coutier, commander of a battalion, who
carried him off on the night of the 27t]i of January, 1810. He was

designedly led as a prisoner through the towns and villages of the

Tyrol, in order to show that every hope of throwing ofi" the French

yoke had disappeared; as early as the 19th of February he was shot

in Mantua. The King of Bavaria pursued a milder course in his

part of the Tyrol than that followed by the French iu the southern

portion of the country, united to the kingdom of Italy. Persecu-

tions ceased, and attempts were even made to improve the constitu-

tion and administration
; still the military occupation of the country

continued almost throughout the whole of the year 1810.

§ni.

PROM THE PEACE OF SCHoNBRUNN IN 1809, TILL MAY, 1812.

A.—FRANCE—SPAIN—SWEDEN.

1.—CHANGE IN ALL THE INSTITUTIONS OF FRANCE—APPROXI-
MATION TO THE OLD ABSOLUTE MONARCHIES BY MEANS OF
THE HIGH POLICE—CONSTITUTIONAL ALTERATIONS—MAR-
RIAGES—TITLES AND CEREMONIAL.

As most of the writers with whom we are acquainted are inex-

haustible in their praises of all the institutions, ordinances, actions,

and thoughts of Napoleon, whose superiority, in many respects, to

all his contemporaries is indisputable, we may be allowed to premise
that our readers, if we should lead them astray by our view of tlie

subject, may readily find other views in almost every work which they
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may take into their hands. Wc start from the conviction, that from
the peace of Tilsit, Bonaparte began to prepare his fall, by making
a Tower of Babel of his attempt to construct the edifice of a con-

tinental empire, without suffering himself to be duly Avarned by
Nimrod's fate. In other words, he was seized with the aspirations
of the founders of Oriental empires, haunted by the idea of Alex-

ander, Cesar, the Caliphs, Charlemagne, Zenghiskhan, and Timour.
This was obvious, as early as 1810, to Talleyrand, Fouche, and the

most of those whom he had made great, and who trembled for fear

of losing, through him, what they had already gained through him.

Another idea Avas necessarily connected with this notion of a new
Roman Empire, that states could be created and governed just as a

man creates and governs an army—by orders. Now, because the

execution of such an idea is impossible, we cannot agree in the

admiration of the restless and incessant activity of Napoleon, and of

tlie attention whiclr he bestowed upon small and miserable things,
as well as upon great and important events. We see him in the

retirement of his palace, on campaigns, in the camp, on the Vistula,
the Danube, and tlie Moskwa, sending forth decrees on the most

heterogeneous subjects, reading and signing multitudes of papers
laid before him by his ministers

;
and we cannot avoid asking our-

selves whether Hesiod's proverb does not here absolutely hold good—that the half is often better than the whole ? We cannot further

prosecute this subject ;
we however advise the reflecting reader to

ponder well the history of the Emperor Justinian, or to recal to

mind the history of Russian ukases since the time of Peter the

Great, which may be greatly facilitated by consulting the chrono-

logical view of the history of Russia by Von Wichmann, who has

presented tlie subject in such a form as very much to facilitate the

inquiry. The restless and impetuous desire of always creating some-

thing new, great, and ever greater, never suffered any seed to bear

fruit before it was plucked up again; all the imperial edifices were

pulled down, before completed, in order to make room and to fur-

nish materials for new ones. That we may not weary our readers,

we shall merely advert briefly to a few points of his restless activity ;

and in most of them we believe it would have been much better to

improve, maintain, and watch over what was actually in existence,

than always to be creating what was new. For this purpose, we
shall first direct attention to his activity in matters lying without,
and secondary to, those within the empire of France. In every
case, it may be easily shown, that since the time of the peace of

Tilsit, the eulogies of flatterers, and the foolish wish to be like those

monarchs who assumed to be so by the grace of God, brought the

Emperor altogether to mistake his relations to his age, and, by an

attempt to introduce in all its essentials the old regime, to undermine
his throne.

We cannot go further back than the peace of Tilsit, otherwise we
should be obliijred once more to refer to the institution of the Con-

K 2
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federation of tlie RKine, of the viceroyalty of Italy, the creation

of the French kingdom of Naples, and the incorporation of Pied-

mont, Genoa, and Parma with the empire of France. We first

observe, therefore, that the conditions of the act of federation of

the Rhine were only strictly observed in those points which re-

quired the careful fulfilment of obligations towards the Protector.

This act spoke, for instance, of an assembly of the states, and it ap-

peared at first as if some measures were likely to be adopted; but

Prussia was no sooner conquered, than nothing else was heard of

but a government of force over the subjects, of independence of the

princes among themselves, and of unconditional obedience to the

Protector. This was, indeed, necessary, but formed no part of the

first plan, and compelled the princes, in spite of all their constitutions,

to become tyrants, in order to be able to send their subjects to Po-

land as soon as the new duchy of Warsaw was incorporated in the

Confederation of the Rhine
; immediately afterwards they were forced

to send troops to Spain by thousands, without liaving had any reason

whatever assigned. The people, who had been deceived by the

child's play of paper constitutions of their great and small rulers,

wlio were sovereign in reference to their subjects and the other

princes, but deu'raded into the character of slaves to Napoleon and to

the French of all kinds who had received dotations in their country,
were summoned to arms, sometimes here and sometimes there, by a

simple note from the Emperor. Thousands yearly took the field with-

out even enjoying the honour of victory; for the German auxiliary

troops were divided and separated, and even when they were allowed

to remain together, their commander-in-chief was always a French-
man.

Tlie territories of the princes were sometimes enlarged and some-

times diminished, without any reference at all to early decisions re-

specting them or the protectorate, according as plans were altered;

and the people were unremittingly harassed by the marchings and

billetings of troops, and the Prince of Eckmuhl's high police.
The Protector called for contingents whenever and however he

pleased. No attention whatever was paid to the early decisions with

respect to the numbers of troops to be raised, and contingents were

demanded as despotically from the German princes as conscripts from

France, and even more so; the French were still allowed to be de-

ceived by the form of a decree of the Senate, and not obliged to obey
a simple note from the Emperor himself At first, reception into the

confederation was shamefully sought by entreaty, flattery, and even

money, by its most important members; and at a later period the

confederation was not even consuhed respecting the admission of

new members. Saxony, and even the duchy of Warsaw, West-

phalia, the ducal houses of Saxony; the princes of Anhalt, Schwarz-

burg, Wiirzburg, Reuss, Lippe, Waldeck, tlie two duchies of jNIeck-

lenburg, and finally even Oldenburg, to please the Emperor Alex-

ander, were received into the confederation without any security for
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their existence, to say nothing of the integrity of their possessions.
The fate of individual rulers and their territories was changed in a

night, when some new, perhaps great, but often small, idea came into
the Emperor's mind. We shall subsequently refer to this point, and
here only intimate in general what is meant. When, for example,
the Grand-Duke of Berg became King of Naples, instead of Joseph
Bonaparte, transferred to Spain, Napoleon, in opposition to his most
sacred promises not to take possession of anything on the right bank
of the Rhine, took this duchy (in July, 1808) under his own imme-
diate orders. This plan was again altered in 1810, Avithout the new
arrangement ever having been actually carried out. Louis, King of

Holland, having unwillingly lied from his kingdom to Bohemia, his

son was created Grand-Duke of Berg; but the territory itself re-

mained under French administration. The Duke of Oldenburg,
who had been restored in 1808, was obliged to submit to the incor-

poration of his duchy with France in 1810, without any previous
dispute or negotiation. The prince-primate, who, in order to en-
rich his relations, the Prince von der Leyen and the Duke of Dal-

berg, Talleyrand's creature, had become Prince-Primate of the Con-
federation of the Rhine, and had accepted Cardinal Fesch, a French-

man, as his successor in the archbishopric of Ratisbon, was obHged,
in 1800, to relinquish his see to Bavaria, and to accept for himself a

completely secular title. He was created Grand-Duke of Frankfort,
and received Hanau and Fulda, but as his successor in this dukedom
another Frenchman was appointed, who was neither old nor unmar-

ried, like Cardinal Fesch. The Viceroy of Italy, having been de-

ceived as to his expectations of the crown of that kingdom, was ap-
pointed successor to the former electoral arch-chancellor. The course
of action pursued towards Hanover, as well as towards the territory
which the Emperor had given up to his brother Jerome, was the
same as would be followed with a private estate, which its owner
sometimes causes to be given as a present, sometimes to be farmed
or administers himself, sometimes divides into lots, which are to

be cultivated and managed after different fashions. The country
was completely exhausted, at first held back under pretence of pro-

viding for the case of a reconciUation with England, then at length
united to Westphalia, and Lauenburg still reserved for a new ex-

change and new alterations. To those we shall hereafter return;
the facts are merely mentioned here, in order to show that there was
nowhere either fixity or continuance. Everything rested on the

personal wishes of a single man, who held the key of all these changes.
The array, which he wantonly sacrificed, first in Spain and then in

Russia, was the only foundation of his colossal empire. Saxony and
Bavaria were very much favoured; but every one saw that the one
was to be used as an advanced guard against Austria, and the other

against Russia, and that afterwards a word would restore Poland and
annihilate Bavaria. The erection of the duchy of Warsaw was an

oppressive burden for Saxony, and the intelligent portion of the
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Poles perceived, by the manner in which the Emperor of the French

parcelled out the most productive estates of the country as dotations,

or used them as domains, and afterwards still more by his contra-

dictory promises, that he had no idea whatever of restoring either

their freedom or nationality, but aimed simply at converting Poland

into a French province.

Napoleon's plans with respect to his vassals became obvious after

the peace of Schonbrunn. Bavaria was obliged strongly to fortify
Braunau and Passau—not for itself, but for the future plans of the

Emperor of the French—and to cede Southern Tyrol in exchange
for liatisbon and Bayreuth, which had been completely exhausted of

their wealth since 1806. Italy was treated precisely in the same

way as Germany. King Joseph, who was well adapted for the

throne of Naples, was not allowed to retain it, but obliged to

migrate to Spain, for which he was not at all suited. The Pope
was driven out of his dominions, and the States of the Church were
made into French departments. Tuscany was first changed into the

kingdom of Etruria, then clipped and pared down on all sides; and,

finally, the third part of Portugal was promised to the queen and
her son, who was a minor. There was not the least idea of keeping

any promise, even in the moment of its utterance, for Tuscany was

united to France, and, like Parma and Piedmont, divided into

departments. Notwithstanding this, Napoleon's sister was made
Grand-Duchess of Tuscany, and governor-general of the departments
on the further side of the Alps. The course of conduct pursued
towards Spain was revolting even to the fawning creatures in

France, and struck the sophists dumb.
We shall not even advert to the miserable arts employed to allure

Charles IV. and the Prince of the Peace into the snare, but merely
call to mind, in reference to the change of plans of which we are

now speaking, that the Emperor, at least for a moment, lent a

favourable ear to Ferdinand's proposals respecting a French princess,
and thought of giving him Lucien's daughter for a wife. When,
however, he had the royal family completely in his power, the mask
was thrown away, and the throne bestowed upon his brother Joseph.
We shall see hereafter that he entertained the idea of a partition of

the kingdom, and placed his brother under guardianship. The
same unfixedness apjDears in the administration and government of

the French Empire, and in the alteration of the institutions and ordi-

nances of the National Constituent Assembly, at an earlier period
introduced and approved of by Napoleon himself; but he now

systematically took a retrograde direction. He constantly withdrew
more and more from everything which made him great, and ap-

proximated to that form of government which he had always ridi-

culed and abused, and to which he uniformly and justly ascribed the

decline of all those kingdoms which he had so easily annihilated.

The completeness with which he had changed his views, and the admi-

rable light in which all those people now appeared to him whom he
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had previously so often abused in liis proclamations and journals, he
himself abundantly proves in the articles of the newspapers, and in

his bulletins, in which, in 1809, he pours torrents of abuse, after his

entry into Vienna, upon the councillors and courtiers of the Em-
peror of Austria. He forgets how, in times past, for years together,
ne had railed against such men as Thujjut, Manfredini, Ludwig
Cobenzl, and the Prince of Ligne, and even what all the Avorld said

of them. Now he magnifies them, appeals to what they had said,

and reviles the patriots, who were eager to summon the whole

country to arms, and exhorted to a steady prolongation of the war.

He acted, also, according to the same principles of narrow-minded

policy in the changes made in those institutions of the state which
he himself at first had made conformable to the wants of the age
and the demands of a progressive civilisation. As we have already
said elsewhere, he left remaining the mere shadow of all those rightsI'll- P •

which the nation had bought, since 1798, with so much blood, and
of their hard-won share in the administration and government.
Instead of submitting his ordinances to the representatives of the

nation, and suffering them to change his proposals into laws, he
satisfied himself with raisins: Avhat were called the orfjanic resolu-

tions of his servile senate into laws. He gave more and more pro-
minence to the old nobility, and to all the privileges of rank,
because the men of the old regime, who thronged around him, were
more easily moulded and better courtiers than the newly-created
nobles. Even so, however, he did not gain the favour of the old

aristocracy, who had early imbibed their prejudices, and looked upon
themselves as allied to heaven; and, at the same time, he made a

breach with the men who sprang from the revolution, who came to

an understanding secretly among themselves. He put no real con-

fidence in the old democrats, such as Fouche and Bernadotte, from
the time he became surrounded by the old nobility, and yet did not

venture to break with them altogether. He was obli":ed to double
his spies and his police, and yet was in constant fear of being

betrayed and sold. We have already shown how Talleyrand and
Fouche conspired when he was in Spain; how, in July, 1809, he

deprived Talleyrand of the dignity of grand chamberlain, and
transferred it to M. de Montesquieu, who was at that time a member
of the legislative body. We have further stated how, in the autumn
of 1809, Fouche, Talleyrand, Bernadotte, and several generals, car-

ried on a correspondence which Napoleon attributed as a great
offence to the brother-in-law of IGng Joseph, and yet thought it

better to come to an understanding than to break with him. The
same was the case with Fouche, who was, at the first, removed from
the ministry of the interior, which he managed together with that of

police. In the middle of the year 1810 he was also removed from
the administration of the police, which was transferred to the

dreadful Duke of l\ovigo. The Emperor did not venture to insult

or remove Fouche altogether from office, though there was an open
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feud between tliem. Fouclie became anxious and unsettled. The
account given in almost all works on this subject, of domiciliary
A-isits at Fouche's house in Paris and at Chateau Ferrieres, of the

letters which Napoleon washed to recover and Fouche refused, is,

according to the best information which we could acquire in Paris,

cither altogether false or greatly exaggerated. Certain it is that he

was made governor of Rome, although he never entered on his

office. He was obliged to leave Paris, and not allowed to remain on

his estate, but went to Aix, whence he travelled to Italy. In the

time of need he again became useful, and in 1813 was appointed

governor of lUyria, in order that he might be quiet, and still con-

tinue at a distance from Paris.

As to Talleyrand, Napoleon was afraid of him for the same reason

that he disliked the coteries of the Faubourg St. Germain. In re-

ference to these assemblies, the French report that the Emperor, on

his journey to his army in 1809, met with the King of AYirtemberg,
to whom he complained bitterly of the conduct and prattle of this

high society, who were indebted to him alone for being again in a

condition to give society the tone. It is said that King Frederick

advised him to deal with the ladies and gentlemen of Paris as he

himself had done with the people of Mergentheim. Whether the

king really employed the language which the French ascribe to him,*
we do not know, and can scarcely believe that he did so; but it is

indisputable that it is quite in the spirit of his mode of thinking and

acting. After his return, the Emperor appeared to be disposed to

follow the king's advice, but without calling in the gallows and rack

to his aid. He persecuted and banished Madame do Stliel, which

may be explained and excused by the fact of her having always

played a political character, and formed a sort of club in her house;
but whoever has had an opportunity of knowing Madame Recamier

personally, as wo have, cannot but feel astonished that the hero of

the century should have thought her worthy of his notice. It is as

surprising that the Emperor should have employed the police against
the assemblies of this polite but insignificant lady, as it is natural

that she should have been inseparable from Monsieur de Chateau-

briand, and that he should be the soul of her saloon. The manner
in which the Emperor gave expression to his resentment against
Madame de Chevreuse, who belonged to the court of his wife, re-

minds us of the times of Louis XV., both in reference to the impor-
tance which was laid upon rank and etiquette, and to the system of

arbitrary police and justice. He banished her to a distance of 100

miles from Paris, abused her shamefully, and threatened her with a

ridiculous prosecution with respect to her right to her estates; and

all this because she refused, when the old Spanish royal family was

sent to Compicgne, to perform the office of a court lady to the con-

temptible Queen Maria Louisa.

* "La potcnce, les cachots, marquis ct duchesses, tout irait pele mele au gibet;

personne ne bougerait plus, et rAnglctcrre en seroit la pour son or!!"
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What has been stated might have been regarded as the results of

hasty cbulUtions on the part of a ruler accustomed to military com-
rnand, liad lie not finally substituted his own arbitrary decisions for

riglit and justice. lie thereby did violence to his own legislation, and
introduced Russian institutions, wliich were wholly inconsistent with
French manners and with the constitution given by himself. Every
government which does not wisli to be regarded as wholly despotic must

acknowledge the princljilc that personal arrests can only be suffered

by legal process; but the imperial decree (ukase) of the 3rd of March,
1810, set this principle altogether at defiance. It appears, from this

decree, that the number of those who had been imprisoned merely
by police or cabinet commands, without having been placed before

any legal tribunal, must have been very great. Not only is all that
had been done maintained, as if it had been constitutional, but the
number of prisons destined for the reception of those who were arbi-

trarily imprisoned is greatly increased. It is said in the decree, that

eight state prisons shall be erected for the safe- custody of such pri-
soners as caiinot convtnientbj he brought before the courts, uor yet
allu7ved to he at liberty. The castles of Saumur, Ham, Iff, Lands-

krone, Pierre Chatcl, Fenestrelles, Camplano, and Vincennes, were

appropriated for this purpose. Savary no sooner became minister of

police, than a measure was adopted which had the appearance of law,
but was still worse than the former royal lettres de cachet. It was
decreed that the privy council should be fully authorised, on the re-

quirement of the ministers of justice or police, to decide upon the
liberties of every citizen

;
and at the same time the severest measures

were prescribed for the safe keeping of the victims of the state pohce
so imprisoned. The keepers, of whatever rank, connected with any
of these state prisons, were made liable to loss of place and six weeks'

imprisonment for either giving or receiving a letter to or from any
of those who were under their care. And the operation of this

newly founded despotism was extended even to the property of the

imprisoned. From some, according to the clause in the letter of

arrest, their property was wholly taken away ; when this ^Yas not the

case, and they were allowed to retain their estates, means for ad-

ministration could only be adopted under the direction of the com-

mandant; and
finally, when money was to be paid to them, this

coidd only be done in the presence and by the permission of the

same functionary.
From the time of the battle of Austerlitz, Napoleon was clearly

attacked by the same madness which had dazzled all the Roman
emperors from Augustus, and all the princes of the eighteenth

century; he placed his confidence wholly in the chief men of his

Praetorians, and willingly lent his ear to the loathsome bombast of

servile ofllcers and courtiers. The opinions of all others were sup-

pressed, so that the Emperor no longer knew what public opinion
was, and felt as great a contempt for the people as all those princes
are accustomed to do who recognise neither law nor morality. The

people, it is true, were intoxicated by the glory gained under his
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Standards, and dazzled by the splendour of his deeds, buildings, and

institutions; for the multitude live always in and for the present,
and know nothing of the past. The people, therefore, enjoyed the

moment, not being able, like the few who were acquainted with the

history of events, to conjecture the nature of the future from what

Napoleon and his creatures had already done. The multitude,

therefore, continued to worship him like an idol
; but the intelligent

portion of the French suspected, as early as 1810, what were the

real intentions of the Emperor, and the legislative body ventured to

intimate, even in 1808, that it was not good to bind up the whole

well-being of a people with the greatness of a single man, or to

ground it upon it. This took place, not by means of any protest or

declaration, but merely by a gentle hint; and yet it enraged the

Emperor in the highest degree. All opposition to the propositions
of the government having entirely ceased, the legislative body
ventured to intimate that such an opposition might be useful. This

gentle hint drove the Emperor into such a passion, that he gave
utterance to the strongest feelings of contempt for the representatives
of the people. He boldly and shamelessly pretended to forget that

everything great which he had done or created had been only
rendered possible by the Constituent Assembly having brought the

French people from death to life. The legislative body conveyed
the hint that it was time to assert at least the privilege of refusing
the proposals of the government by rejecting a single proposal for

a law, not for reasons assigned, but by the ballot-box. Thereupon
the Emperor wrote the violent letter of the 27th of November,
to whose contents we now refer, and from which we shall give an

extract in a note.*

In the person of their Emperor, the French, like the Russians

with the Czar, idolised themselves, and for this reason he was uncon-

ditionally eulogised, though from very different reasons. Thus
the whole history of his reign is one-sided. One writer followed

and imitated another, and every one was regarded as an offender

against the nation who shortened by a syllable the bombastic

eulogies of their most splendid period. Even their public docu-

ments became on this account unworthy of confidence. The very

diplomatist whom the Emperor specially selected to write the

history of his reign, and who, in fact, tries to justify everything
which took place under Napoleon, alleges that it was impossible to

place implicit confidence in the rhetorical reports of the minister of

the interior.! In every French writer, therefore, all those steps are

* "Le corps legislatif est compose de beaucoup d'individus qui voudraient se

rendre importants, et qui ayant essaye la revolution se supposent encore ua
assemblue nationale."

t Bignon, "Histoire de France sous Napoleon," vol. viii., p. 101 :
—" Les expositions

de la situation de I'Empire que les ministres de I'interieur presentaient au corps
legislatifs formeraient seules en quelque sorte un resume du gouvernement imperial.
Ce SONT sans CONTREDIT DES DOCUMENS INSTRCCTIFS ET UTILES A CONSULTER,
MAIS LEUR FORME ORATOIBB ATTE8TE TROP, QU'lLS SONT MOINS XJS BECIT, QU'CN
PANEGYIUQUE."
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most absurdly eulogised which were taken by Napoleon on the

advice of such men as Talleyrand, Fontanes, and others, to bring
back the sy.'^tfin

of instruction, social habits, the court, and all the

forms of outward life, to the condition of" the old rirjirne. We shall

merely refer to a few points by way of illustration, and begin with

education.

When Napoleon became First Consul he found education free,

but science, perhaps, a little too unflivourably dealt Avith, especially
when regard was had to the national character of the French. He
therefore took a part of this Ircedom away, but showed somewhat
more favour to science, and organised what had previously been
conducted without organisation. In these decisions he followed

wholly his own views, which, although they might have been

erroneous, were nevertheless the results of earnest study and mathe-

matical knowledge; in the reorganisation of 1808, he was completely
under the iniluence of some narrow-minded rhetoricians and sophists
of the old school. When he wished to reconstruct the whole system
of education, and to make it suitable to his autocratic objects, he
founded a sort of Chinese commission of education (a university),
and thus brought the whole education of the country into the power
of the imperial police, which also became master of the whole of the

publishing trade of France. Even this, however, might not have

been necessarily a retrograde movement, or a return to the Jesuitical

system of tlie old schools, had not the Emperor placed at the head

of its administration the men by whose bombast he was glorified.

The smooth-tongued Fontanes, profoundly skilled in the art of

praising and flattering, and the favourite of Napoleon's sister, Eliza,

the Semiramis of Lucca, was placed at the head of this system of

public instruction, and was assisted by two friends, of whom the

one was a poetic visionary in favour of priestcraft, and the other a

philosophical dialectician. The two men to whom Fontanes lent

an ear were Chateaubriand and Monsieur de Bonald, a kind of new-

fashioned scholastic.

Great retrograde movements in all respects, and an increasing
attachment on the part of the Emperor to the old ref/ime

—
really

inimical to him—to its usages, prejudices of rank, and cabinet

orders, gave rise to the dissolution of the Emperor's marriage. This

was merely a public and splendid renunciation of the system of con-

stitutional monarchy, and the new marriage a recognition of the

principles of absolute monarchies. The union with an Austrian or

Russian princess, which the Emperor had in view, could only be

contemplated by a man of the people, from a desire to push himself

into an alliance with the old system. A marriage with an Austrian

princess was, besides, a connexion of evil omen, because the French

people still remembered all the curses which had been poured Ibrth

upon the wife of Louis XVL and her relations. A close union

with a princess of an ancient house, accustomed to sec around her

none but persons belonging to what is called the high nobility, soon
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produced the eflfcct of replacing merit by birth, not only at court,

but in offices of every description. Almost at the same moment as

the Emperor contemplated a second marriage, he converted a con-

siderable number of the children of the revolution into princes,

dukes, counts, and barons, and restored their position to the old

nobility. From this time forward, the old feudal nobles, by inter-

marriage, ennobled the new stock, as Austria made the hero of the

century more illustrious by the hand of Maria Louisa.* The Em-

peror no sooner felt a desire not to derive his power and distinction

from the people, but to ascribe both, like the old princes, to the

grace of God, than he began to consider everything which he had

gained by the help of the people and their blood as private property,
and created ordinary and extraordinary imperial domains. Each of

these three retrograde movements proved of ruinous consequences
to the new system, and we shall therefore briefly notice each of

them in particular.
As to the first—the Emperor's separation from a loving and

beloved wife, who, along with many of the weaknesses of French

women, possessed all that amiability, politeness, and womanly train-

ing, for which the French are distinguished
—it was a separation from

French gentleness and an approximation to German stiffness. He
exchanged true love for a cold and formal fidelity; as the author of

this history knows, from the manuscript memoirs of the Duchess of

St. Leu, his second wife shrank back with dread when the daughter
of the first wife alluded to the possibility of the Austrian princess

accompanying her husband to Elba. The idea of a separation had
been long entertained, and was in itself quite natural, however much
the Empress Josephine had been shocked at it as early as the time

of the Consulate. Consolidation and permanence could only be
secured to the new dynasty by a son of the founder, to Avhom alone

Napoleon could reckon upon the gratitude of the people and the

obedience of the nobles whom he had created. The same man who

compelled the proudest princes to acknowledge himself and his family
as of equal rank with themselves, could also make his new wife

equal to the old princes. It must, however, have been a painful
humiliation to the French to think that the son of their Emperor
was to be made more distinguished by an admixture of Russian or

* Not to omit all reference to the subject, we subjoin the names of some of Napo-
leon's dignitaries, their titles and stations, but only in general, and without chrono-

logical order. The following were created princes: Berthier, of Neufchatel and

Wagram—Talleyrand, of Benevento—Bernadotte, of Ponto-Corvo—Davoust, of

Eckmiihl, after having been Duke of Auerstadt. Dukes : Massena, Duke of Rivoli,
Prince of Esling—Cambaceres, Duke and Prince of Parma—Lebriin, of Piacenza—Ney, Duke of Elchingen, Prince of Moskwa—Moncey, of Conegliano

—Augereau,
of Castiglione^Soult, of Dalmatia—Junot, of Abrantes—Lannes, of Montebello—
Mortier, of Treviso—Bessieres, of Istria—Victor, of Belluno—Kellermann, of

Valmy—Lefebvre, of Danzig—Marmont, of Ragusa—Regnier, of ISIassa and Car-
rara—Champagny, of Cadore—Gaudin, of Gacita—Poncho', of Otranto—Clarke, of

Feltre—Murat, of Bassano—Diiroc, of Friuli—Caulaincourt, of Vicenza—Savary,
of Rovigo.
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Austrian blood. The idea of a union witli a Russian princess pre-
ceded that of intermarriage with an Austrian one; the Emperor,
however, who was not altogether destitute of human feelings, like so

many other princes, hesitated very long before coming to the con-

clusion, come to first at the time of the war in Russia, of separating
from his wife and contracting a new marriage. Fouche, 'even

without being commissioned so to do, ventured to intimate the idea

to the Empress Josephine, because the Bonaparte family wished for

a new marriage in order to exclude Josephine's relations from the

thrones, principalities, and duchies, which were to be distributed.

Fouche was obliged to submit to severe reproach on account of this

precipitate step.

Savary informs us, that when he was sent to Russia, immediately
after the peace of Tilsit, he there made it to be clearly understood

that the Emperor Napoleon was not indisposed to a union with a

Russian princess. We have already remarked that the matter was a

subject of formal discourse in Erfurt in 1808; and in Bignon's

"History of French Diplomacy" will be found very full details

of the correspondence and negotiations with Russia respecting a

marriage with one of the younger Russian princesses, after the hasty
betrothal of the elder, who was first spoken of, to Peter, Duke of

Oldenburg. We cannot, however, in the least degree comprehend
the meanincT of the negotiations for a marria":e carried on in Peters-

burg in January and February, 1810, because it is undoubtedly true

that agreements were entered into with respect to the marriage of a

daughter of the Emperor Francis with the Emperor of the French

immediately after the armistice of Znaym was decided upon; and
that special reference was made to the subject in a secret article of

the peace of Schonbrunn.

Bignon has, however, given an account of the negotiations in

Petersburg, which wxre carried on till the 6th of February, 1810,
when they were suddenly broken ofi"; and yet the agreement with

Austria, in September, 1809, respecting the marriage, is not the

less certain. It is remarkable that Baron von Thugut, who had

brought so many misfortunes upon Austria, and had for years been

the subject of so much reproach and abuse from Napoleon, is named
as the very man who was mainly instrumental in promoting this

union with a princess, who carried Pandora's box with her as her

wedding present to Paris. Thugut was, indeed, no donger minis-

ter, but still held the office of privy-councillor to the emperor. As

early as 180G, Thugut had perceived the possibility of such a marriage,
and in 1809 visited Napoleon at his head-quarters, and, as it is said,

and seems probable enough, on this occasion settled the terms of the

union. Napoleon, therefore, had determined on a separation before

his return from Vienna, but he still hesitated and delayed after that

return to speak of it to his wife.

The manner in which the Emperor conducted himself, when he
at length declared, on the 30th of November, 1809, that, for the
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promotion of liis great political objects, he liad resolved on a sepa-

ration, does his heart great honour
;
but it is melancholy to see from

that declaration of the necessity of a separation, and from all that

was said by him before and after, what importance he attached to

an unholy union with an ancient family, whose vigour was for the

most part gone. On the 15th of December a sentimental rhetori-

cal minute on the dissolution of the civil marriage was drawn up by
Regnaud, of St. Jean d'Angely, in the presence of the whole im-

perial family and before the arch-chancellor of France, in which

Napoleon and his wife stated their free resolution to separate. The
reason assigned was, that the Emperor, for the well-being of the

state, felt himself constrained to dissolve a marriage from which

there was no longer any hope of issue. As a decree of the senate

was desirable for form's sake, Eugene Beauharnais, who on this

occasion took his place in the senate for the first time, made the

proposition to the Assembly. Eighty-seven members were present,
of whom only seven voted against the proposition, and four declined

to vote at all
; Gregoire alone was anxious to make a speech against

the proposition, but was not allowed. We give, in a note, the

decree* issued by the senate, because it contains also an account of

the provision made for the Empress, who immediately retired to

Malmaison.
In consequence of the Pope's dislike to the Emperor, there might

have been some difficulties in the religious part of the question, had
not Cardinal Fesch, in giving ecclesiastical validity in 1804 (when
Josephine already feared that Napoleon would be persuaded to a

separation) to the civil marriage of 1796, taken care so to perform
the ceremony, as, by some trifling omission, to furnish a pretence
for disputing its correctness. By an article of the Council of Trent,
it is determined that no marriage shall be regarded as valid, unless

celebrated in the presence of the clergyman of one of the two

parties, or his vicar, and of two witnesses. The Empress Josephine
herself had at the time called the attention of the cunning cardinal

to this fact, and as he paid no attention to it, it was concluded, and
not without good reason, that the neglect was intentional. The

pretence was, in fact, now used in order to induce the spiritual
court of the diocese of Paris to issue a declaration, on the 14th of

January, 1810, that the Emperor's marriage had never been duly
celebrated. This decision was afterwards approved of by a united

commi?sion of bishops and archbishops, and confirmed by the

Archbishop of Paris. The Pope, however, afterwards disapproved
of the whole course pursued. So much importance was attached to

* The decree runs as follows: "
1. Le mariage contracte entre I'Empereur Na-

poleon et rimperatrice Josephine est dissout. 2. L'Impe'ratrice Josephine con-

servera le titre et rang d'lmpcratrice couronne'e. 3. Son douaire est fixe a uue
rente animelle de deux millions de francs sur le tresor de IV'tat. 4. Toutes les

dispositions quoi pourront etre faites par I'Empereur en faveur de I'lmporatrice sur

les fonds de la liste civile seront obligatoires pour son successeur."
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a speedy issue of the business in Vienna, that as soon as tlie solemn
demand of the princess's hand was made on the part of the Emperor,
no attention was paid, at least in the first instance, to the ecclesiasti-

cal scruples. Prince Metternich, who had then entered the ministry,
made no inquiry after the ecclesiastical documents: this only took

place when the Arclibishop of Vienna insisted on seein;^ them.

The aifair of the marriage was all arranged in so short a period of

time, that everything relating to it must have been previously
settled, and therefore the correspondence between Champagny and
Caulaincourt in January and till the 6th of February, in reference

to a Russian princess, was a mere device of Napoleon's diplomatists
for the occasion. As early as the 7tli of February, the Viceroy
Eugene presented himself to Prince Schwartzenberg, the Austrian

ambassador in Paris, in order solemnly to sue for the hand of the

imperial Princess Maria Louisa, and on the next day the marriage-
contract was signed by the French minister of foreign aflairs. On
the 27th, a message was sent to the senate, that Berthier, Duke of

Neufchatel and Prince of Wagram, was to proceed to Vienna, to

conduct the Austrian princess, betrothed to the Emperor, to France.

On the 4th of March, Berthier actually set out; on the 7th, he made
a formal application to the same effect to the Emperor Francis; and
on the 10th, the bride was entrusted to her imcle, the Archduke

Charles, as Napoleon's selected substitute, and on the 13th set out

on lier journey to Paris.

Our object does not allow us to dwell on the various events and
ceremonies which were rendered necessary for sake of form, nor on
the pomp and splendour exhibited on the occasion, in order to give
the ladies and gentlemen of the court an opportunity of exhibiting
themselves in their splendour, or to dazzle the eyes of the multitude,
wlio ran with equal eagerness to a marriage and an execution. We
shall merely observe, that the civil marriage took place at St. Cloud
on tlae 1st of April, that the newly-married couple made a splendid

entry into Paris, and that on the 2nd the ecclesiastical service was

performed by Cardinal Fesch, Napoleon's uncle. It is somewhat sin-

gular, that Napoleon thus celebrated by the instrumentality of the

church his union with the legitimate houses, at the very time when
the head of that church pronounced an excommunication against

him, and when all tlie legitimate princes of Europe were conspiring

against him ! On this occasion he was labourinij under the same
error which induced him to found a new order of nobility, and to

rccal the old (rom death to life. He thought to find support in these

things, and yet he himself was, properly speaking, the only support
of a nobility and a monarchy which had long lost all its im-

portance.
As to the regulation of the domains, he had even before this

made their income wholly independent of the people. On this

occasion, he, as it were, openly declared that he had carried on war
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as a trade for his own advantage, and regarded his conscripts simply
as instruments of his trade. Previously to this, on every occasion of

a marriage, and of every favour sought by foreign states or private

individuals of other nations from Napoleon, considerable presents

had been expected by, and paid to, the ministers, courtiers, and

civil servants of the Emperor; all such sums vsrere now claimed by
the Emperor himself, and their amount increased by the secularised

estates of the clergy in conquered countries, by the regalia and

domains of the princes, and the estates of banished or emigrated

possessors, and finally, by the immense sums obtained from confis-

cated English and colonial goods, and the sale of licenses. We may
learn from the speech made in the senate by Regnaud, of St. Jean

d'Angely, on this occasion, when the property of the state was to be

legally transferred to the private account of the Emperor, the man-
ner in which the sopliists and rhetoricians of the revolution eulo-

gised every new step of absolute rule taken by the Emperor.
" The

decree," he said,
" which he was about to propose, was one of political

legislation for the person of the Emperor, as the new code was a

civil code for every Frenchman." The resolution of the senate,

which was passed into a law on the 30th of January, 1810, according
to the recommendation of the imperial rhetorician, gave immense sums

into the hand of a military ruler, and separated them completely from

the national property. The first article determines what properties
were to belong to the crown

;
the second, those which were to be

classed under the name of extraordinary domains; and the third,

those which were to belong to the Emperor's private estate. The
last articles embrace immense estates and treasures, Avhich, without

ever consulting the nation, were to be handed over to the Emperor
as his private property. Well, therefore, might he, on the occasion

of a solemn audience, when Ney was cut off from him in 1812, and

only succeeded in forming a junction again by wading through the

Dnieper
—well might he refer to the several hundred millions in cash

which he had in his treasury.

2.—SPAIN FROM 1809—1812.

When Napoleon left Spain in 1809, there appeared no reason to

believe that any successful resistance could be made against King
Joseph ;

for Portugal was threatened by three French armies, and
all the Spanish armies seemed to be annihilated. Of the three

armies destined to operate against Portugal, one, under Soult, was

already in the country; the second, under Lapisse, was at Sala-

manca; and the third, under Victor, on the Tagus. The Emperor's
arrangements and orders, first to reduce Catalonia, Arragon, Va-

lencia, and then Andalusia also, were admirable; but he did not

bear in mind, that, all having been accustomed punctually to obey
him alone, in his absence each of the princes and marshals, who
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were now at the head of his iirmics, Avould desire to become inde-

pendent.
The Empcrov had loft the supreme command over the French

armies in Spain to liis brother Joseph, and given liim the aged
Marshal Jourdan as his major-general, Avho, having been already
twice defeated by the Archduke Charles, even before Napoleon
became consul, had lost all authority and influence in military
affairs; neither the king nor Jourdan could reckon on the obedience

of the generals. The marshals were by no means agreed among
themselves, and Ney, who was in Gallicia, Avas not eager to assist

Soult in the conquest of Portugal. Soult's behaviour was at that

time so singular, and his delays so incomprehensible, that he Avas

accused of calculating his measures less with a view to a rapid vic-

tory over the English, than to insuring for himself the crown of

Portugal. As circumstances frustrated this plan of Soult's, if he en-

tertained it, it is not worth while to examine the subject. ^Miilst

the main body of the French army was directed against Portugal,

Saragossa in the north withstood all the eflbrts of the armies of

Catalonia and Arragon. The city had received within its walls

the remains of the Spanish army defeated by the French at Tudcla,
and now maintained the defence of the city so much the more cou-

rageously, as they had formerly compelled the French hastily to

relinquish the siege, even after they had reached the interior of

the city. Since that time the fortifications had been increased

raid strengthened; Palafox, it was said, had then 40,000 men, and

during the time of the former siege had succeeded in inspiring the

citizens with a degree of heroic resolution unexampled in our days,
and thereby proved that, though young and inexperienced in the

field, he Avas an incomparable defender of a fortified tOAvn. This

he fully established, for the siege of this single place kept a French

army of 35,000 men four months before its Avails. Lannes, Avho

Avas to conduct the siege, fell sick; and afterAvards Moncey, I\Ior-

tier, and Suchet, all three belonirino; to the class of most distin-

guished generals of the Empire, Avere united before the town, but

Avere sent to other destinations before the siege Avas Ibrmally com-
menced. On the 24th of December the toAvn Avas at length completely
invested. On the 29th the trenches were opened; but in January,
1809, Avhen Moncey and Suchet Avere recalled, the chief command
AA'as given to Junot. Junot Avas not reckoned a distinguished

general, although by the favour of the Emperor he Avas created

Duke of Abrantes for his conduct in Portugal. On the 15th of

January, 1809, he had only succeeded in obliging the besieged to

confine themselves strictly within their Avails. On the 22nd of

January, Lannes had recovered Ironi the illness Avhich had previ-

ously prevented him from undertaking the direction of the siege.
From this day forward commenced a struggle unexampled in our

times, first for the possession of the tOAvn, then for that of CA^ery street,

and finally lor every house, couA'ent, and public building.

VOL. VIII. L
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Between the 23rd of January and tlio 1st of February all the

outer works were taken; and from that day till the 19th a constant

struggle was carried on for the streets and in them with naked
swords and Catalonian knives, and single buildings which were

bombproof were attacked and defended like fortresses. Mines and
countermines were laid in the city itself, hundreds of men and
noble buildings were blown up, and thousands carried off by infec-

tious diseases. At length the part of the city still held by the people
was taken by storra and a dreadful fire of artillery, and on the 18 th

and 19th of February the besieged surrendered by capitulation.
The account of the losses suffered by both parties is dreadful

; the

scene presented to the victors by the ruins, streets covered with

dead bodies and swimming in blood, was horrible; and the rob-

beries perpetrated by Lannes, as well as all his colleagues in Spain,

Moncey excepted, were revolting.* The unexampled determination

and perseverance of the citizens of Saragossa, and the tragical fate

of their city, operated like an electric shock in stimulating the op-

pressed people to make a vigorous resistance to the French. The

feeling of hatred became general, and even the Germans began to

be ashamed of their own supineness, and encouraged one another in

their secret societies to imitate and emulate the Spaniards. On the

reduction of the city, Lannes was recalled to Vienna, and fell in

the battle of Aspern. The best troops of the other corps were also

drawn away to the Danube, and yet Suchet saved the honour of the

French arms in Arragon, although he at first bitterly complained
that his army was reduced to 12,000 men. He also ^ found it advis-

able to retire for a short time to Saragossa. In Catalonia, Gouvion
St, Cyr defeated the Spaniards as soon as they showed themselves

in the field against the seventeenth corps, which was imder his com-

mand; but the mountaineers continued to do him great injury by a

system of petty attacks, and he was finally detained five months before

Gerona. Don Marian Alvarez, the governor of this city, gained for

himself similar renown to that which Palafox had gained in Sara-

gossa, because he maintained himself in the citadel even when the

town itself was completely in the hands of the enemy. Gou\aon St.

Cyr, in his memoirs, unjustly complains of the Emperor for having

intentionally left him without the necessary means of success, be-

cause he entertained a feeling of dislike to him, similar to that

which he felt towards Bernadotte; it is, however, undoubtedly
true that his troops suffered a great deal from want of every
kind, that he had very little artillery, was often deficient in

ammunition, and far from being well provided with food and

clothing. He was recalled by the Emperor, and Augereau ap-

* It is said that 15,000 shells were throTrn, 45,000lbs. of po-svder used in mines,

40,000 lives lost, and a number of buildings and streets blown up. As to Lannes,
the Emperor made him a present of the precious stones in the treasury of our

Lady of Pilar, which was plundered by him, and were valued at 1,120,000
francs.
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pointed in his stead, -who lay Lclorc Gcrona from October till the

10th of December, 1809, when the city capitulated. Napoleon was

vehemently angry at Gouvion St. Cyr's loud complaints. He soon,

however, discovered that Augercau was not the man who could

replace him; and, in fact, it was not Augcrcau, but General A^er-

dicr, to whom Gcrona capitulated. Augercau, moreover, by the

brutality and rudeness of his behaviour, deeply oifendcd the Spa-
niards attached to Joseph's party who served under him, and was
detained before Hostalrich in the same Avay that St. Cyr had been

before Gcrona. He besieged the town from January till INIay,

suffered the discipline of his army to become completely relaxed,

and lost a great many people by the repeated attempts of the Cata-

lonians to relieve the town. Don Juan d'Estrada, who defended

first the town and then the citadel for months against Au2;crcau,

entitled himself to the same honour as Palafox and Don Marian
Alvarez. When the town was conquered, and the citadel reduced

to extremities, Don Juan, at the head of the garrison, made a sally

among the besiegers, and, by a desperate struggle, some hundreds of

thcna cut their way through. About a month before, O'Donnel, at

the head of his mountaineers, had made an attempt to relieve the

city, and been l)caten, but, nevertheless, killed several thousands of

the French; so that the Emperor became finally extremely dis-

satisfied with the losses of all kinds suffered by the French before

the town. He then withdrew the chief command from Auf;;ereau,

but found as little satisfaction in Macdonald, to whoifl the command
of the army of Catalonia was transferred in June, 1810, as he had

previously found in St. Cyr and Augereau. Even Suchet's splendid

undertakings were by no means decisive as to the issue of the war
and the confirmation of the French dominion in Spain. Ever3^thing

depended on the expulsion of the English, which Napoleon, in his

absence from Spain, had entrusted to his three marshals—Soult,

Ney, and Victor.

In 1809 the Emperor accused them all of inactivity. Soult,

according to the French accounts, in order to gain the favour of the

Portuguese, is said to have committed the great fault of pursuing too

mild a course of action, and to have liberated his prisoners, who
afterwards, in EngHsh pay, with English discipline, and under

English olFicers, became an admirable body of troops imder Lord
Beresford. We shall not inquire whether the Emperor accused his

generals with good reason or not, but merely briefly refer to the

circumstances, which were favoiu'able to the Encflish and cmbar-
rassed the French. Napoleon, according to his custom, had pre-
dicted that Soult would be in Oporto on the 5th of January, and in

Lisbon on the ICth. He did not, however, arrive before Oporto till

the 27th of March, nor take the city by storm till the 29th. On
this occasion the city was subjected to a course of plunder, murder,
and wasting, such as had been perpetrated on Llibeck in No-

vember, ISOG. The statement that 10,000 Portuguese lost their

l2
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lives, appears to us, liowever, greatly exaggerated. As Victor, about

the same time, completely defeated the Spaniards under Cuesta at

Medellin, on the Guadiana, it was indeed surprising, and to be
ascribed to the failing lustre of Napoleon's star, that the two most
illustrious of his generals continued inactive at the very time when
Sir Arthur Wellesley

—a man who alone among the generals of

Europe deserved to be compared with Napoleon
—received the chief

command of the English. At the same time, a Portuguese army
was organised and furnished with English officers, wliich afterwards

proved itself as courageous as the English troops themselves.

Soult had under his command about 19,000 men, but caused his

artillery and stores to be brought to Oporto, where he appeared to

be occupied for some length of time with organising a Gallo-Portu-

guese government for himself. Victor, whose corps has been given
at 30,000 men, remained wholly inactive after the battle of Medellin.

Lassisse, on the one side, was to have marched by Ciudad Rodrigo
to Campillo, and to have formed a junction with Victor; and, on the

other, was to have stretched out his lines to Viseu, in order to form
a junction Avith Soult; the English, however, anticipated his

movements, because Soult did not arrive at the proper time. At
that time the Portuguese government had conceded to the English
the privilege of forming an army, according to their method, out of

Portuguese troops. The English furnished arms, ammunition, and

everything needful for equipment, on condition that this army should

be placed under English officers and English administration. In

March, 1809, Lord Beresford undertook the supreme command of

this new Anglo-Portuguese army. Sir Arthur Wellesley, however,
would not accept the command of the English forces until he
received very considerable reinforcements. The English in Por-

tugal were at that time under the command of General Cradock,
to whom reinforcements had previously been sent. As soon as the

fresh troops arrived which Sir Arthur Wellesley had required, this

general was sent to Gibraltar. On the 26th of April Sir Arthur took

the command. Tlie French, in order to lessen the personal merit of

the new commander-in-chief, exaggerate the number of the troops
under his orders.*

The French refer at great length to the secret cabals in Victor's

army, which obstructed his activity. Of these, however, we have

no authentic information. It is indisputable that the EngHsh com-
mander-in-chief availed himself of the discontent amon^ some of

the French generals to open all sorts of suspicious negotiations and

correspondence, which, however, were not attended by any consi-

derable results. They merely acted as a hindrance to the French,

* It will be seen to what an extent the French, for political reasons, conceal the

truth from their countr3'men, from the fact that they not only make 40,000 of the

10,000 men sent as a reinforcement to Sir A. Wellesley, but that even the minister

Montalivet, in his report of the 12th of December, 1809, gives this exaggeration on
his official authority.
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and compelled Napoleon to dismiss and arrest a number of ofiicers.

In tlic mean time, Sir Arthur favoured the spread of the insurrection

among the mountain inhabitants of Jk'ira and Tras los Moutcs, and

introduced military organisation among the peasants, whilst Soult

was spending his time in Oporto. King Joseph, it is true, as soon

as he heard the news of the victory gained by Victor over Cuesta

at Medellin, sent orders to that general to proceed with his whole

corps to Portugal ;
but the whole month of April passed away before

he put himself in motion. This delay is also attributed by Bi^nron
to the dissatisfaction with the measures of the Emperor prevailing

among many of the generals of the corps. As tliere is no documen-

tary evidence for the establishment of this fact, we can do nothing
more than refer to Bignon's testimony, when we state, that it was at

that time generally said that the dissatisfaction of many of the

generals belonging to the second corps, and their secret negotiations
with the English, had been a subject of great an.xiety to Victor;

but that Ney, from a feeling of jealousy respecting Soult's specula-

tion upon Portugal, did not manifest his usual energy. To this

point we refer merely incidentally, and dwell upon facts alone.

Whilst Victor and Soult hesitated and delayed, Sir Arthur adopted
all the measures necessary to enable him to anticipate Soult, and

suddenly broke up from Leiria on the 30th of April. The number
of troops which the English general brought into the field was com-

puted at 16,000 English, 3000 Anglo-Portuguese, and 3000 cavalry;
and his first object was to fall by surprise on the division of Soult's

army under Franzeschini, which was at Aveiro. This attempt
failed on the 9th of May; the division was, however, driven from its

position at Grija with loss on the 11th, and Sir Arthur crossed the

Duero with such rapidity, that Soult was obliged to retreat so

hastily as to resemble a flight, in order not to be shut up in Oporto,
Because Soult saved his army by this movement, the retreat was

regarded as a new proof of his military ability. He sacrificed his

military chest, baggage, and artillery, in order to cross the steep

mountains of the Sierra Catelina and reach Guimaranes. Lorges
and Loison, too, were obliged to sacrifice their baggage and artillery,

in order to be able to form a junction with Soult in Carvelho.

Soult reached Carvelho as early as the loth of May; but before

he arrived at Orense, on the 19th, he had lost, on this dillicult and

toilsome march, several thousand men, together with his baggage,

ammunition, artillery, and stores. He afterwards reached Gallicia

again (as Sir Arthur was obliged to turn his operations against

Victor, whom he drove up the Tagus), after he had been obliged to

sacrifice the half of an army of 28,000 men whom he had led into

Portugal. Ney, Avhom Soult now joined, had remained behind in

Gallicia. Ney called upon Soult either to remain in Gallicia, in

order to desti'oy the army which La Komagna had lormed anew
from the remains of the defeated Spanish army and the miUtia, or,

in conjunction with him, to fall upon the English in Orense. Soult,
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whose opinions did not coincide witli those of Ney, rejected both

proposals ; whereupon they separated. The one marched to the north,
the other to the south. Ney occupied Corunna and Ferrol, whilst

Soult marched to Zamora to reinforce Victor, in order to prevent
the Eni2-lish, Avho had now turned a!j;ainst tlie latter, from forcing:

their way up the course of the Tagus far into Spain. When Soult

turned towards the Tagus, Ney evacuated Gallicia, because resfular

armies were being again formed in the different provinces of Spain.
These undisciplined and badly led Spanisli troops, relying upon their

numbers, often ventured upon regular battles, and naturally met
with shameful defeats

; the consequence was, the formation of a

regular system of guerilla warfare, of which we shall speak more at

length hereafter. This system was suitable to the nature of an in-

surrectionary war, and to the character of the Spanish nation, and in

the end proved more destructive to the French than all the Spanish
armies. At the time in which the French directed the whole of

their force against Portugal and its army, the English did everything
in their power to place the miserable Spanish generals in a condition

to bring new regular armies into the field; the generals, however,

only thought of themselves. Their intolerable boasting, and their

presumption with regard to their own power, and that of their

nation, made them both ridiculous and contemptible. Blake, as has

been already stated, had led his army to Arragon, and Suchet found

it advisable to withdraw to Saragossa, because he reckoned on the

want of prudence and the insolence of the Spanish general. What
he expected really took place. Blake appeared in a challenging
manner on the plain of Saragossa, and offered battle to the French
at Maria, on tlie Huerta. As might have been foreseen, he was

defeated, but did not take Avarning. He again collected a body of

peasants and militia, and wished to renew the fight atBelchite; but

the thousands of people who had run together without order or

discipline, and whom he did not know how to command, did not

even await the enemy. The Spanish army left their artillery, bag-

gage, generals, and oflicers, to their fate, and fled. Suchet Avas

thenceforth able to advance in peace, for Blake's army had v^^holly

disappeared.
The junta of Seville, Vv^hich acted as if it constituted the real central

government of Spain, insisted earnestly on Sir Arthur Wellesley's

forming a junction with the Spanish armies vmder Cuesta and

Venegas. The fate of Blake's army, however, made this a step of

very doubtful prudence in his mind. Some idea w^as entertained of

placing the Spaniards under English command, and causing them to

be trained after the English manner, like the Portuguese. This, no

doubt, would have been a good military step, and for the moment
the best which could have been taken. Ensjlish writers have made it

a matter of blame to the Spaniards that it was not done; it appears
to us, however, that the Spaniards would have had as much to fear

from the English in future, as they had from the attacks of the
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French for the present. All the cities and countries in which the

Eno-lish succeed in iiaininir a footing lose their national existence,

become En<]jlish, and are ruled by persons placed and maintained in

power by English aristocratic and plutocratic patrons. Admitting,
as we willingly do, that the government in the English possessions

is better than it was when the cities and countries were free, every-

thing is, nevertheless, made subordinate to English interests, and

every foreign peculiarity is looked upon with contempt.
'
This was

the universal experience of Portugal, Malta, the Ionian Islands, India,

the Cape of Good Hope, and the Sicilians, in the years 1811 and

1812. The first object of regard is the interest of English com-

merce, and afterwards a care for other things. Unfortunately, more-

over, at that time the English government was as incapable of the

just direction of the war as the Spanish junta. Had the English

government sent to Spain the troops thrown away in tlie expedition
to "Walchercn, and entrusted them to the greatest general which the

nation in recent times possessed, instead of to the brother of the head

of the Tories, Spain would soon have been cleared of the French.

However little confidence Sir Artlmr placed in the Spanish armies

or their generals, he resolved to call to liis aid the two armies; the

one of which hoped to annihilate Victor's corps, and the other was

threatening Madrid from Aranjuez. The one was the army which

Cuesta had collected after his defeat at IMedellin, and which he esti-

mated at 38,000 men, and tlie other the troops under Venrgas,
which were to march from Aranjuez against Madrid, and were

reckoned at 35,000. In order to form a junction as soon as possible

with Cuesta, Sir Arthur marched up the banks of the Tagus; Napo-
leon, however, who was at that time on the Danube, from that great

distance gave such directions for his troops as frustrated the Spanish

plans. He wrote to Soult, and commanded him to order the two

bodies under Ney and Mortier immediately to join him, and then,

to hasten to the aid of Victor. In the mean time the English,

having formed a junction with Cuesta, had time to approach con-

siderably nearer to Venegas, because Ney was very tardy in his

movements, so that Soult did not reach Palencia till the 18 th of

July. Sir Arthur and Cuesta had pushed forward to Talavcra la

Reyna, and might have attacked the French on the 22nd of July,
had not Cuesta, under a most ridiculous pretence, reiuscd at the

decisive moment to take part in the battle. A victory on the 22nd

would have been decisive, because Venegas was still threatening

]\Iadrid, and King Joseph, with the 1st and 4th corps, had joined

Victor. Soult was at this time already in Salamanca ;
he had sent

General i'ranzeschini to King Josci:)h ;
he was taken prisoner on the

way. At the same time, however, he had despatched General Foy
to Victor, in order to concert some movements against the English,
and for that reason Sir Arthur was anxious to have a battle on the

22nd. When Cuesta put forward his reasons for delay on the 22nd

and 23rd, the EngHsh general resolved not to await Soult's approach,
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and commenced his retreat to Portugal. Cuesta separated from liim,

and obstinately pursued his march to Madrid. As early at the 26th

he fell in with 50,000 French at Alcabor, on the banks of the

Alberche, and without even fighting a battle suffered a very con-

siderable loss. As he was closely pursued, Sir Arthur turned back,
for fear of the complete annihilation of the Spanish army. When
he reached Talavera again, he took the command of the united

armies, and fought an engagement which drew upon him the atten-

tion of all Europe, and procured him the same distinction in England
which Bonaparte had gained from the French in 1797, in conse-

quence of his first victories in Italy. Marshal Victor Avas generally
blamed for having felt too great contempt for the Spaniards, because

Cuesta's army on the 26th had been seized with a panic, as was pre-

viously the case at Medellin. It was further alleged that he did not

wish to share the honour of the victory with Soult, and that, there-

fore, he gave no heed to Marshal Jourdan and King Joseph, who
wished him to wait for Soult's arrival. He is also blamed, in a stra-

tegical point of view, for not having put off the engagement on the

27th, because on that day he was unable to make any use of the

heigJits on the left of the English army, the possession of which was

indispensable to the battle. The engagement was fought on the 28th,

at about twelve miles from Talavera
;
and after a murderous con-

test of three liours tlie French were oblir>-ed to retreat to the heights
of Salinas, behind the Alberche, with the loss of seventeen guns.
This victory did honour to the Enghsh general ;

all England was

loud in his applause; he received the thanks of both houses of par-

liament, and was created Viscount Wellington of Talavera; the

battle, however, was followed by no result except honour.

Soult arrived at Joseph's army immediately after Wellington had
withdrawn from the field of battle, and commenced his march to

Portugal. He now took the supreme command, and attacked Cuesta,
who most absurdly continued his inarch without the English. On
the 8th of August Cuesta was completely defeated at Arzobispo,
not far from Talavera, the whole of his artillery taken, and his

army utterly dispersed. Venegas Avas in no respect more fortunate

than Cuesta; on the 13th of August he, too, was defeated at Almo-
nevid by Sebastiani, and the remnant of his army fled to the Sierra

Morena, where they were afterwards combined with the troops which

Areizaga commanded in the province of La IMancha. Wellington

escaped pursuit by a rapid march, crossed the Tagus at Almaruz,
reached Portugal again through Truxillo and Merida, and after-

wards, in order to be near the Spaniards, divided his army between

Badajoz, Elvas, and Campo-Major. At this time, when the best

troops had been sent from the Danube to the Tagus and the Ebro,

Navarre, Biscay, and the two Castiles Avere reduced; at the end of

the year, Avhen Gerona and Hostalrich also fell, the possession
of the

whole of Arragon and Catalonia appeared to be secured. In the

south of Spain, hoAvever, the insurgents, at the end of the year
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1809, had still three regular armies in the field; one under tlie Duke
of AlbiKjucrfjue, a second under tlie Duke del Parcjue, and a third

under Areizaga, in La Mancha. The last mentioned received orders

from the central junta to form a junction with the other two, and to

march to INIadrid. These armies, however, were beaten in detail

before they could form a junction. Del Parquc and Albuquerque
attempted in vain to eflcct a junction with Areizaga through Tala-

vera in November, but the latter was completely defeated on the

19tli of this month by Mortier and Sebastiani, at Ocagna, not far

from Aranjuez. The same fate belel Del Parque and Albuquerque
a week after, at Alba de Tormes, not fiir from Salamanca, where
there was a French army under Kellermann.

Nothing was wanting to the entire subjection of Spain in 1810
but the expulsion of the English from Portugal ;

a very considerable

army of veteran troops was collected for this purpose. All military
writers are agreed, that Wellinijton would not have been able to

mamtain himself, had Napoleon himself gone to Spain; he was,
however, detained elsewhere by his marriage and many other matters,
to which we shall subsequently refer. Slasscna was ap}:)ointed to

take the supreme command in his stead
;
a man whose distinguished

abilities in the field were so overshadowed by the vulgarity and
meanness of his behaviour and morals, that neither generals nor sol-

diers either respected or loved him. Sixty-six thousand infantry, to

be afterwards supported by the army under Soult, by Victor's corps,
and by Rcgnier, were collected under Ney and Junot; Soult, how-

ever, felt himself ollcnded at being required to serve under iNlassena.

As King Joseph, who was aided by Soult in the administration of

the war department, was as much dissatisfied with the nothingness,
to Avhich his brother had condemned liim, as Soult was with the

character which he was to play under Massena, the latter prevailed

upon the king to give him a commission to reduce Andalusia, and
set out thither as much as three months before Massena put his

army in motion. As early as the 21st of January, the passes of the

Sierra Murena were occupied, and the whole of Jaen and the city of

Cordova conquered. On the 28th, Sebastiani entered Granada, and
on the 1st of February Seville had fallen; the central junta having
fled to Cadiz, Victor was sent against that fortress, and ^Mortier

against Badajoz. Tliere he was to be reinforced by Rcgnier, who
was marching down the course of the Tagus.

In the mean time, a corresponding force of cavalry was added to

the 66,000 infantry under Massena; and even a part of the guards
had arrived in Spain. It was said in Spain that tlie Emperor him-
self would have come, had he not at that time been iully occupied
with the affairs of Holland and his brother Louis. iNIassena com-
menced his campaign somewhat late—on the 26th of April. lie

then sent Bonnet against the Astm-ias, Boison to occupy Astorga and

Lugo, and Ney marched to Ciudad Hodrigo, in order to besiege that

fortress. The trenches were opened before Ciudad Kodrigo on the
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11th of June; but the government of the King of Spain, set up by
the Emperor, became more and more enfeebled every day, for

anarchy prevailed everywhere except in those places in which the

French generals enforced martial law and practised plunder. The

Spanish central government was altogether as powerless as the royal
one of King Joseph. Neither the junta of Seville, which had at first

usurped the government, the council of Castile, the general junta,

nor, finally, the Cortes, assembled at the close of the year in Cadiz,

with its regency dignified with the title of royal highness, saved the

country, but Spain, like France in 1793, was delivered by anarchy
alone. The people, left to themselves, stormed and raged; all moral

order and security was, as formerly in France, at an end, and systematic

oppression consequently became impossible. Napoleon was accused in

Spain, as elsewhere, of having always overturned in one day what he

had set up on the preceding one, and of having managed matters no

better with his brother Joseph and the Spaniards than he had done

with Louis and the Dutch, and of proposing finally to divide the

provinces of Spain like satrapies among his generals. Preparations
for this purpose were made as early as 1810; the best and most pro-
ductive provinces were subjected immediately to the French govern-

ment, and the burden of the expenses of the war was laid upon the

other provinces, without paying any attention to the fact, that in

this way all the civil and other officers of King Joseph must be re-

duced to a state of starvation. This, in fact, took place, as soon as

the decrees of February, 1810, were issued.* By virtue of a decree

of the 8th of February, 1810, the four provinces of Catalonia,

Arragon, Biscay, and Navarre were separated from Spain, and made
into four French governments. The French commander was to be

supreme in both civil and military affairs; and the administration of

justice, police, and finances, to be dependent on his will. The

ordinary and extraordinary revenues were all to be paid into the

military chest. Something still more terrible than these measures

were the satraps by whom they were to be carried out—Augereau
in Catalonia, Suchet in Arragon, Dufour in Navarre, and Thouvenot
in Biscay. No one could for a moment doubt to what these first

steps were intended to lead. Even in the other provinces not

affected by the decree, the administration of the finances was alto-

gether taken out of the hands of King Joseph, who was the mere

shadow of a king, because the wholeincome of the country was claimed

for engineering expenses and the pay of the troops. The Spaniards

*
Savary, in his Memoires, vol. v., p. 261, says:

"
Inde'pendarument des, armees

d'operations il y avait une armee de reserve en Biscaye composee de deux bonnes
divisions dont une etait placee a Burgos. Le roi Joseph avait en outre a ]\Iadrid une
forte reserve; malheureusement tant d'excellentes troupes etaient cparse'es sous des

commandans difFerens, independans les une des autres sans centre d'autorite qui

put leur imprimer une action uniforme. II en resulta, que tons les arrondissemens
de chaque corps devinrent autant de petites viceroyautes qui administraientd'autaut
de manil-res dififerentes et qui ne reconnaissent pas plus I'autorite' du roi d'Espagne
que celle du roi de Maroc."
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were to pay the French army, as the Emperor no longer contributed

more than two millions of francs of his owh for the payment of the

troops serving in Spain. Although the object of this mode of pro-

ceeding Avas not to be mistaken, yet tlie French minister of foreign
afliiirs did not think it superiluous to intimate in a letter to the King
of Holland, through the French ambassador, what were the real

views of the Emperor. In this letter, indeed, allusion is at first only
made to a possible union of the country on the left bank of the Ebro,
and as far as the Duero, with France; it was rather intimated than

clearly announced.* That the Emperor was really serious in his

purpose ol' treating Spain as Poland had been treated, was made

apparent by him at the end of May, at the moment when the Eng-
lish had proved themselves able to maintain their ground in an

admirably Ibrtified position in Portugal, and succeeded in organising
a new system of resistance against the French in the seaports; for at

this moment he added two new governments to those already incor-

porated with France.

The confusion in Spain, and the uncertainty who was to com-
mand and who to obey, was at this time indescribable. There was
not only disunion between Soult and Massena, but Ney also very un-

willingly yielded obedience to the latter, because his life and charac-

ter made him an object of detestation. This is alleged to have been

the chief reason why Spain was not wholly subjugated in the year
1810. The complete subjection of the Spanish nation was, however,

prevented by a variety of other circumstances. Of these the first

mention is undoubtedly due to the fact, that the system of war upon
a large scale was altogether given up, and a small, but universal, plan
of predatory incursions, such as is possible in Spain alone, Avas or-

ganised. The roving bands of guerillas were put under skilful

leaders, and carried on their system of plunder and annoj-ance with

great success. All the roads became unsafe, all single travellers

and messengers on foot or on horseback were detained, the move-

ments of the enemy harassed, and all communication between diffe-

rent bodies rendered impossible, except kept open and protected by
a considerable force. The generals of the regular army, and the

people Avho made themselves^ masters of the government, were all of

the old school; they Avere, therefore, indolent, and capable of every

meanness, like those Avho from 1814 till the present time have had

the management of affairs in Spain. This Avill be obvious, if we

only cast a glance at the course pursued by the administrative

councils of the southern provinces in the beginning of the year
1810.

At that time the French Avere seriously threatening the southerly

* "Les principos dc cetto lettrc," writes Chanipasny, referring: to Holland and

King Louis,
" vous feront connaitre quels sont les uiivoius des pnores de rEiupereur,

qii'il a eleves sur des trones, cnvers le chef de I'Enipire et de la dynastie, ct quels

sont les DAXGEKS aiixquellcs ils exposent, lorsquils s'en ecartent. C'est ce que
vous pourrez rappcler au besoin.''
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towns of Andalusia, and yet the central junta and the old junta of

Seville continued in a state of strife with one another, and the cor-

poration of Cadiz considered itself independent of both. Cadiz

would have been betrayed to the French liad not Albuquerque, with

his army, entered the city in February. Although the general, by
this movement, prevented the French from gaining possession of the

town, he finally fell into disputes with the general government, as

it was called, and was obliged to leave the city. He was succeeded

by the miserable General Blake, to whom then the English lent

assistance. In March, a general meeting of the Cortes was called,

but they did not assemble till September, when the fortune of war
had changed, and then only about a hrindred persons, who were

acknowledged as the Cortes, although they had not been summoned
in all respects according to ancient usage. This body at length

adopted some measures to reduce the government and administration

to something like order. As early as July, the English government
had sent Admiral Keats with a fleet and some troops on board, the

number of which was progressively increased to 8000 men. The

Spanish regency had in like manner fitted out twenty ships, and

given the command of them to Admiral Parvis. The resistance now
became everywhere vig'orous, and although, as we shall hereafter

see, Valencia fell, Carthagena and Alicante maintained themselves;

everything, however, depended on the expulsion of Massena from

Portu2;al.

"We have already stated above, that the grand army was not able

to commence the campaign till late, and that Massena was regarded
with anything but good-will by Junot, Ney, and Regnier, who
served under him. Junot took Astorga by storm on the 20th and

21st of April, and lost on the occasion a great many men. Ney and

Montbrun did not appear before Ciudad Rodrigo till the 26th, and

Regnier took up a position to their left on the Tagus, in order to

keep the communication open. The formal siege commenced still

later, for the trenches could not be opened till the 11th of June, and

even then Herrasti, the commandant, defended the place for an

entire month. Massena, who by his presence had previously con-

tributed much to the taking of Astorga, was also present at the siege
of Ciudad Rodrigo, and completely changed the system of attack;

the city, however, did not fall till the 11th of July. The cavalry of

the garrison, under Don Julian, a bold guerilla chief, cut their way
through the enemy, and proceeded to Portugal. Immediately
afterwards Massena was considerably reinforced; Kellermann, who
had previously been in the interior of Spain, and there, among other

acts of violence, had plundered the old Spanish archives in Simancas,
and sent the plunder to Paris, Avherc the most of it still remains, had

first pushed forward to Oporto, and about this time set out from

thence with his 8000 men, in order to reinforce Llassena, and to

form the left wing of the main army supported by the sea. The

Enghsh had long since taken measures to convert the whole moun-
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tainous district of Beira into a fortress, and to avail themselves of

the mountains, gorp;cs, and rivers, as natural defences, so that tlic

enemy should be obliged to fight their way three times successively
before they could proceed on their march. From the space between
their works everything was driven away, men, cattle, and stores,

and the dwellings were burned down in order that the French might
find no shelter. As early as July they withdrew within the outward
fortifications. These lines embraced a vast space, and were laid down
with the help of the plans wliich Sir Charles Stuart liad caused to be
made in 1799; and not without attention to the Avork of Colonel

Vincent, of the French engineers, which had been made for Junot.

Throughout the vast extent of these lines, stockades and other for-

tifications were erected between the mountains, square redoubts were

built, the rivers dammed up, and preparations made for inundating
the country by sluices. When the English had marched into these

lines through Coimbra, the Portuguese regency, on the 4 th of

August, Wellington, as general-in-chief of the English, and Beres-

ford of the Portuguese troops, issued orders which were most strictly

observed, that all the buildings should be burnt to the ground, the

cattle and provisions removed, and the inhabitants distributed in the

space within the lines. The country was made a desert; the French,
who never brought stores with them, found neither provisions nor

forage, protection nor shelter, whilst the English derived their sup-

plies from the sea. Those who sullered most Avcre the poor Portu-

guese, who had been crowded around Lisbon, and of whom no one

took care.

Before Soult's army could attack the English in their lines,

Almeida must be reduced. Its conquest was facilitated by an acci-

dent. At the very commencement of the siege a bomb fell into

the great powder magazine, which was immediately blown up,
carried away a part of the fortilications, and covered the town with

ruins. The situation of the magazine was probabl}' betrayed by one

of the Portuguese in Almeida; and the town surrendered to the

French by capitulation as early as the 27th of August. The Eng-
lish concluded that there was treachery in the ease, from the fact,

that by virtue of the capitulation the English troops alone were made

prisoners, whilst the Portuguese were allowed to return to their

homes. Almeida was no sooner in their hands, than ^lassena, now

joined by the second corps, set out on his march to Coimbra. He
soon found tliat the square space lying behind the rivers iNIondego
and Tagus, and the wild mountains called the Sierra d'Estrella,

formed a regular fortilication. In order to go round the Sierra

d'Estrella, INlassena directed his march northwards from ^londego
through Viseu and Guarda, whilst Wellington encamped on a

mountain plain at Buzaco, above the convent of the same name,
commandinir the road to Coimbra. jNIassena wished to take this

route in order to avoid the Sierra d'Estrella. lie was consequently

obliged to attempt the English position by storm. His reasons for
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this determination were explained by liira in a letter to IMarshal

Bessieres, dated from Viseu, on the 19th of September.
In this letter he states,

" We found nothing on our march but

immense abysses, and passed through deserts, where there was not a

soul to be seen. Every thing was forsaken, removed, or destroyed.
The English had been barbarous enough to direct that every one

who remained in his house should be shot; and the whole popula-
tion, old men, women, and children, fled before us."

This attempt to open a way for themselves, however, altogether
failed on the 27th, although the French at first succeeded in mount-

ing the heights. They were repulsed with a loss which they them-

selves admit to have been 5000 men, and were thereby reduced to

the greatest difficulties. At length they were fortunate enough to

find a peasant, who showed them a narrow path over the mountains,

passable only by men in single file. By this path Massena tried to

pass round the English position. His soldiers climbed one after

another over the mountain chain of Caramuela for an hour and a

half from Mortagoa to Bosralva. This chain form.s a continuation of

the Sierra de Buzaco, and tlie English left their position as soon as

they found themselves outflanked on the left. From this time-

Massena continued to besiege Wellington's army in the neighbour-
hood of Lisbon, shut up as it was within the lines of Torres Vedras.

These lines consisted of a triple row of trenches, including three

spaces, the last of which, on the coast, was to receive the array, pro-
vided it should be found necessary to re-embark. Before the English
were completely shut in, they had contrived to draw to their assist-

ance 8000 Spaniards under La Roraagna; and in the mean time

Massena was threatened in the rear, and pressed upon by Portuguese
levies organised by the English. The French general had omitted

to leave a suitable covering for Coirnbra, where he had left his sick

and wounded, amounting, as it was said, to 5000. Colonel Trant

availed himself of his neglect to fall with his Portuguese by surprise

upon the town, and to deprive him of one position after another. In

this Avay Massena's comm.unication with Spain Avas wholly cut off,

and he had no choice left but to storm the lines at an enormous
sacrifice of men. This was extremely difficult

;
for the passages were

all filled up, streams conducted across the country, the roads torn up
or obstructed by trenches, and the steep heights occupied everywhere
by artillery. After he had made a careful reconnoissance, Massena
found that his army was too weak to justify him in venturing upon
such a deadly storm. He next tried to blockade Wellington, but

was in reality himself blockaded by Trant, Miller, and Wilson.
"Whilst Massena kept the English within their lines from the 14th

of October till the 14th of November, both armies suffered extremely,
not only from the severity of the service, as Wellington himself and
all his troops were daily under arms as early as an hour before day-
break, but from prevailing want. The unfortunate Portuguese, who
had been partly driven together, and partly fled to Lisbon and its
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ncighljourliood, to tlac amount of many thousands, suffered most

severely I'rom hunger and misery, so that the Portuguese regency were
even oLhged to employ English troops to restrain the Portuguese
from acts of criminal violence. Many thousands perished miserably,

although the Frcncli gave most exaggerated accounts of the number
of tlic dead, and failed to render that commendation to the English
commander-in-chief Avhich was his due; for even according to the

testimony of the French, Wellington showed as much military skill

and activity as IMassena, and was loved and honoured by his troops,
as Napoleon was by his. He used all possible means in order to get

supplies for his army, and to lessen, if he could not altogether

remedy, the evils and sufferings of the Portuguese in and about

Lisbon, whose number has been given at more than 40,000. For
this purpose he caused corn to be brought from Algiers, Egypt,
Ireland, and America, regardless of cost, and endeavoured to

overcome all the obstructions laid in his way by cabals. All sorts of

intrigues were carried on in Portugal against this energetic com-
mander by the regency, in Rio Janeiro at the court which had taken

refuge there, and in London by a portion of the ministry, which,

however, felt that his services were indispensable. He therefore

soon possessed dictatorial power in Portugal, as Napoleon had done in

Italy in 1797. Massena's low avarice, and his licentious mode of

life, which had early destroyed his health, his meanness and want of

dignity, had rendered it impossible for him to maintain any order or

discipline in his army, so that he had, in fact, been four times re-

moved from his command since 1798. In Portugal, also, he was far

from obtaining the respect of his army. His troops were suffering
from want of every description, because Massena had laid up no
stores of any kind, but had seized for his own use the monies in-

tended for the support and clothing of his men.
As early as the 2nd of October, when jNIassena had got possession

of Coimbra, there was want of everything in his army; and from

the 14th of October, the moment when he became convinced that

the enemy's position was neither to be stormed nor passed, he was in

much greater difliculties than Wellington, who always had the sea

open, and in this way kept up free access to his army. About the

beixinnino^ of November want amonir the French reached the highest

point, because in their rear not only Trant, but IMillcr and ^^'ilson,

English officers at the head of the Portuguese insurgents, had

effectually cut off all communication between them and Almeida,
where stores for relief were to be found. We have already stated

that Trant had made prisoners of several thousand French in

Coimbra, and at a later period some thousands more were obliged
to surrender by capitulation at Mondego.

General Pelet alleges, that notwithstanding all the reproaches cast

upon him, IMassena displayed greater capacity as a commander in Por-

tugal than ever he had done before. This, we, who have no special

knowledge of military acts, neither can nor dare dispute ;
but we can-
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not avoid noticing Pelet's great exaggeration of the force wliich Wel-

lington was able to bring against the French. He appeals to the reports
laid before the English parliament, when he alleges that Wellington's

army amounted to 185,000 men. This body, however, did not all

consist of soldiers, for were we to admit that the whole of the 5 1 ,000

Portuguese orangised and commanded by Englisli officers, and who
afterwards were not much inferior to the English, were fully dis-

ciplined, yet the 80,000 Portuguese militia could only be employed
under particular conditions. Massena being thus threatened in the

rear, and, after Mortier's withdrawal to the Sierra INIorena, seeing
himself in danger of being attacked from Spain, suddenly broke up
his quarters oh the 14th, and drcAv nearer Santarera, where he had
caused some stores to be collected. The position of the French at

Santarera was very difficult to be attacked. Wellington, who had
followed him close, therefore took up a position of observation during
the winter in and around Cartaxo, where his head-quarters were,
and at Alcoentre and Azambuja.
The Emperor of the French was probably not very exactly

acquainted with the state of affairs, because he issued one order after

another to Massena to attack the English, which he could not

venture to do without orreat reinforcements. At length Massena
sent General Foix to Paris, to explam personally the real state of

affairs, the result of which was that Drouet and Gardamme were
sent with 12,000 men. At the end of December, also, 14,000 more
from Mortier and Soult's corps joined Massena, and still he did not

feel himself strong enouo-h to assume the offensive. Last of all,

Bessieres, who was tyrannising over Navarre, Biscay, and Asturia

with an array of 60,000 men, received orders to reinforce Massena;
the French commander, however, did not think it advisable to

await him in Santarem, when at length, on the 1st of March, an
Eno-lish fleet ran into the Tagus and brought to Wellino-ton the long

expected fresh troops. When Massena broke up from his position
at Santarera on the Tagus, in order to retire to Almeida and Ciudad

Rodrigo, a new insurrection had broken out in all corners of Spain,
and new hostilities were commenced.
The Cortes, or at least a number of Spaniards who were to be re-

garded as such, and who had been called together in the spring, at

length met on the 24th of September. By means of this assembly
the institution of corps of guerillas, or roving parties, was at length

officially proclaimed, or in other words, that particular kind of war
was organised which was altogetlier suited to Spain and the Spaniards.

Every man was invited to take up arms; and the junta of Badajoz

earnestly advised the appointment of leaders to these bands in whom
the people had confidence. The arms to be used were guns and
short swords, and the object of their warfare was to lie in wait for

straggling parties of the enemy, and to seize upon all messengers or

bearers of despatches. All this was announced in various proclama-
tions. Savary, whose report agrees with what is learnt from otlier
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sources, has left no Inforinatiou of tlic result of these measures. lie

alleges that all communications of the respective commanders with
France and with one another were so completely prevented, that

whilst Massena was in Portugal the Emperor was unable to get any
intelligence of him, except Avhat he was able to glean from the

English newspapers. Even the communications between Soult and
Massena were altogether obstructed by the Spanish guerillas. In
almost every province, men of a bold spirit, who were capable of

every severity and cruelty, gained for themselves the glory of ex-

tirpators of the French, and the property of tlie latter Avas never

safe. Wc only require to mention the names of a few of the cele-

brated leaders of the guerilla bands in 1811 and 1812, in order

to show that scarcely any message or despatch of the Frencli com-
manders ever reached its destination. The names of Campillo,
Porlier, Longos, el Medico, el Franzesquito, and el Manch were

already objects of dread; at a later period Don Julian Sanchez com-
mitted depredations in Old Castile, Espoz y Mina in Navarre, San-

tocildes in Leon, Marquisito in the Asturias, Villa Campa, Giiyan,
Duran, Mina, Baron d'Eroles and Frayle in Arragon and Catalonia,
and Martin, who was an object of fear under the name of the

Empecinado, in the mountains of Guadalaxara.

Bignon, in liis history, or rather his eulogy, of the times of

Napoleon, has left a whole scries of extracts concerning the disputes
of Napoleon with his brother Joseph, from the original correspond-
ence. From these extracts it is obvious, that from the year 1810,

Napoleon treated his brother Joseph and the Spaniards who ac-

knowledged him as king, precisely as he had treated his brother

Louis and the Dutch whom he governed. In the year 1811 he

appeared desirous even of destroying the kingdom of Spain, as he
had annihilated tliat of Holland in the previous year; and in the

former half of this year King Joseph played a melancholy part.
Massena and Spult, who ought to have taken the same direction,

commenced their campaign in 1810, at the same time, but in a totally
ditlerent direction. The former marched auainst Portuiral, and the

latter set out to reduce Andalusia and incidentally Estramadura;
both were afterwards obliged to relinquish campaigns favourably

opened
—the one as early as 1811, and the other in 1812. We

must, however, remark, that it was neither the Portuguese who

prevented Massena from reducing Lisbon, nor the Spaniards who
saved Cadix and Tarila, when these remote fortified points were
assailed by Soult, but the English alone. In Portugal, the French
were kept olT by WeUington; in Andalusia, Graham, Skerret, and

Campbell delivered the Spanish cities of refuge, threatened by the

French. AVhilst Massena threatened their capital, the unfortunate

Portuguese sulTcred alike from friends and enemies, not only whilst

the French general lay before the lines of Torres Vcdras, but as long-
as he remained at Santarem. The misery of the inhabitants of those

districts where the armies lay exceeds all belief, and Wellington,
VOL, VIII. M
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altliough he took all possible means, at least to provide for his

army, was often compelled to leave the Portuguese serving under
him to misery and want. Massena quietly suffered them to starve

and put the money into his pocket. The number of Portuguese
who miserably perished whilst Massena lay at Santarem, has been,

perhaps, exaggerated, when given at 40,000. Napier states with

respect to the Portuguese in the English service during the time

of their being shut up within the lines of Torres Vedras, that

4000 perished from want and the exhaustion of a service of un-

exampled hardship, and that ten thousand deserted.

The sixth of Massena's army was sick, and he was wholly without

any information concerning Soult at the time when Wellington's
reinforcements arrived in the Tagus. In the beginning of March,
therefore, in order to avoid an attack, he broke up from Santarem

suddenly, and retreated to Spain. He caused his heavy artillery
and a great quantity of ammunition to be throvv^n into the Tagus,
and gained four marches upon Wellington, who commenced his pur-
suit on the 6th of March. He proceeded through Estramadura,
the same road by whicii he had entered Portugal, and collected his

army at Pombal, as if he were about to offer battle, so that Wel-

lington made a halt in order to get together his forces for the fight.
On the 12th, when the English were advancing in battle array, and
had taken all the French posts around the town, they saw the place
left by the French in flames, and on the further side, Ney, who
covered the retreat, took care that the English should be detained

till the army had got clearly away. On the march from Pombal
to the Spanish frontiers, Ney gained as great a reputation in cover-

ing the retreat of the French, as Wellington in their pursuit. On
this occasion, too, Ney's renown was purchased by the exercise of

unheard-of severity towards the Portuguese. In order to delay the

English, all the towns and villages, as in the case of Pombal, were

set on fire by the French when they left them, and yet they were

frequently obhged, in places where the roads were heavy, to destroy
their artillery, baggage, and ammunition, in order to facilitate their

retreat. Wellington is entitled to special commendation, because

he had to contend not only with the French, but also with the

difficulties which were put in his way by his friends the Portuguese.

Massena, who on this march often fell under the influence of

that indolence into which his dissolute life had plunged him, was
often in the greatest danger of being wholly cut off. As early as

the 13th of March he was obliged to give up the plan of going to

Coimbra across the Mondego, and to take another direction, two
hours from the bridge of Coimbra, at Condeira. In the first week
of April, his weary troops were very near being surrounded by the

English on the Coa, not far from Sabugal.
This, however, was the last danger, for Sabugal lies at no great

distance from Almeida, where they found safety under the protection
of the guns of the fortress. There, on Portuguese ground, Massena
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wished to make a stand, and to wait for the reinforcements sent by
Bessiercs. Ney, however, insisted that Portugal should be evacu-

ated, and everything be left in the ibrtrcss of" Almeida which could

impede their march. INIasscna here again experienced what had

happened to him three or four times since 1798, when he played a

miserable part in Rome. The generals who served under him de-

spised his vulgarity, and refused him obedience, because he scan-

dalously gratified his lowest passions. The contest between the two

generals became so vehement, that Masscna sent away Ney from the

army, and both parties appealed to Napoleon.
From Villa Franca, where a halt was made, the French army,

after having supplied reinforcements to the garrison of Almeida,
marched to the neiglibourhood uf Salamanca, where not only the

troops sent by Bessieres, but a ready access to provisions, was expected ;

for Bessieres too was suffering from a deficiency of supplies,

Wellington now immediately made preparations for the siege of

Almeida and Ciudad Kodrigo; he himself, however, went till the

end of the month to the frontiers of Alentejo, where Beresford was
at that time lending assistance to the Spaniards against Soult. In
order to be able to form any correct opinion of the state of ailairs in

Spain at the time in which Soult Avas reducing one considerable

place after another in Andalusia, and last of all Cadix, we must take

a very brief notice of the condition of Spain in 1810.

The French marshals and generals were, as we have shown, as

jealous of one another, and as disunited, as the Spanish ones,

although they were much more skilful. They were quite as little

satisfied with King Joseph and his major-general as the Spanish

generals were with the juntas, or the juntas with them. Napoleon
was so dissatisfied with his brother, that in 1810 he either caused

whole provinces to be governed from France, or gave arbitrary rule

to his generals in the respective districts in which their command

lay. To his dispute with his brother we shall subsequently return,

and we have already referred to the disputes of the difierent juntas
of the insurgents. First of all, the junta of Seville, and the so-

called central junta, had fallen into shameful colhsion. In the year

1810, when Soult took Seville, the central junta took refuge in

Cadix, then immediately quarrelled with the municipality of the

town, and were obliged to name a new commission of government,
at the head of which Castagnos was ]-)laced.

This government,
named by the junta itself, was guilty of the most shameful dercHc-

tion of duty. They laid hands upon the public money and the

English subsidies, and no one knew what had become of the ninety
millions of dollars drawn from the American colonies, Avhich first

shook off the yoke of the mother country in 1811. The junta

shamefully forsook their duty, and General Tilly, their president,
had long since taken refuge in America.

The council of Castile was afterwards to occupy the place of the

central junta till the Cortes called by the commission of government
m2
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in March could assemble. The election of this body, however, did

not take place till September, 1810, and then the election in many
places could not be made after the usual method; but the govern-
ment were obliged to declare certain persons entitled to sit in the

Cortes who had not been elected accordincj to this method. The

assembly, wliich should have consisted of 208 members, and have met
in Cadix on the 25th September, 1810, was only at first composed
of 150. The Cortes immediately laid claim to both legislative and
executive powers

—declared itself sovereign, and demanded to be
addressed by the title of majesty. It at the same time recognised
Ferdinand VII, as king, caused his bust to be placed in the hall of

assembly, and declared that it only laid claim to sovereign power
as long as King Ferdinand should remain a prisoner in Valen^ay.
The Cortes, however, did not, like the French Convention, desire so

to unite the government and legislation in themselves, as immediately
to exercise the former. They appointed a regency, to which they gave
the appellation of aroyal government, but one subordinate to their own.
The regency was to be addressed as royal highness, but was obliged
to take an oath of fidelity to the Cortes, and to be responsible to it

for its administration. This was resolved upon in the very first

sittinof, and at the same time all the existins; authorities were con-

firmed in their offices. On the first day of the opening of the Cortes, all

its members, as parts of the sovereign power, w^ere declared inviolable

in person ;
and the whole of the measures adopted immediately after-

wards appeared designed to prepare for a completely new political

organisation of the kingdom, and for republican forms. This was

undoiibtedly a perversion, or rather the very opposite, of the system

adopted by the Spartans and Romans, at a time when a dictatorship
was more than ever necessary for the deliverance of the people. The
claim of this new many-headed royalty to elect or appoint deputies,
not only for the places occupied l3y the French, or substitutes for

those who were chosen deputies and who could not attend, but to

appoint deputies for the Spanish-American colonies, must have
raised a strong suspicion against them in the minds of the Spaniards,
who had been so long accustomed to absolutism and monarchy, both

in spiritual and secular concerns. Liberty of the press was also pro-
claimed by the Cortes.

All the resolutions adopted by the Cortes in the year 1811, and
even the plan of a constitution then proposed, indicated an intention

to establish a constitutional, although not quite a democratic govern-
ment. The effect of the decrees of the Cortes, and obedience to the

commands of the regency appointed by them, extended only to the

places in the neighbourhood of Cadiz. In other districts, the several

juntas, the leaders of particular bands of guerillas, or predatory mobs,
or the generals of the regular armies, acted completely according to

their own discretion. It was, however, by virtue of the ordinance

of the Cortes, in respect to the general duty of military service, and

by means of their resolutions for raising of recruits, that new and
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numerous rco-ular armies were arjain "ot into the field in the year
1811. These, however, proved as useless in this year, as they had
been in the preceding one. The chief enemies of the French were
still to be found in tlic bands ofguerillas, and in the unyielding temper
of the Spanisli people.

Soult, as we have already observed, had marched with the king's

army to Andalusia, and succeeded in reducing all the towns as far as

Cadiz, instead of doing, as he should have done, marchinfj from the
south through Estramadura and Alentejo to join Massena, as soon
as he heard that the latter Avas advancing from the north against the
lines of Torres Vcdras, He suflered the favourable moment for an

expedition to Portugal to escape, because, at the end of the year
1810, he thought himself sure of reducing Cadiz, and of bein<j; able

to drive away the Cortes. It soon, however, appeared that he was

deceived; for he had not to deal in Cadiz with some miserable

Spanish general, but with 8000 English, imder General Graham.
The city of Cadiz is situated at the extremity of the Isle of Leon;

and as the English had full command of the sea, the city m'ight be

easily threatened, and its commimications with the country obstructed,
but with great difficulty be reduced. Soult caused it to be shut in

on the land side by semicircular lines, and mounted an immense

quantity of artillery in the lines opposite the island. On his return

from Badajoz, he opened a destructive fire from his batteries, rather

from a feeling of anger and a desire of vengeance, than from any
hope of being able to compel the city to surrender. His batteries-

consisted of 300 pieces of heavy artillery and mortars, some ofwhich
were calculated to throw shells to a distance of from 2500 to 3000
roods. When Massena was at Santarem, Soult, however, received

orders from the Emperor to change the siege of Cadiz for the present
into a blockade, and to march to Estramadura, in order to reach the

Tagus through Alentejo. Soult had sent forward IMortier to Estra-

madura as early as September, in order to reduce the fortified

Spanish and Portuguese towns on the frontiers, which were intended

to form magazines and arsenals in the expedition to Portugal. Of
these places, Olivenza was taken on the 22nd of January, 1811

;
and

on the 5th of February Soult himself set out in order to carry on the

siege of Badajoz. He first, however, changed the siege of Cadiz
into a blockade, gave tlie command to Victor, took care to protect
Seville

against
a surprise, then marched to Estramadura, and on the

15th of February opened the trenches against Badajoz.
As soon as WeUington, who was watching iNIassena at Santarem,

received news of the siege of Badajoz, he despatched the Spanish

army, which had joined liim in Portugal under La Komagna, and
after Romagna's sudden death was commanded by Mendizabal, to

Badajoz, not to attempt to relieve the city, but to obstruct the siege
till Beresford, with the Portujruese and English, mii^ht be able to

arrive to its relief. With this view, Wellington had indicated to the

Spanish general the heights of Fort Christoval as the place where he
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might safely encamp with his army. Mendizabal at first occupied
the ground which Avas pointed out, opened up communications with

the besieged, and would have been safe from attack had he not

changed his position as soon as a few shells fell in his camp, and
thvis made an opening for Mortier. The French general imme-

diately took advantage of Mendizabal's fault; on the 1 8 th of February
he ordered six thousand men to ford the small river Gebora, attacked

the Spanish general, defeated him, and routed his army. Mendi-
zabal cannot well, however, as the French allege, have lost 10,000

prisoners, as his whole force was only 9000 strong.* Notwithstand-

ing this defeat on the Gebora, the brave commandant, Monacho,
would probably have been able to hold the fortress, into which 3000
of jMendizabal's army had been thrown, till the arrival of Beresford,
had he not been killed in a sally. His successor, Imas, sold this im-

portant place to the French, who entered it on tlie 10th of March.
At the same time as Soult arrived before Badajoz, Massena set

out from Santarem; Beresford, by Wellington's orders, hastened there-

fore to Estramadura, and Soult and jMortier had no longer any
reason for undertaking an expedition into the interior of Portugal.
Soult returned to Andalusia, where circumstances made his presence

necessary, but made provision for the defence of Badajoz before he
took his departm'e. Before Beresford's arrival, Mortier had taken

possession of Campo-Major. This town was scarcely taken, on the

23rd of March, when ^lortier was overtaken by Beresford. The
latter immediately retook Campo-Major, but first crossed the Guadiana
on the 25th, so that Mortier had time enough to place Badajoz in

a good condition of defence before he himself took his departure for

Seville. It appeared incomprehensible even to the English that he
had left behind only 400 men in such a strong position as Olivenza.

This small garrison was compelled to surrender unconditionallyon
the loth of IMay. Wellington had followed Massena to the Spanish
frontiers, and whilst the latter delayed in Spain, with a view to be

reinforced, and to return provided with stores, he hastened to

Beresford for a short time, in order to consult and agree with
him on the siege of Badajoz.
Had the Spaniards listened to the advice of General Graham,

who commanded the English in Cadiz, Victor would have suffered

a complete defeat during Soult and Mortier's absence; as, however,
the Spanish general refused to support the English, he suffered only
a considerable loss. Graham observed, that on Soult's withdrawal,
Victor's army was too weak for the great extent of the Hnes, and
that he himself was not watchful enough; he therefore agreed with
the Spaniards to fall upon the French by surprise from Tarifa. In
order to prevail upon the Spanish general La Pena to undertake

the exploit, Graham even ventured to offer to serve under his

command. Victor then left only 4000 men in the lines, and went
*

Mendizabal, as the French allege, lost 10,000 prisoners, his baggage, and

artillery.
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to meet the allies with a force of 7000, This army met the

comhiiicd force of English and Spaniards advancing from Tarifa on

the heights of Barossa. The English under General Graham made

an immediate attack upon the French. Victor was completely

defeated, lost one-third of his army, six guns, and five hundred

prisoners; the English also, however, suflered severely. Graham
now urged La Pcna to finish the victory by an attack upon the

lines; the latter refused, and the generals separated, dissatisfied with

one another. The Cortes afterwards even approved of the cowardice

of their general. The blockade of Cadiz was now continued, and

the French revenged their defeat at Barossa by the dreadful de-

struction which, after Soult's return, they perpetrated in Cadiz by
their immense bombs.

About this tim.c Wellington was more fortunate before Almeida

than Bcresford before Badajoz. Masscna, by his departure to

Salamanca in the beginning of April, had in the mean time left

Almeida to itself, till he had provided himself with the necessary
stores for his army in the district of Salamanca, and called to his

aid Bessicres with his troops. He no sooner took his departure than

Wellington made preparations for besieging the fortress, and then

went for a short time to Beresford, who was lying before Badajoz.
At this time Massena appeared again on the 25th of April at

Ciudad Rodrigo, strengthened the garrison of that city, supplied
them with stores, and appeared resolved to compel the English to

raise the siege of Almeida. On the 28th of April WeUington
also returned, and encamped at Fuentcs Onoro, on the banks of the

little river Duas Casas. In this position he was seriously threatened

by Massena and Bessicres on the 2nd of May, and a battle was the

result. This engagement proved indecisive, and both parties claimed

the victory. Massena did not, however, attain his object of relieving

Almeida, although Wellington was obliged to give up his communi-

cation with the bridge over the Coa at Sabuega, and to take another

position, which was by no means easy in the presence of the enemy.
A new attack on the part ofthe French compelled the English to re-

linquish the lower part of the village of Fuentes Onoro; they, how-

over, maintained the upper one, and continued the siege of

Almeida. INIassena retired with his army to Salamanca, and General

Brenier, who commanded in Almeida, found himself unable after

his withdrawal to maintain the place. He did not, however,

capitulate, but marched out at the head of the whole garrison, and

cut his way through the enemy's lines on the 10th.

The complaints concerning Masscna became at length so urgent,

that he was recalled by a letter from the Emperor on the 20th of

April, and ISlarmont (Duke of Ragusa) appointed in his stead.

Marmont was notorious as a luxurious f/otirnia/ul, and surrounded as

he was by confectioners, cooks, and other servants of luxury and

effeminacy, formed a striking contrast to Massena and Wellington.
He had lived, swaiigered, and revelled for eighteen months in
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Laybach, as satrap of the Illyrian provinces, and oppressed the

Sclavonians and Germans; he was now, however, to begin a struggle
with "Wellington, whose table was one of the simplest in the world.

After the reduction of Almeida, Wellington had gone for a short

time to Beresford in Estramadura; the latter, after the commander-
in-chief had retired asfalnfrom the scene of action, had beeneho-atyed,

since the end of April, in conjunction with the Spanish generals

Castagnos, Ballasteros, and Blake, in pressing the siege of Badajoz.
Soult was thereby compelled to leave Victor behind in the lines

before Cadiz, in order to hasten with his army to the relief of the

fortress of Badajoz; and on the 10th of May he appeared in the

neighbourhood of the English general, who was encamped on the

Spanish side of the Guadiana. Beresford did not think it advisable

to wait for him on that side of the river, but preferred sacrificing a

part of his heavy artillery, and passed to the other side on the 12th.

On the 13th a council of war was summoned, and it was resolved to

give the enemy battle. In the engagement which folloAved, at

Albuera on the Gebora, both parties suffered about equal loss (the
amount has been stated at 8000 men). Soult, however, was unable to

keep possession of the field; and when Wellington, with his array, ad-

vanced from Almeida, he was obliged to submit to the recommencement
ofthe siege of Badajoz. On this occasion, for once, two of the Empe-
ror's marshals acted in concert. Marmont put off for a time the

great undertaking against Portugal, which had been committed to

him, and appeared in Estramadura, in order to support Soult, and
in conjunction with him to attack W^ellington, who was vigorously

pressing the siege of Badnjoz. This attack the English general did

not think it prudent to wait for; and on the very day (the 18th of

June) on which Marmont arrived at Merida, six hours' march from

Badajoz, he raised the siege and retired to Portugal. Marmont
foliovred him, and Soult returned to Andalusia.

Soult was now compelled again to turn his attention to Granada,
and to turn his attention to Murcia also. However, in the year
1811, almost all the considerable or strong places were in the power
of the French, except Carthagena, Alicant, and Cadiz. The condi-

tion of Spain was in the highest degree melancholy. ]\[urder and
devastation prevailed everywhere, and the quiet and peaceable citi-

zens in various districts complained even more of the various bands
of guerillas and their leaders than of the French. It is true, that

the Spanish insurgents recognised Ferdinand VII. as king, the Cortes

as a national assembly, and the regency appointed by them as an
executive authority; but there was no such thing as order. The

English at length conceived the idea of carrying off Ferdinand VII.

and bringing him to Spain; and Louis Philippe of Orleans, after-

wards King of the French, set on foot a cabal, in order to fish in

troubled waters in Spain, as he afterwards did in France. To this

scheme we will first refer, and return at a later period to the English
cabals.
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The Spanish regency, which had been established by the Cortes,

became alarmed at the republican tendencies of the assembly, and
entered into a scheme with Louis Philippe, who was at that time in

Sicily, where he had very recently married a daughter of the adven-

turous Queen Caroline of Naples, so notorious for her cruelty and

immorality. The regency, without consulting the English, sent a

frigate to Palermo, in order to convey Louis Philippe to Spain; the

English, however, were not willing to allow such a cunning rival to

the weak-minded Ferdinand to be set up. Louis Philippe no sooner

reached the coast of Catalonia, where he first landed, than he learnt

that the steps taken by the regency were generally disapproved; ho
nevertheless continued his journey to Cadiz, but was not even allowed

to land. Not only the opponents of the regency, but the English
also, were wholly opposed to his schemes, and there were intrigues

enough on hand without his; he was, therefore, obliged immediately
to sail back again to Palermo. The attempt of the English to

restore imity to the cause of the Spanish insurrection by the instru-

mentality of Baron KoUi, an adventurer, and to set the miserable Fer-

dinand VII. at liberty, in order afterwards to act in his name, also

failed. It would make too great a demand upon our space to give a

full account of KoUi's adventure, and of the manner in which

Napoleon availed himself of his papers in order to allure the miserable

king, then a prisoner in Valencay, into a snare. We must, there-

fore, confine ourselves to a few of the leading facts of the case.

A Piedmontese baron named KolH, sometimes a bold adventurer,
and sometimes a penitent devotee, entertained as singular a predilec-
tion for the Spanish branch of the house of Bourbon as for the order

of La Trappc, into which he had been received. He happened to be

in Paris at the time in which the war in Spain broke out, but was

there closely watclied by the police as early as 1808. He afterwards

betook himself to England, and submitted a plan to the ministry of

rescuing Ferdinand VII. from his prison in Valencay, and bringing him
to the coast. In London he arranged the plan with Lord Wcllesley,
and was furnished by the English ministry with money, and accre-

dited by the necessary papers to Ferdinand. He succeeded in

reaching France in safety, but was discovered after landing, and sent

prisoner to Vincennes.

So far everything is clear, and may be confidently believed; cer-

tain it is, that he was also kept a close prisoner till the year 1814.

The proper connexion, however, of the history of Kolli and the

schemes of Fouche, arc still matters of obscurity. For ourselves, we

put no confidence either in the various documents which were after-

wards published concei'ning this story, or in the memoirs of the

baron himself, but give the affair as the baron has related it.

Kolli having refused to be made an instrument of the French

f)olicc,

in order to allure Ferdinand into a snare, the papers and

etters found upon him, and given witli a view to accredit him to

Ferdinand VII., were given to one of the innumerable agents of the
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secret police, who was enabled to gain access to Ferdinand at Valen-

cay, and to present him with his letters of introduction from England.
Ferdinand, however, was too cowardly to enter into any hazardous

undertaking. Others allege that Kolli really suffered himself to be

employed in this affair, although a testimonial from Fouche has

declared the reverse. This testimony, liowever, which Kolli suc-

ceeded in obtaining in 1814 from Fouche, who had originated and
directed the whole affair, would rather lead us to believe the very
reverse of what it was alleged to prove. In order to justify Kolli,

Fouche had the audacity to declare that the French government—
that is, that he himself, had caused the whole of the papers then

printed in the Moniteur to be fabricated for the occasion.

Of all the French generals whom Napoleon employed in Spain

during the years 1811 and 1812, Suchet alone was fortunate in his

undertakings, and maintained his conquests, even after the complete
defeat which was sustained by Marmont's army. For this reason we
shall first advert to his exploits, and then return to those of Soult

and jNIarmont. Suchet, independently of Soult, commanded the army
of Arragon, and first made an attempt against Valencia in March,
1811. This attempt failed, as well as the two attempts which had
been previously made against the same city by Moncey. Suchet,

however, completely defeated the army brought into the field by the

Valencians at Santa Maria, and suddenly appeared before Valencia.

He found that the works had been greatly strengthened since

Moncey's attack, and thought it therefore wnser first to withdraw,
in order to take possession of those places in Arragon which had
either not been conquered or again wrested from the hands of the

French.*

In Catalonia, Macdonald was not more fortunate than his two

predecessors St. Cyr and Augereau had been; Suchet, on the other

hand, gained a series of successes in Arragon. He reduced jNIerida,

Mequinenza, and Tortosa, one after another, and at length formed a

junction with Macdonald, in order that both united might lay siege
to Tarragona. Macdonald was assuredly not to blame for the ill

success of his army, although he was obliged to pay the penalty of

failure—for the Emperor, in consequence, would not consent to his

being united to Suchet in prosecutin<]^ the sie2:e of Tarraj;jona. He in

fact took away t^vo of his divisions, transferred them to Suchet, and

gave the latter the entire direction of the siege. Immediately afterwards

Macdonald was altogether recalled from Catalonia, and Decaen, his

successor, placed under Suchet's command. The siege of Tarragona
was commenced in the beginning of May, and on the 18th of June,
as soon as the heavy artillery arrived, a breach was effected, and the

siege terminated by a dreadful and murderous storm. On this occa-

sion the French committed intentionally enormous slaughter, as the

* All the documents, even the king's act of abdication, -written by King Joseph,
but never given in, may be seen in the Appendix III., vol.viii., of Napier's

'•

History
of the Peninsular War."
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Ilomans were accustomed to do in order to inspire a salutary dread

of their power. Thousands of unarmed persons, who had fled to the

open strand, were shot down from tlie batteries, while others were
hewn down in the town without distinction of age or sex. The same
course was followed in other places conquered by Suchet, because he

regarded it as a part of a general's duty towards his own soldiers to

inflict the severest punishment on tlie enemy, in order to deter tliem

i'rom prolonging a defence wlicn there was no longer any hope of

being able to maintain the place. Suchet laid down this principle
without reserve in liis reports, as they were published in the

Monite2ir.

IMonscrrat and Figueras were afterwards taken in July and

August, and the whole of Catalonia appeared to be reduced to sub-

jection. Suchet, however, had scarcely turned his back, when

Sarsfield, Rovira, iNIarso, and others, at the head of large bands of

mountaineers, emerf;cd from the 2:or<res of the hills, cut oil" single

detachments of the French, and took possession of towns. The
French no sooner again appeared, than the leaders of these bands
were obhged to give way; and Baron d'Eroles, with the force under

liim, was even compelled to take refuge on the further side of the

Pyrenees; but spread terror even there in the southern departments,
because there were no troops in the south of France. He ex-

torted contributions in the former province of Languedoc, drove off

lierds of cattle, and recrossed the Pyrenees with his booty. In the

mean time, Suchet had been created a marshal on the 8th of July,
and exercised bai'barous severity. The French commend him not

only as a general but as an admirable ruler; and Napier, who, as is

well knowm, Avas Soult's eulogist and friend, also praises his wisdom
and mildness. Lieutenant-Colonel Jones, to whose book we have

frequently referred, in order to compare his account with Napier's,
describes Suchet's conduct, on the other hand, as detestable, and

justifies his opinion by the recital of the facts on which that opinion
is founded.

The Catalonlan army, under Decaen, had been no sooner placed
under Suchet's orders, than the latter, for the second time, marched
with an army of 25,000 men against Valencia. Without reducing

jNIurviedro, the ancient Saguntum, which lay upon his road, Suchet

was unable to carry his plan into execution. For this purpose he

did not wait for the arrival of his heavy artillery, but caused the

town to be attacked by storm as soon as he arrived under its walls.

The first attempt proved unsuccessful, and he was driven back Avlth

loss; the French marshal, however, gave orders for a second attack

on the arrival of his battering guns on the 18th of October, by which
a breach was soon effected in the walls. l)ut this second attempt
also proved a failure, and the marshal was obliged to resolve upon a

regidar siege. The resistance of Murvicdro furnished the regency
in Cadix with time to get on foot an army for the assistance of

Valencia. Blake embarked a number of troops at Cadix, and was
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landed in IMurcia, where the army of the district formed a junction
with him. He afterwards obtained the chief command of the troops
of Valencia, and approached Murviedro with an array of 30,000

men, ahout the time, the 24:th of October, when Suchet had reduced

the town to extremities. On this occasion Blake's army was not

composed of undisciplined troops, militia, and peasants, like the most

of the Spanish armies, of whom the French speak with such great

contempt, but both the soldiers and officers had for the most part
served in the old Spanish armies, and a portion of them had fought
with bravery against Soult at Albuera. With this army, Blake

attacked Suchet on the 25th of October at Puzol, near Murviedro,
and fought a battle, which the French call the battle of Murviedro

or Saguntum. Here, too, the French were victorious, but the

victory was by no means as easy as usual, and the Spanish army was

not, as had been heretofore the case, altogether destroyed. In the

beginning of the engagement, the Spaniards had even the advan-

tage; but Blake was no general; he committed a fault of which

Suchet availed himself, because he possessed those talents in which

Blake was deficient. The Spanish general suffered the centre of his

line to be weakened; Suchet broke through, and the wings were

then compelled to retire. The wings, and the troops which had

been routed in the centre, succeeded, however, in again uniting, and

in making good their retreat across the Guadalaviar. After Suchet's

victory, Murviedro was compelled to capitulate; Blake, however,
formed and occupied a fortified camp near the village of Quarte, at

the mouth of the Guadalaviar, where Suchet did not venture to attack

liim till the considerable reinforcements which he expected were

close at hand.

Reille, who was in command of these reinforcements, had been

joined by Severoli's Italian division, and with his army of 15,000 men
was now only a day's march from Suchet, when the latter crossed the

Guadalaviar, and attacked Blake's fortified camp at Quarte by
storm. The camp, baggage, and artillery fell a prey to the French;
a part of the army saved itself by retiring to Murcia, and Blake,

with the remainder, threw himself into the city of Valencia, sur-

rounded by immensely strong works; and three days afterwards

made an attempt, at the head of 10,000 men, to cut his way through
the enemy's lines. This attempt having failed on the 28th of

December, it soon appeared that the colossal fortifications of the city

rendered its defence the more difficult. The works on these fortifi-

cations, which had employed several thousand men for two years, and

were alleged to have cost twelve millions of reals, embraced an extent

of six thousand roods, and were furnished with a hundred pieces of

heavy artillery. The trenches were opened by order of the French

general on the 1st of January, and Blake did not venture to defend

the extensive outworks before the city, although he is stated to have

had 20,000 men at his disposal. As early as the 4th, Blake with-

drew into the city properly so called, which Avas afterwards bom-
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bardcd for three days. The besieged returned the enemy's fire with

great vigour, and Suchct afterwards found 374 pieces of artillery in

the city. Measures were, however, no sooner taken for proceeding
to storm the town than Blake capitulated. Frightened by Suchet's

savage behaviour in other places, he hesitated to expose a city of

150,000 inhabitants to the flite of Tarragona and other towns in

Catalonia. The capitulation was concluded on the 9th. The shells

had already committed great destruction in the town, which did not

possess houses like fortresses, cellars, and vaults, as was the case in

Saragossa. Eighteen thousand regular infantry and 2000 cavalry were

taken prisoners; whilst 390 cannon, 40,000 guns, and 18,000 cwt. of

powder fell into the hands of the enemy. Domains, with a revenue

of 200,000,000 of francs, were appropriated to the army of Catalonia,

and Sucliet was created Duke of Abufera, with the princely posses-
sions attached to the name. In taking this step. Napoleon paid no

attention whatever to the fact that he had previously conferred these

domains on the Prince of Peace, and had, when they Avere taken

from him by the insurgents, solemnly and by written documents

secured them to him as soon as they should again fall into the hands

of the French.

Not only the French, but the English also—that is, Napier
—

boast of the admirable manner in which the civil administration was

carried on in the rich city of Valencia by Suchet, and allege that he

was not only respected but willingly obeyed by the inhabitants of the

place. His cruel severity may have been wholesome. Tiiis is as

easily said as it is difficult to refute. Napoleon availed himself of

the pretence, that a great many French had been formerly killed in

Valencia, to demand a contribution, which, even according to Suchet's

judgment, could not possibly be raised. It was, nevertheless, enforced,

because the Emperor insisted upon it; the only remission was a year's
time for the payment. Suchet wished also to reduce Alicant, and
IVIarmont was obliged to part with 15,000 men of his army under

General jNIontbrun for this expedition, which, nevertheless, proved
a complete failure. The expedition against Alicant having failed of

success, and having merely caused the works of the town to be

strengthened, and the place itself to be better provisioned, ]Montbrun

with his army, afterwards called the army of the centre, marched
to King Joseph in Madrid. Suchet's attempt upon Pcnsacola proved
more fortunate than his expedition against Alicant; lor this well

fortified city, provided with ninety pieces of cannon, and with all

necessary stores, Avas shamefully sold to him by Navarvo, the governor,
on the 4th of February. From the 12th of iSIay Suchet was obliged
to remain quiet, and was imablc to march against jNIurcia, because

Napoleon had withdrawn 40,000 men from Spain for the expedition
to Russia, and with 15,000 troops Suchet was unequal to any con-

siderable undertaking.
We have already observed that Marmont and Soult compelled the

English to raise the siege of Badajoz; but even although their

united force amounted to 70,000 men, they had not suilicieut confi-
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dence in themselves to force liim to an engagement. They again

separated, because it was impossible to find sustenance for so large
an army in such a province as Estramadura. Marmont hastened

back to cover Ciudad Rodrigo, and Wellington marched in the same

direction, in order to attack that city, having left General Hill behind
with a small division, on the borders of Alentejo. On the 10th of

August, 1811, Wellington encamped in such a position at Fuente
Guinaldo as to obstruct all access to Ciudad Rodrigo. Marmont
marched to the district of Salamanca, but appeared again in the

following month, after having drawn to himself the division under

Dorsenne, in order to send such supplies into the city as the fortress

might require. On the 24th of September he succeeded in throwing
very considerable reinforcements, provisions, and ammunition into the

fortress; and it was generally expected that he would attack the

English in their position at Fuente Guinaldo. This he really did

on the 26th and 27th. The afiair, however, did not become a

general battle, but ended in some detached and indecisive skirmishes,

Wellington in the mean time having been induced to change his

position. Marmont had succeeded in his object of providing for the

Avants of the garrison, and when he went back to Salamanca, Wel-

lington changed the investment of Ciudad Rodrigo into a regular

siege. This city lies on the Spanish bank of the river Agueda; the

bridge from the river is commanded by the guns of the fortress, and
it was extremely difficult to erect another. The provisions of the

English army were nearly exhausted, and Wellington was obliged to

make arrangements on a great scale for the supply of his troops.
The Upper Douro was regarded as unnavigable, and there was not a

barge in the neighbourhood. He therefore caused barges to be

built, launched them boldly upon the Douro, put provisions and
whatever else he needed on boats at the mouth of the Agueda, at its

junction with the Douro, and thus conveyed them up the Agueda to

the places where they were required.
In the mean time Hill took an opportunity in Estramadura to fall

upon a division of Soult's army under the command of General

Giraud. This general was marching hither and thither through the

province, and extorting contributions, without having any suspicion
of an enemy. The Spaniards, however, gave General Hill informa-

tion of all his movements, and he was taken by surprise. Giraud

himself and 1500 men escaped with great diiSculty, leaving his

artillery and military chest, with all the contributions, in the hands

of the enemy; the rest of the division were either cut to pieces or

taken prisoners. About this period (January, 1812), at which Napo-
leon was making preparations for his expedition to Russia, Wellington,
in connexion with the newly-raised Spanish army, resolved on trying

something decisive in Spain. For this purpose it was necessary to

gain possession of the two fortresses of Ciudad Rodrigo and Badajoz;
he therefore resolved to make himself master of these places at any
cost. He caused the second parallel to be opened before Ciudad
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Rodrigo on the ]5tli oi' January, and on the 19th proceeded to

storm the fortress. When lie Avas on the widh, the French capitu-
lated. Marinont was at that thne very much weakened; he had

been obliged to send the guards back to France; ho was at strife

with King Joseph, and obliged to give up one of his divisions to

Suchet ;
he nevertheless collected all his forces and hastened to the

relief of Ciudad liodrigo. When, however, he reached Fuente el

Fame on the 20th, he learned that the city had capitulated on the

previous day. He immediately turned round, and caused Salamanca
to be fortified and surrounded with forts.

Even before the full of Ciudad liodrigo, Wellington had secretly
made all the necessary preparations for the siege of Badajoz; he

was anxious to keep his measures from the knowledge of Soult, lest

lie mi'dit hasten from Andalusia, and for the third time frustrate

his designs. An undertaking was given out as about to be made
from Lisbon

;
the heavy artillery was then put en board ship, and

landed again at Alcacer do Sal, whence it could be conveyed to the

Guadiana without observation. It was given out that Elvas was

to be more strongly fortified, in order to have everything prepared
there which might be necessary for the siege of Badajoz. As soon

as the works destroyed in the siege of Ciudad Rodrigo had been in

some measure restored, Wellington placed a garrison of Spaniards
in the place, left a division of his army behind on the Agucda, in

order to watch Marmont, marched to Elvas, and when all the

necessary preparations had been made, unexpectedly commenced
the siege of Badajoz on the IGth of j\Iarch. The weather proved
for a long time unfavourable to the prosecution of the works con-

nected with the siege, and the storming could not be commenced
till the 24th, when an attack was made upon the fort of Recurino.

The fort was carried at the expense of a great many lives, the

whole of the garrison, amounting to 200 men, being put to the

bayonet; the town continued, notwithstanding^ to maintain its de-

fence. The English lost a great many men by the murderous fire

of the besieged ;
and a breach was no sooner effected than it was

again closed and repaired by means of chevaux-de-frise. The

garrison took up their ground behind those temporary defences,

drawn up in double lines, and there awaited the enemy's assaults.

Soult had been on the march since the 24th of INIarch to relieve

the garrison, when it was at length obliged to yield, after a fearful

struggle, on the 6tli of April.
The garrison at the time of its surrender was reduced to 4000

men
; and, according to the testimony of Napier, the EngHsh lost

5000 men and six generals in the siege ;
even before the breach,

2000 had fallen. Colonel Jones, however, states the number of

the English who were killed at 744 men and 59 officers, and the

wounded at 2600 men and 258 officers. The town was given up to

plunder and violence for four days. The rage of the soldiers at the

resistance which had been made was so great, that they commenced
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the slaughter and depreciation even before they had made provision
for the care of the wounded. Soult was generally blamed for not

having started earlier from Andalusia to relieve the garrison ;
for he

was only two days' march from Badajoz when he received the news
of its fall. He afterwards returned to Seville without offering

battle. Graham immediately sent troops which were to drive the

French out of the whole of Estramadura.

In the mean time Marmont, as Savary informs us, had received

positive orders from Paris to occupy the north of Portugal, and had
sent troops to Asturia

;
this was the circumstance which induced

Wellington to proceed to meet and oppose him at Salamanca.

Savary gives it as his opinion that there were troops enough in

Spain, but that order and co-operation were by no means main-

tained. Napoleon was extremely dissatisfied with Marmont, whilst

the latter waited continually for the troops which had been promised
to be sent to him from Paris and never came. King Joseph also

failed to send him reinforcements. He had, however, caused the

city of Salamanca to be strengthened, and had established three

forts, St. Vincent, St. Gaetano, and that of the Royal College, to

protect the town. Wellington had long delayed, and hesitated

whether he should march against Soult or Marmont
;
at length,

however, on the 13th of June, he crossed the Agueda, and on the

16th made his appearance in the districts of Salamanca. In order

to make himself master of the town, he remained there throughout
the whole remainder of the month, and lost many men, but suc-

ceeded in successively taking the three forts and the city. It was

very fortunate for his subsequent undertakings that General Hill

had in May made an expedition from Estramadura, through
Merida on the Tagus, although he afterwards returned again to

Estramadura. In this expedition Hill had destroyed the bridge
over the Tagus at Almaruz, which compelled the French to take a

circuitous route on their march, whilst the English advanced by a

nearer road through Alcantara. The French reproach IMarmont
for not havino- offered battle to Wellino-ton as earlv as the 24th:

he, however, waited for reinforcements from Gallicia and Asturias
;

and in fact, before he ventured on an engagement, General Bonnet,
who was vainly attempting to keep back the Spanish armies,

brought him 8000 men from Asturias.

By the first of July the forts and city of Salamanca had been

taken, and there was then no reason why IMarmont should be pre-

cipitate in coming to a decisive battle; and he was, therefore, re-

proached for not having waited for the 1500 cavalry and King
Joseph, who was on his march with what was called the army of the

centre. In Salamanca and the forts Wclhns-ton had made 700

prisoners, and captured thirty pieces of artillery, with all the pro-
visions and clothing which Marmont had collected there for the use

of his army. Marmont having retired to Tordesillas and Toro, the

two generals remained in presence of each other fourteen days in the
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Tormc?; it would appear, therefore, that Marmont might still have

waited for King Joseph, who had drawn General Drouet to himself:

he, however, has shown that he was wholly uiiacquuinted with the

fact, because all the messengers were made prisoners. Bonnet hav-

ing joined Marmont on the 7th of July, the latter advanced on the

16th; Wellington learned that General Clausel, with the light artil-

lery and cavalry of the northern army, would reach Marmont on the

20th, and he, therefore, resolved upon an attack. The engagements
were fouglit on tlie iGth and 19th, at Vallesa and Castrillo, and the

issue proved unfavourable to the French. Clausel having afterwards

arrived, Wcllinaton retired across the 'J'ormes, and Marmont fol-

lowed him. At length, on the 22nd of July, was fought the battle

known by the name of the battle ol' Salamanca, or that of the Ara-

piles, from the name of two insulated steep hills lying about 150

roods apart, and near the village of Arapiles. One of these heights
was occupied by the French, and the other by the English. For
several hours the battle was indecisive, till the French committed a

fault, which Wellington, who v/as flir superior to them in cavalry,
turned to account in a masterly manner. The French had extended

their left wing too far, and Wellington availed himself of the error

to take one height after another. Marmont was severely wounded
in his efforts to restore order and recover his positions, but tlie Eng-
lish reserve completed the victory. On INlarmont's being wounded,
the command was transferred to Bonnet, and he having also been

disabled, it was assumed by Clausel. The ilght was maintained till

the French force was reduced to 20,000 men before Clausel ordered

a retreat. Seven thousand prisoners were taken,—eleven guns and
two eagles fell into the hands of the English,

— the fugitives were
thrown into complete confusion, and pursued till it was far in the

night. We shall hereafter refer fully to the consequences of this

battle in giving an account of Napoleon's expedition to INloscow.

The Emperor undoubtedly gave proofs of great magnanimity, by
making all the necessary arrangements for a gigantic engagement
immediately after receiving the news of a defeat, whose consequences
he must at once have seen in all their extent. He was at that time

with his army on the Moskwa, and on the 6tli of December had just

mounted his horse to give directions for the battle of the Borodino,
when Colonel Fabvier hastily rode up, and informed him of the issue of

the battle of Salamanca. Soult's undertakings in the year 1812 were

likewise attended with but indifferent success, and King Joseph,
moreover, complained of him for having aimed at establishing an

independent rule in Andalusia, and having negotiated with the

Emperor of Morocco without paying attention to any of his com-
mands issued from Madrid. General Hill, as has been already stated,

had annihilated a whole division of Soult's army in Estramadura,
and Soult himself, after his return from Badajoz, which he had

vainly tried to save, had bombarded Cadiz with his gigantic mor-

tars and dreadful artillery witliout any possible advantage. The city
VOL. VIII. N
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"was extremely injured and laid waste by his artillery, but there was
still space enough in the island of Leon to protect the inhabitants

from his fire, and the English troops and ships effectually obstructed

every serious attempt to effect a landing upon tlie island. Soult,

moreover, was obliged to separate his army, which was given at

45,000 men, and whole divisions which he sent away were either

defeated or wholly destroyed. In order to explain this remark, we
shall briefly notice two or three of his expeditions.
The fate of Girard's division in Estraraadura has been already

noticed; a similar one befel that of General Godinot in Andalusia.

In the south of this province General Ballasteros had oi'ganised a

species of guerilla warfare in the autumn of 1811 against single
divisions of the French army, and had carried it on with success, sup-

ported as he was by the garrison of Gibraltar and the population of

the covmtry. The Spanish general became at length such an object
of fear, that Soult was obliged to send against him a division of from

eight to ten thousand men, under General Godinot. Ballasteros con-

tinued to prosecute the war, always carefully avoiding a pitched

battle, till he was at last driven by Godinot under the protection of

the cannon of Gibraltar. There he was lying on the 14tli of Octo-

ber, 1811, when the English arrived, who had been brought thither

from Cadiz to defend the fortified town of Tarifa against the French.

Godinot Avas anxious to prevent this, and marched immediately
towards Tarifa. The only road by which it was possible to convey
artillery to this place lay close along the shore; the English gun-
boats and transports, therefore, took advantage of the moment when
Godinot was crossing the Fena to open such a murderous fire upon
his troops as obliged him hastily to retreat with great loss. Ballas-

teros pursued the French on their retreat to Seville, and they twice

suffered serious loss on their way. Godinot was so ashamed of his

failure that he committed suicide after his return to Seville, in order

to avoid beino- called to account for the unfortunate issue of the

expedition.
Soult still continued his endeavours to carry out the plan of

reducing the whole south of Spain, by the united operations of the

60,000 men whom he had under his command. The possession of

Tarifa was absolutely necessary to enable him to realise this project,
and therefore, whilst Victor still carried on the investment of Cadiz,
Laval was ordered to undertake a new expedition against Tarifa.

For this purpose Laval received 10,000 men, at the head of whom
he commenced the siege on the 20th of December. There were no
more than 1800 English in tlie town, the credit of whose noble

defence is usually assigned to Colonel Skerret, Avho happened to be

in command, and to Lord Proby, who served under him. Napier,

however, ascribes this masterly defence to Charles Smith, of the

Engineers; and the idea of defending the place to the uttermost to

General Campbell, in Gibraltar, and not to General Cooke and

Colonel Skerret, who regarded it as unimportant. Soult regarded
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the possession of Tarifa as so important, that, as we learn from his

intercepted and printed letters, he wrote on the 17th of April, 1812:—" The taking of Tarifa will be more injurious to the English, and
to the defenders of Cadiz, than even tlic fall of Alicant or Badajoz
could be, for I cannot inarch thither till I have covered my left by
its capture."
The works connected with the siege of Tarifa were begun on the

22nd; but at a place against which the Englisli engineer had previ-

ously especially directed his artillery. The French lieavy guns did

not arrive till the 27th, and on the 29th their fire was opened. Very
little injury was done by the howitzers; but the old walls were soon

battered to pieces by the 16-pounders, and a large breach was

opened in the course of a few hours near the Gate Tower. The
French found the defenders so active, and it proved so difficult

to avail themselves of the breach, behind which the ground was
fourteen feet lower than the bottom of the wall, that they renewed
their fire on the 30th, and widened the breach till it became sixty
feet in extent. The swelling of the mountain-stream, which flowed

along the bottom of the wall, afterwards injured both the besiegers
and tlie besieged: the water, however, fell as rapidly as it had risen,

and the storming was undertaken on the 31st. This the English

expected and waited for; they opened such a tremendous fire on
the assailants, that the latter found it impossible to mount the

breach, and in a very short time not only the declivity of the wall,
but the bed of the stream, was covered with the dead bodies of the

French. Ten wounded officers were carried into the fortress, only
one of whom survived. General Laval, it is true, again renewed
his fire, as if he purposed still further to widen the breach, and the

English remained three days in expectation of another attempt to

take the place by storm. On the 4th of January, 1812, however, the

French general suddenly caused his heavy guns to be partly blown

up and partly to be buried, and, without suffering much from the

enemy, retired from before the town. On the way, he lost many
of his men from want, the consequences of incessant rain and sick-

ness, so that this unlucky expedition cost the French more than

a thousand men.

3.—DIFFERENCES BETAVEEN NAPOLEON AND HIS FAMILY, AVITH
THEIR CONSEQUENCES.

A.—KING Joseph's dispute with his brother, with
MARMONT, AND SOULT.

About the time (January, 1812) at which General Laval was
defeated at Tarifa, Dombrowski also complained that he had not
been suitably supported in Merida, and that he was therefore

obhged to give up his positions, so that General Hill might seize

upon his magazines, and from JMorida threaten jMarmont; King
n2
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Joseph, on the other hand, complained bitterly of Soult. The king,

however, was not listened to, because the Emperor had now for

a long time past treated him and his other brothers merely as

prefects.
Had the Emperor in fact been desirous of founding a Roman or

Carollnglan Empire, he might have been right in regarding the

princes of the nations conquered by him merely as satraps or instru-

ments for carrying out his own designs. The people endured this

with sorrow, because they were unable to alter it
;
and the German

princes consoled themselves with the protection which he afforded

them against the people, of whom they had been the oppressors ;

his brothers, however, and liis brother-in-law resisted. The dif-

ferences of the Emperor with his brothers, and the disputes between

the eldest of them and the marshals, who were unwilling to recog-
nise him as chief even in his own country, proved ruinous to Spain ;

these contributed materially to Marmont's defeat at Salamanca, and

we must therefore give some attention to these quarrels and their

consequences.
As early as the years 1810 and 1811, Massena, on his expedition

to Portugal, received his orders direct from Paris, and neither

King Joseph nor Soult, who assisted him as major-general Instead

of Jourdan, showed any great zeal to forward his designs; he there-

fore failed in his object. King Joseph was dissatisfied with Soult

from the very first, because this harshest and most covetous of

Bonaparte's military virtuosos, who had become spoilers and rob-

bers, laid claim to the whole income of the provinces occupied by
the French for the military chest— that is, for himself—whilst

Joseph's court and the Spanish authorities were left in a starving
condition. At a late period, Soult was accused of the design of

foundino; a kingdom in Andalusia, and of havino- therefore tried

especially to obtain possession of Tarifa, opened up and carried on

negotiations with the Emperor of Morocco, and failed to support
Marmont at the decisive moment. We do not think it worth while

to enter at any greater length into the reproaches uttered by King
Joseph against Soult; the consequences, however, of the disputes
between Napoleon and his brothers have been carefully examined
and discussed both by Bignon and Napier. For this purpose, the

former availed himself of the archives of the foreign department in

France ; and the latter, in the first chapter of the sixteenth book of

his
"
History of the War in the Peninsula," of Joseph's correspond-

ence, which fell into the hands of the EngHsh on the conquest of

Vittoria. It was not merely occasional circumstances which led

to these differences between Napoleon and his brothers and brother-

in-law, the King of Naples, but radically different opinions and
views respecting the new empire of Napoleon.
The Emperor wished to deal with the recently conquered nations

as the Turks did with the Greeks, the Russians with the Poles, the

ancient Romans with the whole world, the Spaniards with America,
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and the English with India, that is, to preserve and govern, by

miUtary means, that which had been Avon by miUtary power: his

brothers, on the other hand, had some dreams regarding the rights

and claims of the people, and occasionally thought about morality.

Their declamations and demonstrations were turned into ridicule

by Napoleon, who suilered them to act and write without paying
the slightest attention to their opinions, till at length Joseph became

weary of playing the character of a mere puppet-king. Don Ma-
rina Luis d'Urquijo, Joseph's Spanish minister, tlicrcfore, in Sep-

tember, 1810, caused it to be formally announced to the Emperor,

by the Spanisli ambassador in Paris, that his master was ready to

lay down the crown, and King Joseph in reality set out for Paris in

May, 1811, with the intention of carrying this resolution into effect.

This, however, was by no means suited to Napoleon's plans ;
and he

was very conscious that even the report of sucli an intention would

make a great impression throughout all Europe. To obviate this,

he caused it to be published in all the journals, that his brother

liad merely come to Paris in order to have a personal interview and

consultation witli him on the mode of carrying on the war. An
agreement was at length come to, and the matters in dispute were

arranged by a special treaty.

Tlie treaty between the two brothers was concluded in due form

after a diplomatic negotiation, before King Joseph returned to Spain,

in July 1811; but no single article was ever carried strictly into

effect. By virtue of this treaty, the influence of the French com-

manders and civil officers in Spain in domestic affairs was
limited,^

the appointments and pay of officers, commissioners, and agents, de-

finitively fixed, and an effectual bar placed to all further demands.

In reference to military afltliirs, the king was to have an army, to be

called the Army of the Centre, under his immediate command;
Suchet and Soult, one of wliom commanded from the boundary of

Granada to the Pyrenees, and the other in the most northern pro-

vinces, were for form's sake to receive their orders from the king.

Scarcely was this treaty concluded, when the system of administering

Spanish provinces by French intendants, which had hitherto been

limited to Catalonia, was extended to three other provinces. ^

About

this time Joseph's Spanish civil olfieers, and the whole of his court,

who were to be maintained from the revenues of Spain, suffered

almost destitution, and were in want of the commonest necessaries of

life; the Emperor appropriated 1,000,000 of francs monthly for his

brother's personal use.

At last, precisely at the decisive moment, the Emperor again gave
the supreme command over INIarmont, Suchet, and Soult, to the

King of Spain, althougli Soult remained in a condition of perpetual

quarrel with the king, and was accused of never paying the smallest

attention to his commands. Suchet also, and before him, Callarelli

and Dorsenne had never punctually obeyed King Joseph's com-

mands. As to Marmont and Soult, the king ascribed all the mistbr-
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tunes which befel the former, partly to himself, because he did not

wait for the reinforcements under the king's command before en-

gaging in the battle of Salamanca, and partly to Soult's delay in

carrying out the king's commands. A division of Soult's army,
under the command of General Drouet, was posted in such a position
that if it had crossed the Tagiis at Almaraz, it could easily have

formed a junction with Marmont; the bridge at Almaraz had, how-

ever, been previously destroyed by General Hill. King Joseph,
therefore, complained, not altogether without reason, that if Soult

had issued his orders at an earlier period, and Drouet been more

expeditious in their execution, the bridge would not have been

destroyed by the English general, nor would the communication

between Marmont and Soult been wholly broken off. Soult, how-

ever, on his part, declared that not a single one of all the messengers
sent to him had ever reached their destination, having all been taken

prisoners by the Spaniards; and that the forces under Drouet were

by no means strong enough to have undertaken the exploit.

Napoleon, moreover, threw the whole blame upon his brother, and,
when he received in Russia the news of Marmont's defeat, was in-

formed that Wellington was about to march to Madrid.

On this occasion, too, Napoleon, as well as on the news of the

irreconcilable quarrels between his brother and the marshals, evinced

the character and bearing of a mind which bade defiance to fortune.

The violent complaints made by his brother against Marmont and
Soult were communicated to him by Colonel Desprez of the general
staff of the Spanish army, at the very moment when he had marched
""out of Moscow, and his brother-in-law, Joachim, had fought an un-

successful battle with the Russians.

At first the Emperor by no means approved of Marmont's con-

duct; he even recalled him from the army in Spain, and commissioned

the minister of war to animadvert upon him, with a proper regard to

his feelings, on points which he felt himself called upon to censure
;

at the same time, he laid no stress whatever upon the accusations

made by his brother against Marmont "svith respect to the battle of

Salamanca, which were, in fact, greatly exaggerated. In the letters

sent by Desprez, the king alleged that the battle had been lost, be-

cause Marmont had not waited for his arrival, in order that he might
not be compelled to share the command with him; Marmont, how-

ever, showed clearly, that he neither knew anything whatever of the

king's march, nor of Soult's position, because all the messengers had
fallen into the hands of the Spaniards. Napoleon, on the other

hand, reproached the king for not having, instead of marching from

Segovia to Madrid, formed a junction with Clausel, who was at

Burgos with 20,000 men of Marmont's army, united the army of the

north under Souham with his own, and marched ajrainst Wellino-ton.

Soult and King Joseph were equally severe in their accusations of

each other; the Emperor, however, would not listen to any com-

plaints against Soult, and threw the whole blame on his brother.
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The king first of all complained of Soult's disobedience, because he

refused to march to Madrid, and to unite witli him in proceeding to

act against Wellington. 'I'he latter was unwilling to evacuate Anda-

lusia, but rather urged the king to join him with the army of the

centre, and also to allow Suchet to come to Andalusia. Joseph also

made a special complaint respecting a letter which Soult had written

to the Emperor. In this letter Soult tried to show that King Joseph
was engaged in endeavouring to negotiate witli the enemy a particu-
lar peace ibr himself and for Spain. The account of the interview

between the Emperor and Colonel Dcsprez, as given by him to the

king, clearly proves that Napoleon, to avail ourselves of a Homeric

expression, looked upon his brothers, whom, however, he wished to

make the founders of a new dynasty, as persons neither fit lor war
nor for council, and that he considered them as mere ciphers.

The Emperor said in so many words to the colonel, that the whole

blame of this want of success belonged to the king, and ridiculed the

complaints made against Soult as pitiful, as matters about which, in

his present condition, he could not trouble himself the least, and

added: " Tlie blame of the unfavourable issue of the battle of

Salamanca rests wholly with the king. He shoukl have left jMadrid

an entire month earlier, and when this was not done, he should,

immediately after the battle on the Douro, have marched in order

to form a junction with Ckausel." He gave his brother satisfaction

in no single point, but, in reply to all his complaints, caused him to

be dryly and coldly informed through Colonel Desprez,
" That

jVlarshal Soult was the only real military ofliccr whom he had in

Spain, and that he could not recal him without exposing his armies

to the greatest danger." He did, indeed, afterwards recal him, but

only for a very short time.

B.—KELATION OP THE PROGRESSIVE AUTOCRACY OF NAPOLEON
TO THE GENEUALS, SOPHISTS, AND RELATIONS AVHOM HE RE-

GARDED AS THE SUPPORTS OF HIS EMPIRE—DIFFERKNCES
WITH HIS BROTHERS AND BROTHER-IN-LAW—BEHAVIOUR IN

HOLLAND, AND TOWARDS THE CONFEDERATION OF THE
EHINE.

Although the generals whom Napoleon so richly endowed after

the battle of Jena with estates and revenues in Italy, Dahnatia,

lUyria, Germany, Poland, Kussia, and Spain derived this chief

advantage from his undertakings, it was, however, in their case too

long before they came into the possession of that wliich had been the

sole object of their aim; as early therefore as from the years 1808-12,

discontent and dissatisfaction were visible now here and now there.

This fact we regard as indisputable, and think ourselves bound in this

place to refer to it, although we do not venture to go into particuhi.rs.

As examples, we may advert to what has been stated respecting

the negotiations which at the time of jMassena's expedition to
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Portugal, some of the stafF-officers of liis and Victor's corps carried

on with the Enghsh. This was followed by removals and arrests, which

prove that the affair was not so insignificant as it has been repre-
sented to have been. On the whole, however, it did but little mis-

chief, inasmuch as both Spanish and Portuguese ofl&cers and civilians

often betrayed the English. As to the unions which sprang out of

the societies of Carhoitari, Philudelphians, Olympians, and many
others, we dwell as little upon them as on the affiliations and

branches of the Tugeuhund, and other patriotic associations in Ger-

many. As regards Napoleon's fear of Colonel Oudet, the chief of the

Philadelphians, and the murder which he perpetrated on him in the

battle of Waoram, the matter belongs to the class of most detestable

inventions. This has been establislied by documentary proofs by
Desmarets ( Temoignages Historiqiics, p. 320). In the same way
the burden of the persecution of General Sarrazin does not rest upon
the Emperor, for the source of his crime was neither political dis-

content nor zeal for liberty. He was, indeed, among those generals
whom Napoleon accused of conspiring with Bcrnadotte at Antwerp,
at the time of the landing of the English in Walcheren, but he,

nevertheless, afterwards received a command in Boulogne, and
there again, from the lowest m.otives, entered into communications

with the English. This was discovered, and he saved himself by
escaping in a fishing boat on the 10th of June, 1810, and taking

refuge on board the Enghsh ships off the harbour. The whole of his

subsequent conduct, when he returned in 1818, and his condemna-
tion for a low offence, prove that his dissatisfaction with the Emperor
can scarcely be attributed to any good motive.

What was far more important to the newly-established autocracy
of Napoleon than all the conspiracies of some of his generals and
the dissatisfaction of others, was the change in his relations to Fouche,
who held all the threads of the democratic movements in his hand;
and to Talleyrand, who knew and guided all the malcontents among
the aristocracy. When, therefore, Bernadotte, in conjunction with

those two, formed a circle of malcontents, the Emperor was at first

seriously indignant, but afterwards considered it unadvisable to pro-
ceed with severit}'. Talleyrand was most unwillingly compelled to

relinquish his ministerial ofiice to Champagny (Due de Cadore),
who proved, probably, not laborious enough for the Emperor, and
was therefore replaced by Maret (Due de Bassano), at the very time

in which Napoleon stood most in need of confidential advice.

Maret was the mere instrument of the imperial will, a good and un-

wearied labourer in his office, but incapable of any thought of his

own, the mere organ of foreign affairs, as Berthier was of Napoleon's
wishes in the field.

The Emperor having been previously on bad terms with his brother

Lucicn also, after the peace of Schcinbrunn, their differences amounted
to a public breach. The two brothers met in iNIantua, in 1807, as

has been already related, and Napoleon again called upon Lucien to
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separate from his Avife, by whom he had children. His eulogists

{n-ctcnd

that this Avas a proof oi' his zeal for female virtue; they,

lowcver, altogether forget that although the conduct of tliis lady
bclbre her marriage was very exceptionable, she afterwards gave
much less reason for scandal than any of Napoleon's sisters. Luclen
was still more ollcndcd when tlie ne<rotiation for tlic marria^'c of his

daughter with Ferdinand VII. of Spain Avas completely broken off,

after it had been proposed by the Emperor, and he had set out with
his daughter Avith a view to its settlement. Napoleon's acts of

violence toAvards the Pope caused an open rupture between the two

brothers, and Lucien resolved to leave Italy.* The King of Naples

placed a ship at the disposal of his brother-in-laAv, to convey him to

America; Lucien, however, Avas by no means dissatisfied that the

vessel Avas obliged to put into Malta, from Avhence he could sail to

England.
In the very same year (1810) in which the Emperor again dis-

solved the kingdom of Holland, previously erected by him, and
took whole provinces from Spain, he fell also into such a violent

strife Avith his brother-in-law Joachim, as to feel him.self compelled
to adopt the iiarshest measures toAvards him, and to treat him with

open contempt. Napoleon's brothers and his brother-in-l;nv proceeded
\ipon a principle which such a Avell-cducated and scientific man as

Bignon treats as ridiculous— viz., that the well-being of the countries

respectively under their rule, ought to be their first care; he was,

therefore, compelled to make them by force fully aAA'are that they
existed only by and for France. King Joachim had surrounded

himself altogether Avith Neapolitans, and appeared as if he purposed
to establish a Neapolitan government completely independent of that

of France; his court and his administration, as Avell as his ridiculous

dress, and the military ostentation of the Gascon, appeared absurd

to the Empei'or and to other serious Frenchmen. Of the existence

of these leelings King Joachim had received many hints; and AA'hen

lie still appeared to treat such admonitions Avith contempt, and con-

tinued to play the sovereign, the Emperor openl}' and directly
informed him that he was nothintr more than the other great officers

of the Empire. In proof of this, the Emperor appealed to the

statute by virtue of Avhich his brother Joseph had ruled in Naples,
and Avhich referred expressly to the dependence of that country upon
France. He alleged that Joseph could not, bv the treaty of Bayonnc,
liave transferred to Joachim rights Avhich he himscli' did not possess.
The king, in 1811, Avhen Napoleon sent an ambassador, who Avas to

* In a passasic of his mcmnirs, viiicli has no reference to his own complaints
against his brother, Lucien brietiy sums up tiie political faults which the latter had
committed from 1S07 till 1812. *' iMemoires de Lucien l?ouaparte, Prince de Canino,
ccrits par lui-nieme." Paris et Londres, IS'.iCu vol. i., p. 281. "Napoleon sans

doutc n'etait jias infaillible. L'Espagno et la Kussie attaquees en memo tems, la

Pologne, et I'ltalie attendant en vain leur re'tablissement. le chef de la religion

persecute apres avoir sacre Telu du peuplc, n'ont pas attire des reproches saus

quelque apparence de vcrite."
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say tlie harshest things to him, and whom he referred to his minister

for foreign aifairs, appealed to the statute issued by Napoleon in

1806; the ambassador, however, was obliged to maintain, that by
virtue of this very statute, Naples was a sort of French province,
and the king nothino- else than a French vassal, who was bound to

receive, support, clothe, and pay French troops, at the expense of his

Neapolitan subjects.

The ambassador commissioned to make these unpleasant commu-
nications met the King of Naples in Rome (March, 181 1) on his way
to Paris, in order personally to congratulate the Emperor on the birth

of an heir to his dominions, who was called Kinri of Rome ; Joachim,

therefore, arrived in a very discordant mood. All that his minister

for foreign affairs, to whom he had referred the ambassador, after-

wards wrote to him in Paris, disturbed hira still more; and instead

of waiting, as was expected, to grace the baptism of the King of

Rome by his presence, he returned to his dominions before the

event.

Napoleon's ambassador had informed the Neapolitan minister of

foreign affairs that his master was completely dissatisfied with the

whole state of the government in Naples ;
that he considered it quite

ridiculous in the king to play the part of a sovereign ruler, and dis-

approved of his having, on his own responsibility, undertaken to

create a new Neapolitan nobility of dukes, princes, counts, and
barons. He disapproved of his acting as if he was a king by the

grace of God, whilst he was in reality merely one by Napoleon's
favour, and ought never to forget that he was not to govern as a

king, but merely as a French general, and occupy the throne for the

general well-being of the Empire. Among other subjects of dis-

satisfaction, he blamed him especially for not observing the system
of exclusive trading, and finally threatened, that if he did not alter

his whole plans, the Emperor would feel himself constrained to

govern Naples as he did Lombardy—by a viceroy.
The king had some warm conversations with the Emperor in

Paris, and, after his return, the queen, who, like the Sicihan queen,

Caroline, possessed a great eagerness and capacity for dominion, did

everything possible to reconcile her husband with her brother. He,
however, gave great oifence, not only to Napoleon, but to the whole
of the French nation, by the adoption of a very hasty step. He
issued a decree that all the Frenchmen then in his service shovild be

compelled to relinquish their rights and position as French citizens,

and to become legalised Neapohtans, if they wished to remain. Not
one of the persons so circumstanced obeyed the order. They were
all ready to leave Naples, wlien the Emperor issued a decree of a

precisely contrary import, which announced Joachim's want of power
to the whole world, and gave him great offence. In the imperial
decree it was declared that no Frenchman should be required to

become a Neapolitan citizen, because every French citizen was also a

Neapolitan one. His measures did not stop there, for he placed a
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French garrison in the fortress of Gai-ta, and sent one of his officers

as conimandaut to Naples, who was to exercise command in the very

capital without asking the king. The Duke of Bassano was, more-

over, made to send the king a document, in which were minutely

prescribed the conditions which he was strictly to observe if he

desired to continue to occupy the tlirone.* Joachim submitted to

his fate, but the King of Holland refused to become a mere instru-

ment of French oppression.

King Louis of Holland has often been accused of peculiarities,

obstinacy, and eccentricity, amounting even to insanity. With

vanity, luxury, and extravagance, he has never been reproached;

and, at the very first, he had the greatest repugnance to be forced

upon the Dutch by mere power. For this reason he absolutely
forbad the presence of French troops on his entry into the Hague;
and as soon as the French, who did not feel comfortable in his

capital, took their departure, he divided all the offices about his

court among the Dutch nobility, v;hom he thereby sought to gain to

his cause.f The whole ministry consisted of Dutchmen, who partly

belonged to the old patriotic anti-Orange families. Among them was

the jurist Van Maaren, who, in 1825, rendered their king, the

former Prince of Orange, intolerable to the Belgians. In Holland,
as in Prussia, abundance of promises to pay were made, which were

never performed; and at last King Louis declared to his brother, in

1806, that if France did not pay what she owed to the Dutch, if the

French troops were not withdrawn from the country, and the impe-
rial forces also paid out of the imperial treasury, he had no longer

any desire to remain King of Holland. The Emperor did, indeed,

withdraw his soldiers, but very unwillingly, and only because at that

time he had need of all his troops against the Prussians and Russians,
and because he called upon his brother to organise a Dutch army.

* C'est comme grrand feudataire que le roi est engage a maintenir la constitution

de CO royaume, approuvt'C ot garaiitic par TEmpcrciir ;
a fournir un contingent de

troupes et de vaisseaux, ct observer dans ses etats le systeme continental. Le traite

de Bayonne n'est pas un traite' proprcment dit. Uu traite est une convention ou se

balancent des interots. Celui de Bayonne n'est qu'un acte de munificence iniperiale,

par lequel S. M., disposant d'un trone, a dicte les conditions de son bienfait. De la

quiilite' de grand feudataire de'coident les devoirs suivants :

Deferer a ce qui est exige' de lui pour maintien de ses rapports avcc son suzerain.

Construire une place forte qui domine le detroit.

Tenir en bon itat les batteries des rades de Tarente; concourir avec la France et

le royiiume d'ltalie a I'entretien de Corfou.
Ne pas soullrir que dans ses etats, couinie dans la Confederation du Khin, aucun

ministre e'trangor usurpc les prese'ances qui apparticnt au niinistre de rEnipereur.
Couvrir d'nne protection speciale les principales families qui. lors de la conqucte,

ont contribue le plus a etablir la dynastic dans I'esprit du peuple Napolitain.

Enfin, d'inspirer Ii i'arim'c NapoUtaine un esprit Fraitcais.

Le jour ou les rois de Naples oublicront ces devoirs, lis auront dechir^ Icur titre a

la couronne.

+ Baron Zeiilen von Nyvclil was appointed first chamberlain to the queen, instead

of Count d'Arjuzon; Baron Bocst de Alkemade. grand marshal of the palace, instead

of Major de Broc. General Bruno replaced General August de Caulaincourt; Ilerr

van Ilekerer replaced General Nogues, who was Governor of the Hague and Master
of the Hunt, &c., &c.
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In the autumn of 1806 tlie king appeared at the head of his new

army in Germany, and was about to march to Cassel, when his

brother took away the command of the army from him, and forbad

his mixing himself up in business, l)ecause he was nothing more
than a French general in Germany, The king, thus deeply offended,
returned to Holland, and his array was sent to Hanover. Imme-

diately afterwards, by virtue of the Berlin decrees, the trade of

Holland with En^fland was more limited than ever, and Eno-lish

property was seized wherever it was found in Holland, while the king
did everything in his power to avert tlie fall of the nation, which
must be the obvious result^ of the suppression of its trade, and the

cessation of all intercourse and connexion with its colonies. When
Napoleon was at the castle of Finkenstein, in Prussia, a deputation
was sent to him from Holland, to which he, indeed, gave a very

friendly reception, but openly said to its members, at the audience

which he granted them: " He knew very well that his brother was

favourable to a continuation of the trade of Holland with England,
and that it was necessary for him, after the peace, to make the

Dutch sensible that they had constantly striven to counteract his

well-known views." By the peace of Tilsit, Holland had, indeed,

received East Friesland, Jever, and the sovereignty of Varel and

Kniephausen. It was obliged, however, in return, to cede not only
the town and harbour of Flushing, with its territory, but a change of

territory was also spoken of, which appeared to be of the same im-

portance to Holland as the change of Catalonia into a French pro-
vince was afterwards to Spain. Immediately afterwards Holland

began to be treated as a province of France.

The king, at great cost, had removed his residence from the

Hague to Amsterdam. A new French ambassador was sent to Hol-

land, who was nominally commissioned to negotiate concerning the

exchange of Dutch Brabant and Zeeland for the Hans Towns.
It was well known, however, that his real commission was to make

preparations for the incorporation of Holland with France. This

ambassador was Alexander Larochefoucauld, the son of the celebrated

Duke de Larochefoucauld, so well known for his virtue and mag-
nanimity, and shamefully put to death after the 10th of August.

Napoleon at that time incessantly repeated that it was ridiculous for

his brother to play the part of a patriotic king, as he was, properly

speaking, merely a prince of the Empire, and, by his appointment,
constable of France, but in himself nothino-. He intimated the

threatened dissolution of the kmgdom of Holland also, by conferrmg
on the king's eldest son the grand duchy of Berg when Joachim
Murat became King of Naples. The new ambassador was obHged
to commence his duties by severe reproaches to the king, in the

name of the Emperor, for having appointed Dutch marshals and
established a new and privileged nobility in Holland. The ambas-

sador was obliged imperatively to call upon the king forthwith to

repeal both these institutions. Still the question of favouring the
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trade with England was the main ground of reproach, and caused
the Emperor to send a numlxn- of his troops to take up a threatening

position on the frontiers of Holland. The behaviour of the king and
of the Dutch authorities on the landing of the English at Wal-
chcren filled up the measure of his indiirnation. The Enfdish on
this occasion had sent over immense quantities of goods; the Dutch
had conveyed them into the country, and divided them among the

merchants, who had laid them up in their stores. It was about this

time, and under these circumstances, in the end of 1809, that the

great and splendid assembly of all the vassal princes was holden in

Paris, and King Louis was invited among the rest.

Although the King of Saxony was in Paris, the King of Holland
was at first in great doubt as to the propriety of going thither, inas-

much as he was afraid that advantage would be taken of his absence
to order the French troops, long since ready, to advance into his

kingdom; and whoever has read the letter written to him by the

Emperor from Schonbrunn, as early as the 17th of July, 1809, will

be convinced that his anxiety was well grounded. He was at first

very foolishly disposed to resist force by force, and even when he at

last resolved to set out, he left orders to make preparations for

defending his states against the French. At the end of November
he arrived in Paris, and received a most cordial reception from the

Emperor, who was warmly attached to him as a brother, but could
not endure him as a ruler, and had already come to a decisive con-
clusion respecting Holland. This resolution was no less than the

annihilation of the kingdom, and was first announced in an assembly
of the legislative body at which King Louis was not present.
To this solemn assembly of the legislative body all the numerous

kings and princes then in Paris were invited, with tlie exception of
Louis alone. He was first made acquainted with the harsh language
of the Emperor by the columns of the Moniteiir, and immediately
demanded from his brother a clearer explanation of his views than
he had given in his address to the assembly.* This was done by a

letter, which the Emperor wrote to his brother from the Trianon on
the 20th of Decembcr.f In the first burst of his resentment the king

* " La Hollantle," it is said, in tlie Emperor's address,
"
placee ontre I'Aiiglcterre

et la France, en est egalement froissee. Cependant, elle est le debouclie des princi-
pales arteres de mon empire. Des ehangemens deviendront neeessaires; la siiret6
de mes frontieres et I'interet bien entendu des deux pays I'exigent impe'rieiise-
ment."

t The whole of the documents connected with the government of King Louis
which affect him personally are appended to the " Memoires sur la Cour de Louis
Kapok'on, et sur la Ilollande, Paris, 1828." This long letter, among others, will
be found there, p. 3j3. It concludes as follows:—"Void mes intentions. Je de-
mande—1. L'Interdiction de tout commerce et toute communication avec I'Angle-
terre. 2. Uuo tlotte de quatorze vaisseaux de ligne, de sept fregattes, et de sept
bricks, ou corvettes, amies et equipes. 3. Une armee de terra de vingt-cinq mille
hommes. 4. Suppression des niarcchaux. 5. Destruction de tons les privileges de
la noblesse contraires a la constitution que j'ai donnee, et que j'ai garantie. Votre
niajeste pent faire ntgocier sur ces bases avec le Due de Cadore, par I'entremise de
son nunistre, mais elle pent etre certaine qu'au premier paquebot qui sera introduit
eu lioilande je rctablk-ai la defense des douanes

; qu u la premiere insulte qui sera
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resolved secretly to witliclraw from Paris and place himself at the

head of the Dutch troops; he, however, afterwards gave up this bold

idea, and the more readily when he discovered that his brotlier, who
was aware of his indignation, had long placed him under the strict

surveillance of his police. The king learned from a disguised

gendarme, who had formerly served in his regiment, that he was

actually surrounded by spies in his own dwelling in Paris, and that

they never suffered him out of their sight.* Among all the Dutch

ministers, the minister of war alone joined the king in the wish to

offer active resistance to the entrance of the French. This minister

he was compelled even from Paris to dismiss, and immediately again
to abolish the dignity of marshal, which he had founded. The

occupation of Holland was by no means ])ressed forward with haste,

because Napoleon still hoped that the English would make peace,
in order to prevent the incorporation of Holland with France. He
therefore showed himself serious in his object, but proceeded very

leisurely in his plan, in order to leave sufficient time for the English.
Oudinot, who was at the liead of the army destined to take posses-
sion of Holland, entered and occupied Breda and Bergen-op-Zoom,
in spite of all the complaints and protests of the king; he then

advanced slowly, and by degrees seized upon all the country lying
between the Mouse, the Scheldt, and the sea for the benefit of

France. From the banks of the Mouse and the Scheldt the French

troops afterwards advanced first to Utrecht, and then, by slow

degrees, drew nearer and nearer to Amsterdam, whilst Napoleon, by
the instrumentality of his brother, used all his endeavours to urge
the leading men in the Dutch government, who were well known
in England, to prevail upon the English government to resolve

to deliver Holland by means of a peace. Hope and Baring, who
were closely connected as English and Dutch bankers, and of whom
the Barings had been extremely serviceable to various English
ministries, were to convey these proposals to the English govern-
ment; and, in order that Napoleon might not appear in the matter,

Labouchere, one of Hope's partners, was to proceed to England as

if on business, and to be a mediator in the affair. This great state

affair was, therefore, carried on as an intrigue. Fouche, who was

quite a master in intrigues, and a very dilettante in cabals, took

faite a mon pavilion je ferai saisir, a main arme'e, et pendre au grand mat I'officier

Hollandais qui se permettra insulter mon aigle. Votre raajeste trouvera en moi uu
frcre, si je trouve en elle un Fran^ais; mais si elle oublie les sentimens qui I'attaclie

ii la commune patrie, elle ne pourra trouver mauvais que j 'oublie ceux que la nature
a place entre nous. En resume, la reunion de la Hollande a la France est ce qu'il y a
de plus utile a la France, a la Hollande, au continent, car c'est ce qu'il y a de plus nuisible

a VAngleterre. Cette reunion pent s'operer de gre ou de force; j'ai assez de griefs
contru la Hollande pour lui declarer la guerre."

* " Le roi sut qu'il etait garde a vue par des gensdarmes de'guises. Parmi ses

gcnsdarmes se trouvait im ancien soldat du cinquieme regiment de dragons, qui
crut pouvoir trahir son incognito en faveur de son ancien colonel."—Memoires, &c.,

p. 64.
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offence that such an affair should be carried on "without him. He
therefore intermeddled, and destroyed everything. Wellcslcy, the

English minister, appeared at first ready to entertain the proposal
submitted by Labouchere, both for the sake of Holland and for the

benefit of trade; but Fouchd no sooner took upon himself, without
a commission from the Emperor, to send over Cuvrard, notorious as

a scheming speculator and contractor, and who was accustomed to

speak of millions as other men do of dollars, than he withdrew.
Little confidence can be placed in the memoirs of such a man as

Ouvrard. If, however, they contain any truth, it is very pro-

bably true that Talleyrand, who had been at this time long re-

moved from the ministry, took a part in this cabal of Fouchc, at

which Napoleon was greatly ollended. Ouvrard, Avho had under-
taken the mission, was arrested, by the Emperor's orders on his

return to Paris; and Fouche, as has been already stated, was first

removed from his office, and afterwards also sent out of France.
From this time forward there was no longer anything said about

peace with England ;
but as hopes were still entertained in Paris

that England might be induced to enter into negotiations, as lono"

as Holland was not actually incorporated with France, a treaty was
concluded between Louis and his brother, after which the king was
less under surveillance, and was privately allowed to return home to

Plolland. In this treaty concluded with the Emperor, Louis was

obliged to submit to the most burdensome conditions respecting navi-

gation and trade, and to cede the whole of Dutch Brabant, Zeeland,
and so much of the province of Gueldres as lies upon the left bank of
the Waal, to France. He was also obliged to consent to the occupa-
tion of Lcydcn and the Hague by Oudinot's army, and to suffer the

general himself to establish his head-quarters in tltrccht, and make
preparations for taking possession of Friesland also. When King
Louis returned to Amsterdam, he found not only his capital and the

whole country inundated with French soldiers, but Oudmot sailed

from Utrecht without the slightest regard to the king, his ministers,
or authorities. The king made repeated and warm complaints to the

general, whose answer was an appeal to the commands of the Empe-
ror. To judge from appearances, Larochefoucauld in Amsterdam,
and the Duke of Ileggio (Oudinot) in Utrecht, had received express
commands to bring about a rupture, because Napoleon, since Louis's

return, had quite quarrelled with his brother. Had this not been
the case, the ambassador would scarcely have made an insult to his

coachman an affair of state.

Ihc ambassador's coachman had been insulted, and the ambassador
demanded the giving up of the offenders, which the king absolutely
refused : this was used as a pretence to proceed to extremities. Even

previous to this, Napoleon had written from O^-tcnd a veiy offensive

letter, on the 20th of May, 1810; on the 23rd, he sent a sort of de-

claration of war, and expressed himself in his letter in the very
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harshest terras.* The Dutch ambassador was immediately sent away
from Paris, the French ambassador recalled from Amsterdam, and
the Duke of Reggio received orders to march from Utrecht to

Amsterdam. The king appeared, for a moment, resolved to defend

himself in his capital against his brother's army, but afterwards

thought better of it. He resigned the throne in favour of his eldest

son; went first to Haarlem, hastened from thence at midnight on
the 1st of July across the borders, and proceeded to Toplitz in

Bohemia. The Emperor by no means expected this extraordinary

step, which caused a great sensation throughout the whole of Europe.
It was a matter of general surprise, that he who was at enmity with

all the old dynasties, should come to issue with his own family also,

as soon as he had made them princes and kings, and they refused to

become the mere slaves of his will.

In the mean time the French had entered Amsterdam, and taken

possession of all the provinces of the kingdom ;
and on tlie 9th of

July, 1810, Holland was declared to be united with France. From
that time the whole administration of the country was committed to

the hands of Belgians and Frenchmen. In order to show some

respect to the old republicans, Napoleon appointed the aged Lebiam,
in the main a good man, and at heart a Girondist, his former col-

league in the Consulate, governor-general of Holland, just as he had

formerly employed him to give a French character to the ancient,

aristocratic trading republic of Genoa. Lebrun, who was in himself

a very simple man, was created a prince by Napoleon, Duke of

Piacenza, and high treasurer of his Empire, but still remained a man
of no pretensions. He was now, by the splendour with which he
was to be surrounded, to make some compensation to the Dutch for

the loss of a court
; power, properly speaking, he had none. Oudinot

continued commander-in-chief of the French troops in Holland till

the commencement of the war with Russia, in which he was obliged
* Of the documents already referred to, appended to the " Me'moires siir la cour

de Louis Bonaparte," &c., from Xo. VIII. to XIV., refer wholly to the resignation
of the king; No. VIII. is the letter from Ostend; No. IX. The letter from Lille;

No. X. The message from King Louis to the Dutch legislative bodies respecting
the reasons of his resignation; No. XI. The document of resignation itself;

No. XII. The king's proclamation to the Dutch people; No. XIII. The king's

protest against the imion of Holland with France; No. XIV. Otto's letter, then
ambassador in Vienna, in which, in the name of the Emperor, he requires the king,
who had betaken himself to Toplitz, and then to Carinthia, to return to France.

Of the tone of these letters we shall quote a single example :

" Je vous declare

done, que je ne veux plus d'ambassadeur de HoUande a Paris. L'amiral VerhueU
a ordre d'en partir en vingt-quatre heures. Ce ne sont plus des phrases et des

protestations qu'il me faut; il est tems que je sache si vous voulez faire le malheiir

de la IloUande, et par vos folies causer la mine de ce paj's. Je ne veux non plus

que vous envoyiez un ministre en Autriche; je ne veux pas non plus que vous

renvoyiez les Fran9ais qui sont a votre service. J'ai rappole mon ambassadeur; je
n'auriii plus en HoUande qu'mi charge d'affaires. Le Sieur Serrurier, qui y reste en
cette qualite, vous communiquer mes intentions. Je ne veux plus exposer un
ambassadeur a vos insultes. Ne m'ecrivez plus de vos phrases ordinaires; voila

trois ans que vous me les repetez, et chaque instant en prouve la faussete. C'est la

demiere lettre de ma vie que je vous e'cris."
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to take a part. His government of the Dutch, wlio were not inclined

to conspiracies, was like that of tlic Prince of'Eckmiihl among the

Germans, who at that time were under the greatest excitement.
We shall confine ourselves to a few examples of the manner in which
the celebrated hero of the French people suffered and caused other

nations to be treated.

One of the first measures of the new French administration was to

have the whole of the colonial products in the pubhc and private
warehouses, the property of merchants and traders, as well as all

goods of English manufacture, registered, and to require the payment
of a duty of 50 per cent, on their value. The prefects in tlie depart-
ments, and the heads of the police in the principal towns, exercised

a despotic and arbitrary government. Among these were two who
reminded the people of the Low Countries of the Spanish authorities

in the time of Philip II. These were DuviUiers Duterrage in

Amsterdam, and Marivaux in Rotterdam, who were emulated by
some Belgians, placed in public ollices, and who, like them, made
themselves the terror of the whole country. In 1811 Napoleon
indeed undertook an ostentatious journey to Holland, and from the

accounts of. his eulogists we might enumerate a considerable number
of wise and beneficial regulations, as the results of this journey; the

single fact, however, -that the coarse and harsh Intendant-General

Daru, who had already shown his capacities for oppression and
extortion in Austria and Prussia, was the man appointed to drain

the substance of the Dutch also, and that he combined the most
intolerable insolence with the most revolting severity, gives the lie

to all the bombast and boasting of the French. Count Celles, as

prefect of Amsterdam, andDe Stassart, as prefect of the Hague, made
themselves as much objects of hatred as Daru.

The course pursued by the Emperor of the French on the further

side of the Rhine, and in the neighbourhood of the Julian Alps, also

gave as clear indication of the consolidation of all the newly-erected
states with France, as what took place in Spain, Naples, the States

of the Church, Tuscany, and Holland. As long as there was any
hope that England, in order to retain the hereditary dominions of

its sovereigns in Germany, would relinquish some advantages, the

fate of Hanover remained undecided, although the country was se-

verely wasted. Tlie French found willing instruments in such men
as Patje, Von Scheele, Von Hammerstein, and Von Hardenberg, who
received in Cassel decorations and places, the old advantages of their

order.

It was therefore politic and wise in Jerome to create the order of

the Westphalian crown, and to get up a court before the finances

of the country were regulated ;
for the liigh nobihty, Avho after-

Avards acted so patriotically, pressed forward to obtain every office

connected with which there was more splendour than work. Baron

Patje, Count Hardenberg, and Baron von Schulte were made coun-

cillors of state
; Count von Oberg, and Barons Knigge, Kampeu,

VOL. VIII. b
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Billow, and Ompteda, were appointed Westphalian chamberlains
;

the Countesses of Swicheld, Von Bernstorf, Von Oberg, and the

Baroness of Arnswald, ladies of the court. This reconcihation of

the old with the new proved as little profitable to Napoleon's new
state in Germany as it did in France. The privileged nobles wil-

lingly accepted as mucli of the old institutions as was given them
;

but they showed themselves the no less eager to avail themselves

of every occasion to obtain back the whole of their former advan-

tages, privileges, and honours.

Napoleon had at first quieted the various princes of the Con-
federation of the Rhine by giving them a solemn assurance, in

1806, that he had no desire to extend the boundaries of France
across the Rhine

;
but he immediately appeared to aim at nullifying

this declaration by making his brother and his brother-in-law

princes, prescribing to them French laws and forms of administra-

tion, and converting Wesel, Castel opposite Mayence, and Kehl,
into French fortresses. Magdeburg, too, was occupied by a French

garrison : all this, however, Avas not enough, for the new institutions

introduced by the Emperor himself Avere all completely changed by
him again after a few years. The new alterations, too, were of such

a kind, that every one saw they Avere merely preparations for the

incorporation of these countries Avith France. The grand-duchy
of Berg had been already completely organised after the French
fashion by Murat

;
and when he was made King of Naples, and

the duchy again fell to the Empire as a A'acant fief, it was conferred

on the second son of the King of Holland : as, hoAvever, the prince
was a minor, its administration was entrusted to his uncle. The
name of the grand-duchy remained; the country, however, was

governed by Frenchmen, and after the French fashion
;

it was
therefore merely a province of France. The whole system of ad-

ministration Avas calculated upon the well-known endurance of the

Germans, and upon the separate and distinct interests of German
ranks and classes, because the people were made of no account

Avhatever, and had been accustomed for centuries to tliis mode of

treatment.

The Germans therefore also, in 1809-10, changed masters and

administrations, just like negroes sold in the slave-market. The
inhabitants of whole districts were attached to Westphalia, Bavaria,

Baden, Wirtemberg, Hesse, Wlirzburg, or CA'^en to Reuss and

Sigmaringen, as it happened to be the pleasure or interest of those

whom the Emperor wished to enrich at the expense of the Ger-

mans. Scarcely was one change effected, and dearly paid for to the

French ministers and agents by the German princes, when they
were obliged to submit to another. The English, as usual, were
made a pretence for all those changes connected Avith the dissolution

of the kingdom of Holland and the extension of the boundaries

of France, seeing that they seized, one after another, upon the

colonies of all nations. As early as February, 1809, they had con-
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quered Martinique; in July, St. Domingo and the French posses-
sions in the Senegal; in February, 1810, they took Guadaloupo;
in July, the Isle of Bourbon; and in December, the Isle of France;
and their allies, the Portuguese from Brazil, took possession of

Guiana and Cayenne.

Napoleon had previously made the constant growth and increase

of the British power a pretence for requiring in the peace of

Schonbrunn considerable sacrifices from Austria, and uniting the

provinces so separated, partly immediately with France, and partly

subjecting them to its dominion by incorporating them with the

kingdom of Italy. The portions of ceded territory which he left to

his vassals were burdened with the most oppressive conditions in

the form of payments and dotations. Tuscany and the States of the

Church were incorporated with France, and the King of Naples
was oblirfed to confine himself within the limits of a French grover-

nor-gcneral. The republic of the Valais, which Napoleon, as

consul in 1802, had separated from the confederation and made
a distinct state, was united with France, just as Cracow in our days
has been united with Austria. In both cases the manifest injustice
of the act was excused by what Milton calls

" the tyrant's plea."

Napoleon took advantage of the party quarrels and disputes in the

Valais to put an end to the strife by annihilating the little state,

and heaping contempt upon the unfortunate people, whom he
robbed by compelling them to ask for his protection. He com-

plained of the state of Valais, and accused it of not having shown
itself sufficiently grateful for the road over the Simplon, which
he had constructed, and at the same time stirred up their party en-

mities. Then, for the purpose of quelling the strife, ho caused seven

notables, selected from the dilTerent parties, to come to him to Paris,
with the view, as was pretended, ofpointing out and agreeing on means
of providing for the care of the Simplon, and putting an end to the

state of anarchy in the republic; the final result, however, of all

these pretended reformations and consultations was the decree of the

12th of November, 1810, by which the repubhc of the Valais was
annihilated. As early as the month of December it was united to

France, under the name of the department of the Simplon, divided

into districts and communes, and subjected to the system of French

taxation, police, and administration. In this way, it is true, the

country was freed from the intolerance and party spirit by which it

had been continually oppressed, but the freedom was rather too dearly

purchased at the expense of its existence. The proclamation for the

annihilation of a state founded by Napoleon himself, compared with

the clamour which the Avhole French nation have raised with respect
to the annexation of Cracow (of Avhich we by no means approve),

may serve to prove how vacillating the French ideas of right and

wrong are, for all French writers warmly approved of the conduct
of Napoleon on this occasion. " The road over the Simplon," it is

therein said, "has cost eighteen milUons of francs
;
the inhabitants of

O 2
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the Valais have not, however, fulfilled their obligations respecting it.

In addition to this, the country is in a state of anarchy, because one

party among the people are bent on the oppression of the other;

nothing thei'efore remains but to unite the country to France."

The whole of Germany, like Poland, was deeply burdened with

dotations and payments to the Emperor's ordinary and extraordinary

treasury of domains ; and by means of exchange and barter, every
ancient, local, and family bond was violently torn asunder. Bavaria,

indeed, received a population of three millions and a half, but the

best portion of it was continually in the field for the French, and
those who remained at home were constantly harassed with furnishing

supplies and quarters for the armies. Ratisbon, Salzburg, Berch-

tesgaden, portions of the district of the Inn and Hausruck, and

finally the Tyrol, fell, indeed, to the share of Bavaria; but the price
at which they were purchased was so much greater than their value,
in proportion as the condition of all the princes enriched by the

Emperor became more uncertain, because he Avas continually engaged
in making new plans and territorial distributions. First of all, as

has been already stated, the Tyrol was to be conquered by enormous
sacrifices of blood

;
then the whole circle of the Adige, a great part

of that of the Eisach, and the district of Clausen ; therefore, all

that part of the country distinguished for the cultivation of the vine

and of silk was to be ceded to Italy. The bond by which the

Tyrolese were held together was rent in pieces; Bavarians they
neither could nor v/ould become. The same also is true of those

provinces which formed part of the Austrian spoils ;
for the families

who were their landowners—the Auerspergs, Bathianys, Kheven-

hiillers, Weissenbachs, Tettenbachs, Taufkirchens, and Frankings,
were, by historical recollections, and other distant properties, too

completely identified with Austria as members of its oligarchical

nobility to be able to become Bavarian subjects. Ratisbon was

dearly purchased by the king, who was already deeply in debt, and

very careless in questions of money. In addition to the diplomatic

presents and military requisitions, its cession was to be purchased by
a yearly payment of 400,000 francs; of which, again, a Frenchman
received his share. The one half was given to the prince primate,
and the other divided between the Prince von der Leyen and Count

Tascher, who was married to one of the Leyens. Portions were
sundered from Bavaria as compensation for Wiirzburg; whilst, on
the other hand, the whole of the circle of the Maine, lying on the

further side of Rottach, as far as the confl.uence of the Regnitz with

the Maine, was ceded to Bavaria.

Everywhere the Emperor's word was decisive
;
and his determi-

nation alone put an end to the long strife between Bavaria and

Wirtemberg, respecting the rounding off of their respective terri-

tories; and Bavaria was obHged to give up Ravensberg, Buchhoru,

Tettnang, Geislingen, and those portions of Illerdissen which lay

beyond the lUer, Albeck, Soflingen, Schweinfurt and Ulm, to
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Wirtcmberg. In April and May, 1810, Baden agreed to the

treaties entered into by the mediation of tlic Frenchmen who were

commissioned for the purpose, by virtue of which it received, in

return for due compensation, the Landgraviate of Nellenburg, and

parts of liornbcrg, Rittweil, Tutthngen, Ehingen, Maulbronn,

Brackcnheim, and Mcrgcnthcim. The inhabitants gained by this

exchange, inasmuch as they were no longer compelled to submit to

those acts of violence which were perpetrated in Wirtcmberg every-

where, and against every person.
The prince primate had been made Grand Duke of Frankfort,

and when ceding Ratisbon to Bavaria had been richly compensated

by Hanau and Fulda; but at the same time completely lost all the

reputation for patriotism and earnestness in the cause of German

nationality and progress, whicii he had previously enjoyed. He
twice betrayed his German subjects to foreigners. As Archbishop
of Katisbon. he accepted as his coadjutor Cardinal Fesch, who was

at least half a German, as the son of a Basic apostate; as Grand
Duke of Frankfort he even consented that, under certain circum-

stances, his territory should be vmited with France. He first of all

accepted Eugene Beauharnais, Viceroy of Italy, alone as his suc-

cessor; but with the appended clause, that, should ho die without

male issue, then the territory was to be imited to France. The
2ioniination of the young Dutch prince as Grand-Duke of Berg
was a mere empty form, which deceived no one. The prince Avas a

child, and Roderer was sent into the grand duchy to administer it

according to the French laws and usages; and the same Roderer

afterwards governed it as a French province. In like manner the

grand duchy of Frankfort, under Dalbcrg's government, was com-

pletely administered on the French system, and the Frankfort troops,

along with those of Lippe-Detmold, Biickeburg, Anhalt, "West-

phalia, and those of the Saxon dukes, were obliged to serve Joseph

Bonaparte in Spain against their own countrymen, who were fighting

bravely in the English ranks.

AVc have already several times referred to the history of the knig-
dom of Westphaha without entering upon that of the court and the

scandal of the society in Casscl, which was composed of German

nobility and French adventurers. Wc have observed that the King
of Westphalia, by a proclamation of the 1st of March, 1810, was

allowed to declare Hanover and its possessions a part of his domi-

nions, although even Bonaparte was convinced that this country
must be restored in case of a peace with England, with reference to

which even the words of the French pcttilbggcrs
who drew up the

act of union were calculated. This act, of the 14th of January,

1810, was so drawn up as to enable the Emperor at any moment
to resume his present ^vithout violating his word. The Due de

Cadore, who concluded the treaty with the king in the Emperor's

name, had declared in the document that the Emperor relinquished

to his brother the fall sovcreignti/ of Hanover; this phrase he was
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obliged, by ISTapoleon's express command, to alter, and to say instead,

that the Emperor conferred upon his brother all the rights to Hanover
which he himself possessed* Hanover, with the exception of

Laucnburg, was then, as before said, united to Westphalia, but the

union was equally unfortunate for both. In order to prove this, we
need only quote a single passage from the manuscript observations

of Count ]\lalchus on the French libel against the kingdom, which
is the more worthy of credit as Malchus was among the commis-
sioners employed to take possession. Whilst disputing other accusa-

tions, he admits that Hanover was a miserable present for the king-
dom of Westphalia, and the burdens thrown upon the treasury on and

through the cession of Hanover, in the year in which it was fully

incorporated with the kingdom, exceeded its revenues by about three

millions.

Saxony was less oppressed and troubled in its German provinces
than the other states of the Confederation of the Rhine. It was,

however, used as the tool of the French, and threatened with imme-
diate incorporation with France. On the other hand, it did not

enjoy those advantages which fell to the lot of the other states

(Wirtemberg excepted) from French dominion. These advantages,
which were again taken away from many of the states after 1814,
consisted of equality in the eye of the law, the abolition of all feudal

burdens and of patrimonial jurisdiction, and the annihilation of the

Roman and Canon law, intelligible only to the learned;—in short, the

enjoyment of all those wise institutions which had been introduced

into France since the revolution, and which Napoleon had not found

it necessary to abolish in order to establish his autocracy. In

Saxony everything remained as before, for which reason the Saxon
mode of legal proceedings continues to this hour imdisturbed, and
the manner in which public business is still transacted in the Saxon
chambers and courts reminds us of the days of Augustus, of Flem-

ming, and Brlihl.

Napoleon respected the aged and virtuous, though pedantic, king,
as he deserved to be respected, because he was honourable, faithful,

and true. Neither his superstition nor his adhesion to what was

old injured the Emperor; and he availed himself of his fidelity to

load the poor Saxons with the duchy of Warsaw, and therefore both

the defence of the Elbe and the Vistula, in addition to those feudal

burdens which they even yet continue to bear. Seven millions

were to be expended upon the fortress of Torgau, the army to be

newly organised and increased, and all this in order that Warsaw

might be made a camp, and Saxony a bulwark against Russia and

Prussia. The burden of the administration and defence of Warsaw
fell upon the Saxons, the advantages of the possessions to France.

It is, therefore, no wonder that the whole of the French writers are

* The Emperor -wrote to the Due de Cadore, in reference to this expression,
" Je

ne puis pas ceder une soverainte que je n'ai pas. Je cede mes droits sur cette pro-

vince; c'est tout ce que je puis faire."
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unable to find lan^uacre stronjj cnou;?h to iustifv and commend the

deeds of violence which were committed, in order to make Warsaw
a domain for those Frenchmen, who, hy their expenditure, were to

increase the splendour of the imperial court. It has often already
been remarked how burdensome these dotations and imperial re-

serves were from tlic very first; and the union of Western Gallicia

with the duchy, iiftcr the peace of Scluhibrunn, increased rather than

diminished them. By this union the duchy of Warsaw was, indeed,

enlai't^cd by two-thirds of its Avhole extent, and its population
doubled

; but, on the other hand, it was called upon to pay
10,000,000 francs to the French domains, and the army was raised

to 60,000 men
;
the loss was therefore greater than the gain.

Matters had gone to such a length, as early as 1810, that Na-

poleon and his servile sophists in the senate no longer considered it

necessary to justify or even to excuse the annihilation of states with

which they Avere at peace or living in friendship, or the spoliation
of those that were weak. One and the same decree of the senate

united the whole north coast of Germany and the kingdom of

Holland to France; and on the very same day, the 13th of Decem-

ber, 1810, as this decree was passed, another for the union of the

Valais with the Empire was also brought forward. The decree

given below* not only affects Oldenburg and the Ilanse Towns,
not only the possessions of the Duke of Arenberg and other small

territories, but also portions of the recently enlarged kingdom of

Westplialia, and even Prussian territories lying within what had
been agreed upon as the line of demarcation. These measures would

have been regarded as less surprising had they been considered as

mere acts of Ibi'ce; but the Duke of Oldenburg was the nearest

relation of the Emperor of Russia, who was, or appeared to be, on

the most friendly terms with Napoleon ; tlie Grand-Duke of Berg
was the emperor's own nephew and ward

;
and the King of West-

phalia his brother. By virtue of this decree, the grand duchy of

Ber^ lost 200,000, and the kingdom of Westphalia 500,000, in-

habitants. The Emperor of Russia's brother-in-law was altogether

driven out of his territories, and no notice whatever was even given to

the King of Prussia that hands had been laid upon, or that there was

any intention of violating, his possessions. The Emperor's message,

* " Lcs arrets du conseil Britannique en 1806 et 1807 ont decliirc Ic droit public
de rEurojie, iin nouvel ordre de chosos regit ruiiivcrs. De nouvelles garantics
m'etaut devenuc iie'cessaires, la reunion dcs embouchures de I'Escaut, de la Meuse,
du Rhin, du Weser ct de I'Elbe it rEnipire, retablissemcnt d'une navigation in-

terieure avcc la Baltique m'ont paru etre les premieres et lcs plus importiUites.
J'ai foit dresser le plan d'un canal qui sera execute' avant cinq ans et qui joindra la

Baltiquc a la Seine. Des indenuiites seront donnc'os aux princes qui pourront se

trouver froisses par cetto grande mesure, que connnaiule la necessitc ct qui appuie
sur la Baltiquc la droite des t'rontieres de mon empire." In reference to this and

similar questions, the whole tone of Bignon's book undergoes a change from the

ninth jKirt forward; for he himself directs attention to the indifl'erence with which
such scandalous spoliation is passed over. He merely observes : "La reunion du

Lauenbourg, des villes anseatiques et do toutcs les cotes depuis I'Elbe jusqu'a

I'Ems EST coaiaiANDJiE pak les cibconstances."
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by wliich the imperial decree of the 12th and that of the 13th were

changed into resohitions of the senate, Champagny's insolent speech
on the subject, and Semonville's favourable report, are completely
in unison with the manifestoes and diplomatic notes of the three

powers which divided Poland among themselves. Of the same

character, too, is the answer which the Emperor on tlie 1 7th re-

turned to a deputation, which had been sent to him respecting the

completion of the decree. The senate did not think it worth while

to waste a single word respecting the union of the Valais with

France.

In the first four months of the year 1811 three French depart-
ments were formed out of the frontier of North Germany, containing
646 square miles, and above 300,000 inhabitants, which was thus

incorporated with France. The terrible Prince of Eckmuhl (Da-

voust), who sported with men's lives as if Napoleon were a god, was

placed at the head of the secret police throughout Germany and

Poland—a body which was found lurking in every corner, and

exercising the most cruel tyranny. This idea of the power of his

master may well have been entertained by Davoust, when even aged,

distinguished, and well-educated Germans in authority so far forgot
their duty to their nation and their own dignity as, in order to

obtain a favourable look for themselves or the places over which they

ruled, to offer uj) meaner incense to a conqueror who oppressed them
than that of his Parisian creatures. This was done, for example, by
Doorman, the aged syndic of Hamburg, and by Count Grote, in

the speeches delivered by them at public and official audiences in

Paris, given to the one on the 17th of March, and to the other on

the 30th of June. We shall subjoin, for the sake of illustration, a

few expressions of these representatives of the great trading commu-

nity and of the high nobility of Germany.*

4.—Sweden.

Charles XIII., having obtained the crown of Sweden from the

aristocracy, who were combined together against his nephew, and

secretly protected by Russia, in tlie same manner as Louis Philippe,
in our days, the throne of France, by means of the democrats, who

* The aged Doorman, as if eager to lay his grey hairs ^viih. shame in the grave,

says
—" The Hanse Towns have been at all times Frenchmen in heart and in their

predilections, and they would now he united, not merely as a spot of the earth's sur-

face, not as a nameless gain, to the immeasurable magnitude of the astonished pro-
vinces which yield obedience to one master." Count Grote even goes beyond this.

He reminds the Emperor of Charlemagne and "Wittekind, whom he represents as

inferior to his genius. He alleges that Divine Providence, according to its un-

fathomable decrees (so the devil uses the Bible), had undoubtedly from the begin-

ning destined Napoleon, after the expiration of ten centuries, again to incorporate
the cradle of the Franks and the paternal soil of the brave Saxons with his empire.
Similar phrases abound, which we pass over. That these speeches were written, put
into their mouths, and printed in the Moniteur, by Frenchmen, is no excuse for them
whatever.
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Averc grossly betrayed by him, immediately afterwards bought the

friendship of llussia, as Louis Philippe did the alliance with Eng-
land. King Charles XIII. was obliged to pay much more dearly
for the friendship of Russia than Louis Philippe for the English
alliance; but Sweden was also at war with Russia on this account, a

great portion of the country was conrjuered, and the Avholc kingflom

might easily luivc been reduced. Peace with iUitsia was therefore

purchased by the cession of the whole of Finland, a part of West
Bothnia, and the half of the Aland Islands; and peace with Den-
mark by an agreement respecting the succession to the throne.

Charles XIIL liad no heirs, nor the prospect of having a son; the

Swedes therefore chose the nearest relation of the King of Denmark
as their crown prince. The choice of Prince Christian Augustus, of

Schleswig-Holstein-Augustenburg, as crown prince of Sweden, was

solemnly proclaimed in Stockhohn before the estates on the 28th of

August, 1809;- and on his arrival from Norway, on the 6th of

January, 1810, he was received as an idol, especially by the citizens

and peasants. Among the great families, however, he had many
enemies. Among the most discontented were the dreaded aristocrats of
the proud families of Piper and Fersen, who WTre afterwards accused,

probably without any reason, of causing the prince to be poisoned.
The peace with Russia and with Denmark was at that time already con-

cluded, and in such terms that, by virtue of its conditions, agreed to

in September, and ratified in October, the Inlet of Aland and the

Gulf of Bothnia on the east, and the small rivers of Torneo and
Muonio on the north, were to form the boundaries between Sweden
and Russia. The peace concluded with Denmark on the 10th of

December involved no conditions which were burdensome to Sweden.

Napoleon, too, showed himself disposed to conclude a peace with the
new Swedish government, and even to restore Swedish Pomerania,
which he had conquered. He demanded, however, on the part of
Sweden an unconditional acceptance of his continental system.
The acceptance of the continental system would necessarily lead

to reprisals against Sweden on the part of England, and, on account
of the peculiar relations of this kingdom, which, since the peace
with Russia, had no more than two millions and a half of inhabitants,
would subject them to poverty and misery. The Frcncli Emperor,
it is true, when consenting that a large part of Sweden should be
ceded to Russia, had required from the Emperor Alexander that he
should enforce upon that country wdiat he himself had promised to do

respecting England; but, on concluding the treaty, Sweden and
Russia came to an understanding: as to the means of evadini? this

stipulation. It was conceded to Sweden that she should import as

much salt and colonial goods as were sufficient for her own consump-
tion. Napoleon saw too well what this concession would lead to, to

submit to it without interference. In order to brimj the nefrotiations,

commenced in Paris immediately after the conclusion of the peace
"with Russia, to an end, the Swedish government had forbidden all
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English ships, wliether for merchandise or ships of war, to enter any
of the Swedish harbours, and yet the Swedish deputies were several

months in being able to bring the negotiations to an issue. Napo-
leon was not only unwilling to agree to the concessions made by the

Emperor Alexander, but actually prohibited all Swedish ships from

access to any of the harbours on the north coast of Germany.
In order to obtain peace with France, Sweden, urged on by Den-

mark and Russia, was at length obliged to consent to a complete
renunciation of all trade with England,

—a promise which, as it soon

appeared, could not possibly be kept. The Emperor, too, secured

to the Swedes some advantages, as the French had the audacity to

say, from magnanimity, in the peace which was at length signed on

the 21st of January, 1810. He restored Swedish Pomerania, and
the island of Rligen, as well as the Swedish ships which had been

seized since Charles XIII.'s accession to the throne, together with

their cargoes, as far as these did not consist of English goods. As,

however, our object is not to give a full view of Swedish, but of

European history, we must leave the internal history of the kingdom
to its own historians, and in this and what follows leave Sweden

altogether untouched. The contemptible character of Charles, who
was in a state of physical and moral degradation, gave full room to

the miserable schemes of the leadina: noble families, who for 150 vears

had been accustomed to cabals
;
and the situation of a noble-minded

prince like Christian Augustus, who was adored by the two other

estates, was no very enviable one, and Napoleon's views respecting
Sweden were by no means clear. The Swedish government, for

example, besought the Emperor of the French to promote a marriage
between the crown prince of Sweden and a princess of his house—a proposal Avhich, however, on the French side, was formally
declined on the lOtli of February.

Notwithstanding the peace concluded in the preceding month, the

Emperor was, about this time, highly dissatisfied with the Swedes.
He complained in no very measured terms of the continuation of the

friendship between England and Sweden; he expressed his indigna-
tion at the Swedish charge, d'affaires still remaining in London, and
the English one in Stockholm, and at the non-observance of the

condition respecting a complete renunciation of trade with the great

enemy of France. Napoleon, supported by the information derived

from his numerous spies, charges d'affaires, and their creatures,

alleged that the English trade in Sweden was pushed more zealously
than ever; that Gothenburg was nothing else than a great depot
for the German coasts, and that even Pomerania was full of Eng-
lish goods. By disputes on these points the mission of Alquier,
who had been long since nominated for the post of ambassador in

Stockholm, was continually delayed, and the duties* of his office per-
formed by Desaugiers, secretary to the embassy. Some allege that

the latter liud, of his own accord, intermeddled in this business, when
the sudden death of the crown prince led to the choice of a successor;
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Others say that he had received express orders from Paris, but ^^s
given iij) by his court. The cause of the sudden death of Christian

Augustus is still veiled in obscurity.
In May, 1810, the crown prince took a journey to Schonen, in

order to be present at a review, and became unwell on the way, after

eating of a cold pasty, of which he alone partook. He, however,

continued his journey, and attended the review on the 23rd of JNIay,

where he suddenly fell dead from his horse. The king had sent Dr.

Rossi, his physician, who was then involved in the imputation of

poisoning, which found credit among the Swedish people, as the

fable of Caspar Hauser did among the Germans. The poisoning is

said to have been a device of Count Fersen and his sister, the

Countess Piper. The name of Fersen is well known in connexion

with the flight of Louis XVI. The queen, too, is alleged to have

been privv to the plan. Whatever amount of blame may be attached

to Count Fersen— as is likely to happen to such routs—respecting the

poisoning of the prince, if he were really poisoned,* he was cer-

tainly not immediately a party. The government punished the

king's physician, and tlie people let loose their wrath on the count.

On the occasion of the interment of the crown prince, on the 20th

of June, Count Fersen was ill-treated, tortured, and put to death in

a horrible manner, and the palace of his sister, Countess Piper, was

stormed.

As the king was old, weak, and unequal to the state of business

and parties, it was necessary to take measures forthwith for the choice

of a successor; and a wide field was thus opened for cabals. We
cannot, however, go into minute details, but must confine ourselves

to the general results. It would almost appear as if Russia kept
herself very quiet on this occasion. King Ferdinand VI., of Den-

mark, appeared openly as a suitor for the crown, and the Emperor
of the French played a very equivocal part. The question on the

tapis was now the election of liernadottc, and the Emperor Avas in

the greatest perplexity, whether he should hmder the choice of a

hated rival for military glory, or, because the general was brother-

in-law to his brother, and had been created by himself Prince of

Ponto-Corvo, suffer that to take place which he could not very pro-

perly publicly interfere to prevent. Bcrnadotte was not only very

advantageously known in Sweden since the time in which he had

been entrusted with the administration of Hanover and the Hanse

Towns, but he had rendered special services to the Swedes in 1806,

The illness caused by the pasty appeared to be past; the prince had an inter-

view witli his brother, the duke, in Sdionen, and thence went to be present at some
miuianivres of the JMurner Hussars. As the rcpinicnt was making a charge the

prince took his place on the left wing, dashed oil' at a gallop, lost his hat, imme-

diately fell backwards from his horse, and in a few minutes was dead. I'liysicians

were brought from Lund to assist Kossi. Kossi was afterwards removed from his

oflSce, and later sent out of the kingdom. Professor Lodiu's report clearly intimates

poison. The other medical reports either leave the matter iu obscurity, or contra-

diet the suspicion. Ho much for the colUyiitm medicum. The contents of the prince's

stomach were not, however, carefully examined.
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whom he overtook in Travemunde, under the command of Count
Morner. JNIorner and the other officers, whom he at that time

treated with great kindness, exercised a strong influence among the

nobihty quahfied to elect. Bernadotte had also gained the favour of

other men of influence at the time in which he commanded the

French troops in the north of Germany, and afterwards in Jutland;

and in addition to all these, his name had been mentioned on the

former occasion. On the present there was, consequently, a greater
chance of success. IMorner, in the name of the party which he had

got together in favour of the Prince of Ponto-Corvo, sent liis nephew
to Paris on a deputation, to whom the prince declared that he was

disposed to accept the ofl'er, but that the Emperor's permission must
first be obtained.

There was the greater reason not to take a step in the affair without

the Emperor's permission, as the Swedish deputies declared the pre-

liminary condition of the choice to be that Bernadotte should wholly

relinquish his rights as a French citizen, and make a profession of

the Lutheran faith. The Estates were summoned to meet for the

election at Orebro, and named an election committee of twelve;
besides Bernadotte, there was no other candidate but the King of

Denmark, because the brother of the late crown prince, the Duke of

Augustenburg, withdrew when the king, whose successor he must

be, was proposed. Napoleon had at that time every reason to do
Avhat was agreeable to the King of Denmark: and though, there-

fore, the feeling was in favour of the Prince of Ponto-Corvo, Desau-

giers, the French charge d'affaires, at first exerted himself in favour

of the king; when, however, the real state of the case was known
in Paris, it was said that Desaugiers had meddled in the matter

without orders, and he was recalled. The Due de Cadore afterwards

said to the Swedish ambassador that Desaugiers had been sacrificed;

Bignon affirms the reverse. Who can unravel the complicity of

diplomatic falsehood and deception? To us it does not appear worth

while even to make the attempt ; we, tlierefore, have merely to report
that Bernadotte, proposed by the king, was unanimously elected

crown prince by the Estates of Sweden on the 25th of August,
1810; that he accepted the offer, and that the clioice was approved
of by the Emperor. Napoleon may, perhaps, have looked with no

very favourable eye on the elevation of Bernadotte, but we doubt the

truth of his having proposed to him to promise never to carry on war

against France; and when he refused to comply, having had a violent

and angry scene with him on the subject. On the contrary, he

released him fully from his oath of allegiance, handed him over two
millions in cash, gave him a splendid suite, payed the amount of his

dotations, and suffered him to retain possession of his estates pur-
chased in France.

After his election the crown prince arrived in Sweden in October,
was adopted by the king, appointed generalissimo, and immediately
initiated into the management of affairs. Tlie Emperor of the French
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at length allowed Alquicr, the ambassador, to talce his departure;
but he Avas too anxious to promote his master's interest, and too

vehement to be able to do much towards smoothing down the difll-

culties which had again arisen between Sweden and France. The

Emperor had commissioned him imperiously to demand that the

continental system should l)cnot only strictly followed out in Sweden,
but that war should be declared against England. Al(|uier not only

minutely followed the commands of the Emperor, but Napoleon
himself held a personal conversation with the Swedish ambassador in

Paris, on account of the delay in Sweden; and this conversation

was carried on in a tone wholly inadmissible even in respectable

private society.
The ambassador has left a record of the subject-matter and style

for the benefit of posterity; and it is obvious that the Emperor
became more vehement at the end than became either himself or his

office. As a proof or illustration, we shall quote below a few pas-

sages from this bluster.* The Emperor then commanded his minister

of foreign afKiirs, who was present at the interview, immediately to

prepare a courier to proceed to Sweden, and proposed to the Swedish
ambassador to do the same. Their duty was to be, to convey the

Emperor's wishes to the Swedish government, and to state that if

within five days from the time in which Alquicr should have handed
in his last demand they did not unconditionally accept of the terms

proposed, Alquier was to take his leave, and the war to begin. The
Swedish ambassador denied, indeed, every accusation brought against
Sweden—declared, however, that his court would declare war

against England, and confiscate all English goods.
The English did not avenge this on Sweden, but took into

account the circumstances of the country, and spared Sweden as

much as possible. By this conduct the Emperor was strengthened
in his opinion that there was some secret understanding between
Sweden and England. lie therefore increased his demands. He
called lor not only a much stricter observance of the continental

system, which he himself was constantly violating by his licenses,

but required that, in order effectually to prevent Gothenburg from
* "La Suede, me prend-elle pour dupe? point d'etat mixte, point de sentiments,

des faits. Vous gardez un agent Ansjlais; vous avez des batimens dans tous les

ports d'Angleterre; des batimens Anglais assiegent Gotherabourg; vos isles servent
de magazins a leurs inarchandises; vous transportez lours denrees coloniales en

Allemagnc, j'en ai fait saisir a llostoch; vos aflaires ni'enipechent de reposcr cu

paix. Eh bien! rcstez avec les Anglais. Vous ni'assurez, que la Suede aime micux
roster avec moi; mais des preuves, vous dis-je, des preuves! Le eommeree d'expor-
tation, c'est le elioval de bataille. Ou est-il done le pavilion neutre? 11 n"y a plus
des neutres, I'Angleterre n'eu reconnait point, je ne vcux plus en reconnaitre. La
Suede est la cause de la crise que j'e'prouve, die ni'a fait plus de nial que cinq coali-

tions ensemble. Clioisissez—des eo\ips des canons aux Anglais qui approehent de vos
cotes ct la confiscation de leurs marcliandises, ou la gueruk avkc Fkance. Je puis
vous attaquer par les Kusses et les l)ant)is, je puis faire contisquer tous vos batimcs
sur le continent, et je le ferai si dans (juinze jmirs vous notes pas en guerre avec

rAugloterre." Sucli is the report of Baron von Lagorbielke. The Emperor added
that he had caused troops to march against the Swiss, and thus very recently com-

pelled them to coutiscate all Euglish goods.
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being made a depot for English manufactures, Frencli custom-

house officers should be admitted there, and 2000 sailors, soldiers,

and officers be furnished for the equipment of the Brest fleet. At
first, 12,000 Avere required. It was even a subject of consideration

to take Swedish troops into French pay ; and Sweden was to raise

50 per cent, on all English goods found in the country. As the

crown prince had now taken upon himself the management of pubHc
affairs, he wrote a letter to the Emperor direct, without, however,

obtaining an answer, whilst Alquier and the minister of" foreign
affairs in Stockholm were engaged in exchanging official correspon-
dence. In letters of the date of the 14th and 19th of November, the

crown prince vainly urged that the Emperor was requiring impossi-

bilities; that the most of the demands could not be comphed with

by the king, because the constitution conferred upon him no right
to deal with the lives and property of the people according to his

pleasure.
The interchange of notes, however, continued, and the correspon-

dence was rendered bitterer than before by the interference of the

crown prince, when just at this time the disputes between Russia

and France began which led to the war of 1812. We shall subse-

quently refer to the causes of this war, which had become unavoidable

as early as the end of 1810. Here we shall merely observe that the

Emperor Alexander, in December, 1810—the month in which he

issued the ukase concerning trade which gave such deadly offence to

Napoleon
—entered into an alliance with Bernadotte. Tschernitcheff

made the first of his renowned journeys from Petersburg to Paris

and back in September, 1810. In his second, in the month of

December of the same year, he took Stockholm on his way, and
held several interviews with the crown prince, of which he after-

wards made a masterly use, as the prince stood in close connexion

with those persons in Paris Avho, without being precisely conspirators,
were thoroughly dissatisfied with the whole course of affairs. Tscher-

nitcheff took with him a letter from the crown prince to Paris, from

the contents of which it is obvious that he must have been com-
missioned to come to an understandino; with him, and to act as

a partisan for Sweden in Paris. From the letter quoted below*
will be seen the reasons alleged by the crown prince as an excuse for

not declaring war against England, or complying with the other

* On the 19th of December the crown prince writes as follows:—" Tschernitcheff

will inform your majesty that Sweden is just on the eve of being in the most melan-

choly situation; that it is wholly destitute of means for carrjdng on the war which
it is called upon to declare; that the government has redoubled its efforts in this

pressing crisis, but that the king's power is not sufficient to carry out the system
of confiscation here to its full extent, as may be done elsewhere. The rights and

property of every individual here are protected by the fundamental laws of the

kingdom ;
and Avere the king himself disposed to act in contravention of these laws,

there is not a single coimcillor of state who would ventiire to agree with him."—
Memoires pour eervir a I'Histoire de Charles XIV., Jean, Roi de Suede et de Nor-

wege. Par le Chef d'Escadron, Coupe' de St. Donat, et B. de Roquefort, &c. Paris,
1820. (Appendix.)
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requirements of the Emperor. Napoleon did not answer imme-
diately even now; ho, however, lowered liis demands. Instead of

12,000 soldiers and sailors, which he had at first required, he now
limited his demand to 2000, and was obhged to be satisfied when he
could not obtain even these. lie even proposed to Sweden to make
an exchange with him, and to give him iron in return for the colo-

nial produce which was heaped up in his storehouses, from confisca-

tions and hcenses for trade. In the following year (1811), how-
ever, the contests became more violent than before.
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CHAPTER III.

TILL THE YEAR 1815.

§1.

PRUSSIA—TURKEY—THE POPE—FRANCE TILL 1812.

A.—PRUSSIA IN 1809—1811.

We have already stated that the minister Von Stein was ob-

structed in the midst of his reforming career, by being obliged to

lay down his office at the close of 1808, and, in the beginning of

1809, to take refuge in Bohemia, where he remained till 1812, when
he went to Russia, and proved of great use in all the great things
which were undertaken by the Emperor Alexander. We think it

right once more brieily to advert to the principles on which Von
Stein's reforms were founded in 1808, in reference to his patriotic
endeavours in 1813. We feel it to be the more incumbent upon us

here to notice the reformino; views of Baron von Stein, as we shall

subsequently see that, in 1813, Metternich, Stadion, and their asso-

ciates, who made common cause with him, were in reality more
afraid of him, and of all those by whom he was surrounded, than of

Napoleon himself. He had, however, succeeded in reforming the

Prussian states; but the French and General Scharnhorst, for very
different reasons, however, opposed a general arming of the people.

Scharnhorst, with good reason, was first anxious for the restoration of

the regular troops; but the first real benefit which Von Stein ren-

dered to Prussia was the means taken for arming the people en

masse, occasioned by Dohna, and demanded by Rllhle von Lilien-

stern. As to Von Stein's activity before his flight to Bohemia, and
the whole tendency of his proceedings, we think we shall be able to

convey the clearest idea by employing his own language. His views

may be seen at length, in a circular addressed to the leading admi-

nistrative authorities in Prussia, on the 24th of November, 1808,
when he was obliged to have recourse to a hasty flight to Bo-
hem la

*

* This circular is a sort of political will, or confession of faith. Having remarked
that much had already been done, he proceeds as follows:—"Hereditary subjection
has ceased. The support of every throne, the will offreemen, has been founded ; the

unlimited right to the possession of landed property has been proclaimed. The duty of

making provision for its first necessities has been again restored to the people ; the to'WTis

have now been declared no longer minors." He next lays down eight propositions,
on the acceptance of which, in his opinion, it would mainly depend whether the
machine of the Prussian states could be changed into one organic whole, with life

and motion in and for itself. These propositions are— 1. Government can only pro-
ceed from the highest power. 2. Those wlio administer the law must be dependent
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Stein's removal prevented all quick progress in Prussia; Scharn-
horst alone successfully applied liis knowledge, gained in the prac-
tical military school of the singular Count von Lippe, to the new
organisation of the Prussian army. The king and his family still

remained in Prussia 1^-opcr: there was a total want of order in

Berlin, and of some strong guiding mind. Altcnstein, Dohna, and

Beyme, of whom the ministry consisted, proved quite unequal to

meet the financial dilliculties, especially as Napoleon, with im-

placable severity, insisted upon the immediate payment of eighty-five
millions of contributions that were in arrear. He even at length
consented, in order to obtain payment, that Hardenberg, who was
a more supple and diplomatic but less moral man than Stein, should

take his place as prime minister. At this time there appeared on
the 6th of November, before the kinir returned to Berlin on the

23rd of December, 1809, that most important decree, by virtue of

which the inalienability of the royal domains was removed. The
cllcct of this decree was, that Prussia, as in the eighteenth century,
no longer remained the king's private estate, but might become the

property of free men. This will be obvious from certain deter-

minations then adopted, to which we shall advert, in order to in-

dicate the importance of the decree. The sale of peasants' estates,

mills, and other royalties belonging to the crown, was now declared

to be entirely free. The alienation of lands, forests, and privileges,
was to be sanctioned and allowed, as far as this was necessary to

meet the wants of the state.

At the very time when everything loudly demanded that the

Germans should at length get completely rid of all the obstructing
formalities of etiquette and Byzantine forms, and be united as one

people, the court announced its return to Berlin, not very advan-

tageously, by issuing a number of ordinances relating to the most

contemptible things, court forms and etiquette; the combined efforts

of Von Humboldt, Altcnstein, Niebuhr, Schleiermacher, and other

distinguished and vain literati, were directed to carving out the

plan of a new imiversity in Berlin. This plan was really brought
to a successful issue in the autumn of 1810, and these distinguished
men at first even succeeded in bringing their own pretentious tone

and depreciation of others into fashion, and, along with this, in

on the highest power alone, anJ, therefore, all patrimonial jurisdictions nuist be abo-
lished. 3. Hereditary subjection is, it is true, abolished; but many laws for

domestics, especially Silesian, still limit freedom. 4. Tlie representation of tlie

people, wiiile such exists, is very imperfect. A general system of representation
must be organised, and on this depends the weal or woe of the Prussian people.
5. There is no proper connexion between tlie nobles and the citizens. The nobility-
must be reformed, and brought into connexion with the other estates. Hence it

follows— f). That yeneial measures for the defence of the country nmst be established

by law. The class of peasants must be elevated: 7. B.v legal moans for collecting
dues: 8. By stirring up some religious sense in the minds of tiie people: D. Mainly
by due care for the instruction and education of youth. He adds that, if tliese

principles be duly observed and carried out, any other small deficiencies, especially
in questions of finance, will be easily overcome.

VOL. VIII. P
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giving currency to a pretended new philosophy, and a new system of

history and archaeology discovered by them. In this way they

thought themselves justified, thenceforward, in calling Berh'n the

metropolis of German literature and science, and the rest of us

really believed for a long time that we were all dwarfs, and that

there Avere no giants except in Berlin. When it afterwards appeared
that the most of these men were tall merely because they walked

upon stilts, we smiled and remained silent. The object, however,
at which these distinguished gentlemen aimed was accomplished;
and the English and French, who have a great admiration for what
Is distingut, and mistake names for things, honoured Germany for

Berlin's sake.

Baron von Hardenberg, who now, by Napoleon's consent,

managed the Prussian aifairs as chancellor of state, had the merit

of making these and other reforms possible in the midst of the most

melancholy condition of the state. He understood what Von Stein

did not : how to beat the French with their own weapons, to play
an equivocal part in a masterly manner, and thus not only to de-

ceive the French, but also his own timid king. Whatever may be

said of Hardenberg's private life, of his associates and his favourites,

the rage exhibited by all French writers as to his faithlessness and
falsehood abundantly proves that he was just the right man, when

necessary, to fight them with their own arms. That he was a man
well qualified to organise a new system of administration, he had

formerly shown in Franconia, where he used the services of Bitter

von Lang, who, although he has heaped the most scurrilous abuse

ujDon others, has made him alone a hero of virtue. In order to

regain Napoleon's favour, he even had recourse to the services of

"two of his diplomatists, when the Emperor peremptorily demanded
his removal from office and public affairs. Bignon informs us, that

as early as 1808 he had caused a paper to be given into the hands
of the Emperor and recommended to his attention by Duroc, in

which Flardenberg sought to justify himself.* When the king was
afterwards anxious to make him chancellor of state, but did not

dare to do so without Napoleon's consent, the Count de Marsan,
then French ambassador in Berlin, undertook the mediation. The

Emperor assented
; but, from his letter to St. Marsan, it appears

that he only did so on the condition that anti-German traitors,

spies, and rascals, should be held in honour in Berlin, and true

German men always discouraged.f
*
Bignon, vol. ix., p. 174, No. 1, says: "En 1808, durant mes fonctions d'ad-

ministrateur-general de Prusse, le Baron de Hardenberg avait ecrit a Napoleon
pour expliquer et justifier sa conduite. Cette lettre m'ayant etc remise par un de
ses amis, un Monsieur Jordan, je I'addressai au General Duroc, avec qui M. de

Hardenberg avait eu de frequents rapports dans les trois mois qui pre'cedaient la

guerre."
t "Ecrivez," he writes to St. Marsan, "que les ennemis du Prince de Hatzfeld"

(that is, the genuine German patriots and enemies of French rascality)
" sont les

miens, que ceux qui I'attaquent m'attaquent, et que je recounais la Tinfluence de la

cabale qui a cause tous les maux de ce pays."
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For a view of Ilardcnbcrg's course of action from this time forward,
when lie became chancellor of state, and of the manner in which he

organised all the subordinate offices, we must refer our readers to the

third part of jManso's "
History of Prussia" or to Pulitz's '! ^lanual;"

Avc must ourselves be very brief, and conline ourselves to intimations

of his general policy and tendencies. One thing is certain, that

with Plardenbcrg's reappearance in Berlin a completely new period of

Prussian policy began, and that llardenberg well understood how, on
the one hand, io appear wholly French, and, on the other, to incom-

pletely German. He was, and ]-emained, the support of the patriotic
association of true Germans, who in July liad lost a protectrix in the

noble-minded and amiable queen. The chancellor found able assist-

ants in the men whom Stein had supported, in carrying out his plans,
and bringing king, nobles, and people into such a relation, that ever

after, as regards foreign countries, they were as one.

Although Hardenberg apparently removed Scharnhorst from the

ministry of the war department, yet the latter still remained quietly
in action, and everything stated by Bignon to the contrary is the

very best proof that Von Stein's vehemence, haste, and obstinacy
had been given up, while his tendencies and objects were retained,
and the diplomatists and their spies deceived. The absolute power
of a king, and his right to make laws without consulting the people,
never worked more beneficially than in 1808, when Von Stein, and,
since 1810, Hardenberg, used the royal name and authority quickly
to carry out changes, which in any mixed assembly of the states

would have been attended with the £rrcatcst difficulties.

Permission was granted to citizens and peasants to acquire and

possess real estates, and to the nobles to pursue commerce and trade,
without any relinquishment of their dignity; the burdens which
hitherto lay exclusively upon the humbler classes were removed, not-

withstandino- the loud and ur£;cnt murmurs of all those whose advan-

tage lay \n the former state of things. The obligation of the country

people to find additional horses for a small remuneration to those who
were travelling on the king's business, altogether ceased; the rights of

socage to mills, distilleries, and breweries, Avhich still exist in Saxony,
were either abolished or greatly limited. The right of granting
debtors respite from payment Avas confined to narrower bounds, and
better defined than before. The relation of the landowners to the

peasant Avas regulated, and exemption from many of the grievous bur-

dens and services imposed upon the peasants rendered possible.
Guilds and corporations Avere abolished; the election of parish and
other authorities better arranged, and many ecclesiastical estates, pro-

vostrics, and chapters, the incomes of Avhich Avere not necessary for

churches or schools, Avere secularised. Taxes Avcre noAV equally dis-

tributed, and a representation of the people regulated to convey their

Avishes to the king, for in the then state of aftairs no nciu estates could

be thought of Every change adopted in this time of need Avas in-

tended either as a means of rclievinir the financial embarrassments of

P 2
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the state, which at that time tried in vain 'to raise a loan in Holland
on the hardest terms, or to apportion and distribute the taxes in a

way more suitable to the times, and better calculated to make the

oppressive and humiliating social relations of the olden times less sen-

sibly felt.

In despite, however, of all the efforts of the government, the state

of things in Prussia became daily more oppressive, and the financial

embarrassments more urgent. In 1810 and 1811 it appeared as if

the Emperor was determined to find reasons for a breach, and to drive

matters in Prussia to extremities. The king stood in much the same
relation to the French as Louis XVI. to the Girondists after his flight ;

it was well known, however, that the noble officers by whom Prussia

was afterwards saved had succeeded in forming a small but vio^orous

army, and that Eckmiihl and his associates would not willingly urge
this army to a desperate struggle. In the mean time. Napoleon ven-

tured, without shame, to exercise a continuous tyranny against the

Prussians, and to compel the government to be his tool. By letters

from Paris, he gave orders for burning or selling all English goods
in Prussia; he resolved on the division of all the confiscated estates,

and took to himself the lion's share; he issued an ordinance for the

regulation of all ships entering in or sailing from the Prussian ports,
and of everything connected with them. The Emperor carried on a

correspondence on all these subjects with his ambassador, who carried

out to the letter everything which his master required.

Every district in Prussia and all the towns were full of adventurers

and spies, who carried things true and false to the French generals,

ambassadors, and commissioners. All the ports, officers, and mer-

chants, were strictly watched, and accusations were sent to Paris

against almost every ship. When it was given as an excuse that

such ships were North American, the reply was also short, that ALL
COLONIAL GOODS WERE ENGLISH. The scandalous proposition was
made to the Prussians to make their ports apparently open, and when

ships had run in, to seize the cargoes and divide the spoil with the

French. In all those places where the French lay, or through which

they merely occasionally marched, such goods were seized and carried

off by them without excuse or compensation. Some idea may be

formed, from what Bignon says of the system of espionage which he,

independently of other systems under other persons, organised, in

1811, in Poland against Russia and Austria, of what took place in

Prussia, which was inundated with French. Bignon states that he

paid 150,000 francs yearly to persons of consideration, who travelled,

apparently for their own pleasure, through all the provinces of both

empires. Each of these travellers had his own cipher, and their

letters were forwarded to Paris not by the post, but through the

instrumentality of ambassadors. Napoleon meddled even directly in

the internal administration of Prussia, and publicly took under his

protection people of rank, who served him and were unfaithful to

their country. We shall quote an example of each.

As regards his immediate intermeddling in the internal adminis-
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tration, he compelled the ministry of themselves to diminish the ex-

ports, by imposing a heavy duty on the export of wood and corn.

Prince llatzfcld is an example of the protection granted by the Em-

peror to persons who were objects of suspicion to the king. Napoleon,
on his journey to Holland, happened to stop at Bcrgen-op-Zoom,
where he was informed tliat govcrnniont was hard on the track of the

treachery practised by the prince and those of his associates who
were working against Ilardenberg, and that they were threatened

with danger. He immediately wrote a letter in the most insolent

tone to his ambassador, the Count de Marsan. In this letter the

ambassador was commissioned to declare, that persons like the Prince

of Hatzfeld were to be regarded as under French protection, and

that the Prussian government must be careful in calling any of tliem

to account for their conduct. It is difficult to say, whether on this

occasion we should express a greater degree of astonishment at the

tone of the letter to the ambassador, or at ilie manner in which

Bignon, in his history, tries to excuse the matter. St. Marsan did

not at least belong to that class of persons who, under Napoleon,
made his severe commissions still harslier by the mode of announcing
and executing them. Tliis was done by the Prince of Eckmiihl as

well as by Daru. The Duke of Bassano, too, however courtly his

conduct in other respects, was the blind tool of the Emperor's ca-

prices, merely in order to execute them to the letter. He did not

suiler himself to make an objection, and often, therefore, made great
mistakes in the persons whom he recommended. The Germans
smiled at his sagacity when he caused Johannes von Miiller to be

appointed secretary of state to the King of Westphalia, for the liis-

torian admitted, immediately after his arrival in Casscl, that he was

incapable of managing the business entrusted to him; the Lithuanians,

too, bitterly complained, when he was in Wilna, in 1812, that, out

of mere servility, he tried to conceal the true situation of the Em-

peror. Tl\e vain De Pradt, in his abusive account of the embassy
accuses him, and not without reason, of a great number of laults,

which he is said to have committed from his excessive zeal for his

master's service. This minister was, however, an lionourable, just

and,]iumane man, who did not urge on the Emperor to tliis or that

harsh measure by calumnies or exaggerated reports, like the Prince

of Eckmiihl, who played the tyrant in Germany from 1810 to 1812,
and especially in Prussia.

The Prince of Eckmiihl and other Frenchmen dreamed of nothing
but conspiracies and dangerous schemes ; the word TiKieiidhund was

a word of real terror, as those of radical and coiniiiumst liave been

in our days. The Tiige/idbund was at that time made a scarecrow

for the Emperor, and whenever any man was in the least free spoken,
or at all unlavourable to the new system, he was denounced as a

member of this association. Proofs of such real or pretended con-

spiracies against tlie French were not easily obtained, and recourse

was therefore obliued to be had to the most detestable and degrading
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systems of espionage. For this reason tlie Prince of Eckmiilil orga-
nised a whole corps of German traitors and French scoundrels, who

by iricans of newspapers, magazines, and books, were to hunt out all

traces of conspiracies or plots against the French. Conversations

were overheard, confidential letters seized, and even broken open in

the post-office; and whenever a man Avas suspected, he was treated

as if he were actually guilty. All the fortresses, but especially Mag-
deberg and Wesel, were filled with state prisoners, who were detained

Avithout being either examined or brought to trial. In the year
1810, when in December the relations between France and Russia,
Avhich had long been unsatisfactory, received their deathblow, the

condition of Prussia had become altogether desperate; but it was

precisely in the year 1811, when the storm was at its height, that

Hardenbero' showed his skill in steerinj? the vessel of the state Avitli

safety through breakers and rocks.

The three Prussian fortresses which had been left in the hands of

the French as a security for the payment of their contributions, still

remained in their power, because the debt was not j^et discharged,

although, according to the terms of the agreement, Glogau should

have been delivered up as soon as the one-half of the debt was paid.
So little idea was there of fulfilling this condition, that, in opposition
to the terms of the treaty, the garrison of all the three fortresses was
increased. The opinion, that the annihilation of Prussia was to pre-
cede the impending and threatened war with Russia, was general.
Such men as Gneisenau, Bliicher, Scharnhorst, and the friends of

Stein, who were closely bound together, did not, indeed, despair of

deliverance by a desperate struggle. Hardenberg, too, was well

informed of all that was going on, but was obliged to conceal it from
his own commonplace and timid king as carefully as from Napoleon's

spies. All the boldest plans, therefore, of the Prussian cabinet were

obliged to be concealed under diplomatic proposals; but that the

measures to be adopted in case of need were already quietly prepared,
is indisputable, from the documents connected with the negotiations
for an alliance with France. The king, however, was wholly unac-

quainted with the object.
When the approaching breach between Russia and France became

daily more unavoidable, it Avas obvious that tlie neutrality of Prussia

in the impending contest would prove more ruinous than a share in

the conflict, and that an alliance Avith Russia was impossible. Har-

denberg, therefore, prevailed upon the king, in April, 1811, to con-

sent to an alliance Avith France. The proposal for this alliance which

Hardenberg caused to be brought before Napoleon was so couched

that, in case of necessity, other objects might be accomplished by
means of the preparations for the Avar as Avell as those Avhich Avere

at first made knoAvn to the king. General A'on Krusemark, the

Prussian ambassador in Paris, Avas commissioned to ofier to the Em-

peror the assistance of Prussia in case of a war Avith Russia, and to

promise that Prussia would get on foot a considerable array, if the
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Bmpcror Avoiild agree that this army sliould be under the command
of a Prussian general, and not be separated ;

and if he, according to

the treaty, would evacuate the fortress of Glogau. It was also taken
for granted that in such case the remainder of the contribution due
from Prussia should be remitted.

By means of the proposal made in April, Prussia would, first of

all, have been able to raise tlie number of its army—limited to

50,000 by the peace of Tilsit—to twice that number, already well

disciplined in the background; to bring a number of able and

patriotic commanders again into active service; and to be relieved

from the oppressive burden of the contributions to France. Napo-
leon knew much better than the king what was going on throughout
the whole of Germany; he knew, also, that there was nothing to

fear from the fermenting masses as long as they had no regular army
to lean upon. He was, therefore, little disposed to sharpen a sword

against himself He remained fsilcnt for months; and it appeared,
therefore, as if the fall of Prussia was determined upon in his

council. Another, and, in the circumstances of the case, very bold

step, was taken by Hardenbcrg. The chancellor, in a very able,

modest, and dignified manner, gave Napoleon to understand, with-
out boasting or threatening, that all the necessary measures were
taken for defence, and that now Prussia—no longer the army alone
Avhich had fought in Champagne and at Jena, and consisted of mer-
cenaries—would only yield after a desperate struggle. With this view
General von Kruscmark was desired to renew the proposal for an
alliance at the end of August.
The letter in wliich the chancellor, on the 30th of August, 1811,

developed and communicated his views of the then state of things to

General von Krusemark, was to be by him presented to the French
minister of foreign affairs, not in a threatening tone, but incidentally

brought under his notice. This communication is to be found among
the documents in Hardenberg's papers, and serves to give some value

to the ^'

Dcnkwuvdigheiten Eines Stautsmannes" (the Memoirs of

a Statesman), which are, in other respects, not very trustworthy.
We shall, therefore, give the substance of its contents. We shall do

this, too, with the greater satisfaction, because we cannot better

describe than in the official words of Hardenberg's letter the condi-

tion of Pi'ussia at the end of 1811, the time at which we must now
break off further details for the present:" The finances are, indeed, in a very bad condition. This, how-
ever, is nothing more than a consequence of the jiolitical condition of
the moment. The whole of the peoples around are in arms. On
the one Jiand, the Russian armies are in array on the Prussian fron-

tiers; and, on the other, Saxo-Polish troops arc cantoned so near
as to be able to roach Berlin in three days' march. A whole French

army, moreover, is lying in Danzig. It has been further decided by
treaties that only 10,000 men were to be stationed in the fortresses

on the Oder, whereas the Emperor has at this moment 23,000
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divided among them, the support of which costs the Prussian stat*

250j000 dollars a month. In Stettin there are at this time 17,564
men." To this complaint the minister subjoins the following decla-

ration, which does the greatest honour to him, and to those in whom
he placed his confidence:—"All the generals, all the officers and

soldiers, all Frenchmen without distinction, and even the allies,

speak openly and distinctly of the annihilation of Prussia. The

Emperor of the French has not contradicted those reports; he has

not accepted the proposal of an intimate alliance with Prussia; and

the chancellor therefore admits that Prussia, too, has made warlike

preparations. It has been already stated to the Count de St. Marsan
that Prussia must fall with arms in her hands." It was then, indeed,

added, as policy demanded, that Prussia was nevertheless armed /or
France, if she was disposed to consent to an alliance.

" Count St.

Marsan will already have announced that our fortresses are in good
condition, and that WE, AS SOON AS AN INTIMATION SHALL HAVE
BEEN GIVEN, CAN SET ON FOOT A HUNDRED THOUSAND MEN."
This was a threat most delicately conveyed.

B.—HISTORY OF TURKEY, FROM 1808—1812.

It has been already observed, in speaking of that relation among
the Russians, French, and Turks which was established by the peace
of Tilsit, and the subsequent agreement entered into between the two

emperors in Erfurt, that Austria, after the truce of Slobosia, used

every means in her power to dissuade and prevent the Turks from

cedins; INloldavla and Wallachia to the Russians. The neo-otiations

for a definitive peace, which were first carried on at Bucharest-, and
afterwards at Jassy, continued, throughout the whole year 1808,
without leading to any result; and the Russian army, under the

command of Prince Posorowski, still held possession of the provinces
on the Danube. The very impracticable plan of a partition of

Turkey between France and Russia, projected at Tilsit, was renewed
at Erfurt, and Austria was again thrown into a state of anxiety and
fear. She therefore used her mediation to reconcile England with

the Turks, as the only power which could effectually prevent its com-

pletion. Having, therefore, communicated to the Turks the project

agreed upon by the two emperors at Erfurt, Austria was able to pre-
vail upon the Turks to accept of the proposals made by the English,,

especially as Sir Robert Adair, who promoted the arrangement, dis-

tributed considerable sums of money amongst the venal members of

the Turkish ministry. The peace, therefore, which, by the media-

tion of Austria, was concluded between the English and Turks

in January, 1809, was considered as an act of hostility against

France, and incensed the Emperor against the Austrian cabinet to

the highest degree. This was, in fact, the main cause of the war
with Austria, which was terminated by the peace of Schonbnmn.
Peace was no sooner concluded between Turkey and England than.
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the Turks, urged on by Sir Robert Adair, the British ambassador in

Constantinople, made new preparations for war, and Prince Poso-

rowski, by the command of his court, was compelled to send threat-

enin_<( messages to the Sultan. The insolence of the last demands of

Russia, supported by France,* could not fail to annoy and irritate

the Turks. If, it was said. Sir Robert Adair is not sent out of the

city in foiu--and-t\ventv hours, the war will be ;tg;iia bcguu.
The war was, in lact, renewed in the provinces on the Danube in

February, 1809. The details of this war it is no part of our object
to relate. We, therefore, merely observe that Posorowski, then

Bagration, and then Kamenskoi II., commanded the Russians, and

that the grand vizier, with the main body of the Turks, lay near

Schiumla, in a fortified camp. As early as 1809 Ismail was

taken; but, upon the right bank of the Danube, New-Orsova,
Widdin, and Nikopolis, and, upon the left, Silistria and Ghiurgevo,
remained in the power of the Turks. In the following year, 1810,
the Russians conquered Silistria in June, but suffered considerable

losses in various places during the summer. Their attack upon the

grand vizier's camp at Schiumla failed; and, in their attempt to take

Rustchuk by storm, on the 3rd of August, they were driven back,
and lost great numbers of people in the assault. Fortune iirst became
more favourable to them in autumn.

Encouraged by the advantages obtained in July and August, the

Turks resolved, on the 7th of September, to attempt the relief of the

town of Rustchuk, which continued to be closely blockaded by the

Russians, and, therefore, to try the fate of a pitched battle near

Batyen, at the confluence of the Danube and the Jantra. The
Russian commander marched against them with his main army, and

left only Langeron and Sass behind, with a division of his forces, in

order to prosecute the siege of Rustchuk, and immediately to com-

mence that of Ghiurgevo. The engagement was bloody, and lasted

for nine hours. The Turks were not only beaten, but Achmet
Pasha, who had maintained his ground on the evenins; of the 7th

with the third of the Turkish army, found himself closely surrounded

on the 8th, and surrendered on the morning of that day. The whole

Turkish camp, with all their artillery, 178 standards, and 5000 pri-

soners, fell into the hands of the Russians. From this time forward

the Russians continued to be conquerors. The town of Slstova and

the Turkish flotilla on the Danube were taken; immediatelv after-

wards Cladova was occupied, and, even before the end oi Sep-
tember, Rustchuk and Ghiurgevo were reduced. The grand vizier

still occupied his fortified camp near Schiumla, but the Russians,

* " Si la Porte," writes the Due tie Cadoro, as printed in Lofebvro. vol. iii., p. 166,
" continue ile se ct)ntier dans I'aniitie do la France, rEiuporeur la soutieiidra encore;
il lui assurera la possession de la Moldavie et de la A' alacliie, et eette puissance aura

encore quelque mumenls tie veijelation. Mais si la Forte a fait la paix avec TAngleterre,
si elle s'est separCe de la France, regardez-la coninic perdue. L'Kmpkreuk ne se

BEFUSERA PAS VV PRO.IET PRESENTE DEPUIS TII.SIT (^this IS Opcnlv a falscllOOd) DE
PARTAOEK SES PROVINCES, ET SON EXISTENCE AURA PRIS FIN AVEC l'aNNEE."
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nevertheless, before the end of October, took Widdin and Niko-

polis.

In Servia, also, the Turks were unfortunate. The Russians there

supported their friends by religion and race, who even received a

garrison of their troops in Belgrade. The Turks continued in their

fortified camp, whilst the Russians conquered various small fortresses.

The negotiations at Bucharest, however, came to a stand, because the

Russians demanded not only the cession of Bessarabia, Moldavia, and

Wallachia, but also insisted upon the complete independence of

Servia. In the year 1811 circumstances were favourable to the

Turks, because, in the middle of this year, Russia was threatened

with a war by France, and because the Grand Sultan at length
removed the grand vizier, now eighty years old, from his office,

which he had not before ventured to do. Achmet Aga, a man in

the vigour of life, was appointed grand vizier, led a new and nume-
rous army into the fortified camp, entirely broke oif the negotiations,
and appeared at length in the open field.

Kamenskoi II. had also been recalled from the command of the

army of the Danube; and GolenitchefF Kutusoff, who had been

appointed his successor, appeared at first desirous of confining him-
self to merely defensive operations. He gave up all the places on
the right bank of the Danube which had been previously occupied,
caused the walls of the cities on that bank to be rased, and retained

Rustchuk and Silistria alone as strong places on the right bank.

Achmet closely followed the Russians; took possession of Sistova

and Nikopolis without trouble, because the fortifications of these

cities had been rased; and, on the 4th of July, made such a

vigorous attack on the army encamped before Rustchuk, that,

although the Turks were compelled to evacuate the field of battle,

their opponents suffered great loss. The loss of the Russians in the

battle itself, and in the skirmishes of the following day, was the

more sensibly felt, as they were already greatly weakened by the

sending off of numerous bodies of troops, in consequence of Napo-
leon's preparations for war. They therefore withdrew with their

whole army across the Danube two days after the battle. Rustchuk
was blown up by them, the siege of AViddin was raised, and a divi-

sion of their army only remained before Ghiurgevo. The Turks

gained some advantages in Servia also. In the autumn, however,

they lost again, from want of order, discipline and tactics, all that

they had gained before. In September they made an attempt to

search out the Russians on the left bank of the Danube, and for that

purpose despatched a portion of their array across the river, whilst

the main body, with the baggage, remained behind in the camp
before Rustchuk. In October, Kutusoff took advantage of their

security and indifference to make a sudden attack. He captured the

camp, and thereby became master of immense booty, scattered the

whole army, and afterwards completely defeated it on the left bank
of the river.
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The army, Avliich had been sent by the grand vizier across the

river under another commander, was scarcely 25,000 f^trong. Im-

mediately after the victory at llustchuk, the Russians again took

possession of the cities of Widdin, Silistria, and others. The Turks
saw no possibility of being able to pass from the left to the right
bank of the river, and their leaders therefore concluded a capitu-
lation with Kutusoff in November. The whole army was obliged
to surrender as prisoners of war

;
and thirty-five cannon, with tlie

whole of their field apparatus, fell into the hands of their enemies.

Even before this capitulation, the grand vizier had been en-

deavouring to obtain a suspension oi" arms
;
and Italinsky, the

former ambassador in Constantinople, had gone to Ghiurgevo to

agree with him upon preliminaries, which were afterwards to form
the basis of the peace to be agreed upon at Bucharest. This peace
would scarcely, however, have been concluded in iMay, 1812, as

very unexpectedly happened, had not the English at this very time

entered into a new alliance with Russia. The Emperor Alexander
recalled Kutusoff, and sent Admiral Tchitchakoff. Tlie English
bribed the grand vizier and other Turkish grandees, in order to

secure the conclusion of the peace before General Androssy, sent

by Napoleon, could possibly arrive in Constantinople: this proved
afterwards decisive for Napoleon's retreat from Moscow. We shall

subsequently return to the peace thus concluded between the Turks
and Russians, under English and Swedisli mediation, when we come
to speak of Napoleon's march to Russia in 1812.

c.—napoleon's disputes with the pope since 1809.

We have already incidentally referred to the manner in which

the Emperor of the French carried away the Pope from Rome, and

caused him to be brought to Savona, where he detained him as a pri-

soner, and where he, as a mere monk, became more an object of fear

than he had been in Rome. In Savona he appeared as the defender of

ecclesiastical against secular rights. Napoleon himself was conscious

that although he might prescribe ecclesiastical laws to the Italian,

French, and even to a part of the German hierarchy (for religion

Avas altogether out of the question), he could not do so to the whole

hierarchy of the Catholic Church. He therefore returned to the

idea of the claims of the GalUcan Church, which Louis XIV. had

set up in his disputes with Innocent X. The Avhole year 1809,

however, passed away Avithout any decisive step being taken. Ne-

gotiations were indeed carried on during the whole time, but they
led to no result. The sees remained vacant ;

the dispensations re-

served by the Concordat to the Pope were not granted; excom-

munications were spread about quickly, and occasionally attached

even to the church doors; the kind of religion Avhich Napoleon

regarded as the best for a state religion,
and brought into repute,

proved therefore ruinous to himself. In 1810 he at length caused

the ecclesiastical arrangements to be changed in conformity with
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the rights of tlie Galilean Church
; these had been laid down by

Lonis XIV. in March, 1682. This new arrangement was, accord-

ing to the Emperor's will, to be regarded as a law of the Empire.

Napoleon not being able, as Avas the case with Louis XIV., to

oppose the decrees of the Pope by the decisions of the Sorbonne

respecting spiritual authority, secured the co-operation of some

bishops and canonists, who, either in order to do him a pleasure, or

because they were really more favourable to episcopal than to papal

government, appeared disposed to take part in a synod in favour of

the Gallican system.
Before a council could even be thought of, the Emperor had sent

a certain munber of cardinals from Rome to Paris, and appropriated
to them a yearly income. At the end of the year 1810 he esta-

blished a so-called ecclesiastical commission, which, however, proved

altogether incapable of meeting his views, without wholly losing
their credit with the faithful

;
the Emperor, therefore, soon per-

ceived that he had meddled in a matter which he could neither

carry through by force nor promote by friendly counsel. This

became such a source of vexation, that, by his conduct towards the

Pope and the Popish clergy, he obstructed his own aim. He caused

the Pope's papers to be seized, the coarsest things to be written to

him, and the most rigid conditions to be imposed upon his freedom;
as we shall hereafter see, he however suddenly altered his whole

conduct
;
and all this was totally unworthy of a great ruler. The

Abbe Dastros, vicar-general of the diocese of Paris, and the same
man who in 1807 had delivered the celebrated address on tlie restora-

tion of religion in Notre Dame, caused the bull of excommunication

against the Emperor to be stuck on the doors of that church, and
had the boldness to deliver a papal brief to Cardinal JNIaury, a man

generally despised, and whom the Emperor had made Archbishop
of Paris, in which he was commanded to betake himself to his own
see of Montefiascone. This conduct, indeed, deserved punishment;
the Emperor, however, by giving publicity to his private revenge
on the vicar-general, committed almost the same fault which Louis

XIV. committed against Cardinal Rohan in the affair of the neck-

lace, by causing him to be arrested in poiitijicalihus.
He ordered

the vicar-general to be taken into custody on the 1st of January,
1810, just as he had placed himself at the head of the clergy and
was entering the Tuileries to offer the congratulations of the season

to the Emperor. He pushed his precipitation still further
;
for he

treated Portalis, one of the members of his council, with great

severity at the council-board itself, ordered him to withdraw, re-

moved him from his office, and persecuted him merely because he

knew what Dastros had done without making the Emperor ac-

quainted with the fact. The cardinals were also persecuted.
In

the whole of the ecclesiastical commission appointed by the Emperor,
there

was,^ properly speaking, only one estimable man, who was free

from serviUty, and to whom no ambitious or indirect motives could

not be imputed ; this was Emery^ the Superior of St. Sulpice. The
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Other members were, Cardinal Fcscli, who was at enmity with the

Pope; Cardinal Maury, who was an object of general dislike; the

Bishops of Evreux and Nantes; the Archbishop of Tours; to whom
were afterwards joined, Cardinal Caselli, Bishop of Parma; and

finally, Dc Pradt, Archbishop of Malines, who in liis miserable

books has given such a view of himself, and in such a manner, that

no one who has ever read his works would ascribe to him a particle
of impartiality.
A variety of questions were submitted to this commission by

the Emperor, and answered by them quite according to his wishes.

At length he himself made his appearance at its sitting on tlie 6th of

January, 1812, uttered the greatest abuse of the Pope, and entered

into disputes with Emery respecting Bossuet and other things which
it was quite impossible for him to have thoroughly understood,
thou£fh his eulogists fliil in findinir words enoufj-h to commend all

that he said on the occasion. At last lie laid before the commission

two main (questions; the first was with reference to what was to be

done respecting dispensations, should the Pope insist on altogether

breaking off Church communion witli tlic Emperor. The commis-
sion intimated a negotiation with the Pope, and referred the ques-
tion of the dispensations to the bishops of the respective dioceses.

The Emperor spoke of a council
;
and when Emery proved to him

that this could not be lield without the Pope, the Emperor was not

indignant, because he looked upon the contradiction of Emery quite
in a different point of view from that from which he looked on the

duplicity of a Portalis. Carl von Dalberg, at that time Grand-Duke
of Frankfort, liad seasonably come to the rescue with a work on the

nature of Church discipline and ecclesiastical riglits.
In April,

1811, he had published a work under the title,
"

Uebe?' den Frieden

der Kirche in den Staaten des Rheinhunds" (On the Peace of the

Church in the States of the Confederation of the Rhine). Napoleon
caused this book to be lauded in all his journals, because it proposed
a concordat with Home for the whole states of the Confederation,

and a council for instituting a Church for Italy, Germany, and

France. In order to arrange the necessary materials for the future

council, the commission was first to beg the Pope to add a few sup-

plementary articles to the French concordat. Among the articles

which the commission were to endeavour to prevail upon the Pope
to accept was the recognition of the edict of 1682, especially of the

rights to which the Galilean Church luad always laid claim till the

time of the Revolution. On their part, the commission sent the

Bishops of Treves and Nantes and the Arclibisliop of Tours to the

Pope at Savona, and Napoleon added to the deputation the Patriarch

of Venice and the Bishop of Faenza. The whole deputation was

not to negotiate in the name of Napoleon or of the ecclesiastical

commission appointed by him, but in the name of the bishops
assembled in Paris before the departure of the deputation, for Na-

poleon had, on the 2oth of April, issued a summons to a council in
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Paris, to be held on the 9th of June, and addi^esscd to archbishops
and bishops of Italy, Germany, and France. The deputies arrived

in Savona on the 9th of May.
The Pope refused at first to listen to negotiation, because he was

a prisoner, and also to give anything in writing; but he suffered

himself to be prevailed on to see and converse with the deputies,
because the question was not to bring about a reconciliation with

the Emperor, but only to effect a removal of those hindrances which
were injurious to the hierarchy and disturbed the order and peace
of the Church. He verbally gave his consent to five points, the

concession of which would have placed the Emperor in a condition

to endure the enmity of the Pope.* Napoleon, however, did not

accept of the concessions, because he hoped to obtain more. Led

astray by Von Dalberg and others, he hoped to reach his object by
means of a council, that is, to obtain dominion over the Church.
He thought he would be more secure ao^ainst all the schemes of

Rome, by avaihng himself of the services of a council rather than of

that of the Pope ;
in this, however, he was deceived. His council,

moreover, consisted of a very small number of bishops.
On the lOth of June there assembled in Paris only some hundred

and twenty bishops and archbishops from Italy, Germany, and
France

;
and on the very opening of the council and the first vote,

the Emperor must have seen, that, if such a course was pursued, the

council would serve the Pope more than it would be useful to him.
At the opening on the 16th of June, the confession of the Council

of Trent was first read; this, as is Avell known, conferred upon the

Pope a degree of power in the Church which he had never had
before: and immediately after this, an oath of true obedience and
submission to the Pope was taken by all present. We may admit
that these in reality were in some degree matters of form, but it

was at least a very clear indication of the tendencies of the assembled

clergy. In vain the Emperor had appointed his uncle, Cardinal

Fesch, president of the meeting; in vain he obtruded the ministers

of worship for Italy and France upon the assembly, as superin-
tendents of order

;
violent opposition soon manifested itself, and the

* The articles are as follows: (1.)
" Les archeveclies et evechesne pourront rester

vacants plus d'une annee, dans lequel espace de terns la uominatiou, I'institution et^a
consecration devront avoir leur plaine et entiere execution. (2.) Le concile suppliera
FEmpereur de continuer, en vertu du concordat, de nommer aux sieges vacants, et

les eveques nommes par I'Empereur auront recours dans la forme accoutoumee au
souverain pontife, pour obtenir I'institution canonique. (3.) Dans les six mois qui
suivront la notification faite selon I'usage au souverain pontife, Sa Saintete donnera

I'institution, conformement au concordat. (4.) Si au bout de six mois Sa Saintete
n'aura donne I'institution, le me'tropolitain sera charge d'y proceder, et a son de'faut

le plus ancien eveque de la province ecclesiastique. Ce dernier, s'il agit de I'insti-

tution d'un metropolitain, la donnera egalement. (5.) Le present decret sera
soumis a I'approbation de Sa Saintete, et en consequence S. M. I'Empereur et roi

sera humblement supplie d'accorder k six eveques qui seront depute's la permission
de se rendre aupres de Saint Pere pour lui demander respectueusement la confirma-
tion d'un decret qui offre le seul moyen de reme'dier aux maux des 6glises de France
et de ritalie."
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opening address was by no means favourable to the views of the

government.
As early as the 28th, almost immediately after the opening of the

council, it was announced to its members by a message from the

Emperor, that in his opinion the Pope had violated the concordat,
and that therefore the council, instead of papal institution, might
make arrangements for episcopal. This message caused an outburst

of ultra-montanism in the assembly. The Bishop of Brescia first

rose and protested against the edict of 1682 in favour of the Gal-

ilean Church; the Bishop of Chambery called upon the assembly to

go in a body to the Emperor and urge upon liim the duty of re-

leasing the Pope; and the Baron von Droste, afterwards Archbishop
of Cologne, and well known on account of his war with the King
of Prussia, and who was then Bishop of Miinster, concurred in

opinion with the Bishop of Brescia. The Bishop of Namur de-

livered a fanatically violent speech in favour of the universal power
of the Pope, and it appeared at first as if the whole assembly would

carry his views by acclamation. J»J^apoleon soon learnt that it was
much easier for him to deal with jAUSsian and Spanish warriors than

with theologians, and especially with men of systematic learning;
and he was weak enough to take offence at a degree of contradiction

and resistance, which none of us who stand on the same level with
such men would have regarded as eitlier offensive or surprising, and
which ought to have given no ofFcnce at all to the Emperor and
hero who stood so much above them.

The Emperor was at first disposed immediately to dissolve the coun-

cil, but he afterwards satisfied himself with giving it to be openly
understood, that in ecclesiastical as well as in secular affairs, he re-

quired even from those who were versed in them, not counsel, but

military obedience. He not only refused to receive the address

voted by the council, but did not admit the deputation, who were to

place it in liis hands, into his presence, and required, on the contrary,
that his message should be immediately taken into consideration.

This was necessarily done, and led to long and violent debates ; at

length it was agreed that the five points to which the Pope had given
his verbal consent, under reserve of the council, should be reduced
into the shape of a formal decree. The point held in reserve was,
that tlie decree of the council must be first again laid before the Pope
for confirmation, to which the ecclesiastical commission was previ-

ously unwilUng to assent. This reserve was not the only thing cal-

culated to excite the Emperor's indignation against the council, for

in the course of their discussions the question of the Emperor's ex-

communication by the Pope had been raised, and the riyht of the

Pope to take this step was maintained, because the Emperor himself

had acknowledged a Catholic hierarchy, and the Vicar of Christ as

its divinely appointed head. This threw the Emperor into a furious

rage; and, instead of despising this folly, he avenged himself, and

gave the priests an opportunity of representing themselves as martyrs
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for true liberty, and their cause as that of religion in opposition to

revolutionary despotism.
Tlie Emperor, namely, not only dissolved the council, but caused

the Bishops of Tournay, Troyes, and Ghent to be arrested, and an in-

quiry into their conduct to be made by the police; they only escaped
severe measures by resigning their offices. The three priests were,
no doubt, most miserable intriguers; but had not Napoleon been
seized with the love of despotism since the days of Austerlitz, he
would only have punished them by contempt. The difficulty con-

cerning the filling up of the sees was rather increased than diminished

by the dismissal of the council, because all its members would not

consent to go into a separate negotiation on the subject with the

minister of public instruction. When, however, the Emperor at

length consented to have the five propositions which had been drawn

up in the form of a decree laid before the Pope for approval, eighty
of the council consented to recognise the decree as the resolution of

the council, and these therefore united to form a meeting on the 6th

of August which represented the whole.

The affiiir now appeared at an end, and nine of the eighty who
constituted the congregation

—
viz., the Archbishops of Tours, Ma-

lines, and Pavia, and the Bishops of Faenza, Piacenza, Feltre, Evreux,

Treves, and Nantes, were commissioned to wait upon the Pope, and
to persuade him to accept of the decree. The Pope having com-

plained that in Savona he had none of his cardinals and councillors

around him, the Emperor allowed Cardinals Bayenne, RuffiD, Rove-

rella, Doria, and Dugnani, together with the papal almoner, to join
him. The negotiations between the deputies of the council and the

Pope's plenipotentiaries were continued from the 1st till the 20th of

September, when the Pope at length agreed to have these five points
drawn up in the form of a brief, and also to grant canonical institu-

tion to the four bishops to whom he had formerly refused it. To the

joy of all those, however, who were dissatisfied with the pliancy of

the Pope, because they were opposed to the slightest concession or

change, a new obstacle was raised on the part of the Emperor. He
would neither accept of the brief respecting the five points, nor of the

bull for the institution of the four bishops.
The Emperor had communicated these documents to the jurists of

his council of state, and they, as appears from the declaration of

the ministry of ecclesiastical affairs, had advised him not to accept
the brief, because in the document the Church of Rome was called

THE MOTHER AND RULER OF ALL OTHER ChURCHES. The non-

acceptance of the Pope's concessions was also advised, because, after

the declaration that if in the course of six months the Pope did not

institute to the see the person recommended to the Emperor, certain

bishops and archbishops named by the Pope should grant the neces-

sary authority, was subjoined the clause that such institution could

only be performed by them IN THE NAME OF, AND COMMISSIONED

BY, THE Pope. Thus the ecclesiastical affairs which had occupied
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the attention of the whole of France, Germany, and Italy, throughout
the year 1811. remained precisely at the same point at the end of it

at which they had stood in 1810, and so they continued till January,
1813, when the Emperor, immediately after his return from Russia,

entered into new negotiations with the Pope, who had been brought
to Fontaineblcau as early as IMay, 1812.

D.—FRANCE AND RUSSIA TILL JANUARY, 1812.

Notwithstanding all the demonstrations to the contrary made since

the peace of Tilsit, England, Russia, Prussia, and also Austria par-

tially, always continued to keep up a certain understanding, Avhich

was, however, kept very secret, and somewhat resembled a conspi-

racy. The most distinguished statesmen both in Russia and Prussia

felt how unnatural an alliance between Napoleon, Alexander, and
Frederick William III. was, and directed attention to the subject;
this was also done on the part of England, and it is certain that the

Emperor Alexander, as early as the meeting in Erfurt in 1808, ex-

pressed his doubts respecting the duration of his alliance with France-

We do not think it necessary to go into the minute details of the

reasons of this misunderstanding, but shall merely incidentally men-
tion the equivocal nature of the French diplomacy in Turkey, and

Strogonoff's behaviour in iMadrid. In the year 1809 the two em-

perors made mutual complaints, and matters came to serious expla-
nations between them. The first cause of want of confidence was

given by the Em])eror of Russia to the Emperor of the French, by
his sending the auxiliary force agreed upon by the treaty so late into

the field, and by its proving at first of so little use when it made its

appearance. Prince Galitzin, who was at the head of the Russian

army, appeared by his movements and the positions he took rather

disposed to promote the success of the Austrians than that of the

French. The more immediate circumstances, and the violent out-

break of Napoleon's indignation at the diplomatic equivocations of

the Russian auxiliaries, have been previously adverted to in the history
of the war from 1809, where it has been also stated that ncitlier

party thought it advisable to give any prominence to their disunion,
and that Napoleon, even when he had entered, through Thugut, upon
the subject o\^ an Austrian marriage, still continued to carry on ne-

gotiations for an alliance with a Russian princess.
The enlargement of the territory of the duchy of Warsaw, ex-

torted by Napoleon at the peace of Schunbrunn, at length led to an

exchange of diplomatic notes, which from all appearance niust lead to

a war. The Poles naturally expected I'rom Napoleon and his advisers

that he would in some way give new life and currency to the name
of Poland; against this the Emperor of Russia earnestly protested.
The whole of the diplomatic correspondence between Russia and
France in the years 1810 and 1811 turns upon the use of the words
Poles and Folis/i, although Russia had again obtained by the peace

VOL. vin. Q
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of Sclioubrunn a portion of Austrian Poland, as it had previously
obtained a part of Prussian Poland by the peace of Tilsit. Because
the whole of Western Gallicia, Zamoisk, and Cracow had been united

to the duchy of "Warsaw by the peace of Schcinbrunn, Russia called

upon the Emperor of the French to bind himself expressly by treaty
not to revive the names of Pole and kingdom of Poland. As early
as the end of 1809 many notes were exchanged concerning this

point, apparently so insignificant, but in reality so important for the

peace and safety of the Russian Empire.

Bignon, in the ninth volume of his history, has given a veiy full

report of the course of the negotiations, and of the anxiety which
was felt that Napoleon might revive any recollections of the ancient

kingdom of Poland even by the use of the name. He defends, as

usual, the French policy by sophistical reasons, but at the same time

has not misrepresented the facts. As early as November, 1S09, the

Emperor of the French agreed to give the assurance respecting
Poland so earnestly desired by Alexander, and Caulaincourt, the

French ambassador in Petersburg, signed a regular concession of the

Russian demand in January, 1810. By the first two articles of this

agreement it was laid down that the words Poland, or Polish, was
not to be used when any reference was made to the enlargement of

the duchy of Warsaw. By the third article the two emperors bound
themselves not to revive or renew any of the old Polish orders. In
the fifth article the Emperor of the French agreed not further to

enlarge the duchy of Warsaw by the addition of provinces or cities

belonging to the former state of Poland. This treaty, signed by
Caulaincourt, still required the confirmation of the Emperor of the

French; and Napoleon had given instructions to his ambassador only
to agree to such an arrangement on condition that the ai^reement
was to be drav^^n up in the usual diplomatic manner. This manner
consists in employing words and phrases so chosen as to be capable of

any subsequent interpretation which may best suit the parties. This

was not done.

The articles were very briefly drawn up, the words and sentences

so clear and definite as to be incapable ofmistake or misrepresentation ;

the Emperor did not therefore refuse to give his sanction to the treaty,
but required that it should be couched in different language, and
caused it to be presented in another form. The Russians saw through
his views too clearly to relinquish, for his pleasure, the use of clear

and definite expressions for those that were obscure and indefinite.

The Chancellor RomanzofF was a man of a complete French mode of

thinking; the emperor, therefore, was accustomed to dissemble in

his presence, but when he brought him the news of Napoleon's re-

fusal to employ clear and definite expressions, the emperor gave loose

to his indignation in language which surprised the chancellor himself.

The chancellor made the French ambassador secretly acquainted
with them, who concluded that the emperor believed Napoleon was
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really meditating some hostile measures against him, and was only

seeking to gain time by the treaty.*
This occurred in February, 1810; in the following months both

Ronianzofl'and Caulaincourt took the greatest possible pains to bring
the question to a favourable issue, and negotiations continued to be

carried on respecting this subject till September. They could not

agree; and after September there was no more talk of the treaty,

much less of its alteration. The relation between the two emperors
had undergone a complete change in the course of the year 1810.

The French, indeed, allege, that the Emperor Alexander regarded

Napoleon's marriage to an Austrian princess as a sign that he had no

wish for a union with Russia; but he had sued long enough for the

hand of a Russian princess. A lady, who must have known all this

better than Bignon and others, assures us, that even in spite of the

negotiations, which, as we allege, but she denies, had been opened in

the camp before Vienna, and in spite of the secret articles of the

treaty of peace of Schonbrunn, the Austrian marriage had not been

finally settled in January, 1810, and that when in February at

length the consent of the Emperor Alexander, of his mother, and

the princess (who hesitated longest) arrived in Paris, the Emperor,
with visible manifestations of vexation, cried out " It is now TOO
LATE." On this point, therefore, the Emperor Alexander had no

grounds for complaint. Napoleon, however, in the course of the

year 1810, gave various and indubitable proofs of an unfriendly feel-

in 2: towards Russia.

Of these proofs we allege as the first, that in January he assigned
Hanover to the kingdom of Westphalia, and thus indirectly to

France; and the States of the Church he incorporated with the

Empire. At the same time Holland and the whole of Lower Ger-

many were joined to his dominions, and the system of Licenses in-

vented, by which all tlie disadvantages of the continental system were

pushed off upon the allies, and the advantages reserved for the Em-

peror's private treasury. The system of selling licenses to trade with

England and its colonial goods was in reality nothing less than esta-

blishing a monopoly in favour of the Emperor himself to trade in

goods which, though generally forbidden, had become necessaries to

all the nations of Europe. On the 2nd of July, 1810, the Emperor
issued a decree from Antwerp,

" That no siiir should ruT TO
SEA FROM A FRENCH HARBOUR, BOUND FOR ANY FOREIGN PORT,
WITHOUT A LICENSE SIGNED BY THE EmFEROR'S OWN HAND."
From this time Russia and Sweden must have seen, that if they were

not prepared to sacrifice their subjects to an alliance with France,
•
Bignon, vol. ix., publishes the letter of the Due dc Viccnza of the 11th of

March, 1811. In this he states tlmt the Russian ambassador had informed him
that the language employed by the Emperor Alexander,' in giving loose to his

indignation respecting the I'aris version of tlic treat}', was: " Si les choses changcnt
ce nc sera pas notre faute. Ce n'est pas moi qui troublerait la paix de TEurope,
qui attaquera personne. Si on vient me chereher je me defendrai."

Q 2
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tliey must either publicly or privately witliclraw from adhesion to

the severe regulations of the continental system. The Emperor acted

precisely with the licenses as he had done Avith the lordships, estates,

and monies of the princes Avho were banished or robbed by him.

He suffered the licenses to be employed in trade for his own profit;
or he made presents of such permissions to the members of his own
family, or to favourites about his court for whom he wished to reaHse

a princely fortune to enable them to meet a princely expenditure :

many of these licenses were paid for by some hundred thousand
francs. Trade was also carried on Avith the goods Avhich had either

been bought on the Emperor's account, or had been confiscated;
and he Avent so far on one occasion, Avhen a great quantity of spices
had accumulated in his stores, as to require the traders named in his

ordinance to take them off his hands at a certain price.
We in the trading towns of Germany saAv the use which Avas

made of these licenses in Germany and France, although the Em-
peror and his ministers publicly declared that no licenses Avere given
for colonial goods, except for the prime necessaries named in the im-

perial decree. The United States of America perceiA'^ed clearly
that he Avould in this way increase his own private property and
that of his creatures at the cost of other states, and they therefore

declared that they Avould forbid their fellow-citizens to purchase
these licenses—that is, permission to carry on trade to enrich the

Emperor of the French. Denmark, Russia, and SAveden also com-

plained bitterly of the Antwerp decree. The manner in Avhich the

Emperor replied to the Danish and Russian complaints sufficiently

proves that he was quite aware of the injustice he Avas imposing

upon those states on Avhich he enforced the continental system.
Russia and Sweden tried to help themselves, and the Emperor, a

year afterwards, came to issue Avith both states on the subject; Den-
mark submitted, because she hoped for protection from France, and
Avas at strife Avith England. Trade by sea was carried on in Sweden
Avithout let or hindrance

;
in Russia, colonial goods were brought ia

under passes, prepared in Teneriffe and not in England. The anger
of the Emperor of Russia Avas excited to the highest degree AAdien

Napoleon united the Avhole of North Germany as far as the Steck-

nitz Avith France. On this occasion the duchy of Oldenburg also,

the territory of the emperor's nearest relation, and which Napoleon
had only tAvo years before admitted into the Confederation of the

Rhine to .please the Emperor of Russia, Avas incorporated Avith

France without any previous notice or reasons assigned. Appa-
rently, indeed, all sorts of compensation were offered to the duke,
who betook himself to the Emperor of Russia; but these Avere of

such a description as to make it matter of doubt Avhether they were

sincerely offered. From this moment Russia and France assumed

hostile attitudes toAvards each other, although the appearance of

peace was preserved for a year and a half longer. As early as 1810

neAV fortresses were erected at different places, as at Reval, Riga,
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Dwinamundc, and up the line of the Dwina; and the Russian army
Avas strengthened.
At length, in the end of December, 1810, the Emperor of Russia

published a ukase, which contained to some extent an announce-

ment of the conditions of tlie intimate alliance between Russia and

France, and in which resolutions were put forth obviously hostile to

Trench trade. In the ukase ol'the 19th of December, 1810, it was

announced that it was no longer forbidden to import English goods
in neutral ships; and on the 29th a new tariifwas published, in

wliich certain French goods were altogether prohibited, and heavy
duties imposed upon others. All goods not enumerated in the

tarilfwerc to be regarded as wholly prohibited. Among the arti-

cles thus excluded were cloth, silks, ribbons, gauze, batiste, linen,

lace, porcelain, and bronze—in fact, the chief articles of French manu-
facture. Brandy was expressly proliibitcd; and an unreasonable

duty was laid upon wines. We entirely agree with Bignon, when
he alleges that the hostile correspondence which commenced in 1810

was merely a prelude to the war, which both emperors then clearly
foresaw must presently break out; the seizure of the duchy of Olden-

burg on the one part, and the new tariff on the other, were merely

jn-etexts for a quarrel, the proper reason of which was that both

parties had become weary of longer dissimulation.

As early as February, 1811, the Emperor of Russia declared that

he felt himself constrained to send a protest to all the powers in

Europe against the manner in which his rights had been violated in

the case of the duchy of Oldenburg; and from that moment Caulain-

court, Duke of Vicenza, gave up all hope of being able to maintain

peace by his friendl}^ mediation, and begged to be recalled. When
Napoleon afterwards sent General Lauriston to Petersburg, there

was very little hope of the continued maintenance of peace. The
tone of this Napoleonite guardsman was ver}^ dillerent from that

adopted by Caulaincourt, and yet Lauriston was one of the most

endurable of the military diplomatists whom Napoleon so Irccpiently

employed on diplomatic missions, to the great detriment of his

business.

The Emperor of Russia at decisive moments chose his ambas-

sadors better. He, indeed, allowed Prince Kurakin, with whom
Napoleon was very much dissatisfied, because he was a mere actor,

to remain quietly in Paris, but employed Colonel Czernitcheff, a

man thoroughly versed in such things, in procur'nKj iiifcll/'f/ence and

intri(juhHi; he made twelve journeys from Petersburg to Paris and back

between the end of the year 1808 and February, 1811. CzernitchelT

conveyed in 1809 Napoleon's letter, in which Caulaincourt's recal

and Lauriston's mission were announced. From this letter it clearly

appears that no other means but arms were left to decide tlie dispute.

Bignon has with great propriety incorporated the letter in his text,

although, as in the case of the Emperor's will, he, as the paid advo-
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cate of the imperial policy, must seek to find something different in

its contents from what appears to us. As we read and understand,
it is written that it should be proposed to Russia to compel the Duke
of Oldenburg to accept of a compensation for his hereditary states,

without even knowing wherein such compensation was to consist.

It is further required that the ukase respecting the duties shall be
recalled. This is deducible from the very first passage in the letter,

which we shall quote below.*

The further course of negotiations proves that Russia insisted as

obstinately on its demands respecting Oldenburg, as France on the

recal of the ukase concerning the tariff; that both emperors, fore-

seeing the greatness of the approaching struggle, made preparations
of all kinds, and sought to draw Sweden into an aUiance, Napoleon
by urgency and threats, and Alexander by promises and representa-
tions. The Emperor of Russia, relying confidently on a secret

understanding with Sweden, withdrew a part of his standing army
from Finland as early as 1811 and sent it to Poland; and trusting to

the mediation of England for a peace with the Turks, ordered some
divisions of his army in jMoldavia to the frontiers of the duchy
of Warsaw. A public and official address of Napoleon, published in

all the journals, and a protest of the Emperor Alexander respecting

Oldenburg as public and as official, left little hope, as early as April,
1811, that peace could be maintained.

Napoleon, on the birth of a sou, to Avhom he gave the title of

King of Rome, received a congratulatory deputation from the

trading community of his empire on the 24th of March, 1811; and
on this occasion delivered one of those noisy, boasting, and abusive

addresses, whicli sometimes escaped him against his will when he was

angry, and violated all the usages of propriety. Such addresses he,
as is well known, made, to the great offence of diplomatists ac-

customed to smooth and polite speeches, to Lord Whitworth,
Markof, Metternich, and others, of which his address to the ambas-

sador of the King of Naples at the coronation in Milan was an
•

example. This system he practised also, as we shall see below,

* " Jc charge le Colonel de CzemitcheiF de parler a S. M. I. de mes sentiments

pour elle, ces sentiments ne cliangerout pas, quoique je ne puisse me dissimuler que
votre majeste n'a plus d'amitie pour moi. Elle me fait faire des protestations et

toute espece de difficultes pour Oldenbourg, lorsque je ne me refuse pas a donner
une indemnite equivalente, et que la situation de ce pays, qui a e'te' toujours le

centre de la contrebande avec I'Angleterre, me fait im devoir indispensable pour
rinteret de mon empire et pour le succes do la lutte ou je suis engage de la reunion

d'Oldenbourg a mes etats. Le dernier ukase de V. M. dans le fond et surtout dans

la forme est specialement dirige' contre la France. Dans d'autres temps V. M.^
avant de prendre une telle mesure contre mon commerce, me I'aurait fait connaitre,
et j'aurai peut-etre pu lui suggerer des moj'ens qui, en remplissant son principal but,
auraient cependant empeche' que cela ne parut aux yeux de la France uu change-
ment de systeme. Toute I'Europe I'a envisage ainsi, et deja notre alliance n'existe

plus dans I'opinion de I'Angleterre et de I'Europe. Fat elle aussi entiere dans le

coeur de V. M. qu'elle est dans le mien, cette opinion ge'uerale n'en serait pas moins
un grand mal."
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towards Prince Kurakin, and in June, 1813, towards Metternick in

Dresden. The address delivered to the deputation a whole year
before there was any talk of a war, was so greatly contrary to all

usage, all propriety, and even to the decencies of well-bred society,
that the Emperor himself tried to gloss over the affair in a letter to

Ids ambassador, and caused it to be excused in another Avay after-

wards by an article published in the Altona Mercury. Tlie real

point of this ill-bred outburst against a power with whom he was at

peace can neither be softened nor excused, and we shall therefore

convey its substance without using precisely the Emperor's words.

In relerence to the limitations in the conscription of French goods
in consequence of the ukase, he threatened and talked of a march to

Petersburg and Moscow, as if he had been speaking of an excursion

to Fontaineblcau. He said to the deputation, Avhom it did not at all

concern, that lie had two hundred millions in his cellars, which were
his own private property, and that he was ready to apply this to the

service of the state: that he had nine hundred millions in cash of

yearly income (and he might have added with truth, that he had

purchased six millions' worth of diamonds): that he could, if he

pleased, produce a fleet of 200 ships, although the English had better

admirals, &c., &c. This surely was astonishing language for a man
so intelligent as Napoleon. Ever since the peace of Schonbrunn his

head had become giddy from success and jiride, as was formerly the

case with Nebuchadnezzar and Tamerlane. lie thought himself

able to despise fortime, and at length neither could nor would en-

dure any one Avho was not ready to yield unconditional obedience,

Champagny, too, Avas removed from the ministry of foreign
affairs, because the Emperor needed a man who would never make
objections, but submit to clothe the will and thoughts of the Emperor
in suitable diction. In this respect Maret (Due de Bassano) was
well chosen. He was a man of excellent education, great industry
and honour. He wrote in the cabinet what the Emperor suggested,
as Lauriston, the new ambassador in Petersburg, adopted the

language of Napoleon's military courtiers at the Russian court.

Napoleon forgot all self-respect and propriety in the language Avhich

he employed towards Prince Kurakin, who was, generally speaking,
a man of a patient character. Even Bignon, the paid advocate of

the Emperor, does not venture either to excuse or defend his conduct
towards Kurakin, though he excuses almost everything, and will

have his readers believe, that even in February Napoleon was

sincerely anxious for the maintenauce of peace.* During the time

_

* " Outre qu'un homnic du caractore ilo TEmpcreur nc pouvoit p;uore en de tclles

discussions s'empi'cher do laissor cchapper dcs parolos trop vivos on du nioins pen
niesurees, il etoit a pen pros impossible, (lue mc'-iuc innocoatos ct irreprochables ces

paroles no fusscnt dcnaturocs ot ne donnasscnt lieu a do nialvoiUantos interpreta-
tions. Aussi pnsiiuc toiijours fullail ilquc sa diplamatie u Ftiiile </'«« texte fourni par le

jmnisliire cherchait, ou li rcntreindre la signification des paroles pritces a I Empcreur, oil

meme en corriger le Iravestissement."
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of tlie interchange of correspondence respecting Oldenburg and the
new tariff^ Napoleon held a personal conversation at a splendid levee

on the loth of August, 1811, with Prince Kurakin, and, warming
in the conversation, became louder and more vehement, till at

length, after many other unbecoming expressions to the ambassador,
he exclaimed,

"
No, your emperor wishes for war. My generals inform

me that the Russian armies are now on the march to the Niemen.
The emperor is deceiving me; he seduces the people whom I send
to him," &c., &c. These last words refer to Caulaincourt. In refer-

ence to Caulaincourt, we are disposed to give credit to Gourgaud, in

other respects but little worthy of confidence, when he alleges, and
indeed proves, that what has been stated concerning Napoleon on
this subject in so many French books, is nothing more than a silly
fable. The Emperor is said on tliis occasion to have turned to

Caulaincourt, who was present, and to have exclaimed,
" Ah ! YOU,

TOO, HAVE BECOME RUSSIAN—YOU, TOO, HAVE BEEN WON BY THE
Emperor Alexander;" while the ambassador replied, "Yes,
Sire, because I believe him to be French."

Other extraordinary thinsfs which he is said to have uttered on
this occasion appear characteristic and probable

—
viz.,

" Whether it

may be ascribed to good fortune, or to the bravery of my soldiers,

or to my understanding a little of the science, I have been always
successful in war. I will not say that I shall beat the Russians, but
we Avill outdo ourselves. They know that I have money, 800,000
men, 250,000 conscripts at my command every year, and that there-

fore I can add to my array in three years 750,000 men, and that is

enough to prosecute the war in Spain, and at the same time to carry
on Avar in Russia. If, perhaps, they reckon upon Austria,"' he con-

tinued, without paying any attention to the fact that Prince

Schwarzenberg, tlie Austrian ambassador, was standing near him,
" I

am persuaded they miscalculate; for if Austria again take the field,

it can be only to wrest from them what was taken from her in the

last war."

The war with Russia was now become unavoidable, in conse-

quence of Lauriston's mission, and the gross and insulting language
held by Napoleon to Prince Kurakin, The preparations which were
made for carrying it on were immense, and as burdensome to the

princes of the Confederation of the Rhine as to the French. The
latter consoled themselves for the loss of their subjects by the glory
of serving a great man. Not merely soldiers were pressed into this

service in the Polish and Russian forests and marshes, but artisans

also of every description ; gardeners and labourers were to be seen

incessantly marching through Frankfort Avith all the implements of

their respective trades. Twenty thousand men, Avith all the neces-

sary materials, Avere sent to Danzig, in order there to make prepara-
tion of things which could not be expected to be found in Russia or

Poland, just as things Avere sent all ready from France to Spain. In
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Russia, orders were issued for a new levy, and this was notified to

the French ambassador; on tlie 31st of December Napoleon decreed

the levying of 120,000 conscripts. This new demand for the bloom
of their youth to carry on war at a distance, caused so much the

greater degree of secret discontent among the whole population of

France, as the want of good servants and labourers had already been

universally lelt, as so many endeavoured by every means to escape
the military service, and the severest punishments were inflicted

upon the families or friends of such refractory persons as gave them
cither aid or an asylum. From this moment it became obvious that

the li^mpcror's new triumphs would infallibly lead to the complete
destruction of all the civil liberties of the French people, because

even the chief article of the constitution, that the legislative body
should be called together every year, Avas no longer observed; and
even for the decisive year 1812 no such meeting was called.

In consequence of the servile manner in which the commands of

the French were carried out by the princes and their servants, the

way in AvJiich every Frenchman who showed himself was flattered,
and the whole system of espionage and jiolice maintained, the

people of Germany were wholly alienated from their governments,
and even the officers and soldiers, with perhaps the partial excep-
tions of the Bavarians and Wirtembergers, longed with impatience
for an opportiuilty of freeing themselves froju the disgrace to which

they had so long been obliged to submit. In Russia, Ilardenberg was

obliged to play a very painful character; on the one hand, he was

compelled to keep on good terms Avith such patriots as Scharnhorst,

Gneisenau, Bluchcr, and other noble-minded men, Avho were dis-

posed to risk everything, and to gain the mind of the armv and

people for a desperate struggle, because he foresaw that the threaten-

ing attitude and feeling of the people alone could prevent the French
from proceeding to extremities; and on the other, in order to ward
off this calamity, he offered an alliance to France against Russia.

Wo sec, therefore, that whilst the Prussian amba:=sador in Paris was

taking ail possible trouble to bring about this alliance. General

Bllicher, who then commanded in Pomerania, was busy in strengthen-

ing the fortifications of Colberg, and making such serious pre[)ara-
tions for war, that the Emperor of" the French repeatedly urged his

punishment and recal.

The Emperor was idolised like a god, and on this occasion was
extolled after the manner in which the later Roman emperors were

ridiculously and bombastically extolled; and no one therefore dared

to announce and explain to him the true feelings of the people.

When, in 1811, his brother Jerome ventured to do so, his well-meant

communication was very ungraciously received. The letter of the

Kinu" of Westphalia, written as a warnini2: at the very time Avhen he

was at the pinnacle of his greatness, is too important in regard to the

manilcstation of the character of a man accustomed to unconditional
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obedience, not to demand insertion in tlie text. The letter was
written on tlie 5tli of December, 1814, and is as follows:—" I know
not, Sire, in what way your generals and commissioners represent
to you the state of men's minds in Germany. Should they repre-
sent them as disposed to bow to the decisions of your will, or speak
of their weakness, they deceive you. The fermentation has reached

tlie highest point, the wildest hopes are conceived and cherished,
the course of affairs in Spain is held out as an example to follow,
so that, should war break out, the whole of the countries between
the Rhine and the Oder will present the spectacle of an immense and

powerful popular rising. Tiie cause and impulse to such rising do not

lie in the hatred borne to the French, and the dislike felt towards

all foreign dominion alone, but in the misfortunes of the times and
the misery of all classes. The oppression of their burdens is become

insupportable; and the cost of military duties, of the maintenance

of soldiers on their march, and all sorts of torments, are daily renewed.

The people will rise in fearful numbers, not only in the kingdom
of Westphalia, and in the districts subject to France, but in ail the

countries belonging to the Confederation of the Rhine. The princes
of those countries will themselves flxll the first sacrifice to the wild

indignation of their subjects, should they attempt to oppose their

desires. I repeat to your Majesty how earnestly I desire that you
should open your eyes to the true state of affairs; you will then, in

proportion to the superiority of your judgment, form a true opinion
of that condition, and be able to adopt such measures as seem
calculated to guard against the impending evil. . . . : . The people
are not equal to or prepared for deep political combinations, but

excited by the present oppressive evils."

The Emperor Avas so dazzled by his past good fortune, so misled as

to his universal genius by his flatterers, and so filled with contempt
for the people, who for the most part were objects of derision to his

successful generals as well as to his civilians, that he imme-

diately sent the letter to which we have just referred to his minister

for foreign affairs, with the followino; scornful message, in which he

referred only to the person of the writer, and not to the truths

which it contained:—" If the kixg is unable to have any con-

fidence IN HIS TROOPS, WHO IS TO BLAME? ThE KING HAS
TOO MANY SOLDIERS, AND SQUANDERS TOO MUCH MONEY." On
the outbreak of the new war, the Emperor of Russia pursued a very
different course from that taken by Napoleon. Instead of assembling
around him and listening to his creatures and flatterers alone, he

drew around him independent men who had escaped from Russia,

and listened to the counsels of such Germans as Von Stein, Schleden,

Pfuel, Clausewitz, and others, whose widespread associations and

connexions offered him various resources, even wlien the great men
of his own empire were of a different opinion. He listened to the

opinion of Armfelt as to the manner in which he should conduct
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the campaign, and allure the French into the heart of his empire,
even at the risk of exposing the Avhole Russian nation to the im-

putation of cowardice. Armfblt unfortunately, together with the

dreadful Araktchejcf, was always liis secret adviser; in this point
at least, however, he was useful, although in other respects his violent

and despotic counsels in internal alliiirs often brought Alexander
into contradiction with himself Pfuel drew up a plan of a tedious

campaign much better calculated for Napoleon's character than

Napoleon's warm and violent attack for Alexander's, and Barclay
de Tolly carried out the Emperor's wishes with great skill, till the

latter found himself compelled to appoint a Russian as commander-
in-chief.

Alexander was much better informed of the state of public feel-

ing in Germany than Napoleon, who always regarded the outward

signs of hatred as the mere work of conspirators, clubs, and in-

triguers; the Emperor of Russia, therefore, calculated v.-ith certainty,
that il' the slightest inroad could be once made on Napoleon's power,
and the prestige of his success broken, all would be hostile to him.

The little that Alexander said to the Swedish ambassador in

Petersburg in the year 1811, respecting the general feeling and the

suppressed indignation of Germany, appeared so important to

Alquicr, the French ambassador in Stockholm, that he immediately
sent an account of the occurrence to Paris. Tlie Russian emperor

spoke in the very highest terms of Napoleon's capacity as a military

commander, but added,
" In case of a war with him, however, I

should have an advantage on which he cannot reckon, and it is tliis,

that I have nothing to fear from the whole country in my rear.

Should the Emperor of the French, on the other hand, sufler any
check or misfortune, the whole of Germany would rise in arms,

oppose his retreat, and prevent him from obtaining reinibrcements."

Many of the conditions iu the treaty of alliance afterwards con-

cluded with Russia were intended to guard against this contingency,
but as it will appear they increased rather than diminished the

difficulty.

As early as September, Charles Frederick, Grand-Duke of Baden,
had informed the Emperor of the state oi" public feeling in Ger-

many, and Napoleon ouglit to have placed the more confidence in

his opinion, as he Avas a noble-minded prince, of whom his subjects

had as little reason to complain as the Saxons had to complain of

the personal qualities of their king. The grand-duke's letter was

written at the time when a fresh war with Austria was imminent,

and reinforcements of Baden troops were demanded for Spain. We
give the original* in a note with so jnuch the greater confidence,

* "Un tiers ilos revenue du payg pst absorbo par Ics pensions et les dettes

publiques qu'en vortu des traites avec V. M. jc dois payer; les suspendre, porterait

la niisere ct le desespoir dans toutes les families. Les inipots ont ete' augmentes,
le mecouteutmcut en est I'ellet. Le credit publique est uul, lissxabu-itk des
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as what was true in 1809 had double and ti'iple
force two years

afterwards; for the situation of the vassals and their subjects had

become in that time very much changed for the worse.

Although the Emperor could not dispense with the services of

King Joachim, who Avas a distinguished cavalry officer, notwith-

standing his Gascon vanity, and his love of feathers, ribbons, finery,

and stars, they had, in fact, become so unfriendly in their relations

that the King of Naples refused to wear the broad ribbon of the

legion of honour. Notwithstanding this, he was ordered, like the

other vassals, to take part in the Russian campaign. His dissatisfac-

tion reached the highest point when Napoleon's army was ready for

the expedition to Russia, and he was peremptorily ordered to join the

force at the head of 12,000 Neapolitan troops. He protested for the

same reasons as the other petty vassal princes who ventured to beg
for some remission of the demands made by the Emperor. He said

that he could not make up his mind to lead his subjects to their cer-

tain destruction. Napoleon, however, answered as our autocratic

princes and their ministers are accustomed to answer—" The system
is more important than tlie individual; Joachim has been made a

king by the system, and for its promotion the people of Naples have

been put into his power, that they may be used and abused for the

advancement of France."* The king was obhged to yield. He was

appointed commander of that incomparable and numerous body of

cavalry which fell in 1812, and took his Neapolitans with him to

Russia, Avhere they were fi'ozen to death.

§11.

history of the tear 1812.

a.—sweden, prussia, austria, poland.

1.—Saveden.

We have already given an account of the manner in which Ber-

nadotte, Prince of Ponto-Corvo, went to Sweden, where he had
been chosen crown prince by the Estates of tlie kingdom. He was
suffered to depart by the Emperor half in dissatisfaction and half in

EVENEMENS LE DETEDiT. Lcs impots soiit arricres parce que le commerce et la cir-

culation sont empeclies; nul empriint ne pent se faire. Les nouvelles repandues
par nos ennemis ont produit une telle impression, que je dois supplier V. M. de ne

pas vouloir employer le contingent contre Tinsurrection en Espagne; le soldat y
marchant avec repugnance, il ne peut iiispircr de la confiance."— Correspondance
Intdite, part vii., p. 360.

* On the 30tii of August, 1811, Napoleon wrote to the king—"
Rappellez-vous

que je ne vous ai fait roi que pour I'interct de mon systeme. Ne vous y trompez pas.
Si vous cessiez d'etre Francais, vous ne seriez rien pour moi." He therefore took
for granted that a man could only then be a Frenchman when he was ready to sacrifice

all other nations for the French.
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friendship. He anivcd there in November, 1810, and was received

as heir to the. throne with great rejoicing. On his arrival, however,
he found tliat the government had been, since August, engaged in a

new strife with Napoleon, on account of the continental system, and

the tariff imposed on colonial goods by the imperial decree of the

5th of August. The consequence of this decree was, as it were, a

general impost on all countries in alliance with France which traded

in colonial products. This new act of violence was the necessary

consequence of the in^perial ordinance respecting licenses, whereby
the Emperor secured to himself a monopoly of the trade with Eng-
land. Ijy the use and abuse of these licenses the continent was

inundated with prohibited goods, as the Emperor might have fore-

seen, and this abuse led to the issue of two new ordinances of the

6th and 7th of August. These ordinances, as the Emperor alleged,

were directed against English trade, but, in reality, against all those

who had been unlin-tunate enough to purchase goods sold by virtue

of the Emperor's licenses. By the first of these ordinances it was

required that 50 per cent, should be forthwith paid as a tax on all

goods, wheresoever found; and, by the second, published on tlic fol-

lowing day, it was added, that in I'uture all prohibited goods should

no longer be imported, but either burnt or destroyed in some other

way. Prussia, Sweden, and even Denmark, were not only heavily
mulcted by these arbitrary decrees, but their government was placed
in a state of strife with the people, because the decrees compelled
them to rob the people, and to divide the spoil with the French

minister. Sweden, moreover, from the nature and situation of the

country, had never been able seriously to contemplate the relinquish-
ment of all intercourse with England ; and, even before Bcrnadotte's

arrival, its government had been overwhelmed with diplomatic notes

on this subject. As early as May, 1810, the Emperor of the French
had made it known, that as soon as Sweden ceased fully and faith-

fully to fulfd all the conditions of the treaty concluded with France,

he would, on his part, consider the treaty itself as at an end. As

every place was full of French spies, and the ambassadors and consuls

in every state and country brought up traitors who, in order to gra-

tify their employers, reported what was agreeable to the Emperor to

hear, he asserted, as a matter of fact, that Gothenberg was visited

annually by between fifteen and sixteen hundred ships under the

American Hag, and that stores were erected there for the purposes of

English trade. From thence, as he alleged, a continual contraband

trade was carried on with the whole of the north coast of Germany,
and Swedish Pomerania was little else than a storehouse for English
wares. As the King of Sweden was weak and sickly, the crown

prince immediately took upon himself the duties of government,

investigated the subjects of complaint made by the Emperor, found

many of them well grounded, and promiicd their removal. For this,

however, the Emperor would not wait. Just a month after the
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arrival of tlie crown prince in Sweden, he sent for Lagerbielke, the

Swedish charge cVajfaires, to come to him at Fontainebleau, and, as

Odeleben informs us, addressed him as he was sometimes accustomed

to do his generals. Such interviews with diplomatists seriously

injured the reputation of the Emperor, and were of no use, for he

violated all the rules of politeness, and even the tone of w^ell-bred

society, and altogether forgot the respect due to foreign monarchs.

We should be disposed to hesitate in ascribing such a course of

conduct towards a foreign power to so great a man as Napoleon, had
not the Swedish charge d'affaires actually written down the very
words; and, besides, tlieir form and substance present as clearly the

characteristics of the Napoleon mode of expression and thought as

many passages of the Memoirs from St. Helena, which so strongly
indicate the Emperor's manner, but for that very reason cannot be

regarded as any sure evidence of the facts. On such occasions he

poured out his thoughts in a torrent of words, became more and
more violent as he proceeded, and used sometimes the most eloquent
and able expressions, sometimes the most trivial and burlesque, as

De Pradt, in his "Polish Embassy," has comically described. His

first allegation against Sw^eden was, that it did him greater injury
than all the five coalitions had done.'^ Havino; commenced with this

sentence, he concludes by saying that things have come to such a

condition that either Sweden must declare war against Ens-land, or

he must declare war against Sweden.

Alquicr, the French ambassador in Stockholm, was a man both

fitted and disposed to use a peremptory tone when addressing those

princes to whom he might be sent. He did this the more heartily
in Stockholm, because he and the crown prince entertained feelings
of mutual unkindness. Napoleon had commissioned his ambassador

to intimate to the Swedish government that he would leave Sweden
if war was not declared against England within the space of five

days. He made this declaration on the 13th of December, 1810;
and, on the 18th, he was informed that the king had declared v>^ar

against England. This was also announced to the Emperor himself

by the crown prince, who, since November, had been engaged in

immediate correspondence with him. The crown prince's letter,

whether written by himself, or only copied and approved, bears evi-

dence of great prudence, and is couched in a modest and almost sub-

servient tone. He describes the impossibihty of Sweden continuing
to exist without trade, or being able to carry on a war Avithout

subsidies. Bignon alleges that the latter sentence was designedly
inserted by the crown prince, in order that France might ofier such

* His first -words to the ambassador were, "La Suede souffre, dites-vous; mais
croyez-Tous que je ne soufFre pas, moi?—que la France, que Bordeaux, que la

HoUande, I'Allemagne ne souffrent pas? Yoila pourquoi il faut en finir; il faut a
tout prix la paix maritime. La Suede est la seule cause de la crise que j'eprouve;
la Suede me fait plus de mal q\ie les cinq coalitions ensemble."
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aid, and that the Emperor was wrong in not understanding the liint,

and in bcino; too savinfj at an unseasonable time. The decision of_,_0 CD
^ ^ ,.,

this point is, however, a question of" pohcy. Certain it is that the

Emperor, who was unable to give any really satisfactory answer to

the crown prince's letter, refused to enter into a personal correspon-
dence, and excused himself by coldly alleging that he did not corre-

spond with other crown prihces, and was indisposed to make any
exception.
The Emperor caused a letter to be written to the crown j^rince

by his minister, in which he alleges that war has indeed been now
declared against England, but that the declaration is more directed

aijainst him than asrainst Eufcland: and that the mere words are not

enough. Tiie government was called upon immediately to collect

the imposition laid in the month of August upon all English and
colonial "oods: to receive French custom-house officers in Gothen-

burg; and to send a number of Swedish soldiers into the French

service, and give a very considerable number of Swedish sailors to

man the Brest fleet.* This demand met with a decided refusal, and
the

'

crown^^ prince began to lend an ear to Russian proposals, be-

cause the Emperor's orders and threats became continually more
violent. The Emperor Alexander was well acquainted with Berna-
dotte's relation to the anti-Bonapartist party in France, and for that

reason showed great readiness in acknowledging his election as crown

prince; he sent to congratulate him on his elevation, and Czerni-

tcheffj who was closely connected with all the malcontents in Paris,

travelled by way of Sweden on his journey to France. He was
commissioned by the crown prince to deliver the letter to wliich

we have just referred to the Emperor of the French, and gave, as it

appears to us, the first hints of a possible union of Russia and Sweden
with England against France, and of a compensation to be gained
in this way for the loss of Friesland. This appears to be deducible

from the answer which Alquier received from the crown prince,
when in his fulfilment of the Emperor's commission, he said:

" If he

should separate from the Emperor, the Emperor would give him

up." The answer to this threat was first given when Czernitcheff

had set out for Paris, precisely at the time, therefore, the end of the

year 1810, when the Emperor Alexander had granted the importa-
tion of English goods into his dominions, and laid a heavy duty
upon the products of France. We shall lay before our readers

Alquier's words, employed in his letter to the French minister of

foreign afihirs, from which it will be obvious, that as early as

January, 1811, the English and Russians were preparing for what
* Tlie documents complete -will be fomid appended to Skandixavien tnd Carl

JoiiANN XIV. NordischeDcnkwurdijikcitcn alter und ncuerZeit. Heraiisgegeben
von Carl Venturini, 1821. Thoy consist of thirteen ])ieces. These must, however,
be compared with wliat Bijinon has given, drawn from the archives of the depart-
ment of foreign aflairs, not forgetting only that this consists of a number of de-

tached passages, put together in the form oi' a defence.
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was carried out a year afterwards, and were anxious to induce Swe-
den to join their alliance.* Bignon says that General Suchtelen,
the Russian ambassador in Stockholm, in speaking of the vast pre-

parations which were being made by Russia in December, 1810,
made no secret of the co-operation of Sv/eden, and of her being won
over to the alliance. It was not Napoleon's plan in 1811 to bring
about an open breach with Russia, or to commence open hostilities

against Sweden; he therefore resolved at the time in whicli the

king, on account of his health, had given over the management of

public affairs to the crown prince, at last to send the latter a per-
sonal answer to his previous communications.
On the 17th of March, 1811, the King of Sweden gave up the

direction of affairs, Avhich he resumed in January, 1812, to the

crown prince; as early as the 8th of March, 1811, Napoleon at

length sent a reply to the crown prince's three letters. To the alle-

gation that the Swedish government could not altogether forbid

trade with England, because that country was the great market for

the staple product of Sweden, and that its iron could not elsewhere

be so well disposed of, and that, besides, the country could not do

without a proper supply of colonial goods, Napoleon made the sin-

gular proposal of exchanging twenty millions' worth of colonial pro-
duce which he had in Hamburg for its value in iron, alleging that

by this exchange Sweden, which was poor in money, would not be

called upon to send any of its cash out of the country, that the colo-

nial goods could be given to those merchants who would pay the

import duties, and Sweden be relieved of its surplus iron. Into

such a transaction the Swedes refused to enter, even if it were, which
we can scarcely believe, seriously intended ;

the tedious correspondence
therefore with the Emperor continued. Sweden knew well with

what view a great part of the Russian standing army in Finland was
marched in January, 1811, to Poland; it was also fully aware of the

close alliance between England and Russia; for the numerous cou-

riers, in passing from the one country to the other back and forward,
travelled by way of Sweden. The crown prince was anxious to

obtain Norway as a compensation for Finland
;

this he might look to

obtain either through England and Russia, or through France;

Norway must, however, first be wrested from the Danes. The
Danes being at that time the most faithful allies of France, Sweden
could not hope to receive any support from the French in an attack

upon Norway, whereas England and Russia, being both at enmity
with Denmark, might be supposed to support his views. Bignon, in

* The crown prince addressed Alquier in December, 1810, according to the am-
bassador's report, as follows:—"Ah! vous croyez que j'ai quelque chose a craindre
de la Eussie, vous etes dans une grande erreur. Sachez, qu'il ne tient qu'a moi
DE 5IE JETER DANS LES BRAS BE LA RUSSIE ET DE l'AxGLETERKE. Jc ne YCUS

pas me scparer de la France, mais aussi long temps que la France me laisse tran-

quille, qu'elle ne m'opprime pas; que Ton craigne alors une nouA^elle guerre de treute

ans, et que Ton sache que je puis jeter cinquante mUle hommes en Allemagne."
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in the tenth part of his
"
History of France," has given a very full ac-

count of the long and difllcult negotiations respecting Norway, which
were carried on in the course of the year 1811, and from this account

Ave learn that buth the rulers of Sweden and Dennuuk pushed their

respective causes with all the pettiness ofGerman princes. They made

complaints of one another on account of the trade of their subjects,

they placed spies on each otiier's ships, they enviously accused each

otlicr of violating the imperial decrees against importing colonial

produce, and alternately provoked the Emperor's indignation by
their irregular trading, and his want of power to prevent it. As early
as June, Sweden had come to a full understanding with Russia, and
thus indirectly with England, with respect to the resistance to be
ollercd to French pretensions; still both parties tried to make it be
believed that there was a serious desire to maintain the presumed
existing friendship. The crown prince, however, who directed his

own war-ofhcc, made considerable additions to his army, and orga-
nised it anew. At that time Ahjuier acted with much greater pre-

cipitation than Napoleon desired. As early as 1811 he did all in his

power to bring about a breach, which the Emperor wished to avoid,
because he knew that the relinquishment of Norway to Sweden
would be attended with dillicultics as long as England did not con-

sent to aid in wresting it from Denmark. Napoleon emphatically

disapproved of the tone wliich Alquier had assumed, and which led

the minister of foreign affairs in Stockholm to repel insolence by
insolence, without applying to Paris to have the obnoxious ambas-
sador removed, and refusing to receive any further communications
from liim.* The French ambassador's conduct towards Engestrom,
his vain and boasting letters, in which he represented the crown

prince as ridiculous and absurd, at length induced the Emperor to

recal him. This, however, was not done till tlie 14th of October,
and in a manner most insulting- to the Swedish government. The

Emperor gave secret instructions to his ambassador warmly and

bitterly to accuse the Swedish minister of foreign allairs of having
begun a strife at a most unseasonable time;t he could not, however,

* " J'ctais loin dc m'attciulrc," wrote Engestrom to Alquier on the 2-tth of August,
"
que les dispositions empressees de notre part pussent jamais vous autoriser ii

ra'addresscr uue mission, ([ui en attaquant I'lioaneur national ofl're I'example de la

violation la plus inouie du droit des gens."
t The minister of foreign atlairs writes to Alquier:

"
L'Empcreur n'a point

approuvc votre conduite dans ces derniers terns. II juge, que vous u'avez point
garde la niesure convenable dans vos rapports avecle Baron d'Engestrom; que vous
avez agi avec precipitation, et que vous n'avcz point rcpondu ii cc qu'il attendait

de votre experience et de votre longue habitude des afl'aircs. Ccla seal ttait une

grande faute, de vous avancer an point de rendre votre rappel necessairc et de
forcer ainsi la main a votre gouvornement." The Duke of Bassano adds tiiat the

Emperor iiatl only taken liis jjurt because he attributed Engestrom's answer not
to him but to tlie crown prince. The words are as follows: " Le ton qui rogne
dans eette rcponse (Baron Engestrom's) sembic indiquer, qu'ellc part de plus
haut que du cabinet de M. d'Engesirom. Jamais on ellet un ministrc done de

quelque sons ne se seraitpermis de s'exprimor avec une indecence aussi revoltante
en s'addressant a renvoyo de S. il. I'Empereur. C'est par cette coiisidcration que
S. AJ. I. ji'a pas voulit vous dtiavouer.''

VOL. vni. n
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fail to see that Engestrom's insulting answer -was, properly speaking,
to be attributed to the crown prince, and his personal enmity towards

himself, and he took his revenge accordingly. He caused orders to be

given through the Duke of Bassano to Alquier to take his departure
from Sweden, without, on the one hand, breaking off all intercourse,

or, upon the other, observing the customary courtesies. He was
directed neither to take leave of the king, the crown prince, nor the

minister of foreign affairs, but merely to send his letter of recal to

the minister in a note. The Marquis de Cabre, who afterwards

mana<:>-ed the business of France, was resjarded rather as an official

spy than an ambassador.

Alquier was then sent to Copenhagen, and the Prince of Eck-
mlihl Avas in command of the troops in Germany, Both were per-
sonal enemies of the crown prince, who at this time had entered into

negotiations with England. As there could be no reasonable hope
of procuring any aid from France in getting possession of Norway,
he hoped to be able to obtain his end by the aid of Russia and

England. Alquier and De Cabre did all in their power to increase

Napoleon's feeling of dislike to Bernadotte; they despatched almost

daily accounts to Paris of the continued intercourse between the

English and Sweden. Alquier and the Prince of Eckmlihl were

urgent to have orders issued for seizing upon Swedish Pomerania,
which they represented as a great English storehouse. The Emperor,
who had threatened for sixteen months to take this step, at length

gave orders for his troops to take possession of Pomerania. Bignon
is of opinion that it was not the Emperor's desire to have these

orders quickly carried into execution
;
but the Prince of Eckmlihl,

from private enmity, was only too well pleased to fulfil them.*

We must leave the point undetermined how much or how Httle

the personal enmity between the Prince of Eckmlilil and the crown

prince had to do with the advance of the French troops into Pome-
rania. Certain it is, however, that General Friand, without any
declaration of war or friendly relations being broken off, marched,
at the head of his division, into Pomerania, on the night between

the 26th and the 27th of January, 1812. He took possession of the

whole of Pomerania, together with the island of Riigen. The inter-

course, however, between Pomerania and Sweden was so obstructed,

that the news of the occupation did not reach Stockholm till the

11th of February. Sweden was now in a position without any
hesitation to enter into the ne2;otiations which had been lonsj since

opened with Russia.^ The Swedish ambassador, Lowenhielm, had

*
Bignon, vol. x., p. 406: "Une vieille et profonde haine, qui existait entre Da-

Tonst et Bernadotte, n'apeut etre mediocrement contribue' a la niesintelligeuce dela

France et de la Suede." This is proved by documents, but Bignon takes good care

in liis account not to bring these documents forward.

t It was known in Sweden that the Prince of Eckmlihl had given orders to

occupy Pomerania, and the Swedish commander (Von PejTon) in the province was
instructed to resist. He, however, suffered liimself to be deceived, for which he was
afterwards caUed before a court-martial. AH the Swedish civil officers who refused
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been in Petersburg since February. Everything was therefore ready,
and he received orders to conclude.

On the 24th of March a treaty of alliance was concluded between
Sweden and Russia, which was based upon the certain expectation
of a war between France and liussia. Russia agreed either to in-

duce Denmark voluntarily to relinquish Norway to Sweden, or to

assist the crown prince with an army of 30,000 men, to take it by
force. In return, the crown prince, in case of a war between
Russia and France, was to land in tlie north of Germany with an

army of the same amount; not, however, till he had first been put in

possession of Norway. This treaty was kept absolutely secret; be-

cause Russia as well as Sweden still kept up friendly relations witt

France. Another treaty was, therefore, on this occasion concluded

for appearance sake, which contained nothing of which France could

have any reason to complain; and this treaty alone was made public.
The secret treaty, moreover, required the fulfilment of a number
of preliminaries,

—the assent of England, a Russian army of 30,000

men, and especially the consent of the Estates of Sweden. This

consent was afterwards given in an assembly of the Estates at Orebro,
and durinfr their consultation both the Enfrlish and Russian am-
bassadors remained in the neighbourhood of the town; the alhancc

with England was not concluded till July, and Napoleon was not

informed of the adhesion of Sweden to this hostile alliance till

August, in Witepsk. Notwithstanding the occupation of Pome-
rania by the French, Monsieur de Cabre was still in Stockholm,
and liostilitics were not actually commenced till the beginning of

the year 1813, after some essential alterations had been made in the

treaty with Russia, agreed upon in August, 1812. We shall, there-

fore, have occasion to return to the expulsion of De Cabre from

Sweden, and the part taken by the crown prince in the war in Ger-

many, when we come to enter into the details of the year 1813.

We shall here refer to one point only, which was decisive of the

fate of the French army in Russia. This point is, that the crown

prince himself, on the 27th of August, went into Finland, and

there, in presence of the English ambassador. General Lord

Cathcart, relinquished his claim to the antecedent fulfilment of

that article of the treaty which related to the possession of Nor-

way.
It was agreed in Abo that the Russian standing army in Finland

must be first used in Poland, and the expedition against Norway
allowed to stand over for a time, but that, at a later period, Russia

would I'urnish an army of double the strength of that agreed upon
in the treaty of Petersburg. Sweden, however, still delayed, and

to do homage were afterwards carried off to Hamburg as criminals. A3 the natioa

was strongly opposed to an alliance with Russia, tlie Swcdisli goTcrnment caused

the whole of tiie documents to be printed under the title:
"
Happort a S. M. le Koi

de Suede par son ministre d'etat ct dcs aiTaires ctrangeres, en date de Stoekliolm le

7 Janvier, 1813. Public' par ordre de sa majeste. Stockholm, de rimprimeric

royalc, 1813," p. 42. See also '• .tVrcbcuholz Minerva, 1813," vol. ii, p. 111.

k2
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England declared herself to be not quite decided
;
and we shall there-

fore subsequently see that the relations between Sweden and France

were not wholly broken off at the end of the year 1812. Negotia-
tions were still being carried on with the Danes in April, 1813; and,

since the meeting at Abo, the most friendly relations subsisted

between Russia and the crown prince. He was loaded with all sorts

of honours and decorations, promised to take the command of a

Russo-Swedish army, and, at a later period, helped to induce Moreau
to leave Nortli America and join the Russian army. He received

the three most distinguished Russian orders—those of St. Andrew,
Alexander Newski, and St. Anne—all in one day; and the Russian

emperor resumed the Swedish order which he had before sent back

to Gustavus IV.

2.—PRUSSIA AXD AUSTRIA.

We have, in the previous sections, given an account of the manner
in which the Emperor of the French long hesitated whether he should

accept the offensive alliance against Russia offered to him by Prussia

in 1811, or whether he should blot out her name from the list of

nations. Hardenberg was honest enough under the circumstances

not to pretend any particular friendship, but merely to show that he

was placed between two great evils—a war with France, in alliance

with Russia, and a war with Russia, in conjunction with France—
and that he merely chose the less of the two when he resolved on

adhering to France, in spite of the friendship of the king for the

Emperor Alexander. He proved, by a long letter delivered to Count
de St. Marsan in Berlin, that Prussia could find safety and deli-

verance by no other means than an alliance with France, and in this

paper it was expressly presupposed that France must still retain the

upper hand. It is therefore ridiculous to see that the French, in

1S13, and even now, are inexhaustible in the abusive epithets heaped

upon Prussia for the breach of a treaty which she was compelled to

conclude, as soon as such renunciation was for her own advantage.
The manner in which the minister of foreion affairs in Paris an-

nounced to Count Krusemark the inclination of the French govern-
ment to enter into the treaty with Prussia—or, in other words, to

suffer her existence for some little time longer
—could not possibly

form a ground for any obligation on the part of Prussia to adhere to

the treaty a moment longer than necessity required. In January,

1812, the Due de Bassano, when he resumed the consideration of the

proposal made in the previous year, addressed Count Krusemark in

the following insolent language:
—" My dear baron, the moment for

deciding the fate of Prussia is at length come. I must not conceal

frCiU you that it is a question for her of life or death. You know
that the Emperor entertained very strong views as long since as the

meeting at Tilsit. These views continue in all respects the same, and
their accomplishment can only be prevented by Prussia becoming
and continuing to be our faithful ally. Moments are precious, and
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the circumstances very serious." Whilst the necrotiations concerning
the alliance were beinf;^ carried on, the King of Prussia, in agreement
with the Emperor of the French, wlio wished to keep up tlie

appearance of maintaining peace, attempted a mediation in Peters-

burg, in which he rested on liis personal friendship for the emperor,
who had always remained faithful to him. In the middle of the

year 1811 he had commissioned Major von Scholcr to proceed on a

special inisslon to Petersburg, because Von Schladen appeared to be
too favourable to llussiau views. The emperor was convinced that

the fall of Prussia was unavoidable, unless by an alliance with
France. As early as May the king had informed the emperor, by an

autograph letter, that he was compelled by his situation to enter into

an alliance with France. This letter, together with the emperor's

reply, is to be found among the contents of the Corresyondance
Iiicdite of the Emperor Napoleon. The answer sent in June, 1811,

clearly proves that the Emperor of Russia had then fully resolved

upon a war, and that he considered the king's letter as written at the

suggestion oi" the Emperor of the French. He wrote a sharp and
bitter answer, not to the king, with whom he always kept up a good
understandinfT, throuc'h Von Schladen and others, but to the Em-
peror, whose hypocritical language he treats with contempt.*

In February, 1812, Colonel Knesebeck was sent to Petersburg
to entreat the emperor, in the name of friendship, not to compel
the king to take part in a new war against him. This was the

king's private affair, and for this reason Knesebeck was especially

employed, for Von Schladen was one of the chief members of the

Tugendbimd, and his feelings were completely in accordance with

those of Hardenberg. The origin of the mission was a report of

Krusemark's, respecting a conversation which he had held with the

Emperor Napoleon, and whicli the good King of Prussia took for

sterling coin. Krusemark had also given it as his opniion that

Napoleon was really serious in his desire for peace. In Petersburg,

however, the Russians were not so easily deceived; all the enemies

of France were there assembled, and Knesebeck therefore returned

without having accomplished the object of his mission. In March,
1812, he delivered in a very full report of his mission, Avhich may
be seen in the Correspondauce Iitcditv, already referred to. From
thi.s report it appears that the Emperor Alexander knew well what
he had to expect from Napoleon's oflers of peace. Napoleon saw

•
Correspondauce Inedite, vol. vii., p. l.')3:

" J'ai rc^u en son terns la lettre que
v. M. a jxv^C- i'l propos de mVcrire ii la date dii 12 IMai. J'avais cm que nia nianiere

de voir et mes principos politiques hii ctaient coiinus; ainsi son contenu n"a pii que
nie surprendrc. Je n'ai jamais cherche ni provoqut- la ijuerre. Ise eonvoitant rieu

a mes voisins, n'ayant mil besoin d'agraiidissenient, il n'est pas raisonnablc de ine

supposor I'envic de troubler la paix. Je crois. au contraire, avoir assez prouve
conibien j'ttais soigneux a la coiiserver. iSIes mesiircs n'ont tie ([ue des mesures de

pure precaution, commamli's ])ar ce qui se passait a cott- do moi. La guerre ne se

fcra que quand je serai attaqm'', et alors le parti que les autrcs pourront prendre ne

pourra m'empecher de nie dtfendrc avec vigueur." Tlie letter is also contained in

ihe Supplimcnt, by Fain. JIS. de lfn2.
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that every agreement entered into by Russsia, on tlie eve of an im-

pending war, would have the same advantages for him which he

was always accustomed to draw from treaties concluded immediately
after his victories. This was openly alleged to the colonel by the

Emperor of Russia, when speaking of Nesselrode's mission to Paris,

which Alexander had at first promised, afterwards put off under

all kinds of excuses, and finally altogether refused. He stated to

Knesebeck,
" that to send a plenipotentiary to Paris under the exist-

ing circumstances was unbecoming his dignity ;
as since the Em-

peror Napoleon had assumed a threatening attitude, it would appear
as if he were anxious for a peace from a fear of war." He acknow-

ledged that he was far from being so good a general as Napoleon,
and must therefore submit to his fate. Notwithstanding this, Knese-

beck saw that the emperor did not thus resign himself, because he

hoped for a speedy victory, or because he sought for peace, but be-

cause he reckoned upon a long war. Nothing, therefore, remained

for Prussia to do than to accept of the proffered alliance with France,
however burdensome its conditions mifrht be. This alliance wasO
concluded whilst Knesebeck was in Petersburg.
When French writers, such as Fain and others, allege that the

Prussians then believed themselves to have been for ever bound to

France, and cherished hopes of gaining Livonia and Courland,
and that therefore the withdrawal of Prussia, in 1813, ought to be

represented as a scandalous betrayal of the common cause, this is

nothing more or less than miserable sophistry. How little obligation
there was in an oath forced to be taken with a knife at the throat,

is abundantly proved by the Emperor's hostile commands issued to

his generals, in despite of the alliance. As to the wish for the con-

tinuance of the alliance, we know not w^hat was thought on that

subject by Count Golz, as minister for foreign aflfairs, but we can

readily believe that men like Prince Hatzfeld and Councillor Bique-

lin, who were sent to Paris to assist Krusemark in concluding the

treaty, were zealous enough for an alliance with France. (They best

knew for what.) The chancellor of state and all the true patriots
and statesmen in Prussia, however, properly regarded the alliance as

a mere temporary necessity. Even the French sophists themselves,
such as Bignon, Fain, Norvins, and others, furnish us with the

orders of their hero, in which he commands his generals and civil

officers to treat Prussia, after as well as before the treaty, as a hostile

country. On the 18th of April the Emperor commanded the Prince

of Eckmiihl to use the Prussians to watch the district between him
and the Russians; and on the 24th ordered him " to keep a watch-

ful eye on the inhabitants of Prussia, lest in case of any mischance

in war they should be excited to rise against the French." In the

instructions to Oudinot, of the 21st and 22nd of April, he was di-

rected to keep guard over the country between the Vistula and the

Elbe, to keep a tight rein upon the Prussians, and to secure the rear

of the army. He was told that he must take care to know where
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the Prussian troops were that did not belong to the contingent, and
where their guns, artillery, and ammunition were to be fo und. The
French were to take possession of the arsenal in Berlin, to retain

everything which was the property of the king, and not to take

away anything without a careful record. French ollicers were to

hold command in Berlin, and the Burger guard to be under their

orders; and yet they Averc not on any account to interfere with the

civil administration. The commander-in-chief, moreover, was not

to accept of any table money, for tlie Emperor alleged that what he
allowed him was sufficient to maintain a princely table. Whilst
not a farthing of the arrears due by the King of Prussia was remitted

by the hardhearted Daru, and Glogau was not restored according to

promise, the Emperor wrote to tlie Prince of Eckmiihl, who was
to hold the chief command till his arrival in April, when his hundred

thousand troops inundated the country,
" The troops are to be

maintained by such supplies as can be drawn from the neighbour-
hoods in Avhich they arc; the magazines are not to be touched, but

to be carefully preserved for the time when the troops shall have passed
the Niemen. Berlin, Glogau, and Posen are to be places for con-

centration and head-quarters." All this refers to March, April, and

May;—the treaty with Prussia had, however, been concluded on the

24th of February, and its main articles remained a secret. Two

agreements were entered into on the same day, one public and one

secret. The former was a mere defensive alliance, and consisted of

four articles. By the first, it was agreed that France and Prussia

stood mutually bound to defend each other against any European

power which should attack either the one or the other. By the

second, an advantage was secured to the King of Prussia, which

Ilardenberg had been in vain endeavouring for a year to obtain,

that Prussia should not be anniliilated. The two powers pledged
themselves to maintain their respective states in the then existing

condition. By the third article it was settled that everthing which

was to be done in case of a necessity for the treaty to come into

operation was to be determined by a future agreement. From tlie

fourth article it will be seen that the negotiators never even gave
themselves the trouble to open the acts of the peace of Utrecht; inas-

much as they take things for granted as decided in the treaty of

Utrecht of which there is no mention whatever. The article runs

as follows:
" The ships of those nations are to be excluded from the

coasts and harbours of both powers, wlio contrary to the maritime

rights settled by the treaty of Utrecht have sufl'ored the independ-
ence of their flags to be violated."

The secret treaty in its first article alleges that contracts liave been

determined on in consequence of the approaching Avar with Russia.

By the second, it is agreed that Prussia shall furnish an auxiliary

force of 20,000 men, 14,000 inflmtry, 4000 cavalry, and 2000

artillerymen.
Articles three, four, five, six, seven, and eight, refer

to the garrisons in Prussian fortresses; nothing came, however, of the

garrisoning of Colberg, although in the case of Spandau the Prussians
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were obliged to give way. In these articles, too, those Prussian

provinces are enumerated through which troops were not to be

allowed to march, and in which they could not remain; and other

miUtary points are decided. The length of time for occupying the

fortresses of Glogau, Custrin, and Stettin is cunningly reserved in

article fourteen for future decision. In the ninth article, it is

decided that in respect of the requisitions which the French com-

manders would have to make in the country, what was required is

either to be paid for in cash, or at the end of the campaign to be

deducted from the arrears of contributions which might be then due.

By article thirteen an increase of territory is promised to the King
of Prussia, as a compensation for the burdens which he may be

called upon to bear in the war, and the sacrifices he may be required
to make.
The real object of the fourth article of the first and public

treaty Avas made known by the publication of a royal edict on

the 25th of April, by virtue of which all the colonial wares

which might be imported from Russia were strictly prohibited in

Prussia. On the 9th of May General Durutte was appointed

governor of Berlin; Konigsberg, Pillau, and Spandau were gar-

risoned witli French troops, and the country was overrun Avith half

a million of men of all kinds, and its inhabitants drained as in a

time of war. None of the contributions were remitted, and the

article respecting the payment of supplies was not fulfilled.

The King of Prussia hoped at least to derive the advantage from

this treaty of being able to increase his army to the extent of the

auxiliary force which he liad engaged to supply; but even this was

not allowed. He showed, by an account of the number of forces

which he had in garrison, for police and coast guards, that in

addition to the 24,000 men to which he was limited by the peace
of Tilsit, he had absolute need of 24,000 more; but all to no purpose.
The exact fulfilment of the conditions of the peace of Tilsit was not

only insisted upon, but in the eleventh article of the secret treaty

every species of warlike preparation was expressly forbidden. The
eleventh article is as follows: " Prussia binds herself not to raise any

troops, not to collect an army, and not to make any military move-

ment, as long as the Frenfch remain in Prussia or on the enemy's
territory; this can only be done when it may be for the advantage
of the allies, and by the express agreement of botli parties." Even

Bignon, diplomatist and sophist as lie was, and the defender of every
measure adopted by Napoleon, does not venture to justify the

liarshness of this article; and describes it as not only in the highest

degree impolitic, but also completely useless.

One consequence of this oppressive alliance was the removal of all

nobleminded patriots, all the friends of Stein, who were without

distinction called Cluhbists, from every public office or employment,
and from all kinds of influence. This was not done, indeed, by
express written stipulations, but Avas the result of a secret under-

standing. Even in the previous yeai-, Avhen Bliicher, who then held
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command in Pomcrania, caused the fortifications of Colberg to be

strengthened and his corps to be reinforced, the authorities in Berlin

were required to call him to account; botli he and his friends were

superseded. The most distinguished amongst those who were re-

moved, were the men wlro al'terwards, together with Baron von
Stein, laboured to make Prussia tlie chief power in Germany, such
as Scliarnliorst, Gneisenau, Von Sack, Justus Gruner, and others.

The treaty of the 24tli of February was afterwards ratified without
alteration on the 14th of March.

Austria had long given indications of a closer alliance with

France, and in this case Napoleon had not to settle in his own mind,
as in the case of Prussia, whether it would not be better at once to

incorporate the wliole kingdom in his Empire, or to enter into an

alliance; the treaty therefore was soon concluded. For the same
reasons for which Russia had previously taken part in the war

against Austria, Austria was now obliged to take part in the

war against Russia. There was, besides, a special reason for

taking the field in favour of Napoleon, because it was allowed

to do what Prussia was absolutely prohibited from doing
—to in-

crease its army, to replenish its arsenals, and refit its fortresses,

under tlie pretence of arming against Russia. A public and a

private treaty was also concluded, and from these we shall only
select a few of the leading articles, because they are to be found

complete in works generally known. In the public treaty, which
consists of nine articles, the fourth and the seventh are the most

important. The two powers first guarantee to each other the

possession of all the countries under their respective rule, and

promise 'mutual aid in case of attack. In the fourth article

the amount of this aid is fixed at 30,000 men, viz., 24,000 in-

fantry and GOOO cavalry, together with 60 pieces of artillery;

and it is agreed that this auxiliary force shall be kept at all

times ready equipped. The integrity of the Turkisli Empire is also

guaranteed, in the seventh article, the maritime rights of neutrals,
as j>retendedly settled by the treaty of Utrecht, is recognised by
Austria as was done in the treaty with Prussia; and in the eiglith,
the Emperor of Austria agrees to enter into the prohibitive mea-
sures against England (but only aiitmit que besoin est). And finally,

in this article it is also agreed that the treaty is not to be com-
mimicated to any cabinet without the consent of both parties.
The secret treaty consists of eleven articles, of which the first

contains the application of the other treaty to the war with Russia,
and determines that the auxiliary army, with all the necessary
iniitcriel, shall be ready to be concentrated in ]>cmberg in Iburtecn

days after the 1st of May. The force is always to be provided with

double allowance of provisions and ammunition. In order to guard
Austria from all danger, tlie Emperor of the French agrees, in the

third article, to have his whole army at the same time in the lield.

\\\ the fourth article, it is settled that the auxiliary corps is always
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to remain united and under an Austrian commander-in-cliief, selected

by the Emperor of Austria, wlio is to receive his orders immediately
from the Emperor of the French. It was also expressly (and

specially) agreed that the army was not to be called a contingent,
but an AUXILIARY army. The most important of these secret

articles are the fifth and sixth, which intimate a probable restoration

of the kingdom of Poland; these, however, are so jesuitically drawn

up, that we shall give the original, Avord for word, in a note.* In

the seventh article, compensation is not only offered to the Emperor
of Austria, as to the King of Prussia, for the sacrifices which he

might be called upon to inake in the war, but such a compensation
for loss and increase of territory as might remain as a monument of

the close and enduring friendship between the two sovereigns.

3.—NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN RUSSIA AND FRANCE FROM 1811
TILL MAY, 1812, AND THE CONDITION OF POLAND.

We do not deem it necessary to give a detailed account of the

preparations for war made by either the Emperor of Russia or the

Emperor of the French in the year 1811, or the diplomatic trans-

actions which took place between them. As to the negotiations,
we are firmly persuaded, that as early as the end of the year 1810
both parties knew well that it was impossible for peace to be main-

tained by notes or embassies, or even by the mediation of Prussia.

Each was mainly anxious to throw the blame of a Avar of exter-

mination i;pon the other. Ever since the peace of Schonbrunn the

relation between the two powers liad been such as always indicated

a breach, and the chief object of sending Czernitcheff so many times

to Paris from the year 1808 was to make use of his liaisons to worm
out secrets, to bribe persons in high official situations, and to catch

the whole of Napoleon's police in their own nets. Throughout the

whole of this time Prince Kurakin was ambassador in Paris; Napo-
leon was well pleased with him, because his wits were not particu-

larly sharp. Czernitcheff, on the other hand, availed himself of every
one of his missions to Paris to use his connexion with persons in

high life in such a way as gave offence to Napoleon, who twice re-

proached him severely for his conduct. Bignon, Scholl, and others

have gi\'en very detailed accounts of the perplexed negotiations of

the year 1811; and we must direct the attention of our readers the

more especially to these works, as our account, without the neces-

sary documents which they give, would prove altogether insuffi-

cient. It has been already stated that the Emperor Alexander's

* " Dans le cas ou per suite de la guerre entre France et la Russie, le royaume
de Pologne viendrait a etre re'tabli, S. M. I'Empereur des Fran^ais garantira special-

ment, comme elle la garantit des a present, la possession de la Gallicie. 6. Si le

cas arrivait, il entre dans les convenances de S. M. I'Empereur d'Autriche de ce'der,

pour etre reunie au royaume de Pologne, une partie de la Gallicie en echange des

provinces Illyriennes, S. M. I'Empereur des Frangais s'engage, des a pre'sent, a

conseutir a cet echange."
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promise of sendinf;^ NessclroJc to Paris Avas merely a means of

delaying the war till the fullest preparations were made. Ncsselrode

was promoted to a higher station merely, as Avas pretended, that

he might be able suitably to enter upon his mission to Paris, which,

however, was put off from time to time, and eventually not carried

out. In the same way as the Emperor Alexander sought to deceive

the world respecting his true designs by the mission of Nesselrode

to Paris, Napoleon, by making new proposals of peace to the Eng-
lish government, sought to give currency to the opinion that it was
the English alone who made a general peace impossible.

It was in truth very singular that Napoleon should, through his

minister of foreign affairs, cause such proposals to be made to Lord

Castlereagh, at the very time in which he himself was making the

most immense preparations for war with Russia, which had been
made for any war since the days of Xerxes, at the very time in

Avhich England was straining every nerve in order to support Russia,
and to prevail upon Sweden to co-operate witli her against France.

The wiiole was a mere device to have the whole of the documents

printed in the Moniteur, and there they really appeared; impartial
men were not deceived, but many of the French believed that the

Emperor was serious, and their writers even now represent the

matter as if they believed it. On the 17th of April the Due de
Bassano wrote to the English minister of foreign affairs, and made

proposals for peace, but at the same time declared tliat an under-

standing must first be come to respecting Spain, Naples, and Por-

tugal, before entering into any further negotiations. He offered

apparently reasonable conditions, but which would necessarily be

declined, because he wished by a cunning equivocation to secure

the crown of Spain for King Joseph. France, it was stated, re-

quired no increase of territory at the cost of Spain ;
the present

DYNASTY was to be declared completely independent, and the

country to receive a constitution agreed upon by the Cortes. Por-

tugal was also to be independent, and to remain under the rule of

the house of Braganza; Naples to be governed by King Joachim,
and Sicily by King Ferdinand. Lord Castlereagh, in his reply,

begged to be informed of the definite meaning attached to the

phrase
the " present dynasty" in reference to Spain. If it was

intended to convey the continuance of King Josepli's government,
he declared that he must at once decline all further correspondence
on the subject. As neitlier of the two powers could or would make

any concession on this point, and Napoleon knew that well when he
made his proposal, the whole alfair was a mere delusion.

In 1811 the autocratic Armlelt, Pozzo di Borgo, Von Scldadcn,
and many Prussian ."officers who (as Pfuel, Clausewitz, and Eugene
of Wirtemberg) had entered into the Russian service from various

reasons, urged and stimulated the Emperor of Russia to adopt the

firm resolution of engaging in a war of desperation. When the

Baron von Stein, the implacable enemy of Napoleon, came to Russia
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in 1812, he guided and led the proceedings of tlie Emperor Alexander
without entering into his service. The Duke of Serra Capriola, too,

the ambassador of Ferdinand of
Sicily, used all his influence over

the emperor's mother to spur him on to the war. One of the agents of

Hardcnberg, in a paper contained in the Memoirs of a Statesman, and
which is one of the few documents that give the book any value, so

correctly represents the state of things at the court of Alexander

shortly before the breaking out of the war, that, little importance as

we attach to these Memoirs, we are so well persuaded of the genuine-
ness of the paper as to feel ourselves entitled to quote it as an autho-

rity. We therefore give in a note the remarks of the correspondent
on the different Austrian ambassadors who appeared in Petersburg,
and on the men who exercised an influence on the mind of the

emperor.*
As to Poland, its inhabitants, who are so easy to be deceived, so

impulsive, and so little restrained by the influence of any high

feelings of morality, had been constantly excited against Russia,

from the time of the erection of the duchy of Warsaw
;
and although

the secret article of the ti'eaty relating to Poland between Austria

and France, agreed upon in 1812, was not immediately made known
to the Emperor Alexander, Bignon's course of action in Warsaw
could not escape his notice. Bignon, indeed, has not himself left us

any express account of what the object of his mission was, and of the

reason why Napoleon placed such large sums of money at his disposal;
we can guess, however, what this object really was, from the accounts

which he gives us of his successor, De Pradt, and his rhodomontade,
whom Napoleon with great precipitancy and shortsightedness sent

to Warsaw. The report of Archbishop de Pradt's embassy is a

lampoon upon the Emperor Napoleon, and casts all kinds of blame

upon Bignon, who unquestionably possessed ten times as much

diplomatic talent as his successor. For these reasons, Bignon in his

work felt himself bound to ffive a clear account of the influences

exercised upon the Poles in the years 1811 and 1812.

Bignon came to Poland in the commencement of the year ISlIj

immediately after the breach between Russia and France had become

unavoidable, in consequence of the extinction and absorption of the

* "Memnires d'un Homme d'Etat," vol. xi., p. 299: "
Quant a la legation Autrichi-

enne, je I'ai vu passer de I'honorable et veritablement grand Seigneur Prince de

Schwarzenberg a I'honnete et ridicule Comte de jSt. Julien, ayant pour surveillant le

spirituel Sturmer, puis tomber jusqu'ii Lebzeltern, ministre actuel, mais aussi fin et

zele, espece d'aventurier politique." As regards the emperor's confidants he writes as

follows:—"Deux hommes dans des positions personelles et morales Men diflFe'rentes

semblent avoir maintenant le plus de credit: ce sont le Ge'ne'ral Arahtchejef,

genei-al abhorre, mais sur qui repose la siirete de I'empereur ; iiuis le Baron

d'Armfelt, ardent ennemi de la France revolutionnaire et poussant a la guerre contra

elle de tout son pouvoir. Bien vu de I'iniperatrice mere et de I'adorable impe'ratrice

regnante, Armfelt est lie avec lo Due de Serra-Capriola et ceux qu'il dirige; il est

enthousiaste de Stein
;

il choit Lowenhiehn et meme Kacheloff. repousse jadis par
Catherine Il.comrae illumine' et recherche aujourd'hui par la faction anti-Francaise,
comme li6 h. quelques chefs du Tugendbund:' He then adds,

" No one knows fully
what the emperor either wishes or thinks."
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duchy of Oldenbui-rj and the issuing of the imperial ukase of 1810.

From Warsaw, as Napoleon's representative, he carried on a corre-

spondence of which he has given us an account, and from wliich wc
see that an organised system of cspiunafje was cstabUshed from

Petersburg to Constantinople, and that a great number of agents
and spies were employed in every important place. This equally
affected the Russians, the Turks, and the Austrlans; Bignon, how-

ever, was besides obliged to inspire the Poles with hope, that they

by their cflbrts in the approaching war might be able again to

restore their native kingdom. This was, no doubt, a difficult task,

because he was compelled on the one hand to urge them to make
the greatest sacrifices and efforts, in order to get on foot a powerful

army, without on the other giving them any specific promise of the

restoration of their ancient kingdom. Bignon was then placed in a

position of great difficulty, being obliged to cherish and keep alive

the hopes of the Poles; and at the same time to continue the negotia-
tions with the Russians for the whole year 1811, they expressly

requiring on their part that Napoleon should expressly declare that

he would neither revive the name nor the kingdom of Poland. De
Pradt therefore accuses him of bein<x one of the main instisjators of

the war with Russia. True, indeed, the Poles were rendered shy
by the continuance of the negotiations with Russia; Bignon, how-

ever, altogether denies that he was more forward than others in

promoting Avar; but he cannot deny that he Avrote hundreds of letters

to Paris lull of the most captivating descriptions of the enthusiasm

of the Poles. It is obvious from his work that he was himself

deceived, and took the expressions of the distinguished circle of an

egotistical nobility yearning after the recovery of their former pri-

vileges for the popular fcehng. The ladles and gentlemen whose

flickering enthusiasm he rhetorically describes, regarded everything
which Napoleon thought and projected as possible, simply because

he willed it; this, too, was the idea of Bignon and those like-minded.

We shall therefore subjoin a passage in a note, in which he describes

the situation of things at the time of his presence in Warsaw, and

gives an account of his own activity at the same time.*

Bignon admits that he succeeded in inspiring the Poles with the

idea, that if they succeeded in raising a considerable army among
their countrymen, it might be used, not for the French, but for

their own new-born country. In a letter written shortly before the

* Vol. X.. p. 3G0 :
" Le soiii que rcmpereur niettait ii faire accelorcr Ics fortifications

lie Moillin, de Zamosc et de Tliorn, tandisque la Kussic e'tablissait de pareilles ligncs
de Ibrtitications sur son territoirc, les niouvomons })crpctuels de troupes sur les

deux fionticTcs, tout cntiu annon(;aut au.x habitaus du duelie la possibilito d'uu choc

prociiain entre la Kussie et la France, cette population ardente, avide d'indepen-
dauce, accoutuiiu'c a croirc que rien n'cst impossible a Napoleon, dont clle a partagc
la gloire sur tant des champs de bataille, ne voyait dans la guerre que des eliances
lieureuses. un triomi)lie iiifaillible et la renaissance de la patric Polonaise. Ces dis-

sentions s'accordaicnt trop bicn avcc les iuterets evcntuels de la France pour que
son ministrc a Varsovie cherchat a les combattrc, vu seulcment a les affiiiblir, mais
il en dcvait maitriser I'ossor et eu prcvcnir lea tcarts."
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outbreak of hostilities, in March, 1812, he says expressly that the

Poles and their ladies seemed to have lost all consideration and

prudence, whilst the Emperor commanded him to promise nothing
definite, but to console them with general expressions and constant

reference to his acknowledgment of their services.* The Poles spoke
and declaimed in the Diet, which was called as early as 1811, quite

according to their former custom, and inasmuch as they, like the

French, greatly preferred fighting to living after a steady, clean, and

frugal fashion, a very considerable army was speedily got together;
there was, however, a general want of money properly to equip the

troops. Bignon reports that the old and honest, but pedantic King
of Saxony, with all his predilections for the discipline, perukes, and

pigtails of the seven years' war, had himself said to him, that the

Poles could indeed furnish fortresses and soldiers, but there was a

universal want of money. This want the Emperor of the French
was unwilling to supply; and Bignon, who very seldom blames him,
accuses him therefore on this occasion of having greatly injured his

cause by his unreasonable parsimony, because the Poles were the

men by far best calculated for an expedition to IMoscow, and they
alone of all the army brought back their guns after the disasters

there experienced. The evil influence which the want of money
must have had on the organisation of a large Polish army, which
the Emperor urgently required, could not have escaped his atten-

tion, because Bignon in a letter, dated the 7th of November, 1811,

expressly informs him that a great review could not be held be-

cause the soldiers were without shoes.

De Pradt, whose authority we always follow with hesitation, and
never rely upon except confirmed by other trustworthy evidence,

alleges that the Poles brought 85,000 men into the field, but that

no pay had been given them from the month of July, 1812, Napo-
leon having furnished half a million to meet the demands of the

month of June. Poland had also seven millions to claim for con-

tracts; the accounts were made up, and still the French paymasters
obstructed in every way the payment of the money. This might
have been advantageous to individual Frenchmen, but it was very

injurious to the Emperor's cause. Bignon had been sent to Warsaw
under the very modest title of resident; the Emperor, however,

according to his erroneous supposition of the influence of pomp,
extravagance, and pretension, had no sooner resolved to throw ofi

the mask than he sent a representative to Warsaw, who was to ex-

hibit great splendour in the character of an extraordinary ambas-

sador; for this purpose Talleyrand would indisputably have been

the proper man. The Emperor Avas, however, at first iniwilling to

take him with himself to Poland; he had become an object of

* "La {guerre," he writes, "n'a plus rien qui effraye; personne ne calcule les

dangers. JJans les cercles, roccupation de la soiree est de faire de la charpie. Les
dames se partagent les regiments pour lesquels chacune d'elles doit fournir Ic linge
et les bandages necessaires aux blesses.'
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suspicion to his master since the year 1807, winch was increased by
his intimate connexion with the whole system of espionage and in-

trigues carried on by Czernitcheff, for no one believed that the agent
whom he had given up as a sacrifice on account of the sale of public

papers was the real criminal. Talleyrand, who, as was universally

known, continually fluctuated between the extremes of vast riches

and bankruptcy, was besides at that time in great pecuniary diffi-

culties. The Emperor therefore selected De Pradt, Archbishop of

Malines, whom he had already employed in Spanish afTairs, and very

recently in his disputes with the Pope. It is wholly imncccssary to

dwell on the character of such a man, as he has sufficiently charac-

terised himself in his History of the Spanish Revolution, and of his

Embassy to Warsaw, or we would rather say, by the lampoons upon
Napoleon which these books contain, he has effectually pi!loried
himself. Do Pradt was the Emperor's grand almoner, and in Sep-
tember, 1811, had just returned from his mission to the Pope at

Savona; at the end of April, 1812, he received orders to follow the

Emperor to Dresden, liignon was a thoroughly practical and in-

telligent man, and, because he was master of the German language,
had been appointed to superintend the administration both of Austria

and Prussia at the time in which these countries were occupied by
the French

;
he was now recalled from Warsaw, first to follow the

army, and then to reside in Wilna, as a centre from which the whole

of Lithuania mii^ht be roused into action.

De Pradt had no sooner arrived in Dresden than he received a

general commission from the Emperor to play the part of a great
man in Warsaw. By this means he was to excite and captivate the

good feelings of the distinguished Polish ladies and gentlemen, who
have been always more attached to splendour, luxury, and magni-

loquence than to any more solid qualities. Among the Catholic

Poles and their bishops, a prelate, who had little spiritual about him

except the name, and was rich in gasconade, and well practised in

courtly manners, was admirably calculated as a representative.
Fo

this reason he was dignified with the title of ambassador extra-

ordinary, and very considerable sums were placed at his disposal to

enable him to see society, and to keep a splendid table. When he

appeared, the whole of the high Polish nobility belonging to the

old oligarchy, who alone possessed power, indulged in sensuality,

and sold the general good to whomsoever paid the most to them and

their factions, now thought that the good old times were returned.

They acted and declaimed as formerly, and the old, rigid Catholic

King of Saxony rejoiced that a prelate of the Church was for a time

at the head of aftairs, and that although the royal power was nothing
but a shadow, the true faith would have the support of the arch-

bishop.
The King of Saxony had already previously given very extensive

powers to his ministry residing in \Varsaw; he consented to the

calling of a Diet, which brought the country into no small dilliculty,
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in consequence of the excited imaginations of the people roused by
a feeling of their greatness, and the misconceptions Avith respect to

the real views of the Emperor. Napoleon soon perceived that the

selection of an empty, though splendid and variously-accomplished
talker and courtier like De Pradt, had been a very unfortunate one.

It must moreover be admitted, that notwithstandino; all that Biirnon

has said, his writings in refutation of the absurd speeches, calumnies,
and boastings of the archbishop,* the instructions which he had
received from the Emperor were of such a description, that he must
either have wholly neglected them, or necessarily have led the

excited Poles into errors. AYe shall leave our readers to examine
for themselves the justification furnished by Bignon of the measures

adopted by Napoleon, and quote the instructions themselves from
the abstract of them given by Fain, who without exception gives
the best colouring to everything said and done under Napoleon.

They run as follows:—
" If matters should lead to a breach with Russia, the Poles must

not only become our allies in arms, but they must on tliis great

occasion, the last perhaps that will ever be presented to them, resolve

to act for themselves and on their OAvn account. The war which we
are about to carry on in the north must be considered by them

merely as a means of assisting their own strength, and France

be looked upon as a powerful auxiliary. From this moment they
must prepare to make the most extraordinary efibrts, and, as far as

circumstances will permit, all Poland must be in the saddle."

The King of Saxony was obliged to become the instrument of

bringing the Poles into danger, want and war, for the benefit of

France, and of filling their minds with patriotic enthusiasm, whilst

Napoleon directed his representative to speak merely of the arming
and equipment of the Poles, but not a word of the restoration of the

kingdom. The Diet which the king's ministers called in the middle

of June to meet in Warsaw offered the spectacle which Poles in all

ages have exhibited when called upon to consult upon the interests

of their country
—much fiery enthusiasm, many high-sounding

phrases, great clamour and ostentation; but also great vanity,

jealousy, and many secret divisions. Prince Adam Czartorinski,

then eighty years of age, and worn out with service, was appointed
marshal

;
his son was first minister, and then councillor of state, and

confidential friend of the Emperor of Russia. Potocky, who was ap-

pointed president of the assembly, opened the Diet with a very

singular bombastic speech. The aged marshal was misused to hand
in petitions, or as we now see also in Germany, PRETENDED petitions,

from Poles who had long since become Russians, in which the Diet

*
Bignon's papers, the documents collected, and the letters written as recorded

in the last three volumes of his work, furnish altogether a new source for the pro-

per elucidation of the history of the years 1811— 1815. This, however, is essentially
the case witli the first four chapters of the eleventh volume, which are wholly given
in Bignon's own liand. The first of these gives a full and detailed account of De
Pradt's domgs and sayings in Warsaw.
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was entreated to try to prevail upon Napoleon to restore to them as

a nation their ancient privilc,<:jcs and independence.
*

At the iirst sittin^^ of the Diet, licld in the church of St. John, the

vain archbishop took his seat between the senators and the throne,
which was no very favourable indication of the independence of

Poland so pompously announced. The clamour raised by the Poles

was at first by no means disagreeable to the Emperor; he was
desirous that Warsaw should be rendered fanatical, and that the

enormously wealthy magnates should apply their money for the

military equipment of their clients, that is, of the poor nobility.
The Emperor therefore stated to a deputation, which waited upon
him as he was on his way to the army without stopping at Warsaw,
*' That they were quite at liberty to write and speak in Warsaw as

much as they pleased
—that everything was agreeable to him which

excited public attention ;" but the vanity of his minister, De Pradt,

appeared too empty and absurd
;

for as far as he was personally con-

cerned, he wished to remain quite apart from the aflair, and that the

Poles alone should raise all the clamour. The archbishop, mean-

while, intermeddled with everything; he played the part which

Rcpnin and Stackelberg had formerly played; he not only corrected

the speeches, proclamations, and manifestoes of the Diet, but he even
manufactured them. In his ridiculous book on the Embassy, he
boasts of his powers of style. Count Matuschewitz having drawn up
the opening address of the Diet in Polish style, in order that it miglit
be sent to the Emperor, the archbishop thought it necessary to have
it worked up after the Parisian fashion, which provoked the Emperor
extremely. Napoleon, who saw further than his minister of foreign
aflairs, at first looked upon De Pradt's address as something very fine;

he soon, however, perceived that it would be obvious from the

style that the whole proceeded from the French, and therefore from

him, and to that he decidedly objected. He sent a sharp reproof to

the conceited ecclesiastic, by whicli, however, the latter did not

sutler himself to be disturbed.* De Pradt continued to manufacture

speeches and proclamations for the Poles; but he availed himself of

the Diet in a manner very different from what the Emperor wished.

The object was to maintain the assistance of the Diet, together with
a general confederation and numerous particular confederations, and
in this way to bring the whole Polish nation into a state of insurrec-

tion. The plan, however, failed; and it is absurd to ascribe this

failure to the archbishop alone, though he midoubtedly had his

*
It is aniusiiip; to read his own account of his indignation against the Due de

Bassano for liaving at first, from politeness, commended his address, and afterwards

being the medium of its official condemnation, llisto'ue dc VAmbassade, etc., p. 125:
" Le Due dc IJassano en recevant le discours dc Touverture de la Diite, m'avait pro-
digues Ics eloges le plus flattcurs—en ouvrant la dcpeche du due sous la date du
() Juillet j'y his ccs mots:

" ' Votro discours m'avait seduit
;
niais rEinpcreur la trouve' mauvais, ct jo dois

convenir qn'il a raison. S. M. croit, qu'une addresse taite a Posen, ecrit en mauvais

style, niais en style e'videmmcnt Polonais, aurait etc mcilleur. C'cst par ordrc de
S. M., et presque sous sa dictee, que je vous ccris.'

"

VOL. VIII. S
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share in the matter. He found it advisable to dismiss the Diet,
which unltfed both government and legislature, as an inconvenient

assembly, because after its dissolution the executive remained in the

hands of the king's ministers, or, more properly speaking, in his own.
On the 15th of June, at the second sitting of the Diet, the general
confederation had been formed, and the king had acceded to it in

the beginning of July; but the intended object of the confederation

proved a failure.

We do not venture with Bignon to throw the whole blame of the

failure upon the archbishop; but he indisputably had a share in the

bad success of those measures. The general confederation was to

work continuously as a sort of national convention, for it was only
in this way that the speeches delivered in it could keep the people
in a state of perpetual excitement; the executive remained with the

Diet, whose members were in a condition, by means of particular
confederations in the different palatinates, to organise the armed
masses. This was, indeed, a revolutionary means, but suited to the

circumstances; a very different course was, however, followed. The

general confederation had no sooner been formed on the 15th of

June, than the Diet separated on the 16th; met again, it is true, on
the 26th, but separated anew on the 29th. On the 16th a general
council, consisting of twelve senators, was appointed; but this council

possessed no such executive power as that which belonged to the

Diet. The general council was empowered to draw up and issue

manifestoes and proclamations, but the executive was in the hands of

the ministers of the King of Saxony, who had great influence in

Warsaw, but very little in the distant parts of Poland. Of this

body, too, the unlucky De Pradt, according to the express command
of the king, was president.

Napoleon was in the highest degree dissatisfied with all that was

going on in Warsaw and in the whole of Poland, because he himself

was continually compromised, when he was anxious to remain

entirely neutral, in order not to excite the fears of Austria; the

Poles, in his opinion, were alone to act. The courses pursued in

Lithuania and Poland were in the mean time decidedly the opposite
of each other. In Warsaw it was made to appear as if Poland was
to be again restored. In Lithuania, on the contrary, Bignon formed
a particular confederation and an interim governm.ent, without

any regard to what was being done in Poland. The Emperor
Alexander, moreover, had succeeded in making a part of the

Lithuanian nobility very coolly disposed towards the French, whose

allies, the Germans, behaved very badly in their country, partly by
the instrumentality of his friend the younger Czartorinski, partly

by the intimation that he was not indisposed to restore the kingdom
of Poland, and partly by means of balls and all sorts of kindness

and courtesy during his sojourn in Wilna.
In July, Napoleon himself was obliged to damp the enthusiasm

of the Poles by an answer which would excite our surprise, were it
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not that lie did not wish at that moment to rouse the suspicion of

Austria, inasmuch as he hoped to obtain another corps in addition

to that of Schwarzenbcrg. lie rephcd to the Pohsh deputation of

the council-general, representing the Diet and general confederation,
sent to him to Wilna,

" That he saw with pleasure the Poles full of

enthusiasm, clamour, and universal excitement, and talcing arms en

masse, in hope of the resurrection of Poland ; but that it was not con-

sistent with his policy publicly to declare himself favourable to the

restoration." This cool answer brought the excited Poles, their

ladies, and the Emperor's ambassador extraordinary, into no small

difficulty. The archbishop had prepared a speech to be made by the

deputation to the Emperor, who remained in Wilna till the l-ith of

July; as, however, this speech, as is usual on such occasions, was pre-

viously communicated, it was not allowed to be made. The cele-

brated Woiwode Wybieky, who was at the head of the deputation,
was obliged to deliver another. VVybicky's address, if Ave may
judge Irom Bignon's language, docs not appear to have been drawn

up without his aid.*

The essence of the speech, which contains a great many phrases

very flattering to the Emperor of the French, and denunciations

against the Emperor of Russia, was,
" that the Emperor would be

good enough to confirm the act of the general confederation by his

most gracious sanction, to take the resuscitated Poland under his

protection, and for this purpose merely to pronounce the words, the
KINGDOM OF PoLAND EXISTS. This decree in the eyes of the

whole world would be equivalent to the fact. Four millions of

Poles were already happy ; but as soon as these words should be
uttered by the Emperor, sixteen millions of Poles would be ready
to sacrifice their lives and properties in his cause." The Emperor's
answer begins and ends by assuring the Poles how much he is really
affected by their enthusiasm, but at the same time he informs them
that, in his situation, he is compelled to look at the affairs of Poland
not with enthusiasm but with calmness. " Were I a Pole," he

observes,
" I Avould have acted as you have done, and voted as you

have voted in the assembly in Warsaw, as patriotism is the first

virtue of civilised men. In my situation, however, I have many
opposing interests to reconcile, and many duties of very difForeut

kinds to fulfil." In the conclusion of his address he endeavours
on the one hand to repress all hopes of the restoration of Poland,
and on the other to excite the Russian Poles, by the assurance that

the sacnfices Avhich they should make for him would entitle thcni

to his protection and regard. We shall quote his own words in a

note.f

* The two authors entertain very different opinions respecting this speech; Big-
non regards it as not amiss, Avhilst De Pradt cliaracterises it as " un discoiu-s de

fabrique dure et gross i tire."

t
" Je vous ai tenu," he says in conclusion,

'• le meme langage lors de ma premij?re

apparition en Pologne. Je dois ajouter que j'ai garanti a I'b^mpereur Autricliicn

rintegritc de ses ctats, et que je ne saurais autoriser aucun mauoeuvrc ui aucim

s2
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Bignon, according to his fashion, alleges that this answer had not

that damping influence ascribed to it by De Pradt and other writers;

and it is indeed true, that the Poles who had been in the French
service for years, and belonged to the faction of Poniatowski and
other generals, even afterwards made great efforts and brought large
forces into the field; but it is also true that the general enthusiasm

was extinguished. V/e readily admit that this was not the effect

of words to which much greater influence has been attributed than

they really had upon the Poles, but of that general oppression ex-

ercised upon the country. Even before the beginning of the war,

Berthier, as major-general, had reason to compare the general want
with the luxuiy, revelry, and court ceremonies of the kings of

Westphalia and Naples;* and afterwards the Westphalians and their

ruder leader Vandamme, who had been all but sent to the galleys,

formerly conducted themselves in Poland as if they were in an

enemy's country; and the Wirtembergers behaved so badly, that

Napoleon publicly chid the crown prince Avho was their commander
as if he had been a child; at length all their military chests were-

exhausted, want became universal, and French marauders fired,

burned, and plundered in all directions.

A Diet was to be held in Lithuania as Avell as in Poland, and the

meeting was fixed for the 15th of August; as early as September,
however, some of the Lithuanians began to suspect what would be

the issue of the war, because the Kussian army of the Danube was in-

undating Poland. Although we do not attach great importance to

the boasting and insulting language of the archbishop, the passage
from his pasquinade given below appears to contain more truth than

most writers respecting the deeds of Napoleon are disposed to

allow.t Even Bignon cannot deny that one of the Polish ministers

mouvement qui tendrait a le troubler dans la paisible possession de ce que lui restent

des provinces Polonaises. Que la Lithouanie, la'Samogitie, Witepsk, Polotzk,
Mohilow, la Volhynie, TUkraine, la Podolie soient animees du meme esprit qui j'ai

vu dans la grande Pologne, et la Providence couronnera par le succes la saintete de
votre cause." The Poles were thus referred to God, and next to the Emperor's
grace, who however made them no definite promise. If they were disposed to

sacrifice everything for him, then he says that they would establish " des droits a
mon estime et a ma protection, sur la quelle vous devez compter dans toutes les cir-

constances."
* On the 18th of May the Prince of Neuchatel writes as follows to the Due de

Peltre, minister of war :

" Ces rois ont des otats-majors tres exigente, et il ne faut rien

moins que la superiorite de I'Empereur et sa presence pom* en bannir tout luxe

inutile, et le maintenir sur le pied militaire. Je vous prie de vouloir bien me seconder,
I'aide de votre excellence m'est necessaire pour resister aux demandes des rois com-
mandans des corps d'armee en ce qui est contraire a I'ordre gene'ral etabli par
I'Empereur."

t He remarks in his " Ambassade de Varsovie," p. 131:—"La reponse en-

TORTiLLEK EVASIVE DE Napoleon gata todt; cUc coustema les Polonais. Ces
bonnes gens, aussi pen subtils que moi, ne se doutaient pas de la finesse de Napoleon,
ni de I'imbroglio qu'il avait imagine. Leur froid se communiqua a la Pologne,_

et

depuis ce tems on n'a pu parvenir a la rechauffer. Le Due de Bassano m'ecrioit

des mirabilia sur la profondcur de cette rcponse. Le Roi de Westphalie, a son retour

a Varsovie, s'exstasiait sur la prodigieuse habilitcte' de ce discours, et trouvait que
I'Empereur s'Otait surpasse en descendant ainsi par prudhommie a des rafBnemens

qui contrastaient si fort avec I'ardeur natureUe de son genie."
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of the King of Saxony, and other Pohsh magnates, with respect to

whose enthusiasm and patriotism De Pradt cannot find language

strong enough to express his admiration, were in correspondence
with the Emperor Alexander. Bignon moreover admits that the

Emperor destroyed the hopes which he might have placed upon the

former members of the Polish republic, by the conduct of his

despotic ollicials in Lithuania. He had appointed the Dutch gene-
ral, Count Hogendorp, governor-general of the province. This

officer, who had formerly played the Oriental despot in Java and
the Dutch colonies, by his rudeness and insolence not only alfronted

the Poles, but gave great ollence to the moderate and intelligent
Frenchmen who were united with him. Pie soon disputed with

Bignon, who as the imperial commissioner was endeavouring to

keep the Poles in good humour with the provisional governmont of

Lithuania. General Joniini too, who was military commandant of

the province, was speedily at issue with Hogendorp. The Emperor
decided in ilivour of the servile '::overnor-<Teneral, blamed Bignon.
and recalled Jomini. .Tomini considered himself affronted and

degraded ; from that moment he appears to have renewed his equi-
vocal negotiations with Czcrnitcheft', and in August, 1813, went over

to the enemy.
The younger Czartorinski who, as a friend and servant of

Alexander, although apparently yielding obedience to the ordi-

nances issued under his father's presidency, and separating himself

from Russia, nevertheless secretly inclined to the side of the Russians,
united with Oginski and others in availing himself of the want of

confidence in reference to Napoleon's views awakened in Poland
antl Lithuania, in order to lead his country to hope to obtain,

through the instrumentality of the Emperor of Russia, what Napoleon
proved unwilling to promise. We shall hereafter see the manner in

which Alexander dealt Avith the hopes thus raised, that he would
restore the ancient name and privileges to at least a part of Poland ;

for no such idea could be entertained with respect to Volhynia,
Podolia, and the Ukraine; and the auxiliaries of Austria had tlien

suppressed all kinds of pubhc manifestation of opinion.

§ in.

RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN TILL THE END OF THE YEAR 1812.

A.—SITUATION OF THINGS IMMEDIATELY BEFORE THE OPENING
OF THE CAMPAIGN IN RUSSIA.

Before avc direct attention to the immense preparations made by
the Emperor of the French for a campaign in an inhospitable country, _

where he could entertain no hopes of llnding the luxuries and the

conveniences of life, or even a condition of general competence

among its inhabitants, we must observe that he had good reason

for distrusting some of his most distinguished civil servants, but
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from prudence only branded some of the meaner officials as traitors
;

whilst the Emperor Alexander suffered himself to be misled so far

as to persecute some of his ablest men of business as friends to the

French.

Napoleon was obliged to endure Fouche and leave him in posses-
sion of Illyria, because his services were indispensable; he was

obliged to endure Talleyrand, and out of prudence to refrain from

dismissing all those who were closely connected by correspondence
and feeling with Bernadotte, or who had been bribed by Czernitcheff.

The malcontents were, indeed, universally cried down by the so-

phists, military men, and their innumerable creatures, who swarmed
like locusts in all the places to which the armies came; we shall,

however, subsequently see that the Emperor on his return to Paris,

after the loss of his whole army, became conscious of how little im-

portance was attached to the arrangements made by him for the

government of France or the succession to the throne. Two very

insignificant generals met with general credence, when they an-

nounced in Paris that the Emperor was dead and a provisional

government established. No one thought for a moment about the

King of Rome, and it was thought that the men who directed the

whole could have reckoned on a great number of senators, had the

mad scheme been attended with success. We shall see, also, that

the Emperor Alexander, when his army returned to Russia, became
convinced that secret societies had been formed, which he did not

venture at first openly to prosecute, and whose repubhcan dreams
first came to light after his death.

Napoleon knew that Czernitcheff had been busy in Paris since

1810, in seducing parties connected with the departments of foreign
affairs and of war, and that some of the officials were received into

Russian pay, or induced by the influence of ladies of doubtful repu-
tation to be guilty of treachery. He knew that Czernitcheff had

bought secret papers and intelligence, and accused him of abusing
the privileges conceded to him by the right of nations. Czernitcheff

excused himself, but continued without interruption his secret

machinations, of which even Kurakin knew nothing, and gained
over Berthier's secretary and three of the clerks in his department.

By their instrumentality, the last time he was in Paris he got posses-
sion of copies of all the papers and plans which had been drawn up
respecting the expedition to Russia. At the end of February he

carried with him to Petersburg all the orders issued to the several

commanders, the marching directions, the army lists, and the whole

plan of the campaign, and this, too, when it was too late to issue new
ones. This was not known till after his departure; orders were

given for his arrest; he was, however, already either beyond the

Rhine, or, as Savary, then at the head of the whole system of police
and espionage, informs us, it was thought undesirable to make
much excitement on the question. Had this not been so, he might
easily have been overtaken. Three clerks and Clistinger, the steward
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of the Russian embassy, were arrested, but every one was convinced

that these men were sacrificed in order to conceal the fact of how
little use all the costly system of high police really was. No attempt
was made to punish the really guilty. It is proved by Thibaudeau*

himself, a count and councillor of state, and therefore a good witness,

that jNlichcl, a clerk in the war department, who was tried, con-

demned, and executed in May, for having, through the instru-

mentality of Ciistinger, steward of the Russian embassy, given army
hsts and other important papers into Czcrnitchcfl's hands, was not

the real culprit.
The Emperor of Russia's suspicion of two of the most meritorious

and enlightened of his ofTicial servants, who did homage to his

moderate mode of monarchical government, and his harsh conduct

towards them at the moment when the French were advancing to the

Vistula, Avcrc probably in the highest degree unjust, and the results

of the calumnious insinuations of those who were enemies to every
man in ollice supposed to entertain any liberal modes of thought.
Wo have already, several times, stated that the nephew of that

Baron Armfclt, who had been at the head of thd conspiracy of

Ajala, or the conspiracy of the nobles against Gustavus III., enjoyed
the special confidence of the emperor at this critical moment, and

guided the Avhole of his conduct in foreign affairs, without being

really attached to that department, just as Aracktchcjcfl' directed

the internal administration. It was also the younger Armfelt who,
in conjunction with the younger Czartorinski, endeavoured to induce

the emperor to restore the old Polish nobility, and to support the

cause of the wholly forgotten Bourbons. Ho was further the man
who, in opposition to the wishes of the genuine Russians, prevailed

upon the emperor to adopt the plan of the campaign which had
been suggested and prepared by two officers of German origin.
The one of these Avas General Pfuel, who had passed from the

service of Prussia into that of Russia; and the other was the

Livonian Barclay de Tolly, who combined the administration of the

war department with the chief command of the army, till the

emperor was compelled by the murmurs of the Russians to employ
the aged Kutusofi', who, as may be seen in Danilewsky's work, was

afterwards extolled by the Russians as their deliverer and an incom-

parable general, although, properly speaking, he merely lent his

name.
The plan which Pfucl, Armfelt, and Barclay de ToUy laid before

the emperor, and of which he approved, consisted, first of all, in

sacrificing one part of his empire in order afterwards to be able to

save the whole. Such a plan was only capable of being carried out

in a country full of swamps, morasses, and forests, without military

*
Thibaudeau, vol. v., p. 528. " Connucnt un employe subalterno aurait-il pu

reunir des I'tats dressts pour quatro arniecs ditrerentcs, dans quatre biireau-x

difterents, et former un tableau dout la redaction appartenait au cabinet cntier du
ministre?"
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roads and small towns, or even many villages. According to tills plan,

a decisive battle was to be avoided, the whole country far and wide

was to be laid waste and destroyed, and the French allured onwards

more and more into the interior. Armfelt accompanied the emperor
on his journey to Wilna, to visit the army under the command of

Barclay de Tolly, and prevailed upon him, before his departure, to

adopt the harsh measures above referred to against these very

distinguished individuals, against whom no other accusation could be

made than that they corresponded with some very eminent jurists

in France. One of the persons so ill-treated was Count Speranski,
who had rendered most important national services by the collection

of Russian laws, and stood remarkably high in the emperor's favour

in consequence of the liberality of his modes of thought. The

genuine Russians, however, and the autocratic Armfelt were in-

dignant with him for having gained the emperor's approval to the

introduction of a judicial system in accordance with that established

in France. It was rumoured that he wished to introduce the Code

NapoUoii, and he was accused of attachment to France, because

he maintained friendly relations with Locre and other jurists of that

country. The emperor's conduct on this occasion does little honour

to his piety and sentimentality; for Speranski was arrested on his

departure from a consultation with Alexander, thrown into a carriage,

deprived of all his offices, carried first to Nisney Novogorod, and

afterwards to Perm. At the close of the Avar, the emperor repented
of his arbitrary conduct towards the most distinguished man in his

empire, recalled him from banishment, and tried to compensate him.

The first director of a division of the ministry of justice, and Beck,
a councillor of state, president of the department of foreign allairs,

were at the same time treated precisely in the same manner as Spe-
ranski.

With respect to the preparations made, and measures adopted by
the Emperor of the French, the multitude of waggons, the long-

trains of artisans and workmen of every description, masons,

armourers, and even gardeners, tailors, and shoemakers, gave to

those of us, who were lookers on in Frankfort-on-the-Mam, the

dea of the emigration of a whole people, or of the transplantation o(

t!ie civilisation of France to northern regions. The systematic and

methodical arrangement of the means of transport for the arm.y, and

the minute regulations even with respect to the oxen for the draught,

appeared to be admirable, and the well-disciplined drivers excelleiitly

fitted for the mana2;ement of those thousands of waggons under their

care; it soon appeared, however, that the preservation oi all this

order and regularity was impossible. As thousands of horses were

also used for the carriages and baggage of the ofiicers, generals,
and marshals, it was impossible to pay adequate attention to all this

immense train, together with half a million of warriors, or even to

find forage and stabling for the horses. The most of those measures

had been adopted as early as 1811
;

at the end of March the troops

1
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Avcrc on tliclv route, and everything necessary for the war was
cullcctctl and prepared in Danzig. In a bulletin dated the 20th of

June, the Emperor alleges:
" Tliat he has sent to Danzig provisions

of every description, cannon, muskets, powder, balls, and cartridges,

together Avitli pontoons, that the garrison of the place was raised to

20,000 men, and very considerable sums placed at the disposal of the

engineer corps to strengthen and increase the Ibrtiilcations."

Dc Chambray, the best writer on the liussian campaign, has ob-

served and proved that, in a military point of view, a great deal too

many heavy guns were carried with the army, and that these wore

badly horsed. This became obvious when it was felt that tliis

coidd not be remedied by requiring the use of thousands of horses

in the country, as was now done in Germany. This writer asks,

Avhat all of us who were ignorant of military movements also asked,
as we looked on the immense trains marching through our city:
" If the bakers and masons are useful, what does the Emperor pro-

pose to do with many of the other tradesmen ?" He observes fur-

ther, that materials for the construction of six bridges; whole trains

of waggons i'uU of furniture, axes, saws, and tools of the engineer

corps; immense transports of ammunition, and the vast battering-

train which was sent to Danzig, were all conveyed along Avith tlic

army. The huge mass of stores of all sorts, and of people who did

not belong to but accompanied the army, rendered an immense
number of employes necessary; and Dc Chambray, in reference to

the commissaries, storekeepers, and overseers, justly observes that

their only use was to procure provisions from place to place, and to

collect stores in the ibrtresses,
—but experience proved that on the

march the commissaries were useless if the soldiers were allowed to

carry on marauding practices, and injurious if this was not the case;

because the soldiers could obtain all that was necessarv much better

from the authorities of the country, who were obliged to furnish

supplies.
The military regidation of the waggon-trains on this expedition

lias often been praised as a masterly discovery; De Chambray, how-

ever, in the fourth note to the first book of his history, has indis-

putably proved that the whole of this gigantic arrangement was a

failure. We have only to think of twcnty-sl.x squadrons of heavy wag-
gons divided into companies, in such a country as Poland. Each com-

pany was commanded by a lieutenant, and every squadron by a cap-
tain, the waggons sometimes drawn by horses and sometimes by oxen

;

how was it possible even to bring such a train to the Niemen? Tlic

same was the case with the wairirons divided into battalions, of which
each battalion, drawn by oxen, was laden with 4800 cwt. The six

hundred light Avaggons, called a la coiiitoue, each battalion of which
was laden with 1000 cwt., were better littcd for the purpose; we shall,

liowever, subjoin, in a note, the manuscript remark made by a chef
de hataillon belonging to the engineers upon our copy of De Cham-

bray's book, and it will be seen that this scheme also failed to answer
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its purpose* Besides, tlie marcli was so quick, and tlie number so

great, that the waggons fell whole days' journeys into the rear; and

that no distribution could be made, the stores were of no use to the

troops, and foraging parties were obliged to be sent out far and

near.

Even Bignon, the defender chosen by Napoleon himself in St.

Helena, and who therefore suffers not the slightest blame to be at-

tached when the Emperor can possibly be justified, is compelled to

admit, that in the Russian expedition there Avas displayed a want of

that judicious foresight which the Emperor had exhibited on almost

every other occasion.t Colonel Knesebeck's report to the King of

Prussia, to which we have previously alluded, and which the king
communicated to the Emperor, ought alone to have deterred them

from making such colossal preparations for a march into the interior

of Russia.! Savary, in his Memoirs, has, it is true, admirably jus-

tified the measures adopted by the Emperor; but if we even do him

the justice to grant that everything was excellently well arranged
if the expedition was to be undertaken, it by no means follows that

it ought to have been undertaken at all. Knesebeck's report,

founded upon his own observation, and communicated to the Em-

peror on the 23rd of March, 1812, is fully confirmed by Ponia-

towski's opinion, who was in command of the Polish part of the

forces, and, as a native of the country, must have been best ac-

quainted with its nature and resources. He was very urgently

opposed to an expedition into the interior of Russia. Persons who
were very nearly connected with Napoleon, and honoured him

greatly, but understood nothing of military measures, have assured

* " On avait fait faire quaiitite de voitures a la comtoise fort commodes, en ce

qu'elles etaient legeres, et pouvaient aller a reculons au moyen d'un petit changement

qui de I'avant train faisait un arriere train, et reciproquement. On y attelait

des boeufs destines a la consommation, et les troupes en marche etaient chargees
de conduire ces petits convois de vivres avec elles jusqu'en quelque magazin pro-

chain, ou bien on leur permettait d'en disposer en route. Mais souvent ces boeufs

mal attele's et mal conduits ne voulaient pas avancer, ce qui occasionnait du retard

et du desordre, et faisait manquer I'approvisionnement."

t Vol. xi., p. 69. " Nous ne voulons pas le dissimuler, la prevoyance qui dans

les epoques anterieures mettait tant de soins a preparer le succes des diverses

guerres entreprises par Napole'on, avoit sous plus d'un rapport e'te' en defaut au

commencement de la guerre de Eussie."

J Knesebeck first makes a report on his mission, and on the tremendous resist-

ance which the Russians would make, and then passes on to what in reality brought
the fate of Xerxes upon Napoleon. Correspondance Inedite de Nap. Bonaparte, vii.,

p. 427 :
" Les locaUtes donneront encore de grands obstacles a surmonter. Des

marais, de grandes forets, peu d'habitations par de grandes routes soignees, aucune

grande riviere, qui favorise les operations; en ge'neral mi pays sterile; tout cela

gene les mouvemens et sera cause que les grandes masses ne pourront pas rester

rasscmblees long tems sur un point ;
il faudra les disperser par corps pour pouvoir

les nourrir, et la defensive donne sous de tels rapports de grands avantages au

defenseur, comme elle fait maitre a celui qui attaque des obstacles, propre a mettre

aux entreprises des plus grand ge'nies des homes insurmontables, si celui qui se

defend adopte un systeme de devastation en se retirant sur des
points^

bien choisis

d'avancc, et en perdront du terrain avec sagesse, ou le defendent pied a pied." He

adds, that he learned in Petersburg that such was the system intended to be fol-

lowed in the war.
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US that, on other occasions when he set out, they had never anti-

cipated anything but success, but on this they were filled with

gloomy anxieties, and had no cheering hope of anything calculated

to add to his rcnow^n.

Napoleon's delusion on this occasion would be incomprehensible
were it known with what servility all the princes, without exception,
and all the corrupt and faded higher classes, paid him homage even
in his journey to Poland. The year 1848 has brought upon those

princes and nobles the first dreadful penalty for their misconduct,
after they had, in 1814-1.5, defrauded all other classes of their

share in the advantages arising from the overthrow of the French
dominions by force. Bignon knew and felt this truly, and having,
as those who have been in good society are accustomed to do, given
a carefully wrought description of the meanness, the flatteries, re-

ceptions and festivities, of their princely pomp and princely humi-

liations, he has shown that God only raises such men as Napoleon
and Louis Philippe so high, and holds them up so long, that man-
kind may see in their fall that what is good and true alone remains
lor ever.*

Since the French still continue to blame the Prussians and other

Germans for employing every means in 1813 to recover their free-

dom, we shall here show by example the manner in which the Prince

of Eckmiihl managed the police in Germany shortly before, and how
matters were conducted in Russia. The Prince of Eckmiihl perpe-
trated acts of violence in the kingdom of Westphalia as well as in the

north of Germany ;
he kept a watchful eye on all the employes in

Westphalia, caused persons to be arrested, gave the necessary in-

structions to the police in Cassel, and on one occasion gave them

notice, that if they did not pay greater attention, he himself would
undertake the management of the police. Wherever a French com-
mander was to be found, no right or law was to be had for a German.
About that time, Vcnturini had undertaken to edit Bredow's

" Chronik des ueinixchtcn Jahr/iwiderts," and every one who reads

the magazine will perceive with what anxious caution Venturini

wrote, because he himself was living in Brunswick under the eye
of the Wcstphalian police, and his publisher in Altona was no less

under the superintendence of the Danish authorities, then closely
allied with Mapolcon. The Emperor had probably never heard of

the magazine, but some of the Prince of Eckmllhl's bloodhounds
called his attention to the fact, that the very innocent historical

papers which appeared in the work w^ere often anti-French in their

tendency ;
a notice was therefore sent to the Danish government

that the publication must be stopped. It contained, moreover,
some remarks in the course of the year 1808 not very favourable

*
Bignon, vol. x., p. 481: "Jamais dans uos terns motlorncs, jamais djuis aucun

sieclc de I'antiquitc-, la puissance n'alla plus loin. Napoleon en a louche le faite;

mouter plus haul est impossible; force lui sera bicutot dc descendre, et desceudre,
d'un sommet si eleve, c'est cooler daus un abymc."
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to the universal dominion of France, which led to tlie demand of

the French government. The Danish government was obliged to

comiDlj, although it was sensible of the injustice, and even gave
the publislier to understand that it would meet the case if he

would only alter the title of the work. It therefore continued to

appear till 1813, under the title of " Geschichte unserer ZeiV

(the History of our Times), and was published also in another

name. Notwithstanding this, it was prohibited under this title also

throughout the whole of Germany. It could only be conveyed

through the department of the Elbe into Danish territory by smug-

gling, and the publisher very narrowly escaped the fate which

befel Becker, the harmless author of the National-zeitung^ the
"

Notli-ioid-Hulfsbuc/iIein," and otlier popular books, in Gotha, viz.,

beiuff carried off to France. Venturini would have been arrested

in Brunswick had not the prefect given him a hint at the right time.

With respect to states and princes, the latter were compelled to

exercise the most cruel oppression over their country and subjects,

in order not to be suddenly driven out of their provinces.
This

severity was the most oppressive upon the people of Darmstadt, who
were distinguished above all others by the Emperor of the French.

Lieutenant C. Roder, whose journal has been recently published,
observes that the Emperor peculiarly favoured the best of the

Darmstadt troops, and that the despotic military prince who was

at their head was acknowledged to be as thoroughly hearty in his

contempt for the rabble as Napoleon himself. As to Prussia, the

alliance with France was so burdensome, that the French, who com-

plain so bitterly of the sudden desertion of Prussia, must have the

most extraordinary ideas of the duties of the stronger power to-

wards the weaker, not to admit that all obligations on the part of

Prussia ceased as soon as she felt herself in a situation effectually

to resist. The King of Prussia, in a letter of the 12th of May,
written to Napoleon shortly before their meeting in Dresden, shows

most clearly that at that moment the alliance with France was more

injurious to the country than a state of open war. An extract

from the king's letter, written in the deepest despair, may show the

reader* that such a constrained friend must necessarily prove an

enemy in ambush. Napoleon proved that he too was of this opinion,

by the manner in which he treated Prussia and used the Prussian

troops.
The Austrians,too, were very suspicious allies, for reasons, however,

different from those respecting Prussia ; they rather promoted the

*
Correspondancc Inedite, vol. vii., p. 448. " J'ai ratifie les conventions du 24

Fevrier, parceque je croyois leur execution possible; die ne le sera pas, si on

persiste a s'ccarter de la base de ces traites. V. M. daignera se convaincre par la

lecture de ce memoire que les sacrifices qu'on demando a la Frusse surpassent de

beaucoup scs moyens et ses ressources. V. M. ue saurait approuver ces pretentions,

parccqu'elles reduirent mes sujets a. la famine et au desespoir. Je me decide a faire

les dcrniers efforts pour reniplir mes engagemens, et j'en appelle uniquement pour
le reste a la justice et a I'amitie de V. M."
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cause of the Emperor's enemies than his, as soon as his army was
beaten in Russia. The Austrians had the advantage of not being
under the command of a Frenchman, although their commander-in-
chief was obhgcd to acton Napoleon's orders, communicated to him

by Bcrthier. As, however, there was an immense distance between
the Emperor and liis alHes, and as circumstances constantly inter-

fered with a free communication, the Austrians delayed and ob-

structed the operations of the Saxons under Uegnier, Avho was joined
Avith them. The Emperor of Austria had appointed as conmiander-

in-chief of the Austrians a man not very distinguished for his

military qualities, but who, in consequence of his pliancy and diplo-
matic ability, Avas selected on the following year for the very difficult

post of commander-in-chief of the combined Russian, Prussian, and
Austrian forces. This was Prince Schwarzenberg, at that time

Austrian ambassador in Paris, who still continued to hold his diplo-
matic office, and left the business to be managed by a chnrcjt d'affaires.

The grand object of the Austrians was to prevent any commotion

among the Poles, whilst the French were desirous of the very re-

verse; Napoleon was therefore more distrusted than aided by his

Austrian allies as soon as they reached those districts which liad

formerly belonged to Poland. This proved really the case, and

Schwarzenberg adopted his measures in such a way as always to

follow the commands of Napoleon without ever losing sight of the

equivocal policy of his court in reference to Russia and Poland.

We do not venture to determine whether Schwarzenberg acted

according to express secret instructions, when he failed to give the

Emperor of the French that active support which the latter ex-

pected, although that is boldly alleged by Segur, whom we cannot

regard as any authority; certain it is, however, that his main object
was to cover Austrian Gallicia, to prevent the union of the Poles

for any patriotic objects, and to do as little injury to the Russians as

possible. We shall hereafter prove, from a letter written by Napo-
leon to the Emperor Francis in 1812, that the great man incom-

prehensibly deceived himself with respect to the nature of his

alliance with Austria, and the value of his personal relationships in

political alliiirs. Gourgaud therefore, in his remarks upon Segur,

appears to us to be perfectly right, when he alleges that Schwarzen-

berg 's Austrians, aiterwards reinforced by the French and Saxons
under Regnicr, shoidd have been sent into the interior of Austria

and distributed among the French troops. He thinks that Ponia-

towski ought to have been left in Poland and been employed in

Volhynia and the Ukraine, in order to raise and arm the Poles in

those provinces, and to oppose the Russian army of the Danube.

The accounts even of those writers who have seen and compared
the lists, are very different respecting the amount of those, who

might probably be called soldiers of all nations, who marched against
Russia in the commencement of the campaign in the month of May.
As persons almost innumerable and partially under military order
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and discipline were employed in the management of the waggon-
trains, and bakers, smiths, and boat-builders, in the stores, and in

other business, who were not soldiers, it is impossible to state with

any precision the number of men who crossed the Oder, We shall

merely enumerate some of the statements which have been given,
without troubling ourselves with any minute examination of their

correctness. As far as we know, the largest number has been given

by Labaume.* Thibaudeau alleges that 509,000 men were together
when Napoleon passed the Niemen; he adds that this force was ac-

companied by 1200 cannon, with 3000 artillery-waggons, and 4000

waggons for the commissariat and other uses
;
and that in addition

to the cavalry 200,000 horses were employed. When we bear in
" mind that the preceding year in those countries had been a year
of want and drought, and that green fodder must necessarily be used,
we can easily believe the truth of Thibaudeau's assertion, that one-

third of their strength was gone by the time the vast multitude had
reached the Dwina. The army-lists of which CzernitchefF succeeded

in getting possession in Paris, contained only 417,000. Gourgaud,
who, after the fashion of his military countrymen in everything

relating to glory or the idolatry of Napoleon, makes no scruple of

boldly and insolently disregarding the truth, and appeals to lists

which were in his possession as an officer on the staff, and which

Napoleon had seen and corrected with his own hand, when he states

that the fighting men amounted only to 325,000, of whom 155,000
were French, and 170,000 allies. He explains the difference between
his accounts and the numbers given by others by saying, that in

them the whole of the regiments, battalions, and squadrons enume-
rated are reckoned as full, when they were not so. Venturini,
without assigning his authority, reckons 600,000. De Chambray,
and General von Hofmann, in his account of the battle of the

Borodino, give the number as high as 678,000.
The strengtli of mind and memory exhibited by the Emperor in

the documents appended to the first part of De Chambray's history,
are such as excite our wonder and admiration. He is there repre-
sented as dictating the manner in which every particular is to be

regulated, how many persons are to be sent to Spandau and Pillau,

what officers as excisemen are to be ordered to Colberg and Graudenz,
how single battalions and even companies are to be distributed ;

and
in Berlin everything to be kept carefully under French oversight.
He knew all the numbers, every minute circumstance, such as where

* Relation complete de la Campagne de Russie, 1812. The last document in the

appendix is an " Etat sommaire des corps faisant partie de la graude annee

I'raD9aise dirigee contre la Russie depuis le premier Mars jusqu'au premier Sep-
tembre, 1812. This enumeration concludes with a recapitulation, which contains,

first, the strength of the staflf, next the eleven different corps
—then the corps

auxiliaire Autrichien, the garde imperiale, grand Pare, the garrisons of Magdeburg,
Danzig, Konigsberg, and Hamburg, then the division Eonciere (of the viceroy, and
therefore Italians), division Napolitaine, troupes Danoires, troupes en marche, depot
general de cavallerie, corps de cavallerie, 1—4:—in all, 680,500 men, and 176,850
horses.
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a biidgc was to be thrown over, or a fortification erected; he knew
where the guns and ammunition of the Prussians were lodged, and
the numbers of their troops, and gave strict orders that they should

not be increased. His comprehensive mind, which never anticipated
such a destruction as befel his terrible army, made provision ibr

having a new army in readiness, even before he began his march ;

and this new army was actually called into service in the spring of

1813. This army, though almost equal in number, was, indeed,

wholly different liom his first one, in training, vigour, and hardi-

ness, if not in courage. In order to arm a nation warlike in

its very nature, he had again recourse to the repubhcan idea of a

national force, instead of placing reliance, as he had previously done,
and as Scharnhorst and Wellington did, upon a standing army. He
desired to make every Frenchman a soldier, and even his council of

state was struck with terror, when he informed them of his resolu-

tion in 1812, because the members of the council perceived that by
the renewal of this patriotic military system, he would change this

republican system into an imperial one, witli the same cunning and

energy as he had changed the legal ordinances of the convention into

the Code NavoUon. The armies of citizens, whom he set in motion,
were neither allowed to organise themselves nor to choose their o^vn

officers; the government gave them a military form, military law,
and military rights; the Emperor prescribed to them military disci-

pline, and placed some of his veterans at their head, who were ac-

customed to military despotism. The council of state laid before

him statements and remonstrances, but these were of no avail, inas-

much as the senate readily decreed whatever the Emperor chose to

demand. Lacepede, who was remarkable for his servility above all

his compeers, had the shamelessness to extol as a blessing to the

citizens of his country the same measures which opened to them the

prospect of being in a short time sent to Poland or Spain for the

benefit and glory of the Emperor, his marshals, relations, and
creatures. The military exercises, as he alleged, were a pleasant
amusement for the citizens, and furnished them with agreeable
means of recreation in their houses, stores, and workshops.
We know not who may have given the Emperor the idea of

resorting to an arriere-ban as a cover for his immense recruiting-

system; the means was well devised, of corxcealing under an old

Frankish term a device which was still worse than the hated con-

scription. The whole of the male population of France was divided

into the ban and arriere-ban, according to their age. All persons
from twenty-six to sixty were to form two classes, of which the

second, or the arriere-ban, was only to be called into service in case

of extreme necessity. The third, or the first as we may call it, com-

prehended all persons from twenty to twenty-six. This division Avas

alone contemplated, it alone was organised, and in the course of

1812 some cohorts bclonirinfx to it crossed the Rhine. The terror

infused into the minds of tiic whole population of France by this
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demand upon the whole youth of the country may be imagined,
when we know that shortly before, on the 20th December, 1811,

120,000 conscripts had been called out simply by a decree of the

senate passed at the requisition of the government, without any

previous commission, or assigning any reasons whatsoever. In order

that the matter might not excite too inuch dread, it was pretended
that this levy, divided into cohorts of 160 men each, Avas destined

exclusively for the protection and guard of the frontiers, and should

not be ordered beyond the limits of the kingdom. It was intended,
as was said, to assist in keeping tlie police of the interior, to guard
the naval stores, harbours, arsenals, and fortresses. No long time

elapsed, however, before a portion of the levy was ordered to be

used as an army of reserve; and a hvmdred cohorts of the ban were

placed after this purpose at the disposal of the government.

B.—CAMPAIGN IN RUSSIA TILL SEPTEMBER, 1812,

We have already stated that the two emperors, from the com-
mencement of 1811, looked upon war as unavoidable, and laid small

stress upon their diplomatic correspondence; we do not therefore

think it necessary to delay upon the missions and interchange of

notes which took place in the year 1812. They strove to deceive

one another
;
and the very letter which Czernitcheff brought from

Paris to Alexander in the end of February, still appeared to con-

tain honest proposals for a reconciliation. Tlais letter was delivered

on the 10th of March, at the very same moment in which the

ambassador laid before his master the unexampled preparations Avhich

were being made for the war against Russia, together with a plan
of the campaign; it therefore remained for a long time unanswered.

When at length Baron Serdobin arrived in Paris on tlie 24th of

April, and two hours afterwards Prince Kurakin demanded an
audience for the purpose of verbally explaining what the Emperor
of Russia required from the Emperor of the Erench, previous to

entering upon any negotiations, the latter put off the audience till

the 27 th. Even then h'C did not grant the demand, in order, if

possible, to put off a breach, but referred the ambassador to the

Duke of Bassano. Kurakin stated to the duke, that " before the

emperor could suffer himself to enter upon any negotiations, the

French must evacuate Prussia and the whole of Germany as far as

the Rhine." To this Maret gave no categorical answer, and avoided

any further personal intercourse. The ambassador, in consequence,
wrote a letter to the minister on the 30th, the main contents of

which we quote, without entering into any detailed examination of

the diplomatic notes and correspondence which took place between
France and Russia.* The Emperor Alexander declares himself dis-

* All the documents are printed at the end of the First Book of Part I. of the
Fain MSS. of 1812, pp. 129-160, under the title: "§ V. Pieces relatives a la rupture
entre la Riissic et la France. No. 1. Rapport de M. de Knesebeck au roi de Russe,
23 Mars, 1812. No. 2. Echange de notes entre I'ambassadeur M. de Kurakin et

le Due de Bassano. No. 3. Dernieres missions donnees a M. de Lauriston."
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posod to negotiate respecting tlie continuance of the peace. The
basis of such negotiations, liowever, sliall be, the immediate evacua-

tion of the territory and fortresses of Prussia by the Frencli. The

Emperor Napoleon, also, must agree to a considerable diminution
of the garrison of Danzig, evacuate Swedish Pomerania, and come
to an agreement with the King of Sweden, which shall be satis-

factory to him and the Emperor Alexander. When this has been

done, the emperor, without departing from the principles which he
has adopted in reference to trade in his states, and the admission of

neutrals, and which he cannot renounce, yet, incompliance with the

terms of the peace of Tilsit, will not look ibr any alteration in the

existing system of prohibition against English goods. As to direct

trade with England, the emperor is ready to unite with the Emperor
of the French in a system of licenses for Russia as Avell as for France;
and also to come to an understanding respecting some changes in

the tariff of 1810." The Emperor Alexander, in addition to this,

professed his readiness to enter into some arrangement for compen-
sation to the Duke of Oldenburg; and the whole was wound up
with the declaration, that these conditions must eitlier be accepted
or rejected without modification, as Prince Kurakin was not em-

powered to alter a single syllable.

Although this was a declaration of war, so to speak, yet the

Emperor of the French held it advisable to act as if a reconciliation

were possible. There can be no doubt that Narbonne's mission, as

well as the commission at a subsequent period entrusted to Lauris-

ton, to make certain proposal, were intended partly to open up
negotiations, and partly so to influence the mind of the Emperor
Alexonder as to induce him, like the Emperor Francis, to sue for a

treaty after the loss of a battle. Napoleon did not, it is true, go into

the subject any further with Km-akin; he, however, gave directions

on the 25th of April to the sup])le, ready, and clever Count iVar-

bonne to proceed from Berlin, wliere he then was, to Petersburg
—

the same Narbonne, Avho in 1792, on the recommendation of Madame
de Stael, had been minister of war in Paris, and in 1813 ambassa-

dor in Vienna. He was commissioned to make proposals of all

kinds, but especially to communicate to the emperor the result of

Napoleon's last correspondence with the English government. Nar-

bonne on his arrival found that the emperor had gone to Wilna,
whither he followed him; he was very badly received, and was in-

formed that no alteration whatever could be made in the conditions

which had been proposed through Kurakin. This journey to Peters-

burg, and afterwards to Wilna, took up so much time, that he did

not meet Napoleon till the 28th of May, till he was taking his de-

parture from Dresden. The Emperor of the French then learned

from Narbonne that the whole population of Kussia was against him,
and that the emperor was prepared to make every sacrifice. In

spite of the bad success of all his previous schemes, and in order to

deceive the Russians by offers, and to prevent them from adopting
VOL. VIII. T
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any desperate resolutions, Laurlston was commissioned to proceed to

Wilna, and to make further proposals. He, however, was no longer
suffered to proceed to Wilna, but required to forward his com-
munications in writing.

All due preparations having been made, the different corps dis-

tributed, and the whole army placed in quarters in Prussia and Poland,

Napoleon took his departure from Paris on the 9th of May, remained
from the 11th till the 12th in Mayence, arrived in Aschaffenburg
on the 13th, was met by the King and Queen of Saxony in Freiberg
on the 16th, and thence conducted by them to Dresden. As Napo-
leon was accompanied by his wife, and as the Emperor Francis and
his wife, the Kins; and Crown Prince of Prussia, the reiorning Dukes
of Weimar, Coburg, and Dessau, the Grand-Duke of Wiirzburg
and the King of Westphalia met him in the capital of Saxony, ac-

companied as they all were by whole swarms of persons, the whole
business and pleasure of whose life consists in parade, ostentation,

and festivities, we may be able to form some idea of the encomiums
which were heaped upon Napoleon, and of the humiliation and ser-

vility of all the other liigh personages who bowed before him. The
French writers are inexhaustible in depicting the exhibition of

festivities, in which Napoleon, as the representative of the Frencli

nation, was honoured like a god; into any further notice of such

follies we cannot enter, and satisfy ourselves with referring those

who take an interest in them to the report of the vain Archbishop
of Malines, who was quite at home on such occasions and in such

topics.
Russia had at length succeeded completely in drawing over

Sweden to its interests, and in cominir to such an understandinir

witli the Turks, as to be able to employ its army on the Danube

against the French, at the very moment when their armies had

penetrated deeply into Russia. A treaty had been concluded on
the 24th of jMarch with Sweden, in which Russia promised its aid

in the conquest of Norway, and England had assented to the arrange-
ment; nay, subsidies had even been promised to Sweden in case

she sent her armies into Germany. By the mediation of Sweden
and England, a reconciliation between the Russians and Turks was
at leiigth effected. This fact was indeed not knovni to Napoleon
when he took his departure from Dresden on the 29th of May, in

order to begin the war.

Notwithstanding the defeats suffered by his armies, as lias been

already stated, the Sultan I\Iahomet could not bring himself to re-

solve on ceding to Russia those districts which the latter demanded ;

the congress of Bucharest therefore continued its sittings till Kutusoff

laid before them Napoleon's letter, in which he proposed a parti-
tion of Turkey with the Russians, and till the people who conducted

the negotiations were bribed by Russia and England. At that time

the three brothers Morusi had the chief influence in the Turkish

cabinet; Demetrius Morusi was the first dragoman of the Porte, and
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arranged the business, Avliich sliould have been conducted by the

minister of ibrei^n afiairs (Reis E(Iendi); in the mean time his bro-

ther Paganotti discharged his duties in Constantinople, and both
were aiming at the oflice and dignity of a hospodar. Demetrius so

contrived, that Kutusoff was enabled to conclude a peace on the

28th of j\Iay, shortly before his departure from Bucharest. Had
Napoleon's ambassador arrived in Constantinople at the proper time,
the Sultan would not have confirmed the peace; the departure of

the ambassador was delayed, however, at fust by the Emperor, and
then by Turkish cabals. General Andrcossy, who was commissioned
to urge the Sultan to renew the war, and to afford him assistance in

officers, soldiers, and money, reached Laybach as early as the 7th of

June, 1812; he Avas however obliged to wait there for instructions,
and these warlike instructions could not be prepared till the war was

actually begun. His arrival in Constantinople was afterwards de-

layed by the combination of the bribers and the bribed in obstruct-

ing the preparation of a firman till it proved too late. The Em-
peror of the French Avas first made acquainted in Witepsk with the

conclusion of a peace between Russia and Turkey, when he also re-

ceived certain information of the Swedish and Russian alliance. In
the rest of Europe the peace of Bucharest was not published till

October.

By the terms of this peace, the whole of that portion of Molda-
via lying eastward from the Pruth to the confluence of the Kilia

and the Danube was ceded to the Russians; whilst the latter had

again restored to the Turks the province of Servia, Avhich they had

previously taken under their protection and recognised. The Sul-
tan regarded the peace as disgraceful, and he hesitated even in July,
when it had already been confirmed by the Emperor Alexander in

June, whether he Avould give his sanction. He Avent so far as to

cause the brothers Morusi, Avho had concluded it, to be boAvstringcd;
at last, however, he confirmed it in autumn. As soon as the Sultan
had given his consent. Admiral ChitchakolF Avith the army of the
Danube was enabled to march to the Beresina.

In the mean time the Emperor of Russia had arrived at Wilna on
the 28th of April. Then he collected not merely all his generals
round him, but he also invited to join him Bcnningsen, Sub^ff, and
Korsakoff, Avhom he had hitherto kept at a distance as the murderers
of his father, and gave public manifestations of his reconciliation.

The heads of the Lithuanian nobihty, Princes SulkoAVski and Lu-
bccki, Counts Oginski, KarAvicki and VaAvreski Avcre honoured
with broad ribbons, and flatteries were heaped upon the distinguished
gentlemen of Poland. One grand festivity folloAved another, and
no one Avas in fact, not merely in appearance, more amiable and

knightly than Alexander. The Lithuanians, therelbre, Avere deeply
offended at Napoleon for having placed over them such a coarse
man as Hogendorp, Avith Avhora no one, not even Bignon and Gene-
ral Wrcde, could agi-ee; to say nothing of Jomini. The Crown

T 2
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Prince of Sweden was, moreover, no very faithful ally, for he at-

tempted, even after he had come to a full understanding with Russia

and England, once more to obtain from Napoleon what he had
secured from the Russians. Signeul, the French consul in Stock-

holm, for this purpose set out for Dresden, and arrived there on the

30th of May. Napoleon had taken his departure on the 29th; he,

however, declined Signeul's proposals, as soon as he heard that the

alliance of Sweden was offered to him on conditions of his sanc-

tioning and assisting in wresting Norway from the Danes and pay-

ing subsidies to Sweden. The Emperor travelled from Thorn on
the Vistula to Kowno, where the French army crossed the Niemen, in

seventeen days; he had, however, already announced the commence-
ment of the war to his soldiers by a proclamation issued from Gum-
binen, and composed in his usual boasting and pompous style. Whilst
the French were advancing, a warm and tedious discussion was carried

on so long in the imperial Russian council of w^ar at Wilna, whether
to defend that city, or adopt the plan of Barclay de Tolly the

minister of war and commander-in-chief, that they were at length

obliged to march precipitately to the Dwina with the sacrifice of

considerable stores, and to take possession of a fortified camp which
had been established at Drissa. As late as the 27th the Emperor
Alexander and the whole of his splendid staff and court w^ere

assembled at a ball, at the castle of Zacrest, near Wilna, belonging
to General Benningsen, so that the French found everything on the

28th just as it had been prepared for the reception of the Emperor
of Russia. They plundered the castle, and carried off the furniture

as booty; the Russians were even obliged to leave behind them
considerable quantities of ammunition and provisions. In this way,
the line of the Russian defences was broken throuo-h: and even a

portion of their army under Platoff and Bagration would have been

cut off, had not the King of Westphalia neglected to obey the com-
mands of his brother with the necessary rapidity. The difficulties

of carrying on war in such an inhospitable country as Lithuania

and Russia became apparent even at Wilna; the carriages and

waggons fell behind, the cannon were obliged to be left, discipline
became relaxed, above 10,000 horses had already fallen, and their

carcases poisoned the air. General Balachof could scarcely be con-

sidered serious in the proposals which he then made for peace in the

name of the Emperor of Russia, because the Russians required as

a preliminary to all negotiation that the French army should first

retire behind the Niemen. The mission of a general, who had been

minister of police, and had therefore had great experience in ob-

taining information, had no doubt a very different object in view

from that of making peace at such a moment.
In Wilna, Napoleon established an administrative body which

contained many Frenchmen, and where everything was conducted

after the French mode. Although the provisional government con-

sisted of Poles, Bignon and Maret, who had followed his master to
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Wilna, went with him to reviews, and was employed, contrary to

all precedent, in military afllxirs; Joiiiini,and afterwards Hogendorp,
were really at the head of aflairs. When the country was after-

wards divided into four intendantures, viz., those of Grodno, Wilna,

Minsk, and Byalystock, the intendants were universally Frenchmen,

yount; auditors of the council of state, with the rank of generals of

division, sons of the new nobility. The sub-prefects alone were

natives. The Emperor remained longer in Wilna than was advi-

sable, considering the shortness of a Russian summer, if he wished

to push forward to Moscow; his object, however, was to restore the

order of the march and the arrangements for the commissariat, Avhich

had already fallen into great confusion. lie did not set out till the

expiration of seventeen days, when he proceeded through Swenziani

to Witcpsk. Then he heard to his great vexation, that, in conse-

quence of his brother's neglect, the plan of shutting up Bagration
between the Prince of Eckmiihl's corps and those under Schwarzen-

berg, Regnier, and the Wcstphalians, had altogether failed. The
Prince of Eckmiihl had already got before Bagration, and the King
of Westphalia was following close upon his footsteps; on the 29th

he ought to have been in Grodno, in order to overtake the Russians

on the road from Nicolajcff to Nicswich; he did not arrive, how-

ever, till the 30th. This delay might possibly have been ascribed

to the incessant torrents of rain which fell, and to the depth of the

roads; he, however, afterwards delayed three days in Grodno, as it

appears to us for reasons of convenience. In consequence of this,

Bagration, against whom the road to Mohilcf had been stopped by
the Prince of Eckmiihl, obtained time to march towards Bobruisk,

through waste land and bye-paths, and to reach the Dnieper, where
he again formed a junction with the main army. The King of

Westphalia, who had previously sent away Vandammc, a man ot

rude manners but a skilful general, and thereby offended his bro-

ther, on this occasion set a very bad example
—an example which

excited so much the greater attention, as it led to open differences

between him and the Emperor, such as those which existed between

Napoleon and his other brothers. Whether the Emperor was right
or wrong in his accusations against his brotlier, the conduct of

Jerome in leaving his army cannot possibly be justified. When
Napoleon found that Bagration had succeeded in escaping Irom
the dangerous position in which he Avas placed, he took away the

command from his brother, and gave him orders to submit himself

in future to the directions of the Prince of Eckmiihl ; and the prince
made no delay in informing the king of this resolution. Jerome
no sooner received this intimation on the 16th of July, than he

relinquished the command of his division, afterwards commanded

by Junot, Duke of Abrantes, to General Tharreau, and immediately
took his departure from the army, in order to hasten back to Cassel.

He did not at first even take his guards with liim ; a portion of

them, however, afterwards followed him.
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In tlie mean time the Emperor of the French had completely
gained his object as a general, and broken through the centre of
the Russian army, whose line was too widely extended, reaching
from the Baltic to Volhynia. Barclay de Tolly being separated
i'rom Bagration was obhged to give up the fortified camp of Drissa,
in order to be able again to form a junction with him at the other

side of the Dnieper. Napoleon, therefore, on leaving Wilna, di-

rected his march to Witepsk, sent Macdonald and the Prussians

under York, Grawert, and Kleist to the Lower Dwina, O'Donnel
to the Upper Dwina, and left St. Cyr with the Bavarians in Wilna,
in order to support the two marshals in case of necessity. The
Emperor of Russia had, on this occasion, bitter experience of the

consequences of the well-known and almost incredible covetousness

and dislionesty of the Russian civil and military officers of all ranks
and classes. His army-list contained 1,200,000 soldiers ready for

service, of Avhom not more than 500,000 were in reahty in a con-

dition to take the field; and when he arrived at the army, only
300,000 were to be found. He had also caused three lines of stores

and provisions to be placed one behind the other; he however

found, when he came to the places where those stores were to have
been established, that the suras allotted for this purpose had been

surreptitiously made away with by persons whom he neither could

nor would make responsible. He hastened back to Petersburg, and
issued a proclamation, which was announced and put into circu-

lation by the clergy, the civil officers, and generals; it roused the

people, and urged the nation in its enthusiasm to make the greatest
sacrifices, to lay the towns and cities in ruins, and to change the

whole land into a desert, in order to prevent the enemy from find-

ing either shelter or provisions. Wittgenstein with an army was
to cover the capital. The emperor himself afterwards went to

Moscow.
The French at this time, by the admission of the Emperor him-

self, suffered excessively from the rain, which fell like waterspouts,
and made the roads impassable, and then from intolerable heat.

Even in Wilna the whole of their means of transport had been
found to be in a miserable condition, and the complaints respecting
the deficiency of all the measures and preparations taken and made
for the care of the army became so loud, that the Emperor wrote
almost in despair. He threw the blame upon Jomini, Avho, like him-

self, was to have been everywhere present, and to have personally
seen after the adoption of all the necessary measures. Five hundred
cwts. of flour were to be distributed daily, and yet he was obliged
to listen to complaints from ail quarters, that there was no confidence

either in the transport of provisions to W^ilna, or in the adminis-

tration which had been appointed for Lithuania. Li the mean time

he continued his march to Smolensko, although the duchy of War-
saw was so urgently threatened, even before the Russian army of

the Danube left Moldavia, that it was necessary to place the Saxons
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under Rcgnicr under the command of Schwarzcnberg, and to order

liim to return from Volliynia to Poland. Markoff and Tormasoff

liad got together an army Ibrmed of their united divifions, with

which Tormasoff surprised Kobrin and took Klingel's brigade pri-

soners. Rcgnicr, wlio had remained behind in the duchy, could not

of himself offer sufficient resistance, and was obliged to look for

help from Schwarzcnberg. There still, however, remained 160,000

men, who in case of a battle could be brought into the field by the

Emperor.
Napoleon reached Witepsk on the 28th of July, and continued

there till the 13th of August; and it was supposed for many reasons

that he would not push further into the interior of Russia. The
season Avas so fur advanced that two months was the longest time in

which troops could keep the field. In Witepsk the Emperor
received positive intelligence that Sweden Avould take part in the

war against him, and that a peace had been concluded between the

Russians and the Turks; he must therefore have expected to be

threatened by the Russian army of the Danube in the rear. The

treaty concluded between Russia and England at Orcbro opened the

Russian harbours to English ships; Russia received 700,0007. for

subsidies, and agreed on her part to give her fleet in pledge to the

English, and to send it to English harbours. Sweden also concluded

a treaty with England, and was to receive subsidies as soon as the

crown prince should enter Germany with a combined army of

Russians and Swedes. The Emperor of the French, notwithstand-

ing all this intelligence, continued his march, and set out for

Smolensko on the 13th of August, because he had learned that

Barclay de Tolly had succeeded in forming a j unction with Bagration
to dispute his passage across the Dnieper, and to defend Smolensko.

This would necessarily lead to a decisive action
; Napoleon entertained

not the slightest doubt of the success of his arms, and after the

victory he hoped to be able to persuade Alexander to conclude a

peace.
The main body of the Russians occupied the suburbs of Smolensko

upon the right bank of the Dnieper; twenty thousand, however,
afterwards by degrees passed over to the left bank, in order to defend

the town itself, which was surrounded by a higli wall. Ney and

Murat had hastened forward before the rest of the army, and the

former made an unsuccessful attempt to take the town by storm as

early as the 16th. On the 17th the whole body of the troops ap-

peared not far from the city, and as Barclay do Tolly, the mam
body of whose army was on the right bank, continually allow^ed

more troops to cross to the left, Napoleon hoped he would offer battle

before the town; he, however, kept his army within the walls. A
desperate struggle was continued during the whole of the 17th,

whilst the town itself was on fire in all directions. Thousands fell

on both sides, and the Russians, who were bad marksmen, lost many
more men than the French; the latter, however, proved unable to
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force their way into the town. In the evening the French artillery-

were got into position on the glacis and swept the streets; the walls

were at length undermined, the wooden buildings were easily set on
fire by discharges from the howitzers and mortars, and the Russians

at length found it advisable completely to evacuate the town in the

night between the 17th and 18th. They withdrew into the suburbs

lying on the opposite side of the town, and burnt down the bridges
behind them. The whole city was now in flames, and General Korf,
who covered the retreat and maintained his position the longest, did

all in his power, as he retired, to increase the destruction, in compli-
ance with the policy of the Russians, to destroy everything which

they were unable, or did not wish, to defend, just as the French
annihilated whole towns and villages from carelessness or malignity.
The town presented a dreadful spectacle. Dead bodies lay scattered

in all directions, and wherever the eye was turned nothing was to be
seen but desolation. Six hundred men, to whom two hundred
Russian prisoners were added, were employed till the 21st in the

removal of the dead. Danilewshy maintains that the number of

the fallen on both sides amounted to more than 20,000.
The main body of the Russians remained till the 19th upon the

heights on the farther side of the Dnieper. From thence they first

withdrew along the road to Petersburg, but afterwards, by following
a cross road, reached the highway to Moscow. The state of the

victorious army was already such, that it was obvious to all, that if

it followed the Russians to Moscow, it could not survive the

severities of a Russian winter. This is alleged in all the Memoirs
written by officers who were present with the expedition, and De
Chambray has given such demonstrative proofs of the truth of the

opinion, tliat we may unhesitatingly refer our readers to his remarks.

He also gives an account of the miserable condition of the hospitals,
with the exception of those attached to the AVirtemberg troops, of

Avhich he speaks in the highest terms.*

In order to reach the road to Moscow from that to Petersburg,

Barclay was obliged to cross a morass, the exit from which might
have been easily barred by the French

; Ney made the attempt to do
so with his division. A regular battle was the consequence at

Valutina Gora, and each party brought into action on this occasion

about 30,000. In the early part of the engagement the advantage
was on the side of the French, but as the Russians Avere continually

receiving reinforcements, and the French were not, the fortune of

the day was turned, and the former succeeded in getting before the

latter on the road to Moscow. Most writers throw the blame upon
Junot. Fain even alleges that Junot was a little wromr in the head

as early as the 17th (which afterwards he in reality did become); De

* De Chambray,
"
Expedition de Russie," vol. i., p. 103-1 13. With respect to the

hospitals he observes, p, 108: " Les hopitaux y (in Wilna) etaient tres mal tenus.

Les hopitaux Wurtembergeois ctablis dans la meme ville, mais pour le compte de
leur souverain, ne manquaient de rien."
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Chambray alone is impartial cnouf!;h to admit, that Napoleon himself,

because he was not sufficiently well acquainted with the circumstances

of the case, had first given orders to General Morand to halt, and
had then not sent the order to advance to Junot, who was unwilling
to advance without orders; it might have been sent in half an
hour. The Emperor, moreover, was very unwilling that Junot,
either from his own desire, or at the strong appeal of the King
of Naples, should be put in motion; for lie wished to remove him
from his command, and to transfer it to General Ilapp. This was

prevented by Rapp himself, and Junot's weakness of mind afterwards

proved very frequently injurious.
All writers are agreed tliat the plan followed by Barclay de

Tolly on this occasion was admirable; the llussians, on the other

hand, and amongst them even Bagration, blamed the Germans,
from whom the plan proceeded, for having made Russia a desert;

and, therefore, ihcy were clamorous for the appointment of a Russian

commander-in-chief and a battle. The emperor was constantly im-

portuned by his brother, Constantino; and although he knew that

Barclay de Tolly was pursuing a judicious plan, he was obliged to

yield to the general clamour. Napoleon had already sent a part of

his army forward on the road to Moscow
;
he remained, however, for

some time undetermined whether he ought to proceed. It is clear,

from his having sent home such a man as Dessoles, that all his

generals did not agree with him; but because lie was not well in-

formed of the general feelinir amonsc the Russians, he imagined
that Barclay would find himself compelled to venture a decisive

battle. Having, therefore, remained in Smolensko from the 20th

till the 24th of August, he commenced his march to ^Moscow. He

proceeded with so much the more confidence, as Oudinot and St.

Cyr had driven back Wittgenstein on the one wing at Polotzk, and

Schwarzenberg and TormasofFon the other; and he had already sent

forward several divisions of his army. On his march, he himself

was accustomed to say that he expected a battle, a victory, and af^er

that a peace. "In eight days," he observed, "wc shall have an

engagement and then a peace." In this expectation he Avas de-

ceived, from want of a proper knowledge of the Emperor Alexan-
der's character.

Barclay de Tolly had been already obliged to resolve on risking a

battle, and had chosen a position for the purpose of the engagement;
before, however, the time arrived, KutusofT received the chief com-

mand, and he chose another position, five marches on this side of

Moscow. Wiasma, a town of 15,000 inliabitants, was burnt down

by the Russians in order to prevent the French from finding either

shelter or provisions ;
whilst Ghiat and Dorogobrigi were similarly

treated by the French without any reason whatever. Kutusotf, who
arrived at the army on the 29th, had gained some splendid victories

over the Turks, whilst he was in command of the army of the

Danube
;
he was accused, however, of doing all in his power to pre-
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vent a peace, instead of promoting it, and, in consequence, he fell

into disgrace. He was therefore recalled, and Chitchakofi" appointed
to succeed him

;
the peace, however, had already been concluded,

before the admiral undertook the command. Kutusoff was the ideal

of all the Russian nobles, of the ladies, and the court, whilst the

emperor, on his part, was not well affected towards him. He thought
it prudent, however, to conceal his feelings. The nobles, who kept

importuning the emperor, made great sacrifices, at that time, for their

country, and they looked upon KvitusofF as the national hero. Some
of them afterwards complained, at the close of the year, that advanced

age had made him slow and cautious in his operations. Amongst the

distinguished persons who were anxious to have the destinies and
honour of the nation committed to Kutusoff, were the Grand-Duchess

Catherine, Momonoif', SoltikofF, Demidoff, the Countess OrlofF, and

others, who formed whole regiments of their own vassals, and equipped
them at their own cost. The Germans, whose plans were thro\vn

aside and treated with contempt, did, however, on this occasion, great
service to Russia. Baron von Stein continued to excite and stimulate

the minds of his fellow-countrymen, and kept up constant commu-
nications with the Prussians before Risfa. The most distinguished
of the Prussian officers, such as Clausewitz, Hofmann, Pfuel, and
others would much rather have entered into the Russian service than

have aided the French; and at that time Von Tettenborn formed
his parti-coloured corps from German, French, Italian, and Spanish
deserters and prisoners. A formal treaty was concluded with the in-

surgents of Spain, and their deputy Zea Bermudez, whilst Madame
de Stael and Louis XVIII,, or more properly speaking, the familiar

friend of that egotistical gourmand, stirred up all their friends

amongst the French against Napoleon. Madame de Stael had come to

Petersburg in person, and afterwards travelled to Stockholm, when
a sort of anti-Bonapartlst club assembled at her house

;
the Countess

Polignac was actively engaged in the interests of Louis XVIII.
and the Corate d'Artois. It is moreover alleged, that the Emperor
Alexander was so little disposed to appoint the aged Kutusoff com-

mander-in-chief, that the two empresses were obliged, most earnestly,
to beseech him to concede his restoration

;
others allege that he

merely consented to name the veteran, then 75 years old, to the post,
in order to prevent the consequences of a misunderstanding between

Barclay de Tolly and Bagration.
As the French pushed forward against "Wiasma, INIiloradowitch, at

the head of 16,000 men, formed a junction with Barclay de Tolly,
who indeed burnt down Wiasma on the 27th, and retreated, but had
resolved to risk an engagement on the 29th or 30th, in a valley full

of ravines and narrow paths. At this moment, however, Kutusoff

arrived, accompanied by Benningsen, and De Tolly was patriotic

enough to remain and continue in service under the new commander-

in-chief; especially as both he and Armfelt relied upon the emperor,
who still shared their views. Both sides had lost a great many men
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at and in Smolensko, and at Valutina Gora; and when KutusofF

assumed the command, he did not think it advisable to offer battle

in the place selected hy his predecessor. He, therefore, left Ghiat
and Dorogobripfi to the ihte which the French had, either designedly
or through carelessness, brouglit on almost every place

—on almost

every village and single house since they had entered old Russia.

The inhabitants cither took refu<2;e in the Avoods or fled further into

the interior. KutusofF at length selected ^Nlojaisk, within five

marches of INIoscow, as his battle-field, close to the village of Bore-

dmo, situated ou the two small rivers Kolocza and Moskwa. The
battle which was then fought has been therefore called by the Rus-
sians the battle of Borodino, whilst the French have given it the

name of the battle of the Moskwa. Shortly before the engage-
ment, Napoleon caused a letter to be written by Berthier to the

Russian commander-in-chief, that he, in his own name, might send
a copy to the Emperor Alexander. This letter was intended to

induce the emperor, provided the French Avere victorious, to agree
to a peace.*
The French Emperor was engaged from the 1st till the 4th of

September in collecting and arranging his army, which was to

advance from Ghiat against the Russians, who had erected redoubts,
and taken up a fortified position on the Moskwa or Kolocza. Some
of the Russian redoubts were taken by storm as early as the 5th,
and on the 6th and 7th the most bloody battle was fought which
has taken place since the invention of gunpowder. It is no part oi

the object of this work cither to describe the battle or to pass any
judgment on the generals and their measures. General von Hof-

mann, however, and a great many French writers, have given full

and scientific accounts of the dreadful scene. They have also insti-

tuted inquiries concerning the number of troops engaged on each

side, from which it appears that the Russians were greater in number,

though inferior in discipline, and led by inferior commanders. De
Chambray alone has come to a different conclusion, and alleges that

the French had 100,000, whilst the Russians were only 92,000.

Napoleon, after having made, as usual with him, all the necessary

arrangements, and seen his orders carried out, retired to a distance

of a few miles from the field of battle, where he walked up and down
in company with Berthier, and occasionally rode nearer to the scene

of action. Of all the Russian generals engaged on this occasion

Bagration gained the highest honour. He had been known as a dis-

tinguished officer from 1805. In this battle, however, he was mor-
* The postscript to this letter, dictated by Napoleon to Berthier. was as follows:

"L'Empercur, a qui j'ai communique cettc lettre, me charge de vous prier de faire

ses compliniens li TKnipereur Alexandre, s"il est k rarmeo, ou au premier rapport que
vous lui feroz. Ditcs-lui que ni les vicissitudes de hi Ruerre, ni aucune circonstance,
ne peuvent altcrer I'estime et I'amitie qu'il lui porte." This appears to push mat-
ters too far even for a cuimiiig Corsiean. The opportunity for writing the letter

was furnished by the return of Count Orlotf, who had been sent to Smolensko to

make inquiries concerning a Russian general who had been taken prisoner, and
detained till the Trench entered Ghiat.
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tally wounded, and died very soon after. Among the French, Ney
was distinguished by Napoleon above all the others. As Ney had

been previously created Duke of Elchingen, in honour of the victory

gained at that place, Davoust, first Duke of Auerstadt, and afterwards

Prince of Eckmiihl, on account of the victories gained at those

places respectively, Ney was now raised to the dignity of Prince of

the Moskwa, on account of his services in this battle.

After the murderous engagements of the 6th, the Russians still

maintained a part of the battle-field, and were able, with some appear-
ance of truth, to boast of a victory in their reports to the emperor.

They went so far as to order a Te Deum to be sung in the churches,

and the emperor created Kutusoffa field-marshal, as if he had been

conqueror at Borodino. The immediate results, however, proved

clearly enough that the Russians were beaten, although in such a way
that doubts were at first entertained whether they would not risk

another battle. Each party brought about 400 pieces of artillery

into the field (De Chambray assigns the French 587, and the Rus-

sians more than 600). Of the 104 pieces belonging to the French

guard, only 36 were brought into action; but these, as the French

allege, were so admirably managed by Sorbier, the commander of the

artillery of the guard, that the greatest part of the Russians who
made the last desperate attack was annihilated by them. The loss

of the Russians in this battle was much greater than that of the

French, because Napoleon employed the heaviest artillery, and the

Russians exposed themselves to the fire in very dense masses. The

best French, Russian, and German authorities are very nearly

agreed respecting the number of killed and wounded in this horrible

battle. Thibaudeau, on a comparison of all the reports, reckons tlie

loss of the Russians at 50,000, and that of the French at 30,000.

General Hofmann, who was present in person, and also minutelj''

examined all the proper sources of information, estimates the loss of

the former from 40 to 45,000, and that of the latter at the same

amount as Thibaudeau. He alleges, at the same time, that the

Russians lost one-half of their infantry, and the French only one-

third, whilst the loss of the latter in cavalry was greater than that of

the former. The ridiculous manner in which the ordinary French

writers, such as Norvins, Gourgaud, Fain, and others, have exagge-
rated the loss of their enemies and imderstated their own, and sup-

ported their statements by lying bulletins, is at once obvious, from

their attempt to make the world believe that not more than 10,000
French had been killed and wounded on this occasion, although it is

proved beyond doubt that 49 generals, 37 colonels, and 6547 infe-

rior officers, were killed or wounded. The Emperor of the French

is unjustly accused of having had it in his power to change this

doubtful victory into a decisive one, had he not been too sparing of

his guards, but sent them freely into the battle. He knew very well

what he was doing, and the history of the retreat from jMoscow

proves how truly he foresaw what might possibly happen. The
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Russians retired in the nigKt, with the loss of a few guns only, and
no prisoners. The battle-field, however, strewn with balls, was
covered Avith thousands of wounded Russians and French. The
Russian army not only inarched lor five days in perfect order on the

road to Moscow, but they once even made a halt at Fili, as if

disposed to ofTer the French an opportunity for another engagement.
The Emperor of the Frcncii was desirous of removing his head-

quarters, on the day after the battle, to Mojaisk, about an hour's dis-

tance from Borodino; but Platoff and his Cossacks so obstructed and
harassed the imperial equipages, that the King of Naples was only
able on the following day to advance so flu* on the road towards Mos-
cow as to render it in any degree safe to have the head-quarters
removed to Mojaisk. The Russian army, moreover, on its arrival in

Moscow, marched quietly through the city, and at first took up its

position on the road to Vladimir. Murat hastened so far before the

rest of the army, that Platoff's Cossacks were still in the town as he
entered. There was, however, a silent understanding not to attack

them, in order to avoid fights in the streets.

C. CAMPAIGN IN RUSSIA TILL THE END OF DECEMBER, 1812.

The Russians contrived for some days to conceal the direction of

their inarch and their positions from the observation of the French,
who suddenly saw themselves deceived in all the expectations which

they had formed from the possession of a city of 400,000 inhabitants.

They naturally expected a quiet existence, such as they had en-

joyed in Berlin and Vienna, and a central point for their administra-

tion, in which they purposed to employ the most distinguished and
richest of the Russians Avho had remained behind, as their deputies
and tools. The Emperor had already appointed Mortier as governor
of the city, Durosnel as commandant, and Lesseps was destined for

intendant, having been previously for a long time consul-general in

Russia, and having travelled across the whole empire, when La Pe-
rousc sent him from Kamschatka to Paris. Murat expected a depu-
tation to wait upon him, as had taken place in Germany; no one,

however, appeared; the most distinguished persons had left the city,
and the others remained concealed. The treasures of the Kremlin,
the archives, and depots for the troops, which were very numerous in

INIoscow, had been all removed from the city. The university, the

institute for young ladies of noble family, and the orphan asylum had
all been transferred to Kasan, when the Emperor entered on the 14th
of Sc]itcmber. Napoleon at first took up his abode in the suburbs,
but al'terwards betook himself to the Kremlin, the ancient palace of
the Muscovite czars. There he soon found himself surrounded by
flames.

As early as the 14th single houses were on fire; on the 15th whole
streets Avcrc in flames; and on the following days the progress of the
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destructive element still continued
;
and as the Russians liad carried

away all the fire-engines, the fire became so dreadful as early as the

16th, and the heat in the Kremlin so great, that the Emperor was

obliged to retire to the country palace of Petrowski, lying about

two miles from the city. The rage of the burning continued till the

20th, when of the whole number of 6500 wooden houses only 2000
were standing, and of the 2600 stone ones not more than 526. The
number of houses destroyed has been exaggerated to 13,800, and the

loss estimated at 331,000,000 of roubles. In the Memoirs of a States-

man there is contained a minute investigation of the cause of the

fire
;
De Chambray, however, proves that the destruction of the

capital had been secretly resolved upon in the Russian cabinet, and
the execution of it left to Rostopchin, the governor, who with a

polished exterior combined a genuine Russian character, and by
means of popular and scurrilous writings excited the people against
the French, just as Hebert and Marat in Paris were accustomed to

influence the democrats against their opponents.
As the sacrifice of a capital is a solitary case in history, and the

burning of Moscow made a fearful impression upon the conquerors
and their leader—as the Emperor Alexander has never acknowledged
that he was a willing party to the destruction, and Rostopchin has

publicly denied, in a printed declaration, that he was privy to its

execution—we must dwell for a few moments on the consideration of

the facts and evidence. We shall not repeat what has been so well

and critically observed by De Chambray. We shall remark, first

of all, that it appears clear to us, from the very language of the pro-
clamation issued by the Emperor Alexander during the sojourn of

the French in Moscow, and wherein he predicts all the evil conse-

quences of a prolonged stay in the interior of Russia, that tlie

destruction of the capital had been long contemplated in the ca-

binet.* The measure of destroying tlie capital to save the empire is

not, indeed, morally justifiable, but it exhibited as dreadful an

energy as was displayed by Danton in the massacres of September.
It was also as effectual for its object; and Rostopchin and Danton

only aimed at being politicians, and not moralists. Vv^e feel called

upon to add something further in a note, in order to justify ourselves

when we allege without hesitation, supported by the word of Baron

* " All the evils," it is said in the proclamation,
" which the enemy has thought

to inflict upon us will faU at last upon his own head. However painful it is to see

the ancient capital of the empire in his power, he has nothing of it except the
EMPTY WALLS. In liis pride, he thinks liimself able to prescribe a peace. He will,
HOWEVEB, FIND HIMSELF DECEIVED IN HIS EXPECTATIONS. SurrOUUded aS he is OH
all sides, he will find himself compelled, from want of provisions, to cut a way for

retreat. The one-half of his army, from its various struggles with us, is already
fallen, or has been destroyed by weariness, want, sickness, and desertion. The
remainder of his army is in the midst of the empire, plunged, as it were, into the
midst of a true and faithful people, and completely surrounded by oiu" armies, one of

which is against him in the field, and three others in movement, in order to cut off

his retreat," &c.
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von Meycndorf, that tlie burning of Moscow had been lon;^ agreed
to by the emperor before the city was set on fire.* The con-

sequences of the burning were, first of all, a general plunder of the

city, the dcn:ioralisation of the troops, and an accumulation of booty
of all kinds in the hands of the French generals, officers, and soldiers,

which they were afterwards obliged either to relinquish or leave

behind them, and Avhich, in fact, they were wholly unable, from the

loss of horses, to carry with them. There was still shelter enough
to be found in the houses which remained, nor had the whole ol' the

inhabitants deserted the city. Unhappily, the Emperor remained

there too long before he was able to resolve upon giving the humi-

liating command to retreat.

It Avould be very unjust not to acknowledge that the great supe-

riority of the elite of the French army above those of all other coun-

tries—the English partially excepted
—was never more splendidly

exhibited than at this moment, when their number was being daily

diminished, and at a time when demoralisation bcizan to loosen all

the bonds of discipline. There can be no doubt, that until the time

of the hard frost came, the Russians were uniformly obliged to yield
to the retreating army whenever matters came to a collision

;
it is,

however, a thing equally certain, that the army, even before the frost

had become severe, was incredibly weakened—dissolved as it were—
and left Avithout any means of help or deliverance. The Emperor
was indefatigable in his labours, and dictated orders which have

been loudly extolled by all writers; we, however, only see the effect

of his care in questions of strategy and tactics, when the object was

to prevent his army from being annihilated, or to force a way for

retreat through the enemy; he was, indeed, born to be a great mili-

tary hero. The condition of the army may be best illustrated by
one or two examples. The fourth army corps had lost so many of

its men from forced marches and the habit of marauding, that between
the time of its marching out of Glogau and that of its reaching ]Mos-

cow it had diminished from 50,000 to 20,000 infantry and 2000

cavalry. The thirteenth division had fallen from 1.3,000 to 4000; aad
the same degree of loss appears from General Lassberg's letters to

have taken place in the VVestphalian divisions, and from Colonel

llcider's printed journal to have befallen the Darmstadt troops. The

* "NVo miplit confidently refer to Butturlin as an evidence, avIio, Avithout directly

aflSmiins that his government caused this feai'ful tragedy to be executed, gave such
intimations as must lead us to conclude that such is the fact. Kostopchin, when he
was in Paris in 1822, published a pamphlet, entitled, "La Vcritc sur I'lncendie a

Moscou," in which he boldly denies the whole afi'air. But even then every one

laughed at this brutal butfoon, on account of his attempt to throw dust in tlie eyes
of the public. When the winter palace in Petersburg was burnt down, in De-
cember, 1S3S, Ilerr von Meyendorf, at that time a councillor of state, chamberlain
to the Emperor Nicholas, and a member of the embassy in P.iris, published a pam-
phlet respecting the fire, and the previous events which had taken place in the

palace.
'• C'est la," he observe?,

"
quo fut rtsolu Ic sacrifice de Moscou." As

Bignon, who received the pamphlet from Meyendorf. appeals to it in his '• Ilistoire

de France sous Napoleon," vol. xi., pp. 113-120, we feel justified in adopting the

same course.
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squadrons and battalions of waggons that were so celebrated, and
even the comfoises, were lost before they reached Wilna, or were left

behind in that city, and many of them had not even crossed the

Niemen. The 5000 baggage-waggons which the army possessed on

leaving Moscow, as well as the 500 guns and 2500 artillery waggons,
lost a considerable number of horses every day. The cavalry horses

died like flies, and those that survived lost all their strength. This

proved the more ruinous, as General Hofmann assures us that the

Russian horses were so thoroughly accustomed to a climate and
fodder which was destructive of the French, that he never saw an
instance of one Avhich had fallen from weariness or want. As to the

cold, De Chambray affirms that the horses would have borne it per-

fectly well had they been properly fed.

Should it be asked, why a great general, whose mind embraced
within its grasp many things which escaped those of others, spent
five weeks of precious time in and around jNIoscow, it might be re-

plied that he still entertained hopes of being able to conclude a

peace, and that everything possible was done on the part of the

Russians to confirm him in tliis expectation. As to the latter

point, immediately after the entrance of the French into Moscow
JacofflefF, councillor of state, well knowing that there was no idea of

concluding a peace, undertook the commission which Napoleon gave
him. He had remained in Moscow, and became the bearer of a

letter from Napoleon to the Emperor Alexander at Petersburg, and

promised to return with an answer. He set out on the 14th of

September, but on the 4th of October Napoleon had had no news
whatever either of his letter or of Jacoffleif. He then tried another

way, and sent Lauriston, his adjutant-general, who had been shortly
before ambassador in Petersburg, to Field-Marshal Kutusoff, in the

Russian camp. Lauriston was admitted to Kutusoff 's presence only
with great difficulty; he had, however, a conversation with him on
the 6th of October, when he requested leave to travel to Petersburg,
and to convey Napoleon's letter to the emperor. That leave he was
unable to obtain; but the French were detained in Moscow by the

promise of forwarding the communication through Prince Wol-

kowsky. The Emperor Alexander not only did not send an answer,
but he even sent a reproof to Kutusoff for having so much as admitted

Lauriston into his camp ;
and even this communication did not arrive

till the French had already made all the necessary preparations for

departure.
The preparations for the retreat from Moscow had been made

since the beginning of October, which was at least two days too

late ;* and these circumstances lead us to make two observations. On
this subject we have a striking example of the nature of the Bona-

*
Gourgaud, vol. ii., liv. ix., ch. xix., enumerates the orders of the 5th, 6th, 10th,

13th, and 1 5th of Octoher, vhich contain admirable arrangements for the retreat.

Every one knows how easy it is to give orders—the execution, however, is a very
different thing.
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partist historiography. The Avliole of Bonaparte's historians and

eulogists inibrra us that the army had six lines of magazines from

Moscow to Stettin
;

wliile the eye-witnesses and those who took

part in the affair state, on the other liand, that from Moscow to

Kowno many more men and liorscs perished from want than either

througli cold or arms. Secondly, it appears to us in no small

degree ridiculous, that at a moment wlien the whole of the heavy
artillery should have been left behind, and the pontoons really were
so—when it was evidently impossible to bring the guns, baggage,
and men back into Germany— orders should be given to pack up
heavy trophies of victory to forward to Paris. As early as the 9th

of October, various objects of rarity found in the Kremlin were

packed up, such as the standards which the Russians for the last

hundred years had taken from the Turks
;
an image of the virgin,

richly adorned with false stones, which Avere taken for diamonds ;

the small golden cross, whicli had stood upon the larire wooden one
covered with sheet-iron, on the top of the tower of Ivan Weliki.*

On the 15th this bagi:;:age was sent forward ;
on the two following

days the hospitals were removed to Smolensko, and tlic Emperor
purposed to follow on the 19th. He gave all possible commands,
and admirably, as might be expected; but he did not trouble him-
self to inquire Avhether their execution was possible. Thus, on the

10th, he wrote to Murat that there was 1000 cwt. of flour and a

great
deal of brandy in Moscow, which he was to take with liim.

Murat, however, had no means of transport, and his people lived

on horseflesh.

When KutusofFwas first driven out of Moscow, he pitclied his

camp on the Vladimir road, and afterwards took up a position at

Kolomna, on tlie Moskwa; and at length, from the 17th till the

25th of September, took a circuit round Moscow, and fixed his

quarters on the Oka, on the road to Kaluga. The advanced-guard
of the Russians was under the command of Miloradowitcli, who,
from the 11th till the 17th of October, when Lauriston Avas in his

camp, sufl'ered the French to remain unmolested, and IMurat on
his part observed a formal suspension of arms. Kutusoii' was en-

trenched behind the Nara and the Istia, whilst IMurat liad placed a

division of the troops under his command at Winkowo, where he
was suddenly surprised on the 18th, and driven back. He lost

thirty-six cannon and the greater part of his baggage. His cavahy
*
GourgauJ, Exameii Critique, vol. i., liv. ix., ch. i., corrects the stories relating

to the immense iron cross of the Ivan Tower, which Napoleon, accordinir to report,
was said to have carried away with him: " Cette croix, qui, piacte au haut de la

tour d'lvan Wvliki, avait trente picds do hauteur, ctait en bois reconvert de lames
tres minces d'argent dore. Lorsqu'on vouhiit Teulever, les sappeurs chargi-s de
cette operation la laisserent tomber, elle fut brise'e en mille piices, les lames d'ar-

gent mises k part, et le bois abandonne. Unc petite croLx en or pur, d'environ dix

pouces dc haut, etait fixee au milieu de la grande place. Elle fat conservee et em-

portee avec Ic tresor de rarmee. Voila la gigantesque croix de M. iSegur reduite
u dix pouces." Even the small cross was not gold, but thickly gilt.

VOL. VIII. U
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were either killed, or the horses, worn out with want or fatigue,
were destroyed ;

the chief object, however, that of completely cut-

ting off Murat and his 25,000 men, proved a failure. The French
do not fail on this occasion, as usual, to complain of treachery and
a breach of truce, which never had in fact been concluded. On the

other hand, they boast with good reason of the strategical skill of

Bonaparte, who, as he took his departure from Moscow, proceeded
as if he meant to march to Kaluga and Tula, and who successfully

passed round the Russian position at Torontino, where Kutusoff
had encamped, believing that from thence he commanded both
the roads to Smolensko—the one by Kaluga, the other through
Juchnoff.

Before following the French from Moscow to Smolensko, we
must relate the manner in which, at the time when the main army
was on its retreat to the Dnieper and the Beresina, the armies on
the wings were pressed upon, and finally compelled to relinquish
their positions. With regard to the left wing under Schwarzen-

berg and Regnier, or the Austrians and Saxons, who, after the attack

of the latter at Kobrin, marched under Schwarzenberg against

Tormasoflf, in order to save Warsaw, Schwarzenberg gained a

victory on the 10th of August at Gorodezno, which compelled the

Russians completely to retire; he, however, took very good care

not to attack them with any design of inflicting serious injury.
He remained a quiet spectator Avhilst Tormasoff took up a position
behind the Styr, till the Turks at length resolved to confirm the

peace of Bucharest, and Admiral Chitchakofi" had completed his

march through Moldavia. The admiral had received orders as

early as the 6th of August to march with his army of the Danube
to the Vistula

; it, however, required a long time to draw in all the

scattered divisions of the corps to the main body. He afterwards

marched through Moldavia, and crossed the Dnieper at Chotzin on
the 6th of September. From thence, on the earnest entreaties of

Tormasofi", he hastened his march, and his advanced guard reached

Lutzk as early as the 15th of September. On the ISth, both the

armies, consisting of four divisions, were completely united. Three

days afterwards, Schwarzenberg, whose rear-guard was under the

command of Regnier, found it advisable to retire behind the Bug.
Whilst Schwarzenberg, pressed by the Russians, was proceeding
towards Brezsk Litoweski, Czernicheff arrived in the Russian camp
with a letter which summoned Tormasoff to the main army. Tor-

masofi" was appointed to the command there which Bagration had
held. Chitchakofi" received the command of the combined armies,

and at the same time instructions to take measures to obstruct or

prevent the retreat of Napoleon's army. Chitchakofi" followed

Schwarzenberg's army, crossed the Muchawetz at Bulkowa on the

8th of October, on the 9th took up a position against the Austrians,
and was about to attack them, when they quickly retired. The
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Frcncli writers, with tlic exception of Dc Chambray, throw blame

upon both the generals ; upon the Austrian, for not inarching to

Minsk instead of proceeding to the neighbourhood of Warsaw; and

upon the Russian, for not pushing rapidly forward instead of re-

maining still for some time, and allowing his Cossacks to wander
about in the duchy of Warsaw, instead of quickly forming a junc-
tion with Wittgenstein's army, then in Lithuania.

As we have already stated, Wittgenstein was acting against the

left of the French, when Napoleon marched to Smolensko. This
left Aviug consisted of the corps under Macdonald, viz., of the

Prussians under York, Grawert, and Kleist, and of Oudinot's

corps. The two corps kept possession of the whole country,
from the mouth of the Dwina to Polotzk. Macdonald's troops

lay in parties from Riga as far as Reval; Oudinot was stationed

on the Upper Dwina; and Wittgenstein pushed forward between
the two. Oudinot was not equal to the Russians in number;
and St. Cyr, with the Bavarians . under Deroy and Siebein, Avas

ordered to reinforce him
; he, however, did not wait for their

arrival, but crossed the Polotzk, and proceeded against the enemy.
On the 2nd of August he was attacked at Swolna, and driven back
to Polotzk ; but was no sooner joined by St. Cyr and the Bavarians,
than he advanced again against the Russians. On the 17th a very

bloody, though indecisive, battle was fought, in which Oudinot was

severely wounded. St. Cyr renewed the engagement at noon on
the 18th, and drove the Russians back, for which he was made a

marshal. Deroy and Siebein were both mortally, and General Ver-

dier severely, wounded. The siege of Riga could not be undertaken
for want of heavy artillery, and it was only closely blockaded. The
Prussians lay before Riga from the 22nd of August till the 17th of

September, because they were deficient in siege artillery; on the

18th, 130 pieces were at length got together at Runthal. The
season was by much too far advanced for earth Avorks; and the

Emperor did not then think it advisable to commence a formal

siege. The Prussians, scattered about over Courland and towards

Esthonia, were, moreover, by no means numerous enough com-

pletely to blockade such a considerable town. The besieging army
had enough to do to defend itself from the garrison of the town and^ ITT
General Essen

; when, therefore, a second Russian army was landed

at Riga, in conjunction with General Essen, to seize upon the siege

artillery, and, if not successful in that, to reinforce Wittgenstein,
the l^russiuns Avere not in a condition both to defend their park of

artillery and to protect the city of INIitau.

On the 27th of August, the Crown Prince of Sweden had a

E
arsenal interview Avith the Emperor Alexander at Abo, in Finland,

ord Cathcart, as the English plenipotentiary,
Avas present at that

meeting, and it Avas agreed on this occasion that Russia should have on

the Dwina the use of a portion of the army formerly promised to the

u 2
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Swedes. This army was at that time in Finland to assist the Swedes
in the conquest of Norway; but it was agreed that the attack upon
Norway should be put off, and the Russians on a future occasion were
to send double the number formerly promised

—50,000 instead of

25,000. The elite of the Russian army in Finland was therefore

landed at Riga under General Steinheil, almost at the same time as

the immense park of artillery was got together at Runthal. This

park had been sent by ship from Danzig to Konigsberg as early as

the 20th of May, and from thence, on the 1 2th of July, it Avas for-

warded also by water to Tilsit. From Tilsit it was brought by land

to Runthal, and had scarcely reached its destination, when the

Russians made an attack along the whole line upon the Prussians,
under York, Grawert, Kleist, and Hunerbein, who showed on this oc-

casion as great bravery as skill. They were, indeed, for a moment

obliged to surrender Mitau, from whence the Russians carried off

considerable stores and a few pieces of cannon; they fortunately,

however, succeeded in protecting the park of artillery at Runthal

against their opponents. Mitau also was immediately afterwards

again taken possession of, and Steinheil formed a junction with

Wittgenstein, whose force was progressively raised to 40,000 men,
and then far superior to the French under St. Cyr. St. Cyr had
therefore in some degree fortified his position at Polotzk, but imme-

diately took measures to give it up as soon as he was attacked by
Witto;enstein, on the 18th of October.

A part of St. Cyr's force consisted of the Bavarians who, after

Deroy's death, were commanded by General Wrede. Their num-
ber had been greatly diminished through want and fatigue; they
however greatly assisted St. Cyr to maintain his position in the

bloody battle of the 28th, which was renewed with double vehemence
on the 29th, In this engagement St. Cyr lost between five and six

thousand men; the Russians almost double that number. The new
marshal was himself so severely wounded, that he was obliged to give

up the command to General Merle. Merle remained in his position
on the 20th, but on the 21st he gave it up, in order to draw near to

Victor. Victor had already advanced to Smolensko, when, without

having received the smallest intelligence of the main army, he re-

ceived orders to approach Minsk and Polotzk, in order to unite the

9th, 2nd, and 6th corps under his command. He then proceeded
with 36,000 men to the Lukomila, where General ISIerle formed a

junction with him on the 29th of October. Victor had still at that

time 4000 cavalry in his army, the Bavarians however had all dis-

appeared to about 2000 men. The French for a moment appeared
as if they were about to attack Wittgenstein, but afterwards drew
back. Their retirement was as favourable to the Russians as a

victory would have been, for Wittgenstein was then enabled to send

divisions of his army to Minsk, to Wilna, Dwinaburg, or Witepsk,

just as circumstances required. He might, had he so desired, have
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efFectcd a much earlier junction Avith ChitchakolF than he did, be-

cause this general appeared as early as the beginning of September in

the southern parts of Lithuania.

When Napoleon left Moscow on the 1 9th of October, ho left

General Morticr behind him, Avho did not take his departure till the

23rd, and before so doing perpetrated a great deal of reckless destruc-

tion. No one can complain that the general caused the whole of the

heavy pontoons and apparatus for the construction of temporary

bridges to be destroyed, because they could not be removed; nor of

the destruction of the ammunition and materials of war found in the

city; but the mining and blowing up the walls of the Kremlin was
an act of reckless and most imnccessary destruction. At the moment
of iMorticr's leaving the city, about two o'clock on the 23rd, the old

palace of the czar, a portion of the surrounding walls, the church of

St. Nicholas, an arsenal, and some adjoining buildings, were seriously

injured by lire or mines. A few of the sick and wounded were taken

away, but 1200 were left behind in Moscow. It has been already

stated, that Napoleon at first commenced his march on the road to

Kaluga, either to give the Russians the impression that liis object
was to take possession of Kaluga and Tula, or because he preferred
the road througli Kaluga to Smolcnsko to that through INIojaisk and

Wiasma, where evei*ything was destroyed and consumed. He, as

has been above observed, went round the Russian position at Toron-

tino. Eugene, viceroy of Italy, who commanded the van, marched
on securely at the head of his troops, when, with his 17,000 men, he

most unexpectedly fell in with KutusofT's main army on the 22nd, at

Malojaroslowez. Napoleon conceived Katusoff to be still at Toron-

tino
; he had, however, pitched his camp in a position from which he

could watch and command both the roads to Smolensko—that

through Kaluga, and the other by JuchnolF.

Napoleon's army was stronger on his departure from Moscow than

on his arrival there, having been considerably reinforced by the

coming in of those men who either could not or would not follow the

march. The army, however, was very deficient in light cavalry, and
was often very ill-informed of the various movements of the Russians.

The artillery horses fell down daily by hundreds; of the cavaby,

only about 4000 men of the guards were fit for service; and the

march of the troops was constantly obstructed, and the narrow passes
rendered dangerous by long trains of carriages and waggons of all

kinds, by baggage and plunder, and by people who had attached

themselves to the army in Moscow. The French were still superior
to the Russians in the open field, as Avas proved in the fearful struggle
of the 24th, in which the viceroy alone was engaged with the

Russians before the arrival of other troops. He compelled KutusolT

to retreat. During the battle, the small town of ]\Ialojaroslowez wa.s

completely burnt down and destroyed, and Kutusoll" lost about 8000
men. He, however, appeared as if he would renew the battle on

the 25th
; the afiiiir had cost the French 6000 men, and they were
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besides obliged to carry away their wounded along witK tbem.

During the night, Platoff fell upon the French with his Cossacks;

Rapp was thrown from his horse, and received a severe contusion ;

Napoleon himself was very nearly being carried off; and eleven guns
were seized. Withal, however, Kutusoff afterwards retired behind

the Oka, so that the road to Kaluga and Tula was left open. Napoleon,

notwithstanding, found it advisable neither to take the road by

Kaluga to Smolensko, nor that by JuchnofF; he preferred turning
aside from the highway across the country, in order again to reach

the completely desert way through Wiasma, by wdiich he had ad-

vanced to Moscow. In this way seven precious days were lost, viz.,

the time of tlie inarch to Malojaroslowez, the day of the battle, and

the following one. We do not, however, relying on the authority of

Butturlin, Wilson and others, venture to blame the great general
for not having fought a second battle, and then proceeded through

Kaluga and Tula into the Ukraine. If we suffered ourselves to enter

upon military questions, we would here Introduce what De Chambray
has written concerning the measures which the Emperor ought im-

mediately to have adopted, as these appear to us to have been the

right ones.

When the French took the road to Wereja, KutusoiF chose a

circuitous direction over IModyn, which led hira somewhat back-

Avards away from his opponents; in consequence of this, the march

of the French, which was like the migration of a whole people,
was relieved for a time from the attack of their enemies, and they
had merely to deal with the Cossacks. Leaving INTojaisk to the

rio"ht, the old road was again reached near Borodino. On the 27th,

when the cold began first to set in severely, Napoleon was m \\ e-

reja, and on the 29th had passed beyond Mojaisk. He himself,

with his guards, led the van, and was followed by three other corps,

each at half a day's march from tlie other. The first of these corps
was under the command of Ney, the second of the viceroy, and the

third of the Prince of Eckmlilil, Avho covered the retreat of the

baggage and camp-followers, and drove them all before liim. The
last of these appeared afterwards not to push on with sufficient

speed, and the Emperor therefore left the rear-guard to the Prince

of the Moskwa. At Wereja, Mortier joined the main army, having
come from IMoscow by the same road as the young guai'd. Imme-

diately afterwards the cold reached eight degrees of Reaumur, and

the roads, which had hitherto been almost impassable, became slip-

pery and smooth, and the horses, which had not been duly prepared
for the frost, fell by thousands on the high plain lying between Wiasma
and Smolensko. The wounded, v/ho had been crowded into the hos-

pitals and conventual buildings of Kolotzskoi, were by the Emperor's
command placed in the officers' carriages, and even upon the market

carts. Dc Chambray, however, justly remarks that he knows not

whether this was done from humanity, a false sense of honour, or a

desire to save the lives of veteran soldiers. The result was very
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melancholy for the army, and wholly destructive to the unfortunate

victims themselves. These unfortunate men had no means of exist-

ence whatever, and they were not in a condition to endure the

fatigue, privations, and remaining by night in the open air, and
were therefore left behind by those who had brought them away,
and should have provided means for their support. They died from
want of shelter, of winter clothing and shoes, and destitute of the

commonest necessaries of life, for wliich, were we to write history
after Gourgaud, or with faith in the orders, or according to the

assertions of Montholon, Fain, and others, we should say abundant

provision had been made. The want of draught cattle and horses,
after their loss by thousands, altogether ruined the army before

Smolcnsko, althouii-h it continuallv maintained a bold front to the

enemy.
In order to give anything like a just account of the sufferings and

heroism of the French on tlie road from Moscow to the Bercsina, it

would be necessary to give a regular journal of their labours, and to

enter into particulars wlioUy inconsistent with our object;, all this,

however, may be found detailed in De Chambray, Segur, and La-
baumc. Whenever their accounts are defective, especially as re-

gards the German troops, the deficiency is fully supplied in the

printed journal of Colonel Ktider, of the Darmstadt troops, and in

the Letters of General von Lassberg of Cassel. Our purpose is

merely to give a hasty sketch of the whole march, and occasionally
to furnish a few particulars by way of example.
As KutusofF took the longest road through Moclyn to Wiasma,

the two hostile armies marched for some time almost in opposite

directions, and the Emperor reached Wiasma sooner than the Rus-
sians. He remained there from the 31st of October till the 2nd of

November. From the moment in which he left Wiasma the Rus-
sians were close upon him. On his right marched Field-marshal

KutusofF himself, and in the rear the corps of the Prince of Eckmiihl
was hard pressed by INIiloradowitch, Avhom the French called the Rus-
sian Murat. As early as the 3rd of November the three corps were

obHged to turn round and to offer battle at Wiasma, otherwise the

whole of tlio rear would have been cut off. True the French drove

their enemies back, but lost on their part from four to five thousand

men and some thousands of prisoners. ISeforc this time, the Prince of

Eckmiihl had been in command of the rear, and as Napoleon

thought that his delays had led to the necessity of the battle, he

transferred the command to Ney. All discipline, however, gra-

dually ceased, and the number of stragglers increased to an incre-

dible amount. In order to procure fodder it was necessary to form

foraging parties to maraud in the plains at an hour's distance from

the high road. Provisions were not to be had, with the exception
of the flour and brandy distributed to the guards in Ghiat, Wiasma,
and Doroojobni. When at Icnfjth handmills were distributed to the

troops on the 5th they were useless, because no grain was to be
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obtained. The only food was the flesh of the dead horses. As early
as the 4th, the booty carried away from IMoscow, the baggage,

artillery, and waggons were thrown into the lake of Seraolovo, and

from IMojaisk onward the reports of the blowing up of the ammuni-
tion wasfo-ons, which could no longer be drawn forward, were in-

cessant.

Up to the 6th and 7th of November, when the army had reached

within about twenty miles of Smolensko, the cold was endurable.

On the 16th, however, it rose to seventeen degrees of Reaumur,
and afterwards became again a little milder. The ice and snow
rendered many places wholly impracticable for the horses to draw
either the cannon or waggons; and on the 9th, when the viceroy
reached the river Wop, which was crowded with floating ice, the

division of the army under his command appeared as if it must

necessarily fall into the hands of the enemy. On the 8th, Prince

Eugene had caused a bridge to be thrown across the river ; but for

want of solid materials the swollen stream carried away the bridge,
and he was left suddenly on the banks of the rapid stream com-

pletely exposed to the assault of the advancing enemy. At length
one of the most distinguished among the ofiicers ventured to set an

example to the soldiers by showing them the possibility of wading
across the river, and they immediately followed, although the water

reached their shoulders. The whole of the camp-followers, all the

weary and irresolute, remained behind; and when Broussier, who
had been left behind for their protection, crossed the river Avitli the

whole of his division on the 10th, they, together with the whole of

the baggage and more than eighty pieces of artillery, fell into the

hands of the Cossacks. Many soldiers were drowned in the Wop,
while others perished on the further bank. Of the whole of the

sixth corps, 6000 at most remained under arms.

The Emperor himself reached Smolensko as early as the 9th, but

the whole army was not collected there till the 18th. Their ex-

pectations of finding shelter, protection, rest, and provisions there

were however miserably deceived. The Emperor, it is true, appears
from the account of the Prince of Neuchatel, to have issued admirable

orders; but those to whom their execution was entrusted acted in

the most shameless, dishonest, and negligent manner. One of them

brought an account for 1000 oxen, which he alleged had been sent

forward to the army, while it turned out on inquiry that he had not

sent a single one, but had sold them all to Jews. No proper provision
was made for distributing flour, brandy, and peas from the stores

which were in existence. The soldiers, driven by hunger to despair,
seized the magazines by force; and even the officers sent and en-

couraged their men to lay hold of, and carry off" by force, whatever

they could find. When the Emperor is accused of the care bestowed

upon his guard, it should be remembered that upon the guard alone

rested any hope which remained of safety or deliverance, and that

Napoleon saw in it the only kernel of a new army. The guard,
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therefore, kept well together as far as Smolcnsko, and also rendered
most important services afterwards.

Claparedc, with the van, left Smolensk© as early as the 13th.

Napoleon followed on tlic 14th; tlien Eugene, and the other corps,
at similar intervals; so that Ncy did not leave the city till the 17tii,

•when the cold had become very intense. From 6000 to 7000
wounded men were left behind in Smolensk© without any provision
whatever being ma<lc for their care and support. The walls and
towers of the place were blown up; guns, ammunition, and cannon
were either destroyed or buried; and even the rest of the city would
have been knocked to ruins had not Platoff, with his Cossacks, ven-
tured to enter even before tlie French took their departure. The
French army collected together in Smolcnsko, which was still in

some measure in a condition to keep the field, together with the

garrison which had been left there, is said to have been about

40,000 strong; but, on the other hand, not more than about 2000

heavy and 1000 light cavalry remained of the 37,000 whicli the

Emperor had led across the Nicmen; not more than 250 out of 600

guns. The number of strao-crlers Avho followed the armv without
order or disciplme was at that time estimated at 50,000 souls.

From Smolcnsko the army was, first of all, obliged to march to

Krasnoe, and from thence to Orsha; Kutusoff's object was to anti-

cipate the arrival of the French at the latter place, which he really

accomplished by marching to Jelnia, where he pursued his way along
a parallel road. On this march he was opposed by Baraguay d'Hil-

liers, who had been sent by Victor in order to protect and facili-

tate the progress of the retreating army. The corps of the French

guard was, however, far too much divided: Augereau, brother to

the marshal, had been surprised in Liacknowa, and, after a desperate

struggle, the whole of his force—2000 strong
—had been obliged to lay

down their arms. Paraguay d'Hilliers, with the rest of his division,
went to Smolcnsko. The Emperor believed that Baraguay Avas to

blame for Augereau's unlucky defeat, and sent him home under arrest,

where he was to be tried by court-martial. The general, however,
died on the journey. Not only the 2000 men of Augereau's corps
fell into the hands of General Orlof Denisof, wlio had iallcn upon
them by surprise, but also the magazines in Liacknowa, wliich proved
of the greatest advantage to the Russian army.

Kutusolf now became so superior to tlic French army that it

would have been ditlicult for the latter to have withstood a general
attack

; he, however, probably hesitated to run the risk of the issue

of a general engagement, and was sure that the hostile army, without

any risk on his part, must fall a prey to the severity of the climate

and the dilliculties of the march. Perhaps he also thought that

Chitchakolf and Wittgenstein would form a junction at the Bere-

sina, whilst he would cut off the French in the rear. He quietly
suffered the Emperor with his divisions to enter Krasnoo; the

following divisions, however, under Davoust and Ney, were in great
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danger of being cut off. Napoleon resolved to hasten to tlieir relief.

On the 17th he returned and attacked the Russians, who had pressed
in between him and the corps by which he was followed. Davoust

was saved. The Emperorj however, did not wait for Ney's arrival,

but left him behind surrounded by the enemy, and for some time

gave him up for lost. Ney appeared to be lost, several thousand

soldiers following the army without order were made prisoners; but

Ney created general astonishment, saving himself and his troops in

a wonderful manner, by crossing the Dnieper on the ice a little

higher up, tliough it was scarcely frozen over, whereas the rest of

the army had crossed lower down by the bridge at Orsha. At
this place the French army again assembled, and attempts were
made to restore order to the miserable remnant. It was necessary,

however, to use great expedition, for at this very moment Wittgen-
stein and Chitchakoff 's armies threatened to occupy the bridge at

Borisoff, the only one across the Beresina, and thus completely to

cut off the road to Wilna. According to the testimony of Butturlin,
Kutusoffhad lost about 30,000 men from the battle of Malojaroslowez
to that of Krasnoe, and he therefore now wished to leave a part of

the struggle to the two auxiliary armies.

Chitchakoff, after having retired on the 20th of October before

Schwarzenberg and Regnier to Brezsc, manifestly remained too long

there, but he at length left Sacken and was on the way to Minsk as

Napoleon entered Liady. On the 18th of November the admiral

took possession of Minsk, of which Napoleon was informed on the

morning of the 18th at Dubrowna, a day's march from Orsha. He
then immediately despatched Dombrowsky's division, in order to

defend the tete du pont on the right bank of the Beresina; Oudihot
with the whole of his corps was to support Dombrowsky, and to

drive the Russians back again out of Minsk. In the mean time

Marshal Victor was to prevent Wittgenstein from forming a junc-
tion with Chitchakoff. The admiral, however, had left Minsk on
the 21st, and not only taken possession of the tete du pont on the

Beresina, but had also sent a division across the river, which pressed
into Borisoff at the same time with the French, and was to be on
the look out for Wittgenstein. Fortunately Kutusoff had made a

halt on the Dnieper, having previously left the road to Orsha open
to the French, by recalling Tormasoff, who was between Liady and

Krasnoe; Wittgenstein therefore was in no haste to form a junction
with Chitchakoff, so that the latter was now not equal to the

French, who since their arrival in Orsha were greatly refreshed

and revived. True, the French had again lost a great quantity of

baggage and many guns, together with about 3000 men able to bear

arms, and as many more, incapable of service, between Orsha and
Krasnoe

; but they found supplies in Orsha, and were also able to

calculate on Oudinot, St. Cyr, and Victor. In Orsha they not

only rnet with provisions, but also twenty-five field pieces, and
horses to draw them. The artillery which had been brought as far
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as Smolcnsko and Krasnoe had been lost within the last few days,
and ten thousand more besides. At Orsha there had been found
two bridges of sixty pontoons, with all the necessary implements and
materials for construction, but they were burnt, because reliance was

placed on the use of the brid!j;e at Borisoff. Another misfortune

supervened in tlie coming on of a thaw, at the very time in which it

was necessary to march through the marshy districts to the Berasina.

The cold, however, again returned with such severity in December
and January as to prove destructive even to the Russians. On the

march the roads were unlathomablc, and the Beresina, although not

frozen over, was covered with floating ice.

Marshal Victor stood opposed to Wittgenstein; Oudinot marched
to Bobr, in order to retake Minsk, because it contained magazines
and stores, and because, also, it might be used as the road to Wilna;
when, liowevcr, he foimd Borisoif occupied by the Russians, he
called in Dombrowsky's troops under his own command, in order to

retake the town. lie drove the Russians back across the river, but
was unable to prevent them from burning down the bridge. It ap-

peared afterwards impossible hastily to restore this bridge, although
all the materials necessary for the construction of a temporary
structure had been rescued from the burning of the materials in

Orsha. From the commands issued by the Emperor we see, also,

that ]\Q was not guided, as has been often stated, by the fact of

Corbineau's liaving discovered a place where the river might be

lorded, in selecting a place for crossing the river, but that he had

previously pointed out the two points at the village of Studianka and
the hamlet of Wcselowo, as laid down upon the large map of Russia,

which the Emperor had had copied, translated, and distributed to his

generals, as the proper places for effecting the passage. In an order

ofasearly a date as the 23rd, the Emperor had designated Studianka,
five hours above Borisoff, as the most favourable point for the con-

struction of two or three bridges. One of the bridges was completed
under his own eyes on the 26th, by the great activity of Generals

Eblt^ and Chasseloup, and by the sacrifice of the pontonniers, who
worked standing up to their middle in water full of floating ice. A
captain of the puntonniers, who has added some manuscript notes to

our copy of Do Chambray's book, observes that it had been an

unpardonable oversight not to spare and bring with them at

least four waggon-loads of tlic materials which were consumed.

Dombrowsky and Oudinot first crossed by this bridge, in order to

drive Chitchakofl^'s troops from tlie higher and lower bank of the

Beresina. The swamp on the further side was frozen over. On the

following day Napoleon himself passed, leaving only Victor behind
to protect tlic countless multitudes who were crowding forward

without order. On the 27tli Oudinot succeeded, after a bloody

struggle, in driving Chitchakofl^'s troops so far back that the passage
of the river was rendered possible; he himself, however, was wounded
in the battle. Victor fought the whole of the 26th against Wittgen-
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stein's army heroically; the result was, however, horrible—one of

the bridges broke—a junction was formed by the three Russian

armies, all order and discipline among the French left behind imder

Victor's command wholly disappeared, the cold became intolerable,

the Russians made a violent assault on the night between the

27th and 28th, and Partonneaux with his division was cut off at

Borisoff.

On the 28th, and still more on the 29th, the distress and suffer-

ing on the bank became indescribable
;
the bridge for carriages had

completely given way—the others were frequently blocked up by
the multitudes passing over; the waiting mass, during the night
between the 28th and the 29th, became too fearful, indolent, and
irresolute to cross, and when the Russians came on in the morning,
all was thrown into irremediable confusion. Hundreds were squeezed
or trodden to death on the bridjie; and others fell into the water

and were drowned among the floating ice; many were frozen to

death, and innumerable masses perished from hunger and complete
exhaustion. The artillery of the Russians and the pikes of the

Cossacks annihilated thousands. We cannot, therefore, be surprised
at the sufferings of the Beresina having become an expression for

the higliest degree of calamity which can befal men in war. The

simplicity of the Duke of Bassano was unexampled, who instead of

informing Macdonald in right time of the misfortune of the army,
in order that he might take his measures accordingly, wrote him a

letter, which was received on the 4th of December, wherein it was
stated that Napoleon had beaten Wittgenstein and Chitchakoff, who
tried to dispute the passage of the Beresina, and had inflicted such

a loss upon the latter as to leave him only 7000 infantry and 6000

cavalry. According to the report in the Konigsberg Journal,
which was sent to Macdonald, Napoleon had made 9000 prisoners,
and taken nine stand of colours and twelve cannon.

Segur indeed says, that Napoleon, after the crossing of the

Beresina, had still 60,000 men, including the corps of Oudinot and

Victor, of whom one-third were capable of service; De Chambray
however, a much more trustworthy authority, informs us that three

days after the passage, he had only 8400 men, and proves this state-

ment by a detailed account of each division of the army. Luckily
for this weak army, Chitchakoff had neglected to burn the boards

which were laid across the marsh at the other side of the Beresina,

and which formed a species of road and enabled the army to get

over; by this means the French not only were enabled quickly to

cross the morass in which thev would otherwise have sunk, but the

Russians m pursuing them were obliged to take a circuitous road,

in consequence of the boards being taken up and burnt by the

French. The Neapolitans and Bavarians at length marched to

Wilna, and were sent to meet the scattered army; but the cold, which

had again become dreadful in the months of December and January,

partly destroyed them, and the want of order and discipline, which
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had previously invaded Oudinot and Victor's corps, infected tlie new

advancing troops like the plague. Before the army reached Wilna

the misery and confusion had reached an incredible extent, notwith-

standing which Napoleon's bulletins till the last moment announced

nothing but victory, and the Duke of Bassano communicated nothing
but the most advantageous reports to the ambassadors by whom he

was surrounded in Wilna
;
the sudden revelation of the truth there-

fore made so much the more dreadful impression. Napoleon first

perceived at jNIalodcczno, long after the passage of the Beresina, that

the whole of his army was either dissolved or annihilated
;
he there-

fore resolved to make the truth known and to hasten back to France,

in order to organise a new army.
In jNIalodeczno, on the 3rd of December, the Emperor dictated

the celebrated 2'Jth bulletin, in which he gives a fearfully true ac-

count of the condition of the army since its departure from Moscow,

which, at the same time clothes the whole in the dress of boasting
untruth. It contains not a word of the misfortunes and failures of the

army, of the want of care for the due support of the troops, and of the

total relaxation of discipline before their arrival in Smolensko; the

whole calamity is ascribed to the effect of the cold, although that

in fact did not become excessive till the 3rd of December. At the

same time Napoleon left behind him in Malodeczno a whole series

of orders, which like everything he did and ordered, prove the

superiority of his genius, but show (as did all his conduct in Spain,

Poland, and Russia) that he never troubled himself to consider

whether his orders under given circumstances were possible to be

carried into execution. In order to justify this opinion, which

appears very bold to the readers of the Bonapartist authorities, we
shall refer to the facts that, according to his command, an army of

80,000 men was to have been got together in Poland at the end of the

year, and yet at that very time no single army was there to be

found, because he had reckoned without his host. He commanded
Loison with a division of 10,000 men, which had gone from

Konigsberg to Wilna, to go to Ozmiana, three marches from Wilna,
to meet and reinforce the army. This division was cither frozen to

death or dissolved itself. Do Chambray alleges that in throe days
7000 of the 10,000 men perished from cold. Heudelet, with an equal

force, was to wait for the army at the Niemcn; there was, however, no

force of the kind. Macdonald with the Prussians, Schwarzenberg
with the Austrians, and Regnier with the Saxons, were to form a

junction Avith the reinforced army in Ozmiana and on the Niemen;
all this was rendered impossible by circumstances.

In Smorfjoni, a march nearer Wilna than iNIalodeczno, the Em-1-11 »

peror at length resolved to hasten before the miserable remnant of

his army to Wilna, and to travel also to Paris by Warsaw and

Dresden, accompanied only by Caulaincourt, Duroc, and Mouton.

He left Wilna on the oth of December, and reached Paris on the

19th, after having two days before caused the dreadful 29th bulletin
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to be publisTied in the Moniteur, and thrown the whole country into

mourning. Before leaving Lithuania he had communicated to the

Duke of Bassano his views of all that was to be done after his

departure. The Avhole of the diplomatic corps, on a hint from

Murat, had taken themselves away, and Murat alone went out to

meet the Emperor. Napoleon did not wish to delay in Wilna; he
therefore took Murat into his carriage and communicated to him

verbally the necessary directions. We pass altogether over the

fact that Napoleon before leaving the army called together his

inarshals in Smorgoni, and addressed them after his manner, in a

tone one while haughty and at another humble, and entered into

particulars connected with his departure which are not necessary to

indicate the general course of things ;
we cannot, however, avoid

showing, that it was a grand mistake to have chosen his representative
on this occasion according to relationship, and rank, and seniority.
He gave the chief command of the army, not to IVIarshal Ney, who
had previously rendered almost incredible services in the command
of the rear guard, but to his brother-in-law Murat, King of Naples.
In Smorgoni, Ney did not, like Napoleon himself, conceal the real

state of the army ;
he expressed himself very strongly on the

subject to Bignon, whom he still found in Wilna, and who has

given us an account of what then took place. He alleges that Ney
plainly stated in Wilna, that with the cold at 26 degrees below

freezing, all the Emperor's measures and orders were wholly useless,

and that the hope of saving the sick and the wounded must be

altogether given up.* On the 7th of December the diplomatic

corps had fled from Wilna, and on the 8th Murat entered with the

remnant of the army ;
but as the superintendents of the stores, and

those appointed to distribute to the thousands of soldiers and

stragglers who were perishing from hunger and cold, did not by any
means quickly enough distribute supplies, which must have been
left to the Russians, the magazines were broken up and plundered.-j-

Napoleon remained only a very short time in Wilna, and reached

*
Bignon, vol. xi., p. ISO, notes: "Lorsque le marechal arrivait a Wilna je lui

marquais, qu'il venait d'arriver sept a huit cents voitures, que j'avais requises

depnis quelque jours pour I'evacuation de nos malades et de nos blesses. Le
mare'chal, qui connaissait mieux que moi la situation des choses, me repondit qu'il
etoit trop tard, qu'il fallait faire la part du feu (ce sont ses termes) ; que
d'ailleurs vu I'aprete de la saison, beaucoup de malades et de blesses periraient

probablemont en route, qu'il ne seraient pas longtemps plus en surete a Kowno qu'a
Wilna ; qu'ainsi il y avait plus d'humanite a les laisser dans les hopitaux et dans
les maisons particulieres ou ils etaient."

t Gourgaud, Examen Critique, &c., alleges that the stores of provisions were very
abundant; we conclude, therefore, from this and from what is reported by Bignon
in the previous note, that the wounded and the stores might have been saved had

Napoleon given Murat and Bignon earlier information of the real state of affairs.

Gourgaud, vol. ii., liv. xii., ch. 3, writes as follows:—"II y avait a Wilna quatre
millions de rations en farine, trois millions six cent mille rations de viande, neuf
millions de rations de vin et d'eau-de-vie, quarante-deux mille paires de souliers, des

magazins considerable de legumes et de fourrages, d'habiUement, de harnachement
et d'equipment, trente quatre mille fusils et un arsenal bien fourni en mxinition de
toute espece."
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Kowno as early as the 7th, when he crossed the Niemen, and pro-
ceeded by sledge to Warsaw. Concerning the time of his halt in

Kowno, a captain of the engineers and jiontoniers then in Kowno
has added a J\IS. note to our copy of De Chambray's history, which
in our opinion deserves to be mentioned for more reasons than one.

" In the morning," writes M. Hasselat,
" ho summoned the com-

mandant of the place and the commanding officers of the artillery
and engineers to attend upon him with a plan of the fortifications.

The commander of the engineers had been I'ormerly known to him
in Italy. lie immediately recognised him again, notwithstanding
the change in his appearance from sickness. * Voii are iimvell

Ptriola,^ he e.vclaiined;
'

you looked much better in Italy. Matters

are not so well here. Return to France, where we had better all have

remained; what think you?' 'Sire,' replied Periola, 'since your

majesty allows me to give my opinion, I entirely agree with you.'
The Emperor then cast a look upon the sketch of Kowno, without

saying a word. He then purchased his fur cloak from the commandant
of the place for twenty-iive louis d'ors, with a view to roll round his

feet. He next gave ten or twelve louis d'ors to the people in the

house, and said, smihng,
' I think you would Hke to have such a

guest every day.'
" The captain adds,

" Periola related this to me
on the very same day on which it took place, and set off for France,
but died when he got as llir as Dantzig. Me could scarcely restrain

his astonishment at the cheerful tone which the Emperor assumed

on this occasion, and which was by no means natural to him." This

incident is worthy of mention, because De Chambray agrees with

Segur and Koguiat in stating that from the time of Napoleon's
march from Smolensko to Moscow, his whole nature appeared to

have undergone a change.
Murat fled quickly from Wilna, for on the 10th he could only

reckon on 4300 men; the remnant under Victor had renounced

obedience, and Ney had nothing but the ruins of Loison's division,

commanded by General Gratien since Loison's illness, together
Avith 2000 Bavarians under Wrcde, with whom he formed the rear

guard; but these by degrees disappeared, except about sixty men,
so that when they arrived at Kowno, Wrede and himself were

alone. On leaving Wilna and before reaching Ponary, a most

unexpected loss Avas sustained. Instead of choosing the road from

Wilna by Nowoi and Troki, which leads across the level country
to Kowno, the steep and smooth road which leads along the heights
of Ponary was selected. It soon became apparent that the exhausted

horses were unable to draw further the artillery, baggage, or treasure;

and in order to prevent the Avhole from filling into tiie hands of the

Cossacks who were in pursuit, they Avore obliged to sacrifice every-

thing and to save themselves in the Avoods. All that remained of

artillery and baggage Avere left here; Napoleon's equipage, as Avell

as many sick and Avounded officers, Avho, up to this time had
retained their carriaares, were now oblicred to be left to their
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fate. The treasure which Bignon estimates at six, and De Cham-

bray at ten millions, was partly given to the soldiers and partly
strewed about to detain the Cossacks in their pursuit. On the 14th

Murat's army consisted of 400 infantry of the old guard, 600 dis-

mounted cavalry, and nine pieces of cannon, which had been taken

with them from Kowno. Besides these, from 40,000 to 50,000
men, without order or command, crossed the Niemen to Prussia, but

soon scattered in all directions.

The Poles bore the difficulties of the campaign best; and as they
were also favoured by good fortune they alone brought back their

artillery with them. The divisions of the Polish troops which were
connected with Murat's army proceeded through Nowoi, Troki, and
Olita to Warsaw, found proper camp shelter and provisions, and bore

the cold well, being accustomed to it. On the 25th of December,
Poniatowski also arrived in Warsaw; and if his corps was not 20,000

strong, as has been alleged, with thirty pieces of cannon, it was soon

again increased and eqviipped. On the 18th of December, ChitchakoiF

reached the Niemen and lialted; Wittgenstein left Wilna to tlie left

and proceeded hastily to Tilsit, because he had long since come to

an understanding with the Prussians in Macdonald's army; and on

the 16th KutusolF united his whole army in and around Wilna, and

placed it in cantonments in order to have a little repose, for the

Kussian army had also suffered severely. KutusofF was said (ac-

cording to not very trustworthy accounts) to have only 35,000 re-

maining of his army of 120,000; Wittgenstein and Chitchakoff,

13,000 each; Sacken, Hertel, and others, 25,000. The garrison of

Riga consisted of 12,000; and then the whole Russian army may
have amounted to 100,000 men. The Emperor Alexander appeared
as early as the 22nd of December in the midst of his army at Wilna.

Baron von Anstetten, who had played the same character for

Russia before the war in Poland as Bignon then did for France,
continued during the whole of this time in secret intercourse with

Austria, and on the 20th of December concluded a very equivocal

agreement with Schwarzenberg, to which we shall subsequently
return. The Prussians almost at the same time completely deserted

France.

D.—IMMEDIATE CONSEQUENCES OF THE UNFORTUNATE
CAMPAIGN AGAINST RUSSIA,

1.—MALET'S mad ATTEMPT AGAINST THE EMPIRE.

The dreadful misery which the Russian campaign brought upon
hundreds of thousands of the bravest men in France, and upon all

those countries whose inhabitants were involved either as friends or

enemies of Napoleon, made a miuch slighter impression upon the

Emperor himself than a very insignificant event in Paris, while it

was made evident that the empire which he had founded depended
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for its continuance on his own personal qualities, and not at all on
the principles on which it was cstablisiicd. Everything possible had
been done since 1800 to establish a new monarchical order. Since
1804 the empire had been founded, primogeniture introduced, and
a new nobility established

;
since 1811 an heir to the throne had

been born and generally acknowledged as such. The new empire
appeared to rest upon immovable foundations, when it was all at

once made evident that in Paris people had faith in the Emperor
and not in the empire. We premise these observations because the

history of the ridiculous conspiracy in Paris, of which Napoleon was
informed in Smolensko, would nut have been noticed by us at all,

had it not been a matter of surprise to the whole world that even
the authorities in Paris regarded the Emperor's death and a pro-
visional government as things naturally connected. The Emperor
himself is said to have expressed his great astonishment that the

King of Rome had never been even thought of.

On the 23rd of October an attempt was suddenly made in Paris

to take advantage of the Emperor's absence, in order to institute

a provisional govej'nment, which, with the assistance of certain

senators, would have been declared, had not the mad attempt been
stifled in the birth. When the attempt failed, no one declared him-

self, and there was not the slightest evidence that any one except
Malct, in whose mind republicanism had become a fixed idea, had
in the least participated in the alliiir, or that what was called JMalet's

conspiracy was in fact a conspiracy at all. We learn, indeed, even
from the person who was long at the head of Napoleon's police, that

Malet was rather pitied as a man deranged, than regarded as a

dangerous agitator.* We Avillingly avail ourselves of the account
of Malet's conspiracy from the history just referred to, which seems
to be on many accounts entitled to confidence.

jMalet had been an ofTicer in service previous to the revolution;
he was consequently one of the few persons of the olden time who
did homage to the revolution from conviction, and remained true to

its principles to the end; he was a fanatical republican. He had
never given any proofs of distinguished talents; he liad, however,
become a brigadier-general, but remained so fiiithful to the system
ot 1793, that even under the Consulate he was constantly in strife

with his creatures wherever Napoleon ordered him to go. When,
for example, he was in Angouleme, he worked continually in oppo-
sition to Bonnairc, the Bonapartist prefect, and lived in unceasing

disputes with him; when he was at a later period ordered to Rome,
he was from the first constantly at issue with General Miollis ; he
was tlien removed from active service, and took up his abode in

Paris. lie availed himself of the moment, when Napoleon was in

Prussia in 1807, to persuade a certain number of civil and military

•
Temoignagos Ilistoriqucs, ou Quinze Ans de Haute Police sous Napoleon, par M.

Desmarets, Chefde cette Partie pendant tout le Consulat et I'Empire. Paris, 1833.
See pp. 291 and 310.

VOL. VIII. X
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officials that lie was in a condition, in connexion with certain sena-

tors and a number of people of all classes, to put an end to military
rule. He, however, neither submitted a definite plan of action, nor

did he require agreement to any specific articles from those to whom
he communicated his design. The affair was discovered; Malet
and some other imprudent persons were arrested; suspicion was en-

tertained against some senators, but no proofs were produced; Malet
remained a state prisoner. It was the custom of that time for the

police to pay spies in the state prisons, to listen to the revelations of

their fellow-prisoners. Among these was a young Roman, who gave
evidence that after the battle of Aspern in 1809, Malet had con-

ceived a wild plan, very like that which was carried into execution

in 1812. His design was to spread the belief that Napoleon had

perished, then to show himself to the soldiers in his general's uni-

form, with their aid to free Generals Dupont and Marescot from the

Abbaye (the military prison), and then to proclaim the republic.
He was, it is true, pro.jecuted on account of this conspiracy; the

whole plan, however, was absurd—the chief witnesses very much

suspected persons
—and nothing really attempted; on these grounds

the government satisfied itself with giving Malet a severe reproof,
and his friends even succeeded in amelloratlno; his lot. He was
removed from the state prison to a lunatic asylum, in which a strict

discipline was exercised—the institution under the care of Dr. Du-

buisson, situated near the Barritre du Trone. In this institution

he had freedom enough to enter into plans with some other political
visionaries to cause uniforms to be prepared, which he needed
for carrying out his new design of effecting a change of govern-
ment during Napoleon's campaign in Russia.

Malet's plan was the same as that which had not been carried into

execution in 1809. He was suddenly to make his appearance, an-

nounce that Napoleon had fallen in Russia, and that a provisional

government had been appointed. For effecting this purpose he

employed the Abbe Lafon of Bordeaux, an agent of the Bourbons,,
who was under easy restraint in the same house with himself, in order

to have all the needful documents and oflRcIal papers manufactured.

The preparations and necessary orders were looked after by a young
corporal of the municipal guard, named Rateau, who was employed
in the house. In the execution of his plan, Malet designed to use

Generals Lahorie and Guidal, who were under arrest in Paris, but

knew nothing of the plan; they were, in fact, like others, deceived by

forged documents and pretended uniforms. The pretended ofliclal

documents of which Malet availed himself were: a proclamation of the

senate, in which Napoleon's death was announced, his family ex-

cluded from the succession, and a provisional government of five

persons named. Besides this he prepared a decree, by virtue of which
he was appointed commandant of the first military division, com-

mandant of the city of Paris, and a general of division; and still

further, some new appointments and removals of civil authorities.
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General Lahorie was nominated minister of police, and Guidal

prefect of police. Malet, Lafon, and Rateau were full tliree

months occupied in secret with the preparation of these false

papers, and afterwards Avaited quietly for the arrival of the favour-

able moment. This appeared to have at length come, when, for

fourteen days, no news of any kind had reached Paris from tiie army
in Russia.

The documents, arms, and a general's uniform for Malet, an

adjutant's dress for Rateau, and the scarf of a police magistrate,
Averc all ready at the house of a Spanish priest named Caamagno,
in the Rue Royalc ;

two horses also, with the necessary equipments,
were procured and held in readiness, when Malet and Lafon, in the

niirht between the 22nd and 23rd of October, left the house of

the physician. They were at first without arms and uniform, and

had nothing but a portfolio, which contained the documents and

papers they proposed to employ. Lafon had, moreover, no cha-

racter in the play; he theretbre retired to watch the progress of

events, and then to fish in troubled waters to promote the cause of

the Bourbons. The police magistrate's scarf was destined for a

schoolmaster named Boutreux. Caamagno also escaped without

loss or punishment, and was living quietly in Paris in 1834.

The commencement of this most singular attempt of the half-mad

general was favoured by fortune. Soulier, colonel of the 10th cohort

of the national guard, was deceived by Malet's allegations, allowed

his men to be drawn up before him in the barracks of Popincourt,
the false documents to be read in their presence, and gave orders to

his major, Pi(;[uerel, to follow Malet. The precaution was not, how-

ever, taken to give the soldiers who followed him ball cartridges, or

even to have flints in their guns. About five o'clock in the morning
Malet presented himself at the prison of La Force at the head of the

cohort, and liberated General Guidal, who had been imprisoned in

consequence of some traitorous intercourse with English ships, and

General Lahorie, who Avas also in confinement on account of the use

of some imprudent language. They were astonished on being set at

liberty, and hearing the decree read Avhich nominated them to im-

portant ofiices. Lahorie had, besides, previously served Avith great

reputation under Moreau, and been the chief of his stalf. He Avas

so thoroughly rmacquaintcd Avith the Avhole aifuir, as to find it neces-

sary to examine the papers as he Avent away. A few other oflicers,

Avho had been liberated, returned to prison of their own accord ; but

Bocchcciampc Avas afterwards condemned to death in consequence of

Malet's having on the spot appointed him prefect of the department
of the Seine.

From the door of the prison of La Force, oMalet sent one of the

soldiers aa-Iio accompanied him to the barrack called La Baht/Ione, to

require the presence of the subaltern ofiiccrs of the second regiment
of the Paris guard, Avhich A\'as there stationed. Among these, appa-

rently, ofllcial orders were immediately distributed, commanding them
X 2
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to send out detaclaments in order to take possession of the palace of

the senate, the treasury, and the bank, and to close and guard the

outer gates of the city. These orders were received as genuine,
without further examination, by Rabbe, the colonel of the regiment,
who forthwith sent out detachments of his regiment to carry them
into execution. It appeared on this occasion, that every one was so

much accustomed to mere mechanical obedience, to leave everything
to the police and wait for the result, that no one ever ventured to act

for himself.

As soon as the three generals left the prison, Lahorie, accompanied

by the whole cohort, proceeded to the minister of police in order to

arrest him and the prefect of police in their official residence, and

to place himself and Guidal in their places. The whole city was in

amazement, when it became known at daybreak what had taken

place ;
but none of the citizens were roused to action. Savary, Duke

of Rovigo, was arrested by Lahorie, who, with Guidal, took pos-
session of his place, and Pasquier, Louis Philippe's arch-chancellor,

as well as Savary, was carried off to prison, and the governor of the

prison received them both without any hesitation. Pasquier, who
was prefect of police, wrote a note to Savary, whicli, however, the

latter did not receive. Frochot, prefect of the Seine, behaved the

most weakly of them all, for he actually obeyed Soulier's command,
who had drawn up his men on the Place de la Greve and gone to

the Hotel de Ville, in order to prepare rooms for the sittings of the

pretended provisional government. Frochot suffered himself to be

used for this purpose.
As to the provisional government, the names of the members

were not indeed publicly known; still the selection excited suspicion,

because the names seemed to point to a further plan, which never

came to light. The persons named as members were Matthieu de

Montmorency, Alexis de Noailles, General Moreau, and Frochot, the

prefect of the Seine ;
the name of the fifth was kept secret. Malet

himself- proceeded to the Place Vendome in order, personally, to

arrest Hullin, the commandant of the city, at his official residence.

In this he not only failed, but the whole of this elaborate scheme,
which had been in preparation for three months, was frustrated by
an accident. Malet, general of the senate and of the provisional go-

vernment, announced his arrest to the commandant
;
the latter re-

quested to see the decree, whereupon Malet drew his pistol and shot

him dead. The next object of the originator of the plan was to

seize upon the public offices, the seals, and to get the control of the

officers employed. With this design he proceeded to General Doucot,
the chief of the general staffj when he himself was suddenly recog-

nised. On his first appearance he had assumed a false name,
but Paques, the inspector-general of police, as well as Laborde,
chief of a battalion, and who had charge of the military police,

who happened to be present, recognised him as their former prisoner.

Laborde and Doucot immediately seized and disarmed him, and sent
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him back to prison. The whole aflliir, therefore, was thus ended

about nine o'clock in the morning, like a farce; for Generals Lahorie

and Guidal, when arrested, were excessively surprised that a mad-
man could have so misled them and brought them into such risk of

destruction.

The matter, however, even independent of this event, would have

been brought to an issue at the comniandature, because Lahorie had
allowed a whole hour to the Duke of Rovigo before he led him off.

Savary availed himself of this time to send to his secretary, Ueal,
councillor of state, who thereupon betook himself with the other heads

of the administration to the house of the arch-chancellor, when a

conference Avas held
;

tlie minister of war was also immediately in

motion, and had despatched his chosen and confidential neiuluimes

to carry out his orders.

The documents, which were printed on the 25th of December, 1812,
led to a very dilFerent result from that which, by artificial representa-

tion, Desmarets has given in his work already quoted, and Savary
has indicated in his Memoirs. According to these documents Soulier

was to blame, and the Avhole allair had been set on foot by the Jaco-

bins, as Napoleon himself directly alleged in the violent speech which
he stammered out to the council of state on his return. He alleged that

ideology and those who proclaimed the sovereignty of the people,
and inspired the masses with the idea that they ought to resist the

government and take part in the administration of public alKxirs,

were the causes of all the misfortunes which had fallen upon France.

Reference was first made to the Jacobins somewhat later
;
and Na-

poleon was at first led to think of INIoreau from the name of General

Lahorie. In the council of state he afterwards pronounced a judg-
ment respecting the civil servants of the empire, such as all of us in

Germany since 1848 have pronounced upon our statesmen educated

in all the juridical and diplomatic wisdom of their times, in the rou-

tine business of their ofllces, and the absurd and contemptible gri-
maces of courts. He said: " He liad found (dl the persons xchoni he

had appointed to offices, and must necessarily regard as friends, to be

a ndserahle set, and note sate that he hadfounded his empire on very
rotten supports*

* The wliole of the documents printed in col. 1423, &c., of tlio Monilcur of the

2r)tli of December, 1812, may be found np])pndcd to chap. i. of tlic first part of

Fain's MS. of ISl.". There everytliiii;i will be seen at a iilaiice wiiich refers to the

miserable conduct of Frocliot. Napoleon's language addressed to the council, to

which reference lias been made above, was as follows :
—"Triste reste de nos ru'vo-

lutions ! An premier mot de ma mort, sur I'ordre d'un inconnu des officers niinent

leur resjimens forcer les prisons, se saisir des premieres autorites ! Un concierge
cnferme les ministres sous scs guiehets I Un jircTet de la capitale, a la voix de

quclques soldats, se prete ii fairo arrantjer sa graudi' salle pour je ne sals quelle as-

semblee de factieu.x ! Tandis que I'lmperatrice est lii, le l\oi de Rome, les princes,
mes ministres et tons les grands pouvoirs de I'e'tat ! Un honnne est-il done tout ici ?

Les institutions, les sermens rien ? Frochot est un honnete homme devouc'.

i\Iais son devoir etait de se faire tuer sur les marches de I'llotcl do A'ille II

faut un grand example ii tons les fonctionnaircs."
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The guilty, moreover, had been condemned and executed long
before Napoleon's arrival in Paris;* yet, as Thibaudeau observes, he

was far from being satisfied with the severity of the judgment of the

court-martial which sat under the presidency of General Dejean.
Thibaudeau pronounces the same sort of opinion respecting the

conduct of the authorities, as we should be disposed to do concern-

ing the great majority of the German authorities during the disturb-

ances from February till May, 1848. " The miserable conduct," he

observes,
" of the highest authorities, the mechanical obedience of

the military, the indifference of the citizens, and acquiescence in

their fate, which were exhibited by all, should have led the Emperor
clearly to see whither his system was tending. This, however,
WAS not the case." We quote this last sentence from Thibau-

deau, because Napoleon at the same time despised the warning given
him by Providence, by means of the issue of the expedition to Russia,

in reference to France, and that which was given respecting himself

by Malet's conspiracy.

2.—EQUIVOCAL CONDUCT OF AUSTRIA, AND DESERTION OF
PRUSSIA.

Austria had not been strictly compelled to enter into the alliance

with France as Prussia had been. In the case of Prussia, the only
choice left was either to be wholly destroyed or to sacrifice herself

for the French. Austria could not, therefore, defend her desertion

from Napoleon on the same grounds as Prussia—viz., that no

person or nation can remain bound to observe a compulsory oath.

This, and the repeated violation of the alliance on the part of France,
must in the mind of every impartial judge entirely justify Prussia

for her open desertion of France, unaccompanied as it was by any
act of treachery. Metternlch, in order to justify his course, thought
it necessary to have recourse to diplomatic arts. The mask of a

faithful alliance was retained till February, 1813, although ever

since October, 1812, negotiations had been carried on in Vienna,
the result of which was a suspension of hostilities concluded between

Prince Schwarzenberg and Baron von Anstetten, the Russian plenipo-

tentiary, an emigrated Alsatian noble. We have a full account in

the correspondence of Otto and Narbonne, the French ministers in

Vienna, of the various devices adopted by Metternich from the

middle of December, 1812, to preserve the appearance of a faithful

* "Temoignages Historiques," &c., p. 317: "La destitution du prefet Frochot
solennellement prononcee fut le derniere rigueur qui suivit cette malheureuse

equipC'e. Des le 28 Octobre les trois generaux, le colonel et le major de la cohorte

avaient subi I'execution militaire a,vec quatrc officiers de leur corps et deux de

regiment de Paris. Boccheciampe, qui s'etait laisse nommer prc'fet de la Seine,

perit avec eux; le jeune Boutreux, installe' prefet de police, fut arrcte apres et juge'
seul. Le Colonel Rabbe obtint un sursis, que I'Empereur convertit en grace, en
conside'ration de ses anciens services. Le faux aide-de-camp, caporal Rateau, eut

la meme chance, par e'gard, je crois, pour son onele, procureur-ge'neral a Bordeaux.
Ainsi sur vingt-cinq accuses dix fiirent absous et quinze coudamnes, dont deux

grades."
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ally in tlic eyes of the Emperor of the French, till he was in a con-

dition safely to alter his tone, without subjecting himself to the

accusation of treachery. Otto's correspondence, with which we have

most immediately to do, extends from the 16th of December, 1812,
to the 20th of March in the following year, and Baron Fain has

appended it as a genuine addition to the tenth chapter of his so-

called Manuscripts of 1813. These are the same letters which were

also printed in tlie Moniteur.

Schwarzenberg is said to have received express instructions to

carry on the war with the Russians on the side of the French, just
as the Russians did in 1809 against Austria. It is not our business

to investigate this; his behaviour, however, as early as December,

1812, was as equivocal as Metternich's speeches to Otto. Schwarzen-

berg Avas in command of the united body of Saxons under Regnicr,
Poles under Poniatowski, and the Austrians whom he had led to

Poland. He constantly mana'uvrcd in such a way as to protect the

Saxons and Poles and to cover Warsaw, without undertaking any
considerable hostile movements. Afterwards, when the Russians still

continued to push further forward. Baron von Anstetten himself

came to Warsaw, and verbally arranged a suspension of hostilities, to

be acted on without any formal treaty. This took place on the 21st

of December, and Warsaw liaving remained in the power of the

French, the King of Naples, to whom his brother-in-law had given
the command of the army, consented to the suspension. When the

Russian army was afterwards again ])ut in motion, Metternich's

policy had completely changed, and he had so explained himself

respecting his future views, that it became very doubtful whether he

would continue to remain in the alliance.

On the 16th of December Otto alleged that England, Prussia

(although still in alUance with France), and Russia were taking all

possible pains to win over Austria. They had promised her Italy,
the lUyrian provinces, her former supremacy in Germany, and
the restoration of the ancient splendour of the imperial crown. He
added, that Metternich had forootten himself, a'~.V\i'^ s^i^^ to him,
that SHOULD Austria adopt a diffekf tef^iu / <- f action,
SHE would soon HAVE 50,000,000 OF F-H added:

f/^po ^^^.
ThE

WHOLE OF Germany and all
Itai.^^. J" jy^J'^^^p \ pj'^

^^ for
Austria. In a letter dated the 28th of "g'la di^jW'!^ f

<?;/''• o^^*-
^^^

have Stadion put into his place. On the 3rd of January he writes

to say that IMettcrnich had assured him that the troops in Gallicia

and Transylvania were being armed for France, and that Count
Bubna was proceeding to Paris with an imperial letter, solely in

order to make the necessary preparations for the prosecution of the

campaign. On the 11th of January Otto again states that iNIetter-

nich had not been the least shaken by the desertion of Prussia, but
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was about to send a messenger to the Emperor Alexander at Wilna,
to make preparations,

if possible, for a peace. On the 21st the

question of sending Wessenberg to England is spoken of, and

Metternich gives his assent to the preliminaries of the conditions of

a peace with Russia and England communicated to him by Napoleon.
Whilst the Emperor of the French was thus deceived, and Lebzel-

tern in Wilna, and Wessenberg in London, were engaged in very
different things from those to which, according to Metternich, they
were commissioned to attend, the Saxons in Poland under Regnier
were left to their fate, and the Poles under Poniatowski were

marched to Gallicia, where they remained inactive till Napoleon's
arrival in Dresden.

From December, 1812, till the middle of January, 1813, Schwar-

zenberg, in virtue of the suspension of arms, verbally agreed to and

confirmed by Murat, covered Warsaw, which the Emperor of

Russia, in consequence of his views upon Poland, also wished to

guard against ill-usage. On the 21st of January Schwarzenberg
received orders to draw nearer to Gallicia. Before he took

his departure, he made a capitulation for Warsaw, on the 25th;

thus fulfilling all the duties of an ally. As Poniatowski's corps was to

remain with Schwarzenberg, while the Saxons under Regnier were

to return home through Kalisch, the Austrian general apparently
did something for them also after the capitulation. He had

promised to evacuate Warsaw on the oth of February, but did

not, in fact, leave that city till the 8th, in order that Regnier might

gain time on his march; Wittgenstein, however, overtook him at

Kalisch on the 10th of February
—took a number of prisoners, and

compelled the cavalry to seek for safety in Czenstochau. The
remainder of the Saxons reached their own country and arrived at

Glogau; the cavalry followed Poniatowski, who proceeded Avith the

Austrians to Cracow, and was afterwards, after a long struggle,

suffered to join the French by marching through Austrian Silesia.

It was afterwards alleged that all the Russian movements had been

concerted with .^^e Austrians, and this allegation receives full con-

firmation from'^^"^^"*- "^^^°.aty subsequently concluded. The Austrian

army, with wh^^'^^^'S'^^atowski and the Saxon cavalry were also

subsequently joi^^'^*®*^
^^^after the surrender of Warsaw still con-

tinued to retain t'^ ?^ ^ttf^Q^s on the left bank of the Vistula, till

Schwarzenberg i#i"ious _c handed over the command to Frimont, in

order to undertakd?^'» lission to Paris. Frimont, in order to exclude

Poniatowski from Warsaw, then concluded an agreement with the

Austrians on the 23rd of March, concerning the cessation of the

truce and the threatening movements which were to be made by the

Russians, in order, under some feasible pretence, to be able to march

to Cracow and to take Poniatowski thither.*

* This agreement, regarded as a profound secret, made between Count Nesselrode

and Baron von Lebzeltern, and which was to be merely a note and not a con-

vention, is as follows;—"L'armee de sa M. I'Empereur de Russie poussera des
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Blgnoii informs us tluit Mcttcrnich, during' the period oi' Austrian

hesitation, had often enough given tlic Emperor of the French to

understand that he was waiting for conditions in favour of Austria;
and he adds, that in that case he would have broken off with Russia
and Prussia. Bignon blames Napoleon for not having made those

offers, notwithstanding tlic almost universal commendation which
he bestows upon every part of the Emperor's conduct, and that, too,
in such strong language, that the editor of the last part of his work
endeavours to excuse him, by stating as an apology that when he
wrote this passage he did not know lie had been appointed by
Napoleon in his will as his apologist.* Metternich perceived, as he

openly acknowledged to the French ambassador, that the system of

policy, government, and diplomatic negotiations which he approved
and followed, and which is still adopted in the aristocratic circles of

Germany, was much better suited to Napoleon's principles than to

those then proclaimed by the Emperor Alexander; or to the system
favourable to the rights of the people which Baron von Stein and
his friends followed in Germany in the name of the Emperor of

Russia; or to those again announced by Arndt, Fichte, Jahn, Gurrcs,
and innumerable other free-thinking men ;

or finally to those promised
to the Germans in the name of the King of Prussia. On the 19tli

of February, 1813, Otto alleges in a letter that Metternich had said

corps vers les flancs droits et gauches du corps Autrichien qui occupe aujourd'liui,
sur la rive gauche de la VistiUe, la ligue que lui a assignee la derniere armistice.
Le general Jlussc, commandant les corps ci-dessus exprinies, denoncera I'armistice
an general Autrichien et uiotivera explicitemcnt cette denonciation par I'impossi-
bilite dans laquelle se trouvent les allies de laisser sur leurs flancs et a leur dos un
foyer de mouvement et (rinsurrection tel que roffre rarme'e Polonaise sous M. le

Prince I'oniatowski. Cette denonciation aura lieu vers les premiers jours d'Avril.
Les deux corps IJusscs s'avanceront avec une force si non majeure, du moins egalo
au corps Autricluen, forte de trente mille homraes: M. le Lieutenant-General do Fri-
niont recevra I'ordre de preparer et d'effectuer sa retraite sur la rive droite de la

Vistule; il conservera dcs postcs a Cracovie, a Opatowice et a Sendomir. La retraite
a pen pres consommee les gtnc'ranx Autrichiens et Russes conviendront de nouveau
d'nne suspension d'armcs sans terme lixe, et a quinze jours de denonciation qui por-
tera que les Autrichiens conserveront les villes de Cracovie et de Sendoniir et le

postc d'Opatowiee avec un rayon eonvenable, conunc tel du pont sur la rive

gauche du fleiive devant ces trois points."
—It was then added: "La prescntc con-

vention nr.sTERA A JAMAIS .SKCKETK ENTRK LES BEUx coins impcrialcs ct iic pourra
de part et iCaulre etrc comiauni<pivs qua sa majesle Ic Roi de Prussc uniipiement."

*
liignon (xi.. p. .321) writes as follows:—" I)'ai)res la depeche de M. Ottodu 26

Janvier M. de Metternich lui avait dit: '

Jusqu'ici la guerre n'est pas Autrichienne.
si elle le devient daiis la suite, ce n'est pas avec trente mille honnnes, mais avec
toutes les forces de la monarchic que nous attaquerons les Uusses.' II fallait done
la rendre Autrichienne. Cette guerre de I'Autriche n'avoit jusque la figure iiue dans
un rang infe'rieur <iui ne pent i)lus lui eonvenir. II fallait la rendre Autrichienne

par INK vKKiTAr.i.i; iiiaikrmtk i>'akmi:s, i-.vu ixi; association ikanciik i>k vies
ET «'iNTi:uETS; c'etoit l:i le point deeisif qui pouvoit rendiv les deux eours maitresses

par Iciir union du destin de I'lCurope. c;'est ce que ne voulait pas Napoleon. II

tenait a rcster seul maitre, dominateur unique de la paix et de la guerre, il n'accep-
tait le cabinet Autrichien (jue commc un eselave, non comme un egal, c'est ce que
LE PEjunT." His editor (Krnouf) excuses this passage by the following words:—
"Tout ceci avait ete ecrit avant que M. Bignon cut subit I'intluence du mandat de

rEmpc'rcur Xa])()lc'on. II aurait peut-Otre modifie quelques expressions de ce passage
dans la redaction dc'linitive."
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to him tliat he was very anxious about the continually increasing
national agitation of Germany on the approach of the Russians. The

religious fanaticism of the Sclavonian population, attached to the

rites of the Greek Church, was, in his opinion, as disadvantageous
to his system as the political fanaticism of the German aristocracy
and of the army. That Metternich and everything favoured by
him was wholly opposed to the spirit of the times and to that enthu-

siasm in favour of the rights of the nation and people, is proved by
Bignon, who alleges that several patriotic officers were arrested on

pretence of their being likely to make an attempt upon Metternich's

life, and that he was in the habit of calling the prevailing enthusiasm

in favour of German freedom in the highest degree revolutionary
and dauD-erous.*

Bubna, who was known to the Emperor Napoleon, and regarded

by him as one of those favourable to this maintenance of the union

of Austria with France, was sent to Paris at the sanae time as Wes-

senberg was ordered to proceed to London and Lebzeltern to the

Russian head-quarters. His object was to ascertain whether Napoleon
would not offer a higher price for the Austrian alliance than the

others; Bubna was not to make any offer himself, but to hear what

might be proposed. Napoleon continued obstinate; Bubna was

very well received, but no offers whatever were made; what was

promised was so indefinite and confused that it might at any moment
be recalled. When Schwarzenberg at length, after two months'

delay, returned to his ofhcial post of ambassador in Paris, Silesia

was offered; but it was then partly too late, and Metternich partly
reckoned on provinces which Napoleon might have ceded without

throwing any difficulties in the way of negotiations for peace.
At this time Napoleon's great preference for ambassadors of noble

families was as injurious to his diplomatic affairs as, at other times,

his dangerous practice of employing the mere soldiers of his army
on diplomatic business. He sent Count Mercy d'Argenteau, a

Belgian, who was on the most intimate terms with the Austrian

aristocracy, and whose family had been previously in the Austrian

service, to IMunich as his minister, recalled the able but by no

means aristocratic Otto from Vienna, and replaced him by Narbonne,
who was an intimate friend of Madame de Stael, a man of fine, super-

ficial, supple manners, like the men of his time and rank professedly

equal to everything, but in reality fit for nothing. Prince Schwar-

zenberg had so little idea that Mercy d'Argenteau could be thoroughly
favourable to the new system, that on his journey to Paris he ex-

*
Bignon (vol. xi., p. 341):

" '

L'Autriche,' disait M. de Metternich a M. Otto, 'en
se concertant avec la France pedt mettke un terme a cette invasion revolution-

naire et arriver k la paix.' On faisait preter serment aux employes Autrichiens de
n'entrer dans aucune societe' secrete. Plusieurs personnages manquans, comproniis
par leur exaltation, furent ari'etes, notamment M. Hormayer, conseiller de la chan-
cellerie d'e'tat, connu pas ses rapports avec les Tyroliens. L'Enip^reur Fran9ois se

plaignit de sa position entre une faction qui voulut le forcer a changer le systeme et

xin allie qui ne lli donnait aucune idee de ses pkojets."
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pressed his opinion to him in a manner wholly inexplicable. This

we conclude from the account given by the French ambassador of

his conversation with Schwarzenberg; we presume, however, that

he gave this report in order not to break with any one, or to be

able to send in writing through Schwarzenberg what he could not

say verbally.

Schwarzenberg, on his way to Paris, visited the courts of Carls-

rulie, Stuttgard, and Munich, and found the King of Wirtemberg
alone thoroughly favourable to the mihtary despotism of Napoleon;
the other courts, it is true, were grateful to him, but still longed
and waited for their deliverance. In Munich he is reported to have

used the following laniruaije to the French ambassador, of which the

latter immediately sent an account to Pans: " lou sec Ave must

have peace, which your JCmpcror is not willing to conclude till he

has attempted a final decision in the field. New misfortunes may
utterly endanger his dominion

;
victories may lead him too far.

You see what the general feeling is in Germany. Is not France

iarire and stronq enouqk willdn ike frontiers of the Rhine/ Does it

requu-e other means to mamtam its power in Ijrermany than its own

power ? The Hanse Towns must again become free
;
France must

give up all claims to Illyria; the German princes must be again
restored to their powers. The present condition of things cannot

be allowed to continue ;
Austria will do nothing more than act as

mediatrix in favour of France. In order to bring about a general

peace, into which England also can enter, the Emperor Napoleon
must make some sacrifices." The Emperor of the French had, how-

ever, at that time (1813) lost all confidence in Austria; for Stadion,

who had been previously removed from all public duties in order

to please him, had again been restored to an important post in the

administration of the finances, in order that the government might
avail themselves of his services.

At that moment the Emperor gave a most imprudent proof of

his want of confidence in Austria. Baron von Wesscnberg, who
was on his journey through Hamburg and Gottenburg to England,
with ?\apolec)n's knowledge and apparently even with his commis-

sion, was detained in the former city, and his papers searched. This

took place in February ;
in iNIarch, when Austria made bitter com-

plaints of such conduct, the Emperor indeed alleged that it had

been done without his knowled2;c, and against his will ; no one,

however, believed that such a step would have been ventured upon
witliout his express command. His conduct towards Austria was mani-

festly an effect of the same delusion, which had led to the expedition
to ]\[oscow; he dehberately staked everything upon the cast, instead

of following Talleyrand's advice, and purcliasing the adhesion of

Austria by making some sacrifices. Savaiy, in his Memoirs, informs

us tliat at the time when Bubna and Schwarzenberg were in Paris,

the Emperor had held a full meeting of his ministers, in order to

consult whether any or what offers should be made to Austria. On
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this occasion Talleyrand was decidedly in favour of concluding a

peace, as long as the Emperor had good means of exchange in his

hands. This advice was, however, so received that no one after-

wards ventured to concur in opinion with Talleyrand, although the

whole of the ministers were, in fact, of the same mind. According
to the documents printed in the Moniteur on the occasion of the

declaration of war, Prince Schwarzenberg therefore stated verbally
to the Duke of Bassano, as early as the 21st of April, that Austria,
in case her proposals were not accepted, would no longer continue in

the alliance, but must be regarded as the third power in the prose-
cution of the war.

Prussia, since the end of the year 1812, had completely thrown
herself into the hands of Russia, and that too, properly speaking,

against the will of her anxious and timid king. Nay, ever since the

peace of Tilsit, all the men of any distinction in the country had
been either avowedly opposed to the alliance with France, or, having
united in various and numerous associations, had done all in their

power to counteract everything which was officially done in order to

satisfy France. The mainstay of all these associations was Baron
von Stein, who had been the constant companion of the Emperor
Alexander since May, 1812. The great body of Prussian general
officers who were in the service of Russia, and amonsf them Herr
von Clausewitz, well known as a military writer, kept up uninter-

rupted communications with their comrades and commanders before

Riga, who nevertheless faithfully performed their military duties

till Macdonald's withdrawal. When in December, 1812, the excite-

ment in Germany became immense, and the members of the Tugend-
bund used the greatest exertions to rouse the people, Hardenberg
played a very double-sided part. He was thoroughly acquainted
with all that was going on, but acted as if he were greatly dissatisfied

with all the demagogic operations; the king was so in reality; both,

however, found themselves in a very disagreeable situation in Berlin

when the Prussians, who liad been in service under Macdonald,
declared themselves neutral. Coimt de St. Marsan, the French

ambassador, and Marshal Augercau, who had command of the

troops, repeatedly assured the Emperor by letter that he might rely

upon the King of Prussia. It so happened, however, that the king
had in reality very little power, since not only all influence upon
public opinion, but even the direction of all the public authorities,

had passed from the hands of his majesty into those of the leaders of

the patriotic societies. Bllicher, Scharnhorst, Gneisenau, and others,

were kept far from the king and the public service
;
but even York

and the generals serving under him kept up constant communica-
tions with the Emperor of Russia through Stein and others; and

Alexander, who knew Avell what the situation of affairs was with the

king, gave directions to his generals accordingly. Whilst, therefore,

Macdonald commended the courage of the Prussian troops in the

field, he accused their commanding officers of never having shown
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the slightest zeal to do anything more than duty strictly required.
Metternich had long before warned Napoleon against the state of

opinions in Prussia as very unfavourable to him, Justus Gruner,
who had formerly been at the head of the Prussian police, had taken

refuge in Prague, and thence, supported by Russian and EngUsh
money, directed all the movements of the various patriotic societies

of Germany, till the French at last insisted upon his arrest.

Metternich appeared to yield, but he took very good care not to

allow Gruner or his papers to fidl into the hands of the French.
He was seized in Prague, and carried, together with his treasure and

papers, to Vienna, when the French ambassador received no further

information than it was thought advisable for him to have. At the

end of August, 1812, Metternich directly informed him that the

feelings and opinions of the people in Prussia were wholly dilTerent

from those of the king.*
It was long before the king gave either to the French ambassador

or to Marshal Augereau the slightest reason to doubt his sincerity ;

yet when he discovered in what situation the French army really

was, he wrote to General York on the 20th of December, giving
him to a certain extent full powers to act as he thought proper. He
authorised him to do everything, and to enter into whatever arrange-
ments might be necessary for the preservation of the Prussian troops
under his command. York had probably long before come to a full

understanding with General von IMasscnbach, that the time was
come when it was necessary to venture a great risk, and to constrain

the king to adopt a resolution to which he never could have been per-

suaded; an understanding was therefore come to with the Russians,
and it was resolved to carry the matter out before reaching Prussia.

Macdonald, on arriving at the Niemen, divided the Prussians; York,
with the main body, formed the rear guard; Massenbach, with six

battalions, six squadrons of cavalry, and two batteries, was placed
in the van as the advanced "uard ; whilst Macdonald himself

occupied the middle. In this order the army reached Tilsit. The
Prussians were closely followed by the Russians under General

Diebitsch, accompanied by Von Clauscwitz, with whom everything
had been arranged. As soon as they arrived in Tilsit, York sent for

Macdonald, who was thrown into the greatest perplexity and surprise
on having laid before him the convention agreed to on the 30th of

December between York and the Russians in Tauroggen, and which,
under the name of neutrality, concealed the complete desertion of

the Prussians from the French. By the terms of the agreement a

district of Prussia was assigned to York's corps, which the Russians

were to leave unmolested. In this district the army was to get

provisions and other necessaries, to be recruited and newly organised,
and all stragglers were to be allowed to have free leave to join

them.f A reserve was indeed made by the consent of the Emperor
* " n ne faut pas confondre Ics forces de la nation avec la volontc du rol."

t The agreement itself was published in all the newspapers of the time, and may
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of Russia and the King of Prussia; but with the very cautious

limitations, that in any case, if the King of Prussia refused his

consent, the Prussians were to be left undisturbed for at least two

months. Llacdonald was about to issue his command to detain, or

at least to disarm Massenbach's division; but on the same day on

which York's communication had been made, he received a very dry
note from Massenbach, in whicli he informed the French com-

mander that he had recrossed the Niemen and formed a junction with

York, In this way Macdonald, instead of reaching Konigsberg and

Danzig with 30,000 men, only brought with him from 6000 to 7000.

On this occasion the French raised a fearful outcry against trea-

son and want of faith, and still continue to write their histories in

a tone of the highest indignation and zeal for virtue and truth, with-

out observing how much they thereby betray their vexation, at being
for once fought with their own weapons. The King of Prussia was

no less surprised at the step taken by York and Massenbach than

St. Marsan and Augereau, and immediately handed the latter the

official communication in which General York had informed him of

the course pursued. He expressed himself in his hasty manner with

great resentment against the conduct of his general, and promised
to punish him with severity. Hardenberg, Avho was then, properly

speaking, ruler, assumed the appearance of as great surprise as the

king; and St. Marsan and Augereau were either really deceived, or

afraid of giving occasion to a general rising and desertion of the

Prussians, who were only held to them by the king. Had it not

been so, they would probably have seized his majesty's person.*

Augereau and St. Marsan's letters to Napoleon prove that they
entertained a full belief of the king's integrity ;

the latter, however,
saw clearly that the two generals had obeyed the will of the people,
and that the step taken by General York would constrain the king
to follow the same course, whether lie wished it or not. It is ob-

vious that Hardenberg was in the secret, by the omission of the

following passage in York's despatch, when sent to Count St. Mar-

san.
"

If," says the general,
" the time is ever to come in which

your majesty shall be able to withdraw yourself from the unbounded

assumptions of an ally, whose views respecting Prussia are covered

with a thick veil, and caused the deepest anxiety as long as fortune

be seen in Marten's " Recueil de Traites," vol. v., pp. 556-557. We do not, however,
subjoin the document, because the convention, correspondence, and the whole of the

most minute information on this point may be seen in Tain's MS. de 1813, § iv.,

pp. 198-219.
* In the " Memoires d'un Homme d'Etat," which have improperly been called Har-

denberg's Memoirs, as merely single documents have been drawn from his papers,
it is very admirably observed: " Ce qui, malgre ses hesitations, eut lance Frederic

Guillaume dans I'ancienne voie de I'alliance avec la France, etait la crainte qu'un
changement dans le systeme de la Prusse n'en amenat la mine complete, car il

comptait peu sur la Russie, se mefiait de I'Autriche, et redoutait la France. II ne
SB dissimulait pas cependant la haine profonde de ses peuples centre cette derniere

puissance, mais il comptait sur Isur devouement absolu vers sa personne, et se

persuadait qu'ils finiraient par se calmer en voyant renaitre un ordre de choses puissant
et prospere."
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favoured him, it is now. This consideration lias influenced my
conduct, which God grant may lead to the salvation of my country."

Every impartial reader will perceive how ridiculous the abuse

was which the French poured out upon treachery and want of faith,

who bears in mind that the aggression of the French upon l*russian

Pomerania was announced by i'orcible possession without the slightest

notice; and none of the sophistry of the Prussian councillor has

ever convinced us th.at compulsory agreements arc to be regarded
as binding. Besides this, the French never fulfdled the promises of

payment for supplies; and Beguelin's journey to Wilna in Septem-
ber, 1812, with a view to obtain payment, was followed by no result;

and finally, the Emperor fliiled in complying with the agreement
concluded through Bcguclin in Paris on the 25th ol' February, 1813,

by the terms of which at least one-half of the sum due was to have
been immediately discharged. On his part, the King of Prussia

openly showed his dissatisfaction with what had been done, by with-

drawing the command of his troops from Lieutenant-General York,
and transferring it to Von Kleist

;
and the immaculate Prince of

Hatzfeld, Bonaparte's creature, Avas to take a journey to Paris with
a letter from the kino", cxcusinof himself on account of the defection

of his troops. York's removal from his command, and the decree

ordering him to be tried by court-martial, were published in the

newspapers; but the chancellor of state was actually engaged in his

private room in listening to the seci'ct Prusso-Russian reports at the

very time when Prince Hatzfeld was waiting in his ante-chamber to

receive instructions for his mission to Paris. In these circumstances

York and IVIassenbach took no notice whatever of their removal.

The Russians did not allow the king's adjutant, who was the bearer

of despatches, to pass, and York declared in the Konigsberg journal
that he knew nothing whatever of his removal, except what appeared
in the journals, and that no one was ever removed by such a chan-

nel. He not only retained the command of the army, but by the

assistance of the Russians he reinforced it by recruiting in Prussia,

and from among the numerous Prussian prisoners of war in the hands
of the Russians. In the beginning of February he even went so far

as to appeal publicly to the whole Prussian nation to take up arms.

It appears from Count St. Marsan's letters, that in i'ull con-

fidence in the king's integrity, irresolution, and timidity, he enter-

tained the less fear of Hardenberg, especially as the latter, as late

as January, 1813, entered into negotiations respecting an intimate

alliance with Napoleon, concerning which ,no serious purpose could

be entertained. This alliance was to be founded on a marriage
between some member of the royal and one of the ijnperial iamily.
When the Russians drew near the Oder, the king at last resolved

to free himself from the power of the French, who might at any
moment have carried him off from Berlin. On the 22nd of January,
1813, a royal proclamation Avas issued, which announced the king's

journey to Breslau, but in which, at the same time, assurance was
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given that. Prussia would hold firmly to the French alliance
;
and

moreover Count St. Marsan accompanied the king to Breslau, where

.he arrived on the 25th. From this moment every Prussian and
German patriot prepared himself to take up arms on the first sum-

mons; and then also Bliicher, Gneisenau, Scharnhorst, and many
others, who from fear of the French had been removed from the

king, and must have been in momentary danger of being carried off,

assembled around the king in Breslau. It now soon became evident

that there could be no sincerity in all these repeated assurances of

continued friendship with France. By a general order of the 3rd

of February, all Prussians from the age of seventeen to twenty-four
were called to arms, and by a second, issued on the 9th, all exemp-
tions from military service were on this occasion abolished. About
this time the French had been already driven back from the Vistula,
and soon gave up their positions on the Oder also

;
but they left a

whole army in the fortresses, whose numbers we give below, as they
have been given.*

Deliberations had been already long entered upon in the Prussian

cabinet with respect to the bold step of a complete defection from

France
;
hints had been long before given to Metternicli, and en-

couraging though equivocal answers returned. These negotiations

were, properly speaking, carried on for several months in Stockholm,
where the parties were further removed from observation. Baron
von Tarrach, who managed the Prussian affairs in Sweden, played a

very different character in private and in public, according as he

acted on his instructions from Count Golz, minister of foreign

affairs, or in the spirit of the commissions given him by Lecocq,
one of the first members of the Prussian ministry. According to

his public instructions, he constantly assumed a hostile attitude towards

the English and Russian ministers, Avhilst he secretly carried on with

them tlie most friendly correspondence. All this, however, was

changed about the middle of January. As early as the beginning
of the month some friendly overtures were made by Thornton, the

English minister, to Von Tarrach, to which he did not send an

answer till the IGth, and on this occasion according to instructions

from Count Golz. These instructions, it is true, were still drawn

up in a very anxious spirit, and Tarrach was earnestly enjoined to

be CAREFUL NOT TO COMPROMISE THE PRESENT SYSTEM. This

redundant caution, or, as it may more properly be called, superfluous
falsehood and deception, gave the French an apparently good excuse

for making the bitterest complaints of the Prussian policy. It is,

indeed, impossible to approve, under such circumstances, of the pub-
lication of a royal decree on the 19th of February in the Berlin

Journal, in which York and Massenbach were removed from their

commands and ordered to be tried by court-martial.

*
InPillau, 1200; Danzig, 35,000; Thorn, 5500; Modlin, 5800; Zamosk, 4000;

Czenstochau, 900; Sumnia, 52,100. Among these last 15,900 Poles, Saxons, and

Bavarians, and 36,000 French.
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The situation of affairs in February was singular enough. Whilst
Count Golz, at the head of the regency in Berlin, and the king
himself in Broslau, continued to act as friends and allies of the French,
there was peace and friendship in Prussia Proper with the Russians,
and a Prussian army organised for them against tlic French. York
did everything in his power to reinforce his army; the Russians

gave him guns Avhicli they had taken from the French; left him

Pillau, as soon as the garrison was obliged to capitulate; sent for

Von Stein and liis friends to Konigsborg, and the Emperor Alexander

placed him at the head of an administration, which was to be con-

ducted in the name of the king. The patriots who now managed
Prussian affairs under Russian protection, and, in Breslau since the

arrival of the king, under the direction of such men as Gneisenau
and Scharnhorst, acted upon the bold and energetic principles
of Von Stein. As early as the 19th and 20th of February, they
summoned the whole mass of the people to arms, including even

those who had been hitherto exempt; they abolished all the privi-

leges of the nobiUty with respect to commissions in the army, and

promised in all future appointments, eitlier in the military or civil

departments, especial advantages to those who should volunteer.

Notwithstanding all this, Bignon, who knew the king well from

long experience, is of opinion that, had Napoleon some weeks earlier

made him the same proposals which he made on the 10th of Feb-

ruary to General Krusemark, the Prussian ambassador in Paris, he

never Avould have been induced to agree to a declaration of war;
" for the king," adds Bignon, without meaning to say anything evil

of him,
" entertains very diflcrent opinions from those of his people."*

The negotiations respecting a close alliance between Russia and
Prussia were commenced as soon as the Emperor Alexander arrived

at Kalisch.
;

it appears to us, however, that at the very last moment

Hardenberg had recourse to a piece of diplomatic artifice, whicli

would have been wholly unnecessary for any other object. In order

to determine the king to declare for war, and to gain time, he made
a proposal for the maintenance of peace to Count St. Marsan as late

as the 16tli of February. Napoleon immediately perceived in tliis

proposal lor peace the preliminary to a declaration of war. It was

easy to foresee that neither Russia nor France would acquiesce in any
proposal which brought Austria as a tliird party upon the stage.

Hardenberg proposed tliat Prussia should be declared neutral, and
the territory of the king evacuated; that Russia and France should

accept the mediation of Austria, the former withdraw her troops be-

*
Bignou, vol. xi., p. 28G. After havintr adverted to Bonaparte's hypothetical

offers lie adds: " Du reste rEinperevir Napolwm persiste :i demander que le roL

n'entrc point en ne^ociation avec rcnnenii coninnm. S'li. a coni-iance dans i.a

im;ksonne Dir uoi. il se defie de la nation I'riissienne. et surtout du parti qui la

domine. II ne pent aussi que s'alarmcr du reeruitement extraordinaire de la Kusse,

I-ORSQUE t,E ROI n'a QUE DES OFFICIEU.S AU.XQLELS IL XE PELT PAS SE FIEK LUI-

MEME."

VOL. VIII. Y
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hind the Vistula, and the latter retire beyond the Elbe.* It appears
to us that this new attempt to deceive the French merely furnished

them with an additional unnecessary pretence for exclaiming against
their insincerity; for at this very moment when it was made, Colonel

Knesebeck was already in the Russian camp with a view to negotiate
about the conditions of the alliance with Russia. On the 28th of

February, Field-Marshal Kutusoff signed the agreement on the part
of Russia at Kalisch, and Chancellor Hardenberg on the 27th at

Breslau
;
and as early as the 1st of March, the king formally con-

firmed the agreement entered into by his chancellor. On the 11th

of March, Nesselrode informed Prince Metternich of the treaty
which had been made, and communicated to him those articles which
bore upon the restoration of the old condition of things in Europe,
with the express exception, however, of the imperial dignity, which
"was not to be renewed, inasmuch as each sovereign claimed the ex-

ercise of independent royal privileges. The treaty, as alleged, was to

be made known only to England, Sweden and Austria, and to be kept
secret from the other powers for at least two months. This concealment

had especial reference to the articles on the new partition and settle-

ment of territory ;
the remainder was published as soon as the Em-

peror Alexander reached Breslau on the 15 th of March. On the

same day a royal decree was issued in which York was declared free

from all blame and his conduct approved of, and in the following

day the conclusion of the treaty was announced to Count St. Marsan
;

Krusemark in Paris did not, however, ask for his passports till the

27th, and at the same time handed in a declaration of war, and a jus-
tification of it, to the minister of foreign afiairs. The treaty of

Kalisch, given by Martens, as far as it was intended to be made

known, and which was afterwards printed by him though not with

all the accessory articles, has never yet been fully published. This,

however, may be regarded as indifferent by us, who at "no time pay
particular attention to the devices and schemes of diplomacy, but

confine ourselves to facts. We shall, however, give in the text some,
and add in the note others, of those points which were to be kept
secret.f

* The main point in Hardenberg's note, who alas ! for the honour of liis country
always played a double part, is as follows :

—" II est renu au roi I'ide'e que rien

n'avancerait plus le grand ceuvre de la paix qu'une treve dapres laquelle les armees
Russes et Fran^aises se retireraient a une certaine distance et etabliraient une ligne
de demarcation en laissant un pays intermediaire entre elles. L'Empereui" Napoleon
serait-il porte a entrer dans un pareil engagement ? Consenterait-il a remettre les

forteresses de I'Oder et celles de Danzig aux troupes Prussiennes conjointement avee
les troupes Saxonnes, et de retirer son armee jusqu'a I'Elbe moyennant que I'Empe'-
reur Alexandre retirerait toutes ses troupes derriere la Vistule ?"

t The main points of the treaty of Kalisch are contained in the 2nd and 3rd ar-

ticles :
" The alliance between Russia and Prussia is for the present offensive. The

immediate object of it is to restore Prussia in such a manner as that the repose of
the two states shall be secured. As this cannot possibly be done as long as an
armed French force maintains its position in the North of Germany, or even exer-

cises any influence there, the first operations of war will be directed especially to

this point. Russia shall therefore furnish 150,000, and Prussia 80,000 men, and

they mutually bind each other neither to conclude peace nor accept of a suspension
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It was first of all agreed, that inasmucli as the security and inde-

pendence of Prussia could only be newly established by the resto-

ration of the whole of the territory and poAver which it possessed

previous to 180G, the Rmporor of Russia, anticipating the wishes of

the king, should bind himself by this special and secret article :

" NOT
TO LAY DOWN HIS ARMS TILL PRUSSIA HAD OBTAINED THE
WHOLE OF HER FORMER STATISTICAL, GEOGRAPHICAL, AND FI-

NANCIAL CONDITION, AND HAVE BECOME WHAT SHE WAS BEFORE
THE WAR." For this purpose the emperor made the most solemn

promises that he would use all the means in his power, both by arms
and negotiation, to compensate Prussia for her losses, and to promote
the extension of the kingdom ;

the only reserve was the old Hano-
verian possessions. The juore minute and dcfniitc settlement of what
was to be done for Prussia Avas put oil", whilst on the other hand a

supplemental treaty was signed on the 19th of INlarch, by Nesselrode

on the part of Russia, and by Hardenberg and Scharnliorst on that

of Prussia, on the plans to be followed on the advance of the army.
It was agreed : (1) that not only the princes, as hitherto, the people

having been little regarded, but the whole people should be
invited and urged, by proclamation, to fly to arms and to shake
ofl' the French yoke, or, in other words, to renounce their own

princes, provided these should continue to adhere to the French
cause. (2) That a council of administration, consisting of three

members, to be named by the aUied powers, should be appointed as

a central authority to organise and regulate all the provinces and dis-

tricts occupied by the allied troops. The revenues of these provinces
to be calculated and divided between Russia and Prussia, with the

reservation of a part for Hanover proportioned to the amount of its

contingent. (3) The whole of the countries from Saxony to the

borders of Holland, Avith the exception of the former Prussian pro-
vinces and the parts belonging to Hanover, to be divided into five

great divisions. Tlie government of each division to be committed
to a military and civil governor. The first members of this central

authority, Avho had in fact very little to administer before the battle

of Leipzig, Avere Baron von Stein, privy councillor Von Schiin, and

Rodiger, councillor of state, under the presidency of Kotschubey,
a Russian count.

In drawing up this agreement Von Stein had succeeded in having
it made a condition, that all those German princes Avho should refuse

to do their part for the liberation of their country should be deprived
of their states

; and, by a proclamation signed by Field-J\larshal

Kutusoft', the Confederation of the Rhine Avas dissolved. Even before

the declaration of Avar, Prussia had founded the order of the iron

cross, as a rcAvard for those aa'Iio had sullercd in her cause, and an

encouragement for those Avho mii^ht distinuuish themselves in the im-

of arms." In the (Uli article, tlicy bind tiieniselvcs to endeavour to brine: Austria
into the alliance; and in the 7th and Sth, to negotiate with England to procure from
thence s\ibsidies for Prussia.

Y 2
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pending war. By another proclamation, dated on the 17th, it was

pubHcly declared that the war just declared was to be one of no ordi-

nary character ;
that everything was at stake—life, liberties, and

property. As a reward for unexampled exertions, privileges and

freedom to all classes to share in the administration of public affairs

were promised in the name of the king ;
and the royal family itself

promised to take its full share of all the impending dangers.

3.—VAIN ATTEMPT ON THE PART OP NAPOLEON TO BECOME
RECONCILED TO THE POPE AND THE CHURCH.

The Emperor Napoleon set out on his campaign to Russia in a

state of enmity with the Pope. By his command the Holy Father

was kept under strict surveillance in Savona, which was, however,
somewhat modified at the instant of his departure for Dresden.

This was done either to try anew what could be done by mildness,

or because he was afraid that he might be carried away from Savona

by some of the English ships-of-war, which were very frequently on

the coast. On the 20th of June 1812 the Pope Avas removed to

Fontainebleau, where he was put in possession of the same apartments
which he had occupied at the time of his presence in France at the

Emperor's coronation, and was attended on by persons carefully
selected from the Emperor's household. He was served and waited

on after the same manner as crowned heads in their visits to France,
and enjoyed the attendance of a number of clergy and of Porta, his

own physician.* Thus no physical restraint was imposed upon the

aged man; the moral restraint, however, was proportionally the

stronger, because all the persons were chosen precisely according as

their modes of thinking suited the Emperor, who felt the need of a

hierarchy and a Pope lor the completion of his kind of state; and

who, for this very reason, had sanctioned the restoration of the in-

ventions of Jesuitical fetichism in Christianity in 1800. As friends,

the Popish clergy were of very little use to the Emperor, but as

enemies they were able to do him serious injury.
He became particularly sensible of this on his return from Russia,

when the clergy began to whisper to one another, and to give the

people to understand that the God of Zion was at length aroused.

In their sermons and pastoral letters they hinted at the overthrow of

the empire, and at the same time the liberation of the. Pope and the

triumph of Rome. The Emperor had previously tried to bring the

question at issue to an end by severity, by an increasingly strict

watch imposed upon the Pope and the incarceration of whole crowds

of clergy, especially in the States of the Church. He perceived,

* The Pope was surrounded by the cardinals of Bayonnc, Fabricio, Euffo, Rove-

relle, Dugnani, Doria, and the Archbisliop of Edcssa, his almoner. These formed
Ids privy council. De Banal, Archbishop of Tours, Cardinal Maury, Archbishop
of Paris, IJuvoisin, Bishop of Nantes, Hirn, Bishop of Treves, Bourlier, Bishop of

Evreux, and finally, the bishops of Piacenza, Feltre, and Fuenza, were sent for as

mediator.^ tobrhi"- about a reconciliation.
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however, when contemplating his expedition to Russia, that it would
be impossible to carry on war against Russia and against fanaticism

at the same time. The priests began even to assail the Pope, parti-

cularly because he had concluded a concordat
; many of them con-

ducted rehgious services in places not belonging to the state Church.
The separation was so considerable that the council of state, by
means of a circular addressed to the procurators, prefects, burgo-
masters and heads of the police, gave orders for such houses of prayer
to be closed, and all religious exercises in them to be prevented.
The superintendent of the press also fell into disputes with the

bishops, because they suffered strong expressions to be used in their

books of devotion and theological writings against the interference

of the civil government in rehgious concerns, and were zealous in

their defence of tiie Pope's supremacy. They were especially accused
of having omitted St. Napoleon's day from the calendar, and Lemaitre,

vicar-general of Dijon, of having made a most furious attack upon
war and its consequences in a sermon preached on the anniversary of
the battle of Austerlitz. The discontent caused by the disputes with
the Pope, and the experience of the danger of leaving no proper
substitute in Paris during his absence in his campaigns, led him to

entertain the idea of appointing a regency before he again left the

capital, and of endeavouring to issue the dispute, concerning the

changes which he was desirous of making, in his concordat with the

Pope.
The measures adopted by the Emperor in reference to the regenc}'

which he designed to intrust to his wife, assisted by a council, do not
fall within the scope of our plan, because they relate to France alone,
and did not meet the main object, which was to prevent any defection

in the capital; we cannot, however, pass over the negotiations re-

specting the concordat. The appointment of a regency in case of
the absence of the Emperor and of the minority of the successor to

the throne, under the presidency of the Empress, was probably in-

fluenced partly by a desire to flatter the Emperor of Austria, whose
services Avere at that time greatly needed; the Emperor sought to

take the Pope by surprise, and thus to bring him to the approval of

what he desired. Even in reference to the concordat, however, we
shall not dwell upon particulars, partly because this would constrain

us to enter into the consideration of ecclesiastical affiiirs, which we
designedly avoid; and partly because almost all the sources from
whence we must derive our information respecting Napoleon's
conduct are very unworthy of credit. All the r)onapartists, without

exception, deny that the Pope was subjected to the shghtest MORAL
restraint, which, however, he obviously Avas; whilst two Legitimist
writers, on the contrary, who arc held in high estimation in France,

go so far as to allege that IS'apoleon himself laid violent hands upon
the Pope.
The writers to whom wc have just referred, and who desire to be

regarded as more orthodox than the Pope himself, are the well-
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known enthusiast and legitimist Chateaubriand, in his eulogy on the

elder line of the Bourhons, pubHshed in 1815, and Artaud, in his

life of Pius VII., published in 1836. But even the fanatical

Cardinal Pacca, who first encouraged and urged the Pope in Rome
to take the most violent steps against the Emperor, does not say a

single word in his Memoirs of the deeds of which Chateaubriand

accuses the Emperor, nor of the furious looks which Artaud ascribes

to him. Had these allegations only possessed a shadow of truth,

they would not have escaped the attention of De Pradt and Sir

Walter Scott in their unjust and bitter libels against Napoleon.

During the absence of the Emperor, the negotiations with the Pope
remained stationary, especially as he was oiFended with the proposal
made with respect to his future residence, and the limit which it

was proposed to establish for his confirmation of the bishops
nominated by the crown. As soon, however, as Napoleon returned

he resumed the question; and Duvoisin, Bishop of Nantes, and

Barral, Archbishop of Tours, were the most active in their media-

tion.

On the 1st of January, 1813, the Emperor, as son of the Church,
caused his compliments to be presented to the Pope, and the latter

sent Cardinal Doria to return the usual complimentary salutations on

the new year. On this occasion the negotiations were renewed.

When they were continued till the 10th without leading to any
result, the Emperor resolved to go in person to the Pope, and not to

lose siffht of him till the matter was brought to a close.

A hunting party at Grosbois furnished the Emperor with an

excuse for making his appearance unexpectedly at Fontainebleau on

the 19th. The Pope returned his visit in his own apartments on

the 20th, and then there took place that famous two hours' conver-

sation of which such very different accounts have been given. What
is most probable is, that the Emperor on the one hand gave way to

his Corsican and military vehemence which so often led him into

the most violent outbreaks towards foreign diplomatists and generals,

and, upon the other, had recourse to all that amiability of disposition
and manners which made him irresistible. Surprise, long confine-

ment, the persuasion of the clergy, gained over by Napoleon, and

the power of the Emperor himself over weaker minds, furnish suf-

ficient explanation of the fact, that in the course of such a conversa-

tion the Pope made many concessions, of which he immediately
afterwards repented. At first he was as well satisfied with the issue

of the conversation as the Emperor himself Every one rejoiced at

the reconciliation ;
even the Empress with her suite came to Fontaine-

bleau, and conferences were immediately commenced on the articles

of the new concordat, which was finished on the 2oth. Fain, who
acted as secretary on the occasion, informs us that the Emperor
dictated literally the terms of the various articles, and the Pope
intimated his acquiescence by a nod.

The conditions of the concordat of 1811 were altered only in a
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few points; the Pope accepted the proflercd compensation of two
millions of francs yearly, and the Emperor no longer required a
formal cession of the States of the Church. The Emperor no longer
insisted on the Pope's taking up liis residence in Paris, and the Pope
on the other hand accepted of the profTered residence at Avignon.
As Napoleon acknowledged in a note that the Pope by the conclu-

sion of the treaty by no means relinquished his claims to the States

of the Church, and that the concordat referred to spiritual rights

alone, the Pope on his part acquiesced in the demand, made on be-

half of the French Church, requiring his confirmation of those

nominated as bishops within six months after their nomination. The
new concordat was solemnly signed on the 25th; on the following

day presents were made to the Pope's councillors, and seventeen

cardinals, of whom nine were lodged in the palace, were allowed to

have free access to his Holiness. The concordat, moreover, was

publicly announced in the churches, and Te Deums were sung; but

notwithstanding great obstructions were put in the way of carrying
the agreement into execution, and the Church did not recognise it

at all. The Emperor paid no attention whatever to the course pur-
sued by the Church, and on the 13th of February he caused the con-

cordat to be published as a fundamental law of the empire. The
cardinal, however, and the Pope alarmed by them, repented of the

treaty, and alleged that Napoleon, contrary to agreement, had

published the document before the Pope had concluded his consulta-

tions with his confidential and orthodox cardinals.

Cardinal Pacca, the organ of Ultramontanism, states in his Memoirs,
that having congratulated the Pope on his patient endurance, the latter

repHed:
" And yet after all I have disgraced myself."

He then referred to the three cardinals who had been active in

bringing about the issue, and said: " these cardinals dragged
me to the table and trevailed upon me to attach my
SIGNATURE." At first, there was great doubt as to what was
to be done; at length it was resolved that the Pope should intimate

his repentance, and formally recal his acquiescence. Tliis was

really done in a letter written by the Pope to the Emperor on the 24th

of INlarch, and in a manifesto addressed to the whole of Christendom,
which was called an allocution. In both these documents the Pope
acknowledges that he is merely dust and ashes, and that, through
human intirmitics, he has hastily subscribed his name to a document
which he now feels it to be his duty to recal.

The Emperor took no notice whatever of the Pope's recal of the

concordat; on the contrary, he created the Cardinal of Bayonne and

Bourlier, Bishop of Evrcux, whom the Pope accused of having

insidiously prevailed upon him to sign the document, senators; and,
on the very day on Avhich the Pope recalled the concordat, gave

special notice to the archbishops, bishops, and chaptei"s, that he
meant to insist upon a strict observance of it. On the same day it

was proclaimed in the States of the Clmrch, that all those of the
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clergy who had rendered themselves amenable to punishment for

refusing to take an oath of allegiance to the Emperor, would be
relieved from the penalties due to their offence, provided they now
took the oath according to the terms of the concordat. The appear-
ance of a reconciliation now continued, the Pope was no lono-er

persecuted, and the clergy were outwardly observant of the concordat.

In reality, however, the division was more bitter than ever; for the

leading clergy of the Romish Church still kept alive the opinion
among the people, that Napoleon had been excommunicated, and he
in his turn took his vengeance upon them. He banished Cardinal
de Pietro to Auxerrc, for having been particularly busy about the
recal of the Pope's consent; and although the other cardinals were
allowed to remain about the Pope, they were obliged to refrain

from intermeddHng with business, and not allowed to perform any
clerical functions. The Pope on his part pubhshed an allocution on
the 9th of May, by the advice of the same cardinals, in which he

protested against Napoleon's decrees of the 18th of February and
the 26th of March.

4.—ENGLAND—SICILY,

In the beginning of the year 1812, the EngHsh ministry was led

by Mr. Perceval altogether according to Pitt's principles. The old

abuses and oligarchical customs found even more zealous friends in

Perceval and his colleagues than in Mr. Pitt himself. This ministry
not only carried on the war for the maintenance of the old against
the new, with the same vehemence as their Tory predecessors, but

they did not adopt the cause of the CathoHcs as Mr. Pitt did,
—nor

assist them in the attainment of their political rights. One of the
able but dishonest men, of whom such governments as those of

England, more anxious about the end than careful as to the means,
are accustomed to avail themselves, believed (very unjustly as it

appears) that he had not been sufficiently rewarded by Mr. Perceval,
and shot him dead on the I7th of May, 1812; his death rendered a

complete change in tlie ministry necessary. The easiest thing to have
done would have been to have taken into the cabinet the Marquis of

Wellesley, the head of one of the ohgarchical houses, and carrying
with him the intelligence of the Pitt ministry ; they were, however,
unwilHng to unite with the existing government, and the members of
the present cabinet were not disposed to make a place in their ranks
for the superior talents of those able statesmen. The Prince Regentj
who, at that time, figured in a masterly way as king during his

father's incapacity, fell therefore into great perplexity. This uncer-

tainty continued till the end of May, when the parhament at length
urged the prince to choose a responsible government without fur-

ther delay. The regent commissioned the Marquis Wellesley,
Lord Wellington's brother, to form an administration, but without
success. Lord Wellesley declared as early as the 3rd of June, that he
was himself unable to form an administration, and expressed himself
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in such terms on the subject in the House of Lords as enables us easily

to understand why his brother afterwards had so much reason to

complain of the ill-will of the government which was at length

appointed.*
The Whigs in like manner would have nothing to do with the old

ministry, and therefore a new government was formed on the 9th of

June, composed wholly of men hostile to all progress, and who were

heartily ready to cherish and protect all the abuses of the Church and

every aristocratic prejudice. Lord Liverpool was appointed chiefs—
—Lord Addington, now for eight years Lord Sidmoulh, minister

of the home department. Lord Liverpool's enmity to the Marquis
of Wellesley extended to his whole family, so that Wellington had
not that influence in EnGfland which would at that moment have

been necessary to bring the war in Spam to a speedy termmation.

As Lord William Bentinck had greater influence than Wellington
with the new ministry, the ruling English ollgarchist never hesitated

to use the means which should have been employed in Spain
for the execution of his lordship's wild schemes. He was a vehe-

ment and imperious Englishman of the old and rude stamp, and he

at that time not only played the part of constitutional king in Sicily,

but intermeddled in Spanish affairs.

The English, as has been already observed, not only protected

Sicily against the attacks of King Joachim, and of the French by
their fleet, but also sent a body of troops to the island. This force

was at first under the command of Sir John Stuart; the government,
however, was in the hands of the king, who had fled from Naples to

Palermo, or rather in those of his masculine and energetic queen,

who, even in exile, had not altered her oriental character. She
continued to keep up an understanding with her old friends in the

kingdom of Naples; with the help of the English, attempted
landln<:s in Calabria, and roused up the robber hordes of the coasts

and mountains against the foreign king, but only produced murder
and calamity without inflicting any serious injury on the French;

King Joachim and his Queen Caroline Bonaparte repaid hke with

like. Joachim made attempts to land on the island, and the queen

organised conspiracies and secret associations; both, however, only
to the destruction of those who were concerned in them. The old

queen, who in the previous century had broken out with all the

rage of a fury against her Neapolitan subjects, now began to display
the same disposition towards the Sicilians; not only those who were

guilty or suspected, but those who were wholly innocent and irre-

proachable, were so cruelly persecuted and dreadfully treated, that

at length the English were obliged to employ their troops to protect
her own subjects against a queen who had become a lury.

Acton, who in the foregoing century had been at the head of the

* The Marquis of Wclloslcy observed: " lie had tliat day surrendered his com-

mission, lamenting that dreadful personal animosities should have interposed obstacles

to prevent that union of parties whidi was most desirable."
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I'oyal inquisition, its executioners and bailiffs, was now dead, but

the Cavalier Medici, who on his death became the instrument and

helpmate of the queen, was even more dreadful than he, for he ex-

ceeded him both in duplicity and cowardice. The Sicilians, not

merely the people, but nobles also were so thoroughly discontented,
that the most troublesome duty which the English had to perform
was to maintain the supremacy of the royal government against their

own malcontent subjects. The queen and the mistress of the Duke
of Ascoli, Avho next to Medici took the most active share in the

government, not merely spent the revenues of the island, but also

300,000/. which had been received as subsidies from England for

the defence of the city, in very different ways from those intended.

The English, therefore, were able to gratify their love of dominion in

Sicily as in India, by assuming the office of protectors of the much
abused subjects, and they could assert also that, for their own security,
a regular government must be instituted in the country occupied by
them, instead of an arbitrary and lawless tyranny.

It became more obvious than ever in the year 1810, that the

government of Sicily must be completely remodelled in one way or

other, inasmuch as the parliament convoked by Medici had given
rise to new difficulties and disputes instead of putting an end to the

old ones. It was of no avail that Medici was obliged to relinquish
the superintendence of the finances, for the government arbitrarily laid

on a tax of one per cent., and collected it by force. This step led

fifty-two of the nobles to make an application for protection against
their own queen to the Englisli government, which at that time,
besides the fleet and its crews, maintained an army of 15,000 men
in the island. The queen was vehemently enraged on learning that

Lord Amherst, the EngHsh minister in Palermo, took up the cause

of the oppressed Sicilians. She endeavoured to rouse up the people
to resist English interference; on which account the British cabinet

recalled Lord Amherst, in order to unite the office of minister pleni-

potentiary and commander of the forces in one person. Lord Wil-
liam Bentinck was selected to act in this double capacity. He was
a proud and harsh man, full of aristocratic prejudices, and hostile to

monarchical tyranny. He immediately assumed a very imperious
tone towards the queen, and declared his intention to protect the

protesting barons. He required the queen to recal her last two

ordinances, to put an end to the gross and cruel persecution of the

discontented Sicilians, and in future to pay respect to the existing
laws. The English plenipotentiary required nothing more than was

obviously just and right ;
his tone and manners, however, were harsh

and offensive, and a personal interview between the queen and the

proud and haughty Englishman led to a formal breach. Violent

languafre was used on both sides; Lord "William threatened a revo-

lution, and the queen, in a most offensive manner, forbade his inter-

ference in the affairs of home administration. Without being ex-

pressly empowered by his own government altogether to remove the
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queen, or even to proccccl to acts of force, Lord William could do

nothing more, because he had been sent to consult and advise, and

not to have recourse to action. He, therefore, entrusted the com-

mand of the troops in the' mean time to General IMaitland, and re-

turned to London in order to ask for new powers.
After three months' absence the noble lord returned provided with

all the necessary powers to carry out by force what he might prove
unable to effect by milder measures; and when circumstances re-

quired he did not hesitate to use his power. Having reached Palermo

in October, 1811, he collected the greater part of the EngHsh troops
in the neighbourhood of that city, and, if Ave may rely upon Botta,

used language to _^thc queen such as any overbearing Englishman
for the last eighty years may have employed to an Indian rajah, or

as Lord Palmerston very recently used to the minister of the King
of Greece, or to the Queen of Spain.* In the subsequent part of

these affairs, we must often hesitate whether most to rejoice in the

overthrow of a scandalous and revoltiugly cruel despotism, or to be

indignant at the pride and insolence of an intolerant aristocrat of

the worst description. The queen first of all declared that she had

indeed applied to the English for protection, but she was not willing
to pay the price which they required; she would therefore do her

best to protect the island herself, and the English might withdraw.

The English merely smiled at this proposal. The queen having
afterwards put herself at the head of her army to resist the English

by force, her own ministers proved to her that the Sicilian soldiers

were destitute of clothing, arms, and provisions, in short of all the

means of resistance, and that besides they were not disposed to fight

for the queen's cause. She proved unable to rouse even the clergy
and the ianatical people to stand by her against the English heretics.

She had written to all the convents and religious houses in vain, and

nothing was left but to relinquish the government, leave the capital,

and retire to a small country palace in the neighbourhood of Ter-

mini.

The following circumstances are rendered credible by the cha-

racter of the queen ;
Ave do not, hoAvever, venture to detail all the

particulars and their connexion, because Lord William's creatures

alleged many things as established, Avhich are, nevertheless, very
doubtful. On the 3rd of December a proclamation Avas issued from

the English head-quarters at INIessina, in reference to a terrible con-

spiracy formed by a number of distinguished Sicihans belonging to

the court party, in conjunction Avith the Ereuch, against the

*
Botta, Storia dltalia, cet., vol. vi., libro 26, p. 227. '' Tcnto Bentinck di nuovo

la rcgina collo pcrsuasioni, di nuovo la rcgina nella risoluzlone, di volcr fare da sc,

uon a porta altrui, si fossero o Injjk'si, o parlamcnti. i)ersitova. Minaccioso allera

vcruic sul dire, arrestcrcbbe il re, arrcstci*ebbc la rogina, gli niandcrobbc in Iiigbiltcrra,

lascerebbo in ralormo a govcrnarc il regno, il tigluolo del principe liorcditario

T>on Francesco, fanciullo di due anni, con assistenza d' una regenza, alia quale
chiamerebbe come capi il duca d' Orleans e il principe Belmonti.*' Here again vre

see Louis Philippe as an Ikntm Ciu^pinus bcluud the curtaLu.
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English. At the same time reports of all kinds were propagated

concerning attempts to assassinate Lord William Bentinck, and a very
considerable number of persons was arrested, who were known to be

friends and confidential advisers of the queen. Immediately after-

wards, on the 16th of January, 1812, the king resigned the reins of

government for an indefinite time. By virtue of a document pub-
lished at this date. King Ferdinand appointed his son, Francis

Januarius Joseph, as his representative, with full royal power, till his

own restoration to health. Although this prince was already thirty-
five years of age, his father and mother, as well as Lord William

Bentinck, used him as a mere man of straw, behind whom they

might conceal themselves. Bentinck had already exercised royal

power as the plenipotentiary of his master, and commander-in-chief

of the English troops ;
he now caused himself to be appointed, by

Prince Francis Januarius, captain-general of the Sicilians, in fact,

independent regent of the island, and in this character speedily
altered all the former modes of government. The whole of the

political prisoners were set at liberty, and the leaders of the Sicilian

barons, who had been exiled for their attempt to defend the rights
and privileges of the aristocracy (not of the people) against Queen
Caroline, especially Prince Belmonti, Ventimiglia, Villa Franca,
and Cesena obtained a preponderating influence. In order to throw
the shadow or the light of a constitution over the present military

government, Lord William Bentinck, as captain-general, convoked
a parliament of three chambers at Palermo, to consult and advise

upon a new constitution. The parliament, consisting of the three

estates of the middle ages, consulting apart, met in July, 1812, and

agreed to a constitution after Bonaparte's fashion; that is. Lord
AVilliam Bentinck caused a number of propositions to be submitted

to the Sicilians, which appeared to him, as an Englishman, excellent,

but which were by no means agreeable to Italian traditions, nor to

Italian customs, nor in the least degree calculated for demoralised

men, who had been long accustomed to a system of miserable

bondage. The constitution embraced eleven propositions, which are

in themselves admirable, and ou<2;ht to be re2;arded as fundamental

in every civilised state;* but the particular details, like those of all

constitutions discussed and settled, and all laws imposed without

* The fundamental principles of this ephemeral constitution, concerning Avhich

the Sicilians were afterwards grossly deceived, and -whose abolition has on one side

led to vexatious cruelties from that time till the present, and on the other to a
series of revolts and deeds of violence, are as follows:—^1. The executive power is to

be entrusted to the king. 2. The judicial power belongs to those appointed to

judicial offices under the oversight of parliament. 3. The judges, however, to be

independent; and the person of the king inviolable. 4. The ministers to be

responsible to parliament. 5. The legislature to consist of two houses; and the

clergy to be represented in the upper house. 6. The barons to have onl}^ one vote

each. 7. The right of summoning parliament to be vested in the king; but the

legislative bodies must meet at least once in every year. 8. No Sicilian to be tried

or condemned except according to law, as recognised by parliament. 9. All feudal

rights and privileges to be abolished. 10. The rights of barons over their vassals

to be abolished. 11. All money bills to issue from the House of Commons alone.
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regard to the usages oi' tliosc for whom they arc intended, were un-

suited to their object.
Lord WiUiam Bentlnck did not hesitate to declare, that institu-

tions which were suited to Enghsli nationahty, usages, rehgion, and

morals, must oi" necessity, also, be of universal application; and
therefore caused it to be resolved that parliament nuist remain as-

sembled till the constitution was completed, and added that all

possible pains should l)e taken to form it after the model of that of

England.* Lord William lientinck, quite in accordance Avith his

High Church wisdom and 1-higlish exclusiveness, consented, on the

earnest desire of the higher clergy, that an article should be added to

the constitution, excluding every one from the benefit of its privi-

leges who did not belong to the established form of rcligion.f It

must, however, be admitted, to the honour of Lord William, that he

frustrated an attempt made by the Sicilian nobles to introduce a

clause of a similar nature respecting feudal rights. When the

constitution was completed, Lord William Bentinck governed Sicily

under the title of chancellor, and the prince and vicar-general of the

king became inevejiguratties.
As early as January, 1812, and before, therefore, the constitution

was ready, Lord Bentinck conceived that he had rendered the

Sicilians so happy and contented as to be able to defend the island

against the French, by the assistance of an English fleet and a Sicilian

army. He wished to employ the English troops elsewhere, and pro-

posed to the Enghsh ministry to send 10,000 men to Spain, to sup-

port Lord Wellington and the leaders of the Spanish guerillas, from

the coast of the Mediterranean. The ministry adopted the proposal;
and Lord W^illiam sent his brother to make the necessary arrange-
ments with Lord Wellington. When, however, the time for exe-

cuting the project drew near, Lord William's power of imagination
had conjured up other castles in the air. First of all he was desirous

of employing the troops DESTINED FOR SrAIN on an expedition to

the coast of Dalmatia, in which he was to be supported by the

Russian admiral; alterwards he proposed to effect a landing in

Upper Italy, till at length the English government ordered him to

give up all his other projects, and to proceed to Spain with all the

troops which could be spared from Sicily.

5.—SPAIN IN THE YEARS 1812 AND 1813.

It having been at length determined that the troops recruited by
J.,ord William Bentinck, from men of all nations, destined first for

Dalmatia, then for ITppor Italy, and distributed about among the

small islands of the IMediterranean, should be sent to Catalonia, it

*
II })arlamento votlesse quantc e quale i)arto dclla coustituziouc dclla Gran

Bretatjna convonisscro alia 8icilia od esso ad utilita comnnine si accettassero.

t ('ho la relisione Catholioa Koinana fosso sola religionc del regno che il re la

professasso ; quando no s' intendesse deposto.
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appeared that they were by far too weak to undertake anything
considerable. They consisted of something about 6000 men, of

whom not the half were Enghsh, Germans, or Swiss, in whom con-

fidence could be placed. At their head appeared, not Lord William

Bentinck, as he had promised, but General Maitland, who was a

distinguished officer, it is true, but who, like all his numerous suc-

cessors, was the mere deputy of Lord William Bentinck, and obliged
to be regulated wholly by his orders. The whole of these troops
were first sent from the small islands to Majorca, and from thence,
in June, 1812, conveyed to the coast of Catalonia. The English
sent provisions and ammunition from Gibraltar and Portugal, toge-
ther with some distinguished engineer and artillery officers; these

were to be joined by the Spanish troops recruited for the Cortes by
Roche and Whittinii-ham.

This first expedition from Sicily must necessarily have been inef-

fective, because it was ill calculated for its purpose, and its com-

mander was too much restrained, General Maitland having been

expressly forbidden to undertake anything by which Sicily might
be endangered; he therefore again left the coast of Spain in the

second week in October. At the end of July he had made some
manifestations of landing in Catalonia; Suchet himself, however,
hastened to the threatened point, and Maitland found it advisable to

give up his design upon Catalonia, and to direct his movements fur-

ther southward. He then thouo-ht he mi<]i'ht be able to take Valencia

by surprise, but finally landed at Alicante. His army was about 6000

strong, but consisted of all sorts of people
—of Sicilians, Calabrians,

Germans, English. Maitland's army was no sooner disembarked than

Suchet hastened up and encamped opposite to it on the Xucar.

The landing was effected on the 10th of August, on the same day
on which Wellington entered Madrid; and in fact Colonel John

Jones, whose History of the Vv^ar in Spain we have occasionally

quoted, was immediately despatched to Alicante, in order to agree

upon a plan of mutual co-operation. This could not be done ;

Maitland's disembarkation, however, produced two advantages
—it

detained Suchet on the Xucar, and relieved Alicante. This town
would undoubtedly have been taken by the French had it not been

for the timely arrival of the Anglo-Sicilian army, because the army
raised by O'Donnel in JMurcia for the protection of Carthagena
and Alicante had been previously completely defeated. In the mean
time Wellington relinquished the pursuit of the army of Portugal
so called, under the command of Clausel since Marmcnt had been

wounded, and marched with 20,000 men to Madrid, which King
Joseph, with the army of the centre, had left on the 10th of August,
in order to form a junction with Suchet's corps.

Lr the mean time Wellington left Hill behind to watch the King
of Spain's army, and hastened to Valladolid on the 1st of Septem-
ber, where Clausel's army maintained itself till driven out on the

Gth. We may just observe in passing, it was alleged as a fault in
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the gi'eat English ffcnoral on this occasion, that he did not drive

Clauscl before liim to tlie Pyrenees instead of going to Madnd, and

it was regarded as a still greater error to have remained so long in

Burgos, thus giving time to the army of Portugal to be reinforced

and newly organised. The badly fortified citadel of Burgos detained

Wellington in that city till tlic 21st of October, and General

Dubrcton had the honour of having kept the whole English

army before the place till the army of Portugal, and the army of

the north imder Souham, Avhich had been both for a time united

under the command of the latter, marched up, and Soult's army of

the south united with the army of the centre under the king,
threatened to cut ofl' its retreat to Portugal.
On the 22nd of October Wellingtonbroke up from Burgos, and

all the French armies in Spain, with the exception of Suchet's, de-

tained on the Xucar, tried to overtake him. Wellington no sooner

marched towards Madrid than Soult received orders from the king
to hasten to the relief of the capital. This order he not only refused

to obey, but, on the other hand, called upon the king to come and

join him in Andalusia. He, however, at length broke up his

position, when he himself began to bo threatened from the south-

west. The Cortes having now conferred the supreme command of

their armies upon Wellington, he ordered Ballastcros with his

Spaniards to press forward from (jibraltar against Soult; General

Cook to storm the French general's lines before Cadiz; Hill to

attack Drouct from Madrid, and to hasten to Andalusia. Soult

did not, however, wait for the execution of this plan. At
the very moment when the English w^cre pressing forward against

Seville, Soult, on the 24th and 25th of August, destroyed his

lines and his heavy artillery before Cadiz. The strong works

at Chiclana, Santa Maria, and on the Trocadero were blown up;
a thousand guns and his great mortars were knocked to pieces;

and having prepared eight days' provision, the scattered troops
were collected at Anti(]uera and marched off. Soult was anxious

to give his troops a little time for repose in Granada. The road

thither was very weary, leading as it did across waste, bare, and

steep mountains; and the army was, at the same time, pressed by
Hill on the left, and by Ballasteros on the right. Over this diflicult

road he had to drag with him not only 72 pieces of artillery, but

also about 9000 sick and wounded, and whole crowds of Spanish
families who had cast in their lot with the new government. His

army still consisted of 45,000 men, of whom 6000 were cavalry;
and Drouet, although he had only lefl^

Estramadura on the 15th of

August, Avas fortunate enough to form a junction with the main

army by marching through Cordova, Jaen, and Ilucsca. Soidt

might, indeed, have chosen the highway which Avould have led him

through Murcia to King Joseph and Suchet on the Xucar. This

country, however, was infested by a dreadful vcUow fever; and he was,
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on that account, compelled to choose the mountain road. By this

rough and difficult route he reached the main road at Almanza on
the 5th of September, and allowed his army some repose till he was
informed that Wellington had left Madrid. He then broke up from

his quarters and formed a junction with the army of the centre under
the king at Albacete on the 29th of September.
On his retirement from Burgos, Wellington was closely pursued

by the united armies under Souham, but he again reached the river

on the 24th of October without loss; and by the time Joseph had

again returned to Madrid on the 1st of November, had formed a

junction with Hill's corps. On the 10th of November King Joseph

deprived Souham of his command; the latter returned greatly dis-

satisfied to France, and the chief command of the army Avas trans-

ferred to Drouet d'Erlon. Soult now brouf2;ht too;ether under his

own command the whole of the armies, having first formed a junction
with that of the centre under the kino-. Welling-ton's retreat from

Burgos to the Tormes, which he reached on the 1st of November,
has been extolled as a masterpiece in military art, because the army,
without any considerable loss or particular exhaustion, again reached

the position which it occupied before the battle of the Arapiles.
When Soult made his appearance with his army, Wellington was en-

camped at San Cristoval, in the neighbourhood of Salamanca, where
he should have been immediately attacked had Jourdan's advice,

who was again the counsellor of the king, been adopted. Soult,

however, was of a different opinion; he was desirous of getting
before the English army on the road to Ciudad Rodrigo, and there-

fore soujjht for means of ao-ain crossino- the river Alba before he made
his attack; several bloody affairs between the two armies, however,
took place on the 7th and 8th ofNovember. On the 14th Wellington
avoided a general engagement by a bold march, and left a position
where he was in danger of beinsf cut off from Ciudad Rodrif^o,

and therefore from a retreat to Portugal. The French translator of

Colonel Jones expresses his dissent from the declaration of the

English authorities, that Wellington escaped a general engagement
"^on the 15t]i by the violence of the rain and a thick fog; he alleges,

on the contrary, that the French were delayed by divisions in their

own head-quarters. Napier states that Wellington's astonishing
boldness was favoured by the state of the roads, rendered excessively
difficult by the violence of the rain, because the English followed

the high military road, whereas the French must have been obliged
to use the low foot and side paths. On the 18th he reached the

Portusruese frontiers and Ciudad Rodrio;o on the Asfueda. The
whole retreat from Burgos to Ciudad Rodrigo, according to Napier,

only cost the English from 8000 to 9000 men; Wellington himself,

however, in one of his celebrated orders of the day, bitterly com-

plains of his army, and alleges that since his departure from

Salamanca all discipline had been lost, and plunder and robbery
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been practised to a fearful extent; exhaustion, licentiousness, and
want had become so great within the last three months, that one-

third of the whole army was in the hospitals.
The army afterwards remained for some time in a state of repose,

whilst Wellington was indefatigable in his exertions to stimulate

and to encourage the Spaniards and Portuguese, as well as to direct

the attention of their respective governments and of his own to the

state and condition of their forces. The French armies also, since

the beginning of December, drew further into tlic interior of Spain,
and King Joseph, who with Jourdan's assistance had again resumed
the command, had dispersed his forces as follows: Drouet's head-

quarters were established at Valladolid, Soult's at Toledo. Drouet,
with his army, occupied tlic districts between the Tormes and the

Esla; Soult, with his left wing, covered the province of La Mancha,
with the centre of his army the valley of the Tagus as fur as Tintar,
and with the right, Avila. The army of the king lay in Segovia,
whither the king lilmsclf came with his guard, and on the 4th of

December marched to Madrid.

Wellington had jronc to Cadiz, and from thence travelled to

Lisbon, in order to excite the regencies of both countries to make
new efforts, whilst he himself waited for fresh reinforcements from

England. The Cortes sat en permanence in Cadiz, and were engaged
in the settlement of a liberal constitution; there was, however, a

democratic party, which aimed at giving the constitution a repub-
lican form, and called itself liberal, whilst the monarchical deputies

were called serviles. Obstructions and difficulties of all kinds were

raised; the greatest of which arose from the clergy and the regency,
who were wholly opposed to the abolition of the Inquisition and
other decidedly liberal measures. The disputes on these subjects
became so warm that many of the prelates took to flight. The
committee of government, under the presidency of the servile Duke
de ITnfantado, was removed by the liberals, and a new one named
in its stead, at the head of which was the Cardinal de Bourbon, an

old and weak man. Cabals, disputes, and party threats rose to such

a height, that a portion of tlie liberal members of tlic Cortes went so

far as to make a secret application to King Joseph, to know whether

he was really disposed to secure such a democratic constitution as

they desired. Joseph understood so little of politics,
that on his

return to Madrid after the campaign of 1812, he caused an article

to be inserted in his official journal, which must show the liberal

members of the Cortes, uniavourable to an Enghsh constitution,

that they had nothing to expect from the French ; and yet he could

never hope to win the favour of the opposite party. In this article

such laniruafje as the followino; was used :

" What place of refuge

and freedom is there in this violent storm ? Look for it not in tliese

revolutionary andJacobinical principles, preached by the Cortes in

VOL. VIII. Z
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Cadiz to a nation which has SHOWN itself to be the most
MONARCHICAL AND RELIGIOUS IN ITS PRINCIPLES OP ANY IN
THE WHOLE WORLD."

During the time of Welhngton's retreat, and also afterwards when
he was engaged in collecting and arranging a new army in order to

profit by the favourable circumstances of the year 1813, Suchet
remained lying opposite to the army which had been brought from

Sicily, and to the Spanish generals, who, on the command of the

government installed by the Cortes, were to support it. General

Clinton, who had now obtained the chief command of the Anglo-
Sicilian force, had been reinforced, and had now an army of 8000

men, of whom 5000 were English; he had also been joined by
General Elio with 10,000 Spaniards. Napoleon, however, had a

very humble opinion of the capacities of both. This appears from a

letter found among King Joseph's correspondence in Vittoria, in

which Napoleon stated his opinions to Marshal Suchet, through the

minister of war, that his position was no doubt difEcult, because the

tract of country from the Pyrenees to the Xucar, which he had to

defend, was so extensive, that he should do nothing but remain

quiet ;
and that, in fact, the enemies whom he had before him were

not very terrible They were really the less so, because the English
and Spaniards were very jealous of one another, and had no mutual

confidence. The Spanish commandant of Alicante was unwilling
to allow any English whatever in the citadel, and Clinton declared

that it was impossible for him to undertake anything unless the

citadel was put into his power. This was at length done on the

22nd of November, 1812. Clinton, however, undertook nothing
nevertheless, and on the 2nd of December the fourth commander-in-
chief arrived, whom Lord William Bentinck had sent within the

space of four months. The new commander was General Campbell,
who brought with him 4000 men altogether English, and promised
the speedy appearance of Bentinck himself Campbell had now a

considerable force under his command, for the Spanish regular

troops under Elio, Whittingham, and Roche, were added to his own.

Notwithstanding all this, he continued to remain quiet, and the

armies of the Spanish generals soon scattered themselves about to a

considerable distance from him, because he would not supply them
with English stores. From these circumstances, Suchet was but

very little endangered by the opposing English and Spanish army;
but Napoleon, in the beginning of the year 1813, called away all

tlie best soldiers, officers, and generals to himself, in order to organise
his new army, and Suchet was soon no longer able to defend himself

from the bands of Spanish adventurers, now become masters by
English support. Although General Campbell and the regular

Spanish troops caused Suchet little alarm. Villa Campa, Gayan,
Duran, ]\Iina in Arragon, Frayle, Ersles, Lasey, and others in

Catalonia, soon gave the marshal so much to do, that in a letter
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addressed to King Joseph, he alleges that he has lost more people in

this little war than if he had fought an important engagement.
When at length, in the end of February, 1813, Lord WclHngton,
now appointed coramandcr-in-chicf of the Spanish army, had been

considerably reinforced from England, and began to make prepa-
rations for pushing forward further into Spain, Lord Bentinck
also appeared desirous of coming, in order to make a serious attack

upon the town of Valencia; and Elio then again joined the Anglo-
Sicilians. Queen Caroline, however, found Lord William so much
to occupy him in Sicily, that he was unable to leave the island. At
the end of the month, therefore, he sent Sir John Murray to

Alicante, when he, like all his predecessors, was so dependent upon
the orders of his superior, that no idea could be entertained of any
rapid proceedings.

In Sicily all sorts of cabals were carried on by the parliament,

especially the barons, who had become almost solely influential

through the constitution, by Queen Caroline, who could never forget
that she was driven out, and Lord William Bentinck, who was as

proud, imperious, and unscrupulous as Queen Caroline herself. In

carrying on these cabals Lord William made a tool of the parliament,
the parliament of the people, and Queen Caroline of her son, who,
as the representative of his father, still possessed some shadow of

power. We cannot give credit to the labyrinth of cabals of this

hatefid queen, nor to the stories of murders, the blowing-up of

parliaments, and the like, which she is said to have secretly devised,
but must confine ourselves to general and well-known facts. It

deserves first of all to be mentioned, that in January, 1813, she

suddenly prevailed upon her husband to return to Palermo, and
under pretence of his health bemg restored, to resume the reins of

ij^overnment. The intention was to refuse his assent to the constitu-

tion, and with the help of the lower people, gained over for that

purpose, to appoint a new monarchical ministry ;
the plan was, how-

ever, frustrated by Bentinck within fourteen hours drawing together

10,000 English troops to Palermo for the protection of the parlia-
ment. The miserable kinir became frightened as soon as he saw a

scheme frustrated, the success of which depended wholly on bemg
done by surprise, left Palermo as quickly as he had come, on pretence
of having again become ill, and restored his son to the olficc of his

deputy. Lord William, who knew very well that the queen would
continue to stimulate the discontented, and, leaning on the support
of the people and the clergy, would carry on a continual opposition
to that despotic power which he had assumed, caused her to be

watched like a prisoner, till after his return from his expedition to

Spain, when he adopted the idea of driving her completely out of

Sicily. The bad success of his expedition to Spain is closely con-

nected witli his bcim:;' then under Wellinfrton's command, and his

constant desire by every means to escape from this subjection.
z 2
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About the time wlien Lord William Bentlnck was engaged in

excluding the King and Queen of Naples anew from all share in the

government, Sir John Murray made some preparations for a serious

attack upon the town of Valencia. Lord William, however, suddenly
recalled two thousand of the English to Sicily, to employ them in

the execution of a new project in Italy, This step was the more dis-

pleasing to Wellington, as Sir John Murray, immediately after these

troops had been embarked on the 5th of April, succeeded in repel-
lino- an attack of Suchet's on the 1 1th of the same month: and as he
himself was just about to commence his new campaign in Spain, in

the prosecution of which he calculated upon the co-operation of the

Anglo-Sicilian army. To this Lord William gave no heed, but

preferred landing in Naples, and then placing either the Duke of

Orleans or the Archduke Francis on the throne. .In order to re-

commend his ridiculous project to the English ministry, he alleged
that King Joachim's government was very weak,—that the Nea-

politans and Calabrlans would support the landing,
—that the

Russian admiral had promised the co-operation of 15,000 Russians,
and finally, that this diversion must have great influence on affairs

in Spain. He further furnished proofs ofa conspiracy entered into be-

tween the court and the French, founded upon some intercepted letters

written by Queen Caroline to Napoleon, and other such documents.

To all this Wellington was very unwilling to pay any attention, and

alleged that the documents produced afforded no proof of what Lord
William alleged, but proved, on the contrary, that Murat felt him-
self strong enough to attack the English and their allies. Lord

William, in order to make a useful landing in Italy, must at least

have an army of 40,000 men, because such a force must rely wdiolly

upon itself. The ministry approved of Wellington's views, the

Anglo-Sicilians were obliged to remain in Spain, and the beginning
of the general operations was fixed for the 1st of May. Sir John

Murray, the Duke del Parquc, EHo, and Copons began to take some
active measures as early as the 21st of April.

In the previous year, during the retreat from Burgos, Wellington
had had the chief command over the Spanish generals. When, how-

ever, he went to Cadiz in December, 1812, he had new powers con-

ferred upon him by the Cortes, and was entrusted with an army
newly organised by him. In the previous year, there was not only no

organisation of the Spanish forces, but he could not obtain obedience

from the Spanish generals; Ballasteros expressly refused obedience,
and wrote an impertinent letter to the minister of war. He Avas

indeed dismissed and sent as a criminal to Ceuta; Wellington, how-

ever, requii'ed to have an arm}' for the ensuing campaign, which he

might be able to organise, as he had done the Portuguese. Fifty
thousand men were taken into English pay, organised, and divided

into three corps; one of these corps was placed under General Giron
in Gallicia, the second under Freire, and the third under Count
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Bispal in Andalusia. The English commander-in-chief" had also

succeeded in stimulating the Portuguese government into making
new efforts and increasing the troops under Beresford's command,
which were disciplined alter the English fashion; he had still, how-

ever, serious diiliculties to overcome before he could bring them into

the field, partly because they were incensed by the barbarous disci-

pline of the aristocratic English, which Beresford had introduced,
and partly because they had been grossly neglected by their own
government. The government was in the habit of anticipating the

subsidies and allowing the soldiers to starve, and this compelled
WelHngton, by threats of causing the money to be kept back, and
of paying the soldiers himself, to compel it to get together the

arrears due to the army, and to make proper provision for the com-
forts of the troops ;

he also succeeded ia calming their discontent by
appealing to their patriotic feelings. At the same time, therefore, as

he was appointed generalissimo of the Spanish armies, and gave them,

partly at least, a new form, he reorganised the Portuguese artillery

by means of English officers, and the guns belonging to the for-

tresses; by the aid of Beresford restored order and discipline to the

cavalry, and made them in some degree fit for service; and having
put the whole army in receipt of full pay, encouraged them to active

service. In this way he succeeded in bringing into the field for the

new campaign a very tolerable army of 27,000 Portuguese.

Napoleon himself would have been alone equal, under the then cir-

cumstances, to cope with the preparations made by Wellington ; he,

however, in the year 1813, on the earnest entreaties of his brother,
had recalled Soult also, and again made the king generalissimo of
the French troops in Spain, although he had so little confidence in

his brother, and such a decided opinion of Soult's superiority, that

he appointed him to a high and honourable office in his guard, and
availed himself with great advantage of his aid and advice in the
battle of Bautzen. King Joseph neglected his brother's advice, or

rather he received the letter too late, in which he was advised to pro-
ceed with his whole army in an offensive attitude to the Tormes; to

leave all his heavy baggage and stores behind him
;
to establish hos-

pitals and depots in Burgos, Vittoria, Pampeluna, Tolosa, and San
Sebastian, and to attach no importance to Madrid, but completely
to give it up, if necessary, in order to attack Wellington with the
whole of his army. He, however, suffered himself, by the march of
tlie Duke del Parque upon Alcaraz, and the movement of the Spanish
divisions of Estramadura, to be allured to the Agucda, regarding
these as intimations of a general attack upon IMadrid, whilst Wel-

hngton had no idea of entering by the valley of the Tagus, but in-

tended forcing his way by the line of the Douro. In the middle of

May the main body of his army crossed the Douro between Lamego
and the frontiers of Portugal, and marched towards Zamora, whilst
he himself proceeded direct to Salamanca, having previously taken
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care that the brave defender of the place could not defend it against
him. Another division of his army had gone round it by a circuitous

road. The king, who had received Napoleon's letter too late, on

leaving Madrid, to which he never returned, had drawn up his diffe-

rent armies in defensive positions and not concentrated them for

attack on the Tormes. Reille, with the army of Portugal, observed

"Wellington and the Spaniards in Gallicia; Caffarelli, with the army
of the north, covered the communications with France, and the for-

tresses of Navarre and Biscay ;
Drouet d'Erlon, with the army of the

centre, proceeded to Burgos, and leaned on the army of the south

under Gazan, which was quartered between the Aberche, Avila, and

Madrid, and had sent the division of Villate to Salamanca. Reille

afterwards united the army of Portugal at Medina del Rio Seco, and
extended his positions to the Esla. The king was in Valladolid.

The above distribution of the French troops having been made, at

the time at which Napoleon recalled all his old troops for the forma-

tion of his new army, a general belief prevailed that Joseph was

making preparation for the evacuation of Spain ;
the courage of the

Spaniards was consequently excited, and new risings continually
took place. This raised the Emperor's anger, who had not withdrawn
more than 10,000 troops in all, and he forthwith despatched General

Clausel to take the command of the army of the north, and to draw
to himself as many troops as he thought good from the army of

Portugal. At the same time, he allowed him to carry on a direct cor-

respondence with himself, irrespective of the king ;
and this led to

jealousy and division. In the mean time Wellington pushed irre-

sistibly forward: Villate was obliged to evacuate Salamanca, Leval

surrendered Madrid and joined Erlon, and as the English army
pressed forward to Burgos, King Joseph retired into the deep valley
of Vittoria. The citadel of Burgos, whose works had been greatly

strengthened within the past year, was now declared untenable, and
blown up on the near approach of the English. This was done with

such carelessness that not only the town was injured, but great mis-

chief done to a French regiment which was passing by at the time

the mine was sprung. Whole streets were destroyed ;
thousands of

bombs and other missiles filled with powder flew into the air and
covered everything with ruins, fire, and broken metal, through which
300 men of the regiment marching by lost their lives. As early as

the 14th of June the left wing of the English army crossed the

Ebro at Bocamunde, and on the 15th the right wing at Fuente
Arenas. The ability and skill of the English commander excited

the admiration of the whole of Europe. By the prudent disposition
of his troops and the arrangement of his marches he gained more
than another would have done by a victory. By the rapidity of his

marches, the French army found itself driven into the narrow valley
of Vittoria on the 1 9th of June. This valley is traversed at various

places by the small river Zadora ; it is about six miles broad, and
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twelve long, with the toAvn of Vittoria at its extremity, and wa3 at

that time lull of baggage and artillery. Here King Joseph was re-

duced to great dilliculty in consequence of the non-arrival of Foy
and Clauscl, both of whom were expected. He saw no possibility
of proceeding through Salinas, to meet General Foy at Durango,
without the loss of his artillery, and did not dare to go through
Salvatierra to Pampeluna, in order to form a junction with Suchet,
from fear of being cut off from France. He resolved, therefore,

against tlie advice of his best olliccrs, and especially of Marshal

Jourdan, to hazard a battle. The engagement took place on the

21st of June. The English force, including the Spaniards, was

superior to the French, while the latter was stronger in
artillery.

The French position was also unfavourable, and the accumulation of

baggage, waggons, and guns obstructed a free plan of manoeuvring;
no other means of escape was possible than that of crossing the steep
mountains through Salvatierra to Pampeluna.
The French, whose centre Avas commanded by the king himself,

the right by Koille and tlic left by Gazan, had the river in their

front
;

in the moment of the commencement of the battle a Spanish
peasant showed Wellington a bridge of which he was not aware, and
which was not at all guarded. The French were forced to retire

fighting ;
a dreadful confusion took place, the armies of the centre

and of Andalusia became inextricably intermixed, and were driven

together to Vittoria, about six o'clock in the evening. The king
was forced to leave all his baggage, artillery, ammunition, in short,

all heavy articles of every description, behind him, in order to be
able to make his way over the mountains, and to reach Pampeluna
through Salvatierra. In this he succeeded on the 24th, and imme-

diately perceived that after this battle all his prospects and hopes in

Spain were at an end. Clausel, with the army of the north, Avhicli

formed the left wing of the whole force, arrived a day too late to

save Vittoria, and marched from thence with all possible haste to

Tudcla, next to Saragossa, and through the pass of Jaca into France,
with the loss of his guns.
The loss of men was about equal on both sides—from 5000 to

6000—the French having for some considerable time committed

great havoc with their tremendous artillery ;
the order of their

troops, however, was soon disturbed, and the whole of the materiel

was lost. The pursuit increased the confusion among these corps to

such an extent, that at length the whole became one disordered

mass, the cavalry alone having been able to preserve some discipHne
and to cover the retreat. The ground was traveled by ditches,

which prevented the artillery from being drawn oil", and 151 guns,
415 powder waggons, more than 14,000 charges for artillery, and

2,000,000 cartridges, were left on the field of battle. The French
were only able to carry away with them a single gun and a single

howitzer, and on the folloAving day these also fell into the hands of
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the English. Close to Vittoria 2000 baggage waggons, the whole
of the valuable effects belonging to the king and the court, were

relinquished by the fugitives. Joseph himself would have been

taken prisoner had he not, at the moment a squadron of English

dragoons was advancing, escaped from his carriage and thrown him-

self on horseback. General Foy, like Clausel, escaped the attacks

of the English and Spaniards, by whom he was closely pursued,

gathered in all the troops he possibly could, threw 1500 men into

the strong city of San Sebastian, and fortunately reached the French
soil. In this way, between the middle of May and the end of June,
the French were driven out of the whole north and centre of Spain;
the frontiers of France, from Roncevaux to the Bidassoa, were oc-

cupied ; Pampeluna was invested, and regular siege was laid to the

fortress of San Sebastian.

Whilst Lord Wellington was thus gaining immortal renown in

the north of Spain, Lord William Bentinck and his deputies were

bringing discredit upon themselves by the total want of skill dis-

played on the east coast against Suchet. The French marshal, not

having been disturbed for forty days after the battle of Castalla, for-

tified his position on the Xucar, and Sir John Murray had resolved

to attack Tarragona, in order afterwards to be able from Arragon to

form a junction with Wellington. For this purpose the Anglo-
Sicilian force, with the exception of a small portion which was to

remain, was to be marched to Alicante, from thence to be em-
barked for Catalonia. Lord William Bentinck, who was afraid of

having an attack made upon him in Sicily, and of the queen's con-

spiracies against the English, had shortly before sent for an additional

reinforcement of English troops, so that the number of men de-

spatched for the siege of Tarragona, inclusive of a regiment from

Carthagena, amounted to no more than 14,000, among whom were
8000 English, Germans, and Swiss, and 900 cavalry. The troops
were accompanied by a tremendous battering and siege apparatus,
and a great number of heavy guns. Tlie fleet which accompanied
the army sailed from Alicante on the 30th of May; no great success,

however, was to be anticipated, were it only because Admiral
Hallowell had no confidence in either General Clinton or Sir John

Murray, who differed in opinion between themselves; and Sir John

Murray was held in no higher estimation by Donkin, his own

quartermaster-general, than he was by Clinton. As early as the 2nd
of June the artillery was disembarked, and Suchet, having left

General Harispe behind with 7000 men, was not able to reach the

scene of action with 9000 before the 7th. The march from the

banks of the Xucar to Tarragona was long and diflficult. Sir John

Murray, as even the English officers in his army alleged, ought to

have been able to capture Tarragona before his arrival, which the

mai'shal himself apprehended; Murray, however, suffered himself to

be frightened by mere reports on the 10th. He had taken one fort,
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Ills heavy artillery and troops were all safely disembarked, and no

enemy was to be seen, when he suddenly gave orders for the re-

embarkation of the whole. A rumour was spread that Suchet was

hastening from the south, and Maurice Mathieu from Barcelona in

the north, for the relief of the place. These orders excited universal

disgust in the army, because Suchet could not possibly have effected

the march in much less than eight days, even if the danger with

which Valencia was threatened should not speedily call him off.

Mathieu had the same difficulties and obstructions to contend with.

The whole of the oflicers became thoroughly indignant, and made
earnest remonstrances, Avhen Sir John Murray issued orders to spike
the guns and to leave them lying on the beach, in order to be able

rapidly to embark his army on the 12th. The French did not

even attempt on the following day to prevent the embarkation of the

horses and stores; when, however, the English were on board, the

garrison triumphantly drew eighteen guns of the largest calibre left

upon the strand, with a great quantity of shells, balls, and other

siege materials which had been long before prepared for the siege,
into the fortress. Suchet had not arrived even on the 17th, when
Sir John Murray had again disembarked his forces at Balaguer,
The fleet also still hovered on the coast, when Mathieu approached
with his army. As the English were superior to him in force, their

leader appeared resolved to offer battle to the French, and had taken

measures accordingly, when he suddenly changed his mind on the

17th, and caused the army again to be re-embarked. At this

moment the large Mediterranean fleet was signalled, and Lord
William himself arrived from Sicily. Sir John INIurray was after-

wards brought before a court-martial in England and acquitted,
althourrh even that most favourable court could not but acknowledge
that he had not shown the necessary capacity for his task.

Lord William had been detained since the beginning of the year

1813, partly by the cabals and conspiracies of Queen Caroline, and

partly by fear of a landing of 20,000 Neapolitans which King
Joachim was desirous of transporting to Sicily by the assistance of

the French fleet; his fears, however, were allayed as early as January

by a report that ]\Iurat, on the mediation of Austria, had entered into

negotiations with England with a view to defection from his brother-

in-law. These negotiations were continued during the summer of

1813, althoufrh I\Lirat asrain shone at the head of Napoleon's cavalry;

they, however, led to the conclusion of a separate peace immediately
after the battle of Leipzig, by which Murat most foolishly hoped to

be able to retain the throne. The negotiations had gone so far in

the middle of the year 1813 that Lord WiUiam, on a hint received

in a note from Wellington, which Napier hns given in the appendix
to the 25th book of his History, thought he might safely leave Sicily.

He, however, took no troops with him; and did not, therefore, renew

the siege of Tarragona, so shamefully relinquished by Sir John
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Murray, but resolved to attack Valencia. On the 27th of June he

reached Alicante, and hoped to take Valencia by surprise; his plan,

however, was frustrated by Suchet, who hastened from Tortosa in

less than forty-eight hours with 10,000 men, before the English

troops could be disembarked. Lord William now immediately left

the neighbourhood of Valencia, and was about to advance into the

country from Alicante, when, in July, the news of Wellington's

victory at Vittoria arrived and changed the whole state of affairs.

Suchet believed that Clausel, who had fortunately arrived at

Saragossa, might be able to maintain Arragon if he went to his

assistance; he therefore relinquished the defence of Valencia, but

wished to retain possession of the fortified places. Even had Clausel

been able to maintain Arragon, Suchet would not have attained his

object; but Clausel took his departure for France, and as early as

the 11th of August the French were no longer in possession of a

single fortified place in Arragon. On the 9th of July, four days
after the departure of the French, Lord William entered Valencia,
which he selected as his military depot. His course of action in

Spain, till he was again recalled by disturbances in Sicily, was by no

means glorious, although he subdued Valencia, Tarragona, and Villa

Franca. These conquests were not ascribed even by his countrymen
to any merit of his, but to circumstances. He had been compelled
to raise the siege of Tarragona after it was commenced, by Suchet's

appearance with his army in the middle of August; the latter, how-

ever, did not think it advisable to retain the place. He therefore

caused the old Roman walls, of stupendous masonry, to be under-

mined and blown up, and in this condition left it to the English.
Lord William next attacked Tortosa, but soon perceived that greater

difficulty would be experienced in reducing the place than had been

anticipated; the English, therefore, on the 5th of September, took

possession of Villa Franca. The occupation of this place, before

Lord William left Spain in the middle of September, led to the

engagement at Ordal, which the French regard as a battle; the

affair ended to the disadvantage of the English, who were obhged to

retire.

Immediately after this engagement Lord William returned to

Sicily in order to get rid of the queen, who continued always to

find means of stirring up the people against the English, and found

active and willino; agents in her schemes in such men as Artala,

Ferrari, and Trabbia. In 1813, when Lord William dismissed the

whole of the Sicilian army, and retained only those Sicilians in

service who were in English pay, it was purposed to send her to

Sardinia; this, however, she decidedly refused, and required to be

allowed to proceed to Vienna. She wrote to the English general
in a most violent tone, and filled all the public papers with her com-

plaints against English barbarity and assumption, so that the French

journals were full of bitter reproaches against Lord William's tyran-
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nical conduct. In a letter addressed to liira, and conveyed by General

Macfarlane, she demanded : (1 ) That her creditors should be satisfied,

and her diamonds, lodged in the Bank of Palermo, be restored; (2)
That a sum of money should be given her to enable her and her

numerous suite to proceed to Vienna in a manner consistent with

her rank; (3) That she should receive a monthly stipend in Austria,

to enable her to live in a suitable manner; (4) That all those in at-

tendance on herself and Prince Leopold should continue to receive

their pay as before; (5) That a royal frigate, a corvette, and the

necessary transports for the conveyance of herself, her suite, and

their effects, should be placed at her disposal.

Lord William would have immediately agreed to those conditions,

but the queen and her creatures had already caused an insurrection

in Palermo on the 19th of July and following days, under the

pretence of a scarcity of bread, which it was found necessary to put
down by Ibrce of arms. When, therefore, the English general re-

turned in September, those measures were immediately carried into

execution which liad been determined on as early as April. The

king and his eldest son were to remain behind; xlrtala, Ferrari, and

Trabbia were arrested; Prince Leopold and the queen were allowed

to proceed to Vienna, where the latter died in September, 1814.

From that time forward Lord William Bcntinck governed Sicily as

an English dependency, and notwithstanding the fine constitution

and its promises, his measures were nothing but those of a military

despotism. This will be best illustrated by reference to the haughty
and insolent proclamation issued by his lordship when the queen
was obhged to leave the country. In this proclamation he alleges,

that his duties to the king and his royal highness prevented him
from ffivino; effect to the free constitution till good order should

prevail, and an end be put to the prevaihng confusion, which was

not only detrimental to real liberty, but threatened the existence of

the state. He therefore felt it to be his duty to maintain public

quiet by military means—to treat all disturbers of the peace as

murderers, and to take summary proceedings against them.

It will be seen that the course pursued on this occasion was just

the same as that Ibllowcd by Robespierre and his colleagues in

France in June, 1793; they prepared the ultra democratic constitu-

tion of that year, in a few hours, but first declared it suspendue ET
VOILEE ; and next, in October of the same year, decreed that till peace
was concluded France must be governed on revolutionary principles—that is, without a constitution; by blood and massacre and a

committee of safety.
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§ IV.

A.— HISTORY OF THE YEAR 1813.

PREPARATIONS FOR THE CAMPAIGN OF 1813—NEGOTIATIONS
OF THE PRUSSIANS AND RUSSIANS WITH AUSTRIA, SWEDEN,
AND ENGLAND.

When the Russian emperor had arrived in Wilna, he endea-

voured to exert over the Poles, through his friend and servant,

Adam Czartorinski the younger, the same influence as he exerted

in Germany and Prussia through Von Stein and the German

patriots, in more or less close connexion with the latter. We have
before remarked, that Prince Adam George had at the outbreak of

the war of 1812 been placed in a very embarrassing position. His

emperor, whose enthusiasm he shared, had at an earlier period, to

the great discontent of the Russians, made him minister of foreign

affairs, and had always remained his trusty friend, although he had
in 1806 removed him from his office, because, as a Pole, the accusa-

tion of leaning to the French was always being brought against him.

Czartorinski retained the title of a Russian privy councillor, and the

dignity of a councillor of the empire, until Napoleon, in the year
1812, sent the frivolous Archbishop de Pradtto Warsaw, in order to

incite the Poles by empty hopes to act in his cause. The arch-

bishop instituted a general confederation, at the head of which was

placed the aged father of Prince Adam George. This national

assembly called the Poles from the Russian service, and commanded
them to return to their country; Prince Adam George could not

refuse to obey; he gave up the Russian service, and resigned all his

honours; but the emperor would not accept his resignation. He
allowed him, indeed, to go, but imparted to him as a friend his

determination to give the Poles back their national existence under
Russian protection. As early as May, 1812, when the Emperor
Alexander was in Wilna, lie had allowed a report to be spread that

he was not disinclined to consent to a re-establishment of a Polish

kingdom, dependent on Russia; and henceforth Prince Adam George
laboured in Warsaw for Russia, exactly in the same way as Ponia-

towski did lor France.

Poniatowski was only in appearance an adherent of the King of

Saxony, as Duke of Warsaw, for the latter could do nothing either

for Poland or for him : he canvassed the Poles for Napoleon, and
saw in prospect a kingdom of Poland for himself, held in vassalage
to France. While Poniatowski helped to form confederations, roused

all his fellow-countrymen, got fifty thousand men under arms, and
would have got more, had money and arms been better provided,
Prince Adam George remained entirely quiet. He had quitted
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Russia, because the sixth article of the act of confederation ordered

all Poles to leave the Russian service; but he did not attend the

sittings of the confederation; and at the end of the year 1812 offered

himself to the Poles and Russians as the mediator of a reconciliation,

founded on the restoration of Polish nationalitj-. The character of

the Russian emperor rendered this reconciliation very possible, and
it became very probable, when in December, 1813, he proclaimed
and exercised amnesty and mild treatment everywhere in Lithuania.

Alexander also, whether sincerely or only in appearance, had pre-
sented a fav better side of character to the Poles than Napoleon,
Avho had expressed himself very ambiguously, and had treated the

country harshly, and whom the Archbishop of Malines made ridicu-

lous and contemptible there.

The behaviour of the Emperor Alexander and of Prince Adam
George towards each other appeared far more noble and Polish than

the miserable intrigues woven under Napoleon's direction in Poland
and Lithuania. The reasons given by Czartorinski in his letter to

the emperor for his resignation of command in the Russian service,
are as honourable to him as the answer is to the emperor. We do not,

indeed, place implicit faith in the sentimental words of a monarch
who was capable of the most contradictory actions : but in this case

we believe him, because his sentimentality and friendliness happened
in this instance to be also the best diplomatic wisdom. In the letter

addressed to the emperor on the 4th of July, 1812, Czartorinski

says, that since the restoration of Poland is now declared by the

general confederation, at the head of which stands his father, he
feels bound, notwithstanding all the ties which attach hini to the

emperor, to lay down all his dignities, especially that of a member
of the Russian cabinet. The emperor replied as a friend, that he
Avould not accept the resignation of his titles and places. In the

same way as Poniatowski thought of himself in connexion with the

restoration of the Polish kingdom. Prince Adam George thouglit of

the Grand-Duke Michael. He first began, after the departure of the

French and the establishment of the Russians in Wilna, a very fine-

spun cabal, which ho succeeded in entirely concealing from the atten-

tion of the French, not only under De Pradt, but afterwards, when

Bignon was again sent to Warsaw. Bignon, as appears to us, and as he

himself declares, received his first information of what the ministers

of the King of Saxony had been attempting to negotiate with the

Russian emperor during his own presence in Warsaw, after he had

gone to Cracow with Poniatowski; and it was probably a hint from
the latter which put Bignon on the track.

While Bignon, namely, was still in Warsaw, and living on terms

of the orcatost confidence with the ministers as with the most faith-

ful friends of France, Matuschewitz, minister of finance, and Mos-

towski, minister of the interior, had already entered into connexion
with Prince Adam George, and had through him despatched plans
for tlio restoration of Poland to the Russian emperor. The whole
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thing was, under tlie exciting relations of Russia to Austria and

Prussia, entirely chimerical, so much so that we can scarcely believe

that a former minister of foreign affairs could have taken it up; but

Czartorinski, perhaps, took it up for that very reason, that it was

chimerical. Alexander received the proposals and awakened hopes,
because the Poles, whose passionate natures lean readily to highflown

speeches, brilliant ideas, sounding words and plans, were im-

mediately turned from the French plans. The emperor entered

into communication with the Poles: he had plans of a Russian-

Poland sent to him by Prince Adam George ;
but the ever-disunited

Poles were not even agreed on the plan which should be laid before

the emperor. The ministers drew up one plan, Prince Czartorinski

another, without knowing of the one which the ministers were pro-

jecting, and, as if the intention was to exhibit on the occasion false-

ness of every kind, the ministers afterwards asserted, when Bignon
called them to account, that they had only imparted their project to

Prince Czartorinski in confidence. Napoleon prudently affected to

believe them; but it is evident from tlie Emperor Alexander's

answer, that the communication was, and was intended to be
official.

The ministers proposed that a kingdom consisting of Poland and
Lithuania should be formed, and the Emperor Alexander declared

king. Their plan contained the sketch of the new constitution, and
the army was fixed at 100,000. Prince Czartorinski went further;

he made a proposal which was as patriotic as it was adventurous and

impracticable. We give in a note Czartorinski's letter to the

emperor, in which he recommends his project, which proposes not

merely that the Poland divided in 1793 or even in 1772 be restored,

but that all the provinces which ever belonged to Poland shall be
united in one kingdom under a Russian prince, who, from various

expressions, must have been the Archduke Michael.* This letter

* The letter will be found in Bignon, vol. xi., p. 408, and is as foUows :

" Les
c'venemens de la guerre ayant pris une tournure qui senible de'cisive, je crains que
personne ne veuille a present i)laider aupres de V. M. I. les interets de ma patrie,
et je me suis decide a expedier M. Kluckzewski, mon secretaire, avec les papiers

cijoints. Je redoute d'une part les insinuations des puissances continentales, qui
voudront vous detourner d'une idee qui leur fera ombrage, et qui est trop belle

pour que leurs cabinets ]5uissent le coniprendre. D'un autre cote je crains les con-
seils des personnes qui vous entourent. Au fond tout mon espoir n'est que dans
vos sentimens, sire. Je crois qu'il est de mon devoir de ne pas cacher a votre

majeste q'une source continuelle d'inquie'tude et de frayeur pour les Polonais c'est le

Grand-Due Constantin, qui est votre successeur apparent. . . . Un Koi de Pologne
qui aura trois cent mille Russes a scs ordres des qu'il voudra ne pas tenir ses pro-

messes, on detruire ce que son prcdccesseur aura statue, en sera toujours le raaitre.

C'est cet avenir qui rendra les Polonais si iusistans a obtenir une constitution bien

reglee, quoique apres tout les precautions de ce genre le mieux regie es ne puissent pas
garantir d'une violence decidee, ni meme d'lm changemerit de principe et de volonte dans
un souverain futur de la Russie. Si vos intentions son favorables, sire, daignez me
les faire savoir en toute hate. En tardant de traiter, et ne en s'y prenant pas bien,
on risque que I'armee Polonaise, qui deja se reorganise et une foule de ruilitaires

distingues ne suivent la retraitc et les drapeaux de France. . . . J'ai adhere
a la confederation de toutes mes vceux pour ma patrie, ainsi que mcs trois lettres a
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was written on the 27th of December, 1812, and accompanied the

plan. The packet was detained on the way by the Austrians, and

therefore reached the emperor later than was intended. The

emperor's answer was, on tlic one hand, noble, magnanimous, and

knightly, as were always his behaviour and expressions when he

followed his own feelings; and on the other, deceitful and cunning,
like his cabinet. The principal aim of the answer was, however,

attained; for the openness with which Alexander spoke for the

moment frustrated the intentions of the French Emperor with

regard to the Polish nation.

This answer is written partly at Leipuny on the 1st of January

(old style), and partly on the 3rd of January (1813) at Krasnopol.
We shall give here brieily what the emperor says to Prince Czar-

torinski as a friend, and give below, in his own words, what he says
to the Polish people through him. He tells him, first, that on the

same day that he received his plan, he also received another from

Mostowski, minister of the interior, and that he intends to answer

them both together. His ideas about Poland, he continues, arc the

same as they have always been. Pie thinks not of revenge or

punishment, since it is always his greatest pleasure to return good
for evil. He has therefore given strict orders to his generals to act

in accordance with this principle, and to treat the Poles as friends

and brothers. He then adds, that there are two reasons which pre-
vent his immediately doing anything for Poland. From the second

reason which he gives, we sec plainly that he was even then, a month
before an alliance with Prussia was formed, quite secure of not only of

Prussia but also of Austria. He knew therefore, very well, that no

idea could be entertained of the carrying out of either of the pro-

jects.*
In reference to the plans for the future, writes the emperor again,

what the prince proposes in regard to a kingdom for the Archduke
Michael must be considered as quite impracticable; for every Russian

regarded Lithuania, Podolia, and Volhynia, as, properly speaking,
Russlrin provinces, and Avould never agree to their being placed
under the government of any other monarch than that of the whole

Russian Empire. The emperor takes no further notice of the

V. M. le temoiprncnt. Ce n'cst pas, sans doutes, quand mcs compatriotos croient

voir approcher le moment ou leurs intentions les plus druitos, leurs sacrifices les

plus lieroicpics, leurs pcrtos les plus scnsibles, ne seront suivis que de mullicurs plus
c:rands encore, ce n'est pas quand toiites les esperances de mon pays seniMent en

peril, que j'irai me rctracter et renier devant votre majeste uuc cause sauvee pour
tout Polonias, et qui restcra belle et juste si meme elle ne cesse d'etre malheureuse.
Si vous nous tendcz la main, sire, je vcux partager completement la joio dc mes

compatriotes, si vous nous rejettez, je parta_E;erai leur afHiction et lour de'sespoir."
* The reasons, he says, is this: " D'abortl I'ophiion en Kussie. La maniere dont

rarmce rolonaise s'est conduit ehez nous, le sac de Smolensk, de Moskou, la

devastation de tout le i)ays eut raninio les aneiennes haines. Si'condement dans le

moment aetuel, ime publicite intenipestive donnte ii mes intentions sur la Polo^ne
jettcrait completement I'Austrie et la I'russe dans les bras de la Frajicc; resultat,

qu'ilest tres cssentiel d'empeeher d'autant plus r/MfifA (/ti<.r ;jM»Asanct'5 me temoignent
deja les meilleures dispositious."'
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plan of the Warsaw ministers. His commimications to the Poles

through the prince deals almost exclusively in generalities; and it

must be confessed that his promises wci-e fulfilled at a later period,

except just the most important of all, which Prince Adam George
Czartorinski had demanded in the name of his countrymen and for

them. This was that the Archduke Constantine should be kept at

a distance from Poland.*

What Czartorinski in vain endeavoured to obtain for Poland,
the Baron von Stein actually obtained in reference to Germany and

Prussia, uniting for this purpose men of the most different characters

and of the most opposite political sentiments. It is true that all of

whom he made use for the carrying out of his plan only remained
united exactly as long as enthusiasm was necessary to prepare the

way for obtaining their object: as soon as this was attained, the

diplomatists, roues, and selfish intriguers, laughed at the simplicity
of the few honest people among them, and shared the gains with

the princes and their creatures. That period, however, is fortunately
not included in this history; and besides Stein's friend and associate,

Arndt has sufficiently accounted for it in his Memoirs. Both these

worthy men shared in Alexander's religious views and feelings,

except that they were more positively Lutheran. The Baron Stein,

in connexion with the mother of the emperor and the fanatical

anti-French party at court, had been engaged since May, 1812,
in counteractino; Roraanzoffl This latter inclined towards the

French, and towards those nations who were tired of an aristocracy—and this appeared to be the tendency of the emperor's liberalism

also; the aristocrats of the olden time, therefore, opposed him; whilst

the more enthusiastic amono- those who wished to create a newO

Germany and a new Prussia, made use of Alexander's liberalism,

and his fancies on such points, in favour of the people.
In regard to the differences in the men, the views, the purposes,

* The Emperor writes: " Voici en resume' ce que j'ai a vous annoncer. La
Pologne et les Polonais n'ont a craindre aucune vengeauce de ma part. Mes inten-

tions a leur egard sont toujours les mcmes. Pour en donner des preuves toutes les

autorites du duche sont conservees par tout le gouvernement, et les membres de la

confede'ration sont invite's a demeurer tranquillement a Varsovie. Cette ville ne
sera pas occupee par mes troupes, pourvu que toutes les troupes etrangeres en
sortent et que le nombre des troupes Polonaises qui y restera sera le moindre

possible. Tons les generau.x Pusses ont regu ordre de traiter les Polonais comme
des amis et des freres. A mcsure que les succts des armees Pusses seront plus

grands et plus complets, a mesure aussi la realisation de mes intentions et de mes

plans sur la Pologne sera plus certaine : des revers seuls pourraient y mettre ob-

stacle. Ainsi tout ce que les Polonais feront pour aider a ces succes sera fait en
meme temps pour realiser leurs esperances. Mais ce qui pourrait le plus cimenter
un bien indissoluble entre les Polonais et moi serait un traite' d'alliance, conclu

apres I'occupation du pays entre le gouvernement du duche et moi. Dos lors je
me croirais autorise de la part de I'empire de Russie, a prendre un engagement
sacre, a ne pas poser les armes, tant que les espurances de la Pologne ne seraient

pas rcalisees, pareque les Polonais auraient prouve, ii la face de la Russie et de

I'Europe, qu'ils ont mis toute confiance en moi, et ce n'est jamais en vain qu'on
s'en remet "a ma loyautie. Pinalement, vous etes certainement I'intermediaire

qui, k tous egards, me convient le mieux, par la confiance entiere que j'ais mise
en vous."
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and tendencies!, wliicli tlicn strove for tlic same object, and in spite
of all the efforts of the servile and cowardly ^governments which
summoned all Germany in tlieir speeches and writings, and by their

influence, to rise against France, and to unite with Russia, it will be
sufficient for us to mention some of the best known names, to make
our meaning understood. How diHercnt were the people who
ranged themselves round the empress-mother, from those whom
Stein collected round him, or from those who in Stockholm, in the
saloon of Madame do Stael, received as oracles all that fell from that

lady and her friend, A. W. von Schlegel ! How different were the

sophisims, which Genz and F. Schlegel in IMetternich's service spread
abroad in Vienna, from what Jahn, Fichte, and Schleiermacher were

preaching in Berlin, and this again from the ultra-montane fanatical

Jacobinism of a Gorresand his set! In reference to Stein's influence

upon the Emperor Alexander during the year 1812, supj)orted as it

•was by the aristocracy, Arndt says, in his peculiar style: "The
Baron von Stein represented in Petersburg, in 1812, the fjood con-

science ofjustice and honour, and the Orloffs, Soltikoffs, Uwaroffs,

Kotschubeys, Lievcn, and the band of beautiful and intellectual

women, so all-powerful by their enthusiasm, collected around
his banner." It will hardly be necessary to remark (continuing
in Arndt's flowery style) what must be the final result of serving
under the banner of these and similar people. As long as the

multitude, Avhich saluted this banner with joy as the standard
of freedom, served the purposes of this noble society, they were
allowed to enjoy some of the crumbs which fell from the table:

afterwards, not even these. At the time, however, this was of less

importance; the principal thing was, that all were for the time
imited under the banner of an energetic and active man of incor-

ruptible honesty and of chivalric character, in order to obtain the
same object. It very much conduced to Stein's independence and
to his usefulness in the years 1812 and 1813, that he neither entered

into the Russian nor the Prussian service, althou2;h he attended to

and partly directed affairs on behalf of both countries. Baron
von Stein's correspondence with the Count Mlinster, the ideal and
the idol of the nobility, and the protector of the so-called well-

deserved privileges of the degenerate and bashful descendants of old

heroes, is the best proof how the baron was able to bring together
for his purposes on the one hand the most furious opponents of

progress with the times, and on the other the most enthusiastic

preachers of a renovated period. Stein and Count Miinster had

indeed, in 1813, much more in common than they had two years
later; but although the count, like an excellent courtier, contrived
to conceal his real sentiments under fine-?ounding phrases, their

friendly contest towards the end of 1813 respecting Germanism
and particularism sufficiently proves that their objects were entirely
different. As long as the Emperor of Russia defended the principles
of his teacher Laharpe, and allowed himself to be guided by Stein,

VOL. VIII. 2 a
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this latter possessed the largest share of influence in Germany; as

soon as he threw off the mask, the influence passed to Count

Munster, Metternich, and the sophists in his service. In the letters

already referred to, mention is made of Stein's Prussianism as

opposed to the count's Hanoverianism (these are their own expres-
sionsj; which is as mucli as to say, that Stein's principle of a reform-

ing progression is contrasted with the English conservatism and the

determination of Count Munster to leave everything unchanged in

the old way, as was really done afterwards in Hesse, Hanover,

Mecklenburgh, &c.

The Baron von Stein, who followed the head-quarters of the

Emperor of Russia, knew all those persons in Germany who were
resolved not merely to speak and write, but also to act, and ener-

getically, if need were; he was completely informed of everything
that was planned and discussed in secret from the Niemen to the

Rhine, kept up a communication with York, when the latter was
before Riga, and appeared at the same time, in the beginning of the

year 1813, as Russian commissary-general in Prussia, in order to

create a new power there without first obtaining the consent of the

king. He had hardly arrived in Konigsberg before he summoned
a Prussian Diet, and caused to be proposed to them to establish a

new popular force, which indeed had been previously proposed, but

had not been approved of by General Scharnhorst, because he feared,
and with reason, that such a force would prevent the re-establish-

ment of any considerable standing army. Now, however, a regular

army of 30,000 men was organised under the name of militia

{Lattdtve/iT'), and the Prussian minister Von Dohna, and Colonel

Clausewitz, who then served in the Russian staff, assisted Von Stein

in organising it. As a reserve to this militia was formed the reserve

corps {La7idsturm), which held the same position in reference to the

militia that the latter did to the standing army; and Stein's eager-
ness and activity settled and arranged in a very short time what
under other circumstances could hardly have been brought about

without interminable consultation and discussion. Everything was

already prepared and arranged in Prussia Proper, before the King of

Prussia had separated himself from France
;
but as soon as this took

place, the minister Von Dohna went himself with the plan for the

organisation of a militia to Silesia, where the king, on the 17th of

INIarch, 1813, confirmed everything that had been done in Prussia.

The decree respecting the militia in Prussia ordered the same to be

established in the other provinces of the kingdom, and in the same
manner as had been done in Prussia. Riihle von Lilienstern, the

unsparing critic of the campaign of the old Prussian monarchical

army in 1806, made himself, by his continued exertions in the

organisation of this armed popular force, as justly celebrated as

Scharnhorst with reference to the Prussian standing army, the most
brilliant triumph of which he however did not live to witness.

Inasm.uch as Von Stein lioped to found upon this new Prussia,
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which wag forming round him and by his agency, also a new Ger-

many, purified from all abuses, a plan was at this time formed for

organising by means of experienced and enthusiastic Prussians a

similar popular force all over Germany, in case the princes should

continue to hold by the league with France. In arousing that deep
feeling for fatherland and honour, and that almost raging fanaticism

against Napoleon, France, and everything French, the University
of Berlin, founded in 1810, took a very decided part, inasmuch as,

at the commencement, it opposed itself to that routine so common
among German establishments, and did not so entirely give the

preference to merely necessary studies and absolute materialism over

the purely elevating sciences, as the older universities had done.

Even people like Niebuhr and the historical jurists, as well as the

philologians and professors of the belles letti-es, who afterwards

decidedly opposed the popular feeling, bore their share in the earlier

years of the university in rousing the zeal of the people. Fichte

was, in the proper sense of the word, a popular orator, and preached
the holy war. Schleiermacher's sermons were not then doctrinally

orthodox, and his philosophy was not yet courtly and aristocratic.

The cunning of courts and the craftiness and selfishness of diplo-
matists and bureaucrats was obliged therefore for a short time in

Prussia, and soon afterwards in the whole of Germany, to bow before

the mighty voice of the people; the betrayers and enemies of Avhora,
as they always do on such occasions, drew over their wolf's hide for

the time the fleece of the sheep.
On the 16th of March, that is, on the day after the arrival of the

Emperor of Russia in Brcslau, the Comte de St. IMarsan received

oflicial information of the treaty concluded between Russia and
Prussia at Kalitsch, and left his post; on the 27th, General von
Krusemark sent to the Duke of Bassano at Paris the Prussian de-

claration of war, and a note justifying this proceeding. We give
in the note a passage from the duke's answer, in which we distinctly
trace that haughtiness and contempt on the part of France, which

tyrants, confiding in guards and hired soldiers, have at all times and
in all places manifested in reference to the spirit which then in-

fluenced all Germany, and was even then calling into existence in

Prussia armies out of the people itself.* About the same time, at

• All the letters, oflScial documents, and explanations, in the least degree con-
nected with the breach between France and Prussia, have been collected by Fain in

the " Manuseritde 1813," vol. i., app., s.vi., under the heading.
'• Dernieres Relations

avec la Prusse et Declaration dc Guerre," pp. 224-2S0. Tliesc documents, and

especially the Due de Bassano's reply, whicli is a complete book in itself", are to be
found in tlie Muniteur of the 5th of April, 1813, p. 36, col. a:—"

Aujourd'hui, M. le

Baron, que reste-t-il ii la Prusse? Elle n'a rien fait pour I'Europe, ellc n'a rien

fait pour son ancien allio, elle ne fera rien pour la paix. Une puissance, dont les

traitcs ne sont que conditionnels, ue saurait jamais etre un intcrmediaire utile;
elle ne garantit rien, elle n'est qu'un sujetde discussion, elle n'est point une barriere.

Le doigt de la Providence est enipreint sur les evenements dc cet hiver, elle les a

produits pour demasquer les faux amis et signaler les amis fidcles, elle a donno k
S. jNI. assez de puissance pour assurer la triomphe des uns, et le cbatiment des

autres."

2 a2
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least four -weeks before, otlicr Prussian generals besides York, among
others Yon Biilow, had ceased to obey the French, for the cJief

(Tescadron Zuylen von Nieveld, one of Berthier's staff, writes on
the 10th of March that Billow had told him to obey neither Ber-

thier nor Eugene, and adds that the best understanding: subsisted

between Biilow and CzernitchefF. In fact, Biilow had assisted the

Russian general in his passage of the Oder, inasmuch as he had
allowed him to pass through his positions. On the 11th of Marcli,
Massenbach and York's conduct had been declared to be justifiable;

they were replaced in their command, which in point of fact they
had never given up, and on the 19th of March, Count Nesselrode

and Baron Stein on the part of Russia, and Von Scharnhorst and

Hardenberg on the part of Prussia, had signed a treaty in which it

was definitively agreed what was to be the conduct uf the allied

armies in those German provinces which it might be necessary to

garrison.
Tliis announcement of the measures to be put in practice was

preceded by an excellent and affecting manifesto, which Russia and
Prussia regretted enough two years later, in regard to the objects
which the two powers proposed to tliemselves to effect. The two

powers, according to this document, had no other object than to

free the German nation from French despotism ; and therefore called

upon princes and people (consequently, if the princes refused, the

people in opposition to the princes) to aid in the deliverance of their

country. In order to procure the means necessary for this purpose,
and to arrange and conduct the government of such lands as it might
be necessary to occupy, Prussia and Russia intended to appoint a

central commission, consisting of commissioners to be named by both

powers. This central commission was to distribute the revenues of

such occupied provinces in equal portions between Russia and Prussia,

except, however, that Hanover should also obtain a portion, to be

proportioned to the share it should take in the impending war. All the

country, from Saxony to the Rhine and Holland, was to be divided

into five districts, with the exception only of such provinces as

had formerly belonged to Prussia or Hanover, and in every district

a civil and a military governor was to be named by the central

commission.

The first commission of this kind was afterwards established in

Dresden, when the King of Saxony fled from his capital for a short

time, but its efficiency ceased sliortly afterwards until the battle of

Leipzig. It consisted of the minister Von Stein, Von Schon, and

Rodiger, and its president was Count Kotschubey. Two special

arrangements were made in reference to the provision for the Russian

army on German ground, and to the command in chief of the Russo-

Prussian army. The Russian general (first Ivutusoff, afterwards

Wittgenstein) was to be commander-in-chief of the Prussian army.

Supplies were to be furnished, as long as it should be on Prussian

ground, by Prussia, but only in accordance with the conditions
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mentioned in the treaty, and the compensation agreed upon tlierein.

On tlic 12tli oi" March an order of inerit was establislicd lor tliose,

and those alone, who should make patriotic sacrifices in the course of

the war, or should sufler injury in person or property; on the 19th,

all who had been or still were Prussian subjects were summoned to

unite with their kin_u' and the princes of his house in a contest to

the death for national freedom and independence. On the Gth of

April a special proclamation to the inhabitants of formerly Prussian

provinces was published, inviting them to join the allied armies.

The usually quiet and hearty tone of these proclamations may some-

times have become somewhat too violent, according as Justus Gruner's

influence was felt, or Arndt was expressing his exaggerated hatred

of Bonaparte and France; their effect, however, as being genuine
and really coming direct from the heart, was verv diflferent from
that produced on the Germans in 1809 by the sophistical speeches
and well-arranged manifestoes of Schlegel and Genz, which sufEciently

betrayed the manufactory Avhence they issued.

An immense enthusiasm seized upon all at this time, and its cflfects

lasted much longer than the aristocrats, diplomatists, and bureaucrats

fancied; when they, therefore, in their pride and blindness on the

one hand only half fulfilled their promises, on the other continued

to conspire against the people, a new revolution became unavoidable.

At this time, as in France in 1793, it was dangerous not to share in

this enthusiasm: authors, therefore, oi'ators, philosophers, even the

book-manufacturers, cold as they were, bent upon mere gain, and
blown about by any change of opinion, spread abroad a feeling of

patriotism and roused the minds of the young. Writers, professors,
and officials, however, served not only with the pen, but also in the

field, in volunteer corps or in the standing army, against the enemies

of the nation. All parties "were for the time united, all exertions

dii-ected to one point. This enthusiasm was so universal, the feeling
of hatred so great, as all can testify who shared in it, that Napoleon,
even if he had conquered in the field, would have experienced the

same result in Germany that the three powers have always ex-

perienced in Poland. Perhaps the best proof of this is to be found

in a letter, written by a Spaniard, on the impression which the state

of things at the time in Germany made upon him. This letter from

Jose Pizarro is to be seen among the documents collected by Harden-

berg, which give a certain value to the " Memoirs of a Statesman,"

falsely believed to be the memoirs of the chancellor, because these

documents arc all that remain of papers which have been sold or

dispersed.* Even Kotzebue (whom at a later period the fanatical youth
of Germany condemned to death as an enemy to every noble, free, and

patriotic impulse, and as a Kussian spy, and on whom they executed

their sentence somewhat after the fashion of the secret tribunals of

* The first number of the " Pieces Justiflcativcs" of the twelfth part of the " Mc-
moires d'un Ilonimo d'Etat" contains the letter of Jose Pizarro, then Spauisli am-
bassador at Berlin, to Don Antonio Cano at Madrid.
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the middle ages) was at this very time, as a paid agent of Russia,

urging on the German youth to the same kind of freedom which he

afterwards, also in the pay of Russia, for pay wrote down.
Whoever at this time was prevented from taking up arm.s gave

voluntary contributions towards arming the people; and even the

female sex took part in rousing and sustaining the enthusiasm.

Students, scholars in the higher classes of the gymnasia, professors,
even clergymen served in the field. It is necessary to know this to

understand how it was possible for Prussia to oppose the enemy in

the field towards the end of 1813 with an army of 200,000 men.

The Crown Prince of Sweden had long promised to take part in the

war against France; but the year 1812, and a considerable part of

1813, had passed before any preparations were made for keeping
this promise. When the Swedes, at length, really made their ap-

pearance, they delayed to act; and their crown prince gave serious

grounds for suspicion, insomuch that, highly dissatisfied with the

coldness with which he was treated, he quitted the allied armies after

the battle of Leipzig.
In March, 1812, the crown prince had concluded the above-

mentioned alliance with Russia
;
and in June an army had been col-

lected in Schonen, and ships provided, in order, in connexion with

Russia, first to conquer Norway, and then to assist in the war. The
execution of this plan was, however, put off, for the Danes took up
arms; Russia required the troops then stationed in Finland, and had

scruples as to proceeding ;
and England had paid no subsidies. The

position of Sweden was at this time somewhat singular; for the

friendly relations with France had not ceased, notwithstanding the

alliance with Russia. Alquier, indeed, had been dismissed rather

unceremoniously in consequence of his cabals, and was, at this time,

ambassador at Copenhagen ; but the secretary to the embassy, De
Cabre, had been left behind as charge d'affaires, and the Swedish
ambassador in Paris had not been recalled. The crown prince had

afterwards met the Russian Emperor (in August) at Abo, when the

original arrangement was altered, the campaign against Norway post-

poned, and England offered to guarantee that Norway should be

united with Sweden, and promised subsidies; but De Cabre still re-

mained in Sweden.

De Cabre was engaged in spying, and, in conjunction with Alquier,
who was in Copenhagen, in exciting discontent in Sweden; and,

during the ten months that he passed in Stockholm he received only
two despatches from the minister of foreign affairs in Paris. He
exercised his diplomatic arts in such a manner during the assembhng
of the States, after peace had been formally concluded with England
on the 18th of July, and the Swedish ports had been opened on the

29th to EngHsh vessels, that the king, in his concluding speech to

the States on the 18th of August, expressly thanked them for not

having permitted themselves to he turnedfrom their duties toiaards the

croivn prince Jjy any foreign interference. It was to no purpose that
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the Swedish government asked M. de Cabro expressly in what ca-

pacity he still remained at Stockholm—he remained. It was after-

wards discovered that he was in the habit of forwarding false and
scandalous reports to Paris, in which he and his people used very
bitter language respecting the crown prince :* it was even said that

he had contrived a plan for carrying oif the crown prince and con-

veying him to France. TJic Swedish minister in Paris refers to this

latter point in a note presented by him on the 7th of February, 1813.

It had been hinted to M, do Cabrc, who would not leave his post
•without being recalled, tliat it would be as well for him if he would
make a tour through Sweden in the mean time; but he did not

choose to take the hint. lie continued to play his disgraceful part
until llussia and England, who still did not quite trust the gascon-

ading crown prince, seriously insisted on his removal. Upon this,

the minister ibr foreign affiiirs wrote by Bernadottc's command to

De Cabre, whom he merely regards and addresses as an auditor of

the French council of state, informing him that, since no oflicial

business had been transacted with him for ten months, he could no

longer regard him as other than a private individual, and desiring
him as such to quit Sweden. De Cabre obstinately refused to leave

Sweden without orders from his court, and an exceedingly unpleasant

correspondence between him and the minister was the result, which
lasted from the 1st to the 25th of December, 1812.

The Swedish minister at last became rude, and wrote to him that

he would be removed by the police if he did not quit Stockholm

within twenty-four hours: any further scandal was prevented by
M. de Tarrach, the Prussian minister. This latter attempted to

mediate, but, notwithstanding this, De Cabre was accompanied on

his departure by a Swedish agent of police. D'Ohson, the Swedish

ambassador at Paris, was now compelled to demand his passports,
but he remained, suspiciously enough, in Paris for another month.

On the 7th of January, 1813, Sweden pubhshed a long manifesto,
in whicli a very full account is given of the manner in which she

had been treated by Napoleon. Venturini, in whose book this long
manifesto is to be seen,t thinks it was contrary to the usual form

in Sweden, that this string of invectives against France should be

put into the form of a report from the minister Engestrom to the

king, as was the custom in France. An offensive alliance between

England and Sweden against France was concluded on the 3rd of

March, 1813; but the Swedish people were very averse to a war
with France, and the crown prince hoped until August that he

should obtain from Napoleon what had been promised him by
England and Russia—viz., the possession of Norway. The declara-

tion of war, therefore, was not made till August.

* The crown prince wrote on tliis subject to bis wife, who was then living in

Paris: " Je vcux bien croiro, que Ic prince qu'ils servent me iiait (Napoleon), puisque
tout me I'oiU (lit, niais jc no puis cruire qu'il Ics approuve."

t
" Scandinavieu uud Carl XIV.," Johann von Venturini, vol. ii., pp. 17-11.
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In the treaty with England in March, 1813, Sweden had

promised to convey a force of 30,000 men into Germany, with

which body of men, according to the former treaty, a Russian body
of troops should unite

;
and this united force was to be commanded

by the crown prince. England engaged to furnish a large propor-
tion of the equipment and necessaries of the above-mentioned
Swedish force, and 20,000/. a month (or 1,000,000/. at once) to-

wards their maintenance and pay. Besides this, England guaran-
teed the union of Norway with Sweden, but stipulated that no
hostile movements should take place on this head before negotia-
tions should have been begun with Denmark in reference to it. By
the fifth article of this treaty, England ceded to Sweden the island

of Guadeloupe, which had been taken from the French; and a

special note was added to the treaty respecting the conditions of this

cession. Napoleon was very angry that the English should treat

Guadeloupe as he himself had treated Planover—that is, that they
should give it up to a third party before it had been ceded to them.

He caused his senate, therefore, which he had made in fact the law-

giver to France, to publish a decree, according to which France was
not to enter upon any negotiations for a peace with Sweden until

Sweden had previously given up possession of Guadeloupe.
The letter which was at this time printed and circulated as a

letter from the crown prince to Napoleon, and which made a great
sensation in Europe, appears to us rather a production of the phi-

losophy of the saloons, and a result of the anger of Madame do Stael,

who was at this time holding her court at Stockholm, against Na-

poleon, than a bona Jidc letter of the crown prince to the Emperor.
It was circulated in many thousand copies after the 23rd of March;
but Bignon expresses very reasonable doubts whether the Emperor
ever saw it. The letter, as Bignon rightly states, was at the com-
mencement circulated as a pamphlet in England and on the continent;
but a fact that very decidedly connects it with A. W. Schlegel
and Madame de Stael, is that it was read for the very first time in

the saloon of Madame de Stael in Stockholm. That Montholon and
the other fabricators of Memoirs of Napoleon at St. Helena place
words in the mouth of their hero in which he denies having re-

ceived the letter, would produce no effect at all upon us, inasmuch
as they make him deny so many other things which quite certainly
took place; but the style and substance of the letter are of such a

kind that it is impossible Bernadotte could have written it to a

fellow-soldier, relative, general-in-chief, and benefactor, or, if one

prefers the phrase, fellow-robber. If he had done so, a violent

answer, such as might easily have been given, would certainly have

appeared in the Monitear ; instead of which the letter is only
noticed in second-rate papers.

The letter, or perhaps better, the pamphlet, is given in a Ger-

man translation in Venturiui's often-quoted book; and we quote a

passage in a note, which will be suflicient to show that it would
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have been impossible for BernaJottc to write in such a manner to

the Emperor without a violation of all common sense and decency.*
The French papers which notice the letter, remark, therefore, very

coolly and with great t^oundncbs of judgment, that Bernadotte must
have been Avrong in the head if he had written such a thing. The
crown prince, as Regent of Sweden, had indeed at this time

formally broken olF all friendly relations with his brother-in-law,

King Joseph of Spain. He had made a treaty with the Spanish
Cortes on the 19tli c>f IMarch, and had recognised them and their

ultra-liberal constitution. He had even on the same day despatched
12,000 Swedes into Pomerania; and yet he was by no means quite
serious about the wish to make war. General Sandels, who com-
manded the Swedes, liad, indeed, immediately issued a proclama-
tion to the ellcct that all the grants of properties in Pomerania
and in llligen, which the Emperor had very generously lavished,
were to be considered null and void; he had taken possession of

these lands a^ain in tlie name of the kinof, and had ijiven notice to

the farmers to pay their rents into the royal treasury; but he came
to the assistance of the Hamburgers so late, and managed matters so

badly even then, that it was found advisable to lay the blame upon
General von Dobcln.

B.—rREPARATIONS OX THE TART OF THE FRENCH FOR THE
CA3IPAIGN OF 1813—STATE OF THINGS IN THE EARLY
MONTHS OF 1813.

We regard the assertions of French writers as ridiculous when

they assume that, if Napoleon had remained with his army in Lithu-

ania in 1812, he would have been able to have kept back the

,
Russians between the Nicmen and the Vistula: we are compelled,

however, to confess that it was unfortunate for him that on his

departure for Paris he should have been obliged to leave his army
to tlie King of Naples and to the Prince of Ncufchatel (Bcrthier).
The former behaved in an unaccountably thoughtless and ungrateful

manner; tlie latter had never been anything more than a good

journeyman of Napoleon's, and now he was no longer even the

same man that he had been. It was a misfortune that, according
to the old plan, which Napoleon liad everywhere restored, the com-

*
Vi'iitiirini, vol. ii., pp. 44-53: " Du moment (in tlic original text) que V. M.

s'enfbn<,'ii dans rinte'rieur de la Kussio Tissue ne t'ut plus tlouteuse, rKmpereur
Alexandre et Ic roi previrent deja dcs lo niois d'Aout la tin de la campagne et ses

inimcnses residtats, toutcs les combinaisons militaries assuraicnt que V. M. scrait

prisonniere. Vmis avez ecliappe a eo danger, sire, inais votre arniie, IVlite de la

France, de I'Alleniagne. de I'ltalie n'existc plus. La sont restes sans se'pulturcs les

braves qui servircnt la France !i Fleurus, qui vainquirent en Italic, qui resistereut

au climat bruiant de I'Egyple, qui tixereiit la victoire sous vosdrapeaux ii Marengo,
a Austerlitz, a Jena, a Friedland." Afterwards, this pseudo-Bernadotte conjures
the Emperor:

" Au noni de rhumanito de faire cesser un ttat de guerre qui a catise

la mort de pins d'uu million de Franrais." This passage alone shows verj' plainly,
that even in reference to the form this is a manifesto of dcdamatiou « la Sclilegel

. and Gentz, and not a letter.
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mand must be conferred according to rank, although the Emperor
knew that neither Murat nor Berthier were fitted for the command
under the circumstances of the case. Even on the 16th of Decem-
ber, Napoleon had very clearly expressed his dissatisfaction at the

conduct of the Prince of Neufchatel, although without any reference

to circumstances with which he must have been well acquainted.*
King Joachim, who had heard from Naples that his Caroline was

beginning, like the Caroline of poor Ferdinand of Sicily, to ignore
him entirely and to govern Naples without consulting him at all,

could not bo induced by any representations to remain with the

army, although Berthier absolutely refused to take the command,
and Eugene Beauharnais was very unwilling to do so. Once before,
before Murat left Gumbinen for Konigsberg on the 1 3th ofDecember,
he had made use of expressions in reference to the Emperor in an

assembly of the generals which had .caused a scene between him
and the Prince of Eckmiihl. We quote in the note the account

given of this scene by a somewhat rhetorical courtier, because other

authorities have represented this scene as even more revolting and
unreasonable,t

After this scene in Gumbinen it was impossible to have any
further confidence in the King of Naples; yet he still commanded
the army as far as Konigsberg, and, in order to increase the num-
ber of the troops, sent for Heudelet's division from Dantzig (whither
Macdonald had retired with the troops left him after the defalcation

of the Prussians, and where the remains of Victor's corps had as-

sembled), before he proceeded to Posen. In Posen, without waiting
for any command or permission, he transferred the command of his

* He writes from Paris on the 16thi of December, to his major-general:
" Je vois

avec peine, que vous ne vous soyez pas arrete a Wilna sept a huit jours, afin de

profiter des effets d'habillement et de rallier un peu I'armee, j'espere que vous
aurez pris position sur la Prcgel. NuUe part il n'est possible d'avoir autant de
ressources que sur cette ligne et a Koenigsberg. J'espere que les ge'neraux Schwar-

zenberg et Regnier auront convert Varsovic. La Prusse se prepare a envoyer
des renforts pour couvrir son territoire."—Chambray says, namely (and this must
serve to explain Napoleon's dissatisfaction), that there was in Wilna bread and
meat and biscuit enough for 100,000 men for forty days, without reckoning the

corn in the winter-magazine, which had been brought from Samogidia. There was
also meat enough for 100,000 men for thirty-six days, beer and brandy in still

larger quantities, 30,000 pair of shoes, 27,000 muskets, and large quantities of horse-

furniture, clothes, and equipments.
t Se'gur, "Hist.de Napole'on et dela Grande Armee," Paris, Houdaille, 1838., vol.

ii., p. 399, livre xii., chap. 5 : "Le voila done," says Se'gur,
" au milieu des chefs dont

son beaufrere lui a confie la conduite, accusant son ambition qu'il a partage pour s'en

absoudre. II s'e'crie :
'
II n'est plus possible de servir un insense

;
il n'y a plus de

salut dans sa cause ; aucun prince de I'Europe ne croit plus a ses paroles ni a ses

traitcs. Je suis Roi de Naples, comme Fran5ois est Empereur d'Autriche; je

desespcre d'avoir rejettu les propositions des Anglais.'
"

(Other authorities add even
more than this.) Segur proceeds; "Un cri de Davoust I'interrompit :

' Le Roi de

Prusse, I'Empereur d'Autriche,' lui repartit-il brusquement,
' sont princes par la

grace de Dieu, du temps et de I'habitude des peuples. Mais vous, vous n'etes roi

que par la grace de Napole'on et du sang Fran9ais. Vous ne pouvez I'etre que par
Napoleon, et en restant uni a la France. C'est une noire ingratitude, qui vous

aveugle.' Et aussitot il lui declare qu'il va le de'noncer a son Empereur; les autres

chefs se turent."
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troops to the Viceroy Euj^cnc on the 13th of January, 1813, and

set oli' direct for Naples. Tlic army of Prince Eugene, after collect-

ing all the scattered troops, amounted to hardly 20,000 men. The

Emperor Avas at this time very much dissatisfied with his brother-

in-law, whom he accused, not unjustly, of ingratitude, because he

knew very well that Murat was secretly intriguing with the English,
in order to free himself from his dependence on France. Napoleon
wrote a letter to his sister, in which he said to her: " Your husband
is bold enough in the field, but as soon as he ceases to see the

enemy, he is weaker than a woman or a monk; for he is quite

wanting in moral courage." To the king himself he made use of

much more severe expressions.*
The French had, however, some time during the winter of 1812

and 1813, to collect and arrange themselves somewhat. The
weakened and exhausted Russian army required vest, and had to

wait for reinforcements
;
the French united with the main body all

scattered troops tliat they found, as soon as they arrived at the

Vistula. Besides the army of the viceroy they had, as we shall

show by numbers in the note, in Poland, in the fortresses on the

Vistula and the Oder, small armies and much provision and ammu-
nition. The King of Naples was even blamed for having left behind

him beyond the Oder so many good soldicrs.-f- The viceroy
remained in Posen with the army, which he had increased by his

junction with Grcnier, as soon as he had crossed the Elbe, to

50,000 men, from the 16th of January till the 12th of February;
he arrived in Frankfort (on the Oder) on his return on the 18th of

February, and in Berlin on the 22nd. Wliilst he was lying there

he saw CzernitchefF's Cossacks, whom Blilow had allowed to cross

the Oder, foraging on the other side of the Spree. When Witt-

genstein's Russian army afterwards crossed the Oder between Stettin

and Kiistrin, he quitted Berlin in the night between the 2nd and

3rd of jNIarch. About this time Frimont, who had taken Schwar-

zenberg's place, was with the Austrian army, which was still

nominally under Napoleon's command on the Pilica, Poniatowski

had followed this army with his Poles, whilst Regnier conducted

the Saxons home. Poniatowski had saved 20,000 men and his

artillery from the Russian campaign, and joined Napoleon with these

when he had advanced into Lusatia. The French, therefore, Avere

tolerably strong even belbre the arrival of the troops, especially
when Avc consider that Lauriston, even in February, had organised
three divisions in Magdeburg, that Victor, Due de Belluno, had

• " Je suppose," he writes to him sarcastically,
"
que vous n'etes pas de ecox, qui

pensent que le lion est niort. Si vous fuisiez ce calcul, il scrait faux. Vous
ni'avez fait tout le uial que vous pouviez depuis nion depart de Wilna: le titre do
roi vous a tourne' la tote."

t Murat left, besides the 1200 men iu Tillau, who were soon obliged to capitulate,

35,000 men in Dantzig, 5.")00 in Tliorn, 5500 in :Modlin, 4000 in Zamoisk, 900 in

Czenstochow; consequently, iu all, 52,100 men; amongst \rhora were 4000 Bava-

rians, 10,91)9 roles, and consequently 36,200 French.
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united two divisions from Mayence with a corps, that the Prince

d'Eckmiihl liad at least organised one division of the corps which he

was to command by means of General Lcgrange in Osnaburg, and
that Resfnicr was in Dresden.

The whole world was astonished when Napoleon, in the first

few months of 1813, and with the assistance of the wrecks of his

former army, created a new army superior to the former in numbers
and equipment, by the exertions of the enthusiasm of the nation,

urged on. or forced on, with a truly revolutionary energy. Nothing
can be a more convincing proof of the influence which an exalted

and firm character and a superior mind can exert over man, than

the manner in which the French fought for Napoleon's objects as for

their own. Yet even a man like Napoleon would have failed, like

many others, in performing this new miracle, had it not been for the

feeling of nationality so powerful with the French, and the blind

admiration and respect with which the Emperor was regarded as

the ideal and the idol of a military nation, and as the representative
of its aims. Inasmuch as all Frenchmen, who at this time had votes

(the number, as is well known, has varied considerably since 1789,

being at one time all the inhabitants of the kingdom, at another, as

during the latter years of Louis Philippe, some 2,000,000 to

3,000,000 men), felt clearly that only the man who, by his gigantic

plans in the year 1812, had brought such unspeakable misery on

France, could by his gigantic and dictatorial measures save the state,

now threatened with destruction, he ventured to assemble the legis-
lative assembly. He had expressly intended his notorious bulletin

to produce its effect by fear, as his first protectors had done during
the reign of terror; and he now had an opportunity, from the alli-

ance between Sweden, Prussia, and Russia, to add to the fear pro-
duced by his bulletin that produced by this new and threatening
coalition, so as to be in a position to require unheard-of sacrifices.

Before the opening of the legislative assembly on the 14th of Fe-

bruary, Montalivet, the minister of the interior, made a dazzling report,
furnished with statistics and numbers, with documentary evidence

and particular references, which indeed by no means proves what

Napoleon intended it to prove, and what all the authorities we have
consulted consider it to have proved, but Avhich clearly shows, not-

withstanding, that France had materially gained more by the measures

adopted since 1789 than during the whole of the remainder of the 18th

century. This report is worthy of attention, though the minister

was a servile courtier, and as such attributed all the effects of the

times and of the efforts of the most deserving and noblest men of the

nation, all the new exertions of the people, all the wonders which the

new division of the land, the new facilities aftordcd to trade, and the

admissibility to all offices now open to all persons properly qualified,
had produced, solely and entirely to the man to whom his homage is

devoted. He reckons that the population of the eighty-three de-

partments of France had increased from twenty-five to twenty-eight
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millions in the twcnty-tlirce years from 1789 to 1812. By the tri-

umphs of the republican armies the population of the French territory
had been raised in 1801 to thirty-four millions, and since 1801

Napoleon had raised it to forty-two millions. The advantages of this

enormous increase in the number of Napoleon's subjects are not,

we must confess, quite clear to us, but other improvements in the

circumstances of the nation arc open to no doubts.

The minister states, namely, that, during Napoleon's government,
683 millions had been expended on public works, roads, bridges,

canals, and works of art. We give the particulars in the note.* We
believe it would have been much more conducive to the fame of

Napoleon, if Montalivet and the other ministers had not practised
on this occasion so much useless iuijo-lcrv with v/ords, statements,
and figures, because distrust is thus excited even of that which is

true in reports. That they contain some truth is undoubted. Thus
it seems to us clearly proved, by the figures of the minister, that agri-
culture had been much more attended to since the revolution in the

original kingdom of France; but we consider it very doubtful, not-

withstanding his documents, that in the eighty-three departments of

imperial France four times as much corn was grown as in France under
the kings before 1789. Some passages in Montalivet's report again
show us in what a disgraceful way these sophists and favourites of

the Emperor praise unconditionally everything that he had done.

The minister says, for example, among other things:
" The conscrip-

tion" (which in each year consumed the best part of the population)
*'

actually tended to increase the population, inasmuch as it had in-

creased the number of marriages, since every Frenchman knew that,

after having once completed his time of service, he should be then

certain for the future of living for his family alone." The conclusion

contains a contemptible piece of
flattery, exceeding everything tliat

the flatterers of the Jloman or Byzantine despots ever uttered in the

way of absurdity. If a contemporary of the jMedici, they say, or

Louis XIV. could again appear upon earth, and on considering all

these wonderful results, should ask how many glorious reigns, how

many centuries of peace had been required to produce such effects,

you could answer him,
" twelve years of war and one single man."

The session of this legislative assembly, Avhicli had been assembled

merely for form and for the presentation of addresses and reports,
was closed on the 25th of March without anything of importance

having been laid before the assembly except bills, for the requisite

* The report states, that from 1804 to the 1st of January, 1813, had been expended
on public works, in tlie departments of France, the following: sums—namely, bridges,
27 millions; canals, .55 millions; draina.i;e ami works for the advancement of navi-

gation, roa(ls (includin-:,' that over Mount Cenis. Mount rienJ'vrc, and the liigh road
to Hamburg-, this last almost entirely out of Franco"), ISO millions; liarbours, 73

millions; works in i'aris, 102 millions; imperial palaces and other buildintrs con-
nected with the crown, 62 millions; various useful works, poorhouses, rebuildini; of
houses and churches in the western departments, baths, to\nis, as Napoleon ( Hour-
bon-Vendee) and Napoleonville (('.f, Pontivy, in department Jlorbihan), 147 millions.
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investigation of which no time was allowed. During the five weeks

of the sittings all sorts of formal ceremonies were gone through, re-

ports and other stop-gaps were made use of to occupy the assembly
for at any rate a short time: tlie minister hardly scrupled to assert

that he considered the legislative assembly as in fact nothing more

than a sort of account-room. This made a very bad impression in

the whole country, and was a more immediate cause of the over-

throw of Napoleon's empire in the following year than the losses he

sustained in the course of 1813. Besides, the Emperor had already,

before the meeting of the legislative assembly, made his great pre-

parations for a new campaign, and had summoned to the field half

a million of men, not for the defence of France, but for the preser-

vation of his own military government.
The conscriptions of 1812, which the Emperor found ready on his

return, were by no means sufficient for him : he caused a decree of

the senate, therefore, to be issued on the 10th of January, by which

100,000 men were summoned from the cohorts of the national

guards; then 100,000 from the conscriptions of the four last years;

and finally 100,000 from the conscription of 1814. When this

latter part of the decree came to be put in practice, namely, that re-

lating to the conscripts of 1814, the 100,000 were increased to

150,000. By June, 1813, therefore, the army had been increased

by 350,000 men. Besides these imperial and dictatorial decrees

issued by the senate, the Emperor also made use of the arts of the

demagogues of 1793 to rouse the nation. The proclamations of the

Emperor of Russia to the German nation, and the declaration of

war on the part of Prussia, furnished an opportunity for these. The

cry of 1793 about a coalition of powers was again raised, the country
was declared to be endangered by the enviers of the French, and

the men of the reign of terror, whom Napoleon had taken into his

service, were employed ibr this purpose and to prepare addresses and

exciting proclamations. Paris was obliged to give the example,
which all the other cities followed, and column after column of the

Moniteur was filled with enthusiastic addresses. These addresses

contained, besides plenty of fine phrases, a voluntary offer on the

part of the cities to furnish cavalry. The actual profit of these ad-

dresses was not the main point: the object was to turn to good
account the fanaticism for the honour of the nation and the enthu-

siasm against the coalition, in reliance upon wliich another decree of

the senate was issued in April, summoning into the field 100,000
men more.

The senate decreed, on the 3rd of April, that 180,000 additional

men should be incorporated with the French army. First, 10,000

young men of the richest and most influential families of France

were to form a privileged corps under the title of a guard of honour,

furnishing everything that was necessary themselves. This corps,

which Savary reckons as if it really existed at the time, was, how-

ever, never completely organised ;
and even that portion of it that
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was formed was never completely exercised, as the author is enabled

to testify from having seen in Frankfort many who belonged to the

corps. Besides these ten thousand hostages for the fidelity of the

notables of the empire, as we may call this guard of honour, 80,000
men were to be taken from the lirst rank (ban) of the national guard,
and used to strengthen the hundred cohorts formed in ISIarch. In

addition to these two, 90,000 more men were to be taken from the

conscription of 1814. The new army, then, in reference to infantry,

which, by means of the old olliccrs and the number of veterans,

was soon in an efficient state, was superior in numbers to the allied

army; but it was different in respect to cavalry. The Russians

and Prussians were, for the most part, quite raw levies; the army
of the viceroy alone Avould, should Poniatowski" succeed in joining
it from Cracow, number more than 70,000 veteran troops. Cavalry
were sent for from Spain and Italy, and two regiments of Saxon

cavalry were also employed afterwards. All the large towns fur-

nished cavalry; the Emperor procured horses; the guard of honour

served at Bautzen
;
but this latter corps was not properly drilled,

and as to the other cavalry, if it is not too much to say that the horses

and riders were useless, at any rate one or the other were always
so.* This want of cavalry was the more felt, as the Russian armies

were always enclosed in complete clouds of light horsemen, and

as the result showed, that, on account of the want of well-drilled

cavalry, but especially light cavalry, all Napoleon's victories in 1813

remained without any satisflxctory result. The artillery was easier

replaced, although not merely a large number of cannon had been

lost in Russia, but many of the best artillerymen had perished.
Cannons were found in sufficient quantity in the arsenals, after the

supplies had been continually increased for several years, and the

fleet furnished artillerymen, inasmuch as the ships, which were still

left, were obliged to be left unemployed in tlie harbours. The
German princes of the Rhenish alliance assisted Napoleon to

the utmost of their power, and so much the more as the Russian

proclamations, and the expression of public opinion in Prussia re-

specting external pressure, had excited the people, and had separated
their interests from those of the princes. In consequence of this

fear of the people, Saxony, Bavaria, and Wirtcmberg especially,
had more or less made terms for themselves with Austria before the

opening of the campaign, in case of the success of the attempts of

Russia and Prussia, because they felt that the cause of the people
was by no means theirs.

*
Bignon, vol. xii., p. 41, defends Napoleon's decree respcctinp: the fonnation of

this cavalry corps (April 5) in the t'oUowinj;- manner :

'' I'ar la creation de dix mille

gardes d'lionneur il atteignlt beaucoup de jeunes gens riches dont roisivete pouvait
devenir dangereuse dans dcs circonstiinccs ditiiciles. Cettc me'sure est une dc

celles, qui out etc Ic plus fortenient taxe'cs d'arbitraire, et ce n'est pas suremcnt la

plus blauiable. Au moment ou le situation de la i'rance necessite de uouveaux

appels sur les conscriptions des annecs anterieurcs, rKmpereur Napoleon n'est il

pas excusable de conlraindre en quelque sortc les riches a premlre aussi leur part des

perils ylorieuxdu service niilitairef When a rational and intelligent Frencliman can

^v^ite thus, what sort of sophistry may we not expect from the others 1 !
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The summons to the militia, which had been issued by Prussia

from Breslau on the 21st of April, was, in fact, couched in very-

revolutionary terms, and threatened with the vengeance of the

people not only the French but also their slaves, the princes of the

Rhenish confederation. These princes, therefore, did everything in

their power to compel their subjects to bring a new army into the

field, and to furnish a new equipment. In January, the courts of

Carlsruhe, Stuttgart, Darmstadt, and Munich had been summoned
to furnish their complete contingents, and no one was more anxious

to do this than the terrible King of Wirtemberg. Bignon, who of

all Frenchmen is best acquainted with and judges most correctly of

the Germans and their courts, considers, therefore, the servile devo-

tion which this otherwise brutal and haughty king manifests, in a

note of the 26th of January, as quite sincere (un devouement qui

parait sincere). He informs the Emperor that his army had lost

205 officers out of 378, and all its cavalry and artillery: he pro-

mises, notwithstanding, to send by the beginning of April ten bat-

talions of infantry, three squadrons of light cavalry, and a battery
of ten guns, to join the French army. Equally great was the

activity of the King of Bavaria
;
for this monarch was so ready to

sacrifice the lives and properties of his subjects for Napoleon's fame
and the supremacy of France, that the Emperor once said to the

Count de Narbonne, he is as they all ought to be. He even under-

took the office of spy for France upon the Austrians, and not only

brought a new army into the field, but gave information concerning
the most secret movements of others. Even at this time King
Joachim Murat had conceived the foolish plan of securing his king-
dom by an alliance with England and Austria, in case his brother-

in-law should fall; and the Emperor received the first hint of the

secret negotiations of the King of Naples, which were afterwards

continued and only ceased in the autumn, from the King of Bavaria.

Saxony was in a critical position ; it was obliged, however, to

keep with France; for the old and bigotedly Catholic king had for

many reasons everything to fear from the ultra-Protestant King
of Prussia, seeing that King Frederic William IH. was quite as

full of prejudices, but also quite as pedantically honourable and

just, as the King of Saxony. Both were very much esteemed

by their subjects as upright and honourable men
; although the

King of Saxony, by his fidelity to the French in 1813, brought

imspeakable misery on his already ruined countr}', and the King
of Prussia, by his acceptance of Metternich's Jesuitical system of

government, deprived his subjects of the enjoyment of the rewards

promised to them for their sacrifices for their country. Saxony was

frightened by the occupation of the district of Cottbus, which had

before the war belonged to Prussia, and the old king, formal and

ceremonious as he was, was very decidedly displeased at the extreme

revolutionary tone of the proclamations issued to the Saxons and to

the Germans in general. He undoubtedly intended the good of his

subjects; he endeavoured to further it also for some time by an
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approximation to Austria, and Napoleon was the more disquieted
at the ambiguous position which he assumed at the commencement
of the campaign, as the Saxon people shared witli the Prussians their

hatred of the French. The king indeed did not know that Ponia-

towski and his Poles, wliom Gabelenz was to join with the Saxon

cavalry which had been separated from Regnier at Kalitsch, had
been intentionally taken to Cracow by the Austrians and detained

there; and still less, tliat on the 15th of April a treaty had been

concluded by Mcttcrnich with Russia respecting his duchy of War-
saAv: he allowed himself to be enticed into Metternich's net, when
the Russians were advancing upon Saxony.

Napoleon requested the king, when obliged to leave Dresden, to

come to Mayence ;
the latter, however, did not choose to throw him-

self entirely into the hands of the French, and went first to Plauen,
then to Ratisbon, and I'rom thence by Linz to Prague. That this

w\as a consequence of IMetternich's cabals is clear; for although
IMettcrnich told the Count de Narbonne that tlie kinir juid fliUen

into Prague like a bombshell without his knowledge or co-operation,
the honest King of Saxony wrote to the Emperor himsell', who had
thus an opportunity cf seeing hoAV he was deceived by Metternich.

The king writes on the 19tli of Ajnil to General Thielemann, whom
he had sent to Torgau, that he should set oil' the next day by Linz
to Prague, in consequence of an arrav(jemc)it concluded wifh the

Emperor of Austria, In another letter, which was submitted to

the Emperor of the French, because in it mention is made of the

endeavours of Austria to mediate a peace, and the reasons why this

mediation ought to be decisive, he says further: "The coincidence

of his wishes with the views of the Emperor of Austria had induced

him, at tJic request of the Emperor, to proceed to Prague." By this

intrigue the French Emperor was injured in two ways. In the first

place, the king did not send his troops to join the French army in

March; in the second, he named General Thielemann commandant
of Torgau. General Thielemann was rendered independent of the

commander-in-chief of the French army, the Viceroy Eugene, by
the command he received not to admit into the fortress or its neiii'h-

bourhood without the king's express command, which would only
be given by the consent of the Emperor of Austria, any foreign

troops Avhatever, whether French or others. This order was after-

wards several times repeated in letters to Thielemann, and Napoleon's

attempts to occupy Torgau, or to make iise of the heavy artillery of

the fortress elsewhere, failed. Even Regnier, although commander-
in-chief of the Saxons, was not listened to : at a later period the

Saxon troops joined the French; and Torgau received from them a

garrison and another commandant.
This time also Napoleon reckoned a good deal on the terror and

surprise wliich he should spread among his enemies, if lie, whose

military force was considered as almost annihilated, could burst

upon the allies with an army superior to their own. We have

VOL. VIII. 2 B
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already mentioned that the Viceroy Eugene, who had joined with

his force the 7000 men in Frankfort with General Grenier, had
recrossed the Elbe in the beginning of IMarch * His head-quarters
were on the 6th at Wittenberg, on the 9th at Leipzig; his left wing
rested on Magdeburg, his right extended, as far as Dresden. The
Russian army under Kutusoff, as soon as Prussia had declared war,
advanced with the Prussians througJi Lusatia upon Meissen and
Dresden. Wittgenstein's army was marching by Berlin to Witten-

berg, Torgau, Madgeburg. CzernitchefF and Tettenborn, who be-

longed to this army, had induced the Duke of Mecklenburg to

separate himself from the Confederation of the Rhine on the 23rd
of March, and to unite with Russia and. Prussia; the Cossacks even

advanced as far as Hamburg, and induced the citizens to make an
unsuccessful attempt to get rid of the French.

In the month of February the whole of Germany was cleared of

French troops, as Lauriston had received orders to organise the fifth

corps in Madgeburg, and had drawn to that point any troops that

might be scattered about in that district. St. Cyr, the commander
in Hamburg, was therefore very much weakened, but was obliged
at the same time to render his police more stringent, and his measures

in reference to the inhabitants more strict. The strictness, rudeness,
and capricious conduct of the custom-house officers and the toll-

takers particularly exasperated the lower classes of the people, which
at any rate suffered most from the stoppage of business and trade,
and caused a rising on the 24th of February, in which many of the

French lost their lives. This rising was indeed summarily repressed

by the military assistance of the Danes; but this cruel vengeance of

the French still more embittered men's minds, and when similar

scenes occurred in Llibeck, the enthusiastic portion of the citizens,

especially of the middle and lower classes, could no longer be re-

strained by the richer and more respectable. The Hamburgers, who
had been moreover excited by the tone and substance of the pro-
clamations to the alHed armies, put themselves in communication
with the advanced guard of the Russians, as soon as these latter

approached the Elbe from Berlin. Tettenborn, at the head of a

small body of troops, chiefly Cossacks, advanced through Branden-

burg, where the whole population had risen in arms, to Mecklenburg
in the beginning of March, that is to say, before Prussia had de-

clared war; and from thence he ventured as far as Hamburg. Upon
this the Danes retired from the town, and Carra St. Cyr himself did

not consider it advisable to await the enemy there.

St. Cyr believed that Tettenborn was at the head of a whole corps;

* Billow had long since let the Eussians through, for, ten weeks before the decla-

ration of war, he had written to General York on the 11th of January from New
Stettin: " The war is inevitable, and we must the rather expect it, as it is not to be

hoped that the Russians will suffer a defeat on this side the Vistula, or even ex-

perience any obstinate resistance. Without orders we cannot yet commence hos-

tilities; it will be advisable, however, in expectation of the declaration of war, to

make all necessary preparations, in order to be able to act at once with effect."
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ho would not venture, therefore, to oppose at the same time an em-
bittered population of" 100,000, and the advancing troops of Tetten-

born, but, joining his forces with those of General Morand, who
had retired from Pomcrania, at LoUenspicker, evacuated Hamburg
on the 12th of March, and retired to Bremen. The patriotism and
enthusiasm Avliich the Duke oi' Mecklenburg and the citizens of

Hamburg showed on this occasion, proved exceedingly dangerous to

the latter. The duke was the first of the princes who separated
from the confederation, and promised to send 5000 men to join the

allied army; the Hamburgers received the Russians as their deli-

verers with enthusiasm, and established the so-called Hanseatic le-

gion ;
the war on the Upper Elbe, however, did not permit the allies

to occupy the Lower Elbe, and Tettenborn with his 1600 men, prin-

cipally light troops, was not able to aflbrd them much assistance.

The terrible Davoust, Prince of Eckmiihl, who was afterwards

selected as the instrument of Napoleon's vengeance on Hamburg,
had been despatched at this time up the Elbe on the left bank with

Lagrange's division, because KutusolF's army, to which Winzingcrode
and Bllicher formed the vanguard, was advancing through Silesia

and Lusatia against Meissen and Dresden, burnt down the bridges
at Meissen, and arrived on the 13th of March at Dresden. He
endeavoured then, in vain, to enter Torgau: Thielemann referred

to the autograph letters of his king, and absolutely refused. In

Dresden, Davoust found General Regnier and the remains of the

7th corps already driven so far back by the Russian advanced guard
that he had found it necessary to make preparations for blowing up
one or two arches of the splendid bridge between the old and the

new towns. The Saxons, like all the Germans, when not restrained

by their princes, officials, or soldiers, everywhere manifested their

hatred of the French
; they received the Russians as deliverers, and

drove away by force the soldiers who were making preparations for

blowing up the bridge, crying out,
" Down with the French !"

Regnier certainly intended to carry out his plan: he behaved, how-

ever, very well to the Saxons, and the Saxon General le Coq as-

sisted him in his views on the 11th of March; he showed him, how-

ever, that the advances of the Russians could not be hindered by the

destruction of this beautiful bridge, and Regnier appeared inclined

to listen to him, until Davoust arrived.*

* The best account of these matters is to bo found in Von Ilolzcndorff's

"Beitra,c;en zur Biojiraphie des Generals von Thiolenianu." We find there in a note,

pp. 03-9G :

" General Ic Coq endeavoured to induce General Kepnier not to insist on

blowing up tlie bridije, as he did not believe tliat such a proceeding would be of any
great service in a military point of view; and he could not in that case guarantee
the non-occurrence of disagreeable scenes, which might render necessary severe,

perhaps blood}' measures on the part of the soldiers towards the citizens. These

pressing representations were of no avail. Kegnier believed that ho owed the com-

pletion of a once expressed wish to his honour, but declared, thai in doing so, he

merch/ intended to terrifij the enemv, and by no vieanx purposed to destro;/ this beautiful

work of art." Tlien, in p. 9G: "Davoust found it necessary to carry out the plan of

blowing up the bridge, probably rather out of opposition to Kegnier, and as a piece

2 b2
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As on all other occasions, so here, also, did the Prince of Eckmiihl

manifest the utmost harshness, and he, a man of education and of

good family, showed himself as brutal as Vandamme, who, born and

brought up among the lowest populace, had been made a general at

the end of 1792. He caused not only one, but two arches of the

bridge to be blown up on the 19th of March. On the 25th Regnier
evacuated the new town; on the 26th and 27th the old town also.

After the evacuation of Dresden, the Prince of Eckmiihl returned

to the army of the Viceroy Eugene ; Regnier, with the 7th corps,
was directed to proceed to Torgau; but Thielemann steadfastly
refused to obey his orders or Prince Eugene's, because he had re-

ceived orders not to open the fortress to any troops without the

express command of his king. The viceroy had by this time en-

camped with his 40,000 or 50,000 men behind the Saale, between

the points where the Saale and the Havel fall into the Elbe; the

divisions of his army which had been forced to quit Dresden were

encamped below the Harz Mountains ; Calbe, Bernburg, and Magde-
burg were occupied by the French. The French who had been

driven from Plamburg had come out of Bremen, but had suffered a

defeat at Liineburg from Czernitcheflf, who was then in Hamburg,
and was making use of Dorenberg to summon the Hanoverians to

arms, assisted materially in his plans by English money. Count
Walmoden was made commander-in-chief of the newly-raised troops,
and CzernitchefF and Tettenborn were placed temporarily under
his command. The result of this, however, is easily anticipated, for

the members of the former notorious Hanoverian government and
their president. Count Kielmansegge, constituted themselves again
in Hamburg, and from thence caballed and intrigued and governed
as before. Their proceedings again were crossed and thwarted by
Lord Charles Stewart (afterwards Marquis of Londonderry), and, in

order to complete the confusion, after Lord Stewart the Duke of

Cumberland came over to the continent, who settled himself in

Hanover immediately after the battle of Leipzig.
Czernitchcff had suddenly attacked Morand, who had too

hastily ventured to Liineburg on the 2nd of April; he himself had
been mortally wounded, and his troops were obliged to capitulate;
but Montbrun, who had been obliged to quit Stendal, arrived in

Liineburg soon enough to rescue some of the prisoners, and to

occupy the town again. Before Napoleon's arrival with his new

army, the viceroy also suffered a considerable loss at Moeckern,
and Lauriston's troops were driven back into Magdeburg. When
Wittgenstein and Blilow had crossed to the left bank of the Elbe,

between Wittenberg and Magdeburg, the viceroy had been afraid

of bravado for the Dresdcncrs, than for any military reasons. He caused a French
officer of pioneers to be sent for from Leipzig, and obtained from General Thiele-

mann the principal of the miners belonging to a company of sappers and miners

then in Torgau. The work, formerly begun and now acknowledged to be unneces-

sary, was then carried on by Saxon sappers and miners, and the bridge was blown

up on the 19th of March."
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of being attacked near Leipzig, and made a movement upon Berlin,
in order that they might go back again; and although his object
was attained, he sullercd considerable loss at Moeckern.

C.—CAMPAIGN OF 1813.

1.—TILL THE BATTLE OF BAUTZEN AND THE AKMISTICE OF
PLEISWITZ.

Inasmuch as the history of a war can only be properly treated by
a person acquainted with matters connected with such subjects

—and
we have several excellent accounts of the campaign of 1813 (for

example, Bade's, General von Hofmann's, and others)
—wc shall be

as concise as possible, and merely relate the principal events in a

summary manner. Just at the time when Napoleon's arniy on the

Elbe liad suflercd the above-mentioned defeat at IMoeckern—that is

to say, in the first week of the montli of April
—the Emperor had

finished all his preparations, and had proceeded from Paris to

IMayence, whore he remained from the Kith to the 24th of April.
From thence he himself directed, even to the minutest details, the

marclies and exercises of the new army which was arriving in great
numbers from beyond the Rhine.* He was Avaiting also until the

Italians, who were coming by the Tyrol, and the regiments sum-
moned from Illvria, should have reached the Maine. The Kinsr

of Prussia and the Emperor of Russia made their entry into Dresden
on the same day on which Napoleon quitted Mayence—namely, the

24th of April; Miloradowitsch had advanced still further with the

])rincipal army; ]Mccklenburg, which, as Ave have already mentioned,
had first joined the allies, was collecting troops; Hamburg had
restored its former constitution and replaced its senate, and was

forming a Hanseatic legion; Czenstochau had capitulated on the

25th of INIarch, Thorn on the 17th of April, and Spandau on the

25th. The Duke of Dessau also had ventured, wlien Wittgenstein
had again crossed the Elbe on the 11th, to follow the li'eneral move-
ment in favour of German patriotism wliicli had begun in Prussia,
and to separate himself from the Confederation of the Rhine.

The Emperor thought he should be able to repress this general
movement by measures founded on a system of military police; he

hoped, by the vengeance and punishment he inflicted on the deserters

• Tlie new corps which were to join the army were: 1. The 3r(l corps, unJer

Ncy, consisting of four divisions of conscripts and cohorts of the national guards,
and one division of Hessian and Baden troops. 2. Tiie 4th, under Bcrtrand, con-

sisting of three divisions of Italian, French, and Wirteniberg troops. 3. Tiie 6th,
under Marmont, consisting of two divisions of marines. 4. The 12th, under

Oudinot, consisting of two divisions summonod from Italy, and one Bavarian
division. Besides these, we must include sixteen battalions uf the young imperial
guard. These united corps amounted not merely upon paper, but in reahty, to

100,000 men. Tlio 2nd, r)th, and 11th corps, or tlie army of the viceroy, amounted
to 40,000 men, but the cavalry had been despatched to the Lower Elbe, wliere it

was required for the 1st corps. The whole French army had, however, only a

single division of cavalry, amouuting to 4000 men.
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from his party,* to put an end to this patriotic feehng; but he in-

creased the anger of the Germans, and rendered the deserters

more numerous, by choosing the Prince of Eckmlihl for the instru-

ment of his vengeance
—a man whose very name filled Germany

with fear and disgust. To what an extent this idol of his age, held

up to universal admiration even till the present day, not merely by
French but even by German authors, as a model for rulers and a

miracle of wisdom, trampled upon all human rights and feelings, is

particularly shown by what he caused to be decreed by his senate,

and decreed himself on this occasion. On the 3rd of April the

senate published a decree, by which all constitutional government
was entirely suspended in the 32nd military division, and this

without at all consulting the legislative assembly. On the 10th, a

totally arbitrary system of government was introduced by a decree

of the Emperor. The Prince of Eckmiihl, as commander-in-chief in

this division, received by this decree an amount of power which

rendered it easy for him to introduce an unheard-of system of terror,

instead of the legal and constitutional courses of proceeding.
The imperial decree is divided into three chapters [Tilres) and

twenty-two articles: we will, however, only mention the first three

articles, and afterwards the further commands from the Emperor to

the marshal on the 7 th of May, in order to give some idea of the

manner of proceeding always and everywhere at that time. We
can ourselves bear witness to this, as eye-witnesses of what took

place between Frankfort and the island of Wangeroge. As a proof
of how far even the better class of Bonapartists forget all human

feehng when foreigners, military fame, or the character of their

idol is concerned, we refer to Thibeaudeau's opinion, that the

Prince of Eckmiihl was fully justified in committing the barbarities

which he did commnt, because, according to the terms of the

Emperor's letter, no other course was left open to him. The first

article of the Emperor's decree declares that the commander-in-

chief of the division, exclusive of all other duties of his office, is

specially charged with the duty of restoring order and quietness in

all the departments of that division. The second article places under

his control the wliole police of the three departments, and permits

him, by his mere decrees, to attach any penalty contained in the

criminal code to certain offences defined by himself. Ho can,

moreover, suspend temporarily sous-pj-efets, judges, mayors of cities

or towns, and police magistrates, and name others in their stead.

The third article gives him the power of levying contributions or

* This is not merely suspicion : tlie Emperor himself caused it to be announced
in the Moniteur of April 4. In the Moniteiir, No. 49, p. 355, col. a, we find:
"
Independammont de I'armee des vice-roi, des armees du main et du corps du Roi

de Westphalie, il y aura dans la premiere quinzaine d'Avril pros de 50,000 hommes
dans la 32 division militaire, afin de faire un cxemple severe des insurrections qui out

trouble cette division. Le Comte de Bentink, maire do Varel, a eu I'infamie de se

mettrc a la tete des revoltes. Les propriotes seront confisquees; et il aura par sa

traldson consomme la ruine de sa famille."
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sums to be paid as penalty by particular towns or communes, or by
whole districts or departments; and of compelling the payment of

such sums by taking hostages, by threats of mihtary execution, &c.;
in a word, authorises him to proceed exactly as it is customary to act

in an enemy's country.
For the execution of the most severe measures, the most terrible

of the descendants of the old nobiUty among Napoleon's generals
was preceded by the rudest, coarsest, and most brutal of tlie plebeian

generals of the reign of terror. Vandamme, with two divisions of

the newly-raised French army, destined to form the nucleus of the

1st corps, was marching tlirough Lower Saxony almost at the same
time that Napoleon appeared in Upper Saxony. Vandamme knew
neither shame, human compassion, nor mercy; he Avas entirely the

soldier, and sacrificed to his military purposes everything that came
in his way: he pressed on to tlie Elbe, took the fort of Haarburg
by storm on the 27th of April, and immediately attacked the Elbe
islands. We shall have occasion presently to mention his conduct
at the taking of Hamburg. Wc must, however, here mention the

letter whicli Napoleon wrote to the Prince of Eckmiihl on the 7th

of May, and in which he laid down very definitely the measures ho
was to carry out after having obtained possession of Plamburg. All

the expenses of the war Avere to be borne by the military divisions,

with the sole excejition of the pay of the troops, and consequently,
for every franc of taxes, so77te centimes of war-taxes should be

raised in addition. Seven thousand horses should be furnished and

paid for out of the fine imposed upon Hamburg. Hamburg and
Liibeck were declared in a state of siege; no citizen should carry
arms or even have them in his house, under pain of being imme-

diately tried and condemned to death by a military tribunal. On
the 16th, 17th, and 18th of June, new and more severe decrees

appeared: "A list of all absentees, comprising six different classes,

shall be made, and the property of the same confiscated. Of the

fine of fifty millions, thirty shall be immediately paid in cash, ten in

bills upon the town, and ten shall be furnished in corn, equipments,
and other supplies." Everything was most literally carried out,

and as the Emperor had entirely left to the prince the selection of

those whose names were to be inserted in the list published on
the 24th of July, this confiscation produced a very rich harvest. A
sufiicient proof of Napoleon's feeling towards Germany, without

mentioning the barbarities of the ravages conunittcd in Saxony and
in Lusatia, will be found in the fact, that while he especially com-
mitted the destruction of the flower of Northern Germany to people
like Eckmiihl and Vandamme, he appointed a man like Augereau
governor-general of the duchies of Frankfort and Wiirzburg.

KutusolT, who, as the letters in Daniclewski proved, lived in

continual disagreement with Wittgenstein, died fortunately on the

17th of April, so that Wittgenstein's conduct no longer depended at

any rate on the caprices of a sick old man, when Napoleon, on the
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25th of April, proceeded from Erfurt to Leipzig, and united his whole

array there. Previous to this, Bhichcr had hastened on in advance
of the Russians, Miloradowitsch had stopped in Lusatia, Tormasoff
on the Oder; and Miloradowitsch was only at Zeiz at the time
when Napoleon arrived in Leipzig. Wittgenstein, who was com-

mander-in-chief, still remained on the Saale; Bluc'^er ought, there-

fore, to have halted in Altenburg to wait for the other armies. As
Napoleon advanced rapidly, Wittgenstein determined on an enn-awe-

ment and left his former position, although the French were far

more numerous than his troops and Blucher's combined. Bllicher

then received orders to make his appearance with the Prussian army
at Pegau, in the night from the 1st to the 2nd of May. Napoleon
had so made his arrangements, that in case of necessity he could
have availed himself during the battle of the viceroy's army and
of Bertrand's Italians, who had just arrived by forced marches; and
he contrived so to encourage his conscripts, and to lead them by
means of officers and veteran troops mixed up with their lines, that

he was enabled after the battle to compliment them upon having
fought like veterans. The same was, however, the case with Blucher's

enthusiastically patriotic Prussians, of Avhom m.any had never been
in the field before. The Prussians, according to Danielewski, num-
bered 33,350 men at the battle of Liitzen; the Russians, 35,775, for

their infantry had for the most part not come up; in artillery and

cavalry, however, they were so superior, that the French, though
they conquered, were unable to profit by their victory. The French
had only 350 pieces of cannon, but before the end of the summer a
thousand more had been added to these.

The Emperor of Russia and the King of Prussia joined the army
before daybreak on the 2nd of May, because Wittgenstein refused
to follow the advice of retiring in battle array and awaiting on the
Elbe the approach of reinforcements and the attack of the enemy.
The battle which was fought on the 2nd of May is always named
after the little town of Liitzen, but the contest was, properly speaking,
for the occupation of the villages of Kaja and Rana, of Gross-and
Klein-Gorschen. The superior and native miHtary genius of Na-

poleon, his incomparable activity and energy, his presence of mind
and his quickness of decision, showed themselves in this battle as in

every other; and when we add that he was seconded in this engage-
ment by Soult, Bessieres, Marmont, Oudinot, Victor, Mortier, Mac-
donald, and Lauriston, it Avill be seen that it was difficult to prevent
his gaining the victory. The Emperor was, however, attacked in a
direction from which he expected no attack,* and was obliged, in

sight of the enemy, to change his whole position by a series of mas-

terly mancEuvres : he would, probably, have been placed by this

* Odcleben (Srd ed., 1840) says, p. 28 :
" The Emperor did not expect to be attacked

that day, or at any rate, not from tliat direction. In so far, therefore, the battle of

Gross-Gorschen, although the result may be admitted to liave been doubtful, deserves
to be classed among the most successful manoeuvres of the Emperor."
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means in a very precarious, ])osition had not liliichcr, by a most un-

accountable carelessness, received Wittgenstein's despatch several

hours too late. Wittgenstein's order to Bliicher of the 1st was, it

appears, more carelessly treated than is usually the case with ordinary
mercantile letters,* so that the Emperor of Russia and the King of

Prussia expected to find the army commanded by Ijliicher, York, and

Berg, in its position at four o'clock, whereas, in spite of tlie greatest
exertions on the part of Bliicher, who never delayed at any rate, it

was unable to arrive till eleven o'clock.

The battle was obstinate and bloody; the allies wore driven from
the field, and retreated afterwards to and across the Elbe. Napoleon
had, consequently, gained his object, and was able to announce a

victory, but took neither prisoners nor cannon, and was unable, from
his want of cavalry, even to pursue the enemy. He perceived that

he had no longer to fight with mercenary hirelings, but with the

people themselves; every one was astonished, therelbre, that he did

not, after having, by the advantages he had gained, thrown a veil

over the misfortunes of the Ibrmer year, endeavoured to obtain peace

by magnanimously-ofi'ered concessions. Neither on this occasion did

he boast in such a disgraceful manner as usual of his victory, although
the several bulletins were still full of false statements. The bulletin

which he himself dictated, and which was printed in the Mo/iiieuj-

of the 9th of May, represents everything in such a manner, that

Napoleon himself apjjears as a magician and the French soldiers as

heroes, who, though far inferior to the allies in numerical force, yet

gain a briUiant victory. The Prussians and Russians, together, arc

stated in this bulletin to amount to 150,000 or 200,000 men. There

was, however, no need of lying on the occasion, for even the enemy
acknowledged the Emperor's skill, rmwearied activity, and prudent
conduct of the allair, and the courage of his conscripts.
The loss of the French in the action was reckoned at 15,000 men;

the Russians lost 2000; the Prussians, who ruslied headlong into

the battks 10,000. Bliicher himself was Avoundod; Prince Leopold
of Hesse-IIoraburg and the Prince of Mecklenburg-Strelitz were left

dead on the field; Scharnhorst Avas so seriously wounded that he

died of his wounds on the 20th of June, on his way from Vienna
to Prague. Napoleon lost his old comrade, Bessieres, belbre the

battle had properly even begun. Savary, whose account oi' the

battle corresponds exactly with those of German authors, mentions

in his Memoirs that the allies, after having (Occupied the village of

* Danielewski says, p. 7."): "The delay was caused in this manner: the despatch
which liad been sent off late tiie eveninc; before to BUieher's head-quarters was
delivered to an ollicial so overpowered witli sleep, that, after having jriven the re-

quisite receipt for it to the bearer, he placetl it under his pillow without reading it.

On awaking, he remembers that some despatch liad been brouglit to him during the

night; ojiens it, finds therein the plan of tlie battle, and sees, to his amazement,
that the luiiir appointed by tlie comniander-in-ehief is long past." This sounds
somewhat fabidoiis, aiul bears the impress of falsehood on the lace of it; the main
fact, however, concerning the delay of the delivery of the despatch is certain.
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Kaja at four o'clock in the evening, and thus having separated the
French into two parts, and having routed the portion commanded
by Ney, would have gained a complete victory had not General

Drouet, of the artillery, at the express command of the Emperor,
caused sixty guns to be so placed in a ditch, that the compact
columns of the enemy were quite cut through by the balls. He
adds, that if Napoleon had had 20,000 cavalry his victory would
have been decisive. As it was, the victory was by no means de-

cisive, although the French afterwards reaped all the advantages of

a victory ;* for the French army was obhged to remain all the even-

ing under arms and in battle array, and was several times attacked

during the night by the enemy's cavalry; and the Russian emperor
and his commander-in-chief were even for some time undecided
whether they should not renew the battle on the following day.

Curiously enough, however, it was found that they had not am-
munition enough.

Bade, whose history of the campaign of 1813 is in other respects
one of the best, is wrong in representing the French army as con-

sisting of 150,000 men; for Eugene Beauharnais, as well" as Ber-
trand with his Italians, did not arrive on the field till late, and with

only a portion of their troops. On the 3rd and 4th of June the
Russians retreated from the district about Leipzig over the Elbe by
Altenburg, the Prussians by Kolditz, Miloradowitsch covered their

retreat, for his army had remained as a reserve at Zeiz during the

battle, and Wittgenstein was very much blamed for not having sent

for this army before the battle. Napoleon himself appears to" have
feared something of the kind, for Odeleben, who was constantly
with him, informs us, that as he advanced he continually asked any
peasants that met him the way to Size. The King of Prussia and
the Emperor of Russia were in Dresden again on the 4th

;
on the

8th, Napoleon also arrived there; so that by that date the whole
of the right bank of the Elbe, from the Bohemian mountains to the
mouth of the Elbe, was in the hands of the French. The Emperor's
first care in Dresden was to settle himself firmly in the Hanse Towns

by means of negotiations with Denmark, and to compel the King of

Saxony to place himself once more unconditionally in his hands.

This latter point was very important, not merely on account of the
Saxon contingent, whose cavalry he very much wanted just now,
but also in reierence to the fortress of Torgau. If Thielemann could

be induced to open this to the French, they would be masters of all

the fortresses along the Elbe, as they had already fixed themselves

firmly in Wittenberg.
The fate of Hamburg depended at this time entirely on the

Danish pohcy, for the Russians had been obliged to withdraw their

troops as soon as the campaign began, and the Swedes, when they
landed in Pomerania, were not strong enough to oppose with any

* That the allies claimed the victory because they had taken a dozen cannon
and 800 prisoners, was ridiculous even as a bulletin.
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good effect the attacks of the French upon tlie town. Tlic Danes
were at this time on friendly relations with the French; they were,
however, threatened with the loss of Norway, which they could not

defend, even with the aid of France, against England, Russia, and
Sweden

; they therefore kept up friendly relations with France, but
at the same time lent a liivouruble ear to the proposals of Russia,
made through Count Dolgorucki in Copenhagen. The relations

between France and Denmark arc so exactly laid down in a docu-
ment inserted in the Moniteur of the 20th of June (No. 171), and
as far as avc know never contradicted, that we believe ourselves

justified in following this statement.

After the expedition of the English against Copenhagen in 1807,
a treaty of alliance was concluded between Denmark and France, by
which France guaranteed to the King of Denmark that he should

not be deprived of any portion of his dominions, in return for which
the king took upon himself the whole burden of carrying out the

continental system, and all the difficulties which at that time at-

tended an alliance with France. In the year 1811, continues the

French report, Sweden had hinted that it wished, by the help of

France, to obtain possession of Norway; the Emperor, however,
would not hear of such a proposal, and since that time Sweden had

sought the alliance of the enemies of France. Notwithstanding this,

when a war between France and Russia became unavoidable,
Sweden had again offered an alliance, had hinted at the ancient

friendship between France and that country, and had shown, in case

Norway belonged to Sweden, how easy it would be to effect a land-

ing in Scotland from the former country. The French cabinet had,

however, replied, that its treaties with Denmark did not permit of

its entering into any engagements by means of which Norway
would be separated from Denmark.

After this, the document mentions the principal points of the

arrangements of Sweden witli England and Russia which we have

already noticed
;
and the misfortunes are referred to which had oc-

curred to the French armies in 1812, and had rendered it possible
lor the Russians to advance as far as the Lower Elbe. During the

first months of the year 1813, continues the author of the document,
when the French were for the moment unable to protect the Danes
from an attack of the Cossacks, the French Emperor had magnani-
mously permitted the King of Denmark, at his request, to negotiate
with England, so as to secure, if possible, the unmolested possession
of his whole territory. The king had expressed his gratitude for

this; and we add, because it is not said in the document referred

to, the treaty of 1807 was given up. A great fuss is made in

all French au.thors in the usual manner about a magnanimous
action on the path of the Emperor, which was, after all, merely a

piece of ordinary prudence. Mention is made in the document
that the Emperor permitted the crews of four ships of war in the

Schelde, who were Danes, to return unmolested, when summoned
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to do so by their king. The first offers which the English and

Russians made to the Danes, continues the author of this document,
in order to induce them to cede Norway for a certain compensation,
were ridiculous, and King Frederic VI. of Denmark (for Christian

VII. had died in the autumn of 1808) would not listen to them for

a moment; in consequence of which Dolgorucki had been sent to

Copenliagcn. This latter, just at the time when the French were

making great preparations to recapture Hamburg, had offered the

Danes, as the price of their uniting with the allies against France,
that Norway should not be separated from Denmark. Denmark had
then despatched Count Bernstorf to London, and Count Moltke to tlic

Emperor of Russia. The English and Russian cabinets, however,

fancying that Denmark was now entirely separated from France, and
had no other choice than to unite with the allies, threw Dolgorucki
overboard, refused to acknowledge his treaty with the Danes, and
demanded the unconditional surrender of Norway. By this pro-

ceeding the eyes of the Danes had been opened at the very moment
when tlie Danish troops had already proceeded to Hamburg, and
were fighting against the French in the Elbe islands, and they had in

secret again joined France.

When the French writers on this occasion inveisfh against the

deceitful conduct of the English and Russian diplomatists, they may
be in point of fact quite right; but it is a little remarkable that they

speak so harshly of a line of policy which they themselves daily

practised.* Alquier took advantage of the dissatisfaction of King
Frederic VI. at the refusal of the allied powers to ratify Dolgorucki' s

treaty, and induced the Danish government to send the chancellor,
Von Kaas, to Dresden to Napoleon. The nominal object of the

Danish minister was to excuse the interference of the Danes in the

affairs of Hamburg ;
his real one, however, to conclude a treaty, by

which Hamburg should be again placed in the hands of the French.
The Swedish agent, Wetterstcdt, the English ones, Thornton and

Hope, and the Russian General Suchtclen, who were on board an

Enghsh vessel in Kioge Bay, in vain endeavoured, towards the end
of May, to prevent this mission : these ministers were not allowed to

come to Copenhagen. Do Kaas had an interview with the French

Emperor immediately after the battle of Bautzen, and by his advice

negotiated a treaty with the Due dc Bassano, which again brought
Denmark into intimate connexion with France. De Kaas returned

to Copenhagen with this treaty on the 10th of June.

The Emperor was very much dissatisfied with the King of Saxony

*
Bignon's long declamations concerning Dolgorucld's mission are to be found in

the 12tli part of liis
"
Histoire," &c. The passage in the Moniteur, p. 670, col. a, is

as follows: " C'est en vain qu'on ouvrirait les annales des nations pour y voir nne
politique plus immorale. C'est au moment ou la Danemark se trouve ainsi engage
dans un ttat de guerre avec la France, que le traite auquel il croit se conformer est
a la fois des avoue a Londres et en Russie, et qu'on profite de I'embarras ou cette

puissance est placee, pour lui presenter comnie ultimatum un traite qui I'engage-
rait a reconnaitre la cession de la Norwoge."
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for having connected himself witli Austria, and took advantage of

the first opportunity which odored of demanding with threats the

king's speedy return to his capitaL On his arrival in Saxony he

had taken no notice of the Saxon ncutrahty, but liad urged the king
with threats to give up to him Torgau and the 12,000 men stationed

in Franconia, among whom were two regiments of Saxon cavalry,
which the Emperor very particularly required at this time. Even
bclbre the battle of Liitzen the Emperor had repeatedly complained
of the prolonged residence of the king in Prague, and among
other things, had given the Duke of Weimar, on his passage through
that state, a message to him, which we give in the duke's words.
" The Emperor requests me," says he,

" to write to your majesty
the following words: ' I demand (je veux),' says ho,

' that the king
should explain himself. I shall then see 2chat I shall have to do ;

but if he is against vie., he will lose everythitig that he lias.^
"

Thiele-

mann's conduct had long appeared suspicious to the Emperor, and

became still more so when he came to Dresden during the time

the allies were in possession of the city: it was said, also, that tlie

king had made a separate alliance with Austria. This was con-

firmed in the course of the neofotiations with him. It does not

appear, however, that Austria undertook his defence to any great

extent, except at a later period against Prussia. After Narbonne,
who was at Prafrue as ambassador, had lono; tried in vain to in-

duce the king to return, Napoleon sent Count Montesquieu,

adjutant of the Viceroy Eugene, to Prague, expressly to say to

him,
" That he would declare him a deserter, who no longer

enjoyed his protection, and that he would immediately cease to be

king, unless he gave up Torgau, and ordered his troops to join the

French army." This produced the desired effect. The king re-

turned to Dresden, and after having hardly six days before expressly

approved of Thielemann's conduct in refusing to open the fortress

not merely to the commander-in-chief of the 7th corps, but even to

Marshal Ney, wrote to the commandant on the 8tli of INIay an order

to surrender the Ibrtress to Rcfrnier.

Thielemann had involved himself too deeply with the allies, and

had too much promoted the German patriotism of the time among
the Saxon army, to feel himself quite safe with the French;
he gave up the command to another general, who executed the

king's commands; he himself went over to the aUies, and was aiter-

wards at the head of a corps of light troops in the Prussian service,

of great use to the German cause. After the return of the king
to his capital, 10,000 Saxon troops joined the French, of which at

any rate the cavalry was very much wanted. "When the king re-

turned to Dresden on the 12th of 2^Iay, he very soon perceived that

he had taken a resolution which agreed as little with the feelings of

his faithful people as with the wishes of his army. In whatever

manner we may think of General Thielemann, who wished to bring
the king over to the side of tiie allies, or of l^iron von Scni't Pilsach
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and General von Langenaii, who wished to induce him to throw
himself into the arms of Austria, his fidelity to his allies, which
the French praise so highly, became destructive to him and to the
Grand-Duke of Frankfort, whilst a tyrant, like the King of Wir-

temberg, and a friend of the French party, like the King of Bavaria,
who had sold Germany to the invaders, escaped unpunished.
The Emperor of Austria, or rather his minister Metternich, could

not, however, be terrified by Napoleon like the King of Saxony, or

gained over by any representations as to fidelity in alliances, when
so totally opposed to good policy. Austria had been playing a
double game since the month of February. She kept together the
reserve corps, appeared to be covering Warsaw with' friendly inten-

tions, and Schwarzenberg, and afterwards Frimont, who commanded
this corps, professed to be under Napoleon's command; and yet
Baron von Lebzeltern was present at an arrangement made in the

enemy's camp as to the best means by which this reserve corps
could assist the entrance of the Russians into the duchy of Warsaw,
and induce Poniatowski's Poles to march to Cracow. In order to

secure the confidence of the aUies, Count Stadion, whom Xapoleon
considered as his peculiar enemy, and whose dismissal he had for-

merly demanded with threats, was again employed in active service,
and some time afterwards was sent to the head-quarters of the allies,
whither also Sir Charles Stewart (Lord Londonderry) proceeded.
As, however, it was not considered advisable to drop the mask just
at that time, Bubna was sent at the same time to Paris, to deceive
the French. The day before Napoleon's departure for the army,
Schwarzenberg also arrived in Paris, and when the Emperor said

to him, on his departure, that he should send orders to Frimont to

join him with tlie auxiliary corps from Cracow, he answered that he
had no doubt that Frimont would obey the order; although he was

quite convinced of the contrary. This equivocal policy was pur-
sued in May. Austria, indeed, since Wessenberg had been de-

spatched to London, affected neutrality; but there was still a good
deal of talk about the

rclationsliip, although even at that time

Schwarzenberg had given the Duke of Bassano, minister for foreign
affairs, to understand tliat he ought not to reckon too much upon
this bond of union. When the duke had once referred to this

point, Schwarzenberg had answered,
"
Policy alone formed tliis

bond
;
but

" The minister was too much of a courtier to relate

this conversation to his Emperor ; but he would have done better

had he done so. Austria therefore made no opposition when the

King of Saxony returned to the French party, when Torgau received
a French garrison, and the Saxon contingent joined the French

army. She would very willingly have kept back Poniatowski and
his Poles when the French advanced into Lusatia and Silesia, and

they were even expressly refused permission to march through the
Austrian

territory armed
; but she still hesitated as to declaring her

intentions openly. Napoleon, however, knew perfectly well what he
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had to expect; for Narbonne on the lOtli of May gives the Emperor
full information of the suspicious negotiations which Prince Cariati,
Joachim jNIurat's ambassador at the court of Vienna, was carry-

ing on with Metternich in the name of his king.
Austria still hoped that, by proceeding slowly and by degrees.

Napoleon might be induced to make some sacrifices in her flivour,

rather than make a new enemy at such a decisive crisis. Bubna,
therefore, Napoleon's old acquaintance, who understood liow to deal

with him, was sent to Dresden, where he arrived on the 16th of May.
The distrust of the French Emperor had become so great, that

immediately after the battle of Lutzen he had sent the Viceroy
Eugene to Italy to organise a new army. Bubna was to announce

finally that Austria no longer considered herself bound by the treaty

formerly concluded with France, at least in its most important point,

namely, furnishing an auxiliary force; and yet the Austrian em-

peror writes in the autograph letter which Bubna delivered to Na-

poleon, that he only wished to remain neutral in order to establish

Napoleon's dynasty on a firm and immovable basis (d'asseoir sur

des bases incbranlablcs votre dynastie, dont I'existenee s'est con-

fondue avec la mienne). Napoleon replied to Bubna's vague
hints as to the basis of an Austrian mediation, seeing that this

basis appeared to him inadmissible, not merely by a refusal, but by
a boastful and a threatenincf refusal;* and this was not reasonable.

The basis thus referred to by Bubna was for Austria the restora-

tion of tlie lUyrian provinces, the increase of its territory in Poland,
and the extension of its frontier on the side of Bavaria; the dis-

solution of the Confederation of the Rhine, and a slight increase

of territory for Prussia. Although the Emperor, however, thus

rejected any mediation, and refused the offers of the mediators, he

by no means objected to another propo.=;al of Bubna's, namely, that

an armistice should bo concluded, and a cono-rcss held in Pra<]:ue or

some other equally convenient place ; he even permitted Bubna to

announce to the allies directly his willingness that such a congress
should take place. Bubna was not only allowed to communicate

directly to Count Stadion, who was at this time at the head-quarters
of the allies, what the Emperor had said, but Napoleon himself

actually corrected the draft of the letter written by Bubna on this

occasion.

Bubna had only very generally mentioned the conditions which
Austria might probably propose ;

he returned, therefore, to bring-
back with him a written proposal, and to convey a letter to the

Emperor Francis. This letter is contained in Bignon's collection,

published after his death; and for the then state of allairs it sounds

•
Boastful: for he wrote to Narhonno '•

tliat he sliouUl tell ^lettcniich tluit Bubna
and Schwarzcnberg could testify tli.it. witliout reckoning the Italian troops or tlic con-

tingent of the Khenish alliance, he had at tiie time l.U)0,000 men on foot." T/irealcn-

imj : he Avrote,
'• If that vliieh I require from Austria according to the terras of the

treaty of 1812 be not fulfilled, a decree of the senate is now ready, by wliich a levy
of 200,000 men is ordered." The date of the last letter is May 4th.
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ratlier decisive* " If your majesty," he writes,
"

is at all interested

in my happiness, I must entreat you also to have some regard for

my honour. I am resolved rather to die at the head of those

Frenchmen whose feelings and ideas are noble, than to become an

object of ridicule to the English, and to yield a triumph to the

enemies of our nation. I entreat your majesty to think of the

future, and not yourself to destroy the fruits of a friendship of three

years' duration." A declaration of his willingness for peace, which

the Emperor caused to be printed in the Moniteur of the 24th of

May, proves that even then, when the Russians and Prussians were

making the disposition of their troops on the understanding that

Austria intended taking part in the war, Napoleon had no idea of

admitting any Austrian mediation.

At the head of the allied armies at the battle of LUtzen was

Count Wittgenstein, under wliose command were both Bliicher and

Miloradowitsch, who had several causes for being dissatisfied with

him. After this battle he had made, as was said, so many mistakes,

that the Emperor Alexander again temporarily left the command
with Barclay de Tolly, who also happened to be older in the service.

The aUied army had retreated before the advance of the French by
Meissen and Dresden, until they arrived in the neighbourhood of

the sources of the Spree, and took up a position in the neighbour-
hood of Hochkirch, near Bautzen and Wurschen, already well known
from the events of the seven years' war, such as to imply that they
intended to await an attaci<; there. When Napoleon heard of this,

as his army (consisting of 100,000 men) was not superior in number
to that of the allies, he sent orders to Ney and Lauriston, who were

to have set out at the head of between 60,000 and 70,000 men
from Torgau against Berlin, to join him, hastened on the 18th to

his army, continued his march on the 19th, and commenced the

attack on the 20th. This time also, by the skill of his arrange-

ments, he drove the allies from most of their positions: Bliicher

alone had retained the part of the first line immediately before

himself This time, too, as at Liitzen, the French paid dearly for

the advantages they obtained, and particularly because the Russians

were partly covered by their position. On the 21st the battle was

renewed, and in the opinion of all judges the allies wovdd have been

surrounded on this day had not the Emperor committed an im-

portant error: the French, however, kept possession of the field of

battle. The accounts given by the two parties of the number of

*
Bignon, vol. xii., pp. 97-98 :

" J'ai entretenu," he wrote to the Emperor Francis,
"

le Comte de Bubna pendant plusieurs heures; je desire lapaix phis que personne.

Je consens a, I'ouverture d'une negociation pour une paix generale et a rouverture

d'un congres des ple'nipotentiaires des insurge's d'Espagne, pour qu'ils puissent y

stipulcr leurs interets. Si la Ilussie et la Prusse et les autres puissances bellige-

rantes veulent traiter avec I'Angleterre, j'y consens cgalenient. Si une ftiit le

congres ouvert, il est dans I'intention des puissances belligerantes de conclure un

armistice, commc cela s'est fait dans plusieurs circonstances et comme il en a e'te

question a Paris avec le Prince de Schwarzenberg, je suis pret a y adherer."
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killed and wounded differ vcvy considerably from eacli otlier. The
Russian and German accounts state that the number of killed and
wounded on the part of the French was double that of the allies:

the French authors assert the contrary. The allies were by this

time pretty certain that Austria would declare in their favour; they
left in their retreat, therclbrc, the road to Brcslau open, and retired

in the direction of Bohemia towards the furthest corner of Silesia,

where the fortress of Schweidnitz offered them a safe asylum.
These movements were, 1o a certain extent, perplexing to Napoleon.
The further he advanced the more he was removing himself from
his auxiliaries, and from the reinforcements which he expected:
the allies were approaching their reinforcements in exactly the same

proportion. The battle itself had brought into the hands of the

conquerors neither trophies nor large numbers of prisoners, as living
witnesses of the truth of the boasting announcements of victory, so

that, according to the testimony of the Emperor's most zealous

servant, panegyrist, and defender, he was rather grieved than re-

joiced at the victory gained by such great sacrifices.* What most

grieved him, and what still makes the French bitter, and at times

unjust, against the Prussians, was, that the Prussians, whom he had
so despised, fought like heroes in all the skirmishes and in the

battles of Liitzen and Bautzen, and that they had brought into the

field an entirely new kind of national force, the militia (landwehr),
at first despised by him, but which he afterwards found formidable

enough. He was destined to feel that, under proper guidance, they
could offer a resistance which he had never expected from his expe-
rience of them in 1806 and 1807. He was struck at the orderly
and regular retreat of the allies, which bore not the least resem-

blance to a flight; and on one occasion, when he visited his advanced

guard, he was an eye-witness of the resistance which his army still

experienced from the retreating enemy. Not far from Gorlitz he
was riding a little in advance of his immediate companions, Mortier,
Caulaincourt (Due de Vicenze), Kirgener, an engineer officer, and

Duroc, the marshal of the palace : the three latter were a few paces
behind the Emperor, and on his turning suddenly he only saw
Caulaincourt still standing. Kirgener had been killed on the spot,
and Duroc was so dangerously wounded that he died the next day
in great agony. The visit which the Emperor paid Duroc on his

death-bed has been shamefully abused by the French writers, so as

to form a kind of romantic and sentimental scene: and in this repre-
sentation of the matter they were preceded by the thirtieth bulletin,

*
Bignon, at the conclusion of the 2nd chapter of the 12th part (pp. 141-115)

says: "Ces melees forniiclables, ou trinniphe encore le genie dc Napoleon, n'ont

plus le prestige de ses anciennes victoires; elles u'exaltent pas Ics vainqueurs, ne
decourairent pas les vaincu?. Quelle dilTe'rence entre le soir de Bautzen et celui

d'Austerlitz et de Jena! Quoi .' pas dc cations, pas de prisoimiers ! s'e'crie Napoleon
lui-m6me. Aucun de ces resultats, qui consolent du sang verse! Bien que des
blesses et des morts

;
la guerre dans tout son horreur et saus I'ivresse du triomphe;

la guerre indecise, interminable!"

VOL. Vlll. 2 C
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composed in the name of the Emperor, and to a certain extent by
himself. This scene is described in all the books, and has been

made immortal by innumerable prints : we do not ourselves venture

to express an opinion on the point, seeing that Plutarch's style of

history is certainly the popular one, but shall rather quote in a note

a few words from a French author, who is in general no very de-

cided enemy to the rhetorical style of historical composition.* The

pursuit was carried on vigorously notwithstanding this resistance,

and the French rapidly advanced towards Silesia: on the 25th they
crossed the Bober, and on the 27th the Katzbach

;
the head-quarters

of the Emperor were at Liegnitz, and Lauriston advanced as far as

Breslau.

Before Bubna's return with the formal declaration of Austria re-

specting the above-mentioned basis of a mediation, Napoleon had

endeavoured, by offers to the Emperor of Russia, to induce the latter

to enter into a separate negotiation with him. He intended that

Caulaincourt should take advantage of the personal favour which
the Emperor Alexander had shown him at Petersburg; he sent him,

therefore, before the battle of Bautzen, with offers of concessions

to Russia to the Emperor; he was not admitted to an interview,

however, but was required to communicate his offers in writing.
When he again, after the battle, pressed for an answer to his request
to be allowed to come into the camp, a direct answer was politely
evaded. Bubna returned on the 10th of May with Austria's pro-

posals respecting a mediation, and the Emperor Alexander could

not so far offend Count Stadion, who was at the time in his camp,
as to admit Caulauicourt to a private interview; he caused him to

be told, therefore, to make arrangements with Schouwaloffat the out-

posts respecting an armistice, and that the proposals of Austria should

be waited for before arranging a peace. During the negotiations

respecting the armistice, which lasted from the ist till the 4th of

June, Napoleon wrote several times to Caulaincourt, urging him to

endeavour to induce Schouwaloff to enter into special negotiations
with him; but the Russians were as cunning as the Corsican, and
Schouwaloff would agree to nothing without the consent of Kleist,

who was acting for Prussia.

The armistice was at length concluded in the village of Pleisch-

witz or Peischwitz, not far from Jauer, on the 5 th of June. It

was at the time generally stated, is Thibaudeau's opinion, and is

even put into the Emperor's own mouth by the authors of Memoirs
of Napoleon as a maxim, that the armistice was disadvantageous to

the French, and of advantage to the alHes.f The armistice was ori-

*
Thibaudeau,

"
Empire," vol. Ti., p. 292 :

" Le bulletin {Moniteur du 30 Mai) rap-
porta quelques phrases a effet e'change'es dans cette entreyue. C'est une supposi-
tion dont il est facile de voir le but."

t We shall quote the passage, because we like to let the Fi'ench themselves speak
in these matters. It is to be found at the commencement of chap. 90 (vol. vi., p. 305) ;

"
L'opinion generale est que I'armistice fut une faute. II donnait a I'armee Francaise

le tems de se refaire, de se renforcer, d'assurer ses communications. Ce n'etait pas
im avantage, des qu'il ctait comraun a renuerais. Mais il avait un inconvenient uia-
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finally to last till the 20th of July, and to include six days more
before recommencing hostilities. Both armies were to withdraw
and to leave a certain space between them. The French were to

evacuate Breslau, but were to remain in possession of Liegnitz. The
line of separation was to commence at the point where the Katzbach
falls into the Oder; was to follow the course of the Oder as far as

the borders of Saxony, and thence to continue by the frontier of

Prussian Saxony along the Elbe, in such a manner, however, that

Saxony and Anhalt should remain in the hands of the French,
and the Prussian provinces in the possession of the allies. This
last provision was to the disadvantage of the French, for the

portions of Silesia and Upper Saxony which were given up to them
were already exhausted and ruined by the war, whereas the portions

occupied by the allies had not yet suffered at all. The garrisons in

all the fortresses in Poland and on the Oder, which the allies were
then besieging, were to be furnished every five days during the

armistice Avith provisions sufficient to last them that time. Hamburg
would have been rescued by this armistice, had it not already fallen;

and this the French took for granted when they agreed to the con-

ditions. Hamburg was not only in the power of the French, but

had already suflered all that the Emperor had previously with great

severity prescribed for its punishment.

2.—PEKIOD OF THE NEGOTIATIONS AND OF THE ARMISTICE.

At the time when the armistice was asfreed on the allies were

quite certain of obtaining the assistance of Austria; the French

Emperor, on the other hand, calculated very confidently on being
enabled, by the assistance of the Danes, to secure for himself the

district of the Lower Elbe, and by a well-directed expedition against

Berlin, to render useless the plans of the allies on the Upper Elbe.

We have already mentioned that the iMnpcror was excessively

annoyed at the sudden patriotism of the Hamburgers of the old

school, celebrated and even notorious for their careful observance of

the times, and for an excessive regard for everything which might
interfere with their commercial profits. On the former occasion, the

address of the old Syndic Doormann after the capture of the city
had vied in contemptible eloquence with that of the Hanoverian,
M. von Grote, and now the city suddenly threw itself into the arms
of Czcrnitcheff and Tcttenborn, and organised a legion for the

purpose of stopping Napoleon at the Elbe. He let loose upon the

town, which was afterwards betrayed and sold by the Danes, the

terrible Vandamme and the inexorable Davoust, as we have also

jeur, il donnait a rAutriche Ics deux mois dont ellc avait bcsoiu pour completer ses

arinemeus, rompru ouvortomeut ralliance ct s'unir :i la coalition. Napoleon le

pressontait; la fatalite Tentraina: En faisant Ics premieres ouvcrtures, lui victo-

rieux il semblait douter dc la Constance de la fortune et autoriser ses cnnemis a nc

plus y croire. En qiuttant Ne\imark il dit :

' 8i les allies nc veulont pas de bonne
foi la paix, cet armistico pout nous devenir biea fatal.'

"

2 c 2
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already noticed. By a decree of tlie senate of tlie 4tli of April, the

Emperor had caused the constitutional course of proceeding to be

suspended in the departments of the Upper Ems, the mouths of the

Ems, and the mouths of the Weser, which together composed the

32nd military division, and had invested the general in command
with dictatorial and irresponsible powers. On the 16th of April
the Viceroy Eugene sent to the Prince of Eckmlihl his appoint-
ment from the Emperor as general of the district and of the army
destined to act against Hamburg, which at that time consisted at

most of 12,000 men. As long as the Danes were negotiating with

Russia, and were flattering themselves that they should be able to

save Norway by means of the very equivocal assistance they were

giving to Hamburg, this army merely blockaded the city, and
Danish soldiers fought on the Elbe islands with Vandammc, who
had marked his route from Oldenburg to Haarburg with bloody
executions. It is unfortunately quite clear, from Napoleon's own
letters, not merely that he fully approved of the brutal conduct of a

man like Vandamme, but that he expressly laid down directions for

the Prince of Eckmiihl, as to the manner in. which he should inflict

upon Hamburg, Liibeck, and Mecklenburg, a vengeance revolting
to all feelings of humanity. After the battle of Lutzen the Empe-
ror's first thought was of a kind of Turkish government, and a

terrible example in Hamburg and on the Baltic. During the

march to Dresden he wrote from his head-quarters at Waldheim to

Davoust, ordering him immediately to advance upon Hamburg, get

possession of the town, and send on Vandamme to Mecklenburg.
In Hamburg he was immediately to cause all citizens to be arrested

who had ever acted as senators. Their properties were to be sealed

up and confiscated. All the inhabitants were to be disarmed,

Hamburg and Liibeck were to be rated at a contribution of fifty

millions. All arms were to be taken from the inhabitants of the

surrounding district
;

all gendarmes, cannoniers, coast-guards,
ofiicers and official persons of every class were to be disarmed, if

they had been formerly in service and had not remained fiithful
;
no

private property was to be respected. The town was to be declared

in a state of siege, drawbridges were to be built at the gates, can-

non placed on the walls, breastworks formed, a citadel* built on the

side next Haarburg, large enough, in case of need, to protect four or

five thousand men against any sudden rising or the violence of themob.
Liibeck was also to be declared in a state of siege, and the prepara-
tions to resist the enemy which had formerly existed at Cuxhaven
Vi^ere to be renewed. Finally, the Swedish General von Dobeln was

ordered to Hamburg to assist
;
he retired, however, without accom-

plishing anything; and at last Hamburg received the Danish troops,

*
Napoleon's orders respecting the conversion ofHamburg into a fortress, and the

violent and tyrannical proceedings to which this was to give rise, may be found in

full among the documents appended to the "Manuscrit de 1813," iu the 2nd Part,
No. 1, pp. 105-109.
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who Averc fightint,^ as late as the 14th of May with the French

troops on the island oi" Willenisburg.
The Emperor was exceedingly angry at the share the Danes had taken

in the defence of Hamburg, but the conduct of the Russians and English
brought about a reconciliation. They refused to fulGl the promise

rcsjDCCting Norway, which Dolgorucki had given the Danish court

.It Copenhagen. The French ambassador Ahjuier, who was still

in Copenhagen, took advantage of the opportunity without loss of

time to reconcile tlic Danes Avith his countrymen. lie hastened

himself to the island where the contest was going on, and had
sudicient inlluence to induce the Danish troops either to leave the

island or to surrender the positions they were defending to the

French; and in return for this the Emperor permitted a Danish
ambassador to wait upon him in Dresden. The unfortunate Ham-
burgers were sacrificed to the reconciliation of the Danes and the

French, and to the diplomatic skill of Alquier. The Danish chan-

cellor De Kaas, v/ho was afterwards sent to Dresden during the armis-

tice, was at first empowered to negotiate with the French on the

Elbe as to the means by which Hamburg might be delivered

up to the French without any contest, or without causing any
confusion after Tettenborn's departure. It Avas agreed that the

Danes should continue to garrison the town after the departure
of Tettcnborn and the Hanscatic legion, until they could find an

opportunity of surrendering it to the French. As soon as it was

surrendered, De Kaas proceeded to Dresden, to conclude an alliance

of the most intimate kind with Napoleon. At the time Avhcn the

armistice of Plcischwltz was concluded, the surrender of Hamburir
was not generally known; it was provided, therefore, that in case

the town should not yet be in the possession of the French, the

armistice should protect it also; but the Danes and French had
taken possession of Hamburg on the 31st of May, and had already
introduced all the most vexatious arrangements of a garrison
town in full force. De Kaas negotiated during the month of June
with the Emperor and his minister respecting a treaty, which was
afterwards signed in Copenhagen on the 10th of July by Alquier
and Kosenkranz. This treaty has never been completely made
known

; as, however, we are not writing a diplomatic history, it is

enough for our purpose to know that France engaged that Denmark
should retain Norway, and that Denniark, on the other hand,

promised to declare war against Russia, Sweden, and Prussia, and
to add 12,000 men to the French army, Avho might be employed
anywhere between the Elbe and the Vistula.

At the time when this treaty Avas concluded, it Avas Napoleon's
intention to attack Berlin at the same time froni the south-east and
from the north-AVcst. The attack from the LoAver Elbe Avas en-

trusted to the Prince of Eckmiihl, Avho Avas also appointed to the

command of the Danish auxiliary force. The historians of that time
maintain that Napoleon laid much more weight upon the possession
of Berlin, Avhich, before the battle of Liitzen, Avas only protected by
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Bulow's corps, than he was justified in doing, and had consequently,
even before the battle of Bautzen, thought of an expedition against

the Mark. The Crown Prince of Sweden only arrived in Porae-

rania towards the end of May with the whole of the army he had

promised; and CzernitchefF and Woronzoff, who had previously
been protecting Berlin, had been compelled to join the army of the

allies. Ney and Oudinot had received orders before the battle of

Bautzen to march upon Berlin
;
but Napoleon afterwards discovered

that Generals York and Barclay de Toily had brought considerable

reinforcements to the army in Lusatia, and had consequently retained

with him the two marshals, who afterwards rendered important ser-

vices in the battle of Bautzen. Oudinot left the field of battle to

march against Billow. His advanced guard was only distant some

forty-five miles from Berhn, when he was driven back from Liick-

nau on the 5th of June, and was then obliged by the armistice just

concluded to remain stationary.

At this time the Danes had not merely delivered up to the French

Hamburg, which they had garrisoned, but were besieging Liibeck:

Berlin was, therefore, threatened on all sides, and not merely by
Oudinot alone. Vandamme was to advance against it from Magde-
berg by Wittenberg, the Prince of Eckmiihl was to leave a garrison
in Hamburg, and to advance; upon it through Mecklenburg. This

plan was postponed on account of the armistice, but afterwards re-

sumed. Austria had, in the mean time, during the negotiations for

the armistice, taken a new step, which apparently was to lead to a

peace, but which was really intended to give that power an excuse

for breaking, in the course of the war, the engagements entered into

by the treaty of Paris of 1812 respecting mutual assistance. Bubna
returned on the 30th with the conditions, in writing, which he had

formerly expressed verbally, according to which Austria was willing
to undertake the office of mediator, and asserted boldly that the

treaty of Paris still existed, and only required to be altered in one or

two points. Napoleon, who knew very well that Count Stadion had

already concluded in the camp of the allies an agreement quite in-

compatible with the treaty of Paris, referred the Austrian ambassador

to the Due de Bassano, in order to negotiate with him (in Liegnitz)

concerning the points in this treaty which he wished to have altered.

When this negotiation had gone so far as to bring on a treaty re-

specting these points, Bubna was obliged to confess that he had no

power to conclude such a treaty.

Neither the Prussians nor the Russians had anything to do with

this system of deceit: everything was conducted by Mettemich and

the English Tories. When, however, as we shall have to mention

presently, Metternicli himselfcameto the French Emperor to Dresden,
to effect what Bubna had failed to do in Liegnitz, the Emperor met

cunning with cunning, and in the mean time made a most excellent

use of the time afforded him by the armistice.

He studied day and night, as Odeleben tells us, mentioning the

various subjects carefully, the geography, orthography, and topo-
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graphy of" the country between Dresden and Prague, not merely in

books and maps, with tlie assistance of the clever men engaged in

his geographical and topographical commissions, but in the field, and

by fatiguing exertions on liorseback, and rides undertaken for the

purpose of satisfying himself, which sometimes extended iar into the

mountains; his intention being, if it should be necessary, to attack

the Austrian army then collected in Bohemia. Berthicr, Soult, who
was afterwards sent back to Spain, antl the engineer and geographer
13acler d'Albc, studied with the Emperor through the whole of the

month of June, maps and plans, in order to lay down the plan of a

campaign, founded upon the union of the Austrians Avith the Prus-

sians and Russians, to prepare for the time when the armistice should

cease. Dresden was fortified as well as possible. The English, in

the mean time, had been long endeavouring to organise a formal

coalition to obtain Hanover again for their king and his sons, and
to take advantage of the misery of the continent, which they ap-

peared to be relieving by rich alms, and for the liberation of which

they were paying subsidies to increase their commerce and their in-

dustry, and to extend their power over all seas, sea-coasts, and islands.

Lord Cathcart had lono- been Ensflish commissioner and ambassador

at the court of Russia; and in the spring, the emptiest and proudest
of the English Tories, Sir Charles Stewart (who afterwards, as Lord

Londonderry, was treated by the Emperor Nicholas like a sovereign

prince, as he himself with great complacency tells us in his Travels),
had been sent to the Prussian camp. Baron Wessenburg was sent

to England by Austria, nominally to mediate between England and

France, but leall}^ to announce the true intentions of his court.

Lord Cathcart had in the former year been present at the conference

between the Emperor of Russia and the Crown Prince of Sweden at

Abo in Finland, and had taken part in their military councils re-

specting the conduct of the war; and, since that time, he had fur-

thered by every means in his power a closer connexion between

England and Russia. He was now empowered to conclude a subsidy

treaty founded on a new coalition against France, and at the same

time to follow the army and to take a leading part in its operations.
This latter could not well be refused him, as the English not only

paid the troops, but when it was necessary, furnished arms, ammuni-

tion, and provisions. Sir Charles Stewart (brother of the minister,

Castlercagh) had been sent to the continent to negotiate Avith I'russia

in the same manner as Lord Cathcart did with Russia; but as

he was in the army, he also took part in the operations of the war,
and was especially charged to watch the proceedings of the Crown
Prince of Sweden, who was not quite trusted, and to whom Thorn-
ton was accredited as charge (Caffaires. Sir Charles Stewart con-

cluded a treaty with the King of Prussia on the 14th of June, and
Lord Cathcart one with the Emperor Alexander on the loth, at

Reichenbach, with the contents of which Count Stadion, who was

present, was acquainted, and which he approved; so that these
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treaties may be regarded as the commencement of the last coalition

against France. The two treaties of Reichenbach are very nearly
of the same import. Prussia engaged to furnish 80,000 more men
for the active carrying on of the war, and England to pay 666,666/.

by monthly instalments. England engaged that Prussia should
obtain the whole of the territory it had possessed previous to 1806,
and Prussia undertook to engage that the Elector of Hanover, and
the son of the Duke of Brunswick, who had been mortallv wounded
at the battle of Jena, should be replaced in their possessions. Prussia

also promised, at the same time, to the Elector of Hanover, an
increase of territory with 100,000 inhabitants.

Russia promised a force of 160,000 men, and England was to pay
for them 1,133,134/. by monthly instalments. Prussia, England, and
Russia further guaranteed, in common, five milhons sterling of paper
money to make up for the temporary want of cash. A separate

treaty was concluded between Russia and England in the month of

July at Peterswalde, by which England promised to furnish pay for

the 10.000 German troops wdiich the Emperor Alexander had

formed, from the prisoners, the deserters from the states on the

Rhine, and the German patriots who flocked to his camp from all

quarters.
Even in this treaty we find proofs enough that Austria had long

had a secret understanding with the two powers. The treaty
contains an article, regarding which, for the sake of appearances,
the ratification of the Emperor Francis is made iiecessary, which

provided that Austria should recover all her lost territories, and that

the Pope should be restored to his temporal authority. Besides

this, in case the Emperor Francis should agree to ratify the treaty,
the sum is specified which England was to pay, as soon as the

Austrian armies should join those of the allies. This article is

neither to be found in Scholl ("Pieces Ofiicielles," vol. iii., p. 11),
nor in Martens (vol. v., p. 569), because Metternich was playing a

double game, and wished to keep the alFair secret for the time: for

the same reason he caused the emperor to delay his ratification
;
but

it became public after some time. Austria intended during the

congress, which it had proposed, and which was to be held in

Prague, to preserve for some time longer the mask of neutrahty and

impartiality, though it was well known that the plan of the campaign
had been drawn up and arranged with Austria, and in presence of

Austrian plenipotentiaries. The proposal of the Austrian minister

Avas, that the negotiations in Prague should be carried on, not

verbally, but by notes, which were to be given by the French
minister to the Austrian, and by him to the allies, and vice ve?'sa.

If the French were not honest and straightforward in the matter, as

we well believe, Metternich was still less so. Before he himself

finally visited Napoleon at Dresden on the 27th of June, he had
had two secret meetings with the Emperor of Russia, in which

exactly the contrary of that was arranged, wliich he afterwards at-
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tempted to make even Napoleon believe, that the Emperor Francis

was rather inclined to Napoleon's side, in consequence of his con-

nexion with him, than to that of the allies.

Napoleon had too munv friends and spies at the different courts,
and puid those who told him secret intelli'jence too well, not to be
informed of Metternich and Stadion's intrigues, and of the article

which the latter had approved of in the treaty concluded between
the Jlussians and the English: and hence we must explain the

imprudent and even rude terms which the Emperor, only too easily
excited as he was, made use of in his interview with Metternich,
when he visited him at Dresden.

Metternich arrived in Dresden In person on the 27tli of June,

nominally to convey a letter from his emperor to Napoleon, but

really to make' the necessary preliminary arrangements for announc-

ing the changed position of Austria in respect to France; and this

was rendered much easier for him by the Emperor's hastiness.

Napoleon, who knew that Stadion had already concluded a con-

ditional treaty with the allies, saw that the Austrians wished to

deceive him; lie was, and justly, vexed at it, and became violent;
and in this way we must explain his violence and rudeness to Met-
ternich when they met in Dresden. When the Austrian minister

appeared in Dresden, Napoleon was so imprudent as to undertake
himself the conduct of the conversation with him respecting the

letter which he had brought, instead of leaving this task, as he ought
to have done, to the very coolest of his diplomatists; and he con-

ducted the conversation in his rudely and violently open manner.
When it was already too late he sent for Fouche, with Avhom he had
been reconciled before his departure for the government of Illyria,
to send him to Prague. This embassy was only of use in reference

to Murat's cabals, as carried on by Prince Cariati.

Metternich is said to have left an account of this conversation in

his unpubllsiicd IMemoirs; but Bignon, who heard tlie passage read,

says nothing more of it, than that it was written quite in Metter-

nich's style, and showed the affair to great advantage to him. We
have, however, an account of it by an eye and ear witness, which
bears upon the face of it the stamp of truth for any one who is at

all acquainted with Napoleon's style and manner. The private

secretary of the French Emperor, Paron Fain, was within earshot

during the whole interview, carried on at one time nearer his position,
in the rooni next the garden, at another further off, in the Emperor's
study, and in the course of which tlie Emperor in his violence fre-

quently spoke very loud. The negotiations on the 27th, which were
carried on in all diplomatic form between INIctternich and iNlaret, re-

lated to the congress to be held in Prague, and particularly to the

manner in whicli the offers of the French Emperor to the allies were
to be conveyed in writing by the hands of the Austrian minister, and
all verbal communications between the parties avoided; but upon the

28th, Napoleon himself undertook to remonstrate with IMctternich

concerning the alliance. The whole conversation is to be found in
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Fain's book, which he calls the "
Manuscript of 1813." We have

to do with very little of it here, but we will give some passages
in the note from the original, because the military sans-culottes

style of the Emperor is easily recognised in them. The same
remark applies here as to the " Memorabiha" at St. Helena; the facts

may be entirely false, or at any rate much distorted
;
the tone of the

Emperor is not to be mistaken. The conversation begins with a
kind of apostrophe of the Emperor's to Metternich,* and a hint

that he very well knew what Stadion had been doing in the camp
of the allies, and what treaties had been concluded at Reichenbach.

"
I know," says the Emperor,

" that Austria has collected an

army. I know that Schwarzenberg is to take the command of it."

Then he gesticulated wildly, goes to a point from which he can
obtain a view of the Bohemian mountains, points to them with his

finger, and exclaims,
" There stands your army ! But," he con-

tinues,
"
you wish to see first, whether you cannot cheat me, with-

out being obliged to fight." We give the words themselves in the

note, that our readers may see that this is their meaning, although
the word itself is not used.f Metternich might have quickly
answered, that he wished to take the same advantage of circum-

stances that the Emperor himself had done in 1812; but the minis-

ter avoided the question, made use of several fine phrases, and

slowly and sneakingiy hinted at one supposition after the other as to

the proposals about to be made to the Emperor at Prague. This
sort of conduct made the Emperor so angry that he rushed out of

the cabinet, shouting and stamping, lost his senses altogether, and
insulted Metternich personally in the grossest manner.^ We give
the words in the note, and merely add as some excuse, that even if

Napoleon was not at that time cognisant of Metternich's two secret

and incognito journeys to the Emperor of Russia, he certainly knew

*
"Quels ont etc jusqu'ici les resultats de I'armistice? Je n'en connais point

cl'autres, que les deux traites de Eeichenbacli que I'Angleterre vient d'obteuir de
la Prusse et de la Kussie. On park aussi cVun traite avec une troisieme puissance ;

iiutis vous aviez M. de Stadion sur les lieux, Metternich, et voiis devez etrc mieux informe
que moi a cet egard. Convenez en, depuis que rAutriclie a pris le titre de niediateur,
elle n'est plus de mon cote."

t
" Je vous ai devin^, Metternich, votre cabinet veut profiter de mes embarras et

les augmenter autant que possible, pour recouvrer tout ou partie de ce qu'il a perdu.
La grande question pour vous est de savoir, si vous pouvez me ran^onner sans

combattre, ou s'il faudra vous jeter decide'ment au rang de mes ennemis; vous ne
savez pas encore bien lequel des deux partis doit vous offrir le plus d'avantages, et

peut-etre ne vene^ ici que pour mieux vous en eclairer. Eh bien! voyons, traitons;
j'y consens. Que voulez-vous?"

J . . . .
" Et c'est mon beau-pure, qui accueille un tel projet! C'est lui qui vous

envoie! Dans quelle attitude veut-il, done, me placer en presence du peuple
Fran5ais? II s'abuse ^trangement s'll croit qu'un trone mutUe puisse etre en
France un refuge pour sa fille et son petit-fils. ... Ah! Metternich! combien
TAngletorrc vous a-t-elle donne pour joucr ce role contre moi?" Fain, who was
observing this scene, here adds: "A ces mots, qu'il n'est plus possible de retenir,
M. (le Metternich a change' de couleur; un profond silence succede, et Ton
continue de marcher a grands pas. Le chapeau de I'Empe'reur est tombe a terre;
on passe et repasse plusieurs fois devant. Dans toute autre situation M. de Metter-
nich se serait empresse' de le relever. . . . I'Empereur le ramasse lui-meme. De
part et d'autre on est quclque temps a se remettre."
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of Stadion's proceedings witK Sir Charles Stewart in the camp of the

allies. Napoleon, however, immediately repented, having forgotten
himself in so inexcusable a manner towards the representative of
his father-in-law, having laid himself so open, and having mortally
offended this Jesuitical courtier. Mettcrnicli, on the other hand,

entirely succeeded in his object.
On the very same day, the 27th of June, on which Metternich

made his appearance with his hypocritical proposals in Dresden, and
Austria oflcrcd to conduct the negotiations for peace apparently as

a mediator, but in reality as an arbitrary judge, a formal treaty
was concluded at lleichenbach respecting the conditions which were
to be proposed to France at Prague. By this treaty Austria en-

gaged to declare Avar against France, in case these conditions should

not be accepted. This treaty, signed by Count Stadion, the Chan-
cellor von Hardenberg, and the Russian minister Nesselrode, was
ifor a long time kept absolutely secret. It was only known to us

previously by two references, found in a note of IMetternich's of the

year 1815; but Horace had already said, that gold corrupts the

sateUitcs of tyrants, and can even open the doors of a tower Avhere

a Danae is confined. Napoleon had the treaty in his possession,
and Bignon has given it word for word in his history of the nego-
tiations of Napoleon. Tliis treaty contains twelve articles, and in

the very first Austria engages to declare war in case the conditions

contained in it should not be accepted by France. The treaty itself

our readers will find in Bis-non; from what we shall sive of it,

however, it will be perfectly clear that the congress of Prague was

something more than a mere diplomatic farce. According to this

treaty, the Duchy of Warsaw shall cease to exist; the French shall

evacuate the towns which they had garrisoned, and Hamburg,
Liibeck, Bremen, and the other towns in the thirty-second military

division, shall receive their old constitution again. In the verbal

negotiation, IMetternich had also mentioned Holland, Spain, Swit-

zerland, the provinces of tlie Confederation of the Rhine, &c. The
5th article provided that all t/wee powers should take the field with

tlieir whole force, and shoidd keep this force always complete as to

number. All l/iree powers further engage not to make any peace
without the consent of all; nay, not even to listen to any proposal
which is not made to all three together. In the 11th article the

three powers promise to observe the greatest secrecy as to the treaty
for all future time (a jrniiais), and not even to communicate it to their

aUies without the consent of Austria.

The whole affair, therefore, was lying and deceit : neither Met-

ternlch nor Napoleon was straightforward or open, but both followed

the same system of diplomacy. They both knew beforehand that the

congress of Prague could produce no result, and yet acted as if they
were quite serious in regard to it. Napoleon for the present accepted
Austria's ofler, promised to send a plenipotentiary to Prague, and

agreed to extend the duration of the armistice to the 10th of August.
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We give in the note the treaty, signed by Metternich before his

departure from Dresden on the 30th, respecting the congress of

Prafi^ue;* the treaty was to be kept a secret. The French Emperor,
however, hesitated a considerable time before proving by any action

that he was in earnest. He certainly sent his minister at the

court of Vienna, Count Narbonne, back to Prague; but his powers
were not to liave any force till Caulaincourt should arrive at

Prague. This latter could not leave without again seeing the

Emperor, who had in the mean time undertaken a journey to

Mayence. When finally the interchange of notes, for it was no-

thing more, was about to begin, the Emperor very properly objected
to the individual appointed to carry on the negotiation on the part
of Russia, the Baron von Anstetten, an Alsatian—a man notorious

for his passion for the pleasures of the table, and who had been em-

ployed by the Russian government in Poland in 1805, and else-

Avherc, wherever there was occasion for cunning without any
admixture of conscience. He objected that this individual was an

emigre, a rebellious French subject, and that his appointment was

an insult; the Russians, on the other liand, made difficulties as to the

extension of the armistice till the 10th of August, which Metternich

had agreed upon. These difficulties were not got over till the 26th

of July ;
so that there only remained fourteen days for the negotia-

tions and for the conclusion of the treaty. Even this short peiiod
was much abridged, inasmuch as Napoleon, who was evidently

only desirous of gaining time, as the allies this time perceived, chose

not to return from Mayence till the 4th of August. He then

endeavoiired to reach Metternich in another way, for Touch e, whom
he had despatched to Prague, was ordered to throw out hints, as if

Maria Louisa, whom Napoleon had left at Paris as regent, might be

entrusted with a kind of provisional government. No one believed

in the possibility of a reconciliation
; particularly since the announce-

ment that after the stroke of twelve, in the nio;ht between the 10th

and 11 til of August, no further French notes could be received.

Just about this time the Russian emperor caused General Moreau,
whom he had induced by means of the Crown Prince of Sweden to

return from North America, to come to his head- quarters. From
the very commencement the renewal of hostilities was so confidently
reckoned on, that even in July treaties were concluded concerning
the carrying on of the war; and the English, Russians, Prussians,

Swedes, and Austrians had agreed upon a plan of the forthcoming

* This is as follows: "1. S. M. TEmpereur d'Autriche offre sa mediation pour la

paix generale ou contineutale. 2. S. ]\I. I'Empureur des Fran9ais accepte cette

mediation. 3. Les plcnipotentiaires rran9ais, llussiens et Pnissiens se reuniront

avant le 5 Juillot dans la ville de Prague. 4. Vu I'insuffisance des temps qui roste

a courir jusqu'au 20 Juillet, terme fixe pour I'expiration de I'armistice par la con-

vention signee a Pleiswitz le 4 Juin, S. M. TEmpereur des Eran^ais s'engage a ne

pas denoncer le dit armistice avant le 10 Aout, et S. ]M. I'Empcreur d'Autriche se

re'serve de faire agrcer le meme engagement a la liussie ^t a la Prusse. 5. La
pre'scntc convention ne sera pas reuduc publique,"
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campaign. The Russian p^encral had even firmly refused to allow

the six days' grace, which had been agreed upon after the termina-

tion of the armistice on the 20th of July, to hold on the extension

of this period till the 10th of August.
The allies had held a council of war -at Trachcnberg on the 9th

of July, and the result of this council was a treaty drawn up and

signed there on the 12th, accordino; to which Prince Schwarzcnberff
was named commander-in-chief by the Emperor of Kussia; not be-

cause he was the best general, but because he was the most ac-

complished courtier. Russians, Prussians, and Austrians had
different views and various little jealousies: the King of Prussia

and the Emperor of Russia were with the army, and the latter,

urged on by the Russian nobles, took a considerable share in all

that went on; only a diplomatist like Schwarzenberg, therefore,

conciliating and without any very considerable military talents,

would be able to keep matters straight. This, however, did not last

long. In the treaty concluded at Goldberg, the detailed plan
of the campaign was laid down, as we have already remarked, and
the possibility of an extension of the armistice was not even alludcf^
to. This treaty provided that even before the conclusion of the

armistice an army of 98,000 men should join the Austrian force by
the shortest road by Landshut and Glatz to Jung-Bunzlau and

Bodin, and in this way a united army of from 200 to 220,000 men
should be formed. This army was to advance upon the Elbe either

through Saxony or through Silesia. The Crown Prince of Sweden
was to cross the Elbe with 50,000 men and besiege Leipzig; Bliicher,

with 15,000 men, was to advance upon Dresden Irom Silesia. All

general engagements were to be avoided, unless there coidd be no
doubt of a successful result. The reserve, which was still in Silesia

under Benningsen, was either to attack the enemy in Silesia, or at

any rate prevent them from penetrating into Poland. We see

clearly on this occasion how entirely careless the higher nobility of

Germany were of all duties to their country when placed in oppo-
sition to oifices, honours, advantages, or court favour; and how

entirely and thoroughly many noble generals, doing homage to the

enemies of their nation, in the service of the Confederation of the

Rhine, and not even compelled, or for the sake of their princes, but
with a zeal, to which wo do not venture to attach the proper
epithet, allowed themselves to be used for honourable and dishonour-

able purposes by the Emperor of the French. Licutenant-General

von Gersdorf, for instance, at this period so critical for the liberation

of Germany, was not only directing the egotistical policy of his old

master, the King of Saxony, but also Napoleon's system of espionage

against the allic!?. lie it was also, as iNInjor von Odclcben informs

us, mentioning it to do honour to his countryman, and to praise his

merits as regarded the French cause and the private interests of

Saxony, who, by his secret channels, conveyed to the Emperor of

the French copies of the plan of the campaign of the allies, written
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down and agreed upon for the liberation of Germany at Trachen-

berg and Goldberg. Odeleben boasts of his having done more in the

way of espionage than the regular professors of this art of the schools

of Fouche, Savary, and Davoust were able to accomplish.*
In regard to the negotiations at Prague, we feel justified in being

very concise, as we have already clearly shown that neither party
was in earnest, and, in fact, could not have been, from the. very
fact that the time definitely fixed on, from the 26th of July to the

10th of August, was evidently much too short. Not till the 26th of

July was the treaty concluded, lengthening the armistice till the

10th of August, and then only on the express condition that hosti-

lities should be resumed on the 16th, in case some definite agree-
ment were not made before twelve o'clock on the night of the lOtli

of August. Plowever eagerly the French writers, and particularly

Bignon, have defended the Emperor in reference to the Congress of

Prague, it is not to be denied, that till the last moment he was quite
as little in earnest as the allies. Caulaincourt did not receive his

instructions till the 26th of July, and even then protests in a letter,

||-hich
M. de Caraman transmitted to the Emperor, against the direc-

tions given him. Caulaincourt's propositions were submitted to the

allies by Metternich in a note of the 29th, and they at once refused

to entertain them. On the oth of August Caulaincourt received new
instructions, and was authorised to offer the Austrians on the 6th

special advantages, and to demand a last definite answer from Met-
ternich. To obtain this answer Metternich set off for Vienna on
the 7th, and on the 8th, witliout communicating Avith the allies,

handed in an answer containing his ultimatum, which Caulaincourt

urgently entreated his Emperor to accept unconditionally, in order
even at the last moment to prevent the Austrians from fulfilling the

promises they had made to the alhes.f Caulaincourt wished the

*
"/Napoleon's Campaign in Saxony, 1813," third ed., p. 88: "There has seldom

been a general supplied with such a perfect systeme d'espionnage as Gersdorf.
Men like himself, equally active in the cause of their king and country, (???)
were not ashamed to enter under different disguises the ranks of the hostile armies,
and to convey to distant points the most exact and correct information by means
of swift and faithful messengers. Thus, for example, a copy of the very important
convention at Trachenberg, which contained the new plan of operations, was in his
hands a few days afterwards, and, in fact, before the Emperor Francis received it at
Gitschin : he had, however," adds the author, laying great stress, after the manner
of Saxons, on money,

"
paid 250 Napoleons-d'or for it. For this reason not a day

passed in which he was not several times sent for by the Emperor, who was
satisfied when he called out, 'Faites chercher Gersdorf of receiving the most accurate
information."

t Caulaincourt writes to Napoleon on the 8th in the following terms: "Sans
doute V. M. verra dans cet ultimatum quelques sacrifices d'amour propre, mais la

France n'en fera de reel. On n'en demando done pas a votre veritable gloire. De
grace, sire, mettez dans la balance de la paix toutes les chances de la guerre.
Voyez I'irritation des esprits, i'etat de I'AUemagne des que I'Autriche se declarera,
la lassitude de la France, son noble deVouement, ses sacrifices apres les desasti-es de
Russie. Ecoutez tons les voeux qu'on fait dans cette France pour la paix ceux de
vos fideles serviteurs, qui, comme moi, doivent vous dire qu'il faut calmer cette
fievre Europeenne, dcnouer cette coalition par la paix, et quels que soient vos

projets attendre de I'avenir ce que les plus grands succes ne vous donneraient pas
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Emperor to despatclx the Due de Bassano to Prague at once, witli

full powers to conclude the treaty; but instead of this, Napoleon
sent back on the 10th a very vague and general answer. This is

easily explained Avhcn we know that Napoleon wrote to the Prince

of Eckmiihl at Hamburg on the 9th, that the negotiations for the

peace would end in nothing.* At last INI. de Maussion was sent to

Prague, but did not arrive till the morning of the 11th, whereas the

Prussian and Russian jilenipotentiarics had declared their full powers
to be at an end on the 10th, at midnight, and just after the Austrian

declaration of war had been put into the hands of Count Narbonne.

This manifesto was composed at INIettcrnich's order by his Berlin

workmen, and Genz's style and manner is not to be mistaken; for

which reason also, the reader frequently looks very suspiciously upon
even the truths contained in it.

Who, in fact, would be inclined to believe any assertions without

having had some opportunity of testing their truth, when he hears

that Metternich excuses his refusal to listen to Napoleon's proposals

by an absolute falsehood, disproved by the clearest documentary

evidence, all now in print, namely, that in consequence of the delay
in answering his note, he had concluded a treaty Avith Russia and

Prussia the day before? Wc know that this had been done six

weeks before at Rcichenbach, and that at Trachenberg, Prince

Schwarzcnberg, however unfit he may have been for a duty re-

quiring so much talent, had been appointed commander-in-chief of

the army, to be formed of the contingents of the allied powers in

Bohemia.

3.—HISTORY OF THE WAll FROM AUGUST 16 TO THE BEGINNING
OF NOVEMBER.

Napoleon had not been brought to his senses by the Russian cam-

paign, or he would certainly have been convinced by Caulaincourt's

second letter (we have quoted from his first above) that the moment
was arrived for him to make good his retreat even at some sacrifice.

He laughed at and jested about Bernadotte's talents, when the latter

made his appearance in Northern Germany at the head of a mixed

army ;
he pretended to be indifferent when IMoreau hastened to the

head-quarters of the Emperor of Russia; he failed, as Louis Philippe

and Metternich have done still more lately, to unite the separate,

and as such insignificant, threatening appearances into a single

warning representation. We refer now to the renewed agitation on

the part of the legitimists in France, and the proceedings of the

aujourd'hui. Apres tant de terns perdue les hourcs sont uiaintenant coraptees.

Trop de passions veuleut la guerre, pour que la luode'ration accorde le raoindre

de'lai a la paix."
* The Emperor writes to him, iu reference to bis march on Berlin, on the lUh:

"
C'est avijourd'hui le 9, le congre's de Prague va fort mal; probableracnt rarnilstice

sera denonce le 1 1 pju- les idtie's, ct la declaratiuu dc guerre de rAutriche vous

sera signifie'e ; preuez cela pour votre gouverne."
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princes and the presumptive heir; the ridiculous proceedings of his

brother-in-law, Murat, to secure himself possession of the kingdom
of Naples by means of the English and the Austrians; the dis-

content of his own adlierents in France; and Talleyrand and

Fouche's intrigues.

Napoleon was disposed j
ust at this time to overlook the treacherous

negotiations of the King of Naples, which he was still carrying on

with Austria by means of his minister, even at the time when he

took his place at the head of the French cavalry, because he con-

sidered him the only one of his generals capable of commanding
large bodies of cavalry avcII. The Emperor had at last raised a

body of cavalry, 40,000 strong, and had also so considerably in-

creased the number of his cannon, that, according to the special

reports, 1300 pieces of artillery were employed partly in the for-

tresses between Dresden and Hamburg, and partly in the field. The

war, after the 16th of Aua'ust, was carried on in three districts at

once: in the Mark (Brandenburg), Silesia, and the Bohemian moun-
tains. In the Mark, the Crown Prince of Sweden commanded the

allied army, composed of Swedes, Russians, and Prussians; and

General von Biilow, who was intended to defend Berlin, was under his

orders. Against this army Napoleon despatched Oudinot's (Due de

Eeggio) corps, which had been previously driven back at Lucknau.

Napoleon was so certain of victory this time, that Caraman, who
broufjht the marshal his orders for the attack, was desired to remain

with him until he should be in Berlin. The corps of General Ber-

trand, that of General Regnier, and the cavalry of the Duke of

Padua (Arrighi), were united with Oudinot's corps, and formed an

army of 80,000 men, with which lie marched from Dahme and
Lucknau. The Prince of Eckmiihl had taken up a position at

Bergedorf, near Hamburg, and was directed, assisted by the Danes,
to march to Wismar and Rostock to assist Oudinot. General

Lemarrois, at that time Governor of Magdeburg, was ordered to

dispatch 6000 men to assist in bringing about the junction between
Oudinot and Eckmiihl. In Bohemia, Prince Schwarzenberg com-
manded the allied army, consisting of Austrians and Russians, with

Kleist's corps of Prussian troops. This army was reported to amount
to 240,000 men; and Napoleon had intended to march against it

himself, but was suddenly called away by the Prussians, under

Blucher and Gneisenau, with whom were also three divisions of

Russian troops, and compelled to postpone his campaign. These

troops occupied Silesia, and were opposed to the French army under

Ney, Launston, Macdonald, and Marmont. Barclay de Tolly was

commander-in-chief of all the troops to the east of that neutral dis-

trict, which, according to the agreement, had been left unoccupied
between the French and the allied armies. The French were

encamped at Lowenberg, Liegnitz, and Goldberg, and between
them and the Prussians was an unoccupied district of two days'
inarch in breadth; the French cavalry was commanded by Latour,
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Mauboiirg, and Valiny. On the 13th tlic French gave Blucher a

pretext for entering this neutral ground two days before the termi-

nation of the armistice. It appeared tliat they had levied contri-

butions within tliat district, and IMiicher therefore occupied Breshiu

as a compensation for this. After occupying lircslau, Ijlliclier

drove back the French from Goldbcrij and Lie<'nitz on the 17th, and
contmued to advance irresistibly. Napoleon had reckoned upon
this, and had expected that IjUicher's eagerness and that of his

Prussians would bring about a general engagement. It was in re-

ference to this general engagement, before he should leave that

part of the country for Bohemia, that Napoleon had undertaken

the observations and fatiguing journeys during the armistice, of

which Odeleben gives us an account, although the Emperor, when
he left Dresden on the 15th with his guards, and marched in the

direction of Pima, evidently wished the allies to believe that he was
about to anticipate the attack, with which Prince Schwarzenberg and
his 240,000 men threatened him from Bohemia.

Bliicher had driven back the French beyond the Bobor, when

Napoleon hastened back with his guards from the borders of Bohemia
to Dresden, only leaving behind him in the mountains the Marshal
St. Cyr (whom Vandamme was at the time marching through
Dresden to join) to stop Schwarzenberg's march, in case he should

advance upon Dresden. As soon as Napoleon had arrived in

Lowenberg, the French recrossed the Bober on the 21st, and hoped
that Bliicher would accept the battle which they offered; they were,

however, disappointed, as it had already been determined, that a battle

was always to be avoided, except when a victory was inevitable.

On this occasion Napoleon had the additional mortification of

learning that Jomini, the chief of Ney's staff, had gone over to the

enemy. He was accused of having played the traitor long previously
in Paris, and of having been in communication with Czernitcheff;
he denies these accusations, however, in his written remains, but com-

plains of neglect and unjust treatment on the part of the Emperor.
The Prussian armies under Bliicher and York, and the Russian,
under Sacken and Langeron, retreated with a loss of some thousand
men to beyond Jauer, and the Emperor's principal object, that of

inducing them to risk a battle, failed. Napoleon had also mis-

calculated, when he hoped to be able to beat Bliicher before Schwar-

zenberg had reached Dresden; for he was obliged to leave to Mac-
donald the further pursuit of the Prussians, and to hasten with hig

guards to Dresden. Latour IMaubourg and Marmont were also

ordered to Dresden.

An error or a misunderstanding happened on this occasion very
favourable to the Prussians. The Emperor had sent for Ney, and
he had understood that he was to bring his corps with him, whereas

the order had been intended merely lor himself. When he found
out his mistake, the corps was obliged to return, but was so fatigued

VOL. vrii. 2 I)
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by the marching and counter-marching, that it was unable to do such

good service as it otherwise would have done.* We may notice

here, however, the extraordinary exertions which Napoleon's soldiers

were able to endure, and the effect produced by the rhodomontades
and bombastic phrases of the bulletins, which we are accustomed to

laugh at, as exemplified upon this occasion among others. The

troops which had fought at Lowenberg on the 23rd, fought at

Dresden on the 26th, after having, though previously exhausted by
fighting and marching, performed in the interval a journey of nine-

teen German, or 90 English miles.

On the Emperor's return to Dresden, Bliicher had encamped be-

tween Liegnitz, Jauer, and Goldberg; and he resolved to attack

the French on the very same day, the 26th, that Macdonald set out

to make an attack on him. The armies met, therefore, quite unex-

pectedly on the Katzbach. The Weiss, which is justly designated

by the epithet
"
raging" and the Katzbach, were swollen by a con-

tinuance of rainy weather
;
the roads were impassable, and the moun-

tain torrents too deep to be forded. In the valley of the Weiss first,

and afterwards on the Katzbach, the battle raged man to man;
but the Prussians in their enthusiasm were quite irresistible in a

battle fought at the point of the bayonet. The terrible slaughter of

the 26th, which is known by the name of the battle of Wahlstadt,
from the abbey of Wahlstadt, where Bliicher took his stand, was,

properly speaking, not a regular engagement, but four separate
skirmishes in four different places, all of which ended in favour of the

Prussians. A more brilliant victory than that gained by Bliicher

on the Katzbach has seldom been won with so little loss to the victors.

On the 27th, also, several prisoners and some pieces of cannon were

taken on the Bober. A hundred and three cannons, 150 waggons,
two eagles, and 18,000 prisoners were the result of the advan-

tages obtained on the 26th and 27th. The French only casually
refer to this victory of the Prussians, but Bliicher followed it up
actively, as he was accustomed to do, until he reached the Queiss,

where he halted on the 1st of September.
Whilst Bliicher was thus destroying Macdonald's army, Napoleon

was proving liis superiority in the art of war to Schwarzenberg, and

the systematically slow Austrian generals who served under him.

In addition to the really courageous and respectable Bianchi, who
deserves to be excepted from the general censure, we find with this

Bohemian army the Marquis Chasteller, not very favourably known

by his conduct in the affairs of the Tyrol; a Count Colloredo, Giu-

lay, and others, who very often held councils of war, but marched

*
Bignon gives in his note to vol. xii., p. 291, the following additional information,

which Odeleben also gives: "Par un facheux malentendu Ney avait cm, que I'ordre

de rejoindre I'Empereur etait pour lui et pour son corps, et I'avait ramene en effet

jusqu'a Bunzlau, d'ou il fallut le renvoyer de suite sur le Katzbach. Ces deux

marches forcees, qui avaient extenue' les troupes, n'ont pas ete' sans influence sur

les desastres de notre armee de Silesie."
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very slowly. Schwarzenbcrg, like a courtier and diplomatist as lie

was, did not decide, but consulted the three monarchs and their

several intimates, and contrived by his mediatioa and his cajolery
to manage some decision, so that now one, and now another, should

appear to be right. It is not astonishing, tliercfore, that matters
went on with the Austrians in the old way, when opposed to a

general who united in himself council, decision, and action, inas-

much as their generals were men of the old period* Jomini (iv.,

p. 374) has very well shown tlie way in which they caballed in

the allied camp, instead of acting; and Daniclcwski asserts, that not

only were circinnstances not taken advantage of, so as to obtain a

proper knowledge of the position of the enemy, but that there was
not even a definite point of attack fixed upon.f Other proofs of

the slowness of the Austrians, and of the incapacity of their generals,
are very easy to be found. Thus, for example, Klenau's corps was
stationed on the Bavarian frontier: this might have been sent for at

the beginning of August, but was not summoned till the 22nd. The
Austrians were, moreover, not bound to observe the six days allowed
for declaring the termination of the armistice, as they had declared

war on the 11th, and ought, therefore, to have been ready to march
at least then, but they Avere not so till the 24th.

The hostilities in Bohemia commenced on the 21st, because the

Russians and Prussians were less systematic than the Austrians.

Wittgenstein and Kleist's armies advanced upon Saxony through the

valley ofPeterswalde, and the Austrians by Kommotau ;
and Gouvion

St. Cyr, who had only 15,000 men with him, was obliged to give up
Pirna. The allies appeared on the 26th before Dresden, the French

having retreated partly into their fortified camp at Kunigstein, and

partly into the fortifications erected by them round Dresden. Sir

Charles Stewart, although he everywhere praises in a courtier-like style
the allies, their generals, and the monarchs, is obliged to confess in his

Memoirs, that the siege of Dresden, for which the allies were pro-
vided neither with fascines nor ladders, appeared to him rather more

* All historians aprree with Bignon, when he says (vol. xii., p. 291):
" D est in-

contestable que la reserve, la temporisation, qui etaient dans Ic caractere tlu Prince
de Schwarzenborff ct qu'il appliquait a tout, contribucrent puissammcnt a laire

avorter rexpedition de Dresde, coup d'audace, qui reclamait plutot un Camille qu'un
Fabius."

t Danielewski says, (vol. i., 136): "The ignorance of tlie fact tliat Napoleon was
in Silesia on the 23rd, must, in fact, appear very extraordinary, for we were at the
time in a friendly country, where, according to all appeixrance, it must have been

easy to obtain correct information as to the real position of the enemj'." lie adds a

piece of information, which is very remarkable, as compared witl; the account given
by Odeleben, of the manner in which Napoleon had passed the six weeks of the

armistice, studying and reconnoitring, day after day, the country-, the roads, passes,
anil pniilnctions of tlie districts between Dresden and Prague: "The corps of the

principal army marched very slowly, for at the beginning of the war it was not
considered advisable to expose any portion of the army to danger by overhastiuess
or rashness, and bcsicks in this advance there teas no definite and fixed point before them
in the line of communication of the enemtj, on which the armi/ was to concentrate its attack."

2 d2
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than doubtful policy, as soon as he heard that Napoleon and Ney had
liastened back to Dresden, and that Marmont and Latour Maubourg
had also received orders to do the same. He perceived that the pos-
session of Kiinigstein rendered the passage of the Emperor Napoleon
to the left bank of the Elbe very easy, so that he would be in a posi-
tion to occupy the Bohemian mountain passes, and to act against
the point on which all the movements of the allies turned; and that

the attack upon Dresden, if it fliiled, would thus produce the most
fatal consequences. Just at the time when the storming of Dresden
commenced on the 26th, Napoleon entered the town with his guards,
and then at intervals a force of 130,000 men. The storming should

then have been given up, but, in spite of the resolution to that

effect, the order already given was, from some neglect not counter-

manded, the storm was begun, and repulsed with a loss of some 5000

men, principally Austrians. It was remarked on tliis occasion that

the rmion, energy, and foresight which showed themselves in the

French army, and in that of the Prussians under Blucher and

Gneisenau, were entirely w^anting in the allied army.
After this failure the allies retreated to some distance from the

town, and after having suffered considerable loss on the 27th

from the field-pieces which Napoleon liad distributed in a most

masterly manner, were attacked by the Emperor with his whole
force. Pie was so certain of victory in the battle which he was

going to commence, that even before he arrived in Dresden he had
sent General Vandamme with a division to Peterswalde, to prevent
the retreat of the army and to annihilate it entirely in the mountain

passes.
As Napoleon had foreseen, the allies were defeated, lost 18,000

prisoners, and Moreau was mortally wounded as he was conversing
with the Emperor Alexander; and the Russians and Prussians

believed that they had good grounds of complaint against tlie

Austrians for their conduct in reference to the whole affair. They
asserted that if they had been allowed to begin the storm on the

25th, when they advanced from Pirna and Dohna, Dresden would
have been taken on the 26th; the Austrians, however, who were

advancing from Dippoldiswald, were still behind, and the assault was
not therefore made immediately before the arrival of the guards,
but a halt was called, and a great council of war held on the heights
of Racknitz. The allies were, notwithstanding, so little conquered,
that the Russians and Prussians would have renewed the contest on

the following day, but that the Austrians refused; and yet the

French boast of having taken in the pursuit two hundred am-
munition waggons, a thousand waggons, and many wounded and

stragglers. On the 28th it was determined that the army should

retreat beyond the Eger; it was fortunate, however, that the pur-
suit was not very active on the part of the French, inasmuch as the

roads in the ravines and passes are indescribably bad, and it was
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often impossible to got the bagf]jarre and cannon through. The
Emperor Alexander acted the commander-in-chief now and then,
and Daniclewsky ascribes to him everything that came to a success-

ful issue, while Schwarzenbcrg is made to bear the blame of every
failure.

AVhilst the Austrians under Schwarzenbcrg had failed disgrace-

fully in their attack on Dresden, because it was found when they
were about to commence that they had no pioneers to cut down the

palisades, which liad to be passed first, no fascines to fill up the

ditelios, no Ladders to scale the walls, and no cannon to make a

practicable breach, the Prussians, soldiers, militia, and inhabitants of

Berlin, gained immortal fame by their defence of that city. Oudinot,
Duke of Ueggio, as we have above mentioned, had received orders

to set out against Berlin, in conjunction with Hertrand, Regnicr, and

Arrighi, on the 15th of August; and instead of Vandamme, who
had been ordered to another quarter, Girard, with 8600 men from

Magdeburg, and Dombrowski, Avith .3000 men from Wittenberg,
Averc to reinforce Oudinot's corps. The Prince of Eckmiihl and
the Danes, who were to march upon IMecklenburg to attack the

Crown Prince of Sweden from the Lower Elbe, were observed by
the Hanoverian corps of Count Walmoden, paid with English
money, by General Gibbs, who had been landed with some Enfflish

troops, by the Germans in English pay, commanded by General

Lyon, and by the Hanseatic legion.
It was asserted that the army commanded by the Crown Prince of

Sweden numbered 100,000 men; if this were really the case, we
liave increased grounds for wondering that he did so little on the

23rd and 25th, and left to Billow the whole honour of the brilliant

victory of Grossbeeren, and even showed so little eagerness in fol-

lowing up this advantage. Oudinot had manoeuvred more slowly
than usual, so that the crown prince had time to concentrate his

army, which had previously been scattered upon the plains of

Berlin, and to remove his head-quarters from Charlottenburg to

Potsdam. Oudinot was advised, therefore, not to advance any
further towards Berlin, as he was liir out-numbered by the enemy;
lie advanced, notwithstanding, till within a very short distance of the

city, and the result was an engagement on the 23rd. The seventh

corps of the French, which included the Saxon contingent, and
was commanded by llegnier, advanced against the villages of

Kleinbceren and Grossbeeren, which occupied the centre of the

line, in order to break through the order of battle, and in these

villages the most hardly contested struggle took place. Billow at

the head of the Prussian troops, and the militia, was unable to stop
the French, and was obliged at first to evacuate Grossbeeren. In
the afternoon, however, he received a reinforcement from the

Swedes, and a new struggle began for the recovery of this point.
The Prussians fought as on the Katzbach, with bayonets and the
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butt-ends of their muskets, drove the enemy from the village, and
forced the centre of the French to retreat. The defeat which the

French suffered at Grossbeeren was all the bitterer for Napoleon, as

coming from a portion of the Prussian troops whom he so entirely

despised, that he had previously written to Oudinot tliat he ivas to

destroy the Prussian militia and all the rest of the rubbish. The
French lost twenty-six guns, 1500 prisoners, and a great deal of

baggage ; and Napoleon lelt Oudinot's defeat all the more, because
he had caused to be printed twice in his official paper, as may be
seen in the Moniteur of August 30 and September 3, that his

troops must by this time be in Berlin. General Girard, in the mean
time, had left Magdeburg with 8000 men on the 21st, but fell in

with the Russians under Czernitcheff. He halted, therefore, at

Belzig, not far from Liiben, and caused his camp to be fortified.

In this camp he was attacked on the 28th by the Prussians under
General Hirschfeld, and after a very brave resistance and a dreadful

slaughter on the part of the Prussians, his corps was almost annihi-

lated, as Czernitcheff's Cossacks completed what the Prussians had

begun; 3800 men and eight guns were taken. Oudinot was very
much blamed, because instead of marchino- towards Torgau, so as to

approach the main body of the French army, he went further from
it by retreating towards Wittenberg. And as we have before men-

tioned, the Crown Prince of Sweden was blamed for not having
sooner reinforced the Prussians at Grossbeeren, and not pursuing the

enemy vigorously after their defeat.

As the French Emperor had boasted too soon of the capture of

Berlin, and thus made himself ridiculous in the eyes of all Europe,
so he injured himself very much in public opinion by inserting in

the 3Ioniteur, after a description, as usual, grossly exaggerated, of

the victory at Dresden, that the army of the allies, defeated before

Dresden, had been cut off in Bohemia. He thus represented as

having really taken place what he supposed must have occurred.

He was wrong, however, and perhaps this assertion was the cause

of Vandamme's committing an error, which lost for Napoleon all the

advantages gained at Dresden. These advantages are, however,

exaggerated by Napoleon in a manner bordering on the fabulous,
when he says that 40,000 men and forty guns were taken.

Vandamme had marched from Stolpen straight to Peterswalde,
in order to occupy all the roads leading from Pirna to Prague,
whilst IMurat pursued the retreating armies of the alhes on the road

by Freiberg. The pursuit was not very vigorous, and the French

Emperor was not exactly informed of the direction in which
the enemy were retreating. He thought they were marching,
without any fixed order, by Marienberg and Annaberg into the

plains of Kommotau, in order to collect and re-arrange themselves

there, whereas this was only the case with Klenau's division; the
other generals had marched in the direction of Tciplitz. Schwar-
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zenbcrg and Barclay de Tolly marched by Altcnbcrg and Zinnewald,
Kleist and his Prussians by Maren and Glashiittc. If a sudden

indisposition had nut compelled the French Emperor to return i'rom

Pirna to Dresden, he would probably have recalled the order, the

obedience to which broui^ht Vandammc down from the hei<;hts into

the valley of Toplitz, or, at any rate, would have taken care that he
should receive assistance at the proper time. The Emperor had
intended to shut in the allies on two sides—on the one by Aiurat, on
the other by Vandammc; he consequently despatched orders to

Vandamme on the 28th, to penetrate Irom Petersvvalde further into

Bohemia. He thought liimself so certain at the time of the correct-

ness of his calculations, that he inserted a paragraph in the jMuniteur

of the 30th, to the eflbct that Vandamme was then on the upper
heights of the mountain range, and was sending out expeditions into

Bohemia, to obtain possession of the enemy's magazines.
Erom that moment the fitc of the army depended entirely upon

the question, Avhether Vandamme, starting from Peterswalde, would
arrive at Toplitz before the allies, who had no force there capable of

opposing him; and but for the boldness, military skill, and self-

devotion of the Russian General Ostermann, this would certainly
have been the case. General Ostermann, however, cut his way with

18,000 men of the Russian guard through a portion of Vandamme's

army from Peterswalde to Toplitz, and threw himself in his way in

the valley, in order to dispute with him every inch of ground. The
contest was obstinate and bloody; Ostermann lost, on the 29th, 600

men, and was himself so dangerously wounded in the arm, that it

had to be taken oif; and Vandamme had advanced to within a

couple of miles of Toplitz when Ostermann received reinforcements.

The Emperor Alexander had, by the advice of Jomini, despatched
at the critical moment a body of Austrians by Eichwald to Tiiplitz.
This corps reinforced the Russians between Rosenthal and Serblit,

and a battle ensued near Culm. Vandamme ouij^ht to have retired

quickly along the heights of Peterswalde, as soon as he met with

resistance in the valley; he believed, however, in consequence of the

order of the 28th, that the Emperor himself was following him from

Pirna. He tliought that the heights Avere occupied by the French,
and ventured upon another battle on the 30th, against Ostermann's

Russians and Austrians, whose number exceeded that of his force

by the half During this time a colonel, despatched by the Emperor
Alexander, had forced his Avay through the pass, blocked up as it

was by waggons and attendants; and as he could not arrive on

horseback, had conveyed to General Kleist on foot the order not to

march by Dux to Toplitz, according to previous orders, but by the

pass of Geyersberg to NoUendorf. This pass, like all the rest, was

completely blocked up with waggons, carts, cannon, and troops.
Kleist proceeded tlierefore by a more dillicult road through the

Avood of Schonwald and the valley of Telnitz to the heights of

Nollendorfi at the foot of Avhich Vandamme had taken up his posi-
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tion, fully expecting that the Emperor had marched from Pirna to

the heiglits of Peterswalde, or, at any rate, that St. Cyr covered his

rear. Vandamme was so certain that the Emperor would come, that

when at eleven o'clock in the morning he saw the Prussians appear-

ing on the heights, he took them for French troops. He soon, how-

ever, found out his mistake. He was driven back from Culm,
found the lieights occupied, and was soon shut in on all sides.

Out of an army of 30,000 men, about a third part escaped in

separate regiments, companies, and troops, partly by taking refuge
in their despair in ravines and abysses, after having cut their way
up to the heights, partly by retreating by cross roads and joining
St. Cyr's division, which was stationed at Libenau. Ten thousand
men were made prisoners, and among them Generals Vandamme,
Haxo, Guyot, and seventy or eighty guns were captured. Daniel-

ewski and Bignon express great commiseration for Vandamme, be-

cause he was exposed to the popular vengeance of the Silesians,

whom he had shamefully maltreated in 1807; we do not profess
to entertain the same deep respect for rude and brutal courage and
skill in the field, which the Russians and the French think it

necessary to express, and cannot therefore feel great surprise that

brutal and vulgar conduct should be avenged by the lower classes in

their own way, especially as this happened without any command
or desire on the part of the authorities. It does appear to us, how-

ever, rather remarkable, that the Russian only mentions Kleist's

name as it were accidentally, inasmuch as the Russians owed it

entirely to him and his Prussians, that Ostermann's heroic conduct
and the victory of Culm produced the brilliant result they did.

After tlie defeat at Culm, it was expected that the Emperor woidd

entirely change his position ; this, however, did not happen till it

was too late. Bliicher, encamped along the Queiss and the Neiss,
was threatening Bautzen, and only awaiting a favourable opportunity
to march upon the Elbe; the Prince of Eckmiihl had encamped
behind the Stecknitz after Billow's victory at Grossbeeren, and was

obliged to confine himself to the defence of Hamburg, which he had

strongly fortified; and a new expedition planned by Napoleon
against Berlin failed more disgracefully even than the first. Na-

poleon transferred the command of Oudinot's corps, which had oc-

cupied a strong position at Wittenberg on the 3rd of September, to

Marshal Ney, who had hardly arrived there with the reinforcements

which he brought with him on the 4th, when he received orders on
the 5th to march immediately against BerHn from Jiiterbock, and

upon the same day fell in with Tauenzien's division. Tauenzien
was driven back, but Blilow came up on the 6th, and an engage-
ment followed. This battle is named after the village of Dennewitz,
because the battle was most fiercely contested at a bridge in this

village over the brook Aa. The Crown Prince of Sweden was com-

mander-in-chief, and Swedes and Russians took part in the battle;

but the Prussians and tlieir generals, Billow, Tjj.uenzien, and Borstel
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earned by their exertions the credit of this brilliant victory over one

of Napoleon's best generals. The Frencl\ lost in the battle of

Dennewltz, and in the few days after the battle, 15,000 men, ciglity

guns, and 400 waggons; the Prussians paid dear for their victory by
a loss of 300 officers and 9000 subalterns and privates. After losing
this battle, Ney advised the Emperor to give up altogether his posi-
tion on the Elbe, and to take up another behind the Saale. Bignon,

though generally an admirer and a panegyrist of Napoleon, is

obliffcd to confess on this occasion that his hero was wronjj to call

the brave Prussians, who had slaughtered his freshlv exercised con-

scripts by thousands on the Katzbach, at Grossbeeren, and at Dennc-

witz, a pack oi" wretched infantry.* Biilow, Bllicher, Kleist, and the

other generals of Prussia, rose in popular estimation in proportion to

the quickness with which they acted, and so much the more as

Schwarzenbcrg and other generals of the nobility, and of Metternich's

school of diplomacy, made themselves ridiculous by their frequent
consultations and plans. Schwarzenbcrg first marched, as we have

seen, against the ditches and fortified walls of Dresden without

fascines or ladders or heavy artillery ; and, on the other hand, he

hesitated, listening first to the one and then to the other, and act-

ini; the courtier when he should himself have decided, and been

commander-in-chief. Bliiclier was very much on his guard with

the Crown Prince of Sweden, whom he never properly trusted; and
Metternich's diplomatic speculations caused many mistakes in

Schwarzenbcrg's army. Metternich secretly disapproved of the

resolution and energy of the minister Von Stein and his addresses

to the people, and considered the liberalism of Alexander and the

promises of the King of Prussia as to bestowing new rights on the

people, excessively dangerous; he interfered with, and hindered

everything that was intended to take place openly and in accordance

with tlie
s|jli-lt

of the time, and supported with all his influence the

policy of the cabinet and the old diplomacy of courts.

Metternich's unfortunate influence in the war, which had been

originally a war of the people, and which, so long as Stein and
others of lils opinions had an overpowering influence, had been
carried on for the promotion of freedom, but which afterwards only
benefited the despots and aristocrats, began first to be clearly ap-

parent after the 9th of September. The plan which Prussia had

adopted of proclamations, promising freedom and increased rights,
and the Emperor Alexander of favouring men whose opinions

agreed with the principles of the revolution, was avoided from this

period; and instead of appealing to the people, the old diploniatic

plan of negotiating with the princes was resumed. Metternich,

* " Les instructions que Ney re^ut (Bignon, vol. xii., ]i. .'?34) pour son expedition

paraisscnt avoir eto reditrecs sous I'iniprussion d'un injusto me'pris pour les troupes
Prussiennes, auxquelles Ney devait avoir principalenient affaire en faisant sa pointe
sur Barutz par la route de Jiitorbock. Toute cette nuee de Cosaques, disait

rEniptreur, ct cc tus de muuvaisc infanterie di: Landwchr, se replieront dc tous cote's

sur Berlin quaud votrc marclic sera dccidcc."
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Pozzo di Borgo, Sir Charles Stewart, Lord Castlereagh, and the

aristocrats of every class, even the representatives of the emigrated

princes, again obtained influence; and the kings of Bavaria and

Wirtemberg were principally induced to fail in their allegiance to

the French Emperor by a secret promise made by Austria, that they
should be protected against the anger of the people, and should be

enriched with property not their own.
In spite of all the arts of Austria, however, the King of Wirtem-

berg remained till the last moment firm in his alliance with the enemies
of the nation, and only joined the cause of the people compulsorily,
and with signs of the greatest dissatisfaction, when the troops had

already revolted, and no other means of arranging matters Avas left.

The Austrians apparently threatened the Bavarian frontier on the

Inn, and Bavaria had an army there to oppose them under General
Wrede

; but negotiations had been already carried on for some time.

Mongelas, indeed, acceded with great reluctance to this alliance with
Austria. The King of Bavaria was informed of all the negotiations
that Avere carried on in the Austrian cabinet, and he and the King
of Wirtemberg had been Napoleon^s most useful spies; but now

everything was changed. Tlie Bavarians were so excited, that the

king felt his subjects would certainly revolt unless lie gave up
the alliance with FrancCc He wrote to Napoleon therefore on the

2nd of September, that it Avould be impossible for him to resist the

general feehng of the German nation, and the disinclination for the

continuance of the Avar, Avhich had extended even to his subjects,

longer than till November; and that he Avished therefore peace
mioht be concluded before that time. When the Kins; of Bavaria
Avrote thus, he knoAv that Austria had offered to declare the city of

Prague neutral ground, in order that negotiations for peace might
be carried on there, even during the Avar, on condition that Napo-
leon would previously promise: 1. TJiat lUyria and the Tyrol should
be restored to Austria; 2. That King Ferdinand VII. of Spain
should be restored; 3. That Holland should be governed by a king
named by Napoleon, but independent of him; 4. That the Princes
of Germany should be declared independent. They required fur-

ther that the Rhine should be considered the boundary of France,
but permitted King Joachim to retain Naples, and that no change
should be made in the relations between France and Italy. In
reference to this new congress, to be held, so to speak, during the

war, Austria had fixed upon the 3rd of September, as the time
when the Emperor's decision must be received.

When therefore at this date, no French plenipotentiary had
arrived in Prague, the Austrian cabinet had the long desired pre-
text for signing the treaty of Reichenbach, Avhich had not yet been

done, though liostilities had commenced. At the same time, by the

treaty of TopUtz of the 9th of September, Austria united her cause

inseparably Avith that of the allies. This treaty Avas, even in its ex-
ternal form., a production of the light-fearing diplomatic policy of
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Mctternich and his fellows. That portion of it which was made

public was the least important part; the most important points were

contained in the so-called secret treaty, which was besides a double

one, inasmuch as a special treaty was concluded between Austria and

Prussia, and another between llussia and Austria. In the public treaty
the three powers guaranteed to each other the undiminished pos-
session of their dominions, and promised if any one should be attacked

to contribute 6000 men each towards its defence. The secret articles

were the following: 1st. That the Austrian monarchy should be

restored to the condition in which it was before the unfortunate

campaign of 1805, and the Prussian monarchy to its condition prior
to 1806; 2nd. The Confederation of the Rhine should be dissolved,

and the German States, lying between the Prussian and Austrian

dominions, should be declared independent; 3rd. The possessions
of the House of Brunswick-Luncburg should be restored to that

house; 4th. The future fate of the duchy (not Grand Duchy as it

is written there) should be regulated by a congress of the three

powers. Besides these special articles, the secret articles of the

treaties of Trachenberg, Keichenbach, and Peterswaldc Avere con-

firmed, and each of the three powers engaged to maintain at least

150,000 men in the field.

There was plenty of time for negotiation; for the principal army
remained quiet in Bohemia till the beginning of October, when it

was resolved to leave the mountains, after it had been decided

to transfer the seat of war to the plain round Leipzig. Before

they, however, really came out, the English had, by means of the

treaty concluded between Lord Aberdeen and ]\Ietternich from the

3rd to the 8th of October, managed to take possession of the chief

conduct of the war in a very skilful manner. England paid large
sums of money, and required in return much power and exclusive

trade; and the Tories, who were named commissioners in the several

armies of the allies, to observe what was being done with England's

money in the field, took upon themselves all the airs of sovereign

princes; and they received from the princes plenty of flattery and
so-called honours, as Bonaparte's creatures had formerly done. The

Emperor of the French, until he left Dresden, continued to manifest

the same qualities which had made him great, and shamed the

Avhole military aristocracy of Europe which was united against him,

by his personal activity, and by the superiority of his native and

jiersonal talents ; but he was blamed for remaining much too long
in Dresden in order to show these great military talents. The man-
ner in which the Emperor manifested these talents, and in which he

was in continual movement, and everywhere present, will be suffi-

ciently clear to our readers from a short sketch of the attacks which
he made till the middle of September, sometimes against Bliicher,

sometimes against the Austrians and Russians, without its being

necessary for us to go more specially into liis military operations,
wliich lie somewhat beyond our province.
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In the beginning of September he marched against Bliicher, who
was threatening Bautzen, was on the 3rd at Bischoffswerda, and on

the 4th, seeking Bllicher's army between Bautzen and GorHtz. Under
a mistaken idea of Bllicher's eagerness and desire for fi<ihtin2;, he

oflered him battle. Bliicher, however, retired without accepting it

over the Neiss and the Queiss, and the Emperor was obliged to

hasten back from Gorlitz to Dresden, because that city was threat-

ened with an attack on the side of Bohemia. On his way he heard

of Ney's defeat, but could not resolve to follow his advice and retire

behind the Saale. When the Emperor arrived in Dresden, Wittgen-
stein had advanced as far as Pirna. Napoleon immediately hastens

to meet him, and arrived on the 8th in Dohna, on the 9th in

Liebstadt. Wittgenstein had in the mean time retired to Bohemia,
the Emperor pursued him as far as the heights of Geyersberg, re-

turning by the valley of Toplitz to Breitenau on the 11th. On the

12th he was again in Dresden. He was just on the point of pro-

ceeding again against Bliicher, when he learnt that Wittgenstein
had again occupied Peterswalde, and come down as far as Gieshiibel.

On the evening of the loth again in Pirna, and on the 16th drove
^a o .....

out the allies from Peterswalde to Toplitz. This time a battle was

expected, but the Emperor turned suddenly, and was in Pirna again
on the 18th, but did not arrive in Dresden till the 21st. He rested

there a few hours, and then set out again after Bliicher, who had
advanced as far as Bautzen, but retired as soon as he heard

of the Emperor's arrival. On the 22nd Napoleon transferred his

head-quarters to the little castle of Hartau, near Bischoffswerda,

pursued Bliicher as far as the Spree, and then returned; and on the

24th was again in Dresden.

From this moment Napoleon perceived that it was no longer ad-

visable to remain in Dresden, inasmuch as he was enclosed by
enemies on all sides in a considerable circuit; and yet, at this very
time, he caused works to be undertaken for the better fortification

of that city. At this time, though in the midst of the war, Wrede
and the Austrians on the Inn were merely looking at one another,
and as soon as the treaty of Ried was concluded, they united and
formed one army. Croatia and Dalmatia rose in revolt, and drove

the French into the fortresses; Illyria revolted, and Fouche was

obliged to fly to Rome; General Pino left the Italian army, and
the discontented Italians refused to serve. The viceroy thought it

only prudent not to expose himself to the danger of being betrayed;
he gave up the lUyrian provinces entirely, and retired beyond the

Isonzo.

The circle within which tlic French in Dresden were able to

move was becoming continually narrower at the time wlien Berna-

dotte took up his position on the Elbe from Magdeburg to Torgau ;

for Bliicher was extending his operations more and more towards
the Elbe, and Bubna's corps was filUng up the gap to the east, so as

to unite Blucher's army with the principal force. Benniugseu, with
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the corps of reserve which lie had formed on the Polish frontier, was

advancing upon Bohemia, so as to be enabled to share in the contest

as soon as the principal army should advance. Even in the rear the

French were threatened, couriers and despatches were seized, trans-

ports captured, and single troops or regiments fallen upon and cut

off. After the Crown Prince of Sweden had encamped on the upper
part of the Elbe, Dcircnberg and Tettenborn poured out their light

troops over the Hanoverian district, whilst Czernitcheff scoured

the Harz district as far as Westphalia, and at last as far as Cassel.

Thielemann, now a general in the Prussian service, collected recruits

in the Saalc district about Naumburg and Merseburg, and con-

nected himself from thence with Mensdorf's irregular corps, which had
been detached from the Bohemian armv in the direction of Colditz

and Altenburg. Thielemann and Mcnsdorf had a severe conflict to

sustain with General Lefcvre Desnonettes, who had been despatched
from Leipzig against them, until the 24th, when PlatofF joined them
Avith his Cossacks, and they completely annihilated Lefevre Desno-

nette's force on the 28th at Pcnig. Tettenborn compelled the gar-
rison of Bremen to capitulate. Dorenberg cut off the division

of Pecheur in the district ol' Hamburg, and Czernitcheff compelled
the King of Westphalia to retire to Wetzlar. At last the principal
armies set themselves in motion.

In accordance with the plan agreed on, the principal army did

not march this time on Dresden, but immediately from Bohemia to

the plains round Leipzig, at the same time that Bliicher, in con-

junction with the Crown Prince of Sweden, crossed from the right
to the left bank of the Elbe. The King of Naples had formerly
been stationed on the right bank

;
but when Bliicher approached

that neighbourhood, he had lost several men in various cavalry skir-

mishes, and proceeded on the 2Gth and 27th of September, before

Bliicher beoan his remarkable march in the neighbourhood of

Meissen to the left bank, and endeavoured to stop the corps of

Klenau and Lichtenstein, which formed the advanced guard of

Prince Schwarzenberg's army, advancing from Bohemia into the

plain. Bliicher's march from Kamcnz to Wittenberg is praised
even by the French. He did not allow himself to be stopped by
Macdonald, avoided the French position at Dresden by the way of

Konigsbruck and Elsterswerda, at the same time that the Crown
Prince of Sweden, on the 27th of September, was building bridges
at Acken and Rosla, and crossing the Elbe. The crown prince
marched to Dessau, and drove the advance guard of the Prince of

Moskwa back over the Mulda. Bliicher had, in the mean time,

collected vessels in the Black Elster, and brought them from thence

into the Elbe, and crossed on the 3rd of October at Wittenberg,
after a well contested struggle with Bcrlrand's division, who were

protected Irom the artillery by the dykes.
All the French historians speak of it as treachery when, even at

this period, Saxon and Westphalian regiments and other German
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soldiers singly left the ranks, in which the selfishness of their rulers

had placed and wished to retain them, and call it fidelity and ho-

nourable conduct when the old bigoted King of Saxony followed even

in his retreat from Dresden the man who was even then engaged in

making Saxony a desert. We consider it best to place our readers

in a condition to judge for themselves, by quoting a passage in the

note, to show in what manner Napoleon treated Germany and Ger-

mans. We quote the passage the more willingly as coming from

the mouth of an officer who honours Napoleon as an idol; who writes

not as a German, but as a Saxon, and who especially honours the

Saxon Savary, Herr von Gersdoof.* It was certainly high time for

Napoleon, accompanied by the King of Saxony, to leave Dresden

on the 7th of October, to look for Bllicher; inasmuch as just at this

time the whole of Germany, except the Kings of Wirtemberg and

Saxony, and the Grand Dukes of Hesse and Baden, was freeing

itself from the yoke of the French. In order to give a compre-
hensive view of the condition of Germany at the beginning of

October, we shall refer shortly, before proceeding to the decisive

battle, to the circumstances attending the desertion of the various

princes who were afraid of their people. We begin with Bavaria.

Wrede, with his Bavarians, and Prince Keuss, with the Austrian

troops, remained for a long time observing one another on the Inn;

for Wrede himself, but especially Mongelas, had long been in com-

munication with Russia, and latterly with Austria, and had received

all sorts of offers. The nature of this connexion, of which the King
of Bavaria himself knew nothing, remained for some time a secret

to Napoleon, because his ambassador at Munich, the Belgian Count

Mercy d'Argenteau, belonged to the high Austrian aristocracy,

among whom his family had occupied some years before a very

prominent place. He therefore only kept up a connexion w^ith the

higher aristocracy, and was easily deceived. Wrede was himselfvery

carefully observed as long as Augereau was occupied in organis-

ing the reserve of the French army in Franconia; but as soon as

this latter was summoned to Saxony, the King of Bavaria was

taken into confidence. He was shown that he would become

an isolated sacrifice to his fidelity, and he wrote, as we have

already mentioned, to Napoleon on the 3rd of September, that he

should be unable to remain in his present relation to him longer
than November, unless he were prepared to be deserted by his

subjects. In the middle of September, Mercy d'Argenteau per-

ceived that negotiations were being actively carried on
;
Wrede was

*
Odeleben, p. 198: "The inhuman orders which the Emperor at that time is-

sued to the commanders of divisions, according to which all cattle were to be driven

away, the woods burnt down, fruit-trees and all other sources of food destroyed, and

by an obedience to which, that portion of Saxony situated on the right bank of the

Elbe would have been reduced to the condition of a desert, inhabited by nomad

tribes, wore disregarded by the better sort of commanders. All sorts of property

were, however, destroyed, and only the quick advance of the allies prevented tlie

Erench, who, at that time (end of September), were only in possession of the district

round Dresden, from completing the destruction of the eastern portion of Saxony."
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a good deal with the Austrlans, and Prince Reuss was'in communica-
tion with the Bavarians, until at length Wrede arrived in Munich
with the treaty. He received there the last orders, and on the 7th
of October, at Ried, the treaty was concluded, by which Bavaria

joined the alliance against France.

It had been agreed that immediately after the ratification of this

treaty, which only bore the signatures of Wrede and Reuss, Wrede
should marcli down the Maine through Frankfort upon ]\Iayence
at the head of his Bavarian army, reinforced by 20,000 Austrians.

This treaty, as is unfortunately too much the case in such matters,
was only partly such that the contents might be openly avowed, and
consisted partly of articles which it was considered necessary to keep
secret. The eleven articles of the published portion are very general,
and contain for the most part only military arrangements; the most

important is the 6th, which provides
" that the Bavarian and

Austrian troops shall commence operations as soon as the present

treaty is ratified." In the secret part of the treaty there is much
also that is very general. It was especially provided, however, that

for the present Bavaria should cede Tyrol, and should receive

compensation for it afterwards. The most special provisions of all,

however, w^erc contained in articles which are found neither in

Martens nor in Scholl. Austria promised, as compensation for the

Tyrol and Salzburg, the best part of the possessions of the Grand
Duke of Baden, viz., Mannheim and Heidelberg, without consider-

ing that the Emperor of Russia would never consent to this, if it

were only on account of hia wife. Austria further promised all the

land belonging to the Grand Duchy of Frankfort, without consider-

ing that this included Hanau, which Prussia Avould certainly claim

for the Elector of Hesse.

The defection of Bavaria was not, however, as French writers

wish to make us believe, the cause, but rather a consequence, of the

weakening of the French military power beyond the Rhine. How
this weakening and final destruction happened, will be best under-

stood from considering at one view various points which have been

previously mentioned. Rumours were rife on all sides, even before

the defection of Bavaria was generally known, of the desertion of

bodies ofGerman troops, and of defeats of French troops by irregular

corps belonging to the allies, favoured as they were by the citizens

and the peasants. Between the Elbe and the Weser the light

cavalry of the allies rendered all proceedings very imsafe, and

Thielemann, Wartcnsleben, Walmoden, Scheither, ^lensdorf, Pla-

toff, Fabeky, Marwitz, and Czernitcheff" took more than 10,000

prisoners and forty-seven guns between the 11th and the 28th of

September, by the superiority of their light troops. About the same

period the German troops deserted in smaller bodies, as they saw very

clearly that the French no longer trusted them, and even, as one of

their officers plainly said to a Westphalian, exposed them on all

occasions in the advanced guard, and in the rear to the bullets of the
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enemy, in consequence of this distrust. Colonel von Hcimmerstein wa3
the first, and he went over in Saxony on the 21st of August. This
made some sensation, because his brother, General von Hammer-
stein, was one of the most important persons in Cassel, and was

suspected of having had some share in his brother's desertion. That

portion of the Westphalian troops which had served under the

colonel were dismissed Vv'itli disgrace, and General Hammerstein was
sent to Ham. At a later period the Saxons went over; the Saxons
who served under Regnier refused to serve against the Prussians at-j-,"-^* -^-"--— — — "

"fc-

Dennewitz, and on being led against them separated entirely. The

Wirtembergers deserted.

Czernitcheff, Thielemann, and platofF, with their hussars and

Cossacks, rendered the whole district along the Saale exceedingly
unsafe for the French; they captured couriers, officers travelling

alone, or with few attendants, and so on
;
carried off military chests,

and prevented the transmission of despatches and correspondence.
The Westphalian General Klbsterlein was driven out of Brunswick

by a small troop of Prussian militia, and fled with some hundred
men to Wolfenbuttel; but his escort left him, and fled in all direc-

tions on the 25th, when they saw ten mounted militiamen at some
distance. The inhabitants of the Elbe district were much embittered

against the French, because they had burnt down the suburbs of

Magdeburg, leaving the inhabitants without shelter, and had entirely
ransacked the whole neighbouring country to victual the town.
Czernitchefl" heard at that time that there were no troops in

Westphalia; he marched, therefore, with 3000 cavalry and 2000

infantry, by Eisleben and Rosla to Heiligenstadt, where some

Westphalian cuirassiers under Bastineller were stationed
; these

he however did not immediately attack, but advanced suddenly by
Sonderhausen and Miihlhausen to Cassel. Even Malchus, who in

his MS. remarks on the history of the kingdom of Westplialia,
which we have often quoted, constantly defends the government,
confesses here, that the first report of CzernitcheflT's approach
was not received till the evening of the 27th of Septeniber, and
that several other accounts followed in the course of the night.
Whilst Allix defended Cassel, and Czernitcheff turned his atten-

tion first to Bastineller, courtiers, ministers, and generals retreated

with the king from the city. CzernitcheflT in the mean tim.e com-

pletely routed Bastineller's force, and took possession of the city on
the 30th. His proclamation of the dissolution of the kingdom of

Westphalia was, however, somewhat premature; for this did not

actually happen till some weeks later. Czernitcheff" himself was

obliged to quit the town some days after, and the Westphalian
troops, with some French reinforcements, took possession of it, and
the king returned. About this time, and shortly before Napoleon
quitted Dresden, Benningsen Avith his reserve, among whom were
Baskirs and Calmucks with bows and arrows, arrived on the Elbe.

He crossed the Elbe on tlie 26th of September, with this .so-called
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Polish army at Lcutmcritz, and joined Scliwarzcnberg ; whilst

Bllichcr, who had crossed tlic Elbe on the 3rd oC October at War-

tenburg, knowing that ClicrbatofF at Uautzcn, Bubna at Stolpcn,
and Schwarzcnberg in Northern Bohemia were able to observe at a

distance the I'rench army in Dresden, encamped with 64,000 men
and 322 guns on tlic Mulda, and joined the army of the Crown
Prince of Sweden on the 8th of October. Napoleon hoped, when
he left Dresden on tlie 9th, to surprise them both. He left Marshal

Gouvion St. Cyr with 30,000 men in Dresden,* for which he was

afterwards blamed, although ho left him a command to retire in

case of need to Toroau and Mau'deburii', and left directions with

the officers of the artillery and of the sappers and miners as to

the best mode of destroying the fortifications of Dresden, and burn-

ing all the waggons. Napoleon breakfasted on the 7th at Meissen,
and arrived the following day by Oscliatz at Wurzen; he failed, how-

ever, in his object of bringing Bllichcr to a battle on the 9th.

Bliicher had retired beyond the Saale, but had left the road to

BerUn open. The Emperor appeared inclined at one time to take

this road, and by uniting all the garrisons of the fortresses in Poland
and on the Oder, to change the theatre of war entirely. He had even

sent Ney, Bertrand, and Regnier forward over the Elbe. It appears
to us, however, rather as if he wished to tlireaten Berlin than to

attack it, inasmuch as this town had no manner of importance for

him in a military point of view. He perceived, however, at this

time, that his situation was a very critical one, and was puzzled to

find some means of rescuino- his honour as a militarv commander;
and a proof of this wc have in the description whicli Odelebcn, his

great admirer and then companion, gives of his residence in the

little castle of Diiben. The Emperor remained there from the 11th

to the 13th, at a time when every moment was of importance,!
without flndinfr anv other means of escape than that of staking" the

fate of his empire on a single card—a battle in the neighbourhood
of Leipzig.

Schwarzenberg's army came down at length from the moun-
tains to the plain; Wittgenstein, Kleist, and Klenau, were pressing

*
Fain, ii., p. 37G, gives the position at the time in the fullowinjj words: " Les

Ge'neraux Itcpnier et Bertrand ([iii n'attendaicnt plus iiue ronlrc de s'uvanccr sur
Berlin sent rappeU'-s. I'our arriwr ii Leijisic avant renncmi, il n'y a pas un nio-

niuiit a pcrdre; il taut laissor lo Marcchal St. Cyr a Drosde, lo I'rince d'Kckniiihl a

Ilaiubouri;-, U'licne'ral Lcinarrois a Magdcbourg, le Geiie'ral Lapoypc a Wittenberg,
le GoULTal Narbonne a Torgau.

t Odelebcn, as a witness who had admission to the lunperor, tells us, at p. 204,
" The three d.iys which tlie Emperor spent before the morning of the 14th of Octo-
ber in the little half-isolated castle of Diibcn. were probably the most tedious that
he had met with for several campaigns. There Avere no objects of a military or of
a geographical character to divert his attention and to occu]>y liim, and his attend-

ants were at a lo?s wliat to do to amuse and engage his Majesty. I myself saw
the Emperor waiting for despatches from the Elbe, sitting ni)on a sofa in his room
beside a large table entirely unoccupied, abstractedly covering a clean sheet of

paper with old-fashioned ornamental letters. His geographer d'Albe and anotlier

of his assistants were sitting equally nncniploycd in the corners ot the room, await-

ing his orders."

VOL. VIII. 2 E
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forward from the other side
;
and Murat in vain attempted to

stop the two former. Wittgenstein advanced by Ahenburg,
Schwarzenberg by Borna, and drove back IMurat's cavalry. On the

morning of the 14th, Murat was compelled to alter his position at

Grobern and Gossa; on the afternoon of the same day he was again
attacked at Wachau and Lieberwolkowitz. The allies only con-

quered in this skirmish between the Prussian, Russian, and French

cavalry, in which Murat, according to his custom, both commanded
and fought in person, because Klenau appeared upon the field

during the contest. Wittgenstein would not allow the victory to

be followed up, and even evacuated Wachaii and Lieberwolkowitz,
because Napoleon had given up all thoughts of anything else, and
was hastening to rescue Leipzig. On the following day, the 15th,

preparations w^ere made on both sides for a pitched battle, which

was fought during the three following days.

Although Napoleon had taken all possible precautions for secur-

ing correct reports of the proceedings of the allies, he never heard

that Bliicher was advancina:, and that Bennin^sen was not far from

the field of battle.

The first day of the great battle of the nations (the battle of

Leipzig), the 16th, was on the whole favourable to the French, for

at three o'clock in the afternoon the three allied monarchs, Avho were

observing the battle from a rising ground, whilst Napoleon was
stationed on an eminence opposite the Galgenberg, in the farm of

Meisdorf, believed the battle to be lost. Latour Maubourg, at the

head of the cavalry, had broken through the centre of the allies at

Gossa, had taken from them their cannon and their position, which

Rajewsky with the grenadiers in vain endeavoured to recover, until

the Emperor Alexander despatched Count Orloff DenisofF with the

Cossacks of the imperial guard to stop the course of the French, and
these troops were fortunate enough to recover the position and the

guns. The allies were, however, obliged to be contented with retain-

ing their position, and were unable to pursue their advantages any
further. On the other hand, Schwarzenberg, whom Napoleon was

especially observing, committed a great error. He ordered from

Connewitz General Meerfeld to cross the Pleisse at the ford of

Delitsch, so as to separate one portion of the French line from the

other; the Emperor had, however, a reserve of his old guard posted
in that neighbourhood, and the Austrians were driven back, Meer-
feld himself remaining a prisoner. Also at Lieberwolkowitz the

allies were obliged to be satisfied with retaining their position.
Blucher's arrival on the field of battle on the following day, how-

ever, brought about a decided result.

This would not have happened either, had Bliicher not disobeyed
the orders of the Crown Prince of Sw^eden, under whose command
he certainly was at the time, and acted in accordance with his own
ideas. He had some idea of what was about to happen on the 13th,
and therefore refused to follow the crown prince to Kothen: on
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the 14th he heard that Napoleon had commenced his march from
Diiben to Leipzig, and communicated this information immediately
to tlic allied army and to the Prince of Sweden. lie himself has-

tened to Leipzig in order to join the army of the allies there, having
discovered that a battle was to be fought on the 16th. lie had been

able to inspire his troops with the same feeling of enthusiasm for the

national honour of Germany Avhich Napoleon encouraged among
liis troops in reference to the honour of France, and arrived on tlie

evening of the 15th at Skeuditz, nine miles from Leipzig. The
Crown Prince of Sweden also approached in the night of the 15th

to within twenty-five miles of Leipzig. The Emperor had origi-

nally stationed Souham and Ney's corps on the Partha to the north

of his army, in case Bliicher and the crown prince should arrive;

but not having heard anything of Bliicher's approach, he recalled

them both
;
and jNIarniont, with a division ofPoles under Dombrowski,

was left to meet Bliiclier's violent onset at Muckern. Marmont
made a brave resistance, but the Prussians finally conquered, leaving
between 5000 and 6000 men on the field of battle. They took, how-

ever, 40 guns, 2000 prisoners, and an eagle; the principal advan-

tage of the victory was, that it served as a set-oiF to the repulse
the Austrians had sullcred through the carelessness of Schwarzen-

berg. On the 17th both armies rested; the allies were strengthened

by the forces under the Crown Prince of Sweden, General Ben-

ningsen, and Count Colloredo, and the French army by the arrival

of Regnier, under whom the Saxon contingent served, from Eulen-

burg, where he had remained on the 16th. On the 16th, however,

Napoleon had determined to secure for himself a retreat from Leipzig

by the Lindenau bridge, and to gar-rison some of the principal points
in Thuringia, which he might require in case of his retreat towards

the Rhine. General Bertrand was despatched through Leipzig and

over the Lindenau bridge to secure the road to Liitzen and Erfurt.

The French would undoubtedly have been entirely destroyed had not

Bertrand, after a well-contested struggle with Giulay, secured the Lin-

denau and the high road on the 16th. Napoleon also endeavoured, on

the evening of the 16th, to open a special negotiation with the Em-

peror Francis, by means of General ISIeerfeld. He treated jSIeerfeld,

whom he knew very well, with much distinction, and wished to

make use of him as a mediator. He dismissed him upon parole,
and gave him a letter with him, containing reasonable and peaceful

proposals, and the assurance of his readiness to make considerable

sacrifices to secure peace. This time, however, Francis did not allow

himself to be deceived, for he not only refused to listen to Napo-
leon's proposals for an armistice, but the letter was not answered till

three weeks later, when the monarchs were in Frankfort. Odeleben

is wrong when he says that Mecrfeld returned to Napoleon on the

17th.

That the Emperor Napoleon had determined to begin his retreat

on the 18th appears to us clear, from the exact account which
2 E 2
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Odeleben gives of tlie various measures adopted by him
;

it is clear,

however, at the same time, that he hesitated as to whether he ought
not rather to fight, as his measures were adapted for this course also.

He had just completed a chef (Tceuvre in the art of war— that is to

say, he had changed his enth'e position within sight of the enemy,
when he perceived the whole allied army at a distance of some
three miles, near Wachau and Lieberwolkowitz, advancing to the

attack. When he perceived that retreat without a battle was im-

possible, his right wing touched the Pleisse at Connewitz, his left

the Partha at Schonfeld. What was most important for him was

the maintenance of the position at Probstheida, which was confided

to Victor and Lauriston, and where he himself took up his position
near an old tobacco-mill. The advancing Prussians were to be met
and kept back by Donibrowski, in the suburbs of Leipzig, between

the Partha and tlie Elster.

At eight o'clock on the morning of the 18th (October) the de-

cisive battle began, and it was an unfavourable omen for tlie French

that, almost immediately afterwards, the Saxon cavalry, Avhich served

with Ney's corps, deserted to the Prussians. In the afternoon, after

the appearance of the Crown Prince of Sweden on the field of

battle, the rest of the Saxon contingent, under Rlissel and Brause,
which Regnier commanded, left the French, and the Wirtembergers,
under Nermann, followed the example. It is worthy of remark,
that the same French writers who loudly testify their approval of

their own revolution, of all the revolts of the Poles, of the revolution

of July, of the desertion of Louis XVIII., and of the 18th Bru-

niaire; who, and with reason, prefer revolt to a fidelity which
violates the rights of man and the common voice of nature, and

who find nothing to blame in Napoleon's conduct during the

Hundred Days, are yet quite inexhaustible in opprobrious epithets
and declamatory phrases against those German nations which de-

termined no longer to observe an oath of allegiance taken by their

princes who were bought by the enemies of their country. The
old king had exposed his Saxons to all the miseries of war, and
could not well blame them for leaving him to his late; and the

three monarchs very properly lefused to listen to him when, having
been left behind by Napoleon in Leipzig, he wished to appeal to

them. He was sent to Berlin under an escort, that is, a sort of

honourable captivity, when the allies entered Leipzig.
The French were, however, in point of fact, not entirely beaten

on the 18th; but they foresaw a total defeat on the next day, as they
were entirely surrounded on every side except one, where the road

passes over the Elster through Leipzig, and through the Lindenau

to Erfurt. They mnintained their position till evening, and kept up
a continual fire until it was discovered that their ammunition was

exhausted. A fresh supply could only be procured in Erfurt, where

the magazines were. It was found necessary to retreat; and it was

tlien discovered that Berthier had committed a fatal error. "When
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the Emperor perceived that besides the bridge over the Elster in

Richter'y garden, whjch was too slightly built to be of much service,

and which actually broke down during the retreat, there was only
a siniile solid brid<re which could be nsed, lie had ordered on the

17th several bridges to be built across the Elster and the Pleisse.

The chief of" the engineers of the 5th corps had offered his assistance

in carrying out the order, but Jjcrthier had refused it.

When the French left their position in order to retreat through

Leipzig to Erfurt, the Prussians followed tlieni closely, and the

troops of Baden, which had the guard at the gates, went over and
let the Prussians in. Tlie press and the confusion of the French

retreating under the enemy's fire, and pursued by tlie enemy's cavalry,
is indescribable, as one bridge over the Elster broke down, and the

one \vhich led to Lindenau was not sufllcient for all. The Emperor
himself visited the King of Saxony before quitting Leipzig, but was

obliged to leave hastily, in order to get into tlie stream of the fugitives,
and to be carried along with them out of the city; the arrangements
which he had made for covering the retreat failed completely.

Regnier, Poniatowski, Lanriston, and Macdonald were directed to

hold out until all had passed over the bridge to Lindenau; they were,

however, overtaken, and the great bridge bloAvn up, because the Prus-

sians were pressing forward irresistibly, and it was deemed advisable

to purchase the safety of the rest of the army by the sacrifice of the

three corps wliich were still defending the suburb. Every one was
afterwards amused at Napoleon's ascribing this accident to the care-

lessness of the miner who had blown up the bridije, long before

prepared for the purpose, sooner than he ought to have done, as he
did in his published bulletin of the battle. Macdonald saved him-
self by swimming; Poniatowski, who had received the marshal's

baton in the course of the battle, was dro\vned, because he had over-

loaded his horse with money; two hundred guns and nearly the whole
of the baggage remained behind. The crowding of the fugitives,
the pursuit of the Prussians first, and afterwards of the Austrians

from the other side, had changed the retreat into a disgraceful flight;
the terrible lire of the pursuers, the crush and the trampling, not

merely the blowing up of the bridge, were the causes of the death

of thousands who perished thus, or who were drowned in the river.

The allies had, however, purchased their victory very dearly; they
had losi 21 generals, 1800 officers, and 45,000 men. Fifteen thou-

sand Frenchmen were taken prisoners, and among them Regnier
and Lauriston. Besides these, the allies found 23,000 French sick

or wounded in the hospitals and private houses, and captured 300

pieces of cannon and 900 waggons. Fortunately for the flying army,
Bertrand had occupied Weissenfels, and it became possible to in-

troduce some slight degree of order into the retreat, because, until

Bliicher took up the pursuit vigorously, the pursuers had been all

Cossacks. These troops found the road covered with the ruins of

the army, but delayed very long, as the author himself saw,
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plundering and securing what they had taken. The army which
followed the Emperor was considered to amount to 100,000 men,
and Napoleon stopped in Erfurt on the 23rd and 24th, to collect

the fugitives, to rearrange them, and to supply them with neces-

saries. This he found to be impossible, and saw his army pass

through in total disorder, and in a most wretched condition. He
was much struck by the misery of his soldiers, by the disorder and

hasty flight of many thousands who flung away their arms, and
threw themselves down to die of hunger and exhaustion. The road

from Erfurt to Hanau was covered with spoil, with cannon, wag-
gons, dead bodies of horses and men, when suddenly an army of

Bavarians and Austrians appeared at Hanau to intercept the fugi-

tives, and the Emperor was only able to draw up a force of 60,000
men to oppose them, so much had the fatality increased among
them since Erfurt.

This army was that of the Bavarian General Wrede, who had
set off immediately after the conclusion of the treaty of Ried, taking
a division of Austrians also under his command. Wrede was sta-

tioned at Anspach, when he received on the 22nd the news of the

battle of Leipzig: he hastened, therefore, to intercept the fugitives
on their retreat. The business, in itself a dangerous one, of cutting
off the retreat of a brave army rather superior in numbers to his

own, was very unsuccessfully performed by Wrede: he was accused

of having committed grave faults, and was, as we well remember,
much blamed at the time, both for his march and for the battle at

Hanau. We do not venture to decide whether deservedly so or

not, but merely give the facts. It was said that he ought to have
marched quickly past Wiirzburg, and taken up a position along the

Kinzig between Gelmhausen and Salmiinster; instead of which he

delayed before Wiirzburg till the 28th, in order to compel the gar-
rison to retreat into the citadel, and consequently reached Hanau
too late to be enabled to cross the Maine immediately with his

whole force. This was done, however, immediately afterwards. A
hard-contested struggle took place on the 29th and SOtli, but not

exactly to the advantage of the Bavarians, as one corps of the

French came up after the other, and strengthened those who had

previously arrived; Wrede, however, took Hanau by storm. The
whole French army and the Emperor arrived in the mean time, and
Wrede was imprudent enough to offer battle to the French, who were
well aware that if defeated they must necessarily fall into the hands
of the aUies, who were pursuing them closely, in the wood near

Hanau, on the 31st. He was defeated and wounded himself in the

battle. The French boast of this victory of Hanau most immode-

rately, and reckon it amongst their most brilhant exploits: the only
advantage they derived from it was that Napoleon's fame, which had
been rather dimmed at Leipzig, was a little brightened again by this

victory; but the road from Hanau to Hochheini presented a frightful

spectacle. We can testify, from our own experience, that the retreat
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was in every respect as bad as the description given of the retreat

from Moscow, except that tlic sick and wounded who sank to the

ground weakened witli fatigue and hunger did not suffer in the

same degree from cold. The Bavarians had taken possession of

Sachsenhausen Avhen the Frencli reached Frankfort, and the author
saw two French dragoons shot down as they endeavoured to reach

the bridge, the middle of which was broken down by the Ba-
varians.

BlUcher, in the mean time, hastened straight by Eisenach to

Coblentz
; Schwarzenberg with the Austrians advanced by Fulda

;

the Russians by Aschaflfcnburg. Between the 4tli and the Gth of

November the Emperors of Russia and Austria, the King of Prussia,
Prince Schwarzenberg, Barclay de Tolly, and Wittgenstein arrived

in Frankfort; but it was not till the 9th of November that the

French were driven from the heights of Ilochheim to Mayence.
Then the usual diplomatic game was played at Frankfort for two

months, and a wide field opened to cabals and intrigues of all kinds;
the interests of nations were sacrificed to the convenience of the

privileged classes, of princes and of their ministers, and negotiations
for peace commenced with Napoleon, which the Emperor only in-

tended to make use of as a blind to the French nation, and which
the allies themselves did not intend to lead to anything further.

Bulow's army was spread over Northern Germany and Holland, and
the Dutch recalled the son of tlieir former hereditary stadtholder

as a sovereign prince, the English landing troops to secure his re-

cognition. Bliicher Avas on the point of crossing the Rhine when
he received orders to remain. He spread his army, therefore, over

the district between Mayence and Coblentz; Schwarzenberg's troops

occupied the country between the Maine and the Neckar, and

Benningsen's army was ordered to blockade Magdeburg. If the

terms of the capitulations had been observed which St. Cyr in

Dresden and Rapp in Dantzig concluded on the 11th and 30th of

November with the Austrian and Russian generals, who conducted

the siege of those towns, the Emperor of the French would have re-

ceived back an excellent army of 60,000 men; it was pretended, how-

ever, that the generals who had granted these terms were not justified

in acting contrary to the general rule laid down in Frankfort. Tins

rule was, that no army lelt in any fortress should be permitted to

retire free by simply giving their word of honour not to serve against
the aUies.

The fate of having surrendered a strong position in return for

favourable terms of capitulation, and being afterwards unable to

obtain a fulfihncnt of these terms, first fell upon St. Cyr, who after-

wards rejected as a mockery a proposal that lie should return into

the city, and that everything should resume its Ibrmer position.

St. Cyr's force of 30,000 to 35,000 men Avas inferior to General

Tolstoy's in October; and on the loth he had marched out of the

town, and might probably, in spite of a reinforcement Avhich Tolstoy
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received from tlie Marquis Cliasteller, have made good his retreat to

Torgau, if he had not hesitated in his proceedings, and, instead of

venturing on such a course, returned to Dresden. Alter the battle

of Leipzig, Klenau was despatched to Dresden, and since the 4th of

November, St. Cyr had several times attempted in vain to cut his

way through the German troops to Torgau. In order to spare the

town much misery, Klenau afterwards granted terms of capitulation
on the 11th of November, according to which the 35,000 men
should return to France by Strasburg, pledging themselves first not

to serve against the allies until an equal number of prisoners had
been exchanged for them. One column had already marched out,

when a message arrived from head-quarters that the monarchs
would not recognise any capitulation of the kind. The French
then complained loudly of faithlessness, and their books are even

now full of declamations against the offer of the status quo. The
case of Dantzig was quite similar. Rapp capitulated on the 30th

of November, on condition of being allowed to retire, which condi-

tion was not fulfilled. We shall mention very shortly the fate of the

other fortresses which had received French garrisons, as the minute

history, of the war does not come within the province of this work.

Dresden, with 36,000 men and 250 guns, capitulated on the 11th

of November; Stettin, with 8000 men and 351 guns, on the 21st

of November; Dantzig, with 15,000 men and 1300 guns, on the

30th of November; Zamosk, with 4000 men and 130 guns, on the

22nd of December; Modlin, with 3000 men and 120 guns, on the

25th of December; Torgau, with 10,000 men and 250 guns, on the

26th of December. In order not to return to this subject, we shall

add here the account of the surrender of those fortresses which held

out till 1814. Ciistrin, with 2500 men and 90 guns, surrendered

on the 7th of March. In Glogau, Commandant Laplace was obliged,
on the 21st of January, to dismiss 2270 men from his garrison,

Frankforters, Saxons, Croats, and Spaniards ;
and on the 10th of

April he left it himself, with 3000 men, leaving 200 guns behind.

On the 13th of January, Wittenberg was taken by storm; on the

16th of May, Erfurt surrendered, with 2000 men and 180 guns.
On the 24th of May, the citadel of Marienberg, near Wiirzburg.
On the 31st of May, Hamburg, with 15,000 men. Quite at the

last, a month after the peace, Magdeburg, with 18,000 men and

841 guns.

4.—LAST MONTHS OP THE YEAR 1813.

A.—GERMANY: ITALY TILL APRIL, 1814.

As early as November, 1813, but still more in the two following

months, it was quite clear to any one at all versed in historical prog-

nostications, that the whole of the advantages of the immense exer-

tions made during this period of war in Germany would fall to

the share of the princes, to the officials, always opposed to any free-

dom, to the courts, the nobility, and the diplomatists, and that the
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people Avould have not only to endure all their former burdens, but

to submit to the imposition of new ones in addition. A short sketch

of what had taken place in 1813 will make this sufficiently clear.

When Mecklenburg separated itself from the Rhenisli alHance in the

early part of this year, a state of things was established there under
the pretext of protecting vested riglits and restoring to every one his

own, which in Russia, Livonia, Courland, Poland, and Westphalia,
reduces one portion of the citizens, and that portion the more nume-

rous, to the condition of beasts of burden to the other part. After

the battle of Leipzig, the Duke of Cumberland, a violent Orange-
man and Tory, hated for many and good reasons in England, has-

tened to Hanover, to deprive the people of all the advantages which

they had owed to their condition of subjection, and to restore the

bureaucracy, leudality, pride of nobility, corruption of justice, serf-

dom, torture, &c. Tlie Duke of Oldenburg also returned imme-

diately, and manifested much more anxiety respecting his own rights
and privileges than those of his people. He continued to be, as he
had always been, a noble and benevolent prince, but thought that

he had been ungratefully treated; his government, however, not-

withstanding his closeness and fondness for foreign nobility (for he
had none of his own), was a paternal one. In the Hanse Towns, as

soon as the pressure from without was removed, the whole of the

former constitution, including the systematic superiority of certain

classes and the inferiority of others, was restored in full force.

The Emperor of Austria and his minister, Mctternich, showed
themselves zealous protectors of the princes of the Rhenish alliance,

although the most of these had not quitted it till their troops had
deserted them, and their subjects threatened to throw oft' their alle-

giance. In all special treaties, the princes only, and not the people,
were provided for: and if the latter case sometimes apparently hap-

pened, out of regard lor Von Stein, Von Humboldt, Hardcnberg,
and the Emperor of Russia (as for example in Frankfort, where a

new constitution was granted, and in Llanover and Hesse, where

parliaments, i.e., the old ones, were spoken of), we had ceased to be

deceived by these appearances in 1815. Only Saxony, whose king
had been a sort ol' prisoner of war since the battle of Leipzig, the

Grand-Duke of Frankfort, and the Prince of Leyen and Isenburg,
were made to suffer, not because they were more guilty than others,

but because the diplomatists wanted their possessions for other pur-

poses. Baron Stein, with every justice, and with a deep sense of what
alone could make Germany powerful for all time, had cast his eyes
on Saxony for Prussia. The Grand-Duke of Frankfort was disliked

by the Austrians and the clergv, and had been sacrificed to Bavaria

in tlie treaty of Ried. Austria got back from Bavaria, Salzburg
and some other districts, and promised as compensation territory be-

longing to other powers. Not only the grand-duchy of Frankfort,
wiiosc sovereign was at any rate merely a kind of tenant at will, was

to be divided and the largest portion of it to go to Bavaria, but
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Baden was to be deprived of all the territory it had acquired by
French influence.

King Jerome of Westphalia, when CzernitchefF first drove him
from his capital the first time, had only fled as far as Wetzlar, and
had then returned to Cassel, where he received, on the 19th or 20th
of October, the news of the battle of Leipzig. He caused every-

thing to be sold for which he could find a purchaser, and left Cassel

a second time in the night between the 25th and 26th, never to

return. The unfortunate Hessians immediately received back their

old elector, who had no idea of mildness or generosity, who knew

nothing of his duties to his subjects, of the rights of humanity, or

of the demands of the times. He made his public entry into Cassel

on the 8th of November, to the immense delight of his Hessians,

who, as we remember, were then called by the Conservatives y*aiM-

ful Hessians, and by the Liberals blind Hessians, and immediately
afterwards declared everything null and void that had taken place

during his absence. All expenditure and salaries were again mea-
sured out according to the electoral rule of former times—whoever
from being a corporal had become a general, or from a barrister a

chief justice, was required to return to the position he had pre-

viously held in 1807; pigtails obtained again their due influence in

military affairs; all purchases of electoral property were declared

void, and the money expended was not repaid to the purchaser, nor

were they reimbursed for money spent in improving the property:
all the changes, however, Avhich had been to the advantage of the

elector or of his revenue were scrupulously retained. As the troops
of Baden had left the French before the battle of Leipzig, and as

the old duke had the same sort of good character as the Duke of

Oldenburg, every one was pleased when the Emperor of Russia in-

terposed to protect him, and to keep ofi" the vultures already hover-

ing over his land and prepared to tear it to pieces. The despotic

King of Wirtemberg showed himself the most shameless among the

princes; and upon the whole he got ofi" very well. He made his

peace with the allies on the 2nd of November, and was allowed to

retain his title of king : he was even promised to be recompensed at

the expense of the innocent for any sacrifices he might be called

upon to make. We have designated his conduct as shameless, be-

cause he had dared openly to express his disapprobation at actions

which the whole of Germany considered meritorious, and which his

Swabians especially admired ;
and had declared that he rejoiced at the

dominion of the foreigners, which every true friend to his country

regretted and deplored. When the allies, therefore, announced a

rising en tnasse, he felt so clearly that he, as his people's greatest

enemy, had more occasion to fear this than the French, that he quite
refused to countenance it. In raising recruits also, which according
to treaty he was bound to furnish towards the national army, he

proceeded so slowly that his contingent was of no use. He broke

the regiments which had patriotically joined their countrymen
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against the national enemy, and took back from their officers the

orders of merit whicli had been conferred on them; nor could the

alHcs induce him, during his stay in Frankfort, to recal this action.

Bignon states this with great satisfaction in a secret report to his

Emperor, which he drew up Avhilst detained in Germany by the

discussions respecting the capitulation of Dresden, Avhich had been
disallowed by the alhcs.* Bignon further informs us in this report
that the Grand-Duke of Baden, at the very time he was joining

outwardly with the allies, had repeatedly and earnestly expressed
to the Emperor his real sorrow at being compelled so to act. On
this point Bignon appears deserving of credit, as he mentions,
moreover, that he himself, on his return to France, received from
tlie grand-duke a verbal message to the Emperor to the same effect.

The King of Denmark also, whose German possessions Avere in pos-
session of the enemy, was obliged to come to terms. He issued a

proclamation on the 17th of January, 1814, in which he states that

he had found it necessary to give up Norway.
After what we have here sliortly stated, no one but extreme

enthusiasts and theorists, of whom there arc always, unfortunately
for the people, too many in Germany, could believe in any new

organisation, or hope for anything favourable from the freedom from

foreign oppression; and, in fact, the oppression at home became
worse than this had been. The central commission and the influence

of Baron Stein certainly still existed; but all Nortli German}--,
Hesse Casscl, Hesse Darmstadt, Baden, Wirtembcrg, and Bavaria,
had been detached from the central commission, and the whole of

the aristocracy, who looked up to ]\Ietternich, were using their

influence against Stein's friends and himself. The influence of the

central commission had been already considerably limited, by means
of a treaty agreed to at Leipzig on the 21st of October by Russia,

Prussia, Austria, and England. Its duties were there defined to be:
" To luiitc and bring together all the disposableforce of Germany—
to take all possible measures during the war— to seek all means, and
to cause all the territories occupied bij the allied troops to contribute

totoards carrijing on the war.^' This was not exactly all that the

commission had intended itself to be; it had intended to create a

kind of central government for Germany: but this neither suited

the policy of ^letternich and his diplomatists, nor that of the English
Tories, who had still to provide for the sons of the king, and for

the future Duke of Brunswick. The commission had proposed two

plans. According to the one, the princes of the Confederation of the

Rhine should be entirely suspended and excluded from all share in

the government until the new arrangements should be complete;

according to the other, the sovereigns or their eldest sons shoidd

continue to reign, but should be under the control of the central

* He says there respcctinsr the king, who was just returning home from Frank-
fort: "Lcs princes allii-s n'out pas c'to contents ile lui, et il est revenu me'content
d'eux. Lcs Biivarois, font leur cour a ses dcpens."
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government. The diplomatists, as all mediocrities in the world

generally do, chose a middle path, which was intended to satisfy

everybody, but led to nothing, and, in fact, satisfied nobody. No-

thing was left to the central commission finally, exccDt the govern-
ment of the countries occupied by the allied troops which were to

change masters, and the arrangements for furnishino; the armies
With provisions and necessaries; and the princes were only required
to engage, not to offer any opposition to, a future new organisation of

Germany, which should settle all disputed points.
The fate of Italy was decided immediately after the battle of

Leipzig, by the intrigues in which Count Mier and Lord William
Bentinck engaged for the purpose of gaining over King Joachim of

Naples. The populace of Milan were afterwards roused against the

Viceroy Eugene, who had hoped to be able to maintain himself
in Lombardy by the assistance of the Italians. King Joachim had
returned to his capital at the end of 1812, dissatisfied with his

brother-in-law, and had despatched his adjutant. Prince Cariati,
with complimentary messages to the King of Prussia and the

Emperor Francis in February, 1813. The adjutant was charged
also with the ribbon of KinEf Joachim's order for the Kins: of

Prussia; but having learned his defection from the French aUiance,
remained in Vienna, instead of proceeding into Silesia. Whilst
Cariati was induced in Vienna to commence negotiations with
Austria as to the acceptance of her mediation, the Austrian charge

d'ajjaires in Naples, Count Mier, gained over the king himself.

Murat was pleased with the prospect of being enabled to unite the

whole of Italy under his government
—a prospect somewhat similar

to that held out to him by the Carbonari—that his dominions should
be extended at least as far as the Po. On the 30th of May, 1813,
after the arrival of a courier from Cariati, Count Mier was sum-
moned to the king, who at the same time entered into relations

with Lord W. Bentinck, notwithstanding his lordship's personal
dislike. Queen Caroline, Ferdinand's wife, had been brought
into connexion with the French Emperor through his Empress,
Maria Louisa, and Lord William had consequently broken with
her: he negotiated, however, with the plenipotentiaries of Murat

by deputy on the island of Pouza. The consequence of this negotia-
tion was a serious misunderstanding between INIurat and his brother-

in-law, although no results were attained, and even nothing definite

was arranged with Austria. The Avhole affair, in fact, came to a

stop when Murat was persuaded by the queen, JM, de Baudrus,
and his minister of finance. Count Mosburg, to go back to the

French army at Dresden on the 2nd of August, 1813.

The negotiations Avere apparently entirely broken off, when
Austria shortly afterwards declared war; but it was, at least, very
suspicious that neither Prince Esterhazy nor Count Mier, the Aus-
trian representatives at Naples, left for Vienna, nor was Prince
Cariati recalled till September. After the battle of Leipzig a final
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and serious attempt was made to detach the Viceroy Eugene and
Murat from Napoleon by the prospect of" their being thus enabled, hkc
the princes of the Confederation of the Rhine, to maintain themselves

in their former dignity. TJie whole of Illyria and Dalmatia had

revolted; Hiller had driven the army of the viceroy from point to

point; Dalmatians, Illyrians, and Italians were deserting in crowds;
the citadel of Trieste had capitulated on the 31st of October; and
when the armies were drawn up on the Adigc on the 4th of No-

vember, nothing remained to the French except Usopo, Palma

Nuova, and Venice. The King of Bavaria attempted, therefore, to

induce his son-in-law, the viceroy, to follow his example, and, as

he himself had done by the treaty of Ried, to give up what he
could no longer keep, and to accept instead the compensation offered

by Austria. The Prince of Thurn and Taxis, the King of Bavaria's

adjutant, presented himself at the outposts, and caused a packet to be

delivered to him containing the documents which were to secure to

tlie viceroy tlic kingdom of Lombardy under tlie guarantee of

Bavaria and of the allied powers. Eugene refused this offer: wc
are, however, unable to decide whether he did so because he would
not act the traitor towards his stepfather and his countrv, or because

he was wise enough to sec that the Italians would never endure him,
and that the Austrians had no intention of keeping their promise.

Murat had put his head in the noose immediately after the battle

of Leipzig. It was not, as most accounts say, Count Mier who re-

newed the negotiations with Austria which had been commenced

by Prince Cariati, and afterwards broken off, for he had remained
in Naples, and the negotiations were renewed when the French

army was in Erfurt: the real agent was the Duke of Rocca Romana,
who had been in Vienna, and who had gone to meet the king, but
whose name even Bii^non does not give in his account of these

events. (lie says merely
"

//;/ agent Aidrichicn.") This individual

had had a short conference with Murat on the 22nd of October (two

days consequently before he parted from his brother-in-law for ever

at Erfurt) at Ollendorf on the Ilm, and had merely said to him,
'•' that he might place every coiijidence in Count Mier at iVapIes, and
conclude everything with him." On the 5th of November ]\lurat

Avas again in his capital, and negotiations were again commenced:
a declaration of neutrality was expected with the more certainty, as

two proclamations appeared on the 11th, considerably at variance

with the system pursued in Germany. Count ~SUcv then left, and

probably took with iiim an outline of a treaty of alliance. Fouche,
who had been driven out of his government of Illyria, was at this

time in Rome : the French Emperor despatched him to Naples to

endeavour to prevent the king from proceeding to extremities, but

Fouche was at this time indulging in visions of a regency of Maria

Louisa, and his behaviour was at least equivocal. On his return to

Rome he wrote to the Emperor that he believed the king intended,
in spite of all appearances to the contrary, to hasten to the assistance
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of tliG viceroy with the army he had raised; and we cannot give
credit to such a proficient in the arts of spying and intriguing for

"beHeving this, when we know that on the 12th of December a

courier had brouglit Count IMier's treaty with IMetternich's marginal
notes to the Marquis de Gallo, Murat's minister of foreign affiiirs,

and that from that time the conferences with Lord Wilham Bentinck's

representatives in the island of Pouza were resumed. The Neapolitan
army, in the mean time, entered the States of the Church and Rome,
apparently as a friendly power, though Miollis refused to admit
them into the castle of St. Angelo, and the gates of Ancona and of

Civita Vecchia were shut against them. Immediately after this,

Count Neipperg arrived in Naples as tlie Austrian ambassador, and
Lord Bentinck sent his adjutant, Colonel Graham; thus confirming
the king in his opinion that he had full powers from his govern-
ment to conclude a treaty, which was by no means the case. Count
Mier was sent back to Naples to conclude a peace with Austria; and

upon the 11th of January. 1814, the conditions upon which a peace
might be concluded between Austria and KingJoachim were accepted
by the latter. Yfe agree with Bignon, that the king, if he had not
been quite blinded, must have seen that he was being deceived, and
that the conditions of the treaty would never be fulfilled,*

The king proceeded to fulfil his part of the treaty even before it

was ratified. He went to his army at Bologna, and entered Tuscany
and the States of the Church. He left Naples, therefore, on the 23rd
of January as an enemy of the French, without waiting for Lord
Bentinck's arrival, whom he had sent an adjutant to meet. Lord
Bentinck arrived in Naples shortly afterwards, and concluded a

treaty for a cessation of hostilities with the minister De Gallo, with-

out having any authority so to do. On the 30th of January the

king made known to the army his intention of taking the field with

England and Austria against France by a very unskilfully composed
proclamation :t the declaration of war came somewhat later. The

*
Bignon, vol. xiii., pp. 191-192: " Ce traite trop arantageux pour etre jamais

ratifie par les allies, quand ils n'auraient plus besoin de lui, etait en eifet tout
different de celui qui a ete' rendu public sous cette date, et auquel Joachim dut
souscrire plus tard. L'alliance entre les deux cours avait pour but le retablisse-

ment d'un juste equilibre politique d'apres les bases de Fruncfori, accepte'es par
TEmpereur Napoleon. Un article spe'cial stipulait que les troupes Neapolitaiues
ne pourraient etre obligees de servir hors de I'ltalie ni en France. L'Autriche pro-
mettait au Roi Joachim ses bons offices pour lui obtenir la renonciation de la maison
de Bourbon au royaume de Naples et la paix avec tous les souverains allies, y com-

prise I'Angleterre. Get article etait base sur une garantie que cette derniere puis-
sance aurait donnee aux Bourbons de la reprise de Naples ou d'mie indemnite;
garantie qui n'existait pas. De son cote Joachim renon^ait k tout pretension sur

la Sicile, moyennant une indemnite encore indeterminee a prendre dans les lega-
tions."

t Botta (vol. vi., p. 276) sums up the contents of this proclamation against

Napoleon, which one could sooner excuse in any one than in Joachim ]\Iurat, in the

following Avords :

" II primo ad uscir fuori, fu il re medesimo col dire a suoi soldati,
avvertissero bene, que insinoache' egli aveva potuto credere che Napoleone impe-
radore combatteva per la pace e per la felicita della Francia, avera a favor sue
combattuto

;
ma che ora siera chiarito di tutto, e die bene sapeva che Napoleone
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castle of St. Angclo, Ancona, and Civlta Vccchia were attacked,

and a Neapolitan governor sent to Tuscany ; Joachim himself was

in Bologna, and his proclamations summoned the Italians in Rome,
Ancona, Modcna, Pisa, and Florence to independence. The French

in Upper Italy were hemmed in on all sides, and with dilliculty

kept possession of a portion of Lombardy and Piedmont. On the

one hand, BcUcgarde, who had taken the command of the Austrian

troops, forced the viceroy to give up his position on the Adige,
and to take up another on the Mincio. There one of his wings
touched Mantua, and the other Pescheira; and he was enabled, sup-

ported by a flotilla on the lake of Guarda, to stop the Austrians on

the Mincio, and to prevent the Neapolitans from carrying out their

intentions in regard to Reggio, Parma, and Cremona. On the

other side, towards Piedmont, Staremberg's brigade and the corps
of General Nugent formed the uvant-rjarde of King Joachim's army.
This was opposed by the division formed by General Gratien in

Alessandria, which had arrived at Placentia on the 28th of January.

Napoleon had resolved, on hearing of tlie defection of the

King of Naples, of the dissatisfaction of the Italians at the French

rule, of the revolt of the troops, and of the armament of English

ships and troops which Lord William Bentlnck was arranging in

Sicily in order to land in the Genoese territory, to withdraw his

army from Italy. He had given orders, as early as the IStli of

January, to make arrangements lor evacuating the country and for

concluding an armistice. This order was several times repeated

during the month of February, but the viceroy, who would will-

ingly have been chosen by the Lombards for their king, did not

obey it, as it was always more or less conditional. The conditions

were, that he should conclude an armistice and should procure per-
mission for the garrisons to withdraw unmolested to France

;
and as

he could not obtain these conditions, he remained. Besides this, he

trusted for himself a good deal to the Bonapartists in the senate

of Milan, or perhaps wished to get as much in the way of robbery
and confiscation as he could. The viceroy, therefore, refused a

second offer which his father-in-law made him on behalf of the

allies; he remained fiiithful to his stepfather, and even fought a

battle with Bellcgarde on the ]\Iincio on the 8th of J'ebruary. In

this battle the Austrians lost some thousand men, and Eugene
claimed the victory: but nothing was gained by it, and both parties
remained in their positions.
The King of Naples did not declare war upon the French Empe-

ror till the loth of February, after he had been deserted by all the

non voleva altro che suerra, che tradirebbe gl' intercssi ilella sua antica patria,

quei di suoi soldati, so tosto nou separasse le sue armi dcUe Napoleoniclie c se non

congiungesse a quelle del principi intent! con magnanimo diseguo a rcstituire ai

troni la loro digiiitd, alio nazioni la loro independenza ; due sole bandiere essorvi,

animoniva, iu Europa; sull' una leggersi le parole rcligioiie. costume, giustizia,

inoderazione, Icggi, pace, felicitu; suU' altra persecuzioni, artitizzi, violenze, tiraii-

nide, giicrra c lutto di faniiglie, scegliessero."
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French in liis service, and the Emperor, in a decree, had designated
him a rebeL Even in February it was clear to him that he had
been mistaken in beheving that he could obtain for himself by his

defection the government of the whole of Italy, or even of Tuscany
and the States of the Church. The Emperor Francis had never yet
ratified the treaty of the 1 1th of January, and Lord V/iUiam Ben-
tinck manifested his disHkc of Murat in such a manner that even
Lord Castlereagh was displeased at it. Lord Bentinck had not yet
received full powers, either from his own court or from Kino- Fer-
dinand of Sicily, to recognise Murat's rights, and Bellegarde even
issued a proclamation on the 4th of February, in which he not only
promised the return of the Pope, the Grand-Duke of Tuscany, and
the King of Sardinia into their dominions, but announced, in a style
which set civilisation at defiance, that the roads also should he

destroyed loliich the Gauls a/id their Broinus had made iu differe/it

places over the Alps. Nugent occupied Modena, not for Murat,
under whom he was serving, but for the princes of the house of Este.

Notwithstanding this, the Gascon, who considered himself cunning,
allowed himself to be again deceived by tliose who then managed the

Austrian emperor. Francis wrote a letter to the king, which was to be
delivered or not according to circumstances, and which was so con-

ceived that it might be regarded as a sort of compensation for the

ratification which had not yet been received. This letter was de-

livered after the unfortunate result of the battle on the Mincio, and
the king allowed himself to be duped. Murat had certainly not a

good conscience in reference to his course of action, for he endea-

voured all through to please both parties. Fouche too, as governor
of the States of the Church, and representative of the Emperor,
arranged his conduct upon the anticipation of the failure and fall of
his master. He concluded the treaty witli Naples respecting the

evacuation of the fortresses, under the condition, which no one but
himself would have allowed, that the garrisons should not serve

against the allies for a year ; he also urged on the evacuation of the

fortresses in Tuscany, especially Leghorn, merelv in order that the

Angio-SiclHan expedition might be directed to that point. Li the

course of the month of March, Ancona and Civita Vecchia were
evacuated.

During the whole of the month of February, Murat's conduct was
in the highest degree equivocal, and neitlicr the French nor the

Austrians trusted him
;
the latter, indeed, attributed to him the not

inconsiderable loss which Nugent suffered from General Grenler in

the beginning of March in Parma, by means of wliich the latter

was enabled to occupy for King Eugene the lines on the ISIincio at

Guastalla and Borgo Forte. He was even accused of havlnji acted

the part of a traitor in tlie bloody battles at Rcggio, although he
advanced on the 6th and 7th of March, and assisted in driving back
tlie French behind the Taro. About the time of this advance the

king received (on the Sth of March) the ratification of the treaty
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from Vienna; but tlic treaty itself was entirely altered. The Empe-
ror of Austria promised his good offices to obtain for the king peace
with England, and the renunciation of the Bourbons. This, how-

ever, was not contained in the original treaty, but merely in the

secret articles; the whole of his compensation was, on the other

hand, to consist of a district containing some 400,000 inhabitants,
to be taken I'rom the territories of the Pope. Lord William Ben-
tinck never attempted to conceal his hostility to the King of Naples,

though it was entirely owing to him that the army embarked in

Sicily, and consisting to a very small extent of Englishmen, was

enabled to land at Leghorn. Lord W. Bentinck claimed Tuscany,
and caused his tool, the hereditary Prince of Sicily, Avhom he had
brouo'ht with him, to issue a ireneral order, setting forth that the

Englisli troops were intended to give cllcct to the claims of his

family upon the crown of Naples. At a meeting between Lord Wil-

liam, Murat, and liellegarde, in Bologna, a contest of some violence

arose between the king, who wished to garrison Tuscany for Austria,
and the English minister, who required it to be given up to him
for the Sicilian Bourbons. King Joachim's treaty was not ratified

till the 8th of April; and even then he was obliged to content him-

self with the slight compensation before mentioned. On the 15th

of April he had advanced in concert with Lord William Bentinck,
who had induced the Genoese to revolt by the promise of a restora-

tion of their independence and former privileges, as far as Placentia,

when he received from the Prince Borghesc and Bellogarde docu-

ments which proved to him that his brother-in-law's fall was com-

plete, and that the Bourbons had returned to l^aris.

From this time the King of Naples could not be mistaken as to

his fate
;
and from the manner in which the Pope., without paying any

attention to him, re-established himself in his temporal power, he

was unable even to reckon with any certainty on the slight exten-

sion of territory which was promised to him by the treaty. Napo-
leon had concluded a treaty with the Pope on the 10th of JNIarch,

1814, in accordance with Avhicli he was to leave France and return

to Italy. His journey thither resembled a triumphal progress, for

he Avas everywhere Ibllowcd and accompanied by the inhabitants of

the towns he passed through, and even the soldiers and men of every
rank regarded him as a martyr to his liiith. IMurat attempted in

vain to have him stopped at Rcggio: all gave Avay before him, and,

indeed, it was hardly to be expected that soldiers could be found to

obey the orders of the king against the Pope in the States of the

Church. As soon as Pius had taken possession of the States of the

Church, the plenipotentiaries of the King of Naples found them-

selves obliged to restore Tuscany to the former ruler, the Archduke
Ferdinand.

On the 16th of April the Viceroy Eugene entered into nego-
tiations with General Jiellcgardc respecting the evacuation of Italy

and the surrender ol' the fortresses and arsenals, and immediately
vol.. VIII. 2 F
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afterwards repaired himself to liis father-in-law, the King of Bavaria,
who had procured for him compensation in Germany, and had

arranged that he, although a stranger and an enemy, should rule

over Germans. This was certainly a very favourable specimen of

the arrangements which the diplomatists of Vienna intended making,
and of the conscientiousness with which the princes purposed to

fulfil their promises so flourishingly proclaimed to the people of

Germany. Eugene at first delayed setting off, because he was in-

formed that a powerful party in ^lilan was prepared to offer him
the elective crown, and that the Emperor Alexander was not dis-

inclined to recognise an independent kingdom of Italy under his

government. The majority of the senate had, in fact, been gained
over by this party; the Austrian party, however, brought about an

emeute among the populace of Milan on the 20th of April: scenes

of disorder and violence ensued, which rendered the introduction of

Austrian soldiers necessary, so that Metternich and his diplomatists
were enabled at a latter period to claim Venice and Milan as le-

conquered Austrian provinces.

B.—^NEGOTIATIONS AT FRANKFORT, AND AFFAIRS OF
SWITZERLAND.

As soon as the allies had arrived at Frankfort, the contending
views of the diplomatists manifested themselves for some time,

showing that they had long been terrified at the possible effect of

their own manifestoes, and that they feared much more the freedom

of the people than Bonaparte's oppressions. Pozzo di Borgo as the

friend of the Russian Emperor, A berdeen and after him Castlereagh,
as representatives of the most terrible portions of the English aristo-

cracy, entirely practical, and never distorted by any theoretical

doubts, were even then considering how they might best restore to

power in France the emigrants and their king
—that is to say, the old

aristocracy and all their prejudices. They were obliged, however, for

some time to keep their intentions secret, as Metternich and the

Emperor Francis continued for a period to act as if the family alli-

ance had still some weight with them, which was by no means the

case. The two former principal tools of Napoleon, who were at this

time secretly undermining his power, and, without conspiring or

giving cause to suspicion, were collecting around them, the one the

old republicans, the other the legitimists, Fouche and Talleyrand,
were acting the one for the Bourbons, the other for a regency under

Maria Louisa
;
Austria sought, therefore, once more to obtain its

own special objects, by inducing the allies again to enter into nego-
tiations with Napoleon. These negotiations were brought about by
a very roundabout way. A M. Rousseau, whom Napoleon had
made Baron de St. Aignan, Avas made use of in the affair, in order

not to excite suspicion. This gentleman was the ambassador at

Vr'eimar, and when the allies entered that city on tlie 24th of Octo-
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bor, was sent to Bolicmia, notwithstanding liis protest and his appeals
to the rights of ambassadors. There he had an interview with ^Ict-

ternicli, Avho told him that he intended to forward throuG^h him
certain proposals of peace to the Emperor, and advised him, in the

mean time, to remain at Toplitz.
As soon as the monarchs and their ministers had arrived in

Frankfort, St. Aignan was sent for from Toplitz, and arrived

on the 8th of November, wlien he immediately had a second

personal interview with IMcttcrnich. This interview is of great

importance in rcIL-rencc to the Jesuitical system of Austrian policy
at the time of the Emperor Francis. The particulars were given,
with all the letters and documents referring to these negotiations,
in the first impression of the 31onite7cr lor January 20, 1814.

We shall show, however, why Napoleon found it advisable to

suppress this lirst impression for the 20th, and to have a second

impression printed instead. This second impression has been made
use of in most accounts of the nesiotiations without reojard to the fact

that it was a mutilated account, because at the time it was not con-

sidered advisable to oflcnd Austria: we are obliged to have re-

course, thcreibre, to Fain's " Manuscrit de 1814," and to the thir-

teenth volume of liignon's work, to learn the whole extent of INIct-

ternich's diplomacy and cunning. Metternich himself led the

conversation with St. Aignan entirely, inasmuch as there was no
intention of giving anything in writing, and gave him to understand

that they would rather have to do with Caulaincourt than with

]\Iaret (Due de Bassano).* Count Nessclrode was present at this

interview, and after they had verbally communicated the points
which Napoleon was expected to yield unconditionally, St. Aignan
was allowed to retire into another room and write them down for

himself Lord Aberdeen afterwards arrived, and St. Aignan read

liis notes of the points demanded, which they all three acknowledged
to be correct;! so that Caulaincourt himself declared, that if the

*
Bignon, vol. xiii., p. 27, quoting from the suppressed impression of the Moni-

tciir, says that Metternich requested St. Aignan,
" JJe dire au Due de Vicenze qu'on

hii conservait les sentiments d'estime, que son noble caractcre avait tonjours inspire'

ct qu'on avait une telle idee do sa ioyaute, qu'on lui remettrait volontiers si Ton

pouvait, les interots de TAutriehe et ceux de tout le monde, pour en decider selon

les princi])es d'cquitu qu'on lui connaissait,"

f St. Aignan's note contains the follomng principiU points:
"

1. L'uniondes puis-
sances est indissoluble

;
2. Elles no veident par consequence pas d'autre piux qu'une

paix gc'iu'ralc ; 3. Elles sont d'accord pour laisscr a la France ses liniites naturelles,

le Rhin, les Alpes, ot les Pyrenees ;
4. L'independancc absoluc de rAUemagnc, ct le

retablisscment de I'ancienne dynastic en Espagne sont deux conditions sine qua
non

;
r>. 1/Italie ct la HoUande scront do memo independantcs de toute puissance

pre'pondcrante. Le mode do leur gouvernemens sera discute dans les negociations,
ainsi quo les limitcs de la frontiorc que I'Autrichc devra avoir en Italic ; 6. L'.(\ji-

gleterre est prete a faire les plus grands sacrifices pour la paix fondee sur ccs bases,

ct a rccoiuiaitrc la lihcrtc dc la uavujation ct ilu commerce a lat/iicllc la France a droit

de prctcndrc ; 7. Si cos principes gcnc'raux ttaient agrees par rEmpereur Napoleon,
on pourrait neutraliser sur la rive droite du Khin tel point que Ton jugcrait con-

venable on les plunipotentiaires de toutes les nations belligcrantes se rendraient sur

le eham]>. sans cependant que les negociations suspcmlisscnt le cours des opuratious
uiilitaiies."

2 F 2
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Emperor had immediately accepted, the allies would have been

unable to find any pretext for taking back their word, as they after-

wards did.* The Emperor, however, unfortunately left the Due de

Bassano, who was a mere instrument and a blind admirer and flat-

terer of his, too long in possession of the ministry for foreign affairs;

and the duke, who knew with what unwillingness his master made
the slightest concessions, sent back, instead of, an unconditional ac-

ceptance of the proposals, an answer which appeared like an eva-

sion.f This vague answer, received on the 26th of November,

gave an opportunity to the party, which intended Napoleon's entire

destruction, and the restoration of the old monarchico-aristocratic

government in all countries, to declare in a manifesto published by
the monarchs on the 7th of December, that they were making war
on Napoleon, not on France. This took place at the very time

when Napoleon, whom Metternich had again summoned on the 25th

of November, to accept unconditionally the proposals made through
St. Aignan, had yielded, and had appointed Caulaincourt minister

for foreign affairs.

Caulaincourt was allowed to announce the Emperor's unconditional

acceptance of the proposals made by the ministers in Frankfort

through M. de St. Aignan. This, however, only took place on the

2nd of December; and on the day before, in a meeting at Frankfort,
the result of which was the manifesto of the 9th, the continuation

of the war had been resolved on. The manner in which esteem and

good-will towards the French, together with hostility to the Em-

peror, were expressed in this manifesto, are plainly enough to be

referred to the cabals which Talleyrand had been long engaged in

in Paris. By means of his tool and creature, who had been made by
Bonaparte, in consequence of his large possessions on the left bank
of the Rhine, Due de Dalberg, and who had formerly represented
Baden at Paris, he stood in the closest connexion with the allies.

That Caulaincourt himself perceived clearly that the people who
were accustomed to get up revolutions in France were tired of the

Emperor, is proved by the answer, which we are informed from a

good source he gave to Count Mole, after he had entered the

ministry.^ The manifesto of the 7th of December sounds exactly

* In an autograph report of the Due de Viccnze, which Bignon quotes, we find

the words: " Les allies ont avoue depuis, que si des I'mstant ou I'EmptTeur connut

les bases de Francfort, il avait fait partir un ple'nipotentiaire autorise a les signer

(comme I'avait propose le Due de Bassano) ils n'auraient pas ose se retraeter, ou

peutetre n'en auraient pas eu I'idce. Mais I'Empereur a jierdu ce dernier moment
favorable, il a donne aux ennemis le terns de conuaitre sa situation et leur a fait

naitre I'envie d'en profiter."

f The Emperor caused the Due de Bassano to write :
" That he coidd give

assurance, qu'une paix, basce sur I'independance de toutes les nations, tant sous

le point de vue continental, que sous le point de vue maritime avait ete I'objet constant

de la politique de I'Empereur."

X Bignon, vol. xiii., p. 41, says:
" Caulaincourt etait convaincu que la dermiere

occasion de salut venait d'etre perdue ;
il prit le portefeuille des afiaires e'trangeres

avec de sinistres pressentiments." And he adds in the note: "II rencoutra a la

porte meme du cabinet de TEmpereur le Comte Mole', qui allait. a son tour, preter
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as if prompted by the party of which Talleyrand had been the soul

for some time even in December. " The violence alone was unsatis-

factory to the allies which liad been used by Frenchmen out of

France; there was no intention of reducing the limits of France,
nor of depriving it of its military fame, but rather it was intended

to leave it greater and more powerful than it had ever been in the

time of the kings." The declaration of the acceptance of the pro-

posals of the allit's was, however, not entirely rejected, for a readiness

was shown to enter into the matter; and although the proposal for a

congress at jNIannheim was refused, and Caulaincourt, who was coming
to head-quarters as mediator, was refused admission at the outposts,
the negotiations were resumed with apparent seriousness, as we shall

sec j^resently, in February.
Whilst the negotiations in Frankfort were at a stand, great efforts

were made from Frankfort to make use of the friends of aristocracy
in Switzerland to destroy the influence of France there, and by
means of the formerly privileged classes who were opposed to all

reforms and innovations, to deprive Switzerland of its neutrality,
and to include it in the alliance against France. This was the more

necessary, as it was proposed to invade France suddenly from the

cast, from Geneva to Diisscldorf At this time, indeed, no definite

conclusion had been come to as to the ultimate fate of France
;
but

every one perceived that the arrangements which had been made in

the course of December could not possibly be carried out, so long
as Napoleon remained at the head of the government. The Prince

of Orange was again sovereign Prince of Holland, and pressed upon
P»elgium, supported by English troops.* Russia had occupied the

duchy of Warsaw as if it had been already ceded to her; and
Prince Kepnin governed Saxony like a province, whose fate was to

be decided by the allies, whilst its king was regarded as a

prisoner of war. The Gcriuan provinces, as Oldenburg, Han-

over, Hesse, Brunswick, which had not been claimed by the

expelled princes as personal property bestowed on them by the

grace of (jod, were governed and managed by the central commis-
sion as common property. Switzerland, although it had expressed
its gratitude to Napoleon by calling him the Mediator of its new
condition, and had partly acknowledged hiin as its master by the

title of Protector, yet endeavoured at the same time to preserve its

neutrality; and the Emperor, to whom tliis was an advantage, did

what he could to further this plan. Whilst all the friends of pro-

gress and of the development of the internal and external relations

of states as well as of men in Switzerland were attached to Napoleon,
the old patricians and friends of the aristocracy assembled on their

scrmcnt comine grand jiiKC. Caulaincourt lui il't: Nous entrons au ministere pour
assistir a la catastrophe."

* When rrussia, towards the end of 1813, blockaded Wcsel, there were but few-

places in Holland occupied by the French. These were Delfzyl in Croningen,
Devcntcr, Narden, Gorcum, Ninieyucn, Bergen-op-Zooni, Bois-le-I)uc, and Flusii-

ing.
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frontiers or in the head-quarters of the alUes, to endeavour to obtain

the annulling of the act of mediation. This party found powerful

supporters in men like Senft-Pilsach, who had passed from the

Saxon to the Austrian service, where he was practising his Jesuitical

arts, in Pozzo di Borgo, and in Count Lebzeltern; they would, how-

ever, hardly have succeeded in separating Switzerland entirely from

France, had not Napoleon, by his arbitrary and unsparing conduct,

very much weakened the enthusiasm for his cause, which, however,
soon afterwards revived.

According to the terms of the treaty by which the French

Emperor became their protector, the Swiss were required to furnish

to the French armies 16,000 men, and to keep this contingent

always complete. This last condition became very difficult, in conse-

quence of Napoleon's continual wars—a circumstance very easily to

be explained, when we consider that the Swiss were at the same time

hiring out soldiers to tlie Kings of Naples, of Spain, and to the

English. From 1807 this keeping up the contingent had become
an intolerable burden, so that Napoleon had been compelled, in 1811,
to diminish the number of men to be supplied to 12,000. At the

discussion respecting the lessening of this burden, it is interesting to

remark how naturally the practical French diplomatist and the

genuine Swiss patriot meet in reference to this trade in human

beings on the common ground of profit. The French diplomatist

represents to the Swiss representatives at the Diet at Soleure in

1811, that the French service had always been the best means of

providing for young men of good family; to which the Swiss

patrician replies, that the profit was by no means so great as it had
been.* The imfavourable circumstances of the military service in

France, which had formerly been so profitable and so little danger-
ous, and at the same time honourable and highly privileged, were

not, however, the only complaint the Swiss had to make; they
were still more offended by the interference with their trade, by
measures hostile to their manufactures in favour of French ones, by
the occupation of the Valais in 1810, and by the separation of this

canton from the confederricy. Besides this, French troops had

already entered the canton of Ticino, and the Emperor was about to

separate a large portion of this canton, too, from Switzerland, when
the result of the war in Russia rendered it necessary to moderate

these harsh measures in regard to Switzerland.

When the armies of the allies v/ere directed towards the Rhine
in 1813, Prussia, whose army was on the Lower Rhine, remained

quite passive, and even Austria and Russia seemed at first not dis-

inclined to allow Switzerland to preserve its neutrality, at any rate so

*
Talleyrand (the ambassador in Switzerland, not the old minister) said in the

Diet of 1811: "Que feriez-vous de vos jeunes gens, si vons u'aviez le service

e'trangcr?" The Swiss deputy replies: "Le temps des Tfyffers, Affrys, Erlachs

est passe. Les grandes places sout reservees aux nationaux, et pour uu iudividu,

qui y fait quelque fortune, il y a deux autres qui epuisent la leur."
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far as it did not interfere witli the plan of the campaign ;
but Austria

and Russia soon began to follow quite a dillerent system. Russia

promised in November to respect the neutiality of Switzerland, be-

cause Colonel Laharpe, Alexander's tutor, and General Jomini, who
was a kind of military Mentor to him, used their inlluence to this

eflect with the Emperor. Austria, on the other hand, made use of

Senft-Pilsach and his party of the old patricians, the aristocracy,
and especially the patrician families of Berne, for its own purposes.
Count Senl't-Pilsach had passed the summer in Switzerland as

Saxon minister, nominally for the benefit of his health, but, in

reality, in order to intrigue against the existing order of things with

the malcontents. He passed his time principally in Berne, at

Intcrlaken, and in the Pays do Vaud, and kept up his connexion

with the patrician friends of the old system after he arrived in

Frankfort. On the 19th of December he suddenly returned to

Switzerland as Austrian minister. The Landammann of Switzer-

land at that time was Reinhard of Zurich, a kindred spirit with the

well-known liurgomaster Muralt, who has published his life, and
from this life we shall derive some few facts. Both were friends of

the new system and admirers of Napoleon, but only in so far as he
assisted and retained in power all the supporters of the old system.
Reinhard tells us himself that he received, seven days after the battle

of Leipzig, a communication not exactly ollicial, but at the same
time confidential and worthy of credit, to the eflect that Austria

would not object to the neutrality of Switzerland. He immediately
summoned a Diet.

The Diet met on the 15th of November, and the French Emperor
endeavoured to make the assertion of the neutrality, by Avhich the

weakest side of France Avould be protected, as easy as possible. He
had already conceded, that in communicating Avith him the title of

3Icdiator or Protector might be omitted
;
and the Diet resolved on

the 18th, relying on his consent, ^^Tliat it would mainlain its neu-

trality conscientiously and hnpartially toivards all the high contend-

ing poincrsr In consequence of this resolution, a proclamation was

issued to the confederates, announcing to them,
" That to maintain

the neutrality hy all the means in their poiver, to preserve the

freedom and independence of their country, to support their present

constitution, to maintain their territory inviolate, was to he the only
hut important object of all their endeavoursT They were ordered

at the same time to furnish their first contingent of lo,000 men to

the confederated army, and to get ready a second, and, if possible, a

third immediately. Landammann Aloys von Reding and Escher

of Zurich were to proceed to Frankfort; Landammann Riitti-

mann and Burgomaster Wicland to Paris, in order to notify this

resolution oflicially to the allied powers and to the Emperor. Lan-

dammann von AYattewille was appointed commander-in-chief of

the army of neutrality stationed at Basle. It must, however, have

been impossible for any one acquainted with the history and
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opinions of these gentlemen, to believe them capable of resisting
the temptation of seeing the old Swiss families reinstated in

their former rights and privileges; and very little unanimity was

shown in other respects in supporting the constitution introduced

by Napoleon's influence.

The Grisons declared at once that it could not furnish even a

second contingent, and that a third was not to be thought of; among
all the cantons, only Pays de Vaud, Berne, and Zurich, manifested

any readiness to arm
;
and money was furnished very sparingly.

When the diplomatists were satisfied that there was a large party

ready to join the allies, out of dislike to the united government
introduced by Napoleon, Lcbzeltern as Austrian plenipotentiary,
and Count Capo d'Istrias as Russian, appeared suddenly at Zurich.

They had taken up their abode at a third-rate inn, as travelling mer-

chants, announced themselves to the Landammann as ambassadors,
had no distinct diplomatic character, but brought credentials from

their several courts. The whole business was part of the gene-
ral system of deceit, for they made no difficulty about promising

things of which they knew well that they could not be fulfilled.

The statements wdiich the two ambassadors made were in direct

contradiction with tlie conversations Avhich they, supported by
Senft-Pi^sach's former intrigues, had with the party which desired

to restore the influence of the ruling families. In somewhat the

same manner the deputation sent to Frankfort was deceived by the

Russian emperor, who knew very well what was going on, when he

told them, on the 15th of December,
" that the neutrality should

be respected, provided the allies were allowed the use of the bridge
at Basle." By this time a kind of opposition Diet had been formed

by the men who wished to do away with all the innovations, and

the allies were in constant communication with the committee of

tliis Diet, which sat at Waldshut. All the leading men from Reding
and Reinhard to Wattewille, who commanded the troops, would

have rejoiced at the return of the good old times when they had

figured at courts. Besides all this, the town council of Berne, which

would gladly have become the council of the canton, opposed the

Diet openly, and only allowed their proclam.ations to be very par-

tially made known, and all the small cantons were decidedly in

favour of the old system.
Persons like Metternich, Senft-Pilsach, Pozzo di Borgo, Capo

dTstrias, and others of the kind, arc never in want of sophists and

sophistries when the advantage of their party requires the employ-
ment of such means; the Swiss, therefore, "were made to believe, as

the Germans had formerly been, that their freedom Avas the object
in view, whilst new chains were being forged for them

;
and it was

proved most satisfactorily, that a defence of Switzerland would be

an attack upon the allied powers.* In this document reference was

• "
Toutefois," saj-s the declaration of the powers,

"
les allies s'arreteraient de-

yant une neutralitc veritable; niais unc semblabli; ncutralitc ue saurait cxister
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openly made to tlie intrigues formerly carried on with the friends of

the old system, and to the internal disunion which had been the

result of these intri^rues.* On tlic 20th of December the Austrians

began to pass the Swiss borders, after Scnft-Pilsach, to whom Met-
ternich had given his instructions shortly before at Friburg, liad

made his appearance on the 19th as Austrian plenipotentiary, ac-

credited to the Swiss government.
A Lu'fi-c number of the old families, the towns of Zuricli and

Basle, and esj)eclally I^ernc, and all the small cantons, would have

been very glad to have availed themselves of the help of foreigners
to restore entirely the old state of things; and Uri, Lucerne, Zurich,

Glarus, Zug, Friburg, and vScliaffhausen, even formed a union for

this purpose on tlie 29th of December, to which they did not indeed

exactly give the name of a Diet, though they intended it to represent
one

;
but their plans neither suited the Emperor of Russia, nor even

a large party in the union itself. This party never intended, even

after the entrance of the aUied armies, to restore the old system

imconditionally, although the arrangements made by means of

French mediation Avere declared to be no longer in Ibrce. The
declaration to this effect set forth, that as the confederative system
introduced by Napoleon could no longer be sustained in operation,
care must be taken to preserve with the more exactness the old con-

federated system, and even to carry it better into effect.f The
cantons above mentioned declared at the same time that no servile

relation, inconsistent with the rights of a free nation, should ever

a2;ain be introduced.

On the 21st, Schwarzenberg's troops advanced to the bridge of

Basle, the wood-work of which liad been destroyed and required to

be repaired, and Wattewille, who had been formerly the leader in

the aristocratic revolution suppressed by Napoleon, and since then a

sans unc indepcmloncc nclle. . . . Toute niesuro politique prise par Ic gouverne-
niont fedtratit" (c. a. d. actucl) do la Suisse, quand nic-nie cllc n'aurait etc provo-

quc'e par le doniiuateur ttrani^er, doit neccssaireinent se resscntir de son influence

originairc. iClle n'cst pour les puissances, qu'une tentative nialadroite pour en-

traver son entreprisc, et par consequent un acle dliostUitic.''
* In the declaration of tlio 2 1st we find: "L'acte de neutralitic perd toute sa

validite si Ics autoritos qui doivent veiller a son niaintion on a son execution rcfu-

sent d'y acci;der. . . . L'opposition de quelques cantons, dans une aftaire si iinpor-

tante, devrait nu'me etre regardce comme une demarche qui dissoudrait imincdiatc-

nient et de t'aite toJite la constitution federale; et dans ce cas, les souvcrains allies

auraicnt indubitablonient le droit de so declarer pour le parti dans lequd ils cspc'-

raicnt trouver de I'accord avo(i leurs principes et leurs vucs."

t For this purpose the following proposal was drawn up, which was to be laid

before the other cuiUons not named above for their approval and acceptance.
"

I.

The cantons secure to one another, accordinji to the spirit of the old confederacy
council, support and assistance ; 2. All tlie cantons are formally invited to

join this revived confederate airuuice ; 3. No scrrilc relation inconsistent witli the

ri(jhlsof' a free yiation shall lie restored; 4. For the present the former presiding can-

ton, Zurich, is requested to luidertake the management of affairs; 5. The sub-

scribing cantons are ready to enter into negotiations respecting an answer to the

declaration of the allied powers t)f the 2Sth inst., in respect to the future position of

the cantons till liie general peace."'
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great man in the now system of tilings, and who was at the head of

the force stationed there to preserve the neutraUty of Switzerland by
force of arms, was glad that he had an excuse for not even attempt-

ing any resistance. It would have been certainly ridiculous, and
even irregular, after the new executive and the several governments
had agreed with the intriguing ministers as to the changes to be
made in the constitution, to have defended the old constitution with
the sword; but Wattewille might at least have used in his pro-
clamation dismissing his army to their homes, a somewhat less

absurd form of words. He encouraged them to do, what they had
that time at any rate not done,

" to uphold the honour of Swiss

courage," and recommended them to the protection of God. For
seven days, beginning in the night between the 20tli and the 21st,

the Austrians were marching over the bridge at Basle, and other

divisions of the army were entering Switzerland by LaufFenburg
and Schaifhausen. Bubna's corps marched straight through Switzer-

land to Geneva, where there was a good deal of private feeling, and
a strong party for the new system, inasmuch as the recollections of

freedom survived there.

The entrance of the allied armies roused the aristocracy every-
where. No respect whatever was paid to the existing; central govern-
ment, and the smaller council of Zurich, as the leading canton, was

requested again, as in old times, to undertake the management of

afiairs. By the 31st, most of the cantons had agreed to the changes
in the government ;

but Berne held out for a long time. In all the

cantons the formerly privileged classes were secretly encouraged,
and on the 9th of January, those who had been formerly called the

civic council had re-established themselves in Soleure, and on the

14th the same thing happened in Friburg.

§ V.

FROM JANUARY, 1814, TO THE FALL OP NAPOLEON'S EMPIRE.

A.—AFFAIRS OF FRANCE TILL NAPOLEON'S DEPARTURE FOR
THE ARMY ON THE 25TH OF JANUARY,

The French Emperor perceived in December, 1813, that in the

course of the following month he would be restricted to France,
and that very probably a considerable number of the eighty-three

departments would be occupied by foreign troops. For this reason

lie intended to have recourse to extraordinary measures, such as

those by which the enthusiasm of the people had been excited in

1793; he hesitated to do so, however, when he perceived that the

people were no longer willing to submit to his dictation. He per-

ceived, and even said as much to those who advised him to hold by
the nobihtyand the higher ranks, that this was exactly the party in
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wliicli he had least confidence;* and yet he showed shortly before his

departure, apropos of the organisation of a national guard in Paris,

that he was afraid to entrust the defence of the country to the

powerful hands of the lower classes. On the 8th of January he

organised hidccd a Parisian civic guard, but this was by no means
suited to defend the capital against a hostile attack, though very
well fitted to preserve the internal peace of the city. About 30,000
men were furnished with arms, but they were all dependents of the

Emperor, and the officers were all ofiicials, titled members of the

aristocracy, or courtiers. The Emperor himself was commander-in-

chief, but he made Marshal Moncey his representative, and imme-

diately appointed all the superior ollicers.f He hardly expected
that this guard would make any great sacrifices, or fight very

desperately to support his rule
;

for he intended to have formed

regiments of Voltigeurs from among the Parisians, but time did

not admit of his doing so.

He began to ibel, generally, in January, 1814, that the time was

past
in which his orders and their execution followed one another

like lightning and thunder. First of all, his order for the formation

of a new army of more than half a million could not be carried out,

because the enemy prevented it, and people sought to avoid military
service by every means in their power; tlien liis plan of raising the

people en masse by means of their representatives failed through his

own fault. As long as the Emperor was fortunate and successful,

no one ventured to speak of the rights of the people ;
but when

France was threatened with the loss of all it had obtained since

1789, the old republicans murmured in the streets and in the army,'
and blamed the Emperor for rashly venturing all that they had

gained. In the famihes formerly royahst, the thought again revived,

that, in spite of his coronation by the Pope, Napoleon was not a ruler

by the grace of God, but by his own merit and by the will of the

people, and appeared to them as intolerable as ever. At such a time

as this, and very shortly after he had imposed the heaviest burdens

on the people, without paying any respect whatever to the mere
shadow of popular representation which he had left, he hit upon
the unlucky idea of making use of popular representation as an

instrument to bring about his objects ! By his decree of the 9th

of October and the 15th of November, a levy of 580,000 conscripts,
who had not been required in the years from 1803 to 1814, was

ordered; the oppressive tax upon salt and the hearth-tax were

* Dans lua position il n'y a pour moi dc noblesse que dans Ics faubourgs, de

canaille que dans la noblesse.

t Thibaudcau says witli justiec:
'• C'etait comraepour les cohortcs urbaincs, unc

elite des liabitans riches et aises, bons pour proteger les proprietes et I'airc la police,
mais incapables de se devouer U la defense de la ville contre renncnii. La ou il

fallait des commandans et des officiers populaires on ntnumait des homines de cour
oudu pouvoir, des honnnes titres pour diriger des bourgeois. La force de cettc garde
uatiouale prise dans une population d'environ si.x cent niillo ames c'tait rcduite i\

treute niille honimcs; les plus propres iv sc battre, les plus capables do de'vouemcut
rcstaient en dehors et desaniies."
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arbitrarily increased in this same montli of November, and in the

same month he endeavoured to regain the confidence of the people
and to rouse their enthusiasm !

We sliall not inquire whether he chose the right time for sum-

moning the legislative assembly, when, by a decree dated from

Germany immediately after the battle of Leipzig (on the 26th of

October), he required the assembly to meet in Paris on the 15th of

ISovember: but it is certain that it was a great error just at this

time to treat the assembly with particular caprice and despotism.
The assembly was, first of all, prorogued on the arrival of proposals
for peace till the 1st of December, and again till the 19th; and the

deputies were allowed to remain ail this time in Paris exposed to

the influence of the cabals and intrigues at this time agitating the

capital. The opening of the assembly was postponed, because the

Emperor wished to prove, by laying before them the documents in

relation to the proposals made to him from Frankfort, that the nation

was required to make concessions which it could not possibly do.

There was at the time in Paris great anxiety and much dissatisfac-

tion among the principal people, because the Emperor was en-

trusting the principal offices of state to men who had always
allowed themselves to be used as his tools, however distmguished
their talents might be in other respects. He had removed, for ex-

ample, M. de Cessac from the direction of the army, and had en-

trusted this branch of the public service to Daru: he had, when
Maret had been removed from the ministrv of foreign affairs in order

to make a peace easier, appointed, not Talleyrand, whom he suspected,
but Caulaincourt, whose leaning to the Bourbons was at this time the

more remarkable, as he had formerly given great cause for suspicion
to his comrades of the old nobility by his participation in the murder
of the Due d'Enghien. Count Mole, wlio was a very young man
and no lawyer, but a member of one of the old families, had been

placed at the head of the administration of justice. This Count
IVlole v\'as of use afterwards, in forcing upon the legislative assembly
one of his creatures as president.
The senate was obliged, even before the assembly was summoned,

to make certain changes in the existing order of the legislative pro-

ceedings, which hinted at an intention of making the whole scheme

of national representation a mere empty form. It was decreed that

the deputies, v/ho, according to the existing law, should have become

ineligible, should retain their seats; and another decree of the senate

transferred the choice of the president of the legislative assembly
from that body to the Emperor. This arbitrary exercise of power,

by which the Emperor made one of his court sophists and jurists,

Regnier, formerly an advocate and recently created by him Duke of

Massa and Carrara, president of the legislative assembly, which
desired to have nothing to do with him, was made more offensive

by the reasons which Count Mole, since almost as celebrated m
reference to his relations to Louis Pliilippe as Tliiers himself, brought
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forward in support of this alteration, and wliich might be regarded
as an insult to the nation and its representatives.* Napoleon was
further mistaken in supposing that he could at such a moment
dazzle the eyes of the representatives, offended as they were in

their rights, by empty show and pomp. It was usual for deputations
from the senate and the council of state to be present at the opening
of the legislative assembly; but this time the whole of these bodies

attended; the only result of this, however, was to increase the dis-

satisfaction which the appointment of their president had caused.

He was received with loud murmurs, and some bold remarks were

made in his presence, because the government had not, according
to right and custom, named three candidates for selection, but had

simply named the president at once. As if to express this dissatis-

faction more plainly, the majority of the assembly chose Laine, who,
if not then attached to the Bourbons, was, at any rate, very decidedly

opposed to Napoleon's system, for vice-president; and another man,
no less favourable to the existing state of things, for secretary.
Later again the Emperor made another mistake, out of cunning and

foresight applied in the wrong place. He caused his commissioner

to lay before the assembly all the documents referring to the pro-

posal for peace by means of St. Aignan"'s note, letters, answers, and

notes; but the most important of all, St. Aignan's note, written at

Frankfort, was not among them
;
and the Emperor even struck out

from the speech his commissioner made on the occasion, when it ap-

peared in the Moniteur, everything which seemed to him to imply a

too eager desire for peace. His minister for foreign affairs entreated

him in vain to act quite openly. We give under the text the com-
mencement of his letter, which Bignon gives entire.t This pre-
sentation of papers, however, failed entircl}', because the Emperor
had incorrectly imagined that the legislative assembly would follow

the example of the senate. This was by no means the case, how-

* '•
II est," says this thorough-going courtier,

" des formes dans le palais, des

etiquettes, Jes formes, qu'il est convenable du connaitrc, et qui, fauto d'etre bien

connucs, peuvcnt donner lieu a des me'prises, a des lenteurs que les corps cnterprc-
tent toujours mal. Tout cela est ovite par la musuro que nous proposons."

t The Emperor wrote to the duke on the 23rd of September:
" La commission

du sunat se reunira clicz rarchichaucelier a cinq licurcs. Vous vous y rcndrez. . . .

Ilegnauld et d'Uauterivc pourront faire la nicmc communication deniain a midi ii

la commission k\\\ corps legislatif. II pourrait etre convcnable ilc ne pas montrer la

piece de M. dc St. Aignan." The duke answers: "Le rapport est tcl que V. ]\I.

I'a definitivement approuvee. Avant de le porter me permettra-t-elle encore de
revenir sur les observations que j'ai eu I'honneur de lui faire? La dcmi-vcrite a

latpielle V. M. vent riduirc les rommunicalions nc satisfcra pcrsotine. Ce qu'on vcut

connaitre, ce sent les propositions qu'on propose et que V. IM. exige; entin les prtj-

tentions que le sang Fran<;ais aura a soutenir. Une demi-conlidence faite ii huis

clos. dans \m moment ou il faut exalter la nation autant par ses espfranccs que par
ses dangers, me parait si loin d'atteindre ce but que j'eeris ;"i V. M. pour ne plus

I'importuner quand j'aurai I'honneur de I'approchcr. Sire, veuillez retlochir au bon
cffet d'une complete publication qui aurait le double avantage dc donner iila France
et a I'Europe un gage de votre moderation et de prociamer I'engagement public et

reciproquc pour les allies de ne pas exiger plus ft pour V. M. de ne pas accorder moins."

For the remaiudcr, see Bignon, vul. xiii., pp. 48-19.
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ever. The senate, according to its servile custom, named, for ap-

pearance sake, a committee to test the genuineness of the documents;
but this committee consisted of persons named by the president,
who gave exactly such a report as the Emperor wished for, to use

in his newspapers against the allies; but the legislative assembly

proceeded clifierently. They rejected the persons proposed by
the president, and chose others from among themselves, who
were generally known to be opposed to Napoleon's autocratic mode
of government.* These five men left it to Laine to draw up the

report, but determined, as is clear from the note-book of one of

them, to insist seriously on peace, and that certain rights of which

the nation had been deprived should he restored, and also to insert

some grievances.
The report which Laine afterwards presented to the secret com-

mittee was, upon the whole, moderate, and took a mild tone, and
the Duke of Massa and Carrara and the commissioners contrived

afterwards to soften it still more
;
but it was, after all, very different

from the report of the senate, drawn up by Chateaubriand's friend

Fontanes, the rhetorical belletrist of Elise Bonaparte. In the course

of the debate the president had to hear a few expressions not a

little harsh respecting himself and the proceedings of his Emperor.

Among other things, when he wished to call the deputy Raynouard
to order, by reminding liim that what he was saying was opposed
to the constitution, he was answered that there was nothing uncon-

stitutional in that room except his presence. In tlie report as ap-

proved by the committee, we find a decided and earnest expression of

the wish of the whole people for peace, and of the dissatisfaction felt

because the government interfered capriciously and arbitrarily with

the course of law and with the free action of the tribunals, and be-

cause Massena, who had been appointed commander-in-chief of the

coast of the Mediterranean, had taken forcible possession of a large

private building at Marseilles. It is true that neither the place nor

the matter itself were expressly referred to in the report, but such

allusions v/ere made as could not fail to be understood by every-

body. All this, says the report, must be done away with before the

Emperor can hope that his war can become a war of the nation ; so,

at least, we think the words quoted in the note must be under-

stood.j
This report thus agreed to in the secret committee produced such

violent debates in the assembly on the 28th, that the decision was

postponed till the 30th, when the assembly voted, by a majority of

four-fifths, for a serious address to the Emperor, and for the printing
of six copies of Laine's report for each deputy. And now the vio-

*
Laine, Eaynouard, Flaugergues, Lc Gallois, Llaine de Biran.

t The words are: "
L'Enipereur ne peut esiDc'rer de reudre la gueri'e nationale

qu'en s'engageant formellcment a nc continuer la guerre que i50Ur I'independance
du peuple FranQais et riutegritc de son territoire, et qu'en maintenaut I'entierete

et constante execution des lois qui garantissent aux Franrais les droits de la liberte,

de la surete, de la propriete', et k la nation le libre exercise de ses droits politiqucs."
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Icnce of the Emperor ruined cvcrytlilng, and deprived him of the

only means of placing the enemy in a position of danger, by the

rising of the French people en masse. lie refused to receive the

address: he forbade the printing of the report, and caused what
was already printed, and the proof sheets, to be suppressed. He then

summoned his council of state to meet at the palace, and matters

went on there as they usually do at court. The Due de Bassano

read in the assembly a report; then one said this, and another said

that, and finally the Emperor, in a lew words, expressed which reso-

lution he wished to be adopted. All present were of course, as

always, of the same opinion as himself, and declared that as the

legislative assembly had expressed such views, it could not with

safety to the state remain longer together. It was immediately
dissolved, and the deputies, oflcnded as they were, and partly already

Bourbon, dispersed among all the departments. They circulated

everywhere the opinion, which the allied powers had also expressed
in their manifesto of December 1, that the Emperor would never

sacrifice any of his conquests in order to procure peace for France.

Even yet the quarrel might easily have been settled, for no one

had been prosecuted for his opinions : but Napoleon once more ruined

his cause by his violence on the occasion of the new year's audience

on the 1st of January, 1814, when the deputies presented them-

selves respectfully to offer their congratulations. The Emperor, in

a public audience, attacked the representatives of the people, and
the defenders of its (whether real or imaginary) rights, in a manner
and style as coarse and rude as he had formerly attacked Whitworth,
Markof, the ambassador of Naples at the coronation at Milan, j\Ict-

tcrnich, and numberless other celebrated diplomatists, and, according
to Odeleben's testimony, also marshals, generals, and ofiicials of high

standing. The violent, broken, and apostrophising sentences of the

Emperor are nowhere olUcially preserved; we quote them therefore

according to the authority which seems to us the best. Tlie form

of the speech seems in favour of its genuineness, as it is the same
as that of all his similar addresses.*

*
Biguou, from whose book ^vc quote the speech, says, in reference to the foUoAV-

ins words: " On a jjublic diverscs versions de cctte boutade si fiimeuse. Quchiues
bistoriens ont cu le tort de la travestir en harangue acadcmique. Le tcxte que
nous en donnons, tres different, au moins dans La forme, de tons ceux qui ont paru
jusqu'a CO jour, est cehii d'une brochure publiee en Avril, lSl-1, ct devcnue trOs rare."
" Je vous ai appellcs," lie is there reported to have said,

"
pour fairc le bien. vous avcz

fait le mal. Vous avez parnii vous des gens devouos a I'AngleteiTe. h I'l'trangcr.

.... Ix;s onze douziemcs parmi vous sont bons. les autres sont des facticux. Ko-
tournez dans vos do'partemcns, je suivrai de Tanl ceux qui ont de mauvaises inten-

tions. Vouz avez clierehe a ni'intimidcr! Jo suis un honmie qu'on pent tuer, mais

qu'on nc saurait dJslionorcr. Quel est celui d'cntre vous qui pourrait supporter le

lardeau du pouvoir? 11 ccrasa I'assQmbUe constituante, qui dictait des loix a un

monarciue faible Vous avez chcreh^ a me barboniller aux yeux de la France,
c'est un attentat. Qu'est ce que le trone au reste? Quatre morccaux de bois dore

recouverts de velours. Et nioi aussi je suis sorti du pciiple et je sais les obligations

que j'ai eontractccs. Ce n'ctait i)oint au moment oii les otrangcrs entrent en France,
oCi ces Cosaques sont jirets d'inonder nos plaines qu'iU'ailait fairc des remonstrances.
Je sais qu'il y a des abus et jamais je n'ai soutlcrt ceux que j'ai connues. ^1.
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After the dissolution of the legislative assembly, the deputies,
wlio had been reo-arded as the dumb and servale tools of the irovern-

ment, obtained great influence as the victims of its despotism. The
old republicans, the old nobility, and the adherents of the Bourbons

again took courage; it was therefore of little use that the Emperor
sent extraordinary plenipotentiaries into the departments to expedite
the conscription, and the furnishing of clothing, equipment, arms,
and provisions for the 580,000 men, and to see that the provisioning
of the fortresses was completed, the necessary contingents of horses

furnished for the army, and the national guards organised and drilled.

The commissioners who were sent into districts threatened by the

enemy, were even empowered to raise the people en masse, or to

make use of any other measures which might seem to them of use

for the defence of the country. They were further empowered to

appoint military commissions, and to condemn all persons consort-

ing Avith the enemy : all tribunals, whether civic, legal, or military,
were under their control. Thibaudeau says tliat all these commis-

sioners, except three members of the council of state, were senators,

generally speaking persons very Httle liked by the people, men
who only cared for their own personal comfort, and who were very
much cooled in their devotion to the Emperor by the mischances

which had befallen him, and terrified at the prospect of the impend-
ing changes. They were afraid, says Thibaudeau, of periling their

property or their titles. The sending of these commissioners was,

therefore, with very few exceptions, a mere farce.

Savary also asserts in his IMemoirs that men's feelings were very
much excited, and that all the many counter-statements in opposi-
tion to the opponents of the government produced no effect, because

appearances were strongly against them. He adds, that the conscrip-
tion lists were exhausted, and the arsenal empty; that in order to

arm the soldiers, it had been necessary to take the arms from the

national guard, and that these had all to be repaired before they

Eaynouard a dit que le Prince ISIassena avait vole la bastide a Marseille, il a menti,
le general a pris possession d'une niaison vacante, et le ministre fera indemniser le

proprie'taire. Ilumilie-t-on ainsi un Marechal de France qui a verse son sang et

blanchi sous la victoire? . . . . Je vous avals iiidique un comite secret ; c'etait la

qu'il fallait presenter vos doleances On a mele' I'ironie aux reprocbes, suis je
fait pour etre bumilie? Je sais supporter I'adversite avec noblesse. Vous me de-

mandez des concessions que nos ennemis memes ne me demauderaient pas; s'ils

voulaient la Champagne, vous demanderiez pour eux la Brie Je vous le

repetc, vous avez parmi vous des factieux Ne sais-je pas combienil est facile

de remuer une grande assemblee? L'un se met la, I'autre ici, et la delibe'ration est

conduite par des agitateurs. Au lieu do nous reunir tons, vous nous avez dcsunis.

Vous m'avez mis seul en face des etrangers, en disant, que c'est a moi seul qu'ils
font la guerre; c'est une atrocite. Vous avez nomme votre commission extraordi-

naire, celle de finance, cclle de I'addresse, et vous avez clioisi mes ennemis. M.
Laine est un mechant homme ; les autres sont des factieux. J'attendais que vous
feriez d'intentions et d'efforts, pour chasser I'ennemi; vous I'avez appele. J'aurais

perdu trois batailles que cela n'ait pas fait plus de mal ii la France Retour-
nez dans vos departements, je ferai quelque jour imprimer le rapport de votre

commission; et il sera juge ce qu'il est. S'il parait dans vos departements je le

ferai imprimer dans le Moniteur avec des notes," &c.
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could be used. That there was no money in the treasury, and no

credit on which to raise any: for the thirty miUions, wliich the

Emperor with so much flourish furnished from his private treasury,
which he liad filled from the effects of tlie public, were merely a

drop in the ocean. The confiscated property was immediately sold,

says Savary, but found lew purchasers, and was sold at low prices,
because every one was afraid to buy.
The Bourbons in England began to rouse themselves; Talleyrand,

Larochefoucauld, jMontmorcncy, Larochcjaquehn, Fitzjames, and
other legitimists, conspired; and when Louis XV I II. gave full powers
to his brother, the Count of Artois, to act for him, he was allowed

to land in the north, and the Due d'AnffOulcme in the neifrhbour-

hood of the Pyrenees. The allies and the English had not yet, it is

true, come to terms with them; but in place of Lord Aberdeen, who
would have nothing Avhatever to do with them, his successor, Lord

Castlereagh, as soon as he became Englisli plenipotentiary, was as

active in favour of the Bourbons and their adherents as Pozzo di

Borgo.

B.—END OP THE SPANISH WAR, AND RESTORATION OF
FERDINAND VII.

Even before the French Emperor had entirely lost Holland and

Belgium, he had determined to give up Spain and Italy : we think

it necessary, therefore, to mention here the conclusion of the Spanish

war, as we formerly referred to the fate of Prince Eugene and the

King of Naples. We have already mentioned how, after King Jo-

seph's defeat at Vittoria, Suchct was only able to maintain himself in

Valencia, Catalonia, and Arragon, and even there was obliged to give

up one fortress after another, partly to the miserable Spanish armies,

partly to the Anglo-Sicilian troops. These latter were commanded,
after Lord William Bentinck's removal, by General (Cotton, who

again was under Wellington's orders. Wellington, after his victory,
had penetrated as far as the borders of France, and even several

times beyond them, but had deferred any serious attack on France

till thi; fortresses of San Sebastian and Pampeluna should be in his

power. Towards the end of June, 1813, General Graham, with 40

pieces of heavy artillery, had been despatched to conduct the siege
of San Sebastian, the principal town of Giupuscoa, situated at the

foot of a promontory connected with the mainland by a long sandy
neck of land. About the same time, Napoleon quite gave up the

cause of his brother Joseph, and sent Soult into Spain to carry on
the war against the combined forces of the Spaniards, Portuguese,
and English. Soult had rendered the Emperor important services

in the battle of Bautzen and immediately afterwards, and after Jo-

seph's recal to Paris, and before the 14th of July he now organised
an army, which is said to have amounted to 77,000 men, to pre-

vent, if possible, the capture of San Sebastian, and to compel the

English to raise the siege of Pampeluna. Wellington had about

VOL. -VUI. 2 G
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80,000 men to oppose to the French, who held St. Jean Pied de Port,

Bayonne, St. Sebastian, and Pampeluna: but these were separated
from each otlier by valleys and impassable mountains and ravines.

The English attempted to storm St. Sebastian on the 24th of July,
but were driven back with great loss. On the same day, Soult com-

menced his operations for raising the siege of Pampeluna. He ad-

vanced on the 25th with his whole army upon the celebrated passes
of Roncesvalles and Maya, but left Drouet at the latter with a corps
of observation. Souli;, at the head of 35,000 men, drove the English
from Roncesvalles as far as the walls of Pampeluna, and then sent

for Drouet, thus allowing Picton, who had been observing him, to

rejoin Wellington, who was advancing to the assistance of the

blockading force. On the 28th, he began an advance upon the

French along their whole line, and although they disputed every inch

of ground, and the contest continued till the 31st, Soult was at last

forced to fall back upon his original position on the 1st of August.
The loss on both sides was considerable : Soult is said to have lost

from 12,000 to 15,000 men, and the English give their own loss at

7500. The siege of St. Sebastian had been chansred into a blockade

after the unsuccessful assault of the 24th of July, but was recom-

menced on the 24th of August. The garrison only consisted of

2000 men, and the town was cannonaded with 117 pieces of artillery
till the 31st, without the garrison giving any signs of surrender. A
breach was made on the 31st, and the English stormed again: they
lost, however, a large number of soldiers and officers of every
rank by the determined resistance, and would have been again
beaten back but for an accident unfavourable to the garrison.A quantity of powder and of combustibles of various kinds were
strewn about over the walls; these took fire by accident, and by
the explosion frightened the defenders from the walls, when they
were closely followed by the enraged English soldiers. Both French
and English writers agree that no pen could describe the horrors

which were perpetrated in the few days following the capture of the

capital of Giupuscoa by the victors. Murders, robberies, crimes of

every description could not even be prevented by the officers
;
and

many of these latter, who endeavoured to interfere, were ill-treated,

and, in some cases, murdered by their own soldiers. No age nor sex

was spared, the most barbarous and cold-blooded atrocities were per-

petrated, and it was shown that the Irish, Scotch, and English, serv-

ing in the British armies, taken as they are from the refuse of society,
and kept in check by corporal punishment alone, are as morally
corrupt as they are physically strong and brave. Lord "Wellington
had said the same thing to his soldiers the year before in his general
orders, and the same thing was said lately in parliament by all the

officers, as a ground for their opposition to the abolition of corporal

punishments in the army. One is the more inclined to believe they
were right, as at the storming of Badajoz and of Ciudad llodrigo
Similar atrocities occurred. It was unjust and unfair, on the other
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hand, for the Spaniards to accuse the English generals of having
taken good care that St. Sebastian should be entirely ruined and

devastated, because that town had been especially concerned in trade

with France. Soult had endeavoured to raise the siege, he had

fought for two days, and lost two generals and 2000 men, but

Avas obliged to give up the attempt on the 31st, and to confine his

attention to guarding the frontier of France.

Suchet had still maintained his ground in Arragon and Catalonia

after he had given up Valencia; he had quite an army distributed

among the fortresses which he still held,* and Soult had, therefore,

conceived the bold idea of joining his forces to his and attacking

Wellington in the rear, and thus compelUng him to turn his atten-

tion to the army of the two marshals, which was numerically supe-
rior to his own, and to give up his projected invasion of France;
but Suchet avoided any junction with Soult, whom he would have

been obliged to obey. He had, therefore, given up his position at

Saragossa, and always appeared on the point of quitting Spain alto-

gether, which, however, he did not do. Suchet is as much praised

by both English and French writers (and by himself, but this

Avould be no authority for us) for his military skill, as he is blamed

and execrated by English and Spaniards for the unheard-of extor-

tions which he practised. As examples of this, we may mention

that, as soon as he heard he should be obliged to give up the

revenues of the enormous domains at Abufera, which had been pre-

sented to him, and to return to France, he contrived to exact, by the

most unreasonable means, the incomes of the next seven or eight

years in advance from the occupiers. Further, he took the town of

MartorelU by storm on the 3rd of December, 1813, whilst negotia-
tions were going on with King Ferdinand VII., in order that he

might be enabled to plunder it, and did not leave for France till he

had secured in a safe place all the amount of this robbery,

Wellington did not at first intend to invade France, because

the English ministry acted often very imprudently, and often was

unaccommodating or ungrateful; because he was continually en-

gaged in quarrels with the wretched Portuguese government, the

Spanish Cortes, and the regency; and because the French garrison
at Pampeluua, though shut up and exposed to great sufferings, en-

dured want of all necessaries and other evils for a long time patiently;
and he did not venture to leave this fortress in his rear. There was

so much difference between Wellington and the Portuguese govern-

ment, and between the English and the Portuguese generally, that

forcible measures were necessary to preserve peace : this gave rise to

rudeness on the part of the English officials and officers, even of the

highest tribunals. The English officers could not prevent the rude

qnd ill-trained people, of whom the English armies consisted, from

*
Sandona, Pampeluiia, Jaoa, Vonasque, Monzon, Fraga, LeriJa, Mequinenza,

Figuieras, Giroua, Ostalrich, Barcelona, Tortosa, Morella, Pensicola, Murviedro,
De'nia.

2 a 2
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committing excesses now and then. This latter formed also a ground
of complaint to the Spaniards; and though Wellington would wil-

lingly have hindered it if he could, the Spaniards went so far as to

lay all the blame unjustly upon him and his officers.

In Portugal the English governed immediately, and the native

government was a mere shadow; the government and the clergy
were, therefore, reduced to intrigues ;

but in Spain all this was
different. The Cortes and the regency appointed by their authority
were very jealous of their independence, and terrified by the exam-

ples of Ireland, of Portugal, and Sicily, feared that, in the end,

Spain might be made a province of the highest aristocracy and

bureaucracy. The Cortes had been, from the beginning, divided into

two parties: the majority wishing to leave to the king only the title,

and to found on the constitution a sort of democracy, which was
unsuitable to the country, and impossible; the minority wishing to

retain absolute monarchy, hierarchy, intolerance, and all the evils of

kingdoms governed by Bourbons. The regency appointed by the

extraordinary Cortes at Cadiz, with the old Cardinal of Bourbon at

its head, was powerless and weak; and the English were as little

satisfied with the wild democratic party as with the supporters of the

old system and its abuses
;
and there was consequently perpetual

disagreement.
The liberal party in the Cortes was continually becoming more

radically democratic, and was, therefore, an abomination to WelHng-
ton, Stewart, and the leaders of the aristocratic party among the

English government. The leaders of this party, therefore, connected
themselves with the Spaniards, and through them with the French:
this support was, however, on the one hand, from the very com-

mencement, weak and dangerous, and, on the other, it was easy to

foresee, in the year 1813, that it must soon fail altogether. The

position of the liberal deputies in Cadiz became, therefore, very
critical in the summer of 1813, for the absolutist party terrified the

government by means of the municipal government of the city,

which, in the same way as the civic council of Paris excited dis-

turbances by means of a fanatic mob, ruled by the influence of ter-

ror, and, even when the yellow fever broke out and the French had
left Madrid, prevented the government by force from making this a

pretext for transferring tlie seat of administration to the latter city.

Finally, however, when the yellow fever v/as at its height, and when
the new, regularly chosen Cortes, or, as it is called, the first ordinary

Cortes, had assembled, a formal decree was passed on the 29th of

November, 1813, transferring the new government and the legis-

lative assembly to Madrid. The party-contest still continued,

although the new Cortes behaved with more courtesy and gra-
titude towards Wellington than the former one. This had given

Wellington, whom they had chosen their commander-in-chief, so

much unnecessary trouble and annoyance, that he had declared his

intention of resigning his command, and of only retaining it till the
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meeting of the new Cortes. The feeling had changed, however, be-

fore that time even in Cadiz, and the new Cortes did away with

several of the difliculties which had arisen between Wellington and
the regency, By a decree of December, Wellington was requested
to retain the command, and the regency was required to fulfil all

that had been promised by their predecessors.

Wellington had, in the mean time, at length reduced Pampeluna,
had been informed of the resolution come to by the allies at Frank-
fort to invade France, and was ordered to cross the frontier on his

side also, and to inquire, at the same time, whether it was really true

that there were so many adherents of the old government and re-

ligion of France to be found in the south and east as the Polignacs,
Larochefoucaulds, Choisculs, Larochejaquclins, and their party, as-

serted. When Wellington advanced beyond the French frontier,

Soult Avas in position beyond the Nivellc, and had thrown up defences

which rendered the passage of the river a matter of great difficulty
to the enemy. Soult's right Aving extended to the sea, and rested on
St. Jean de Luz. This town was taken on the 10th of November,
after a hard-contested fight, in wliich the French lost 1500 men
and fifty guns, together with all the magazines in the town, and
Soult was compelled to retreat behind the Nive and the Adour.

Wellington, as the allies afterwards did when they penetrated into

the western departments, endeavoured entirely to separate the

cause of the Emperor from that of the people : he therefore soon

sent back the Spaniards whom he had brought with him, inasmuch
as they proceeded to act in France as the French had acted in Spain
previously; the Portuguese, who were disciplined in the English
manner, he retained with him.

Until the commencement of December, Wellington was preparing
for a fresh attack, which was carried into execution on the 10th. The
French defended their position bravely and skilfully for five days,
but were finally obliged to yield after much bloodshed. They then

retired to a fortified camp, which Soult had erected near Bayonne.
The English, shut in the town with a corps of 14,000 men, re-

mained quiet for some time. During the fighting in the five days
of December, two regiments of Nassau, whose commanders had
heard of what had taken place in Germany, and a regiment of the

grand duchy of Frankfort, found an opportunity of going over to

the English. There were also German reoimcnts stationed in the

fortresses of Arragon and Catalonia, but these, when Suchet heard
of what had happened at Bayonne, were for the most part disarmed
in good time.

The events of the Spanish war and the English invasion of France

had, before Wclhngton's last victory, turned the attention of the

French Emperor to the attempt, by releasing Ferdinand VII., who
"was confined in Valantj-ay, of separating the Spaniards entirely from
the heretical English, and to introduce quarrels and civil war amomg
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themselves. If he had released Ferdinand as soon as the idea oc-

curred to him, and caused him. to be escorted to Valencia, his

stratagem would probably have been successful: he wished, how-

ever, to be too cunning and to be certain of his point, and Wel-

lington was thus enabled to counteract his plan. The so-called

servile party in the Cortes, which endeavoured in every way to

please Wellington, had again disagreed with the second regency
which they liad recognised, and which had transferred its seat of

government to Madrid, and would very willingly have set aside the

ultra-democratic constitution, according to which the members were
chosen. The extraordinary Cortes had been chosen according to

the old regulations, or at any rate in accordance with their spirit;

the ordinary Cortes, on the other hand, according to the democratic

spirit of the constitution, according to which every 75,000 Spaniards
were represented by a deputy : the reactionary element was, how-

ever, very strong in them : and they were, therefore, in a constant

state of disagreement with the government. Wellington, too, had
been at constant strife with the government at Madrid; and the

absolutist party in the Cortes reckoned confidently, therefore, on his

support. They deceived themselves, however, in this expectation,
for as soon as Wellington heard of Napoleon's negotiations with

Ferdinand, he behaved in a very friendly and compliant manner
towards the regency, and gave way in reference to demands which
he had previously firmly refused to listen to. We may mention

especially in reference to this, that he entirely withdrew the Eng-
lish garrisons from Carthagena and Cadiz, and allowed these towns

to be garrisoned entirely by Spaniards,
The negotiations of the Emperor with Ferdinand were, in the

mean time, carried on with such secrecy, that even the commandant
of Valancay was not intended to know of them

;
but nothing could

escape Talleyrand. He heard of them and gave information in the

proper quarter. In order to convey his proposals to the captive

king at Valancay, Napoleon first of all employed the Duke of San

Carlos, who had been the king's tutor. This latter and a former

master of Ferdinand's, the Canon Escoiquiz, had been removed from

Valancay in 1809, and sent to diflferent places, on information re-

ceived from one of the country people, that they were carrying on

secret intrigues in favour of the prisoner. The Duke of San Carlos

lived henceforth at Lons le Saulnier, the canon at Bourges; and the

former was summoned to Paris at the same time as Laforet, the

former ambassador at Madrid and at the Prussian court, was de-

spatched with a letter of the Emperor's to Valancay on the 11th of

November, 1813. The letter which Laforet brouglit to the most

wretched offshoot of the Bourbons, appears to us quite unw*orthy of

the Emperor, inasmuch as he therein professes himself the defender

and protector of the system of administration and governnicjit every-
where exploded since the revolution, reviles the new system, of
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wliicli he wag tlie creature, and represents himself as the protector

of the privileged classes*

The cowardly and suspicious kinp^ showed distrust; he would not

enter iipon any negotiations, referred the question as to the time of

his liberation and restoration to the regency, or at any rate demanded
that a certain number of deputies should take part in the considtation;
and he insisted on this till the arrival of the Duke of San Carlos on
the 21st. The duke showed him the Avay to deceive the deceiver by
promising everything and fulfilling nothing, and this had always
been Ferdinand's morality and policy, and remained so till his end.

Under the direction of San Carlos a treaty had been prepared by
the 11th of December, and falsehood and deceit had been carried so

far that there had been some talk of the marriage of Ferdinand with

a daughter of King Joseph, then thirteen years old.f By this

treaty the French Emperor acknowledged Ferdinand as King of

Spain, and promised to restore liim to his kingdom, and to leave

to this the same limits it had had before the war. The fortified

places still held by French troops were to be given up to the

Spaniards. Although it was not distinctly stated, those articles

were evidently directed against the English, by which both parties

pledged themselves to uphold the naval rights, which, curiously

enough, Napoleon deduced from the peace of Utrecht, and by
which Ferdinand promised not to give up any portion of the Spanish

territory, and to effect the evacuation of Spain and its dependencies

by the English. Ferdinand never hesitated a moment to promise

things which neither his own petty jealousy and revenge, nor the

feeling of his whole people, would ever permit him to perform. He
promised, for example, a complete amnesty, and in such a manner
that all the supporters of King Joseph were to be allowed to retain

their property, their offices, and honours. He promised further to

pay his father and mother yearly the sum of thirty millions of reals.

Tbe treaty was not to be fulfilled and Ferdinand set at liberty till

it had been ratified by the junta at Madrid and by the Cortes: but

San Carlos knew very well tliat this would never be done, not to

say within tlie short period of six weeks, which was laid down in

the treaty. First of all, Ferdinand himself wished to go with the

treaty to Madrid to procure its ratification; then his uncle Antonio

* The letter is as follows:—" Men cousin, Ics circonstanccs actuellcs de la poli-

tique de mon eiupiro me portent a dcsirer la tin des atfaircs do rEspagne. L'An-

gleterre y fomcnte le Jacobinisnic ct rancantissement do la monarchic et de la

noblesse, pour y dtablir unc republique. Je ne puis qu'otrc sensible a la destruction

d'une nation si voisine a mes etats et avcc laquclle j'ai tant d'intorets maritims
comnnms. Jc desire done oter tout pre'toxtc ii rintlucncc Anglaisc et retablir les

liens d'amitie et de bon voisinage qui out existe' si longtems entre les deux nations.

J'cnvoie ii V. A. K. sous un nom suppose le Comte Lalbret. Kile pent ajouter
foi k ce qu'il dira. Je desire que V. A. 11. soit persuade des sentiments d'estime

et d'attachement que j'ai pour elle," &c., &c.

f Quite unsuccessfully false and faithless is a letter of Ferdinand's to Napoleon
at this time:— '• Au moment oii mon plenipotentiaire va signer le traite' de paix
conclu avcc V. IM., (lue je me felicite d'avance Mes pre'miers soins en ar-

rivant a jNIadrid scront de retablir le calme d\i royaume, et de rendre aux liens qui
doivcnt unir les deux couronncs leur ancienne stabilite."'
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was selected for this office, and finally San Carlos himself was sent :

Napoleon, however, allowed himself to be caught in liis own net,

forgetting that Spaniards and priests had always been more trea-

cherous and faithless than even Corsicans and diplomatists. He
thought that Escoiquiz would assist him in inducing Ferdinand to

keep his word, and that Palafox, the defender of Saragossa, would
allow himself to be employed in in-ging the Spaniards to ratify the

treaty.
However much he was deceived in Escoiquiz, it is obvious,

from the Memoirs of the latter, how great a pleasure he thought
it to repay like for like. (C'etoit une bonne oeuvre de tromper
un homme aussi fourbe que Napoleon.) Palafox was sent to

Valan^ay to support San Carlos' efforts in Madrid, or rather,

in order to assist them in guiding Escoiquiz and Ferdinand. Al-

though the affair was kept strictly secret, the negotiations could

not have so remained for a single month even though the English
had not possessed persons enough to purchase for them all secret

intelligence and documents of every description. The English
drew the attention of the liberal part}''

in the regency and the Cortes

to what Avas going forward
;
and this party was more afraid of the

treacherous Ferdinand and his autocracy than even of the power of

Napoleon, already partially broken. The Duke of San Carlos was

obliged to make a great detour in order to reach Madrid
;
he was

obliged to travel first of all to Suchet in Catalonia, to make him

acquainted with his designs, and by his aid to get access to Madrid,
Avhere he arrived on the 8th of January, 1814. The Cortes kept
the whole affair secret, and declared that, instead of purchasing the

king's freedom by confirming the treaty of Valanqay, they would

only agree to receive him as king on his agreement with the decree

of the Cortes of the 8th of February, 1811. In this decree, it was

especially declared that every document signed by Ferdinand VH.,
as long as he was not a free agent and in the full exercise of his

power, was to be regarded as null and void. It was further de-

clared, that no peace could be made with the French until the whole

Spanish territory was evacuated by them and the royal family re-

instated. And finally, all the civil and military authorities were

forbidden to obey the king till he was at perfect freedom in his own

kingdom.
The Duke of San Carlos was obliged to take his departure from

Madrid at the end of four days without having accomplished the

object of his mission. Palafox, who had been sent to his aid, was
received with as little attention as San Carlos. The Emperor
afterwards set the king at liberty, which he should have imme-

diately done, without waiting for the ratification on his word, which
Ferdinand without a moment's thought as ti'eacherously broke, as he

set at nought all his obligations to the Spanish people, which had

made such heroic sacrifices for his cause. Ferdinand's release, how-

ever, was delayed till the middle of ]\Iarch, and in the mean time

the Cortes had passed a resolution, which was an evident proof that
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they put no confidence cither in the king, or in the courtiers and

priests by wliom he was surrounded. By this decree of the Cortes,
the renunciation of the old absokitc monarchical system, and the

adoption of the new uUra-democratical constitution, was to be a

necessary preHminary to his taking possession of the tlirone.* The
turn whicli the war in the soutli of France had taken under Wel-

lington and the adherents of the Bourbons, contributed not a little

to the release of the king by Napoleon in March without any ratifi-

cation of the treaty of Valan(^ay.
The allies had no sooner crossed the Rhine, than a number of the

old nobility and emicjrh tried to excite the feelings of the people in

favour of the exiled family. They found, however, but a limited

response, and the great mass of the people cither knew nothing of a

Louis XVIII., or were still filled with that contempt and hatred for

princes and nobles with which they had been inspired in 1792 and

1794. It is true that individuals among the old families exhibited

a dctrree of enthusiasm which we can admire without bcino; able to

comprehend. Louis XVIIL issued the most insinuating proclama-
tions from his retreat in Hartwell. Arnould de Vitrolles first

entered into communication with Talleyrand, and then went to the

allies, who would not have trusted him and his compeers alone.

At length the English, after long hesitation, allowed the Duke of

Berry to go to Guernsey, in order that he might be in close proxi-

mity to La Vendee and Britanny; the Count d'Artois was suffered,

on the 2nd of February, to go to Holland with full powers from his

brother, and Wellington gave permission to the Duke d'Angouleme
to come into his camp, Avhcre, however, he played a very sorry part.
As is well known, he was neither distino-uished for external nor in-

ternal qualities ;
he found no adherents in the department of the

Lower Pyrenees, was always obliged to remain with the rear-guard,
and was not allowed to make any dcmonsti'ation, because the Eng-
lish, as well as the allies in general, wished to avoid the appearance
of coming to intermeddle in the internal affairs of the French.

The Marquis de Larochejaquelin having come to the English

army and given assurance that there was a party formed in Bour-

*
Bignon, vol. xiii., p. 105. "Art. 1. Conformemcnt au decret de 1811, leroi ne

sera pas rcfjardc coninic libre ct il ne lui sera obei a ce titrc que quand il auraprctc
dans le scin du conjiros national le sermcnt present par I'artielo 173 dc la constitu-
tion. Art. 2. La regence prcndra les niesures pour qu'ii I'arrivcc dii roi sur lafron-
tifere il puisse reeevoir unc copio <le ce decret et unc lettre de la regencc qui lui

fasse connaitro I'etat present de la nation et les re'solutions prises par les Cortea

pour assurer I'independcnce natioiialc et la libcrte du nionarque. Art. 4. Aueunc
force arniee nc pourrii cnirer en France. Art. "). Si cette force arm^e se compose
d'Espagnols. . . . Coneilier les egards dus a des prisonniers de uuerre avec la surety de
I'etat. Art. 10. and 1 1. Le president de la re^ence se rendra au devant de S. M. ct

lui presentera la constitution atin qu'elle puisse en prendre connaissance et apres
unc mure do'libtration preter le serment que la constitution pre'scrit. . . . H fixera
la route que suivra 8. M. Art. 12, 13, 14. Le roi pretera serment sans de'lai a son
arrivee dans la capitale; ensuite trente deputes des Cortes aceompagneront S. JL
au palais, ou la regenee reguliereraent assemblte lui remettra le gouvcrncment;
enfin le meme jour, les Cortes annonceront par un decret a la nation entiere I'acte et

le serment en v<:rtu dcsquch, le roi constitutionelloment place sur le trone."
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deaux in favour of tlie Bourbons, Wellington resolved to avail

himself of the hostile feeling towards Napoleon's rule in the town,
which had suffered severely in its trade by the war

;
but he showed

no favour to the designs of the partisans of the Bourbons, and merely
suifered them to undertake what they pleased at their own risk.

Since the last ennjafrement, from about the middle of December till

the 5th of January, 1814, the armies of Wellington and Soult had
lain opposite to each other, and almost daily skirmishes had taken

place. The great object which the English had in view was to

compel the French to give up their position in Bayonne. Soult had
fortified the whole neighbourhood of the town on the Adour admi-

rably ;
but he had at the same time enraged its inhabitants against

the government by the complete destruction of their trade, and his

engineers devastated and destroyed the precincts of the town by the

situation and extent of their trenches. At length, in February, the

French were obliged to relinquish their position. At the same

time, Napoleon also weakened Suchet's army on the further side of

the Pyrenees as well as Soult's on the Adour. From the latter he
took away for his own use two whole divisions, and a great number
of old soldiers, whom he wished to incorporate in his guard. It is

said that Soult's army was deprived of from 10,000 to 15,000 men
of old troops, whereas Wellington, on the other hand, had received

no inconsiderable reinforcements, and on the 14th of February
began his movements in order to surround Soult. From the 14th

of February till the 2nd of March, when Soult began to withdraw,
the two generals exhibited the whole bent of their talents

;
their

troops emulated each other, and they themselves put into practice all

the devices which the science of war has enabled her most favoured

sons in modern times to adopt.

Wellington's right wing nnarched in sixteen days, continually ex-

posed to the most obstinate and hard-fought resistance, a distance of

nearly ninety miles, wading through rivers, breasting mountain-tor-

rents, and surmounting difficult heights. No less than five con-

siderable rivers lay on the line of their march, over which they were

obliged to make their way ;
and two strongly fortified tetes du po?it,

with several trenches, were obliged to be wrested from the enemy.
In order to invest Bayonne and to threaten Soult from the side to-

wards the sea, Wellington, under very unfavourable circumstances,
caused a bridge to bo thrown across the Adour below the town,
which enabled him afterwards to bring his troops and means of

transport into the road to Bourdeaux without being in possession of

Bayonne, and at the same time completely tp surround the town.

When Soult drew still further to the east, Wellington gained a

victory at Orthez, and compelled the French to retreat in two other

engagements, took six pieces of artillery, a thousand prisoners, and

the magazines at Dax, Aire, and Mont de Marsan; the chief thing,

however, was, that he drove Soult away from Bayonne, which he

was obliged wholly to give up, and obtained an opportunity of

sending Beresford to Bourdeaux.
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After the victory at Orthez, Wellington continued to pursue
Soult, who directed his course to Toulouse. Beresford marched to

Bourdeaux with 12,000 men, but was strictly commanded not to

mix in political affairs, although Larochejaquelin and the Duke of

Angoulemc hastened to tlic city in order to excite the royalists to a

rising. In his proclamation, Beresford made not the shghtest men-
tion of the Bourbons and their partisans, and his orders were merely
to take possession of the town and harbour for the English. Wel-

lington even declared publicly his displeasure at the conduct of the

duke and his partisans, who in their proclamations had appealed to

England. The duke had arrived immediately after Lord Beresford

on the 12th of March, and had, in fact, found the INIayor of Bour-

deaux, afterwards distinguished as a royalist in Paris, well disposed
to proclaini Louis XVIII. as king. He would, however, have had
occasion to repent of his own precipitation as well as of that of his

friends, had not the allies made considerable progress towards Paris.

The Bourbons mistook the prevailing dislike to the later measures

of Napoleon for the manifestation of a liking for the Bourbons, the

emigres, and priests; and therein they were greatly mistaken.

Soult's retreat to Toulouse after his defeat at Orthez has received

the universal commendation of all great military authorities, English
as well as French. Wellington, on the other hand, who continued

to follow him, was compelled to recal Beresford and the greater

part of his troops from Bourdeaux. After Beresford's withdrawal,
Lord Dalhousie remained with 5000 men in Bourdeaux, and would

hardly have been able to protect the fanatical aristocrats and royal-
ists against the rage of the still democratic multitude, had not a re-

volution taken place in Paris. Immediately after the unfortunate

battle of Orthez, Soult collected together his scattered forces, and

kept Wellington, with an army far superior to his, at bay for a

whole month between Orthez and St. Gaudens
;
and durinir this

time despatched a number of able ofllccrs in every department to

make ample provision for his army in Toulouse. This was no sooner

accomplished than Soult broke up from his quarters in St. Gaudens,

and, inasmuch as he was able to take the shortest road, got to Tou-
louse three marches before the English, who were also on their way
thither. Soult had long wished to draw Suchet's army to himself;
the latter, however, constantly hesitated from all sorts of reasons, and

probably rather wished to hold an independent command to the end
in Spain, than to be dependent upon Soult and serve to add to his

glory in France.

Soult awaited Wellington in and around Toulouse, where he had
taken up a very strong position. He had availed himself of the

town itself, the canal, and Mount Rave, in order to protect himself

against the English, who ventured an attack on the 10th of April.
The bloody engagement which followed might have been avoided

had not Soult been anxious to make a last attempt to restore the

failing fortunes of the Emperor, thinking that by a victory over

Wellington he might compensate for what had taken place in Paris.
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As early as the 7th of April, orders had been sent from Paris to both
the commanders to put an end to hostilities; and Soult is greatly-
blamed for having obstinately and ^vilfuUy sacrificed the 10,000
men killed and wounded in the battle, since he knew on the 10th

what had occurred in Paris.* As this is a very grave accusation,
we ought to add that Napier, the English historian of the war (a

great admirer of Soult, which the author of this history neither is

nor can be), whose papers he was permitted to use, gives no sanction

whatever to the blame. Beauchamp, on the other hand, as well in

his own History of the Campaign in Spain and Portugal in 1814
and 1815, as in his notes on Jones's History of the AVar in Spain,

alleges decidedly that Soult hoped, by a victory, to raise the de-

throned Emperor's cause, as he knew he was still in Fontainebleau.

He alleges that Soult knew this so well, as to have caused all the

couriers on the road to be seized and detained. The Bonapartists of

the regency and the Emperor's relations placed their hopes at that

time certainly upon Soult, and it was they who obstructed and de-

tained the commissioners sent by the English and the French go-
vernment. It was they, too, who obstructed the progress of Colonels

Cook and St. Simon at Blois, on their way to the armies, so that

they did not arrive at Toulouse till the afternoon of the 13th, Soult

having already Avithdrawn on the 12th.

The battle of Toulouse is reckoned both by Wellington and
Soult as one of their most splendid exploits ;

and its issue, of

which Ave have no doubt, has given rise to long and earnest disputes,
the Bonapartists being unwilling to allow that Soult was not the

conqueror. The engagement was very bloody ;
it lasted the whole

day ;
and the victory was purchased by the sacrifice of many thou-

sand English, Portuguese, and Spanish lives. Soult lost fewer men
than Wellington, and he was not, properly speaking, defeated, but at

five o'clock withdrew behind the canal and maintained the outworks
at Cacarie and Cambron. The other outworks were occupied by the

Spaniards in Wellington's army, and he also got complete possession
of Mount Rave. Soult soon came to the conclusion that he was not

able to hold the town, and he evacuated it on the night of the 12th,

leaving behind him six pieces of artillery and 1600 wounded. Wel-

lington having marched in, the royalists proceeded, with great re-

joicings, to proclaim Louis XVHl., while he persevered until the

arrival of the commissioners in declaring that all such steps were
taken at their own risk, and Soult refused to pay any attention to

their proclamation. Even when St. Simon brought to him on the

13th orders from the provisional government, he refused to ac-

knowledge their authority, and made an application for a suspension
of arms, which Wellington refused. The English (general believed

* Much blood was also unnecessarily shed before Barcelona and about Bayonne
after the cessation of hostilities in other quarters. On the 14tli, the whole garrison
of Bayonne made a sortie, and fell upon the Enejlish before the town. Tlie assault
was at length repulsed, but the English lost above 800 men, killed, wounded, and

prisoners. Major-General Hay was killed
;
and Sir John Hope, the commander of

th e besieging army, was among tlie prisoners.
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that Soult was anxious for a civil war, because he treated all orders

with contempt which did not come from the Emperor; a new en-

gagement would, tliercfovc, have taken place on Wellington's ad-

vancing against him, had he not, on the 17th, received an official

despatch from Napoleon through one of his major-generals. The
French commander then yielded to the necessity of the case, and
concluded an agreement with Wellington, in wliicli Suchet was in-

cluded. The latter, however, had previously submitted to the new
order of thiniis, havint; been obliiijcd, after exhaustinfr all his means
of defence, to evacuate Catalonia. We must now briefly notice

Suchet's undertakings after his retreat from Valencia, inasmuch as

they are closely connected with the issue of the Anglo-Sicilian ex-

pedition to Spain, and with the return of Ferdinand VH. into his

kincjdom.
After the battle of Vittoria, Suchet, as has already been observed,

united all his forces and distributed them in the strong places of Ca-

talonia. Lord WiUiam Bentinck had returned to Sicily, having left

General Cotton behind him with an Anglo-Sicilian army, which, in

conjunction with a Spanish force under General Copons, was to carry
on the war. Wellington, it is true, ordered General Cotton to join
him in France, because he presumed that Suchet would obey Soult's

command and form a junction with him
;
as this, however, did not

take place, Cotton remained behind. Suchet having remained in

Spain during the whole months of November and December, 1813,
Cotton could not leave the; Spaniards to carry on the war alone with

so able an opponent as the French commander. In December,
Suchet received orders to facilitate the return of Ferdinand VII.

into his kingdom, and was detained beyond the Pyrenees in order

to negotiate with the Spaniards. The Duke of San Carlos having
in December arrived at Suchet's head-quarters with the treaty of

Valan^ay, matters were soon arranged with Copons, and a military
convention concluded between the two generals, which was only
frustrated by the Cortes and the regency, under whose orders Copons
acted, firmly refusing to accede to any part of the treaty. Ferdi-

nand's release without any condition having taken place, Suchet for-

tified himself in all the strong positions along the coast. He placed
8000 men in Barcelona, strengthened the garrison of Tortosa, and
maintained all the other strong places, although lie had sent away
two divisions of his army to France, and the very best of hi? troops
to the imperial army. One of the divisions designed for France

was destined for Lyons, to be followed by the second to the same

place ;
but when Wellington appeared on the Garonne it was sent

against him. Suchet, in order to be able to send an army of men
well practised in war to France, had olfered to Copons to evacuate

all the strong places in Spain except Figuicras and Rosas, if he and
Cotton would consent to allow the garrisons to march with their

arms to France. Copons was very willing to accede to the condi-

tions, but AVellington, Cottou't;: superior in command, and the

Spanish regency, from whom Copons held his authority, would not
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agree. Suchet then caused the works of the smaller fortresses,

including even those of Girona and Rosas, to be blown up, and
marched with his army to Figuieras, whither Copons followed him,
whilst the Anglo-Sicilians and Spaniards by whom they were

joined laid siege to Barcelona. The Spaniards, as long as they
were alone, were quite unequal to the French garrisons; Cotton

could, therefore, in compliance with Wellington's wishes, leave the

prosecution of the war in Catalonia to them alone. He had received

orders from Wellington to send back all the foreign soldiers in his

army to Lord William Bentinck in Sicily, and with his English

troops to join Wellington in France, because the latter believed that

Suchet had left Spain, This was not the case, and therefore Cotton

remained to assist in the siege of Barcelona. In the mean time, the

Emperor, in order to lay the foundation of all kinds of disputes in

Spain, had released Ferdinand VII., merely upon his assurance of

fulfilling the treaty of Valangay, and on the 19th of March he
arrived at Suchet's quarters, who offered to Copons to escort him,
with his army, to Barcelona.

At length the Emperor, in order to sow all sorts of disunion in

Spain, had allowed Ferdinand VII. to go at liberty upon the faith

of his own word alone to fulfil the treaty of Valangay; and,
on the 19th of March, he joined Suchet, who besought Copons,
with his army, to accompany him to Barcelona. This the Spanish

general felt himself bound to decline
;
and Suchet therefore accepted

the king's promise to send back to him the garrison of Barcelona,

although, in reality, he had received orders not to part with his

majesty until the garrisons had withdrawn to France.

Suchet did not insist upon the French being allowed to march
till the arrival of the king, because he thought it prudent to act as

if it were possible to come to some sort of binding engagement with

Ferdinand, although the king had given already abundant reason to

conclude that, as his whole subsequent life proved, he could not be

bound by his word, his written promise, or even by his oath. Ferdinand

having given solemn assurance that he would send back the garrison,
Suchet accompanied him with his whole army to the river Fluvia,
which forms the boundary of the two countries, and there took leave

of him in presence of the two armies; the Spanish troops solemnly
received him as their king. He was not, indeed, received in Bar-

celona, and the French did not appear at parade on the fortifications

on his joining General Cotton before the city, whilst the latter re-

ceived him at a full review of the English and Spanish troops.
Suchet now at length crossed the Pyrenees, and merely left a single
division behind in Figuieras. Cotton then wished to follow Welling-
ton's orders, but was kept back by Copons, who was afraid a junction

might be formed by the strong garrisons of Tortosa and Barcelona,
whom he would be unequal to resist, when they had united with the

division at Figuieras.
In Catalonia, as well as in the south of France, the officers of

Bonaparte's troops could not bring themselves to submit to the idea
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that the French nation was to cease to exercise military rule over

others; for Habcrt, the commandant of Barcelona, caused a fearful

slaughter to be perpetrated even after the conclusion of the peace,
under the pretence that he had received no official notice of ]5ona-

parte's overthrow. A sally was made by the whole of the garrison,

which, however, was repulsed; but above 800 Spaniards were killed

or wounded. Four days after he received official notillcation that

all hostilities were absolutely to cease. Notwithstanding, neither

Suchet, who had yielded acquiescence to the new order of things
even earlier than Soult, nor the new minister of war, could prevail

upon Habert to evacuate Barcelona; he maintained himself in the

city till the 18th of May, when he learned that all the places in

Valencia had been evacuated. He then appealed to the fact that

neither the King of Spain, the Spanish generals, nor the regency, had
ever kept their promises.

C.—THE WAR TILL MARCH, AJSTD THE CONGRESS OP CHATILLON.

The differences of opinion among the various powers who had
carried on the war against France, but especially the disputes among
the generals with regard to the mode of conducting the war and
the division of the spoils, contributed much more to the lengthened

quiet of the concluding months of the year 1813, than the desire to

allow the armies to have some repose after the fearful exertions and
labours to which they had been subjected, llussia met with oppo-
sition in consequence of her desire to incorporate in her territory
the duchy of Warsaw; and Prussia, because she desired to absorb

the whole of Saxony into her provinces; England combined with

Austria to prevent, if possible, the realisation of these plans. We
see, therefore, that at the very moment in which the combined
armies entered France, Russia and Prussia held a special meet-

ing at Basle and concluded an agreement, although Bonaparte's he-

sitation in not at once accepting the proposals made to him through
M. de St. Aignan, had already led the caballing diplomatists to con-

template, at the close of November, a new and general combination

against their still insolent foe. The contents of this new manifesto,
issued on the 1st of December, were an invitation, as it were, to the

French people to withdraw from obedience to Napoleon, and a de-

claration, made in the most solemn manner, that the hostilities were
directed wholly against the military dominion of Napoleon, and not

at all against the French nation, whom they honoured and esteemed,
and whose greatness and

integrity they were willing to maintain

when confined to the Jiatural limits of their country.* The allied

* We subjoin the leading points in tliis declaration, which was issued from
Frankfort:—"Les puissances alliees desirent parvenir U une paix gcne'rale solide-

mcnt c'tablic, promulguaut a la face du nionde ies vues qui ios guident, les principes
qui sout la base de leur conduite, leurs voeux, et leurs determinations. Les puis-
sances alliccs lie font point la yucrrc u la France, mais ii ccttc preponderance que pour
le malheur de VEurope et de hi France, VEnipereur NapoUon a trap long terns cxercie
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powers had by no means at that time recalled the proposals of peace
issued from Frankfort, to be subsequently mentioned, althourfh the

answer received from the Duke of Bassano on the 25th of Novem-
ber rather vexed than satisfied them, because Napoleon, while ex-

pressing his readiness to submit the various questions in dispute to a

cono-ress, said not a sinsrle word on the g-rounds on which these

questions were to be settled. He proposed JNIanheim as the place of

the congress; but the allies had already resolved on crossing the

Rhine, and negotiating concerning France on French ground; they,
therefore, declined the proposal.
The success of the war in the north, where, on the one hand,

Denmark had been compelled to make a peace in consequence of the

irruption of Bernadotte's army into Holstein, and, on the other,
Billow's incursion into Holland, which led to a rising in Amsterdam,
and the recal of the Prince of Orange, encouraged the allies to push
forward into France; and the English also, 4000 strong, under

Graham, effected a landing in Holland, and in conjunction with the

Russians and Prussians pressed hard on the fortresses on the Meuse
and Schelde—even on Antwerp itself Bliicher, as early as Novem-
ber, had he not been prevented by the diplomatists from pursuing
his career of victory, would have freed Germans, Belgians, and
Dutch from French dominion. This general reckoned more upon
the newly-awakened enthusiasm and national

spirit, which was encou-

raged and maintained by him, than upon the cold, tedious, and cal-

culating strategy of Schwarzenberg and his companions. He con-

tinued to press forward with the second or Silesian army, of which
Sacken "and Langeron, with a Russian corps, formed a part, and

kept on his course towards the Rhine after the battle of Leipzig. On
the 3rd of November he reached Giessen, where he learned that the

French army had withdrawn further from the Rhine into the in-

terior, with the exception of some 60,000 men in and around

Mayence, who were in the very worst condition, and completely ex-

hausted by their efforts; he, therefore, marched from Giessen on
the 7th, and ordered the Russian army, under St. Priest and Cher-

batoflf, to join him on the 15th, at Miillheim, opposite Cologne. He
had accomplished one-half of the distance, when he received orders,

hors de limites de son empire Les souverains allies desirent qu'elle soit forte

et heureuse que le commerce y renaisse, que les arts y refleurissent, que son ter-

ritoire conserve une e'tenduc qu'elle w'a jamais connue sous ses rois, parceque la puis-
sance Fraji^aise, ifrande et forte, est en Europe une des bases fondamentales de
I'e'difice social, parcequ'un peuple ne saurait etre tranquille qu'autant qu'il est

heureux; parcequ'une nation valeureuse ne de'choit pas pour avoir a son tour,

eprouve des revers dans une lutte opiniatre et sanglante, oii elle a combattu avec
son audace accoutumee. Mais les puissances aussi veulent etre heureuses et tran-

quilles, elles veulent un etat de paix qui. par une sage re'partilion des forces, par une
juste equilibre, preserve desormais leurs peuple des calamites sans nombre, qui
depuis vingt ans ont pese' sur I'Europe. Les puissances allie'es ne poseront pas les

amies sans avoir atteint ce grand et bienfaisant resultat Elles ne poseront
pas les armes avant que I'e'tat politique de I'Europe ne soit de nouveau reffermi,
avant que les principes immuables n'aient repris leurs droits sur de vaines preten-
tions, avant que la saintete des traites n'ait enfin assure une paix veritable k

TEurope."
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on the 11th, not to cross tlic llhino, but to distribute his army in

t]ic country between Dusscklorf and the Maync.
We have ahcady related the manner in which after-wards the grand

army of Russians and Austrlans under Schwarzenberg, to which

the Bavarians under Wrede belonged, was fucihtated in its march

into Switzerland by a cabal between the members of the old Swiss

aristocracy and the diplomatists of the monarchical states. The Em-

peror Alexander always acted as if the violation of the neutrality of

Switzerland was an object deeply to be regretted; and Daniclewski

states that the emperor exclaimed, when he heard of the incursion of

the Austrians into the Swiss territory :

" This is one of the unhappiest

days of my life." The Swiss general llerrenschward, after a journey
to the head-quarters of the allies at Lorriich, evacuated Basle; and the

allied armies therefore pressed forward into France along the whole

line from Geneva to Basle. In the same manner as matters were

arranged with Watteville and Herrenschward, some friendly relations

were established with persons in Geneva, by which the taking of the

city was facilitated. The whole army, the Bavarians inclusive, were

divided into eight corps, of which the most southerly under Bubna
and Giulay pressed forward through Geneva into the former Franche

Comte; whilst the most northerly crossed the Rhine at Sollingen,
not far from Fort Louis. This corps met with some resistance in the

Vosges, but ]\[ortier, who opposed its advance, was not strong enough
to continue to withstand a force so superior to his own; and the army

occupied the country between the Saone, the Doubs, and the Upper
INIoselle, left some of its troops behind before Strasburg, Huningcn,

Besancon, and other strong places, took Vesoul and occupied Langres.
As early as the 20th of January, the army imder Blucher was con-

tiguous to the main force Avithout having Ibrmcd an actual junction
Avith it. Bluchcr's corps crossed the Rhine in four directions, and

rapidly pushed forward over the Saar, the Moselle, and the Meuse,
but was materially weakened by being compelled to leave strong
divisions in its rear to observe the fortresses still in the hands of the

French: Langeron watched Mayence, other generals Saar-Louis,

Thionville, Luxemburg, and Mctz. Blucher had pushed forward far

into Lorraine, while Schwarzenberg was far behind. Winzigerode,
who was to have reinforced Blucher, did not cross the Rhine till the

13th at Dusseldorf, and Schwarzenberg, who had been in Langres on

the 18th of January, delayed there in a most unaccountable manner

till the 23rd, instead of pressing forward to Troycs, as he ought to

liave done. This led Napoleon to hope that he might surprise Bliicher

on the Aube before Schwarzenberg could come to his aid. His mili-

tary eye at once led him to see, at the first glance, that Chalons on

the IVlarnc was the centre from which he must start, in order to pre-

vent the complete junction of the two armies; he therefore concen-

trated all the troops at tliis place which he proposed to take under

his own immediate command. Schwarzenberg, who was more of a

diplomatist than a general, first received the Emperor of Russia and

VOL. vnr. 2 H
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then his own imperial master, as well as Metternich and Castlereagh,
with all becoming honours at his head-quarters, and then proceeded
on the 24th to drive the Duke of Treviso from both banks of the

Aube; so that wlien Napoleon appeared in the centre of his forces at

Bar on the Aube, the Crown Prince of Wirtemberg and Giulay were

already in possession of that place, CoUorado of Dijon and Wittgen-
stein and Wrede were on their march to Joinville. Blijcher had

passed the Marne and was marching upon Brienne, when Napoleon
hoped to cut him off.

The Emperor of the French having established the national guard,
as has been stated above, appointed a regency before he left his

capital. To the regency, however, he ga'vea very small degree of

power, and placed his wife at its head, and for assistants his brother

Joseph, who had given proofs of his incapacity for government in

Spain, and Cambaceres, whose god had been his belly, ever since the

time in which he was employed in forging Robespierre's thunderbolts.

King Joseph bore the pompous title of Lieutenant-Governor of the

Empire; the Empress was called Regent, and was assisted by a

council of regency; but according to her patent of office, she could

neither propose decrees for discussion and adoption in the senate, nor

cause any law to be proclaimed. On the evening of the 25th of

February the Emperor reached Chalons, but on the previous day
he still played one of thosef comedies which make us weep, and
furnished the newspapers with a world of sentimental declamation,
but which are only calculated in the end to make the people abso-

lutely obdurate when they become convinced that ambitious men of

every kind and class are merely making them tools of their scandalous

pursuits.* Napoleon first of all called a meeting for the solemn recep-
tion of the oath of fidelity, and recommended to their loyal aifection

his wife and son. It is probable he himself was really affected on
the occasion, and therefore called forth some symptoms of feeling on
the part of otliers. He could scarcely have ever believed that a time

would come when he should be obliged to have recourse to mere

feeling, and yet he did not even then anticipate that this would be
his final leave-takinsf of his wife and son ! !

When the Emperor set out from Chalons on the 26th, the Prus-

sians were on their way to Troyes, where they were to form a junc-
tion with Schwarzenberg's army; but Bliicher's four corps with which
he had crossed tlae Marne were by far too much scattered. Langeron's

corps alone was with Bliicher—that under Sacken was separated from

* Even Thibaucleau cannot conceal from his readers that he had become too familiar

with republican comedies during the revolutionary times, in order to lay great stress

upon monarchical follies of the same description. He says quite coollj- :

"
L'Empe'reur

re(;ut le 23 Janvier, accompagne de I'lmpe'ratrice et du Hoi de Eome au paiais de

Tuileries, le serment des ofEciers de I'etat major et des douze legions de la garde
nationale. ' Je parsavec cnnfiance,' leur dit-il, 'jevais combattre I'eunemi, et je vous
laisse ce que j'ai de plus cher, I'lmpe'ratrice et mon tils!' lis accepterent le depot avec

enthoiisvisme. Ce fut unc scene touchante." Think of what followed at the end of

March ! ! !
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him, and would have been fallen upon on tlie iurther side of the Aubc
on the 28tli, liad not the stalF ofTicer been made a prisoner whom

Napoleon had sent to give information to Mortier of his near approacli ;

Bllicher, however, had a very narrow escape from being taken pri-

soner on the 29th in the castle of Brienne. Napoleon had pressed
forward to Brienne, and severe fighting had been kept up during
the whole of the 29th; Bllicher thought himself quite secure on the

evening of the day, and went to dinner in the castle, when General

Chateau, having made his way through the park behind the castle,

pushed forward to the house. The Prussian general had a very
narrow escape, and with difficulty succeeded in gaining his own men,
whom he had sent forward to Tannes. The Russians continued to

maintain their position in tlie lower town, and covered the retreat.

In the mean time, Bliichcr by a rapid retreat fortunately joined the

main army at Bar, and again immediately advanced, on his part to

assume the offensive. This led to the engagement at La Rothit^re on

the 1st of February.
It may be readily admitted that the French fought gloriously on

the 1st and 2nd of February at La Rothierc, and that Napoleon was

far superior to all the generals of the allies, both in ability and expe-

rience, without giving credit to all the rhodomontade of the French

accounts. The allies Avere by much too superior in numbers to leave

Napoleon any hope of victory, for Schwarzenberg had not only

placed the corps commanded by Giulay, Wredc, and Wittgenstein,
under Bliicher's command, but the Wirtembergers under the com-

mand of the crown prince also took part in the battle; and although
the corps under Collorado, Kleist, Wittgenstein, and York, took no

part in the engagement, they were so near the scene of action as to

be able to render help if necessary. Without giving implicit credit

to the French accounts of the number of killed and wounded, we may
conclude that the allies lost one twenty-fifth part of their whole num-

ber, whilst the French only lost a seventh. The allies made a thou-

sand prisoners and took seventy pieces of cannon, which the French

proved unable to remove in consequence of the depth of the roads.

The most important circumstance, however, was that Napoleon was

obliged to evacuate the unfortified town of Troyes on the 6th of

February, where he had spent three days: on the 7th he was at

Nogent, only four-and-twenty hours from Paris, and the whole of

France was terrified
;
the want of abiUty on the part of the allies and

Schwarzenberg's tediousness gave courage to the French once more,
who still continued to look on their Emperor as a miracle-Avorker.

The monarchs, generals, and diplomatists, among whom Lord

Castlereagh, the English minister of foreign affairs, presented himself

in January, held a grand council after the battle in the castle of

Brienne, respecting the prosecution of the war; and it was resolved

to march to Paris, not in a united body, but by different routes. The
want of confidence which the Russians and Prussians felt towards

Schwarzcnbero; no doubt contributed in a considerable dc2:rec to

2 11 2
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produce this separation : the Austrians and Bliicher carried on war
in a very different manner. Bliicher was to march along the valley
of the Marne by Chalons and Meaux to Paris; Schwarzenberg pro-
ceeded on both banks of the Seine by Troyes to Nogent, where

Bonaparte was. It appears as if the Emperor, who never suspected
the allies would afford him such openings as they actually did, was at

that time extremely anxious respecting the fate of his capital, and
therefore at length was disposed to enter into serious negotiations for

peace.

Napoleon, in his answer to the proposals made to him on the 23rd
of November, through M. de St. Aignan, having taken no notice

whatever of the grounds on which the ne2;otiations were to be entered

upon, the allies on their part issued the manifesto of the 1st of De-

cember, wherein the Emperor was represented as the only hindrance

to the conclusion of an advantageous peace with the French nation;
and they were by no means satisfied with the manner in which he

received the propositions of the 2nd of December; they therefore

declined acceding to the congress at Manheim, but did not at

the same time recal their proposals. The Emperor had sent his

minister, Caulaincourt, Duke of Vicenza, to the advanced guard
at the time in which the allies were making preparations to cross

the Rhine; Caulaincourt, however, did not at once receive his

passport, under the pretence that it was necessary to wait for Lord

Castlereagh; and in the mean time he went to Luneville, from whence
he renewed his application on tlie 6th of January, 1814. Metternich

was at Freiburg *in the Breisgau, from whence he sent his answer on

the 8th, and expressed his pleasure at Lord Castlereagh's expected
arrival; but the latter did not really reach Basle till the 21st of Janu-

ary. The circumstances were at that time favourable, for great
differences of opinion existed with respect to Poland and Saxony,
between Austria and England on the one hand, and Prussia and
Russia on the other; and although the conditions of the agreement
concluded at Basle on the 6th of January, between Prussia and Russia,

respecting the more detailed particulars of the treaty of Kalisch are

not known, it is nevertheless certain that they referred to the plans
of Russia respecting the duchy of Warsaw, and the views of Prussia

on the kingdom of Saxony. The answer sent by Metternich from

Freiburg to Caulaincourt on the 8th of February, appeared to prove
that the allies were not in earnest with respect to the proposals of

peace, and of this Napoleon wished to avail himself in order to rouse

the whole French nation. He was desirous of throwins; the blame

of the continuance of the war upon Metternich's evasive answers, by
a publication of them and his own attempts at peace since the 2nd of

December. At the very moment, however, when the documents

were printed, there arrived a note from Metternich of the date of the

14th of January, accepting the proposal of a congress, and determining
the place of its sitting. The Moniteur of the 21st, in which all the

documents were actually printed, and which, in fact, contained the
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whole correspondence, was suppressed as soon as Mettcrnich's note

arrived. The sheet substituted for tlie former, which came into very
few hands, has led many persons astray witli respect to much which
has been written respecting the congress of Chatillon. Pons has

written a special book on the subject; Vaudoncourt mentions it, and

gives some of the documents; Fain, in his Manuscrit, publishes the

documents at full length; and we might, besides, quote a whole series

of smaller notices of the congress; and yet Bignon, in the 13th part
of his work, has collected very considerable remains of original and

previously unprinted information.

In his note to the Duke of Vicenza, whom Napoleon had ap-

pointed minister of foreign affairs, although IMaret still remained
with him, jMettcrnich invited him to proceed to Chatillon, where
the plenipotentiaries of Austria, Russia, Prussia, and England were
also to assemble. The members of the congress who were to repre-
sent the allied powers on this occasion would appear, with perhaps
the exception of William von Humboldt from Prussia, to have been

especially selected to give offence to Napoleon. Count Stadion, con-

cerning whom Metternich wrote on this occasion that he might be

regarded as his second self, and was to appear for Austria, had been
the special object of Napoleon's hatred ever since the year 1808.

The Emperor of the French contrived to keep him out of the

Austrian ministry from 1809 till 1813, and his recal in 1813 had

been, as it were, a signal for war. Rasumowski, who was sent by
tlie I'^mperor of Russia, had, for seven years long, been busily

enQ;a2'ed in orfyanising: and dircctinfr conspiracies amonir all the

old European aristocracy against the New France, and Lord

Castlereagh was of the opinion at that time, which he at a later

period openly expressed in parliament, that the whole efforts of the

allies should be directed to working out the restoration of the Bour-
bons and the cmif^res. This was also the opinion of the whole

English aristocracy, although they did not make the same public
maniCestation of their views. Lords Aberdeen and Cathcart, and
Sir Charles Stewart, were commissioned to take part in the negotia-
tions. Lord Castlereagh being present merely as the representative of

the English ministry, in order to remove difficulties as they arose,

to promote in every way the cause lor which he Avas interested, and
to avoid the necessity of tedious correspondence. Napoleon could

have had no objection to Humboldt, except that he had been always

represented to him as a member of the Tugendbund, and this body
had always been represented to him by his spies as one of a very

dangerous character. Metternich and Talleyrand, moreover, had
their own especial minister at the congress, although the latter was
not only kept far away from business of all kinds, but Savary often

urged upon Napoleon the necessity of his arrest. Talleyrand, as

vice-grand elector, was, by virtue of his office, a member of the

regency without being especially appointed; but he Avas an object of

such great suspicion to the Emperor himself, that he ibrbade the
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English newspapers to be delivered up to him from the department
of foreign affairs, where they were to be retained.

Metternich, professedly with the view of sending to the congress
a man more agreeable to Napoleon and Caiilaincourt than Stadion,
had especially recommended M. de Foret to the Duke of Vicenza.

Foret, who had formerly been cliargt traffaires in Paris, took Met-

ternich's interests especially under his care, as Stadion had interests

of his own. Napoleon sent to Chatillon La Besnardiere, the director

of foreign affairs, a man of the Talleyrand school. He kept up an

understanding with Talleyrand, which was in the highest degree

dangerous under the then existmg circumstances. Napoleon dictated

a special letter to Metternich to M. de Besnardiere before his de-

parture for Chatillon. In this letter he proposes an armistice, and

by promising to evacuate Mayence, Palma Nuova, and Vena, he

hoped to obtain permission from the allies to withdraw his garrisons
from these towns, and thus to get possession of a very considerable

army. The selection of Pozzo di Borgo to hold the pen on this

occasion was characteristic of the fate of the congress, and of Napo-
leon.

Metternich, in reply to the letter of Besnardiere of the 19th re-

specting the armistice, wrote, with good reason, on the 29th,
" that

he loas convinced it iDould not lend to anytfiing.'^ IMetternich's letter

so clearly intimated to Napoleon a no very distant overthrow of his

empire, that nothing remained to him but to accept of what was
offered. The idea of the possibility of the Emperor Francis, for the

sake of his daughter and her son, being still induced to enter into

separate negotiations, prevented Napoleon from perceiving and pro-

fiting by the favourable opportunity. He knew also, as appears
from Danielewski's account, that the Emperor Alexander and his

advisers had very different military views from those of Schwarzen-

berg, who, during the vv^hole months of February and March, played
the waverer in a very dangerous manner. Napoleon, therefore,

suffered himself to be misled by a ray of success which shone on his

arms in the month of February, to delay sending a decisive answer,
and to refuse the full powers to his minister which the latter desired,

and to deny him the liberty of subscribing to the principles laid

down by the allies.

The hope placed by Napoleon in his father-in-law appears to us

the more surprising, as Schwarzenberg had expressed himself witlr

great hesitation in the year 1813 on the subject of the relationship,
and as Metternich, in a letter to Caulaincourt, preserved by Fain,

speaks without hesitation on the subject.
"
Should," he writes,

" such an unhappy blindness lead the Emperor of the French to

reject the voice of the French people, and that of the whole of

Europe, the emperor, my sovereign, will indeed lament the lot of

his daughter, without, however, delaying the march of his army to

Paris,"

The allies had at that time come to the decision in Langrcs to
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adopt totally dlfTeront prrounds as the basis of their negotiations at

the congress at Cluitillon from those oflered at Frankfort. J-'hey

now required that France should be conlined within the limits of

1792, and the whole advantage of the war be conceded to England.*
It obviously appears, from the instructions given to the whole of the

plenipotentiaries of the powers allied against France, that that

controlling power of all seas, coasts, and islands, was to be formally
conceded to England, which had been regarded as a crime on land

in the case of France. They were commissioned completely to ex-

clude from their consultations any consideration of the rights of

neutrals, and to confine themselves to the question of the countries

newly ceded by France, and to be partitioned among the other

powers, or restored to their former possessors; and therefore in-

directly to acknowledge that as a general maritime right which had
hitherto been regarded as usurpation, and against which the alliance

of the armed neutrality of 1781 and 1800 was formcd.f Besides

this, the English obtained a decisive voice in the consultations

respecting the new distribution of the countries from which France
was excluded.

The first sitting; of this coni2:ress Avas holden on the 5th of Fe-

bruary, and the conditions were undoubtedly very harsh whicli were

required by the ambassadors of the allies, and which, according to

the before-mentioned instructions, were proposed, and their imme-
diate acceptance required. In Germany, the old system of inde-

pendent principalities was to be restored; the neutrality and inde-

pendence of Switzerland were to be fully recognised by each of the

powers, and all those portions of it which had been forcibly seized

upon by France were to be restored. In Italy, the independent
states, which operate as a sort of equipoise against Austria and Sar-

dinia, were to continue to subsist, together "with the territorial pos-
sessions of Austria and Sardinia. Spain was again to revert to Fer-

dinand VII., which was to be as before the war, and of which he was

* The si.x points written down at Langjes b}' Pozzo di Borgo were the follow-

ing:—" 1. A congress shall be lioldon at Chatillon; 2. The four allied powers shall

negotiate in common on behalf of the whole of Europe witli France; ;5. France

sliall he limited to the boundaries of 17'J'_>, with some exceptions, such as to both

parties may seem meet; 4. The Emperor Napoleon shall lie informed of the ar-

rangements which shall be made in Europe, without, however, any further nego-
tiation l)cing allowed; 5. The ministers of the allied powers shall receive conunon

instructions; 6. As soon as the congress is concluded, the conditions are to be con-

vei/cil lo the knowledge of the Emperor of the l-'reuch, which are to be proposed to his

government."
t It was said:—" Les instructions du gouvernement IJritannique portent: Que

toutes discussions relatives au code maritime seraitut cuntr.iires :iu.\ usages pre-

cedennnent observees dans les negociations telles que cette actuelle
; que le cabinet de

Londres ne demande ni accorde aucune concession par rapport a ses droits qu'il

re'garde connne obligntoires, et ne devaient etre regies que par le droit des gens

(declaration a laquelle les cours allie'es adherent), considerent toute insistance ii ce

sujet de la part de la Fraiu-e comme contraire a I'obiet de la ro'union des i)lenipo-

tentiaires." Thus the whole system of what was ealli'd the armed neutrality in the

years 17S1, 1800, and ISOl, was at ouce quietly set aside.
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to be the independent king. The extent of Holland was to be

greatly enlarged, and the whole restored to the Prince of Orange
as an independent principality. In case these conditions were not

immediately accepted, the powers reserved to themselves the right,

as the war also was to continue to be carried on durinu; the con-

gress,
of increasing their demands, if their arms were attended by

success.

Napoleon's representative was fully aware of the hardness of the

conditions and of the necessity of their immediate acceptance, espe-

cially seeing that the Emperor, since the battle of La Rothifere, had

been obliged to retire to Nogent. Caulaincourt, therefore, was no

sooner made acquainted with the issue of the battle, than he wrote

to the Emperor on the 3rd, as follows:—" Your majesty does not

inform me to what sacrifices you are willing to submit, for circum-

stances absolutely demand that sacrifices must be made, in order, if

possible, to save the greater part of the empire. A single day, nay,
a single hour, may expose to the greatest danger all that your majesty
holds most dear. Three hundred thousand men, sire, are on their

march against, and threaten the complete overthrow of, all existing
institutions. The energy of the people is altogether exhausted, and

I therefore am greatly al'raid that even your majesty's supereminent
abilities will fail to discover any means of conquering adverse fortune.

I am as much indisposed as any other to concede even the smallest

portion of the territory of France
;
but I feel more strongly than any

other, and have been long convinced, that the best terms which can

be obtained ought to be made in order that France may remain
France."
The Emperor, in reply to his minister, refers in language as brief as

it is clever to the whole of Metternich's objects and course of action.*

In this same letter, however, very little hope is left to Caulaincourt,
who was earnestly endeavouring to promote the best interests of the

Emperor, that he should obtain his concurrence in what he deemed
the proper course. Caulaincourt had given it as his opinion, that it was

for the time advantageous to avoid consulting or advisincj with the

Duke of Bassano
;
to this Napoleon would not accede. At the same

time, in a letter of the 4th and two others of the following day, he

gives intelligence and orders which placed Caulaincourt in the great-
est diftlculty, inasmuch as they were contradictory to one another.

Instead of informing his plenipotentiary ofthe true state of affairs,

the Emperor writes to him respecting the battle of La Rothiere as if

he was composing a bulletin for his soldiers and the loungers of Paris.

* "La lettre de M. de Metternich du 29 Janvier est tout-a-fait ridicule, ruais j'y re-

connais ce que j'ai vu depuis long temps; c'est quil croit vieney VEurope et que tvut

le monde le mine.'" The manner in which the French deal with history may be seen
from Fain's "Manuscrit de 1814," in which the whole of the documents are given,
but the words "

il rCy a pas eu de bataille a la Rothiire" are silently omitted from the

Emperor's letter, and the notorious letter of the 19th is denied. This Bignon
affirms only to have been interpolated, and ascribes the interpolation to Talleyrand.
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Speiikin;^ of the engagement, he alleged
'^

t/iat 710 liatlle had been

finu/lil (it L(i liuf/iierc, fur t/ic yoniuj (jiiard lutd iievei- coinn into the

ciKjniicmcnt, and llie oldguard wits not there at all.^' Tlie letter written

by the Emperor himseli" was eompletcly contradictory to that which
he allowed to be written by the I)ukc of Bassano, and both letters

reached the minister at the very moment in which he was called upon
to give a decisive answer to the proposals made by the allies at their

first sitting. Napoleon himself wrote to his plenipotentiary to accept
of the proposals, in case they were what he calls capable of being
received; and if not, he Avould risk a battle, and would not hesitate

to venture the loss of Paris, and all the consequences which might
follow. In the letter which at the same time he caused to be written

by the Duke of Bassano, he gave carte blanche to the Duke of Vicenza
to accept whatever was offered to him, in order to enable him to

secure the safety of Paris without risking a battle. AVas Caulain-

court not right, when he alleged, that if he had made use of the

permis-sion thus given, the Emperor would have denied it?* We shall

go no further into particulars, inasmuch as our object is merely to

indicate the general facts, and we refer to other works for the detailed

liistory of the congress ;t our object is to touch upon those points
alone which are of importance in relation to the events which took

place in the field, and to the catastrophe of the 30th of ISIarch.

The French minister, hesitating between the wish of coming to a

quick conclusion and the hope of secretly effecting something through
the instrumentality of IMetternich and the Emperor Francis, admitted

that he was inclined, after the reception of the two letters, to go into

the proposals of the allies, provided they agreed to a suspension of

arms; on the other hand, he wrote a letter to Metternich on the 8th,
that he was not serious in his concession. Metternich, it is true, im-

mediately communicated the letter: the relations, liowever, between

England and Austria on the one side, and Russia and Prussia on the

other, created such a degree of caution since the time of the more
minute details of the treaty of Kalisch of the 6th of January, that

the Emperor of Russia was afraid of jMeltcrnich playing him some

diplomatic ruse, whereupon he recalled Kasumowski from Chatillon.

The disputes among the allies were, nevertheless, kept very secret
;
the

• In a note in voL xiii. of Bignon's papers, it is expressly alleged that Caulain-

court stated, in a conversation with the author,
'•

Qu'il eut la certitude que nialgrc
la Icttre du Duo de Bassano la paix signe aux conditions proposees serait en tout

eas refust'e par rEmpereur;" witli which Fain entirely agrees, pp. 9.?-96.

t No German writer sufficiently familiar witli the nature of liistory and of men,
and wlio was in a situation to evolve the truth from tlie diplomatic correspondence
and the slippery papers connected with the congress, has written its history. Among
tlie Frencli. Fain as well as Vaudoncourt and Bignon were intent merely on giving
tlie whole atlair such a turn as might be favourable to Bt)napartism ;

the '•Menwiics

d'un llonimc d'Etat" contain tlic documents only impiTfcctiy ; Mont veran is not always
trustworthy ; and Pons ilc I'Hcraidt, throughout his '•Congres de C/iatillon." which lias

gone through stveral editions, appears to ilo continual injustice to Caulaincourt.

Schiill has the documents, but goes no further into the subject; Koch, in his " Gcs-

chichtc des Jidus, 1814," nuay be used with advantage. ^Moreover, Bignon, in the 13th

part of his work, has brought to light much which is not to be found in Fain, and

indeed, when the latter published ilia work, could not have been put in print.
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minister of Franco was merely informed on the 20th tliat the con-

ferences were for the present wholly suspended.*
It was a very unlucky circumstance for the Emperor of the French

that tlie turn of the war appeared favourable to him precisely on the

10th, and that he was not, therefore, eager to accept the conditions

offered him before the Emperor Alexander changed his mind. We
stated above that Napoleon retired to Nogent when Schwarzenberg
was marching on towards Paris by the valley of the Seine, and
Bllicher was pursuing the most direct route from Chalons on the

IMarne through Meaux. Bllicher's divisions, however, were too

much scattered and not kept in sufficiently close array. When
Napoleon, on the 9th, was informed by Macdonald of the nature of

Bllicher's march, he hoped by a quick movement from the banks of

the Seine to those of the Marne, to surprise and overpower the single

divisions; and on the 10th he did in fact fall upon and destroy or

completely rout 7000 or 8000 Russians under General AlsufiefF

at Champaubert.f On the 10th he left Oudinot and Victor

to stand agamst i^chwarzenberg on the Seine, and took Marmont,

Ney, and Alortier, with himself to act against Bllicher, Avho was only
ten hours from him. The chief gain of the victory of Champ-
aubert was that Bllicher's army was separated into two parts, and
that Sacken's corps as well as York's division was obliged to return

to ^lontmirail. The one had proceeded considerably beyond Epernay
towards Chateau Thierry, and the other had marched from Montmi-
rail to La Ferte sous Jouarre. They immediately formed a junction
on the news of AlsufiefF 's unluckv defeat, and on the 11th fell in

with Napoleon's army at Montmirail. Sacken had hoped to reach

Montmirail before Napoleon, where he found the position occupied,
when he was obliged to give way; and York, who hastened to his

assistance, proved vmable to detain the enemy. The two generals

having joined their forces, crossed the Marne to Chateau I'hierry,
and suffered a considerable loss in the latter town, as the French

report that the inhabitants fell upon the Prussians and Rus-

sians. The advantages gained on these occasions by the Emperor of

the French were trumpeted forth by his newspapers and partisans in

a manner very suitable for the ears of the multitude, but no little

ridiculous to persons of common understanding; the French also

allege, that ]\lacdonald alone was to blame for suffering Sacken
and York to escape without being completely defeated on the 12th,
on which we must allow them to speak for themselves. J

* The note is as follows: "Que I'Empereur de Russia ayant juge a propos de se

concerter avec les autres allies sur I'objet des conferences desirait qu'elles fussent

provisionellement suspendues."
t In the Moniteur of the 1 3th it was alleged that Bllicher's army had been siirprised.

" Les re'sultats seront imraenses, I'armee Prusse est de'truite."

X It is wonderful to observe in what manner the French were at that time scanda-

lously deceived. Every page of the Moniteur spoke of nothing but victories, and the

otherwise accurate and official report of the Moniteur of 1814, p. 186, concludes

in the following boasting phraseology : "Ainsi cette armee de Sile'sie, composee des

corps Busses de Sacken ct de Langeron, et des corps Frussiens do York et de Kleist,
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In the mean time, BlUchcr had drawn in to himself the corps of

Kleist and Langcron, wliich were at this time replaced by the new
troops which had been left behind for investinrr the fortresses left in

the rear. The Prussian general, with his usual rapidity, again ap-

peared on the 13th, on tlie plain of Montmirail
; Napoleon hastened

to meet him, and the two armies met on the plain between Montmi-
rail and Champaubert at Vauxchamp. Although we cannot give
full credence to the French accounts of the battle of Vauxchamp, it

is undeniable that the result was the retirement of Bliichcr to

Chalons. The French writers allege that the Prussians lost from

10,000 to 15,000 men; we know, however, that the Emperor also

was obliged to sacrifice many of his troops, and that the Prussians

were receivinir reinforcements every hour, while he received none.

On the 14th, the same day on which Bliicher was driven from

Vauxchamp to Chalons, Winzigerode took Soissons, on which oc-

casion the French not only suflbred great loss, but they even allege
that the taking of Soissons was alone the cause of the failure of the

magnificent plan of victory which the Emperor had fully developed
in a very remarkable letter to his brother.*

Bliicher had retired in order to form a junction between Rheims
and Chalons with the corps formerly separated from him; Schwar-

zenberg had, however, in the mean time, made such progress along
the Seine, that when he received intelligence of Blucher's retreat

to Chalons, he was within a single day's march of Paris, and the

et forts de pres de 80,000 hommcs, a etc en quatre jours battue, dispersee,

anuantic, sans affliire generale et sans occasionner auoune perte proportionne'e a de
si prands re'sultats." It is obvious that when immediately after I51iicher vas again
tlireatcning Paris, every Frencliman must have seen that he was shamefully deceived.

French writers of every class lie as shamelessly out of patriotism. In tiie engage-
ments fought at Vauxchamp, for example, they allege that the Prussians and
Russians lost 7000 men in killed and wounded, and 2000 prisoners, while the

victory cost them only 600 men. It is unnecessary to add another word.
* The letter, dated the 9th, to his brother Joseph, then governor-general in Paris,

is as follows:—"Jepars pour me rendrc a Sezanne, et j'espere attaquer demain
rarmOc de Silesie. Sacken se trouve a Montmirail avec une quinzaine de mille

honmies. Je de'bouche sur lui par Sezanne et Champaubert. Si cette operation a un
succL's complct la campagne pent sc trouver decidec. Si je reussis en deux ou trois

jours a t'crascr I'armce de Silesie, je deboucherai sur Nogent ou sur Montereau.
Je pourrai, avec vos re'servcs, avoir quatre vingt mille hommes, et donncr aux
affaires mie tournure inattendue. ]\Ion armee est done diviso en trois corps. A
droite le Due do Keggio avec 25 mille hommes; au centre le Due do Belluno avec

quatorze millc; j'ai avec moi trente mille hommes, cc qui compose la totalite de
mes forces de toute arme de soixante a soixante dix mille honunes y compris le

genie et Tartilleric. Je compte, que j'ai affaire a quarante cinq mille hommes de
I'armc'e de Silesie et cent cinquantc mille de Scliwarzenbcrg, mais en y com-

prenant Bubna et les Cossaques; do sorte que si j'ohtiens un succes sur I'armee do
Silesie et que je la mettc pour quclques jours hors do la lutte, je pourrai me re-

tourner sur Schwarzonberg avec soixante dix ou quatre vingt mille hommes y com-

pris les renforts que vous m'envcrrez de Paris, ct je no pense pas qu'on puisse m'op-
poser sur un point i)lus do cent dix ou cent vingt mille hommes. Si je no me trouve

pas assez fort pour lattaqucr, au moins le serrai-jo assez pour le contenir pendant
quinze ou vingt jours, qui donnera lieu ii de nouvdles eombinaisons." Every
one must recognise in this letter a great creative mind, which has no other aid than
tliat of rcadinsr romances.
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Emperor was therefore obliged to turn his immediate attention

to liirn. When Napoleon set out to hasten to the assistance of the

two marshals Avhom lie had left behind him to resist Schwarzenberg,
these had been driven successively from Nogent, Bray, and Monte-

rcau, and their baggage had reached Charenton on the 16th; he

therefore caused his infantry to be conveyed by extra post, and his

cavalry to continue their march night and day, hoping to come up
with tVittgenstein's corps, which was in advance of the rest. In this

he was partly successful, when he fisll in with the enemy at Guignes,

eight miles from Paris, and fell in with single divisions of them
at Mormant, Nangis, and Donnemarie. Bianchi, with his division,

occupied far too much ground, and occupied Fontainebleau ; Napo-
leon hoped to cut off his retreat, and therefore ordered Victor to

take possession of the bridge at Montereau; when, however, the

latter delayed at Salins, and the Crown Prince of Wirtemberg anti-

cipated him by an hour, the Emperor was in a furious rage. Na-

poleon himself appeared at Montereau on the 18th, and a fearful

struggle took place, as Victor's attacks on the previous days had
been repulsed with great loss, and his son-in-law. General Chateau,
had fallen. The Emperor levelled the cannon with liis own hand,
sacrificed a great number of men, and took Montereau by storm,
but failed in effecting his^object. The Crown Prince of Wirtemberg
had been long in possession of the bridge of Montereau, and main-
tained it till Bianchi was enabled to effect his retreat on the road to

Salins. Napoleon's want of success against Blucher was ascribed

partly to the ability of Gneisenau and his disciples, and partly to the

want of skill of the young army which he had under his command.*
His severity towards Macdonald on account of the loss of Soissons,
to Victor respecting the bridge at Montereau, and afterwards the

blame which was often and loudly cast upon IMarmont, contributed

in no small degree to make these marshals so easily separated from
him in April.
The whole of the Emperor's operations at that time were very

glorious, but they were productive of no real advantage, except
that Schwarzenberg was driven back to Troyes, whence he, with a

rapidity quite unusual on other occasions, united all his forces on
the 19th, and sent forward his baggage to Langres, but stationed his

army on the Seine. On the 20th and 21st, the Emperor of the

French collected and arranged his army, which had suffered very
severely from the engagements of the past week, and on the 22nd

* On this point we shall quote a passage from " Vaulabelle's Histoire des Deux
Ecstaurations jusqu'k la Chute fie Charles'X. en 1830.," vol. i., p. 1 87 :

" La veille de
cette bataille (de Montereau), a Villeneuve le Comte, une fausse manaeuvre du General
rHcritier, commandant une division de dragons, avait fait avorter un mouvemeut que
devait amener la destruction du principal corps Bavarois; pendant la nuit un pare
d'artillerie, confie' au General Guyot, avait etc surpris et enleve'; dans la journee au
plus fort du combat I'artillerie par la faute du General Digeon avait manque de mu-
nitions, enfin le general de brigade, Montbrun, charge de defendre avec 1800 hommes
la petite ville de Moret et la foret de Fontainebleau, les avait abaudoune sans resistance
et s'etait replie sur Essonnes."
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set out for IVIery on the Seine, where lie met with a very unexpected
resistance. The alHes were desirous of" offering battle on the 22nd
or 23rd, but it had been determined in a council of the monarchs
and generals, holdcn in the King of Prussia's quarters, to evacuate

Troyes. Fears were entertained lest Augereau, from Lyons, might
cut oil' their communications with Switzerland, and news also arrived

that the division sent from Catalonia by Suchet had arrived in

Lyons. On the 23rd, Napoleon was already before Troyes, but he

put oft" his entrance till the next day, because the Russians entered

into an agreement with hiin to evacuate the town. The head-

quarters of the allies were removed to Langrcs. Just at this time

licgnier, who returned from his imprisonnient,* had that long au-

dience with the Emperor of Russia, in which the emperor Informed

him that he did not mean to conclude a peace with Napoleon. Ne-

gotiations, however, were still carried on respecting an armistice, and
for this purpose officers were sent from both parties to Lusigny;

Napoleon's habit of raising his pretensions tlie moment fortune

seemed to smile upon him frustrated all attempts to agree upon a

suspension of arms. In order to withdraw Belgium from the Eng-
lish, he Avished to have the line of demarcation drawn from Antwerp
to Lyons, to which the allies could not at that time accede; the

generals, therefore, withdrew from Lusigny without bringing their

deliberation to any result. As Schwarzcnberg's army still continued

to return for fear of being attacked in the rear, Bliichcr again with-

drew from it, and again had recourse to his system of acting con-

stantly on the offensive, as soon as considerable reinforcements had
arriveo'. Bliicher did for Schwarzcnberg's army on the iNIarnc what
that army should have previously done for itself; he drove the

Dukes of Ragusaand Trevisa, who were posted to guard the couutvy
between the Marne and the Aisne, from position to position, till they,
on the 24th, formed a junction with the force at La Ferte sous

Jouarre, at the distance of fifteen hours from Paris, and seven on
this side INleaux. The Emperor was made acquainted with Bliicher's

advance the day after, when the allies had resolved to retire further

from him. Bliichcr having insisted upon no longer following the

system of retreat, but forcing his way direct to Paris along the

IMarne, a grand council of war was held on the 25th at Bar, on the

Aube, at which it was resolved: L That the whole army should re-

tire to Langrcs, and there all the reserves were to be assembled ;
2.

Liasmuch as the army of Silesia had withdrawn from the main body,
it was to draw in to itself Billow's and Winzigerode's corps, and to

march to Paris; 3. A southern army was to be formed in tiie rear of

the main body to act against Augereau, to relieve Lyons, and to pro-
tect Geneva; 4-

;
5. The main army was to remain quiet, and the

war to be carried on by the wings. Notwithstanding this, however,
the main body advanced again on the 26th, the following day, be-

* He died at Paris on the 6th of March, of suppressed gout.
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cause Bliiclier liad informed the King of Prussia that the Emperor
of the French had left beliind only a small part of his army on the

Aube, in order to hasten with the rest of his forces to the !^Iarne to

render aid to Marshals Mortier and Marmont. Napoleon, with his

army, reached Sezanne on the 28th, when he learned, at the same

time, that Mortier and Marmont had retreated still further—that they
were in Meaux; Blilcher, in La Ferte sous Jouarre, had at the same
time united the whole of his army between Langres and Bar, and
was pursuing his march along the Seine.

Napoleon would not willingly have compelled Bliiclier to a battle

at La Ferte sous J ouarre, but when he himself arrived at La Ferte
Gaucher on the 12th of March, he had the vexation of seeing from
the heights above the town that the Prussian army had Avitlidrawn,
and deprived him of the possibility of following, by breaking down
the whole of the bridges. On the 2nd of March, Blilcher was obliged
to cross the Aisne; Napoleon had crossed the Marne, and was between
Soissons and Rheims, whilst Marmont and Mortier pressed hard upon
the Prussians from the other side. Had Soissons, which was the key
to the passage of the Aisne, remained in the hands of the French,
Blucher would have been placed in a very critical position. Destiny
regulated it otherwise. Soissons having been given up by Generals

WoronzoiF, York, and Sacken, after the junction of their forces, was

occupied by the Duke of Treviso, and furnished with a garrison com-
manded by a General Moreau. Biilow and Winzigerode now sum-
moned this general to capitulate, and as he said, in order to save the

artillery and garrison, he determined on a capitulation, which,
according to the evidence not only of the French but of the Prussian

general Plotho, saved Bliicher's army, which marched rapidly through
Soissons to the heights between Laon and Craonne. The French
utter the most vehement accusations against this General Moreau;
they compare this capitulation and that of La Fere, concluded some

days previously with Biilow, with the capitulation of the Prussian

commandants of the year 1806.

Blucher was able to recover himself behind the Aisne, and again
to draw his forces together; it is alleged therefore, of Avhich we are

no judges, that Napoleon would have done better, instead of exhibit-

ing his talents and the bravery of his army against Blilcher from
the 4th to the 8th, to have directed all his energies against Schwar-

zcnberg. The Prussians having occupied Soissons, the Emperor was
unable to cross the Aisne at that town, and was obliged to make a

circuit in order to cross the river at Bery-au-Bac, ten hours above

Soissons; and on the 7th he drove the Russian troops from the

heights of Craonne. Although the French can scarcely find language
strong enough to celebrate the victory of Craonne, they confess,

nevertheless, that the victory was bought too dear, and was altogether
useless: the whole object of the Russians and Prussians was to pre-
vent the French from occupying the heights of Laon before them,
and that was attained. For, the first murderous storm against the
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heights of Craonnc was completely repulsed, and the second, which
led to the sacrifice of a much greater number of men, was only suc-

cessful lest the town of Laon should be occupied during the engage-
ment. The French, moreover, at Craonne, neither made prisoners
nor took artillery, but they recovered Soissons; in return for this,

however, Bliicher, in the night between the 8th and 9th, wholly
annihilated jNIarniont's corps.

JMarmont with the 0th corps was destined to support the attack

which was to be made by Napoleon upon Bliicher on the heights of

Laon; but on the 8th Blucher sent Generals York and Kleist against

him, who fell upon his troops on the night before the 9th, took

several thousand prisoners, and 40 guns, together with 130 powder
waggons, and on the following day drove the scattered troops com-

pletely across the Aisne. It is impossible to avoid a smile on reading
the manner in which all the French writers turn and twist the events

in order to excuse the Emperor for not giving up the attack which
he was just about to make upon Bliiclicr on the heights of Laon,
after having received intelligence of IMarmont's defeat early on the

morning of the 9th. He may be presumed to have thought that

Bliicher had so weakened his force by sending away York and Kleist,

that he would be more easily conquered; but it is hard to give any
excuse for continuing the battle on the 10th, which had already

proved so destructive on the 9th to an army which it was his duty
to have spared. The French writers, animated by feelings of military
and glorious renown, will by no means admit that the attack upon
the heights of Laon terminated in a complete defeat, and that the

three days in which, according to their account, they gained a series

of splendid victories, were in the highest degree ruinous to them; they
are, however, obliged to confess that Napoleon retired to Soissons on

the 11th, remained there on the 12th, and on the 13th proceeded to

llheims, in order to drive St. Priest and the Russians from that town.

We may appeal to the testimony of a Frenchman quoted below,*
when we allege that from the 6th till the 11th the strength of the

army was wasted, which at that monent more than ever should have

been spared, in order to maintain the empty glory of a comn)ander

and his troops, and to be able to announce this to the world in boasting
and ostentatious language. The Emperor, having got possession of

Rheims, and St. Priest having fallen on this occasion, at length, as

it appears to us, became very anxious respecting the cabals of the

adherents of the Bourbons, whom he had always despised; and this

more especially, when he afterwards learnt what had taken place in

Bourdeaux. He had already learnt, on his again occupying Ti'oyes,
where he ordered the execution of a royalist, that the Comtc d'Artois

* Tlie words are: "On combattit (Jevant Laon) toute la journe'e sans succcs

pour abordor la position de I'ennemi. L'Krapircur so decida "a la re'traito. Les

journtcs de 8, 9 et 10, lui couttront cimi niillo honnnos. La porte de Tenncmi no
flit pas uioindre, eltc n'ctoit rien pour les allios; crile de I'armee Frangaise etnit

desastrexise."
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had gone from Vcsoul to Nancy, and was conspiring witli Talleyrand.*
He also issued an edict from Fimes calling out the whole nation en
masse ; and at a later period announced the severest punishments
against every public officer who did not show himself ready to provide
the people with arms of every description, in order to fight against
the enemy. All this was known too late, to attempt to arm the lower
classes against the higher; eight months before he might have had
recourse to this measure with advantage. In spite of the declaration
of the alHes of thelst of December, directed against him, and in

spite of the expression of the Emperor of Russia in his conversation
with Regnier, the conclusion of a peace would still have been possible.
The Emperor Alexander had declared to Regnier his willingness to
conclude a peace, not with Napoleon, but with the French people ;

and on the latter having replied that Napoleon was the legal ruler,
he answered,

"
Merely because you have chosen him—you might also

elect another." We may also further intimate that he might still have

concluded! a peace in
_
March, had he been willing to m.ake some

sacrifices at the rioht time.

The negotiations of peace at Chatillon had, as we have mentioned
above, been broken oflT by the recal of the Russian plenipotentiary
on the 18th of February; but the latter had returned, and Count
Stadion on the 17th, in the re-opening of the conferences, had read
to the Duke of Vicenza the conditions agreed upon by the allies,

althou^^h
he refused to communicate them in writing. The duke

forthwith sent the information to the Emperor, and begged for liis

sanction immediately to accept them; the Emperor, however, just
received the duke's letter the day after he had proved victorious at
Montereau. He therefore wrote to him: "I perceive from your
letter that you are in a situation, or rather in a place, where you
cannot have any correct idea of the nature of our relations. Every-
thing that

people tell you is false. The Austrians are defeated "in

Italy, and instead of their imagining themselves to be in Meaux, I
shall speedily push forward to Chatillon. Under these circumstaiices
I must repeat my orders to you, to take no step ivithout Jirst jnaking
me acquainted with it, and being informed of my views respecting it.

I regard you as so completely shut up, that you know nothing of my
opportunities, and are misled by pure inventions." Instead of suffering
his minister to hand in his own ultimatum as a reply to the demands
made upon him, he writes that he will send it himself, which he
• This WG feel bound to extract from Bisnon, vol. xiii., p. 351, because, at p. 352, an

original testimony is produced which will be interesting to the reader: "A I'e'poque
ou nous arrivons, c'est a dire le 20 levrier, tout semblait confirmer dans I'esprit de
I'Empe'reur I'opinion que les allies ne voulaient plus traiter evec lui. 11 en trouvait
la preuve, et dans la teneur meme des propositions du 17 Fevrier, et dans les refus
qu'opposuit a Paris iM. de Talleyrand aux propositions reite'rtes que luifaisait/aire Napo-
li'on d'uller a Chatillon seconder ou remplacer le Due de Vicence." la. the note it is stated
that Bignon learnt this by word of mouth from Talleyrand, and it is further said:" Cefait curieux e'tait reste' jusqu'ici completement inconnu. II est atteste de la
maniere la plus solennelle dans uue note autographe, qui fait partie des materiaux
sur lesquels nous travaillons."
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failed to do. The minister's difTiculties were still more increased by
a letter from the Emperor, in which he states to him, tliat he looks

upon the harsh conditions of the allies as the best means of rousing
the whole nation to take a lively part in the war,* and for the main-
tenance of the national honour.

The Emperor was at that time so fully convinced of his being
able to annihilate Bliichcr's army, that, on the 21st of February, he
wrote a letter to the Emperor Francis, which was very injurious to

him. lie always continued to think that he might be able to gain
over Austria by the special advantages he might be able to secure

her, and says plainly in the letter in question, that he would never

consent to the concession on which England mainly insisted. (Je
ne cedrai jamais ni la Bclgique ni Anvcrs.) IMetternich communi-
cated this letter to the allies, from which they concluded that the

Emperor of the French was determined not to accept their con-

ditions; they therefore pressed Caulaincourt so much the more

warmly to send in his counter-project, but Napoleon sent it not.

The matter was delayed till the generals, Ranche on the part of

Prussia, Duca of Austria, Scherwaloff of Russia, and Flahault of

France, met at Lusigny on the 24th of February, respecting a sus-

pension of hostilities, and although it was expressly determined that

no questions except those of a military nature should be discussed, it

was nevertheless expected that this might perliaps be an introduction

to a peace. The parties having also failed in their endeavours to

conclude an armistice on the 27th, Count Stadion pressed for a new
conference at Chatillon, which was holdcn on the 28th. At this

meeting Count Stadion insisted upon an answer, in the shortest

possible time, to the demands made in the sitting of the 18th.

The delays of the Emperor of the French and his minister, com-

bined with the expression used by Napoleon in his letter to his

father-in-law respecting Belgium, and his refusal to consent to an

armistice on the conditions of the allies, induced the sovereigns to

form a new and closer bond among themselves. This was done on

the 1st of March, by the treaty of Chaumont. The English had

already, on the 15th of February, in return for the money spent by
them, bargained for special advantages in any future peace. These

were the usurped dominion of the seas, the sovereignty of Holland

and an augmentation of territory for the Prince of Orange, and

compensation was secured to King Ferdinand of Sicily for the loss

of Naples. In the treaty of Chaumont all the previous treaties were

expressly recognised
—that of the 6th of January between Russia and

Prussia; that of the 15th of February between England and the

three other powers; and afterwards a new treaty was agreed upon,
which contains sixteen public and three secret articles. The sixteen

articles all relate to the continuance of the war, in case, as the four

powers take for granted, the conditions laid before the Emperor of

* " Je rends grace nu ciel d'avoir cette note, car il n'y aura pas iin Fran^ais dont

elle nc fasse boiiillir lo sang d'indignation."

VOL. VllL 2 I
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tlie French at Chatillon be not unconditionally accepted. The main

point is, that Russia, Prussia, and Austria, agree each to keep the full

number of 150,000 men in the field, and England was to pay subsi-

dies to each of the three powers, but was allowed to keep a commis-
gloncr with each of the armies, to observe their movements and to see

that the determined number of troops was kept up.
One of the articles contained in the treaty received a peculiar im-

portance in the year 1815, on Napoleon's return from Elba. The

powers mutually agreed, that in case any one of them should be
threatened by France at any future time, all the others were bound
to come to its aid with 60,000 men, and that in case of necessity this

number should be increased. In such a case England was to take

foreign troops into her pay
—to give for each foot soldier 20/., and 30/.

for every trooper. The results of victory were to be equally divided
;

peace only to be concluded with the consent of all the parties ;
and

engagements could only be entered into with other parties in so far

as they fell in with the object of this treaty. It was decided by the

first of the secret articles that each of the German states should be

independent and self-governing, which was for Germany an unspeak-
able evil; but these states Avere altogether to form one common body,
whose management was to be entrusted to the plenipotentiaries of

German states, or rather to a congress of German ministers, who were

to be instructed by their several courts to take care of the interests

of the princes, and not to watch over those of the people. As all

participation on the part of the people was excluded, this article

formed the root of a combination amongst the old existing govern-
ments against all progress on the part of the people. In the same

manner it was decided with respect to the Swiss confederation,
to Italy, Holland, and. Spain

—
everj'thing should be established as

agreed upon in the conditions read by Count Stadion to the Duke of

Vicenza. Italy should remain divided— the former princes and
their despotism be restored—Spain be subject to King Ferdinand VII.,
after the former fashion—Holland to be enlarged and formed into a

new kingdom for the Prince of Orange. In the second of the secret

articles, it was reserved to the Kings of Spain, of Portugal, and of

Sweden, and to the Prince of Orange, to join the league. The third

article we quote at length in a note, inasmuch as it served to

defeat the very skilfully contrived plan for reviving Bonaparte's

empire the following year.*
Caulaincourt had already written to the Emperor that he believed

himself in a position to announce to him with certainty that the only
result of his hesitating any longer to give a positive answer to the

•
Considering the necessity which may exist after the conchision of a definitiye

treaty with France for keeping in the field a sufficient force to protect the arrange-
ments made by the allies among themselves for the re-establishment of the state of

Europe, the high confederate powers are determined to agree not only upon the

necessity, but iipon the number and distribution of the troojis to be kept on foot,

agreeably to the exigency of the circumstances. Kone of the high contracting
powers shall be held bound to furnisli troops for the object above stated for more
than a year without its own express and voluntary consent.
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proposals
of the allies, or of his cudeavourin;^- still fiivthev to Induce

the Emperor of Austria to enter upon any separate negotiations, would

be to unite the allied powers still more closely together ;
he now

urged him most earnestly (INIarch 3) to let him know his full inten-

tions, or at least to allow him not to insist on the proposals made by
the allies in St. Aignan's note from Frankfort. Unfortunately for

Napoleon, he received this letter just at the time when he had driven

back Bliicher for the second time, and fully bchevcd that he should

be able to annihilate his army before he could reach Laon. Even at

this last monicut, therefore, he gave no decisive answer, and thus
j^ave

every advantage to the cabals of the noble famihes who were intrigu-

ino- for the Bourbons, to the conspiracies of Talleyrand, and to the

plots of Castlereagh and the English Tories. The Emperor of Russia

continued to aflect a dislike of the Bourbons, for whom Alexis dc

Noaillcs had endeavoured to gain him over in 1812, after he had

gained over Nessclrode; he had, however, already declared to Regnier,
that if they wished for peace in Paris they must first of all have a

new governor; and he was now informed of Talleyrand's intrigues

in Paris. M. de VitroUes, who had been engaged in negotiations

Avith Dalberg, a creature of Talleyrand's, hastened from thence,

merely furnished with a couple of lines from Talleyrand to Stadion,

to Chatillon, and from thence to Troyes to the Emperor of Russia,

explained to him the state of affairs at Paris, went from thence to

the Conite d'Artois at Nancy, and would have returned to Paris had

he not been arrested and been obliged to save himself by flight.

The Comte d'Artois had long been in Vcsoul, from whence he went

to Nancy, having first Aasited the Austrian camp. In order to induce

the French Emperor not to allow the last date fixed upon (the lOtli

of INIarch) to pass over without some decisive answer, INIetternich

had written a letter to Forut, which the latter was to show in con-

fidence, and as a friend, to the French ambassador. In this letter it

was stated, but very politely and diplomatically, what was the inten-

tion of the permission, which had been granted after many refusals,

to the Comte d'Artois to make his appearance in public* We see,

at the same time, from a passage from the speech of Lord Castlereagh

in the House on the 10th of June, 1814, that whatever might be the

views of Austria and Russia respecting the future government of

France, England and Prussia had at any rate made up their mijids.

Lord Castlereagh in that speech declares, in his own name and that

of the Tories, whom he represented,
" That he and his colleagues h.ad

long been convinced that any pacification of Europe would be incom-

plete until the old flmiily of the Bourbons should be restored to the

throne of France; that any peace with the man who had placed him-

self at the head of the government of France could lead to nothing
else but the exposure of Europe to fresh disturbances and convul-

* Metternich wrote: " L'Autrichc a tout fait pour cmpccher que les choses aillent

a la dernicre cxtre'mite
;
mais si les ncgociations sout rompues, la guerre so fera

area plus d'animosite' que iamais, et Von nc pourra plus rCpondre de rien."

2 I 2
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sions; and tliat such a peace could neither be safe nor durable." He
adds afterwards,

" That ne"otiations had notwithstandinc: been con-

tinned, solely lest a refusal to carry them on might have caused a

disagreeable feeling throughout Europe, and because it was advisable

to avoid this."

It must be allowed further, that even in the month of IMarch the

Emperor Francis and Metternich did all that was possible to induce

Napoleon to accommodate himself to the circumstances of the time
;

and this is especially proved by a circumstance which only came to

light on the publication of Bignon's papers in 1847. Prince Esterhazy
had remained with Metternich since the commencement of the cam-

paign; and just about this time he was despatched by the minister,
without any official character, to Chatillon (a thing till then unheard

of), to tell the Duke of Vicenza, in strict confidence, things* which,

according to his opinion, must have induced the Emperor of the

French to come to terms as soon as possible. Napoleon, who, how-

ever, was not informed of Esterhazy 's mission, and of many other

thing;s which went on at Chatillon, because messa2:es and their

bearers were intercepted, insists, in a letter of the 8th of March, on
the conditions offered him from Frankfort

;
the ministers, therefore,

received orders from their courts on the 9th to the effect, that even

if the plan, for lohich the Emperor of the French had been waited

upon since the 19th of February/, should quite agree xoith their pro-

posals, they should still only receive it ad referendum. As further,
on the 10th, the minister felt himself only justified in giving an
evasive answer, the congress would have been broken up, had not

Caulaincourt at last declared himself ready, without any special orders

from the Emperor, to give a decisive answer about the acceptance of

points, the cession of which was afterwards permitted to him by a

letter which arrived too late. The sitting of the 13th, in which Cau-
laincourt dictated his statement, should have been the last; but as

it was indispensable that the proposals of the French minister should

be handed in in writing, another was fixed for the 15th. In this

sitting the minister handed in a preliminary proposal in twenty
articles. In the first article the duke agreed, in the name of the

Emperor, that France should give up all she had conquered since

1792. This article w\as, however, followed by limitations which
could not possibly be received, and which did not even admit of dis-

cussion. It is, for example, allowed that the Pope shall be restored,

but he is not to have Benevento, which Talleyrand is to retain;
Lucca and Piombino are to belong to Napoleon's sister Elise; Ber-

thier is to retain Neufchatel, Warsaw is to remain the property of

the King of Saxony, and the grand duchy of Berg is to be retained

by the son of King Louis of Holland, to whom Napoleon had given
it. We may be saved the trouble of repeating the rest of the de-

mands ; one will suffice, that France was to have a voice in the new
division of the ceded countries and provinces.
As the French minister had still remarks to make, and as the
* •' Ce n'est pas de la politique que je fais, c'est le dernier effort d'lin ami."
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ministers of tlic allies wished to draw up ibrmally, for publication,
their reasons for refusing to continue the congress, a conference was
held for this purpose on the 18th of March, and another on the

19th, for Caulaincourt to dictate and draw up his reasons on the

other side. Almost at the same time with the dissolution of an

assembly at which, in spite of the assertion of the 1st of December.

1813, and its repetition in the proclamation to the French people,
and in spite of the harsh lar.guage used by the Emperor of Russia in

his conversation with Regnicr, serious negotiations were once more
entered upon with Napoleon, he experienced, one after another,

many omens of his approaching downfal. On the 9th and 10th of

March he was himself driven back irom Laon and retreated to Sois-

sons; on the 12di, the Duke of Angouleme, surrounded by legi-
timists and formally received by the mayor, made his entry into

Bourdeaux. On the 18th of March, M. de VitroUes returned to the

head-quarters of the allies at Trojcs, and obtained by Nesselrode's

influence a private audience of the Emperor of Russia, who con-

versed with him for three hours. On the 21st, Augereau was com-

pelled, or at least found it advisable, to retire from Lyons to Bienne.
From this time all the numerous members of the old nobility, whom
Napoleon had again brought to great honour and dignity, sighed for

the complete return of the good old times of privilege, and all those,

who feared the loss of the honours, dignities, orders, property, and
riches obtained since the revolution, or from Bonaparte himself,

began to prepare for treachery and desertion, in order to retain

them.

D.—END OP THE WAR.

When Napoleon had retreated before Bliicher towards Rheinis,
the Emperor of Russia, dissatisfied at Schwarzenberg's delays, car-

ried in a council of war, on the 19th of March, that the army
under Schwarzcnberg should march upon Paris down the Seine,
whilst Bliicher should advance upon the same point down the

right bank of the Olse. Schwarzenberg had previously collected

and arranged his army at Bar sur Seine and Bar sur Aube, had

again besieged Troyes, and was driving Macdonald's and Oudinot's

corps before him down the valley of the Seine. On the 16th, the

main army was again in Provins, at two days' march from Paris; but

it required all the influence of the Emperor of Russia to prevent

Schwarzenberg from again turning back. Napokon had not heard

of the march of the main army till the 17th, at Rhcims, and

hastened by Epcrnay to attack it in the rear, as he was too far otF to

throw himself between Paris and the advancing forces. The terror

which this caused was very great, and Schwarzenberg had at first

intended to turn back and go to meet Napoleon's army. Wilson,
who in his report of this aflair is quite as much for Bonaparte as

he was against Bonaparte in what he says of Egypt ten years before,
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exaggerates the matter ridiculously, for the Emperor Alexander,
instead of being, as he says, seized with a mortal terror, was exactly
the one who three several times insisted in the council of war on

pursuing the march to Paris. Only the Emperor Francis, who had

remained in Troyes, and the whole of the corps diplomatique which

remained with him, broke up in the utmost haste, and lied back.

They retreated from town to town, and did not consider themselves

in safety till they arrived in Dijon. Quantities of ammunition,

baggage, and artillery of the allies, were conveyed into the fortresses

situated near the borders, so that we in Germany believed at the

time that the French had obtained some important advantages of

which the papers Avere not permitted to speak.
Even the King of Prussia was at first of tlie opinion of Schwarzen-

berg, that it would be necesary to turn round and to cease advancing

upon Paris, in order not to be attacked en Jlanc by the Emperor
of the French. The Emperor Alexander, however, insisted on

arriving in Paris at the same time as Blucher. The Emperor of

the French did afterwards attack them in flank, but was nof strong-

enough to carry on a battle that threatened to be very bloody.
In order to attain his object he was obliged to keep his lines of

operation clear, which extended over Chalons and Vitry, and, in

order to do this, he required to have possession of the road over the

Aube at Arcis. For this purpose he attacked the allies, on the 20th,

at Arcis on the Aube. The battle lasted the whole of the 20th, and

was renewed on the 21st; both sides suffered severe losses without

either obtaining a decided victory. The Emperor, however, per-

ceived it to be impossible for him to offer any serious resistance for

any long time, with an army of at most 40,000 men, to the allied

army; he retired consequently, and appeared inclined to leave Paris

to its fate. He turned to Lorraine, and appeared to wish to organise
the whole population of this district, which was entirely devoted to

him, into a militia, and to unite the garrisons of all the fortresses,

including Mayence and Strasburg, so as to march upon the Seine

at a later period with an army of veterans. He hastened from

Vitry to St. Dizier, and from thence to Vassy, where he arrived on

the 24th.

Blucher had, in the mean time, again advanced upon Paris, and

upon the same 24th besieged Chalons. Schwarzenberg, on the other

hand, was again hesitating. He and a number of the generals held

a long consultation on the 23rd as to whether he ought not to follow

Napoleon into Lorfaine, rather than leave him in their rear, and march
to Paris. At a general council of war, however, held in the quarters
of the Emperor of Russia, he and the King of Prussia insisted upon
the march to Paris; Winzigerode and the cavalry, however, were
to make a demonstration in the direction of St. Dizier, in order to

induce Napoleon to believe that the whole army was advancing in

that direction. On the 24th another council of war was held on the

road to Vitry, at which Diebitsch and Barclay do Tolly were present,
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and at which the Emperor of Russia again carried the advance upon
Paris. It is proved to be false that Alexander was induced to take
this view by a note from Talleyrand informing him of the conspiracy
in Paris, but there is no doubt that an intercepted letter of Napoleon's
to liis wife confirmed tlie I'Jiiperor of Russia and the King of Prussia

in their decision to unite Schwarzenberg's army with Bliicher's.

Bliicher was already at Chalons, and Winzigerode at Vitry, which
is not far off. Winzigerode now followed the army of Napoleon
as far as St. Dizier, Schwarzenberg advanced to Vitry, and from
thence to Sezanne, and Bliicher from Chalons to Vertus. The

Emperor of the French had ordered Marshals Marmont and Mortier,
after they had failed to arrest Bliicher, to join him before the

armies of the allies were united, by way of Vitry, because he
intended to attack Schwarzenberg's army in the rear. They attempted
this, but found the passage already stopped, and having ventured too

far, suffered considerable loss on their way back to Paris.

The people had risen in arms in many parts of Lorraine and

Champagne, and had attacked the transports and separate travellers

belonging to the allies. A caravan of diplomatists, staff-ofBcers, and
other persons of rank, travelling with an escort, had fallen into the

hands of these peasants just as Napoleon was advancing from

Epernay. Among the prisoners who were brought to him was
M. de VitroUes, who had been at Nancy with the Comte d'Artois,
and Avho afterwards contrived to make his escape, disguised as a

servant. Among other prisoners whom Napoleon dismissed was
M. de Wessenberg, to whom he gave proposals to the Em-
peror Francis, in the hope of inducing him to a separate negotia-
tion. Several authors assert that Napoleon himself was to blame for

Marmont's being unable to join him, inasnruch as he left Vitry, and
afterwards St. Dizier, too early; others sav that an accidental cir-

cumstance prevented Marmont from receiving the Emperor's orders

until it was too late to execute them.*

When Marmont and Mortier reached Fere Champenoise, they
met different corps of Bliicher's army, and Avere shut in on the other

side by Scliwarzenberg's troops: they suilered, therefore, considerable

loss. Their loss is stated at 9000 men and thirty guns; they col-

lected, however, their dispersed troops, and hastened to defend

Paris. Fortune had by this time deserted the French, for about the

same time with the defeat at Fere Champenoise, a similar misfortune

befel Generals Pacthod and Amey. They were escorting with

6000 or 7000 men—or, as some say, with 11,000 or 12,000 men—
a very considerable convoy destined lor the Emperor's army, and
were completely hemmed in by Bliicher's troops. They at last left

the train of waggons, and fought their way through to Fere Cham-

penoise, where Schwarzenberg's hussars and Cossacks completed what

* Colonel Vincent, who was ported in Epernay with 600 men to keep open the

communication between the Emperor and the two marshals, outrht to have forwarded
the order. But on the 21st lie was attacked hy Winzigerodc's advanced guard,
and driven iuto the wood of Vauticuue.
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the Prussians bad begun. The whole division was taken prisoners
or cut to pieces, and the whole convoy became the prey of the allies.

From the 26th, Paris itself was threatened. Compans was driven

from Meaux on the 27th, and suffered a second defeat at La Claye
before reaching Bondy. On the 29th, the Emperor of Russia fixed

his head-quarters at Bondy, and on the following day the Empress
and the regency left Paris. On the 28th, King Joseph had sum-

moned the council of the regency to a meeting at the Tuileries.

Tliis council consisted of sixteen persons besides the Empress
—

Damely, King Joseph, Governor-General and Generalissimo; the

Princes Talleyrand, Cambaceres, and Lebrun; the Dukes of Massa

(Regnier), of Gaeta (Gaudin), of Rovigo (Savary), of Feltre (Clarke),
of Cadore (Champagny); Counts Montalivet and INIollier; and,
besides these, Daru, Boulay, Regnaud de St. Jean d'Angely, Defer-

ment, and Sussy. The subject of deliberation was whether the

Empress and the King of Rome should remain in Paris, or should

retire to Blois. The most of those present were of opinion that they
should remain; but Joseph decided the question by the production
of a note from the Emperor. In this note, written under very dif-

ferent circumstances, however, it was distinctly ordered that in case

the allies should advance against Paris, the Empress should not await

them there.* On the 29th the council of regency left Paris in a

row of carriages, and with absurd pomp, and 3000 of the best

troops, who were very necessary for the defence of Paris, were

obliged to accompany the court and the royal personages. Talley-
rand found a pretext for remaining in the city. King Joseph looked

on during the battle on the 30th, and fled on horseback as soon as

he anticipated the unfortunate event; but his consent to the capitu-
lation was obtained the same evening, whilst he was en route.

The measures for the defence were badly concerted
;
the heavy

cannon, which had been brought to the neighbourhood for the

defence of Paris, were not sent for
;

thei-e were no batteries and
no defences on Montmartre, and Hiillin, the commandant of the

city, had deprived the greater part of the national guards of their

muskets in February. Marmont, Mortier, Compans, and Moncey,
however, with that portion of the national guard which still retained

their arms, appeared determined to defend the city till the arrival of

the Emperor. The means of defence which had been provided, but

which King Joseph, Clarke, Hiillin, Ornano, and Compans did not

understand how to use, has been most completely enumerated by
Vaulabelle in his History of the Two Restorations ;

and he has also

most competely proved the incapacity of one part of the generals-in-
* The orders were: " Vous ne devez permettre, en aucun cas, que rimp^ratrice et

le Roi de Rome tombent entre les mains de I'ennemi. Vous serez plusieurs jours
sans avoir de nies nouvelles et I'ennemi avance sur Paris avec des forces telles que
toute re'sistance devienne inutile, faites partir dans la direction de la Loire la

regente, mon fils, les grands dignitaires, les ministres, les officiers du scnat, les pre-
sidents du conseil d'etat, les grands ofBciers de la couronne, le Baron de la Bouillerie
et le Tre'sor. Ne quittez pas mon tils, et rappelez que je pre'fererais le savoir dans
la Seine plutot qu'entre les mains des ennemis de la France. Le sort d'Astyanax,
prisonuier des Grecs, m'a paru toujours le sort le plus mallieureus de riiistoire."
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cliicf, and tlie want of good intention of the rest. Napoleon had
hastened by a roundabout road to Fontainebleau; his troops, who
were followinff liiin quickly, mii^dit be near Paris on the 1st of April;
it was only a quct-tion, tliercfore, of one or two days. On the 29th

he was in Troyes ;
in Villeneuve sur Vanncs he left his army, which

followed as quickly as possible, and came in a post-chaise to Sens.

Thei'c he heard on the 30th that his wife had left Paris, hastened to

Fontainebleau on the 31st, and from thence the same evening to

Fromcnteau, five leagues from Paris, from whence he sent Cauluin-

court to J^ondy to the Emperor Alexander, and awaited his return

at the post-house.
The French writers do not venture to assert that 12,000 national

guards, and about as many regular troops, could have withstood the

allies in the so-called battle of Paris
; they seem to think, however,

tiiat the inhabitants of the fanboiirys and the workmen should have

been armed and allowed to fight in the streets; later events have,

ho\ycver, shown how dangerous it is to arm and excite the masses,

and to loose the bonds of civil order. The leading men, who had
seen the revolution, were afraid of such a step ;

but the troops fought
a more glorious fight, seeing that they could only expect fame, not

victory.
The two marshals had crossed the Marne, at Charenton, and had

united on the 29th, and encamped not far from Paris, when the

allies advanced upon the town in three columns ;
the one occupied

St. Mande, Vincenncs, Charonne, and Montreuil, the other Cha-

renton, Conflans, Percy, and the suburb Plcpus. Vaulabelle and

Vaudoncourt assert that the entrances to the city might have been

fortified, and that there was no want of heavy artillery, if it had
been sent for and drawn up early enough. However this may be,

Vaudoncourt is quite right to amuse himself at the expense of the

German writers, who speak of the tremendous fortifications of

INIontmartre ;* but he, and most Frenchmen of his party, are quite
as ridiculous when they tell us that the people were able and anxious

tofight, and the national guard numerous.

VVHien the so-called battle of Paris began on the 30th of March,

Schwarzenberg held Romainville already in his power, tiie occupa-
tion of which was decisive as to the result of the battle ;

all that

the French could hope to do was to defend the heights of Belleville

and Montmartre. This they did with distinguished courage until

the Prussians advanced against Montmartre. From that time the

battle assumed so unfavourable an aspect, that King Joseph, who was

looking on from a rising ground near Montmartre, lied from the city
on horseback, and sent a permission to Marmont, at eleven o'clock,

* Vaudoncourt,
"
Campacrncs dc 1814-15," vol. ii., liv. v, p. 308, note: " Lcs

relations Alleniandcs parlont des retranchenicnts presqu'inoxpugnabk'S qui cou-

vraiont Montmartiv ct des redoutos qui ctaiont sur tuiuos les hauteurs. Et les

Allcmamls 1/ cminit.''" The same author says, very bitterly, p. 309: "11 senible que la

nu'iue main qui llvrait, en 1S12, les etats de situation et de mouvLincns de nos

troupes !i la coalition [he means the minister of war, Clarke, Duke of Feltre] ait

continue' en IS 14 ii prendre scs ordrcs pour ranuemeut de la capitate."
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to capitulate on behalf of the Parisians. Marmont was posted at

Menilmontant, and had been driven back to within the barriers of

the city, when he made use of King Joseph's permission, and sought
for a cessation of hostilities. General officers, who endeavoured to

arrive at tlie quarters of the general of tlie enemy, w^ere shot down
or were unable to effect a passage, imtil at last the brother of the

Archbishop of Paris (De Quelen), adjutant of General Compans,
arrived at Bendy, where the Emperor of Russia and the King of

Prussia had their quarters. A verbal agreement was made with

Schwarzenberg for a cessation of hostilities for four hours, during
which tlie conditions of the capitulation should be written down.
A preliminary, condition was, that the heights of Belleville and
Montmartre should be given up to the allies. These heights had,

however, been captured by Bliicher by means of Langeron ;
he

was very much astonished to find there neither troops nor heavy
artillery. In a miserable village inn,

" Le petit Jardinet," Colonels

Fabrier and Denis de Damremont (who afterwards died as governor
of Algeria before the walls of Constantine) on the part of

Marmont, and Counts Paar and Orloff on the part of Schwarzen-

berg, agreed upon the conditions under which the town should

be given up. The purely military convention was signed at one

o'clock in the morning, and was immediately carried into effect.

The troops were permitted to leave Paris during the night until

seven o'clock in the morning; they were allowed to take their guns and
ammunition with them, and hostilities were not to recommence till

two o'clock. The national guard and the garde urbaine were to be

entirely separated from the army, and to retain their posts.
As nothing was said in this convention respecting the city itself,

Chabrol, Prefect of the Seine, and Pasquier, Prefect of Police,
with some members of the municipal council and three officers

of the national guard, among whom were Laborde and Tourton,

repaired to the head-quarters of the allies, where they were allowed

to retain the national guard; protection of property was secured to

them; furtlier, possession of the museums and of the public monu-
ments and the civil authority were guaranteed to them; and
the more readily, as the allies wished to gain over the nation so as

the more easily to get rid of Napoleon. From this moment a num-
ber of men of the times of the first monarchical constitution endea-

voured to improve the opportunity, so as to get rid of the oppressive

government of a military conqueror and liis generals. For a long
time only the old nobility thought of the old monarchy, or even of

the Bourbons; but they had better supporters in Pozzo di Borgo, in

Ncsselrode, and in the intris-uino- Duke of Dalbera:, than in theITT .
^ ^ ^

absurd and powerless royalists of the olden time, who afterwards

flourished about Paris in white sashes, cockades, and crosses of

St. Louis.

On tlie evening of the 30th, Marmont assembled in his house the

iittrii/uaiita of the times of the Bourbons, among whom were many
very worthy men, but with whom was associated the notorious
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Bourrienne, under whose name, at the time of the restoration, the

so-called IMemoirs were fabricated, wliich have often been referred

to, in the same manner as the Memoirs of St. Helena, as really
historical and trustworthy. The chief instruments of Talleyrand,
who did not yet show themselves openly on the stage, were the Duke
of Dal berg, who is principally known in Germany from the fact

that Bavaria, after having been so well taken care of by Napoleon,
was obliged to pay him four millions of francs, without any reason

being given for it; Dc Pradt, whom Napoleon, after his absurd em-

bassy, had sent to his archbishopric of Warsaw; the senator, Jau-

court, and two celebrated members of the constitutional assembly,
Messieurs Louis and Montesquieu, who had held important offices

under Napoleon. The Polignacs, Ivochcjaquelins, llochefoucaulds,
and others, became celebrated at a later period. Every one was tired

of the war, and the men who had become great by the revolution,
from Cambac6res and Fouche, through all the variations of opinion
down to the marshals, wished for the end of the system of conquest.
If Fouche had been there, he Avould have intrigued for a regency,
for this would have suited the majority as well as the restoration of

the Bourbons. For the time, however, Talleyrand alone was master,
collected all parties round him, and had organs everywhere; he did

not, however, as yet pronounce himself, but followed the stream.

Eighty or a hundred senators, and as many members of the legis-
lature Avho were in the city, all those whose activity was interfered

witli by the system of conquest, all the high ofhcials, all the million-

aires, and all the speculators who feared for the public credit, on
which their luxury and their wealth depended, wished for qixiet at

any price. The Ouvrards, and men like them, the merchants and

bankers, whom Napoleon was in the habit of treating like sponges,
were afraid of being again squeezed out by him

;
the purchasers of

the national property were threatened with being obliged to pay
back rents. All these persons had considerable interest in the

capital. The theorisers of the time of the revolutions, the belletrists

of the moment, the liberal talkers of the salons, could only realise

their ideal, that is to say, English constitution and English wealth,
with Ent^lish elegance and aristocratical hauirhtiness of one class

towards another, if the government was weak; these, therefore, also

preferred a regency. Talleyrand long hesitated; he permitted Dalberg
to use his inlluencc for the Bourbons, reserving to liimself the power
of joining their party later, as he did; but, in the mean time, he was
the soul of all the cabals against the Emperor. If the Bourbons
came in, or if the regency were established, Talleyrand remained
cither as a member of the government, or as the head of an opposi-
tion in the atmosphere of cabal and intrigue which was necessary to

him; but if Napoleon returned he was lost. Talleyrand was well

known to, and trusted by, the foreign monarchs, ministers, and

gcnenils. As a member of the family of the Porigords, he was as

dear to the absolutists as he was to the constitutionalists, by his friend-
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ship for Mirabcau, and by the part he had played in the revolution

since the beginning of 1793; one cannot, therefore, be astonished

that Pozzo di Borgo and Ncsselrode employed him to bring about a

counter-revolution. In this counter-revolution, which afterwards

degenerated into a restoration, the really powerful part of the people
and the army, who lived very well upon the fame of Bonaparte and
his generals

—that is to say, upon air—were as much deceived as

were the declaimers and idealists of the salons, who had been

undermining Napoleon's empire, and carping at his fame, since his

quarrel with Benjamin Constant, Madame de Stael, and Chateau-

briand. We insert some remarks on this subject here, because we
are now speaking of the fall of a colossal power.

In the first place, as concerning the constitutionalists and the

salons which produced Narbonne and Lafayette, IMadame de^Stael
and lier Wilhelm Schlegel had during the last few years travelled

through Europe, and this rhetoricising salo7i had at last established

itself in Stockholm, where at that time a Gascon reigned Avho had

belonged to the ultra-democratic party. From Stockholm, as a centre,

a regular conspiracy was organised among the fashionable chivalry,
the diplomatists, and the belletrists, against the military empire in

France. This union was absurd and unnatural, and its elements,

therefore, fell asunder under Louis XVIIL, although De Stael's

theory had, in the person of Guizot, followed the royalists to

Ghent; and under Charles X. the Doctrinaires withdrew entirely
from the Bourbons. The Bourbons were much better served by
Chateaubriand's poetic prose

—a form without a substance—than by
the doctrines and speeches of De Stael. This had in late years made
its way into the circles of high society, and its votaries had become
convinced that the old ecclesiastical institutions were inseparable
from the old forms of government. Royer Collard's philosophy was

wholly unsuitable to the system of Napoleon, whilst the restoration

accommodated itself to its views; and on the very same grounds the

Doctrinaires produced all the sophistry of Louis Phihppe's minis-

terial tools. Napoleon, by his conduct to the Pope, had driven all

the pious members of the Church to become conspirators, and in the

churches and confessionals they worked zealously for the cause of the

Bourbons, of whom, although Louis XVIH. was notoriously profane,
the Count d'Artois and the Duke and Duchess of Angouleme were

regular devotees, and diligent at prayers and confession. The zealous

Alexis de Noailles, the firiend of De Stael, and a refined courtier, had
been in Petersburg, and there found that the Emperor Alexander,
who was not then a religious enthusiast, as he afterwards became,
was not to be gained over for the cause of the Bourbons. He had,

however, secured Nesselrode; and we shall see that Nesselrode and
Pozzo di Borgo, on the 1st of April, succeeded in withdrawing Talley-
rand from the party of the regency.
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E.—OVERTHROW OF NAROLEON AND HIS EMPIRE—RESTORA-
TION OF THE BOURBONS.

As early as February, 1813, the claimant of the throne, who
called himself Louis XVIII., issued a proclamation from Hartwell,
which was circulated extensively in France by the numerous agents
who for years past had been caballing in favour of the Bourbons.
It ran as follows:—"The king will be ready to forget all past errors,

to reward all services which have been rendered to the state during
his absence, and to recognise the rank which has been attained by
each, and to regard the property acquired as a just and rightful

possession." The announcements dated from Vesoul, by the Count

d'Artois, at the time of the congress of Chatillon, and before his

departure from Nancy, and circulated by the instrumentality of

Mathieu de INIontmorency, were all to the same effect. The effect

of the count's presence was very small, for the chief members of the

old nobility, who lived in Nancy, took good care not to commit
themselves by taking part in such demonstrations as were made by
less cautious and prudent friends of the old cause. When indeed

the allies occupied the town of Troye?, Messieurs de Vidrangcs and
De Gouault got together a dozen royalists, wlio paraded the place
and loudly proclaimed the king; Avhen, however, Napoleon again
returned and. occupied the place in March, he was received with

extraordinary rejoicing, and the few royalists who had been pre-

viously so clamorous were put upon their trial. De Vidrangcs, by
his good fortune, had gone on a journey to the Emperor of Russia,
but Gouault was shot.

In the proclamations circulated by De Montmorency, the Count

d'Artois, without permission or sanction of his brother it is true,

assumed the title of general governor of the kingdom, and called

himself Monsieur. This led men's minds immediately back to the

time before the revolution, though they too are full of forget fulness

respecting past errors and promises of all sorts of favours. One of

these proclamations, however, contained language sucli as this:—
"
Frenchmen, the day of your deliverance is near. The brother of

your king has arrived. Away with the tyrant, away with the con-

scription, away with indirect taxation. Your sovereign, your father,

encourages you to forget your misfortunes, and brings to you new

hopes; he will not think of your errors, but endeavour to change

your internal disputes into union—a union of which he liimself is the

pledge. lie burns with desire to fulfil the promises wliich lie has

given, and for the happy moment in which liis children shall be

restored to him, and in which he may give proof of his desires by
his love and his beneficence." The Duke d'Angoul^-me pursued
the same course in Bourdeaux. He announced " oblivion of all

those errors which have been the result of love of freedom
;
his desire

to maintain all liberal institutions, and to recognise the right of
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Frenclimen not to be taxed without tlicir own consent; as well as

full religious liberty to all those who worshipped a God of peace and
reconciliation." Even Benjamin Constant, since his difference with

Napoleon, had become a kind of legitimist, and had put a note to his

pamphlet, just published,
" De la Conquete et de I'lJsurpation,"

written expressly against the Emperor and the Empire, which would
have done honour in those times to Chateaubriand, and in ours to

Montalivet and other descendants of the Crusaders, which, however,
was wdiolly unsuitable to the character of Constant, who had never

served under the flag of St. Louis. In this note he appeals to the

brave defenders of the monarchy ^
and exhorts them not to suffer the holy

oriflamme to he replaced by aflag trickling with the blood of crimes

and cruel victories.

It happened by accident that the Emperor of Austria and Metter-

nich, who had fled to Dijon, were not with the army at the time of

the taking of Paris. The Emperor of Russia, therefore, and the

King of Prussia, were more at liberty to deal as they thought right
with the Empress of Napoleon and her son, especially as Schwarzen-

berg agreed with their views, and the Emperor Francis declared

that he should be satisfied with whatever was agreed upon by his

allies. The Emperor Napoleon arrived just at the moment when
his troops, on the night and morning of the 31st, had withdrawal from

Paris, and, as has been already stated, from the post-house at Fro-

menteau sent the Duke of Vicenza over to the left bank of the

Seine, at Bondy, to the head-quarters of the Emperor Alexander.

Danielcwski relates with great glee on this occasion, how different

the proud duke appeared from what he had formerly done in Peters-

burg, and how he was obliged to dismount before he could be ad-

mitted into the castle-yard. The emperor conversed with him for

a full hour, persisted, however, in his resolution no longer to nego-
tiate with Napoleon, but willingly acquiesced in his going to

Paris. He was first obliged to go to Fontainebleau, for Napoleon
had waited for his messenger only till four o'clock in the morning,
at Fromenteau, and then returned to Fontainebleau.

Caulaincourt found the Emperor of Russia busy with preparations
for his entry into Paris, which was to be made with great pomp.
The cavalcade was to be preceded by a great number of trumpeters,
who were to be followed by the emperor, the King of Prussia, and
the wliole of their respective staffs

; Nesselrode, however, had gone
before the emperor as early as daybreak. He first drove to Talley-

rand's, and both agreed that the latter should persuade the emperor
to take up his residence in his palace. Talleyrand removed imme-

diately to the ground floor, and by this means the execution of the plan
in favour of the Bourbons, to which Nesselrode and Pozzo di Borgo
influenced Talleyrand, was facilitated. The Emperor Alexander was

unwilling to enter the Tuileries, but proposed to go to the Elj^see

Bourbon, where he spent the first night, before taking up his quar-
ters in Talleyrand's palace, which he did on the 1st of April.
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Whatever the French may say to the contrary, tlie splendid mili-

tary spectacle, the guards and uniforms, excited the admiration

of the Parisians, and tlic legitimist families gave full expression
to their hopes by all sorts of rejoicings and festivities. The ladies

expressed their delight at the appearance of the splendid guards and
other troops, waved their handkerchiefs, flags, and ribands, and were,
as it appeared, deeply moved

; many of the men wore white

cockades; all this, however, means very little in Paris. The next

scenes in the drama proved that the gentlemen and ladies, who had
made such noisy rejoicings at the entrance of tlie emperor and King
of Prussia into l^aris, deceived both themselves and the allies. In

order to have some idea of the dilference between the views of the

chiefs of every reaction and of those who suffer by the reaction, we
have only to consult such a ridiculous account as that given by the

present Marquis of Londonderry (then Sir Charles Stewart), one of

the most light-minded of all the aristocrats and Tories, and to

compare his account with almost everything wliich has issued from

the French press. Sir Charles heaped all sorts of praises and com-

mendations on the heads of the rejoiccrs; the French speak of them
with tiie greatest contempt ;

the Bonapartists go so far as to afHrm

that it was merely the faskionahle world who made this clamorous

rejoicing, that the townspeople uttered no sign; those of the fau-

bourgs shouted for Napoleon, and had taken a threatening attitude;

whilst Marmont was at Essonne with 10,000 men, and the Emperor's

army was at Fontainebleau. The very names of those who Avere

forward in giving such a reception to the foreign princes, and
shouted for Louis XVIIL on the Place de la Concorde^ indi-

cated the conclusion that a fearful reaction impended over the

French.* Some notices, however, Avhich we find in the Mointeur,
and other matters, prove that the imperial government had alto-

gether degenerated. It is, for example, recorded in the Moniteiir,

that 800 Spanish peasants who had Ibught against the Frencli for

the honour of their own country were found among the galley-
slaves

;
that Ilammerstcin and Lutzow's brave companions were in

prison at Saumur; and that no less than 236 members of the priests'

college in Ghent were among the artillery corps at Wesel as com-
mon artilhn-ymen. The whole of the chapter of Tournay were in

prison at Cambray, and many cardinals and clergymen of various

ranks, especially Belgian, were either in banishment or in prison
without ever having been tried.

The Emperor of Russia, having spent the night of the 31st in the

palace of tiie Elysec Bourbon, allcrwards proceeded to the house of

Talleyrand in the Rue St. Florentin. Here assembleil the King of

• The following is a specimen: "Thibautde Montmorency, Gustave de Ilaut-

fort, le Chovalier de Tlicil, le Cliovivlicr de Crisnoy, Caesar do C'lioiseul, LaforteMcun,
Ic Due de Alouchy, le Due de i'itzjames, Florian de Iverjiorlay, le Vicnmte de

Chateaubriand, Maurice d'Adhemar, Sosthenes do Larochefoucauld, le Due <le

Luxembourg, le Due de Crussol, le Comte de Froissard, le Vicoiute Dubois de la

Motte, Clievalioi" de Bcthysi, le Martinis de riiiudau," «ic.
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Prussia, Princes Schwarzenberg and Liclitenstein, and Counts Nes-

selrode and Pozzo di Borgo, in order to consiilt and advise on the

proper steps to be taken with regard to Napoleon : it ought to be

added, that the Duke of Dalberg and Beurnonville, the former

Girondist, were present at the sitting. Beurnonville had been in

diplomatic employment, and was on very friendly terms with the

King of Prussia, who sat next to him at the parties last mentioned.

Talleyrand left the proposal of bringing forward the subject of the

restoration to Beurnonville and the Duke of Dalberg, he himself

being apparently influenced by other views. Dalberg had long

previously been busy in favour of the Bourbons, and sent Vitrolles

to Chatillon. Prince Liclitenstein, Nesselrode, and Pozzo di Borgo,
who were present at these things, were wholly favourable to the

cause of the Bourbons; the ante-chambers were filled with the mem-
bers of the old nobility, and the whole affair was obviously a mere

comedy played with the French, and of which Talleyrand was the

skilful manager.*
The Emperor Alexander proposed the questions, which the above-

named gentlemen, Beurnonville, Dalberg, and Talleyrand, were to

answer. He fii'st asked " Whether peace might be made with Napo-
leon, and any certaintyhad that such a peace would continue?" Then,

secondly,
"
Whether, in case it was decided that a peace could not bo

made with Napoleon with any such expectation, the regency should

be conferred upon his wife or his son, or the government be com-

mitted to Louis XVIIL?" Schwarzenberg and the King of Prussia

said noticing ;
the emperor himself, as it were, ans\vered the first

question, by stating what none of the others could contradict, that

Napoleon could not be allowed to remain at the head of the govern-
ment if there was to be peace in Europe, because, however great

Napoleon might be, he could not live without war. A long dis-

cussion then took place on the question of the regency or the resto-

ration of the Bourbons, till at length Talleyrand and Dalberg said

that the Abbe Louis and Archbishop de Pradt Avere in the ante-

chamber, who were able to give the best account of the feelings and
wishes of the French. They were forthwith called in, and invited

by the emperor to state
" what sort of government they believed

the French themselves would choose, were the choice left to them?"

* This is also Vaulabelle's opinion. In his 1st vol., p. 311, he states that Nessel-

rode, when he came to Talleyrand in the morning, said: "L'Empe'reur est a peu
prl'sfixe; la regence ce serait encore I'empire avec I'Empereur derriere le rideau.

Nousprofiterons del'absencedu pere de Marie Louise pour I'ecarter. Ces revolutions,
I'exclamation d'Alexandre en entrant a I'Hotel St. Florentin [Talleyrand's], por-
terent un coup assez rude aux secretes esperances du Prince de Bene'vento. Un seul

homme, le Due de Dalberg, avait sa pensee; il resolut de la laisser s'aventurer pour
plaider la cause de Marie Louise et du Eoi de Rome dans le conseil qui se devait

tenir le soir nieme, se reservant, si le plaidoyer ne reuissait pas, de se prononcer
pour le partie que le Czar sembla decide a adopter. Ce conseil avait ete convenu
le matin entre les souverains et leurs principaux geueraux; on devait 3' examiner
la solicitation nouvelle faite aux allies par la prise de Paris et arreter un plan poli-

tique en rapport avec cet eve'nement."
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The shameless and reckless phrase-maker, De Pradt, was quite ready
with the answer wliich the emperor desired; he replied, "/Fe ore

all roi/a/isis, and the tv/iole of Fiance is as much royalist as our-

selves"
" Now then," said the emperor,

"
shall we publicly declare,

that we are resolved no longer to carry on any negotiation with

Napoleon?" Talleyrand, who was engaged in making minutes of the

proceedings, observed, as he wrote down the sentence, that " nor

with any manhtr of his family' was wanting to complete it. The

emperor repeated the sentence with this addition, asked the King
of Prussia and Prince Schwarzcnherg if they agreed to the principle,
and then, through the Duke of Dalberg, left the declaration to be

dictated to Koux Laboric, who Avas editor of the Moniteur, and
from that moment played an important part ;

this declaration the

emperor signed, and it was placarded throughout all Paris.*

On the same evening some hundreds of royalists assembled at the

house of M. de INIorfontaine in the faubourg St. Honore, and re-

solved on sending a deputation to the Emperor of Russia. The

deputation consisted of Messrs. Ferrand, Cesar de Choiseul, and Sos-

thenes de la Rochefoucald, who took with them M. de Chateau-

briand, whom they met accidentally on their way. At the time of

their arrival in the Elysee Bourbon, the emperor had gone to bed,
and they were, therefore, received by Count Nesselrode. He stated

to them that he had the emperor's authority for saying, that they

might assure the old friends of the house of Bourbon, by whom
they were sent, that the emperor would restore the crown to him to

whom it was due, and that Louis XVIII. should mount the throne.

The emperor and his minister, therefore, gave their decision as to

what ought to have been the future affair of the French. On
the 1st of April he called the senators, who were then in Paris, to a

meeting, at which a provisional government was to be named, and, on
the same day, the emperor made, after a four hours' conversation, the

same declaration to Caulaincourt, which he had already made to the

royalists. Caulaincourt, immediately after his return from Bondy, had
been sent to Paris with another message to the Emperor Alexander.-}-

* Declaration.
" Lcs armecs allices ont occupc la capitale de la France. Les sou-

vcrains allies accucillent le voeu de la nation Franc^aise. lis declarent: quo si les

conditions do la paix devraient rcnfernicr de plus fortes garanties lorsqu'il s'agis-

sait d'enchaincr I'ainbition de IJonapartc, elles doivent ctre plus favorablcs, lorsquc

par un rotour vers un gouvernenient sage la France clle-memc offrira I'assurance

du rcpos. Lcs souverains proclanicnt en consequence qu'ils ne traitcront plus avec

Napoleon Bonaparte, ni avec auoun nienibre de sa famille. Qu'ils respcctent I'in-

tegrite dc I'ancienne France, telle qu'elle a existe sous ses rois legitimes. lis peuvent
memo plus parcequ'ils prot'essent toujours Ic principe que pour le bonhcur de rEuroi)C
il faut ([ue la France soit grandc et forte. Qu'ils garantiront et reconnaitront la con-

stitution que la nation Franraise sc donnera. lis invitcnt jiar consequence le senat

a designer sur le champ un gouvernenient provisoire, qui puisse pouvoiraux besoins

de I'administration et preparer la constitution, qui conviondra an pcuple Fran^ais.
Lcs intentions que jc viens d'exprimer me sont connnunes avec toutes les puissances
alliees. Paris, le 31 Mars 1814, .TJ apres midi. Alexander. Nesselrode."

t With respect to this mission, the Moniteur of the 2nd of April contains the

following notice: "LoDuc de Vicenzc s'e'tant pre'sente aupres des souverains allies,

n'a pu parvenir a s'en faire ecouter; ses propositions n'e'taient pas celles que les

VOL. VIII. 2 K
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As the senate had always been used by Napoleon as an organising

body, so was it now employed by Talleyrand. As vice-president
and vice-grand elector of the king, he caused the ninety senators of

the one hundred and forty, of which the whole consisted, then in

Paris, to be called together on the 1st of April, and of those ninety
a considerable number attended to the call. If we can put any
belief in what the Archbishop of ]\Ialines has related in his malicious

work,* even Talleyrand, as he took the chair on this occasion, was,
for once in his life, greatly perplexed. He caused two addresses to

be drawn up for him, one by De Pradt, and a second by some one

else, and read one of them from a paper. It is brief, inconsequent,
and obscure. Immediately afterwards he proposed the nomination

of a provisional government, and named the five individuals on
whom he had fixed as those of whom it should consist. He himself

was to be president, and the Duke of Dalberg, Beurnonville, Jan-

court, both members of the senate, and the Abbe Montesquieu,

formerly member of the constituent assembly, were to complete the

number. The provisional government so named was then commis-
sioned to draw up an address to the people, explanatory of the

grounds on which the Emperor was superseded, and they were also

to prepare the draft of a new constitution. To all this the senate

willingly agreed ;
at the same time, however, its members sought to

secure their own advantages, and to force their services iipon the

nation, and this made them contemptible to all parties. It was de-

creed that the provisional government, in preparing the draft of the

constitution, was to bear in mind:— 1. That the senate and legisla-
tive body were to be retained in the constitution, with such changes

only as should serve to secure freedom of opinion and vote; 2. That
the army, officers and soldiers, and their widows, were to be confirmed

in their rank, honours, and pensions, which they respectively enjoyed;
3. That tlie public debt was to be secured

;
4. That the sale of

national estates was to remain undisturbed
;

5. That no Frenchman
was to suffer loss or punishment on account of any opinions formerly

expressed; 6. That freedom of conscience and religious worship was
to continue, and that of the press to be introduced. The assembly
then adjourned to have minutes of their proceedings regularly drawn

up, and assembled again at nine o'clock to have the minutes read

over, corrected, regularly confirmed, and subscribed. The evening

sitting was held vmder the presidency of Barthelemy. The result,

however, was made known immediately after the conclusion of the

puissances avaient droit d'attendre surtout d'apres la manifestation eclatante des

sentiments des habitans de Paris et de toute la France. En consequence, le Due de
Vicenze s'est remis en route pour se rendre au quartier-general de Napoleon." It

then states that the Emperor Alexander received Napoleon's deputy with these

words: "
II est trop tard ; ce qui tranche toute discussion, c'est, qu'apres la declara-

tion que vous voyez, je me croirais autant de fois assassin qu'il perirait d'hommes

l>our une cause que j'aurais abandonnee."
* " Decret Ilistorique sur la Restauration de laRoyaute ea France." 31 March,

1814, published 1816.
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first sitting, and printed in a second edition of the Motiiteur of the

2nd of April. Tlie document was signed by sixty-one members, and

countersigned by Talleyrand as president, by Count de Valence and

Pastoret as secretaries.

Up to this time no public mention whatever had been made of

the Bourbons; but, in the supplement to the Moniteur, quite at the

end, it is expressly observed:—" Various copies of the Journal de

Paris contain a proclamationfrom Louis XVIII. of France ; such a

proclamation, houever, is not authentic." The advocate, Bellart, a

member of the municipal council, and thirteen of the twenty-four
members of the common council, in their legitimist zeal, as early as

the 3rd of April, went further than Talleyrand and the senate. Bel-

lart was blamed by the former for his excessive zeal, while the prefect,

De Chabrol, approved in quiet, but did not wish to take any part
in the affair; notwithstanding, a proclamation was stuck on all the

walls in Paris, in which the deposition of Napoleon and the rccal of

the Bourbons were demanded in the name of the corporation.* In

consequence of this appeal to the people, the provisional government
was compelled to go a step further than it at first intended, as it

took means for having the proclamation pulled down.

In a sitting on the 2nd, the senate wished to make up for what it

had omitted on the 1st, and to publish a decree, wherein Napoleon
should be declared to be deposed and the people released from their

oath of fidelity. This was actually done, but it was reserved to the

meeting of the 3rd, to give a statement of the ground of tlie depo-
sition. This task was undertaken by Lambrechts, who, like

Garat, Lanjuinais, Gregoire, Dcstut de Tracy, and others, belonged
to the so-called republican, or, as Bonaparte called them, ideological
senators. The senate brought the decree late in the evening to the

Emperor Alexander, and, together with his answer, it was inserted

in the Moniteur of the 3rd. 'I'he same paper of the 4th first gave
the name of the minister of the provisional government, followed by
the minute of the sitting of the previous day. In this paper there

is first an address of tlianks to the Emperor of Russia for his promise
of releasing all the French prisoners of war; then follows the depo-

sition, together with the considerations, on which, as the grounds,

they had finally agreed. It does not appear to us worth while to

cite the grounds, since all those to whom an appeal was made were

previously satisfied, and sullered themselves to be used merely as

* This appeal to the people is to be found in "
Vaulabcllc," vol. i., pp. 329-331,

and ho adds an observation in which wo fully concur: " Ce plaidoyer dcclaination

Oii la verite e'tait ctoufTe'e sous renflure ct rhyj)orbt)lo fut lo />rcmier crijete qfficietle-

ment en faveur des Bourbons. Ce cri contrariait trop fortement la politique expec-

tante do M. de Talleyrand pour qu'il ne s'effbr^at pas de I'etoufler. Pendant la nuit

la police arracha tous Ics excmplaircs afBches dans les rues; Ic 3/y;ii7eur du len-

demain et dcs jours suivants nc lui accorda pas la courte mention ; la censure forcja

les autrcs journaux ii gardcr c'galement la silence; seul \ii Juui nal dcs Dclmts, rendu,
comine nous I'avons dit, a ses anciens proiiriotes, ose reproduire roeuvre de M. Eellart.

Cette publicite' sutlit pour coutraindre le gouvernement provisoire .^ fairc un uouveau

pas."
2 k2
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tools. The legislative body, at least such members as were then in

Paris, amounting to from 80 to 100 persons, were summoned at the

same time as the senate
;
and at this meeting Felix Faulcon, the

vice-president, was in the chair. The assembly concurred in the de-

cree of the senate, and declared Napoleon deposed, but simply be-

cause he had violated the constitution. Subjoined to this minute
we find eighty-four names; this is followed by the concurrence of

the Court of Cassation, subscribed by the name of each of its mem-
bers, and each of the courts of law and boards of authority hastened

to send in their adherence even from afar. Napoleon could not

complain ;
he had carried out the game of flattery and lies so long,

and so used the arts of Fouche and Talleyrand in his own favour,
that he ought to have regarded it as quite natural for them also to

be employed by the Bourbons.*

In the Moniteurs of the 5th and 6th, the name of the Bourbons
was not yet mentioned, because matters were not absolutely arranged
witli respect to Napoleon; it was not published until the 7th that

the new constitution had been submitted for consideration as early
as the 5 th, that the senate had immediately named a committee,
which had examined a report, accepted the constitution, and, after

having twice read the same, had called Louis Stanislas over (Louis

XVIII.) to the throne. This was expressed after a manner some-

what constrained, for it is said:
*' The prince is restored to the wishes

of the French people by a constitution, as advantageous for the

people as for the exalted family appointed to rule over them."
Fuller particulars were given in the official portion of the journal of

the 8th, where it is announced : "The provisional government has pre-

pared the draft of a constitution, which the senate examined and
amended on the 5th, and, having consulted those best qualified to

give advice, finally adopted, imder the presidency of M. Talleyrand."
This patchwork constitution was printed in the Moniteur of the

same date, and is sufficiently characterised by the fact that in its

very commencement their old titles are restored to the ancient nobi-

lity, and those of the new are made lieredilary ; that the senate im-

poses its own services upon the nation, and resolves that the senate

shall consist of at least 150 members, and is never to exceed 200,
with a number of other such articles. All this was correlative with

wliat, in the meantime, was taking place in Fontainebleau.

The Emperor having waited a long time for the Duke of Vicenza
in the posthouse of Fromenteau, Avhither the latter came back with-

out any decision from Bondy, he betook himself to Fontainebleau,

* .Jesuits and pietists
—bureaucrats, miserable courtiers, and egotists

—such as the

bearded and insolent republicans of our own days, and as the philanthropists and
friends of enlightenment of the time of the revolution, regarded, and regard, it as

no offence to deceive and betray the people. All defend themselves as Tasso did:

" Cosi a I'egro fanciul porgiamo aspersi
Di suave liquor gli orli del vaso,
Succhi amari ingannato intant ei beve
E de I'inganno suo vita riceve."
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and there took possession, not of the magnificent rooms on the llrst-

lloor, but of a species of military quarters, to be ready as it were to

march forth. He then collected all the troops about him in Fon-

taineblcau, so that he is said to have placed 40,000 men in the road

from Fontaineblcau to Paris. The advance-guard under Marmont
was at Essonne, twenty-fuur miles from Paris; at a distance of twelve

miles beliind it lay ^lortier; Moncey, Left;vrc, Ney, Macdonald,
Oudinot, and Berthier, the grand marshal, arrived one after another;
and Caulaincourt and Maret were also present. On the second in-

terview between Alexander and the Duke of Vicenza, the former

is said to have declared, that if Napoleon were to renounce the

government, a regency might still be possible; this we very much
doubt. Certain it is, that after Caulaincourt's announcement to him
on the night between the 2nd and 3rd, Napoleon visited all the

quarters of his troops, and gave every indication of being abovit to

attack the allies, and reckoning, as he did, upon the rising of the

people of Paris in his favour. On his return, the regiments of

guards formed a circle around him, and he having previously heard

all that had taken place in Paris, delivered a speech,* which showed
that the worst was to be feared. He called the soldiers to revenge,
and they merely shouted,

" K?ye YEmpcrenr !—a Paris, a F(t7'isr

Marmont haviuQ- communicated the documents concerning the

deposition, and Caulaincourt having told the marshals that. the

Emperor Alexander had given him some hope of the establishment

of a regency, provided Napoleon renounced the government in favour

of his son, they held a council immediately after the scene to which
we have just referred. They resolved to oppose the Emperor's reso-

lution, and to resist any attempt at a civil war. Besides, Oudinot

(Duke of Kcggio) and iMarmont had already entered into direct

communication with the provisional government. General Lamotte,
brother-in-law to Roux J^/aborie, secretary of the provisional govern-
ment, received a communication from Oudinot, whose adjutant he

was, assuring him that the allies were ready to make any concession

except the continuance of Napoleon's rule. He, therefore, on the

3rd, urged the necessity of compelling the Emperor to resign. On
the morning of the 3rd, or even that of the 4th, no one ventured to

give open expression to this determination
;
but when orders were

given in the course of the 4th, to remove the imperial head-quarters
nearer to Paris, the whole of the marshals, and the Dukes of Vicenza
and Bassano, assembled around the Emperor aftei\ the parade to

announce their resolution.

IVIacdonald spoke first; he delivered to the Emperor a letter from

Bcurnonville, wherein the deposition was announced. This Napoleon
* "

Soldats, rcnncnii a dcrobe trois marches ct est maitre de Tiiris, il faut Ten
chasser. D'iiidifrnes Franyais, des emigres auxqucls nous avons pardonne, ont

arboro le cocardo blanche et sc sont joints aux enneniis. Lcs h'lchcs, ils recevront

leprix de cc nouvel attentat. Jurons de vaincrc on de mourir, et de fiiire respecter
cctte cocarde tricolore qui depuis vingt ans nous trouva dans le cheniin de la vic-

toire et de I'honneur."
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caused to be read aloud. The scene which followed has been very

variously described—even by the marshals themselves. We follow the

account which appears to us the most probable :
—

everj-thing which

Savary has written with respect to the events of this time, as well as

concerning Talleyrand and Marmont, is, in our opinion, in the

highest degree to be suspected. Napoleon, it is said, after the read-

ing of the letter, declared that on the following day he purposed to

take vengeance on his enemies, and added,
" In this, gentlemen,

I RECKON ON YOU." Ney and Lefevrc replied,
" That they were

undoubtedly devoted to him, but that a march upon Paris was a

desperate undertaking, to which they could be no parties."
" The

ARMY, AT LEAST, WILL FOLLOW ME," repHed the Emperor.
Oudinot and Ney, together with Lefevre, retorted in a firm and re-

solute tone,
" The army will obey its generals." " What

shall I do then ?" "Resign," replied Oudinot and Ney; "resig-
nation alone can save us all and the cause." The Emperor now gave

way, and wrote a short letter of renunciation in favour of the King
of Rome, which it was at first determined should be taken to Paris

by Marmont and Caulaincourt; but as it was not known whether

Marmont, who had his head-quarters at Essonne, could be dispensed
with there, Caulaincourt, Ney and Macdonald luidertook to convey
the letter to Paris. A moment afterwards the Emperor wished to

recal his renunciation. Ney, however, was resolute and coarse, and
the Emperor was obliged to consent to the course recommended.

Caulaincourt, Ney and JMacdonald proceeded to Paris with the

letter of renunciation, in order to work out the establishment of a

regency. They did not then know that Marmont had been already

gained by the allies, although both they and the Emperor knew that

as early as the 3rd he had been in communication with Schwarzen-

berg. They invited him to accompany them to Paris. This he did
;

but before his departure, and on the way, hq_ adopted measures to be

able to efiect a complete secession, on the morning of the 5th, of

the corps under his command from Napoleon's army.
As early as the 2nd of April, Marmont had entered into a close

correspondence with Beurnonville, Talleyrand, and General Dessoles,
to whom the command of the national guard had been given, because

he was known long since to have been at issue with Napoleon : on
this correspondence we shall not dwell, because no documentary

proofs are to be had. With respect, however, to the correspond-
ence which he had with Prince Schwarzenberg on the 3rd of April,
the documents are printed in the Moniteur of the 7th of April.
First comes the letter from Schwarzenberg, accompanied by all the

documents connected with the deposition of Napoleon. In the night
between the 3rd and 4th, Marmont answered, that he was ready to

give his adhesion to the senate and legislative body, and withdraw

wholly from Napoleon, should the prince by his hand guarantee
two

conditions: First, that his corps with arms, baggage, and ammuni-
tion should be allowed to march to Versailles, and theuce into Nor-
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mandy; and, secondly, that should Napoleon fall Into the hands of

the allies, he was neither to be injured in life or freedom, hut to re-

ceive some small territory, such as might appear suitable to the

powers.* Schwarzenbcrg having, under his hand, agreed to these

conditions on the 4th, Marmont immediately entered into an agree-
ment with Souham, the oldest general of division, and General

Bourdcsolle, as to the means whereby the troops were to be con-

ducted to Versailles; Schwarzcnberg first commanded his forces to

draw to one side, and afterwards to close up their position again
behind Marmont's corps.

Napoleon's representatives being detained In Chevilly, professedly
to obtain leave from the Emperor Alexander for their further pro-

gress, Marmont contrived to carry on communications with Schwur-

zenberg. They visited the Crown Prince of Wirtemberg, whilst

Marmont waited for them in the carriage. Having arrived late in

Paris, they proceeded immediately to Talleyrand's residence, tlien

occupied by the Emperor Alexander. About a quarter of an hour

after midnight they were introduced into the emperor's cabinet;
Marmont did not, however, accompany them, but went to Ney's
residence, there to await the issue of the interview. The Emperor
Alexander, as usual, played his part admirably ;

he conversed freely
with the ambassadors, and indicated that he might perhaps be dis-

posed to concede the question of the regency. In an audience on
the next day, at Avliich the King of Prussia was present, he gave
them some consoling expectations, and held them in conversation

until the general of the day came in, said something to him in

Russian, and handed him a note from Schwarzcnberg. This note

he showed to the deputies; It contained the news of IMarmont's

corps having deserted Napoleon, although, properly speaking, the

soldiers and subaltern officers were deceived by their generals. Tlie

emperor then observed to the deputies from Napoleon, that this

changed the Avhole position of afhairs; he still, however, continued

firm to his promise of granting a second audience on the 5th.

"Whilst the three deputies were with the emperor, Marmont had

gone to Ney's residence; thither the others also afterwards came,

having been Indeed Informed by INIarmont of his correspondence
with Schwarzcnberg, but AvhoUy uninformed of Its contents. At

eight o'clock in the morning, jMarmont received a message from

Colonel Fabvier, that his corps was on its march to VersalUes.

This, too, he communicated to the deputies, and acted as if he was

* " M. le Marcchal,—J'ai rc'^u la Icttre que V.A. m'a fait I'honncur de m'ecrire

ainsi que tons les papiers qu'cllc rcufemiait. L'opinion publiquc a toujours »>te la

regie dc ma conduite. J^'arme'c et le pcuple sc trouvcnt deliu's du serment de fidc'lite

envers rEiupc'reur Napoleon par le dtlcret du stnat, je suis dispose a concourir a

un rapprochement entre rarmce et le i)euple, qui doit pri-veuir toute chance dc

guerre civile et arrctor retUision du sang; en consequence je suis pret u quitter avec
raes troui)es rarnue de I'Empcreur Napoleon aux couditioos suivautes, dont je vous
demando la garautie par ccrit.

"
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extremely surprised at the intelligence. Great difference of opinion

prevails with regard to his behaviour, and, at all events, the contra-

diction between his behaviour, between the documents piinted on
the 7th, and his subsequent justification, cannot be denied.* The
fact of this desertion having been made known in Fontainebleau,
and of the senate having at length recalled the Bourbons, Napoleon
published an order of the day, in which he expresses his thanks to

the army for its fidelity, and lays bare the conduct of the people by
Avhom he had been overthrown. Instead of defending himself

against the accusations of the senate, he merely proves, that if all

which was alleged against him by the senate were true, they were
far more guilty than he. The meanness of the senate was made still

more obvious by the articles of their quietly-manufactured constitu-

tion itself, than even by the order of the day of the 5th. From this

moment judgment of death was pronounced against both the senate

and the constitution.! Napoleon's plenipotentiaries, who had been
sent to Paris to treat concerning a peace, had, in the mean time,
received the most solemn assurance that everything possible should

be done for the Emperor, and Elba assigned to him as a possession,

provided he gave in an unconditional instead of a conditional abdi-

cation. Ney undertook to announce this message in Fontainebleau,
and to carry it out in such a manner as to compel Napoleon's acqui-
escence. What, indeed, could he do, when all those whose names
filled whole pages in the Moniteur had forsaken him

;
when Berthier

and those who surrounded Napoleon and Fontainebleau had sub-

mitted to the new order of things; and when, still further, Cham-

pagny (Duke of Cadore), whom the Empress had sent from Blois to

her father, returned with the answer, that he quite agreed
WITH ALL THAT HIS ALLIES HAD RESOLVED? On their journey
back through Chevilly, the plenipotentiaries came to an agreement
with Schwarzenberg for a truce of forty-eight hours; and Ney him-
self proves, that, on this occasion, he played the chief part. The

proof of this fact is to be seen in a letter of Ney's, which he wrote
from Fontainebleau at half-past eleven o'clock on the 5th, to the

president of the provisional government (Talleyrand), and which was

printed in the Moniteur. He comforts him by the assurance that

he would undoubtedly receive the document from the Emperor ou
* The authorities in this case are very obscure

;
in essentials, however, they

agree. Savary does not mention the main points; his object being always to accuse

Talleyrand, he writes as if Marmont were not to blame. Almost all the other au-
thorities take i)ains to represent the affair as if the desertion of IMarmont's corps
had SAVED the allies. This is obviously ridiculous: to the Bourbons it was un-

doubtedly advantageous—to the allies wholly indifferent. We shall not, however,
enter into any minute investigation of what Colonel Fabvier relates concerning the

affair, nor of Marmont's defence. Marmont's " Memoire Justificatif," which is

dated on the 1st of April, 1815, first appeared in the Moniteur de Gand of the ISth
of April, and, as it only consists of a few pages, was afterwards printed and circu-

lated as a pamphlet by the marshal in France.
t The document itself may be seen in the eleventh volume of Venturini's

" Chronicle of the Nineteenth Century," p. 287.
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the next morning. We subjoin the letter in a note,* characteristic

as it is of the class of men to which Ney belonged, and refrain from

any further judgment on this celebrated dragoon, so often accused

and blamed by the French. Easy to obtain the unconditional abdi-

cation of the Emperor it was not; and the provisional government
found it necessary, on the 9th, to publish a decree in the Muniteiir,

in Avhich it was declared, that everything done by Napoleon since

the decree of deposition had been published against him, was to be

considered as null and void. The dilliculty really experienced in

prevailing upon Napoleon to consent to an unconditional abdication,

may be seen stated at length in Fain's MS. for 1814, in one of the

many special accounts of this transaction. We believe, that from the

instantaneous acquiescence of the French people, the marshals were

riglit to insist upon its completion. The Empress, with the King
of Rome, hastened to Rambouillet, where the Emperor Francis then

was, and where she soon contracted other very intimate relations

for her personal gratification. The Emperor Francis went to

Paris, where he arrived on the 11th of April, a day earlier tlian the

Count d'Artois.

The French speak of generals and armies who still adhered to the

Emperor; but IVIarmont had already deserted him; Berthier after-

wards forsook him in an insolent and scandalous manner, when the

command of the army was given to him by the Emperor on his abdica-

tion; Oudinot, Ney, and Lefevre tormented him till he signed the

act of abdication, and the commanders of the distant armies were

engaged in negotiating respecting a change. Augercau had already

gone over; Suchet was about to declare himself
;
Soult was listening

which way the wind blew; Eugene Beauharnais was negotiating
about the advanta";es which the allies would be willino- to bestow on

him lor the pleasure of his step-father, the King of Bavaria; iNIaison

was about to close with the new government.
The act of abdication having been at length extorted from the

Emperor, Ney, Caulaincourt, and Macdonald hastened to Paris with

the draft, and fully commissioned to conclude, in Napoleon's name,
a formal treaty witli Mettcrnich, Stadion, and Castlereagh. They
had no sooner departed from Fontainebleau, than all those who had

hitherto followed the Emperor's fortunes, with a few honourable

exceptions, hastened to Paris to recommend themselves to the new
*

Moniteur, No. 97, p. 381. "
Monscigneur,—Je me suis rendu hicr a Paris avec

le marcchal Due de Tarente et M. le Ducdc Viccnzo, couime cliargo de pleiiis pou-
voirs pour de'foiulrc pros dc S. M. rEmpe'reur Alexandre les iuterets de la dynastie
de rEnipercur Napoleon. Un t'vinement imprevu a^-ant tout-a-coup arrete les nego-
tiations, qui ecpendant scmblaient proniettre les plus heureux resultats, je vis

des lors, que pour e'viter :i notre ehere patrie les niaux aflreux d'uiie guerre civile,

11 ne restiut plus aux Fran^ais qu'a erabrasser cntierement la cause de nos anciens

rois, ct c'est penetre'de ce sentiment que je me suis rendu ce soir auprcs del'Empe'-
reur Napoleon pour lui manifester le voon de la nation. L'Empereur, convaincu

de la position critique ou il a place la Erance, et I'inipossibilite ou il se trouve de

la sauver lui-mOnie, a paru se resigner et consenter a rabdication cntiere et sans

restriction; c"est domain matin que j'espore qu"il mVn remettra lui-meme I'acte

formel et authcntique ;
aussitot apres j'lKirai rlionneur d'aller voir V. A. S.''
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government. French writers seem vmable to find words enough to

complain of meanness, faithlessness, and ingratitude; but Napoleon

continually kept his own interests, and those of his family in his eye ;

he purchased men, and, if he were consistent in his ideas, he must

have expected, some time or other, to be outbid. Shakspeare, in
"
King Lear," has laid open the whole case; and it is better to dwell

on the rare examples of fidelity and attachment than to blame and

complain. We pass over everything relating to the affair, with re-

marking, that the original act of abdication differs, in a slight degree,
from that actually signed by Napoleon after the conclusion of the

treaty.* Immediately after Ney's, Macdonald's, and Caulaincourt's

departure for Paris, with the act of abdication, in order to conclude

an agreement respecting the advantages to be secured to him and his

family. Napoleon repented of the deed, and sent Gourgand to re-

quire the return of the document. The answer was: it was now too

late. On receiving this message, Caulaincourt returned to Fontaine-

bleau, and brought the treaty, when the Emperor again required
the return of the document. The duke evaded the demand, and

showed him clearly, that before being able to commence the nego-
tiation, he must hand in the act of abdication. The inward struggle
which the greatest man of the 18th and 19th centuries had to en-

dure, may be imagined from the fact, that in the night between the

12th and 13th of April, he attempted to escape from the power of

his enemies in the same way as Condorcet did in the reign of terror.

For the latter, a morphiate was prepared by Cabanis; Napoleon
carried a similar one with him on the Rvissian campaign, but

this, on being now taken, produced only temporary stupefaction.
The treaty of Fontainebleau concluded by Ney, Caulaincourt and

Macdonald on the part of Napoleon, and by Metternich, Humboldt,
and Nesselrode on the part of the Emperor of Russia and the King
of Prussia, contains twenty-one articles. The first declares the ab-

dication. By the second, the titles of Emperor and Empress, are

reserved to him and his wife, and those of Prince and Princess to the

various members of his family. In the third, the island of Elba is

conceded to him as a possession, and two millions of francs yearly to

be paid by the French treasury; of this sum one million was to be

allotted to his wife. Napoleon asked for six millions, but even the

two was not paid by the Bourbons. By the fourth article, it is agreed
that the island of Elba shall be protected against the Barbary

powers
—which means, in fact, that the English are to keep guard

on the island. The fifth article ensures to the Empress and her son

* The act, as printed in tlie Moniteur of the 12th of April, runs as follows: " Les

puissances alliees ayant proclame que I'Empereur Napoleon e'tait le seul obstacle au
retablissement de la paix en Europe, I'Empe'reur Napoleon, fidele a son serment, de-

clare qu'il rcnonce pour lui et ses he'ritiers aux trones de France et d'ltalie, et qu'il

n'est aucun sacrifice personnel, meme celui de la vie, qu'il ne soit pret a faire a

I'iuterut de la France. Fait au palais de Fontainebleau le 11 Avril, 1811." In the

original, which still exists, and which is to be found in Fain and Vaulabelle, it runs

pour lui et ses enfans, and after sacrifice the*vvord personnel is wanting.
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possession of Parma, Placcntia, and Guastalla as hereditary states.

The sixth article wc sliall subjoin in a note, although it was never

carried into execution.* My the seventh article, the Empress
Josephine's allowance is reduced to the sum of one million in

rentes. By the eighth article, it is decided that Prince Eugene
is to obtain a suitable establishment beyond the bounds of France.

From the ninth to the eleventh follow the resolutions respecting
the monies, payments, crov/n diamonds, &c., on which Napoleon was
not to make any claim above the sum of two millions, which were to

be divided in gratuities among the generals and adjutants named in

article 9. We cannot be surprised that this the Bourbons did not

fuliil. By the twelfth article, it is agreed that Napoleon's debts

shall be paid from the sums due to the civil list. The thirteenth

article provides for a proper suite and guards to be provided for the

Emperor. By the fifteenth, from 1200 to 1500 of the imperial

guard are fixed as the number to accompany Napoleon to the

place of embarkation. In the sixteenth, it is determined that a

corvette shall be placed at the disposal of the Emperor to

convey him and his court to their place of destination, and after-

wards to be his property. According to the seventeenth article, the

Emperor is to be allowed to take with him and retain 400 men as

a guard. By the eighteenth, it is decided that all Frenchmen Avho

may accompany the Emperor are to return within the space of

three years, or otherwise to be deprived of their civil riglits as French

citizens, unless, indeed, on the express permission of the govern-
ment. The nineteenth article relates to the Poles in the French ser-

vice. These are to be allowed to return with their arms, baggage,
and ammunition to their own country, and to retain all their honours
and pensions. In conclusion, the allied powers bind themselves to

guarantee, and to see all the articles of the treaty carried into execu-

tion. The treaty was followed by a declaration of acceptance made

by the provisional government on the 11th of April; and Louis

XVIII. could only be constrained, by the allied powers, to confirm

this declaration on the 31st of IMay.f Lord Castlcreagh, in a letter

• "
II sera reserve, dans les pays auxqucls Napoleon renonce pour lui et sa faraille,

dcs domaincs, on donnc des rentes sur le grand livre de Fraaee produisant un revenue
annuel net, ct deduction faite do toutes charges, de deux millions cinq cent mille

francs. Ces doniaines ou rentes appartiendront en toute propriete' et pour en dis-

poser comnic ton leur semLleni, aux princes et aux princesses de la famillc, et scront

repartis entro eiLX de nianiore a ce que lo revenue de ehacun soit dans la proportion
suivautc, savoir: h Madame Merc trois cent mille francs, an Koi Josepli et a la

Reine cinq cent mille francs, au Koi Louisdeux cent mille francs, h la Heine llortense

ethsesenfansquartre cent mille francs, au Roi Jerome et h laKcinc cinq cent mille

francs, a la I'rincesse Elisa trois cent mille francs, a la Trincessc I'auline trois cent

mille francs. Les princes et princesses de la faniille de rKmpereur Napoleon con-

serverout en outre tous les biens, meubles et immeubles quelque nature que cc soit

qu'ils possedent a titre particiUier ct notamment les rentes dont ils jouissent e'gale-

ment, comme particuliers sur le grand livro de France ou le Monte-Napole'oue a

Milan."

t
" Declaration au nom de S. M. Louis XVIII. Lc Soussignc, ministrc secretaire

d'etat aux afiaires etrangoros, atinnl rendu compic ati Jiui deh demande que LL. EE,
Messieurs les Plenipotentiaires des cours alliees ont rc^u de leur souverains tordre dej'aire
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to Lord Batliurst, declares that, for several reasons, he could take no

part in the agreement, and could not now recognise Napoleon as

Emperor, ^Yhich the Enghsh government had never yet done. He
states, that he has onlv taken part in the business so far as referred to

the possession of Elba, and what related to England. To this extent

alone goes his accession to the arrangement.*
On the 16th of April, the commissioners of the three powers met,

under whose protection Napoleon, in accordance with article 4 of

the treaty of Fontainebleau, was to undertake the journey to Elba:

on the 20th he took his departure for Elba.

§VI.
BRIEF REVIEW OF EVENTS FROM THE CONCLUSION OF THE
PEACE OE FONTAINEBLEAU TILL THE SECOND PEACE OF
PARIS.

We should, properly speaking, conclude our history, as indicated

in the title-page, witlr the fall of Napoleon. This course we ought
so much the more to pursue, as the succeeding events were all

of such a description as necessarily to have led to a catastrophe
such as that which has happened in our own days. Everything
which has taken place in Europe from IMay, 1814, bears, there-

fore, an intimate relation to the struggle between the principles of

democracy and the prejudices and privileges of aristocracy, between

diplomatic deception and the rights of the people, which, although

apparently enlarged, were, in fact, more limited than ever by means
of police, autocracy, and bureaucracy. All these things bear so close

a relation to the events of the year 1848, that we cannot venture to

separate them; and, in the conclusion of our history, must add a few
indications with respect to the affairs of 1814 and 1815, to point out

the inevitable course of events.

relativenient au traite du 11 Avril, auquel le gouvernement provisoire a accede, il a

plu a S.M. de I'autoriser de declarer en sou nom que les clauses du traite a la charge
de la France seront fidelement execute'es. II a en conse'quence I'honneur de le de'-

clarer par la pre'sente a leurs excellences. Paris, le 3 1 Mars. Le rriuce de Bene-
vento."'

* "Act d'accession donne au nom du GouvernementAnglais par Lord Castlereagh :

Attendu que LL. i\nL II. I'Empereur d'Autriche, Eoi de Boheme et d'Hongrie,
I'Enipereur de toutes les Hussies, et le Roi de Prusse, sent intervenus au traite' couclu
a Paris et signe' le 1 1 Avril de la pre'sente anne'e, a I'effet d'accorder pour les terraes

respectivement fixe's, tels qu'ils sont nientionne's dans le traite a la personne et a la

famille de Napoleon Bonaparte la possession en souverainte' de I'ile d'Elba et des duche's

de Parma, dePlaisance, et Guastalla, et pour regler tous autres objets. Lequel traite'

a ete communique' au Prince K(^gent de la Grande Bretagne et Ireland par les minis-
tres de LL. MM. II. et RR. sous nomme'lesquels ministresau nom de leur souve-
rains ont engage' le Prince Ee'gent ayant une pleine connaissance du contenu du dit

traite' y accede au nom et pour S. M. pour autant que la chose regarde les stipulaimis
de la possession en souverainte de Vile d'Elba, et des duche's de Parma, de Plaisance, et

Guastalla, mais S. A. R. ne doit pas etre conside're' comme e'tant partie contrevenante
aux autres conditions et stipulations y contenues. Donne de ma main et sous mon
ficeau a Paris, le 17 AatII, 1814."
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A.—FRANCE UNDER LOUIS XVIII.

Napoleon having been completely put aside, the allies first di-

rected their attention to the establishment of the new government
for France, which could not stand without their support, and to the

conclusion of a peace; for then, for the first time, they thought of the

partition of the various countries ceded by France. The main point
was altogether forgotten; the often and earnestly expressed desire of

the people to participate more largely in the public administration

of ailairs than they had hitherto done, was only very partially and

apparently satisfied; and, in fact, every one who was an advocate

of free institutions became a suspected character. The family of

Napoleon had separated on the 9th; the Empress and the King of

Rome left Blois; Cardinal Fesch and Napoleon's mother had gone
to Rome; Louis, Joseph, and Jerome, into Switzerland; and, not-

withstanding the retention of the title, Marie Louise again became
an Austrian princess. Lichtenstein and Esterhazy accompanied her

to Ramboulllct, where she was met by her father, and remained till

she commenced her journey to Vienna on the 23rd of April.

Menneval, Napoleon's private secretary, has given, in his INIemoirs,

a courtly account of her journey and her reception in Vienna.

Talleyrand had been the soul of the government since the 31st

of March, and, however little we can commend his character, he
nevertheless strove incessantly that the institutions established since

1789 should not only be maintained at that present time, but during
the reign of Louis XVIIL, and that some restraint should be put
on the urgent demands of the emigrants, courtiers, and priest-ridden
advocates of the old regime* He had filled all the places and offices

in the provisional government with his creatures; and by means of

the hastily-prepared constitution, and the favours bestowed upon
the contemptible senators therein refcrcd to, excited the displeasure
of the nation. lie was considered as the originator of all the plots

against Napoleon, and would, therefore, immediately after the arrival

of the Count d'Artois, have lost all influence, had he not been sup-

ported by the foreign monarchs. The newly-prepared constitution,

favourable to the senate alone, and which he had caused to be

drawn up, was necessarily an object of hatred to the royalists, be-

* Tliis is abmuliintly proved by the letter of the Archbishop de Pradt, who, in a
letter of the year 1^<:3G, gives a characteristic notice of the man, and proves how
little confidence can be placed in all the documents of Frencli writers, and especially
in the writings of tlie archbishop. In a note in "

Vaulabelle," vol. ii., p. 83, lie writes

as follows: ••On a beaucoup menti sur cctte e'poque [April and May, 1814], et moi

nicmc_;'ai menli cumme tout le momlc. Jc savois a quoi m'en tenir sur le roi legisla-

teur. J'etais alors pros de M. de Talleyrand ;
c'est moi qui ai redige' le discours

qu'il pronon(;a au senat le premier Avril et si je n'ai fait partie du gouvernement
provisoire, c'est ([u'll y avoit dejii trois abbes et qu'un de plus c'eut ete' trop. M. de'

Talleyrand conduisit cette atlaire comnie il les conduit toutes; il n'arrive a de

gi-ands resultats que par despetits nioyens, dc petites intrigues, et du petit esprit."
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cause all the chief positions were conferred upon senators of liberal

tendencies, such as Barbe IMarbois, Destut de Tracy, Emmery,
Lambrechts and Lebrun, Duke of Placenza; while to the republicans
and Bonapartists it must have had all the appearance of a Russian

law, because, contrary to the usage in such cases, Count Nesselrode

had a seat and vote in the committee by which it was drawn up.
The constitution published in the Moniteur of the 8th of April
wag therefore still-born, especially because the senate voted a liberal

allowance to itself,* and raised its members to the rank of a

hereditary aristocracy. The Count d'Artois, who adopted the title

of governor-general without any commission from the king, by whom
he was distrusted, had come as flir as Vitry le Francais, when the

act of the constitution was communicated to him by M. de Vitrolles.

Vitrolles protested in his name against the constitution, and the

prince continued his journey to Paris. When he was about to

enter the French capital, the provisional government, in a note con-

veyed by Choiseul Gouffier, informed him that he could only assume
the office of head of the government by the nomination of the

senate, and that it could not acknowledge or receive him until his

brother had officially accepted the constitution. The provisional

government, however, showed itself courteous—received and greeted
the prince on his solemn entry into Paris on the 12th. He was al-

lowed to take up his residence in the Tuileries; the Emperor of

Russia left Talleyrand's house, and went to the Elysee Bourbon; and,
on the 13th, by a decree of the provisional government, the white
cockade was resiimed as the natural colour instead of the tricolor.

Talleyrand and Beugnot, preparing a short answer to be delivered

by tire prince on his entry, but which, in fact, never was really

given, invented the following witticism :
—" He had said, that

nothing was altered in France, except that there was one French-
man more"—and they caused this to be inserted in the Moniteur.

This idea of Beugnot's was extremely well received in France,
but it was not till after a visit had been paid to the prince on
the 13th by the Emperor of Russia, that he could be induced to

accept the constitution. On the evening of the 14th, the prince re-

ceived the senate in the Tuileries, suffered himself to be nominated

by this body as governor-general of the kingdom, and, in the name
of his brother, promised to acknowledge the constitution. The de-

claration given and published by the prince was drawn up in

Fouche's own handwriting, and corrected by Talleyrand, as appears
from the still-existing original; Fouche had, in fact, returned to

Paris the previous day. In the mean time, M. de Vitrolles induced
the prince to make a slight alteration, whereby a door of escape was
left open to the king.f Every step which was henceforth taken, and

* Hence the pun—that it was a " constitution de rentes."

f Fouche and TallejTand had caused him to say:
" Je ne crains pas d'etre des-

avoue en j urant en sou nom d'ohserver et d'en faire observer les bases." M. de
Vitrolles induced him to say and write: "Je ne crains pas d'etre desavoue' en
assurant en son nom, qu'il en admettra la base."
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all tlie persons by whom tlie prince were surrounded, or who were

promoted by him, were decidedly hostile to the liberation of" the

people; even the agreement concluded with the allies with respect
to the evacuation oi" the territory of France, and a suspension of arms
to be immediately followed by a peace, caused a universal outcry

throughout the whole kingdom. The agreement was undoubtedly
in the highest det]jrec disadvantageous and humihatinjr; but in order

to be free irom foreign troops, the new government was obliged to

pay the penalty of the sins of its predecessors. Of the nine articles of

which this agreement consists, only three are of any importance in the

relation just mentioned. By one of them it is determined that the

territory of France, sucli as it was before 1792, is to be immediately
evacuated; and that all the fortresses occupied by the French beyond
those limits are to be given up to the allies. In another it is pro-
mised by the governor-genci'al of the kingdom, that he will immedi-

ately issue orders to the ollicers in command of tlic fortresses beyond
those limits to evacuate the same, so that they might all be given up
by tlie 1st of June. The garrisons were to be allowed to march out

with their arms and baggage, to be suffered to take their field-pieces
witli them, at the rate of one gun for every thousand men, sick and
Avounded inclusive. The third article runs as follows: "

Everything
appertaining to the fortresses, and which is not private property, must
be left in the fortresses and {en entier) be given up to the allies

without any diminution whatsoever. To the fortresses are to be

considered as belonging, not only artillery and ammunition, but

stores of all descriptions, with the archives, inventories, plans, charts,

and models."

It was determined by a special and secret article, tliat the sum of

more than 140,000,000 francs, paid by the King of Prussia to the

Emperor Napoleon, was to be repaid, and that the city of Hamburg was
to receive full compensation for the loss sustained by the plundering of

its bank, committed by Davoust. It is alleged that by this treaty, pro-

perly speaking concluded by Talleyrand, 53 strong places, actually oc-

cupied by the French, 12,600 guns, arsenals full of arms and ammuni-

tion, immense foundries, harbours, ships of war upon the stocks and

lying at anchor, vast quantities of arms and provisions, all of which
were exclusively French property, were given up oy a stroke of the

pen. The fact is true, but the blame rests neither upon Talleyrand nor

the Bourbons. The loss sustained in money by France on the sacrifice

of these immense materials was computed at 1500,000,000 francs.

However contemptible Talleyrand may have been as a man, and
however much he availed himselfof the misfortunes of his country to

promote his own private speculations, and attempted to force his rela-

tions, especially Edme de Perigord, afterwards the Duchess of Dino,
so filmed for her beauty, and notorious for her course of life, upon
Louis XVIIL, he was still the only one of the king's ministers who
called his attention to the manner in which he was deceived by the crea-

tures by whom he was surrounded, Tlie cmigreSfand among them such
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men as Dambray, Blacas, and the Count de Bruges, who accompanied
the king, and was inseparable from him on his journey from London
to Paris—seeing he could neither ride nor walk—led him to believe

that every one was delighted at the near prospect of a speedy return

to the old regime', whilst Talleyrand, Montesquieu, and even Pozzo
di Borgo, whom the Emperor of Russia had sent to Calais to meet him,
assured him in vain that he could never enter Paris as a king by
the grace of God, that he must give pledges to the people of the en-

joyment of their political rights. During the journey, and even when
he had arrived at Compiegne, Louis continued to insist upon enter-

ing Paris, as in our own days the elector has done at Cassel—as if

everything wliich had happened since 1789 was merely a dream. In
this he supported himself on the opinions of his brother, who in every
letter exhorted him not to acknowledo;e the constitution, because it

was universally disapproved, and Avas merely advantageous to Talley-
rand and his senate. He still, therefore, persevered in his egotistical

design on the 29th and 30th in Compiegne; and he was still further

encouraged by the conduct of the Emperor Francis, who drily
answered the complimentary address of the senate on his entry into

Paris: " That for twenly years past he had curried on xoar not only
ivitli Napoleon^ but tcith those principles which constituted the misfor-
tune of the loorldy The King of Prussia and his court were of the

same opinion, but they were more prudent than Francis, and did not

give public expression to their feelings.
Audiences were given in Compiegne; the legislative body appeared

among the rest, and, in the absence of the senate, made no mention
whatever of the constitution, but ratlier flattered the prejudices of

the king,* The deputies, therefore, were addressed by the king as

representatives of the nation, whilst sentence of death was in silence

passed upon the senate. The king and his evil adviser, M. de Blacas,
at length went so far as openly to allege that no attention whatever
would be paid to the constitution. This declaration was already
made known in Paris on the evening of the 30th, and the senate

immediately turned to the Emperor of Russia to seek for his aid and

protection; this request was supported by Pozzo di Borgo, and on
the 1st of May the Emperor himself, accompanied by his adjutant,

proceeded to Compiegne. He then had a long interview and
conversation with the king, at which no one was present. The con-
versation ended by the king's rejecting the constitution, but promis-
ing, of his own free will, to bestow a charter upon the nation, and, by
means of Talleyrand, to issue a declaration, wherein he caused the

great principles he was ready to secure to the people to be announced.
Even with regard to this declaration they were not agreed when the

king had arrived at St. Ouen at four o'clock; and it is said that the

• We shall merely quote a single phrase in order to show how such phrases are to
be understood: "

Venez, descendant de taut de rois, montez sur le trone, oii nos

peres placerent autrefois votre illustre faraille et que nous sommes si heureux de
vous voir occuper aujourdhui."
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king was obliged to be threatened by another Russian mission,
wherein it would be intimated to him tliat he could not be allowed
to enter Paris till he had declared his acceptance of the leading

points of" the new constitution: this was communicated to him by
M. de Blacas and the Abbt'^ Montesquieu. This commimication at

length led him to agree to the proclamation, which was placarded in

Paris on the 3rd. The constitution, prepared by the senate was therein

declared to be rejected, but on the condition of granting another;
the king is made to say,

" we are resolved to grant a free constitution,
and wish that it should be fully adapted to the necessities of the case;
we hereby proclaim our intention of summoning the senate and the

legislative body fn- the lOth of June, in order to lay before them the

draft of a constitution j)repared by the aid of a committee of both
bodies. We hereby acknowledge the following as the principles on
which such a con.stitution is to be founded:

" The representative form will be retained as it at present stands,

legislation being committed to two chambers—the senate, and the

chamber of deputies. No taxes to be raised, except such as are

voted by the representatives of the nation. Public and private liberty
to be secured. The freedom of the press to be respected, with the

reservation of such measures as may be necessary for the preservation
of the public quiet. Religious liberty to be fully guaranteed. Pro-

perty to be regarded as sacred and inviolable; and the sale of national

domains to remain undisturbed. The judges to be independent and
irremovable. The public debt to be guaranteed. All military pensions,

promotions, and ranks, to be retained, as well as the old and new

nobility. The legion of honour to continue, but its decorations to be

diilcrently distributed. Every Frenchman to be equally entitled to

the enjoyment of all public ollices and employments; and no man to

be prosecuted or damaged on account of his opinions."
The people, at least the higher and middle classes, who trusted in

its words, and knew nothing of the secret history of the constitution

of the charter of Ouen, gave loud expression to their rejoicing, and
were full of the most sanguine hopes, altliough everything that took

place in the Tuileries gave intimation of the return of the old cere-

monies, persons, manners, prejudices, and customs. Talleyrand, who
on the establishment of the first ministry under the restoration on the

loth ol" May, was appointed minister off -reign alHiirs, entertained a

strong suspicion that, notwithstanding the declaration, an intention

was entertained of delaying the constitution, as the King of Prussia

afterwards did, when he had made a similar promise. The secre-

tary, therefore, took means to prolong the negotiation resj^ecting
the peace, in order to bring the consultations respecting the new
constitution completely to an end before the departure of the Em-

peror of Russia, because his presence alone could give weight to the

advice of Count Pozzo di Boriro, who was earnestlv favourable to a

free constitution. The king's want of an honest purpose respecting
the constitution was so much the more evident, as the commission

TOL. VIH. 2 L
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which was to prepare the draft was not even named on the 17th.

Whether it be true or not, as was said, that a new hint given by
the Emperor of Russia of his determination not to sign the peace till

the constitution was determined, contributed to this result, Ave must
leave undetermined; certain it is, however, that the commission

came to life on the 18th. This committee was composed of eighteen
members, nine of the senate, and nine from the legislative body

—in

both cases chosen so as to avoid those belonginii^ to the extreme rio-ht,

and those belonoino^ to tlie extreme left. The kino- named as his

commissioners— as president, the Chancellor Dambray, formerly

advocate-general of the parliament and a stiff feudal jurist; with
him were associated the Abbe Montesquieu, Ferrand, director of

the post, and Beugnot, director-general of police. The consultation

of the commissioners was merely apparent, for any changes intro-

duced in the draft were altogether immaterial, and Fontanes even
introduced some sentences into the document which were first em-

ployed by the despotism of Napoleon. The consultations, commenced
on the 22nd in the chancellor's residence, were suddenly brought to

a close on the 27th, because the Emperor of Russia demanded that,

without reserve or delay, the constitution must be complete before

his departure. There can be no doubt that the charter so loudly

applauded was admirably calculated to deceive, as appears from the

declaration made by the chancellor with respect to the relation of

this new constitution to that existing before the revolution,* from
what he proposed in the name of the king in reference to the system
of elections,! and from the introduction of a few words, enabling the

king, in the case of necessity, to act as if there were no constitution

at all.| The formal sitting of the senate and the legislative body,
before which the draft was to be laid, was at first determined for

the 10th of June; on the 6th of May, however, a decree appeared,

according to which it was to be holden on the 3rd; on the 30th,

however, it was announced that the opening of the session was post-

poned till the 4th, The form of having two chambers, as deter-

mined by the new constitution, was observed in the calling of the

first assembly; but at the same time the unconditional will of the

king was proclaimed, and his disinclination towards those whom
Napoleon, on account of their services in the time of the revolution,
had named to the greatest eminence in the kingdom. In the ordi-

* " II n'entrait point dans la pensee du roi, repondit M. Dambray, de reprodiiire
dans la charte toute I'ancienne constitution du royaume; cette constitution, ajou-
ta-t-il, continuait de subsister dans toutes celles de ses parties aux quelles il ne
serait pas formellement deroge."

t "M. Dambray de'clara que d'apres les ordres du roi la commission devait laisser

h des lois qui seraient ulterieurement rendues le soin de regler rorganisation des

colleges electoraux ainsi que les formes de I'clection."

J Among the rights conceded to the king, it is said: "II nomme a lous les emplois
d'administration publique," which is quite plain; but this is followed by a sentence
which assumes an absoiutish appearance :

"
II fait les reglements et ordonnaxces

necessaires," not alone a Vexecutiun des lois, which would be quite right, but also
a la surele de Vetat.
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nance of the 30tli of May, the legislative body, which was to form
the chamber of deputies, was alone mentioned; the senate was to

form the chamber of peers; but no mention was made of it, because
a great number of the body of senators could not possibly be ad-

mitted into the chamber of peers. Talleyrand had prepai'ed for the

king such a list of senators as ought to be summoned. All those

who had voted for the death of Louis XVI., even then called regi-

cides, Avere treated as criminals; that such were excluded may be

presumed from the fact, that the only member of the legislative body
who had voted for the king's death (Bonnet de Treyches) was con-

strained to relinquish his seat. Those, also, who were called repub-
licans, or ideologists, were not summoned. The manner in which
the king thus put aside the senate, and on the other hand admitted
into the chamber of peers, and placed in the first rank and nobility,
all that remained of the old court nobility, proved abundantly, as

well as the arrangements of the court and etiquette adopted by the

new monarch, that the old rtgiine was to be honoured and protected,
and that everything new was at most merely to be favoured by
endurance and toleration.

Among the 154 peers constituting the first chamber, and whose
names were partly read by the king himself and partly by his

chancellor on the 4th of June, there were twenty-six who had

formerly sat and voted in the old parliament, eleven old hereditary
dukes, and five new ones created by the king himself; so far the
names were read out by the sovereign, all the rest by the chancellor.

The peers of the new creation were the fourteen marshals, of whom
four Avcre senators;* twenty-one senators and six generals of the time

previous to Napoleon. Fifty-seven senators, who held ofiice under

Napoleon, of whom, it is true, twenty belonged to the ceded pro-
vinces, were wholly passed over. The contents of the royal charter

was good, but the form belonged to the school of the old Frankish

empire, and threatened reaction; for the king appealed to his ances-

tors of the middle ages, who had also frequently reformed the exist-

ing constitution, and he called himself Louis XVIII., and dated his

ordinance from the 1 9th year of his reign, which was altogether ab-
surd. The address and answer of the chamber of deputies of the ] oth,
in reply to the king's patent, was so couched, that there was no dif-

ficulty in recognising a concealed protest against the presumed
intentions of the cmigris, and a reassertion of those points in the

constitution, the non-observance of which excited the fears of the

assembly. The king's first steps were conciliatory. At first he kept
the emigres flir from office, and was highly dissatisfied with the
course pursued by his brother; his own feelings, however, those by
whom he was surrounded, and his court, constituted completely after

the old regime, soon led him from one retrograde step to another.

The priests, too, became powerful; for Louis XVlII.'s brother and
* Of Bonaparte's marshals, Brunc, DaToust, Jourdau, Masscna, Soult, and Victor,

were passed over.

2 L 2
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Louis XVI. 's daughter, the Duchess of Angouleme, were both

superstitious, and the king himself behaved as though he were

papistical, which he really was not. The extent to which he carried

this kind of behaviour, appears from his striking out Volney's name
from the proposed list of senators, because he tvas an At/ieist, and yet
he himself made a jest of believing in a God! ! His first ministry
consisted of men who, with the exception of Dambray, had the best

intentions, and determined to adhere closely to the proclamations and
the charter; but they proved unable to carry out their views, because
De Blacas, that weakest and most miserable of all the courtiers, was
the king's favourite, and was used to sign his name to public docu-

ments, Louis himself suffering so much pain from gout, that he was
unable to move his hand, and so incapacitated by its violence, that

he could not even walk.

Talleyrand was the only one among the king's ministers who was
able to form any correct judgment of the age and its requirements ;

but he was so completely absorbed by his own well-being, that he
never thought of what his duty required, or what would be advan-

tageous to the nation. Dambray drew down all sorts of reproaches

upon himself, and exposed himself to the hatred both of the law-

courts and the people;* and almost severer charges were made

against the theological minister of the interior, formerly a mild and

gentle man, than against the chancellor himselff Of Dupont, the

minister of war, infamous ever since the capitulation of Baylen, it

wns commonly said that he was weak, indolent, and irresolute—a

man without character or capacity; that he was not minister of the

nation, or even of the king, but only of the court, inasmuch as he
was ever ready to do what was acceptable to those who were in

favour. Three days after the publication of the new constitution,

Beugnot, director-general of police, made the new government
ridiculous by the issue of an order for the strict observance of

Sundays and holidays, because no human being in France believed

in the lioliness of the Sabbath, as every man in England who aspires
to a respectable position in life does. Greater dissatisfaction still was
awakened in the public mind by a detestable law against the freedom
of the press, which was forged in the beginning of August in the

sophistical manufactory of Guizot and Royer Collard. Guizot was

* As tlie object here is not really to consider what kind of men the ministers

were, but what was thought of them in France, we shall give a quotation on the

subject from Fleury de Chaboulon in his Memoires pour servir, &c., en 1815, in Avhich

we entirely agree. With respect to Dambray he says, vol. i., p. 17: "A peine
revetu de la simarre qu'il devint I'oppresseur des tribunaux et des juges, I'anta-

goniste des lois nouvelles, et le zelateur stupide de formules serviles, des coutumes et

des edits barbares, que I'ascendant des lumieres, de la raison, et de la liberte', avait

plontre depuis un quart de siecle dans le ne'ant et dans I'oubli."

T Chaboulon, 1. 100: " II devint dedaigneux, irascible, intole'rant. Un seul prin-

cipe, haine et me'pris pour la revolution, j'aurais presque dit pour la France, diri-

geait son administration. II n'examinait pas, si telle et telle institution e'tait bonne
et utile, si elle avait coute a e'tablir, si elle pouvait etre modifice, approprie'e aux
circonstances actuelles, il regardait sexxlement I'^poque de la creation, et cette

epoque decidait tout."
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a worshiper and disciple of Iloycr Collard, who had kept up an

unintenujjted corrcspondoncc with Louis XVII I. during the whole
time ol' the empire. By this means he was first recommended as

private secretary to Montesquieu, minister of state, and he afterward.s

made him secretary-in-chief to the home department, of which he
was at the head.

Guizot, by his papers which appeared in the Journal des Dtbals
of the 29lh and 30th of July, proved himself to be the logical
defender of despotism, and showed himself worthy of the game
which he played under Louis 'Philippe, to the great joy of IVIetter-

nich and the English aristocracy. The law upon the press, which
was the joint product of these two eminent dialecticians, was indis-

putably worthy of the philosophy of both. We shall subjoin four of

the articles of this law,* but the introduction is by far too charac-

teristic of the whole science of doctrimiaire statecraft, French and

German, not to claim a place in tlie text. They audaciously make
the king to say:

'" Inasmuch as we desire to secure the well-being
of that constitutional charter which guarantees to the people the

right of giving free expression to their opinions when they continue

observant of the laws designed to guard against the abuse of this

freedom—we have regarded it as our first duty to give laws to all

subjects without exception who are not excluded from the exercise

of this freedom by the constitution." And then follows the most
absurd sentence, which affirms the impossibility of exercising this

right without the institution of the censorship. (A defaut de ces

lois le DiiOiT accorde par la charte resterait sans effet).

B.—EUROPEAN EVENTS.

The agreement entered into with the Count d'Artois on the
23rd of April had effectually removed all the obstructions to a peace,
and the foreign troops left PVance. The monarchs, and about 40,000
of their troops, remained in Paris till the peace was formally con-

cluded. The conclusion took place on the 30th of May ;
and

although France by the 2nd article of this treaty is confined to the

limits of the year 1792, some small places in the departments of the

North, tlie Sambre and Meuse, the ^loselle, Saar and Lower Rhine,
are still allowed to remain for the purpose of conveniently settling the

boundaries. The French further retained Miihlhausen, Avignon,
Miimpelgard, and the sub-prefecture of Chambcry. By the 5th

article the free navigation of the Rhine is determined, but the par-
ticulars of the airangement reserved for a congress to be held in

Vienna. The restoration of the kingdom of Holland, with an

* Art 1. Tont ecrit tie plus de trente [twenty was afterwards substituted]
feuillos poiirrai't re public librement et sans oxanion ou censure pri.alable. Art. 9.

Les journaux et Merits pcriodiques ne pourrunt paraitro (lu'avec I'autorisation du
roi. Art. 11. Nul nc sera imprinieur ni librairo s'il n'est brevete du roi et asser-

mente. Finallj", 12. Le brevet pourra i'tre retire a tout imprinieur ou librairc qui
aura etc convaiucu par un jugement de contravention aux lois.
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augmentation of territory, is provided for in the 6th article, as well

as the partition of Germany into a number of small independent
states. Articles 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 decide that England is to be allowed

to retain INIalta, but is to restore to France all the colonies taken

during the war, with the exception of the islands of Tobago, St.

Lucia, the Isle of France, and the Spanish portion of St. Domingo.
Of the ships of war seized by the English in Antwerp, two-thirds

are to be restored
;
but of those taken in the Texel, none. By article

18 the allies renounce all claims upon France, whilst she, on the

other hand, binds herself, by article 19, to liquidate and pay all

sums due to foreign governments by virtue of any contracts or other

agreements entered into by the proper authorities. By article 20,
commissioners are named on both sides to determine such claims as

belong to the category in the preceding article. In article 32 it is

specified and agreed that a congress is to be assembled in Vienna
within the space of two months, to which all the powers who liad

taken part in the war are to send their plenipotentiaries. Such are

the essential contents of the public articles of the treaty, which,

unhappily, like all the treaties of our times, had its secret articles also.

By virtue of these secret articles, France bound herself, firstly, to

give her consent to the partition which the allies might agree to

make of the provinces ceded by France; secondly, promised an ex-

tension of territory to the King of Sardinia
;
and thirdly, agreed to

sanction the free navio-ation of the Rhine and Scheldt. The fourth

article runs as follows :
" The French government

—which binds itself,

by the secret articles of the agreement of the 23rd of April, to use

all possible diligence, and to apply all possible means, to realise the

design
—

promises to restore the moneys of the Bank of Hamburg,—
to set on foot the strictest investisfation to discover the authors of the

wrong, and to prosecute all who have been guilty of the plunder."

Fifthly, the powers declare that the renunciation of all claims on

France, declared in the 18th article, takes for granted that they Avill

make no claim whatever for dotations, presents, incomes attached to

the legion of honour, or pensions imposed upon the ceded provinces.
In addition to these things, it was agreed, in special and secret ar-

ticles— 1. That a mixed commission should be appointed by France

and Russia to adjust the mutual claims of France and the duchy of

Warsaw; 2. That France should bind herself to England; a. To use all

her interests in the congress of Vienna for the abolition of the slave-

trade ;
b. To arrange the debts of the French prisoners of war in Eng-

land; c. To satisfy the claims made by the English against the French

since the embarsro of 1792 ; d. To enter into negotiations for a com-
niercial treaty. An especial agreement was entered into between
Prussia and France, whereby everything wdiich had been agreed
between these two nations, either publicly or secretly, should be

reckoned null and void.

This peace was proclaimed on the 1st of June, the day on which
the allied monarchs left Paris. From that moment began a new
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period of oppression of tlie people, for tlie honour and benefit of

kings, princes, aristocrats, priests, and diplomatists. With regard to

the diplomatists, France was obliged to pay very dear for their care

of her cause. Mettcrnich, Castlereagh, Nesselrode, and Harden berg
each received a million in Frcncli rentes, and the other plenipoten-
tiaries half that sum, or thereabouts. This would have been more

endurable, inasmuch as the people are accustomed to one sort of

luxury or another in their leaders, but here an attempt was made to

rob them of that Avhich they had formally gained by the imperial

oppression, and they were cheated out of the advantages which had
been promised as the result of their freedom from this oppression.
We shall cite a few examples, and commence Avith some notice of

the behaviour of the King of Spain. Ferdinand VII. had already
been received as a sovereign ruler in Saragos.sa ;

in Valencia, where
he arrived on the 16th of April, he was speedily surrounded by the

old nobility, and by all those who detested both the regency and the

Cortes. The Cortes were disunited among themselves; and whilst the

majority insisted upon the king's swearing to the constitution before

he entered upon the government, the minority sent deputies to him
to entreat him not to surrender his ancient privileges and rights.

Generals, with tlicir armies, oflered their adherence, and a threat-

ening and coarsely-worded address of the Cortes lianded to him at

Valencia, as well as the certainty that the troops which he had sent

forward had reached INIadrid, contributed not a little to bring him
to the resolution to restore in its full extent the Spanish regime,
which in fact he did by a proclamation published on the 5th, before

he set out on his journey.* On the 10th, the troops beset the

chambers of the Cortes and the regency, both of which were declared

to be dissolved. Forty members of the Cortes were arrested, the rest

escaped. Madrid and the whole of Spain looked quietly on or ap-

plauded their absolute king. On the 14th the king made his entry,
and then immediately commenced the general persecution of all those

who, from their love of freedom and patriotic enthusiasm, had saved

his dominions for this cowardly king. He caused all appointments
to public offices to be declared null, threatened every enlightened

* Inasmuch a8 many such proclamations have been issued from this time down to
tlie year 1848, we shall here present our readers with the essence of this, which may
be rejrarded as the pattern of all the rest. The kinir, after privinpf some account of
what had been done with him and concerning; him, tlien gives expression to his

hearty dislike to idl those who, under the name of vrdinary or cxtraordinani Cortes,
had made themselves masters of the government, and piu-poscd to annihilate the
ancient laws, and to impose the ijokc of an illegal constitution on their sovereign. He
then, indeed, promises that he will immediately summon the legal Cortes, and with
their aid give a constiiutional organisation to Spain, such as is suitable to the
interests of the nation, and grounded upon the civilisation of Eurojican nations.
This constitution was to embrace freedom of person, freedom of the jiress imder

legal limitations, the right of voting taxes, and the separation of the civil-list from
the public treasury, &c. All this was n\erely the deception and fjilsehood of Escoi-

quiz. The king, however, was thoroughly in earnest when headded: "That the con-
stitution of the Cortes was abrogated, that all who should acknowledge it would
be tried for high treason, and if found guilty be condeuiucd to be hanged."
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man witli some cruel persecution, removed all lovers of freedom from

tlieir stations, and appointed servile men in their stead. Lists of

suspected characters were made out, and the king became the prose-
cutor and executioner of his people. The allies having concluded

peace with France on the .30th of May, Louis XVIII., before en-

tering into negotiations with Ferdinand, turned to Charles IV., and

only when Charles recalled everything which he had formerly said,

and declared the act of renunciation made by him at Aranjuez to

be valid (what meanness and falsehood!) did Talleyrand, as had

been agreed upon with the powers, enter into negotiations with

Don Pedro de Gomez de Labrador to obtain the accession of Spain
to the peace concluded on the 30th of May. Preliminary to this

agreement it was necessary to adjust the mutual claims of the two

nations, and the act of adhesion was not signed till the 20th of July.
The return of the kings of Spain and Sardinia, the Duke of

Modena, and otlier absolute princes, such as the Elector of Hesse,
into their states, was a natural consequence of the victory of the

allies. The Grand Duchy of V>^urzburg had been already transferred

by Austria to Bavaria, but all the other measures to be adopted for

the transforming of the other states were reserved for the Congress
of Vienna, although many of the changes had already been decided

on. The fate of the people fell anew into the hands of the courts

and their diplomatists, who partitioned territories and people just as

it pleased them, or in proportion as their dearly-paid intrigues,

cabals, and tricks were successful or the contrary. Inasmuch as

Austria preferred being powerful in Italy, and wished to retain

Vienna and Milan to recovering Belgium, she had long since come
to an understanding with the English aristocracy to give up Belgium
into their hands in order that it might be conferred upon their

favourite, the Prince of Orange. The prince was, indeed, again pre-
sented to the Dutch. The English, however, retained the Island of

Ceylon, the Cape of Good Hope, and the ships stolen from the Dutch
—that is, the Dutch fleet, which had been surrendered to the English
without a struggle by the partisans of the House of Orange. Bel-

gium, Liege, Limburg, and Luxembourg were to be united to

Holland. This union of the Walloon provinces was merely calcu-

lated to luring the Belgian and Dutch trade under the influence and

guidance of a speculating English favourite
;
and this would neces-

sarily produce discontent and internal divisions, which also must
result from the diversities in descent, language, customs, laws, and

religion prevailing in those provinces.
The King of Prussia and Emperor of Russia went from Paris to

London to pay a visit to the Prince Regent of England, as they said;

but their far more important object was to regulate everything which
related to the new kingdom of the Prince of Orange, the favourite

of England and near relative of the King of Prussia. This also

involved-some arrangement with the other members of the house of

Orange, in whom the English had no interest, and the whole affair
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relating to Belgium and Holland was settled in London. The debts

and possessions of the two provinces were to be in common
; the

religious parties in both divisions were to be on an equal footing,

politically, in each
;
the king was to reside alternately in jjrussels

and the Hague. Denmark, liaving neglected at the proper time to

sepai'ate itself from France, was now obliged to cede Norway to

Sweden, or rather punished by being compelled to exchange Norway
for Swedish Pomerania. A great effort was made to submit to the

necessities of the case, and alter the battle of Leipsic, Scldeswig and
Holstein had been very harshly treated by Swedish and other

troops. At the close of the year Denmark, pressed aUo by England,
was compelled to enter upon negotiations which eventually led to the

peace of Kiel, in January, 1815
; and, by virtue oi' this peace, Den-

mark ceded Norway in exchange for Pomerania and the island of

Riigen. In the mean time, the Danes did everything possible to

prevent the carrying into execution of the stipulations of the peace,
under the pretence that the Norwegians themselves were unwilling
to consent to become Swedes. The main instrument in this operation
was the heir to the Danish crown, and as such the legitimate suc-

cessor to the government of Norway; and he was especially cilcctive,

as he was greatly beloved by the Norwegian people. With this view.
Prince Christian Frederick, heir presumptive of Frederick VI. of

Denmark, had been sent to Norway, and had continued there as

governor since the 21st of May, 1813. The peace of Kiel being
concluded, and Frederick VI. having relinquished all claims to

Norway, it appeared that there was a party in the country not disin-

clined to a union with Sweden, but a much larger one Avas in favour

of the prince's declaring himself by a proclamation to be regent, as

heir to the country, and calling a national assembly for the 20th of

April to meet at Eideswolde, in the province of Aggerlius, in order

to establish a new form of government. The assembly was called

and met at Eideswolde accordingly ;
a constitution of a mixed mo-

narchical and democratic i'orm was agreed upon, which, in lact. con-

stitutes the essence of the present constitution of Norway, and the

choice of a regent resolved upon. The King of Sweden obtained some

votes, but the great majority was in favour of Prince Christian Frede-

rick. England, however, as well as Sweden, had recourse to new

threats, that Schleswig and Holstein should be again occupied, unless

the King of Denmark gave up the fortresses and compelled the prince
to leave Norway. On the 18th of April, therefore, Frederick VI.
issued a proclamation, in which he called upon all his olllcers and

authorities, civil and military, to take their departure from Norwav
within the space of lour weeks. The prince refused or neglected to

obey the proclamation, whereupon the Crown Prince of Sweden

(Bernadotte) assumed the ofl'ensive, collected an army at Liibcck in

the end of May, caused the town to be fortiiied, and appeared as if

he was about to advance into Holstein, when Russia, Prussia, and
Austria sent commissioners to co-operate with some already sent

from England for the settlement of this question. Notwithstanding
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all this, the fortresses were not given up, nor was the prince prevailed

upon to leave Norway.

Negotiations were carried on during the whole month of June to

no purpose, and Prince Frederick did not lay aside the title of regent
till the representatives of the allied powers brought him an express
order from the king, on the 30th of that month, to lay aside the

title and to issue a manifesto to the Norwegians, urging them to

relinquish their attempt to resist the will of the allied powers. The

prince was at the same time distinctly commanded to give up the

fortresses to Sweden. In the mean time, it became obvious that the

same course could not be pursued with the Norwegians which had

been taken with the Spaniards, French, Germans, and Italians—that

is, to feed them with hopes : it was resolved that the constitutional

freedom of Norway should remain unaffected under the Swedish

rule
;
and the allies pledged themselves to effect this important end.

Even these measures proved fruitless; and therefore the Crown Prince

of Sweden left Stockholm on the 17th of July tojoin his army on the

Norwegian frontier, and pressed forward into that kingdom. War
was then carried on till the 14th of August, when, for the first time,

Prince Christian agreed to a stipulation at Moss, by virtue of which

he submitted himself to the will of the united powers of Europe, and

called a storthing at Moss, at which he renounced all claim to the

throne of Norway, and the King of Sweden was chosen in his stead.

The Swedes next took military possession of the country. The

storthing did not meet till the 7th of October, and Prince Christian

was detained by contrary winds till the 26th of that month. After

the opening of the storthing, Swedish commissioners appeared in

this national assembly, in order to come to an understanding with

the representatives of the people respecting their constitution, and to

receive the necessary act of homage to King Charles of Sweden.
The affairs of Italy were much sooner and more easily arranged

than those of Norway. Shortly before the taking of Paris, Lord
William Bentinck had occupied Genoa, and restored a sort of shadow
of the old republic; the English government, however, disapproved
of the precipitate promise then made to the Genoese. According
to the policy of the allies and their ministers, nationality and free-

dom were regarded as the mere fancies of ideologists; they again
transferred the dominion of Genoa to the restored Sardinian govern-

ment, and subjected it also, as they did Piedmont, to the despotic

authority of a sovereign who, in his exile, had proved himself to be an

unhesitating patron of monks and priests. Everything old and

absurd was again introduced into Savoy, Piedmont, and Genoa, as

well as into France. Some compensation in Germany having been

long since promised to the Viceroy Eugene, in compliment to his

father-in-law, the King of Bavaria, he now hoped, after the depar-
ture of the French, to be able to maintain himself by means of the

senate of his Italian kingdom. On the 16th of April he had a

meeting at Schiarino Rizzino, near Mantua, with Bellegarde, then
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in command of the Austrian army, and concluded a suspension of

arms with him, until representatives of the senate should go to Paris

in order to negotiate some understanding with I'cspect to the future

destiny of Italy. For this he was obliged to send back all the

French, both in the gai'risons and the army, to France, and to give

up the fortresses which had been occupied by French garrisons to

the Austrians. The French troops were led over the Alps by
General Grenier, and Prince Eugene believed that, at the head of the

Italian army and with tlie aid of the senate, he might be able to

establish himself as the elected king of Italy; in this, however, he
was opposed not only by the adherents of the Austrians, but also by
the parties of the Duke of Melzi and of General Pino, who wished for

a king, but were not favourable to him. The senate at length re-

solved to send three deputies to consult the allied powers, and to

entreat them to put an end to hostilities, and to recognise the inde-

pendence of the kingdom of Italy. They were at the same time to

express their admiration of the virtues of the viceroy, and their

gratitude for his admirable government; in Paris, however, they
were very coldly received, because Austria, in the mean time, had

occupied Milan.

The mission of this deputation was the signal of a rising in INIllan,

in Avhich the leaders of both the anti-French parties were easily
induced to take part, because the people were as weary of the

dominance of the French, as they had been before, and again became
two years afterwards, of the Germans. On the 20th of April the

whole mass of the people of Milan, without distinction of age or

rank, stormed the palace of the senate, drove the senators out of

their chambers, and compelled them to flee from the city. The

governor, the richest of the tradespeople, and the first members of

the nobility, all took part in this tumult, and especially because the

viceroy had set on foot cabals in his own favour through the hated

instrumentality of his French adhci'cnts, INI ej can and Darnay. The

enraged populace sought for these men in their houses, but they
were not to be found. Melzi also fled for refuge. Prina, minister of

finance, the most hated of them all, was seized, and, after cruel

treatment, put to death. At the same time, commotions also took

place in the army. At last Eugene availed himself of this as a pre-
tence for delivering up INIantua to the Austrians. In return for

this, Bellegarde suffered him to carry ofF to Bavaria the treasures on
which he had seized. The Austrians then marched into the INIilancse,

seized upon Venice, and carried into cfibct beforehand what the

congress was first to conclude upon in Vienna. Ten Austrian

regiments were formed out of the Italian army. On the 28th of

April Bellegarde entered Milan, and on the 23rd of May took pos-
session of the kingdom of Italy in the name of his master. The
Grand Duke of Wurzburg returned to Tuscany, as the Pope did to

Rome. iSIaria Louise had retained Parma, but at first remained in

Vienna. The Duke of iSIodena began anew to play the tyrant in his
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dominions. Murat, King of Naples, when he had led back his

army, retained possession of the Marches; but everything indicated

that the congress of Vienna, to whom the new arrangement of the

states of Europe was to be referred, would deprive him not only of

the Marches, but would take away from him all claims to the king-
dom of Naples itself.

We cannot here go into the manner in which the patient Germans
were rewarded for their long endurance, their immense exertions,

and absurd admiration of their hereditary rulers, their families and

countries, to which perhaps we may again recur. We only mention

now, that the promise of a free constitution in Prussia was not ful-

filled—tlie old abuses were all restored—the counts, the squirearchy,
and feudal law remained as they had ever been,

—and the old Elector

of Hesse become moi'c covetous than ever. In Hanover and Bruns-

wick the proud nobility again raised their heads, the whole class of

officials again resumed the insolence of their caste, and merit was

again placed in subordination to rank. The Romish canon law

was not merely restored to its former ascendancy with all its tedi-

ousness and chicanery, but in Mecklenburg feudal supremacy was

revived, and in Hanover the torture. Worst of all, the congress
went to v/ork with Germany, and with human beings in general, in

the most arbitrary manner. No national plan or measure whatever

was established fo^ the distribution of the provinces and their inhabi-

tants to be given away, but mere numbers were taken as a guide;
the most detested and egotistical diplomatists determined on the

partition just as suited their convenience, and Frenchmen, such as

Berthier and Beauharnais, of whom neither the Swiss nor the Italians

would hear any thing more, were forced on the acceptance of their

good-natured and still patient, because yet unexcited, Germans, by
their princes.

C.—CONGRESS OF VIENNA, AND RETURN OF BONAPARTE FROM
ELBA.

Our object being only to give some short notices of the events in

Europe till the second fall of Napoleon, we cannot here enter into

the complicated history of the congress of Vienna
;
we shall therefore

briefly touch upon some traits of the splendid assembly of kings,

princes, diplomatists, and high nobility in Vienna, which is so closely
connected with Bonaparte's attempt to resume his empire. The

splendid festivities, the distinguished personal qualities of the Emperor
Alexander, as well as those of the old Prince de Ligne, which even

at his advanced age he exhibited as he did in his youth at the court

of Catharine of Russia, in jests, ban 7nots, and witticisms of various

kinds before the courts and in the high society of Vienna, we shall

leave altogether untouched. We I'efer, on these points, to such his-

torians as take pleasure in describing balls and processions, masque-
rades and sledging parties, horses and equipages, imperial extrava-

gance and royal pomp—men who express their admiration of all those
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things
—of which we must express the strongest condemnation

—and
who have described these matters with an easiness of style and

lightness of disposition to which we neither can nor desire to make

any pretensions whatever. We shall not even venture to name the

most distinguished of all these writers, because, by so doing, we should

go completely beyond our sphere, and because the most frivolous of

such writers have obtained the greatest degree of favour, and are to

be found in every court library. Still lurther, we shall not even make
one general remark, but quote a passage in the notes from one of the

shallowest of the set, distinguished only for the number and variety
of his compilations, and to whom we should not otherwise refer.*

The congress of Vienna was not opened at the end of July, not-

withstanding the promises made to the people, whose destiny de-

pended on its decisions, for the monarchs first took various journeys.
Later still, in September, their ministers engaged in strifes on various

subjects, and in October the princes were full of dances and bulls
;

so that the assembly, which was apparently opened on the 1st of

October, did not really sit for the despatch of business till the 1st of

November. The Emperor of Russia and the King of Prussia had.

gone from Paris to Loudon. The special object of their journey was
to renew and strengthen the bonds of the alliance, which, as we learn

from Sir Charles Stewart's courtly Memoirs, had become rather loose

in Paris. This was effected by the treaty of the 29th of July, designed
to confirm that of the four chief powers agreed upon in Chaumont.
From En2;land the Kino- of Prussia went throu'jh France to Neuf-

chatel, which he had already reoccupied in January, 1814, and from

thence to Berlin. The Emperor of Russia first made some stay in

Poland, where he announced the speedy restoration of the kingdom,
and acted as though it had already been given into his hands. The
miniSlers of the allied sovereigns met in Vienna as early as Sep-
tember, because the meeting of congress for despatch of business was

•
Capefigiic, "Les Cent Jours," vol.i., p. 67: " Viennc des le niois d'Octobrc avait

vu so re'iiiiir les souvurains d'Europc, les niinistres, et tout ce que la socie'te diplo-

matique avait de plus e'leve', des femnies alors d'une haute ce'lebritc', dcs artistes

mclc's et cont'ondus avcc les tetes couronnees; la saison des eaux si attrayanto etait

finie, et on se reudait k Vienue, la ville des plaisirs, pour y passer un ravissant

hiver. Les souverains se te'moigncnt la plus intinie cordialite, ils se prossaient
la main et pourtant des questions sc'rieuses allaient s'aj^iter cntre eux; les soirs,

les plaisirs, et les bruyantes distractions; Ic matin, los affaires. I^ congrres s'etait

reuni sous la presidencc du Prince de Metternich ; on devait cette de'fe'rence ll

rAutriche et au ministre, qui avait si habilement conduit les atfaires de I'Europe.

L'Empercur Alexandre etait comnie le roi du congres, sa popularite I'y avait suivi;

sa grfice et sa politcsse parfaite avec les femmes, cette cspece d'esprit cliiviil-

resque qui cachait la politique sous les dehors de la candeur, lui donnaient une
haute popularite a Viennc. Fran^'ois VI., si modeste dans ses manieres et dans ses

habitudes, e'tait etlace dans sa capitale; la brillante Impe'ratrice d'Autriche recevait

les souverains avcc cette noble aisance qui la distiuguait. Frederic Guillaume,
Roi de I'russe, n'avait point quitte' le noir dont il etait re'vetu depuis la mort
de la lieine Louise; il ne pensait qu'U cette chaste et poetique e'pouse et son front

n'avait cessc de se montrcr tristo et soucieux depuis ce fatal ovenement. A Vicnne
toute rAllemagnc etait venue, les mille princes de la Confederation du Khin, les

ambassadeurs, les liommes d'etat; on ne voyait que costumes brillants dans les

caroussels, dans les fetes de cour, et le spirituel Prince de Ligne put dire le congres
dause et ue marche pas.'
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announced for the 1st of October
;
but at that tune the number of

kings, princes, counts, barons, diplomatists, ministers, ladies, and

gentlemen was so great, and balls, assemblies, masquerades, dinners,
and suppers took place so constantly, daily and nightly, that no

' serious business could be dreamt of till the 1st of November.

Talleyrand also was there, accompanied, for general affairs, by M,
de Besnardiere, who had also assisted the Duke of Vicenza at Cha-

tillon; for German affairs and cabals, by the Duke of Dalberg, one
of the high German nobility; for Russian affairs, for Nesselrode and
the ladies, by his pious colleague, M. de Noailles; and last of all by
La Tour du Pin for Swiss and other affairs. The ministers of

Prussia, Austria, and Russia, were with good reason afraid of this

army of intriguers commanded by such a general as Talleyrand, and,

supported by the first secret article of the peace of Paris, they wished
to exclude the French altogether from any consultations which were
to be held on the partition of the various provinces torn away from
France.* They had now carried on consultations, with the accession

of the English ambassador, since the 17th of September; on the

22nd and 23rd they signed a minute, wherein it was declared that

only the four chief powers were to be parties to any conclusions de-

termined on, and it was to be for the others merely to accept or

reject.f Lord Castlereagh, however, who arrived on the 24th, re-

fused to subscribe these minutes, and, in a note addressed to the

congress, required the admission of eight powers to the consultation. |
This requirement contributed to give some weight to Talleyrand's
demand, that France, Spain, and Portugal, should be considered as

parties entitled to be consulted in these arrangements. The conse-

quence was, that the congress of Vienna was composed of the repre-
sentatives of eight powers; but in the midst of all this mutual hearti-

ness and confidence, and of the announcements and festivities, there

speedily arose the bitterest differences, because Austria, England,
and France, would not consent that Russia should obtain the whole
of Poland, and Prussia the whole of the kingdom of Saxony, as in

fact had been already agreed upon by the two powers at Kalisch in

February, 1813. At the first, Prussia demanded to have Cracow
and Zamosk as the limits upon one side, and Thorn upon the other.

* "La disposition k faire des territoires auxquels S. M. T. C. renonce par I'article III.

du traite patent, tous les territoires en dehors des froutieres le ler Janvier, 1792, et

les rapports desquels doit re'sulter un systeme d'equilibre durable et rc'el en Europe
seront regies au congres sur les bases arrctees par les puissances alliees entre les bases

que S. M. T. C. s'oblige d'avance a reconnaitre."

t
"
Que les ple'nipotentaires des quatre puissances alliees n'entreraient sur cet

objet en conference avec la France et I'Espagne qu'a me'sure qu'ils auraient
termine en parfait accord entre eux la distribution du Duche de Varsovie, celle de

TAUeinagne et de I'ltalie. Qu'en attendant que ces trois i^oints fussent re'gle's, les

plenipotentiaires des quatre puissances alliees, re'unis a ceux de France et d'Espagne,
s'occuperaient des autres questions d'un interet ge'neral."

J
"
Que bien que les quatre puissances eussent seules titre et qualite'pour proposer

les arrangemens resultant du premier article secret du traite' de Paris, cependant 11

avait ete entendu que ces arrangemens seraient soumises a une discussion franche,
Libre, et a laquelie toutes les autres puissances prendraient part comme parties
actives."
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At that time it would have been possible to have made Germany
greater and more powerful than it had ever been even in the middle

ages; Prussia might have saved Germany, for all Germans lelt them-

selves under the deepest obligations to the country whence came

enthusiasm, civilisation, physical power, and the spirit of order.

Saxony had always yielded itself to furcign influences ever since the

time of the Thirty Years' War; and this was too well known to Tal-

leyi-and, Mctternich, Count jVIiinster, and their paltry princes, not to

encourage them to enter into cabals. Russia, as early as the 16 th of

June, had committed the administration of the country on the left

bank of the Rhine, as far as the Dutch frontier, to Raron von Stein,

on behalf of Prussia; Mayence was garrisoned by Prussians and Aus-
trians in common, and Prussia ceded Ilildesheim to Hanover. Rut
what was to be done with Saxony? The whole of the treasures on
the Rhine were taken possession of for Prussia, Sack appointed civil

governor and Kleist military commander, without any question

having been asked of the congress; it almost appeared as if Prussia,

strong in its confidence in Russia, wished to take possession of

Saxony precisely as Russia had done of Poland, without waiting for

any decision of the diplomatists in Vienna. Repnin, who had admi-

nistered the afllxirs of Saxony since the taking of Dresden, trans-

ferred the whole matter into Russian hands, and by virtue of an

agreement between Russia and Prussia, Saxony was, as it were,

provisionally united with Prussia. This no sooner occurred than a

rapid interchange of notes took place between the English, Austrian,
and French ministers on the one part, and the Prussian on the other.

The whole of the twenty ministers of the eight courts, and besides

them the plenipotentiaries of Saxony and King Joachim of Naples,
carried on a bloodless war in minutes and notes, which appeared as

if it would become endless or might lead to a bloody war in the field.

No one troubled himself the least about the fate of the poor German

people, which was left in the hands of one of the three sub-commit-

tees composed of the most bigoted aristocrats in Europe.* The
other two sub-committees dealt Avith Switzerland and Raly, precisely
as Count Munster, Prince Wrede, and Count Winzingerode did with

Germany. The Germans had great reason to congratulate them-

selves that Wessenbcrg for Austria, and Von Humboldt for Prussia,

were in this committee; for now at least it was necessary to concede

a decisive voice to Russia. The congress having opened on the 1st

of November, a strongly-worded note, agreed upon by Mctternich,

Talleyrand, and Castlcrcagh, was handed in the next day, protesting

against the conduct of Prussia in taking possession of Saxony. The
answer to this was the statement of the facts of the transfer already
made by Prince Repnin Wolkonski, and the actual reception of the

• Feudal nobles then sat on these committees. Baron von Wcssenberg for Austria,
Von Ilumboklt for Prussia, the newly-created Prince Wrede for Bavaria, and Count
Munster, the pearl of all the aristocrats, together with Count Ilardeuberg, for

Hanover, Count Winzingerode and Baron von Liuden for Wirtemberg.
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same on the part of Prussia on the lOtli of November. This step
on the part of Russia and Prussia raised a great storm throughout
the whole of Europe, and for three weeks employed the minds and

pens of all the diplomatists in Vienna; Austria, in fact, tlireatened

that she would have recourse to action. A breach now appeared
unavoidable. Austria assembled a considerable army in INIoravia;
Prussia issued orders for the concentration of the whole of her forces;
and tlie Emperor Alexander, who had already taken possession of
Saxon Poland, collected an army of 300,000 men under his brother

Constantine in Poland, and on the 1 1th of December issued a procla-
mation, in which he called upon the Poles to combine to maintain their

political e.vistence, and Count Nesselrode declared to the congress
that eight millions of Poles were ready to arm in defence of their

nationality. The intention was to lay claim to the whole of Poland,
with the exception of some districts granted to Austria and Prussia,
for tlie Russian prince, who was destined to be King of Poland.
This plan was announced by Count Nesselrode in a note dated on
the 31st of December, in which he mentioned the districts designed
to be given to Prussia and Austria, and in the name of the emperor
offered to recognise Cracow as a free city. On the 19th of Decem-
ber, Talleyrand, by command of the King of France, who was urged
on by his brothers, called upon the allies to determine formally

upon the expulsion of Joachim Murat, and the restoration of the

treacherous, cruel, and imbecile Ferdinand IV.* This demand gave
rise to new difficulties among the diplomatists, especially as Prussia

made some scruples about the new proposals of Russia. Metternich,
in his dread of Russia, and from fear of Austria being obstructed by
the rising power of Prussia, with all its newly-awakened energy,
threw all his weight into the scale in favour of the cause which

England, out of complaisance for Count IMiinster's Hanoverian envy
towards Russia, and Wellington and other Tories out of pleasure in

the princely aristocracy of Germany, were anxious to promote.
IMetternich and Castlereagh, therefore, on the 3rd of Januarv, entered

into an unnatural alliance to resist the claims of Russia and Prussia,
in which, however, they were not really in earnest.f

*
Savary ("Memoires du Due de Rovigo," vol. viii.), who, however, says all manner

of evil of Talleyrand, and accuses him of being the cause of innumerable misfortunes,
states positively that he received 300,000 ducats from Murat to prosecute his inte-

rests; and that when he had got the money Ferdinand agreed to give him as much,
and, in addition to the ready cash, promised to allow him to retain possession of his

principality of Benevento, and to confer upon his nephew the duchy of Dino.

t The substance of this treaty, entered into on the 3rd of January, and signed by
Talleyrand, Metternich, and Castlereagh, is as follows:

" Les trois puissances contractantes s'engagent d'agir de concert et avec de's-

interessement pour assurer Vexecution des arrangcmens pris dans le traite de Paris et

k se considerer tons trois comme ctant attaque'es dans le cas ou les possessions de
I'une d'elles viendraient a I'etre: 1. D'abord si I'une d'elles se voyait menace'e vien-
draient d'abord ainiablement et puis d'apres le second article activement a son aide.

3. En cas de mediation inutile chaque puissance contractante fournirait un corps de
cinq cinquante mille hommes dont cent vingt mille d'infanterie et trente mille

cavallerie. 4. L'Angleterre se reserve de fournir son contingent en troupes
etrangeres a sa soldo. 5. Eu cas de guerre on convieudra aimablement de la
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Metternich and Talleyrand, supported by the agreement of the
3rd of January, made a proposal which was quite worthy of thcna.

They proposed to relinquish 800,000 heads (as they called them) of

Saxons to Prussia, and to crive back the remainder to the kin''^

Hardenber^ did not exactly accede to this oflcr in a note dated on
the 6th of February, but he did not absolutely decline it, and
declared that Russia had given up its claims upon Thorn and

Tarnopol. Negotiations, therefore, were entered into respecting the

partition of Saxony, the King of Prussia continuing to insist upon
retaining possession of Leipzig. As soon as this point was con-

ceded, attempts were made to induce the King of Saxony to submit
to his fate. The aged king obstinately refused himself to sign tlie

partition of his kingdom, and he was therefore invited to come from
the castle of Friedcrichsfeld into the neighbourhood of Vienna, and
on the 4th of March he removed to Prcsburg, but there also per-

scveringly refused to submit to this partition. Two days afterwards

(on the 6th) a piece of news was communicated to the representa-
tives of the four leading allied powers, which rendered it necessary
to satisfy Russia and Prussia in order to prevent the complete dis-

solution of the alliance. Lord Burgersh, English ambassador at

Florence, had despatched a courier to Lord Castlereagh, who arrived

on the 6th in Vienna, and brought the intelligence that Napoleon
had eluded the vigilance of the English cruisers and sailed from Elba
towards France. The parties concerned succeeded in keeping their

new secret till the 11 th, and in the mean time the dispute concerning
Poland and Saxony was brought to a conclusion. The congress
resolved that Talleyrand, jMetternich, and Castlereagh should go to

Presburg on the 8th, in order to impress upon the King of Saxony
the necessity of submitting to his fate. The king was not to be

moved; and on the 12th the whole of the European powers agreed
that the terms oflcred to the king by Prussia should be enforced by
arms.* The festivities, balls, concerts, and dinners continued to be

nature dcs operations ct de choix du general en chef. 6. De nouveau.x arrangemons
seront pris s'il y a neccssite de secours additionels. 7. La paix ne sera faito que
d'un coinniun aecord. 8. Le traite nc devra aiinuller aucun de ceux, qui nc lui sont

pas eontraires. 9. Lcs trois puissances regarderont le traite de Paris eonime ayant
force pour rcgler lelenduc de lettrs possessions respcctives. 10. Elles prennent I'en-

gagenient d'agir Ji cet egard d'un eommun accord. 11. Elles sc reservent la faculte
d'inviter d'autres etats Ji acceJcr au traite. 12. Elles se proiuettent de repousser
toute aggression contrc le territoire des souvcrains de Ilannovrc et dcs Pays-Bas.
13. Entin ce traite doit Otre ratifie dans le delai de six scmaines." In the two
secret articles of this treaty it is resolved:—"1. Lcs souverains de Baviere, de

Wurtcniberg, et des Pays-Bas, seront invites ii acceder au traite ci-dcssus. 2. Les
conventions de cc jour ne devront etro eonnnuniques par aucun des puissances sig-
nataires sans le conscntiment expres de toutes."

* The congress, that is, the twenty ministers, the king, and the two emperors,
decreed as follows:— '• Vu la reunion du Roi de Saxe au plus cruel ennenii de I'Alle-

niagne par la remise qu'il lui avait faite de Torgau, la Prusse pouvait se niettre

incontinent en possession de la partie de la Saxe, qui lui avait ete devolue; qu'on
se reservait de justifier la eonduite tenue envers Frederic August, en publiant un

expose de la sieime ct en refutant ses plaiutes de raanicre Ji les empOcher de cor-

rompre ropinion."

VOL. VIII. 2 M
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earned on in all tlicir pomp and luxury,* till on the night between
the 11th and 12tli one of the most splendid of them all was suddenly
disturbed and thrown into confusion by the unwelcome news that,

on the 1st of March, Bonaparte had cflected a landing in the bay of

Juan, on the south coast of France.

We cannot enter intb the history of the unfortunate laws and
measures to which Louis XVIII., on the departure of the allied

sovereigns, was induced to give his consent; otherwise it would be

easy to show that the whole French nation, up to December, 1814,
must necessarily have become as weary of the new rule of the

emigrants, and especially the army, as Napoleon was of his inactive

exile in Elba. Blacas, Ferrand, Montesquieu and Guizot, with their

floctrmnaire restrictions on tlie freedom of the press, reduced even
the disciples of Madame de Stael to despair, such men as Benjamin
Constant, Dumolard, and others, who had honestly attached them-
selves to the cause of the Bourbons. The greatest anxiety prevailed
amono; the nine or ten millions of Frenchmen Avho had more or less

taken part in the purchase or sale of great masses of national pro-

perty. The old soldiers and officers were obliged to make way for

the squirearchy and the gentlemen of the garde du corps, and the

wives of the marshals Averc treated with neglect or contempt at

court. Everything indicated that the Bourbons in Paris would very
soon pursue the same course of conduct as the Bourbons in Spain,
which is still followed there by the daughter of Ferdinand VII.,
and which at the present moment daily occurs in Naples imder
another of the Bourbons. What they pleased to call a purification
of the courts of law had been already partially effected, and its

completion was impending; the old members of the convention were

persecuted, and Gregoire and others, who had been members of the

convention at the time of the execution of Louis XVI., were re-

moved from all public offices, and even excluded from the Academy.
The army, under Dupont, was grossly neglected; commissions
were granted to emigres, or the younger sons of noble families,

and the former state of discipline was relaxed because Dupont was

merely solicitous to enjoy the favour of the court. When Soult,
who had been at first treated very coolly, and not even dignified
with a peerage, was appointed minister of war, he had already made
himself contemptible by his meanness, and become the blind tool of
the insolent and absurd courtiers of the king. He first of all suf-

fered himself to be sent to Britanny, where he figured at the formal
interment of the emigrants who had fallen at Quiberon, and aided
their relations in the erection of a testimonial to their memory. He
next appeared in Paris in processions and church festivals, with his

prayer-book under his arm, and thus rendered the old sergeant

* Tliihaudcau remarks very aptly:
" Vienne (-tait un liou enchantcur, une rraie

fe'eric. En so faisant quelque illusion, en se scrait cru a Va^e d'or. Les dopenscs
de ces plaisirs s'clcverent, dit-on, a environ 30 millions de florins; c'e'tait payer un
peu cherc les plaisirs royaux et les bons mots du Prince de Ligne."
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ridiculous. It was he wlio helped to organi.sc the maison du roi, such
an object of hatred to the old guard, and he protected the noble f/arde
du corps against the contempt of the old soldiers. We may, indeed,
excuse him by the examples of the other marshals, by his total want
of political training, and by his boundless covetousness. He had,

moreover, no principles to defend, as was the case with Benjamin
Constant, who did everything in liis power to stimulate the hatred

of the people against IJonaparte, and to call in the Bourbons, and

then, enchanted as it were by some gentle phrases, suffered himself

to be named a councillor of state to the man whom he had denounced

shortly before as a cnicl tyrant.
The most distinguished generals of the army, as well as Napoleon

and his family, alleged that they owed no faith to the Bourbons,
because the latter had violated the treaty of Fontainebleau. The
two millions which Napoleon had reserved for his generals were not

paid, and the payment of the two millions promised to himself was
not discharged. It would be unjust to lay upon the Bourbons all

the burden of the unfavourable conditions of the peace of Fontaine-

bleau ;
it was due to them alone that they were not more unfavour-

able. Napoleon, moreover, became now more than ever the ideal and
idol of the people and the army. All who are acquainted with the

national character and history of the French, must admit that

Louis XIV. and Napoleon, precisely because they were the scourge
of otlicr nations, were the exalted and be-praiscd heroes of the

French. The great object, therefore, was to calm the fears of the

grandees of the empire, who had gone over to the Bourbons, and

might, therefore, dread the vengeance of Napoleon. This was

easily done, because most of these deserters were indispensable. It

was more difficult to remove the apprehensions of men who consti-

tuted the essence of the nation, such as Benjamin Constant, Lafayette,

Gregoire, Destutte de Tracy, and others, who were afraid that the

return of Napoleon would bring with it a return of the arbitrary

government of the empire. In this respect, however, the strongest
assurances were conveyed to them from the island of Elba. All his

old friends in the army were, by means of those who remained with

him, kept in constant communication with him. Lavalette in Paris,
and INlurat in Naples, promoted his interests in every way, the

former with all the cunning of a man who had been long engaged
as the director of the post-office in inspecting the letters that passed

through his hands, and the latter with all that indiscretion and haste

for which he was remarkable. The officers had formed all kinds of

plans among themselves for efFecting his return
;
the Duchess of St.

Leu cherished ami promoted the cause of Bonapartism in her saloons

with so much the greater boldness as she and her brother had received

many marks of especial respect from the Emperor Alexander. The
Duke of Bassano conducted himself as if he was still one of

Napoleon's ministers, and sent him in January, 181.5, a full ministerial

report of the state of things in France. His messenger on this

2 M 2
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occasion was Hard, who had been auditor of the council of state,

rieury de Chaboulon brought the most decisive news from Elba, and

gave the conclusive plans and advice. He has written four small

volumes on the history of this secret mission, of his own fanatical

adherence to Napoleon, and of the events of the hundred days after

Napoleon's return. We shall make as little use of these volumes as

of the two large octavos of the prolix Capefigue on the same subject.
The very best and most intelligent account of these days and events

not set forth in the style of Napoleon bulletins, is to be found in the

7th part of Thibaudeau's History of the Empire, and in the 2nd part
of the History of the Two Restorations, by Vaulabelle. We shall

be very brief.

The consequences of Napoleon's return might have been very
different had he been able to wait for the termination of the congress
in Vienna, for the result embittered, and would have roused into

action, the minds of the Germans, Belgians, Italians, and Spaniards ;

nor do we believe that they would have ventured to act on Welling-
ton's hint to remove him to a more distant exile, as is generally
allesfed in his excuse. The whole course of French literature since

1799, and the history of our own days, prove beyond contradiction

that Napoleon, whatever we may think of him, had really more
love of his country in him than the luxurious and worn-out king,
his abettors and flatterers, the miserable M. de Blacas or the knightly
courtier Hofmann, the Count d'Artois, or the anglicised Duke of

Berry, the devotee Duchess of Angoaleme, or the covetous Duke of

Orleans. It so happened that Napoleon coming from Elba arrived

at the same place as that at which he first landed on his return from

Egypt in 1799. Another accident led to his finding a considerable

part of his old army on his way to Paris, and by it he was received

with rejoicing. The congress not having expressed any design of

proceeding actively against Murat, the King of France had organised
an army of 30,000 men on the frontier of Piedmont

;
but as

Murat had also collected his forces on the borders, Soult, instead of

30,000, had stationed 50,000 men between Lyons and the Italian

frontiers. The Austrians, indeed, by their threats, had deterred both

kings from attempting to carry on war in Italy, but had themselves

collected sucli a considerable force in Lombardy, that no one enter-

tained any doubt that they were about to lend their aid to King
Ferdinand of Sicily against his rival, Llurat. This, together with

the fear that the proposal secretly approved in the congress of re-

moving Napoleon to a greater distance might be carried out, hastened

the execution of this long-projected plan of the French of the most
different parties and opinions.

There was a general agreement that the system of government
and administration of the civil and social arrangements of the time

of Louis XV., Avhich his grandsons and their noble and aristocratic

partisans threatened to reintroduce, was repugnant to the general

feelings, and wholly untenable
;
but very different opinions were enter-
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tainccl as to whether the nation was to expect a new order of thin<^s
under the Duke of Orleans or under Napoleon.* The latter Avas

preferred, Napoleon himself" having intimated that he recognised the

deficiencies of Ins system ;
he promised to make a complete change,

and fell a second time because he did not keep his word. Those
Frenciimen of influence, who placed no confidence in Napoleon, had

"wished, before they were taken by surprise, to avail themselves of

the opening of the chambers to obtain a formal resolution of the

chambers, setting aside the elder line of the Bourbons and placing
the younger in its stead. Many of the discontented officers of the

army, to wliom the Prince of Eckmilhl had pledged his word, wished
to occupy Paris, to carry off Napoleon from Elba and bring liim

back to Paris. Both schemes were chimerical, but they facilitated

Napoleon's bold adventure. In a conspiracy, properly so called, we
do not believe, for there was not the least necessity lor such a mea-
sure. The Emperor availed himself of the absence of Commodore

Campbell, who was in the habit of visiting Leghorn on some love

affairs, and on the 20th of February went on board his corvette, and,

accompanied by two smaller vessels, succeeded in reaching the coast

of France with the whole of his suite and military guard. Flcury
de Chaboulon, who had come to him shortly before, and has written

us a precise and circumstantial account of the hundred days, brought
him verbal intelligence from those who expected him, and had pre-

pared everything for his reception. On the 1st of March he landed
in a district where the fanatical inhabitants should have been excited

to attack him en masse, instead of which they sent soldiers against
liim, who were instantly captivated by the Emperor's name, and
whom they should have specially kept out of the way. Blacas, who

properly speaking governed in Louis's name, had received intelligence
of Napoleon's landing as early as the 6th, but regarded the matter

very lightly ; he, however, summoned the chambers to hold an extra-

ordinary sitting in Paris, and caused a proclamation of outlawry to be
issued against Napoleon Bonaparte, in which the people were com-

• On this subject wo sliall quote a passage from Vaulabollo, vol. ii., p. 190,

because it is com2)letcly suflicient: '"11 n'cxistiiit ui luysture ni silence dans les

lirojets de rcnvcrsenicns multiples, souvent opposees, quo plusiours millions de

personnes agitaicnt La masse dcs mecontens pouvait so divisor en deux
cati'gories principales ; les opposans a la marclie rcactionnaire du pouvcrncment
royal, et les advorsaires de la restauration des Bourbons. Les premiers appar-
tenaiont aux chanibres, a I'administration, an ncgoce, ii la magistrature, et au bar-
reau. Tout a la Ibis cnnemis de I'empire et de son gouvernemcnt militaire ct parti-
sans de la restauration connne gage de la paix avcc rEuropc, lis poursuivaieut
moins le renversement du gouvcrncuient qu'un changement de systeme politique.
Tiniides autant que formalistes ils entcndaicnt ne fairc usage que de la voie

legale .... Les advorsaires des Bourbons, ceux du moins qui s'occupaient active
.,..^..1. .J . , 11 • . 1 -._i^.. . 1 ». !• i: _•_-

a larnioo active. Lcur hostilitc ttait absolue; rcpoussant tout compronns avcc

restauration ils voulaient le rotablissement do rompiro ot do TEmpereur. L
plan ctait oxclusivement militaire ; I'instrunient dont ils coniptaient se scrvir c1

rarmco; ils se croyaient sure de la moitic des corps qui la composoiont."

our

tait
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manded to rise against liim en masse. In the mean time, he marched

forward, accompanied by his thousand men and numerous veterans

Avho joined him on the way; he succeeded within six days in reaching
Grenoble, a distance of seventy-two hours, and there Labedoyere
joined him with a whole regiment. From Grenoble he proceeded to

Lyons, where ]\Iarshal INlacdonald, the Count d'Artois, and the

prefect attempted in vain to keep the troops steady to their duty,
and to prevent them from revolt. In L^^ons, Napoleon had already

got as many as eight regiments and thirty guns, and all the troops
far and near rushed to his standard. ^lacdonald and the Count
d'Artois were obliged to leave Lyons, The king, having become

suspicious of Soult, appointed Clarke (Due de Feltre) minister of

war on the 1 1th of March, all to no purpose; and, as Napoleon
drew near to Paris he was obliged to ilee to Lille, and when he there

found himself forsaken, to press onward to Ghent. The Count

d'Artois, and his companion Baron de Damas, attempted in vain to

get up a rising in the south against Grouchy, who commanded in

Napoleon's name
; they were, however, completely hemmed in,

obliged to surrender, and, by virtue of an agreement with General

Gilly, one of Grouchy's subordinates, conveyed to the frontiers of

Spain. The Duchess of Angouleme, Louis XVI.'s daughter, who, in

the previous year, had wished to avail herself of the boasted legi-
timism of the inhabitants of Bourdeaux, was now constrained to

congratulate herself on being allowed to sail for England.
Before Napoleon left Lyons he issued a number ofdecrees ofthe date

of the 13th of March, and countersigned by Bertrand, wdiich were in-

tended to prepare the way for his arrival in Paris. Their special object
was to calm the fears of those who had deserted him, or had taken part
in his overthrow

; they were designed to awaken hopes in the minds
of those who were opponents to the empire, and to dissipate the

apprehensions of the republicans. It was announced that the im-

perial constitution would be abolished by the Emperor himself, and a

free constitution introduced
; and, moreover, a full amnesty was

guaranteed to all those Avho had taken part wuth the Bourbons and
forsaken the Emperor. Several other proclamations were drawn up,
all countersigned by Bertrand, and it was decreed :

I. That a general national assembly should be called in Paris

(Champ de Mai), and the constitution of the kingdom be altered

in the most liberal sense.

II. That all emigres who had returned since 1814, should again
leave the kingdom.

III. That all titles of nobility, except those which the nation has

bestowed, should be abolished.

IV. That all officers of the old regime, and those who had been
admitted by favour since April, 1814, should be excluded from the

army.
V. That all the authorities of the courts of law, and other legal

officers, who had been removed since April, 1814, should be restored.
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VI. That all the orders, colours, and other insignia of the Bour-

bons, and the inuisun du roi, especially an object of hatred to the old

soldiers, should be abolished. The property of the royal family to

be seized and sequestrated.
The greater part of these decrees was never carried into execution.

The amnesty was al'terwards most dishonestly altered, and publislaed
in another form, by means of whicli thirteen persons therein named
were excluded Irom its benefit.* To this change, however, Bertrand
declined to give his sanction, and refused to countersign the de-

cree as genuine. Maret also refused to give his signature. We
have, however, only given the essential points of these nine decrees,
v/hich Napoleon issued, from the 9th to the 13th from Lyons, after

he had resumed tlie government.
Napoleon having on the 16th reached to within 48 hours' journey

of Paris, the king went with his family to the hall of the assembly,
which had now been in session since the 9th, and caused the oatli

of allegiance to be repeated; this, too, proved useless; he was obliged
to flee, and Napoleon entered Paris on the evening of the 20th. He
found everything changed, the treasury empty, the army weakened
and reduced to such a condition that it required to be wholly re-

modelled, and materiel again to be provided. Blind confidence in

Napoleon was, however, shaken; and in the appointment of his new

ministry he was obliged to entrust the police to Fouche, and to

Carnot the ministry of home alKxirs, the ibrmcr of whom had been

long in correspondence with Metternich and the Russians, and since

March with Talleyrand also, and the latter was wholly unsuitable to

an imperial system, even although he now submitted to bear the title

of a count. This was done to win the confidence of the party (the

patriotes) on which lie chiefly relied. Thibaudeau, who enjoj^ed a

distinguished position in the new house of peers of the hundred

days, openly acknowledges (vii. 259-60) that Napoleon at first acted

in the sense of the greatest liberal, but that he had not slept more
than three nio;hts in the Tuileries Avhen all his old feelings and habits

completely returned. His brothers had returned, and Lucien, with
his suite of chamberlains and lacqueys, had taken up his quarters in the

Palais Royal belonging to Louis Philippe, although he alone among
all the princes had sold his furniture before his flight. The whole of

Napoleon's conduct was utterly out of keeping with his proclamations,
which were Avritten in a completely republican tone. One of his

decrees, published from Lyons on the 13th of ^Larch, annulled, tcith

a single stroke of his pen, all the promotions made since his departure
from France, and all the changes made by the Bourbons, restored

everything to its former condition, and dissolved both the chambers,
but indicated the prospect of magnificent things to be effected. The
summons of all the electoral colleges to a Cliamp de Mai in Paris,

*
Talleyrand, IMarmont, Dalbcrg, aiontesquicu, Jaucourt, Bcuruoiivillo, Lynch,

Vitrollos, Alexis de Noailles, Bourrienuc. Delarochejaciiueliu, Bellart, and Larochc-

foucauld.
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with a view to make sucli changes in the constitution as might seem

good, and be for the advantage of the people at large, was done quite
in the old Trench style; the Champ de Mai was a romantic and
colossal idea derived from the middle ages. The electoral colleges,

however, had no constructive power, and their summons was defec-

tive; besides, people desired something quite new, and not merely
some improvement or change of the imperial constitution. There

was also general dissatisfaction at the abolition of the old nobility,
whilst the new was retained. The Emperor soon perceived that in

France he was popular with the masses only, and stood completely
isolated among the princes. Had the King of Naples given heed to

any rational advice, he would have seen that Napoleon should have

been supported from Italy, but he conducted himself Avith so much

political duplicity that the Emperor, being long before cognisant of

his faithlessness, was obhged to give him up.
Austria and Russia having disagreed at the congress, the King of

Naples received offers from both, but he neglected the propitious
moment to avail himself of them. On Napoleon's return he thought
it certain that the powers would be disposed to sacrifice him to please

Spain and the King of Sicily. The Austrians sent a considerable

army to the Po; the conduct of England was equivocal; both, how-

ever, still considered themselves as his allies, and observed the truce.

The fear of the French, and of the 50,000 men whom Soult had
collected in the south of France, had disappeared, but, on the other

hand. King Ferdinand IV. had again come forward, played the pa-

triot, announced reforms in church and state, and a constitutional

rule, and caused the Calabrians to be roused in his favovu'. Only
fifty days were allowed to elapse after the death of his wicked wife,

Caroline, in Vienna, when the king married the Princess Partana,
a woman of very loose reputation. He had lived on very intimate

terms with her during the lifetime of her husband and his own wife,

and now wished to make some ecclesiastical satisfaction by taking
her as his wife. After Caroline's death he resumed the government
of Sicily, swore to Bentinck's constitution of 1812, and did every-

thing in his power to recover Naples; while King Joachim had

already received all sorts of proposals from the allied powers with a

view to compensation for his relinquishment. The Pope, moreover,

required the restoration of the Marclies, and Bellegarde in Milan
called upon the Neapolitans to evacuate these districts. King
Joachim entertained the fond expectation that the whole of Italy
would embrace his cause, should he advance into Lombardy, hunt
out the Germans, and construct one great kingdom of the Italian

peninsula. Before commencing his mad undertaking, by occupying
the States of the Church, a part of Tuscany, and pushing forward to

the Po, he called the Neapolitans and French to a grand council.

All of them, even his wife, who had much more of the talent of civil

government than himself, tried to dissuade him from his design, and
to show him how much more prudent it would be to await the issue
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of Napoleon's return to France; he, however, persevered, and insisted

on following up his design. On the 15th of March he declared him-

self, on tlie 22nd set out with two armies, and called all Italy to

arms for deliverance from foreign yoke. The Italians, it is true,

made him the hero of songs, poems, and speeches, and lield meetings
and fetes in his honour; but they gave him little or no help in the

field. He spared the States of the Church, insomuch that one of his

armies destined for Tuscany was not allowed even to touch upon
Rome; notwithstanding tliis, however. Pope Pius VII. fled, and
Charles IV., who then lived in Rome, hastened first to Florence, and
afterwards to Genoa. The second aiTny also, which marched along
the coast of the Adriatic Sea to Ancona, paid for everything which
it required, and spared the subjects of the Papal States. The Aus-

trians, commanded by Frimont, who afterwards transferred the com-

mand to Bianchi, who had previously, like Neippcrg, Mohr, Wicd
and others, commanded a single division, proceeded northward from

the Po, whilst Neipperg, who commanded an army in Tuscany,
marched against King Joachim's army, then occupying Florence.

On the 30th of March war was declared, and on the 2nd of April
the king entered Bologna, but was soon alarmed by the intelligence
that he was threatened by the P^nglish in the rear; he therefore came
to a halt. The delay on the march to Milan was also in no small

degree owing to the incapacity of the generals in command of the

king's army in Florence. They began to retrace their steps on the

12th of April, after they had first driven the grand duke out of

Florence. The king, too, who had then carried his march beyond
Modcna, turned back.

In Bologna Murat received a letter from Lord William Bcntinck,
dated Turin, April 5, in which he was informed,

" That by virtue of

the treaty recently agreed upon by the powers who had united against

Napoleon, and since King Joachim, without any reason given, or

declaration of war made, had attacked the Austrians, it was the duty
of Lord AVilliam to regard the suspension of arms between England
and Naples as broken, and therefore, with all his forces by sea and

land, to give his aid to the Austrians." The army under Bianchi,
and a second under Neipperg, both directed their force against the

king, to whom Napoleon sent General Belliard when it was too late,

in order to support him by counsel and service, The two armies,

however, kept him in play till a superior force had been collected,
and then they compelled him at the end of the month to take up a

position at Ancona, which rendered an engagement unavoidable.

The battle was fought at Tolcntino, in the States of the Church;
commenced on the 3rd, and was renewed and lost on the 4th. The

king's army completely fell in pieces on the retreat, the provinces
declared themselves for Ferdinand IV., and Commodore Campbell
threatened to cannonade the city of Naples. The queen, who, when
the king was ]n-escnt, had always shown greater ability than lie in

all questions of government, now exhibited great capacity and a
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truly heroic bearing, such, in fact, as to excite the admiration both
of friends and enemies, whilst they never showed anything but con-

tempt for her husband. She soon perceived that nothing was to be

expected from the undisciplined force, busy marauding in and around

Capua, and she therefore resolved to come to an understanding with

tlie English commodore. By means of this arrangement the city of

Naples was saved from fatal injuiy, and she secured the safety of her

mother, of Cardinal Fesch, her uncle, and of her sister, Pauline.*

In the mean time she continued to carry on the administration till

her husband found himself compelled to give full power to Generals

Carascosa and Colletta to conclude an agreement at Casa Lanza with

the Austrian generals and with the representatives of England, the

effect of which was to restore the possession of Naples to Ferdinand

IV, This agreement, according to the express stipulations of the

Austrians and English, was merely military. All the fortresses,

citadels and forts were to be given up to the alHes, who were in their

turn to restore them to Ferdinand IV. The queen and her suite

were then conveyed in an English ship to Trieste, and the king
fled in a merchantman to the south of France, because he v/as not

allowed to go to Paris. Napoleon would have no intercourse Avith

him whatever.

In the mean time the allies in Vienna, m*ged on by Talleyrand
and the royalists, had again pronounced a judgment of outlawry

against Napoleon. As early as the 13th of March, Metternich

assembled the plenipotentiaries of Austria, Spain, France, England,
Portugal, Prussia, Russia, and Sweden, in Vienna, in order, at the

very time when Napoleon was on his march to Paris, to pronounce
a sentence of outlawry against him.-f The treaty of Cliaumont,

agreed upon by the Emperor of Russia and the King of Prussia

when in London, was renewed, and for the second time confirmed.

It was therein mutually agreed that all the powers were to unite in

order to maintain the stipulations of the treaty of the 30 th of jMarch,

and to carry into effect the resolutions of the congress. It was also

agreed that a common effort should be made by the whole of the

powers to prevent Napoleon from disturbing the peace of Europe.
For this purpose each of the powers agreed to furnish a contingent
of 150,000 men, and to enter into a common arrangement to lay
down their arms whenever the specific objects were accomplished.
All the powers of Europe were to be invited to join this alliance,

and his Christian Majesty was to give his accession to that arrauge-

*
It -was agreed : 1. That all the ships of war should he surrendered to the English

commodore ; that in the mean time aU their stores and their materials of war should
remain in the Eoyal Dock Yards, in order that at the end of the vrar the English
and Neapolitans might agree respecting their possession. 2. The queen, with her

family, their persons, and property, were to find safety and an assylum on board the

English squadron. 3. Time was to be allowed to send an ambassador to England in

order to negotiate respecting a peace. 4. The English fleet was to put an end to all

hostilities, so as to suffer the queen to carry on the business of the government.
t
"
Napoleon Bonaparte s'est place hors dcs relations civiles et sociales comme

ennemi et perturbateur du repos du monde; il est liTxe a la vindicte publique."
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ment. Louis XVIII., however, took no part in the alhance; the

King of Spain was very well disposed to join, but his minister, Don
Gomez Labrador, proved much more conservative than he. The
latter declared merely that the arms of" Spain would assist in the

war, but that in consequence of the article in the treaty respecting
Parma, Flacentia, and Tuscany, he could not acknowledge the peace
of Paris. Lord Castlereagh alleged that he accepted of and con-

curred in the treaty so fur as it respected Bonaparte, but that the

King of England would not consider himself bound to force any
particular form of government upon the French.*' The Emperor
Francis afterwards made the same declaration. The Swedish

government, then completely in the hands of Bcrnadotte, did not

venture to enter into any close alhance with Bonaparte ; it, however,
broke oiF all connexion with INI. dc Kumigny, the minister of Louis

XVIIL, and declared its nexdralily.
The measures for carrying into execution the combined action

against the return of Napoleon were all taken as early as the begin-

ning of April, On the 31st of March a military convention was

concluded, after which the three armies were immediately to march.
One of them consisted of 344,000 men, under Schwarzcnberg, a

second of 250,000 under Wellington and Bliicher, and finally a

Russian corps of 200,000. This allied army, 794,000 strong, was
to march from various sides on Paris. In vain ^apoleon put into

activity all his own and Fouche's arts in order to calm the fears of

the French : Fouche betrayed hira and went secretly the same path
as Talleyrand, and Napoleon's own arts entirely failed. In vain his

council of state, at his request, declared that the people was the

source of all power ;
in vain he himself declared, in answer to an

address from the same council,—"
I have renounced all ideas of this

grand empire, of which I laid the foundation now fifteen years ago."
Even in France every one smiled when he caused a report to be read

upon a declaration made by the congress on the 13th, in which, on

Fouche's suggestion, it was said:—" Timt thispretended declaration^
intended to lead the Frencli people astray, and so drawn up as to lead

to the murder of the Emj^eror, must he regarded as -proceeding from
the pen of the .French, amhassadur in Vienna.'^ In vain he tried to

bring about a union with his wife and his son. She was already in

Neipperg's arms, and had previously indicated her disinchnation to

follow him, and the Emperor Francis caused a strict watch to be

kept upon the son. In vain he sent IMontron, Bresson, and Du
Fresno de St. Leon to Talleyrand ; and in vain he sent Ouvrard to

England. The Emperor Alexander, too, who had treated Eufrene
Beauharnais with very particular attention, paid no attention to his

* This refers particularly to tlic Stli article of the treaty, which runs as follows:

''Le present ayant imiciucment poux but dc met tre la France ou tout autre pays
attaquo par Napoleon a I'abri do scs cntreprises et de celles de ses adherens,
S. il. T. C. est invite en partieulier a donner son asscntiment aox m6sures au dessous
et dans le cas oii elle aurait besoin des troupes auxiliaires, qui lui sont promises
par ce traiti-, a determiner en meme terns toutes les forces qu'elle a disposibles

pour combattre roruicmi."
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appeals when he attempted to address him on the subject of Napo-
leon and his proposals. Many other attempts, and even those of the

ladies, to lead the Emperor to other ideas, and innumerable endea-

vours made to enter into negotiations with one or other of the great

powers, were frustrated. Baron Stassart, employed as his messenger
to Vienna, was not suffered to proceed to the city, but obliged to send

forward his despatches from Ling, and he himself compelled to turn

back. From the 19th of April also all connexion between France and

Germany was broken off. War became unavoidable, and the great

object was to convince the people that their cause and Napoleon's
was the same, and it became especially important to bring about

a reconciliation between the republicans and the empire. Napo-
leon, how^ever, could not bring himself to concede any true rights
to the people, and, instead of granting a completely new constitution,

he merely made some additions to that of the old empire, and had

recourse to a new comedy in the Champ de Mai.
For a month the people had longingly awaited the promised

solemn declaration respecting the change in the constitution and the

new rights of the people. At length there appeared on the 20th of

April a declaration from Bonaparte, but under a title which was

not very encouraging,
" Acte Additioncl aiuv Constitutions de

rEmpireT* This piece of patchwork pleased nobody; the plan of

two chambers as established by the Louis government was retained,

and the manner in wdiich, upon Fouche's advice, it was to be

accepted by the people, was ridiculous, because every Frenchman
knew the result of such former promises and decisions at the time of

the revolution and in the early times of Bonaparte. Registries were

opened at the public offices of the magisterial courts, the secretary's
chambers of all the offices of government and of the various munici-

palities, in which every man was to record his opinion for or against
the constitution. The result of all these collected opinions was to

be publicly proclaimed at the public assembly on the Champ de Mai,
on the 26th of May. It must, of course, be obvious that the great

majority was in favour of accepting the constitution, inasmuch as

the whole of France and the army had of their own accord with-

drawn from adhesion to the Bourbons and become adherents of

Bonaparte. Both policy and nationality would have suggested that

he should have been allowed to assume the office of dictator, for

through him alone was there any possibility of guarding against the

incursion of 800,000 enemies under arms. The discontent of the

higher classes was, however, so great, that he was obliged to turn his

thoughts to the party of the red republicans (Federes), and for an

army to the sans-culottes of the first revolution. This disgusted him

thoroughly, and he did not conceal his contempt when the inha-

bitants of the faubourgs wished to make him their hero. The
* The chapters are:—1. Dispositions generales; 2. Des colleges clectoraux et du

mode d'election; 3. De la loi de I'impot; 4. De la responsabilitc des ministres;
5. Du pouvoir judiciaire; 6. Droits des citoyens.
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extent of his deponclencc upon these parties may be seen from the

Mtmoires of Benjamin Constant, as well as from those of Lafayette.
What could a man of such active genius do with such gossips as

these? And yet he took Benjamin Constant into his council of

state, althou'di he had uttered the most violent denunciations atrainst

him and sworn eternal fealty to the Bourbons. We know, of

course, that these people furnished the most admirable reasons for

their conduct; and at the present time in Germany we have abun-
dant examples of the same kind.

On the (ictc additionel we do not dwell, inasmucli as we attach no

importance whatever to paper constitutions till we have seen them

subjected to some years of experience. It is, however, to be found
in the 11.3th number of the iMo/iiteiir, of the date of the 2.3rd of

April, 1815. We shall merely allude very slightly to a lew of the

articles. The sixth article of the old constitution respecting religion
is altogether wanting. In the eighth the number of deputies is fixed

at G29, and twenty-five as a minimum of age. Napoleon, as he

proved, contrived to evade the principle involved in the fourteenth

article, wliich determines that no member can be subjected to arrest

without permission of the chamber. The article respecting the

nobility completely abolishes the old, which /lad hecn something, and
creates a new one which icas nothing, and had never been. The

sixty-seventh decrees the banishment of the Bourbons; that may be

defended, but to forbid their return to the country at any time is

absolutely absurd. Even before the constitution had been accepted,

public affairs were managed in accordance with its principles. The

Champ de Mai was a fete such as those which are now daily cele-

brated in all corners of Germany; an exhibition for a miserable set

of flatterers, women, idlers, sentimental talkers, and people who take

deliifht in fi'^urinsr in fine uniforms and feathers. At the same time

we by no means deny the momentary effect of this popular demon-
stration

;
but it must be looked upon as something quite as transitory

as fine speeches and newspaper articles. The fete, moreover, was
too late

;
for on the 2nd of June the Swiss had promised to get on

foot 30,000 as a reserve on the frontier?, in return for which the

tallies bound themselves not to touch the territory of Switzerland,

except in case of absolute necessity.
The parties invited to take part in the grand representation of the

C/ifimp dc Mai, appointed for the 26th of May, but not enacted till

the 1st of June, Avere: 1. All the members of the various electoral

colleges. 2. Deputations from the departments, the army, and the

fleet. The deputies of eacli department were to hold an assembly
and elect five deputies, who were to examine and report to the arch-

chanccUor of their department the result of the public voting. These
results were to be handed to the Emperor in the Chavip de Mai,
decorated like a theatre for the occasion ;* and to him the oath of

• " Lc Ch.imp do Mai " was said, in the official account of the assembly,
" thc-

atrahncnt decore."
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allegiance -was then to be taken. We must leave it to our readere to

learn for themselves, from the 1 15th number of the 3Ionit€ur, the

manner in which such festivities may be pompously described, and
shall merely add a few dry notices of the subject. The JSfoniteur

reports, that the Archbishop of Tours, assisted by the Cardinal of

Bayonne, celebrated a solemn mass; that 15,000 men were seated in

the amphitheatre. The members of the central deputation of the elec-

toral colleges, five hundred in number, were conducted to the steps of

the throne. The national guards and troops of the line were under

arms; then the arch-chancellors of the departments read the results

of the registers, and it was announced that there was a million of

votes of a majority in favour of the re-election of the Emperor.
Napoleon was then proclaimed anew as Emperor of the French, by
virtue of the votes of the people; made a speech on the occasion,
and boasted that he would have sacrificed himself for his people.
We are peculiarly struck with Vvdiat he said respecting the armament
of the alhes on the frontiers of France, and his rhetorical announce-
ment of his preparations to meet them. The people, however, is

in his mouth, as it is in Russia; always His people, and Paris

HIS CITY. Savary, in his Mtmoires, observes, with great justice,
that this phraseology made a most unfavourable impression, and that

the Emperor, who still played the liberal and sutfered himself to

indulge in the most contemptuous expressions respecting the etiquette
of the Bourbons, did not appear in uniform, but in the old imperial
robes of the old kingdom of the Franks, and his brother Lucien, for

the first and only time, figured as a prince.
In obedience to the edict of the 30th of April, the chambers met

on the 3rd of June, although called together for the 1st, and at the

very first moment there was abundant evidence of the existence of

a very disastrous opposition; the power of the Emperor's will was

broken, and the energies of the nation were paralysed by opposition.
The army was to save the country alone

;
but that it was not able to

do. The peers nominated by the Emperor, amongst whom were all

the princes, Count Sieyes, and the Dukes of Bassano and Rovigo,
were almost all old soldiers, or declared and open adherents of

Napoleon and his creatures. The names and titles of the peerage
are to be found in the Moniteur of the 16th of July (p. 637), but

even these }>eople constructed an opposition, because they had no
faith in the duration of the new institutions, and would not be
accounted the mere creatures of Napoleon, but wished to gain for

themselves such a name as would recommend them to tlie favour

of the Bourbons. The chamber of deputies was completely hostile,

and partly republican, because the men of monarchical principles
neither v/ere nor wished to be elected. Twenty-nine of the eighty-
three departments returned no deputies at all. Napoleon knew these

facts, and, therefore, at first wished that his brother Lucien, who had
rendered him such eminent services as president in 171)9, should be

chosen as president. On this account he kept back the pubhcation
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of the list of peers for some days, In order to be able to leave him
out of the list. This, however, was too palpable, and he was

obliged to give up the idea. He then tried to have at least one of

his ministers of state—cither Rcgnauld or Merlin, Boulay or Defer-

mon, all members— chosen as president; but the chamber laid before

him only tlic names of Lafliyettc and Lanjuinais. This provoked
him so much that he could only be prevented by the most urgent

representations from rejecting them both. He afterwards selected

Lanjuinais, and won him over and charmed him by such a conver-

sation ns he had held to the same effect in April with Benjamin
Constant, Avho now sat in the council of state, and has preserved
and recorded the conversation in his pamphlet on the Hundred

Days. In the mean time the chamber continued to prove itself hostile,

for all the vice-presidents whom it had chosen were declared oppo-
nents of Napoleon. In the very first sittings, even before the

imperial sitting, it was obvious that the chamber meant to assert an

equal, if not a superior position to the Emperor; great pains were
even taken to keep a great number of deputies away, and to declare

in the presence of the Emperor, at the formal imperial sitting, that

their oath of allegiance to the Emperor and the Constitution was not

to be regarded as binding them from attempts to improve the acte

achlitiuncl. The Emperor's speech was a piece of patchwork
—as

such speeches always are—and the answer of the chamber contained

a warning to him not to suffer himself to be deluded by success.*

The Emperor answered justly and coiTCCtly that that was not in the

first instance to be feared. Even in the quiet and politically insigni-
cant Upper Chamber systematic opposition was formed under Boissy
d'Anglas, Latour ISfaubourg, and Doulcct do Pontecoulant.

All that now took place would have merited no notice at all, had
the war taken a different turn from what it really did; in order,

however, to be able to form some just opinion of its results, it is

absolutely necessary to iniderstand tliat the two chambers played

precisely the same character on the second deposition of Napoleon as

the senate did with regard to the first. At the time in which these

events were taking place in Paris, the allied armies were on the

frontiers of the kingdom, audit was resolved that they should at the

same time enter upon their march to Paris. Wellington and Bliicher

were, therefore, at first to act on the defensive. The Austrians

and Russians could not reach the Rhine till the middle of

Jimo. Wellington, who was to command the united army of

English and Belgians, came early, because the Prussians, as well as

the Prince of Orange, with good reason expected that Napoleon
woidd burst into the Low Countries, where there was a great

feeling favourable to a union with France. There, too, he might

* " Si Ics succtis repondcnt a la justice de notre cause et aiix csporances quo nous
sommcs accoutumes a concevoir de votre jri'nie et do la bmvoure do nos arraoes,
la nation 71 a plus a ciaindre que rentraineiiient de la prosperite et les seductions de la

victoire."
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meet with the Bourbons, who had fled thither. As early as April
Wellington hastened from Vienna to Brussels, and immediately after-

wards Bliichcr came from Berlin to Lie^re.

As we write for Germans and not for Frenchmen, we must here

refer to the posthumous work of Ciausewitz on the campaign of 1816,
in order to give some correct idea of the boastings made by Napoleon
and his adherents on account of the military preparations in the space
of three short months, and the greater or smaller probability of main-

taining a superiority in tlie field even for a short period against the

combined forces of the whole of Europe. From this work it will be

seen, that under the existing circumstances, it was in the highest degree
honourable to the Emperor, that at the beginning he drove the enemy
in the Netherlands, double to him in number, into a corner. The
result of Clausewitz's inquiries is, that Napoleon witli 130,000 men
marched against the 220,000 under Wellington and Blucher, and that

he was only able to send some 30,000 under Rapp, including sixteen

battalions of national guards, to oppose the enormous army which
was advancing from the Rhine under Schwarzenberg, The whole

military levy of the nation is estimated by Ciausewitz at 150,000
men *

Wellington had posted his troops in great strength in Brabant,
and Bllicher maintained his troops in tlie Walloon country from Liege
to the frontiers, and kept them so stationed that he could concentrate

the whole in two days in Naumur. Schwarzenberg was almost ready
to make an attack, and the Russians only about eight days' march
from the frontiers, when Napoleon took his departure from Paris on
the 12th, and on the 15 th fell upon Bliicher witli the whole of his

forces. He found the Sambre unouarded, therefore forced the Prus-

sians to retreat, and took Charleroi, but met with such a vigorous
resistance, and lost so many men, that he soon perceived that circum-

stances were completely altered. This became further evident from
the fact, that Bourmont, whom ho had appointed chief of the staff

of the 4th corps, together with Colonels Clouet and Viloutreys, went
over to the enemy. Although, however. Billow, who lay in Liege
with 35,000 men, had not come up, and Wellington proved unable

to concentrate his forces, Bliicher ventured to enter the lists with the

whole of the enemy's force at Quatre Bras, St. Amand, and Ligny.
Even the French admit that the Prussians at Ligny were admirably
commanded, and in the fiofht showed as much courao-e as skill. Wei-

lington, who was at a ball in Brussels, not being able to bring up his

troops to Quatre Bras by four o'clock, as he had promised, Bliicher re-

*
Ciausewitz, "Campaign of 1815," Dunckor, Berlin 1835, p. 15, observes: " The

consequence was that the national levy was limited to 248 battalions of select troops,
which may be estimated in round numbers at 150,000 men. Of these sixteen
battalions were placed under General Rajjp, as many more for a reinforcement to

General Suchet in Dauphine, and lastly some 20,000 men were sent to Bourdeaux
and Toulouse, so that there were only about 40,000 of the national guard in the

field. There remained besides 110,000 national guards, who, with the marines,

veterans, and volunteers (consisting mostly of officers and sub-officers), and the

depots, constituted the garrisons of the fortresses, and in general the military

strength of the interior of the country."
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tired without bein<^ beaten. Fifteen tlioupand men fell on each side.

The French acknowledge that they lost 10,000, and yet failed to gain
a victory. They were unable in any case to follow up the victory, partly
because it was night and Blucher was still strong enough, and partly
because their left wing had not been so i'ortunate as the rii,dit. Wcl-

lington hastened i\\)m tlie ball-room to the battle-field, and took his po-
sition at Qiiatrc Bras, which, as Napoleon alleges, Ney ought to have

occupied.* Others say that he himself had sent Ney with 40,000 men
to Brussels, where he encountered Wellington's army, so that the

latter gave this as the reason why he was unable to meet Bliichcr

as he had promised. The Prince of Oiangc and the Duke of Bruns-
wick suilered very considerable loss on the 16th. Wellington, how-

ever, maintained his position at Quatre Bras till he received intelli-

gence accidentally of Bliicher's retreat, when he drew back as far as

the heights of Mont St. Jean, where the farm of Belle Alliance be-

came renowned in history as the scene of the battle Avhich decided
the fate of all Europe. Napoleon has been blamed for not attacking

AVellington on the 17th, when he would have had nothing to fear

I'rom the Prussians. On the 18 th the battle bcL-'an about twelve o'clock,

and the fighting was kept up with equal loss and equal bravery on
both sides till live. Wellington continued steadfastly to stand his

ground, and to keep up the murderous fight, because Bliicher had

promised certainly to arrive on the 18th. The Prussian commander
had succeeded in leading the French astray as to the direction of his

retreat. They supposed him to have retreated on the road to Namur,
but he had directed his march towards the English position, and lay
at Wavres, on both sides of the Dyle. The battle of the 18th was
named after the village of Waterloo, where Wellington had spent
the night, but the deadly and decisive battle really took place at the

chateau Goumont, near La liaye Sainte and Smohain, lying imme-

diately below the heights of Mont St. Jean. Billow's corps of

30,000 men had long been in view at St. Lambert. At five o'clock

Ziethen and Bliicher's army pushed forward to La Haye, and at

the same time Billow took Planchenit, and occupied the road to

Charleroi. This rendered hopes of retreat on tlie part of the French

impossible. Bonaparte and the French in general are always accus-

tomed to allege, when they arc beaten or out-man(Kuvred, that the

loss or failure was owing to some imlucky accident, or attributable

to treachery; and they allege, that had it not been for the grievous
mistakes of a man, whom they make their scapegoat on this occasion,

everything would have turned out very successfully, and they would
have done wonders. This is especially the case with almost the whole
class of French waiters when anything relating to their idol Bona-

parte is in question.

* Claiisewitz says, what is true of all that proceeded from St. Helena by means of
Montholon, Las Casas, and otiicrs (p. 77) : "Wo believe, therefore, that this Bona-

partist narrative in tlie sohtude of St. Helena is a sort of l)oinbast, and that in the
moment of action tho ideas of Bonaparte were more simple and natural."
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Thus in tlie Battle of Waterloo the whole blame of the utter

defeat of their hero is thrown upon Ney and Grouchy. Ney, as we
have already observed, is fully exonerated by Clausewitz from one

fault imputed to him
; he, however, committed a second in the battle

by placing the whole result at stake at an improper time. With

respect to General Grouchy, he, it is alleged, as a former marquis,
was ill-disposed towards Napoleon. It is alleged that he neither

attacked the Prussians with sufficient vigour on the 17th, nor fol-

lowed up his success with sufficient skill, and that on the 18th he

suffered himself to be delayed on his march to the main body by an

unnecessary engagement with Thielemann's corps at Wavres. The

advantage, it is true, was on Grouchy 's side, and Thielemann was

just about to retire when the news arrived of \V elhngton and
Bliicher's success. The road to Charleroi being then occupied,

Grouchy retired to Namur, and in this way saved the only remnant
of the army which escaped at Waterloo.

The army having been annihilated, Fouche appeared on the stage
as the friend of the republicans, and overthrew Bonaparte as he

had done Robespierre. He digged the pit for the one as he had
done lor the other, and caused them to be thrown in by others, without

putting a hand personally to Avhat was his own work. He was Na-

poleon's minister of police, but at the same time Talleyrand's corre-

spondent ;
the tool of the court of emigres at Ghent, and the

bosom friend of the liberal deputies in the chamber. Since

February he had constantly exchanged letters with jNletternich, and
sent a plenipotentiary to Basle, who carried on verbal communica-
tions with the representative of the cunning Duke of Otranto. His

policy was to stimulate and encourage the democrats of the second

chamber to attack Napoleon. We have already said, that immedi-

ately on the 3rd of June, the chamber had declared war against the

Emperor, and continued to prosecute it vigorously till his departure
to the army. He no sooner left Paris than the strife became open,
for the chambers resolved to proceed, without any regard to the Acte

additionnel of Napoleon, to the construction of a new constitution,

availing themselves of all the light which had been thrown on the

subject since 1791. This motion aimed against the Emperor was

adopted on the very day on which Napoleon compelled the Prus-

sians, imder Bliicher, to retreat at Ligny, and nearly captured their

general, whose horse had fallen under him. On the fatal termination

of the battle of Waterloo, of which Fouche received very early in-

telligence, he sent for the good and honourable Dupont de I'Eure,

Lafayette, Manuel, Flaugergues, the elder Dupin, and Lacoste, and
made use of their republican feelings and convictions to work for

Louis XVHI., and to secure his I'avour for himself. From Hoesne,

Napoleon wrote to his brother Joseph, and commissioned him, Lu-

cien, and Carnot, to endeavour to gain over the deputies ;
Fouche

acted as their able and zealous opponent. On the meeting of the

council of state, at which Lanjuinais, the president of the chamber,
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was present, consultations were only held respecting the adoption of

energetic measures to save the nation
; Fouclic, however, availed

himself of Carnot and Caulaincourt to make preparations for the

measures wliicli it was necessary for tlie chambers to adopt, in order

to remove Napoleon and place Fouchc; himself at the helm of

affairs.

Napoleon had a suspicion of what was going on in Paris, hastened

thither, and arrived, to the terror of every one, on the 21st of June;
Fouchc, however, liad anticipated even this possibility, and taken his

measures accordingly. He was the confidential adviser of the Em-
peror, and Savary, his opponent, gives us clearly to understand in

his Mcmoires, that lie advised the Emperor to dissolve the chambers.
Tliis again Avas prevented by Lafayette, who, upon Fouchc's advice,

immediately after the Emperor's arrival, when the chamber of depu-
ties assembled at twelve o'clock and that of peers at two o'clock, made
use of the strife which had taken place between them and the Em-
peror on the subject of their address to him and his answer to them,
to make several revolutionary proposals. Lafayette thought he
should serve the cause of freedom, but it soon appeared, that in fact

he had been merely serving Fouchc, and the latter contrived to keep
him at a distance from Paris whilst he himself was working for the

cause of Louis XVIII. The Emperor still continued to hold councils

with his ministers; his brother Lucicn advised him to follow Sa-

vary's advice, to dissolve the chambers, and assume the dictatorship;

Carnot, Caulaincourt, and Fouchc insisted upon the necessity of a

reconciliation with the chambers, when the deputies of the chamber

appeared and handed in a resolution, come to upon the motion of

Lafayette, to the following effect:—" The representatives of the

nation declare that the independence of the country is in danger;
the chamber declares itself permanent, and every attempt to dissolve

it will be regarded and punished as high treason with death. The

troops of the line and national guards, who have fought for the

nation, are deserving of the public thanks. The ministers of war,
the interior, police, and foreign affairs, are commanded immediately
to present themselves before the chamber." This was, in flict, vir-

tually to depose Napoleon, and all his attempts to induce them to

alter their opinions made him completely contemptible. He sent

Regnauld de St. Jean d'Angcly, and caused him to deliver a long
rodomontade on the loss of the battle, such rodomontades as arc

to be found in abundance in the dictations of St. Helena, and which
are still regarded as history in Europe.* Their murmurs were so

loud, that Regnauld olfercd to read to them the supplement to the

Muiiiteur of the 21st, in which everything sountls much more

tolerable, but they would not listen to him.

Lucicn then tried to negotiate for his brother, and went to the

chamber at six o'clock; but came back at eight without having
* For Rognanld's singular address, see No. XXIV. of the Appeudix to Vaudon-

court's book, pai't v.

2n2
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effected anything. The chamber resolved on the appointment of a

committee of fifteen members from each chamber, who should devise

and carry into effect whatever measures might appear necessary in

the existing contingency. The chamber of deputies named Lan-

juinais, Lafayette, Flaugergues, Dupont, and General Grenier, their

presidents and vice-presidents ; the first cliamber acceded to the pro-

posal, and appointed Boissy d'Anglas, Thibaudcau, Drouot, An-

dreossy, and Dcjean. In the commission and in the chambers it was
further agreed that Napoleon must be removed; but it was uncertain

whether he should be deposed or forced to resign. The latter method
was adopted. Napoleon long resisted in vain, till his own brother

urged it upon him to resign, in order to avoid the disgrace of a

deposition. At length, on the 22nd, he sent, against his will and
with great indignation, a letter of renunciation to the chambers, but
in the same docum.ent he proclaimed his son as Napoleon II. The
chambers took no notice whatever of this declaration, because

Fouche, through whom the communication was made, did not

inform them of it; but Lanjuinais, the president, and a deputation
from the chamber, waited on the Emperor to thank him for his

voluntary resignation. A commission was then named for the affairs

of government, consisting of Fouche, as president, Carnot, Quinette,

Caulaincourt, and Grenier. In the mean time Bonaparte withdrew
to Malmaison, where Fouche had a strict watch kept upon him by
General Becker. The proximity of his place of sojourn appeared to

Fouche dangerous, and, as the allies drew near to Paris, he tried,

through the Prince of Eckmilhl, to urge upon the Emperor, as a

friend, to withdraw himself by flight from the danger of being
seized upon by the Russians and Prussians. This took place on the

28th of June, and lie took his departure for the Isle of Aix, in order

to take ship for America. Fouche had given a hint of this move-
ment to Wellington ;

he was therefore strictly watched by tlie Eng-
lish ships, and at length he preferred openly to throw himself on
the magnanimity of the English to falling into their hands in an

attempted escape. He therefore went of his own accord on board of

an English ship of war on the coast, was received with respect,

though not treated as an emperor, but regarded as a prisoner of

war, and eventually conveyed to St. Helena.

And now commenced, under Fouche's government, the time of

treachery, decepticMi, and lies
;
of the insolence of power, and the

incapacity of its officials; a time of congresses, protocols, and poli-
tical persecutions; of conspiracies, hopes, and delusions, which we
have seen and experienced since 1815; but the history of this time

does not fall within the limits which we have prescribed to ourselves

as the extent of our work.
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vii. 89

Barbaczv, Col., vii. 120

Barbara, Qiiufu of Spain, iii. 4G0, 224 et acq.
Barbaroiix, vi. 447, 4()(i, 408
Jlail)t'' MarboiA, vii. 309
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vii. 230 ;

viii. 25, 20,
4i;u iiote—iri.\

Barclay de Tolly, Gen., viii. 235, 203, 264, 278 et

saj., 3S4— 410, 423, 486
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Barciitiu, vi. 28, 45, 54
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Barr, iv. 400—404
Barras. vi. 474, 477, 519, .')21, 5.56—.W3, 035; vii.

1. 2, 30, 45— .55, .'-9—03, 70, 82, 103, 172 €t SPq. ;

228, 287
Barrt^, Col., v. 220

Barrfire, vi. 430, 437,45.5, 459—403, 475, 308—517,
501-509; vii. 189, 192,275, 270

Barringtnn, v. 67, 233

Barry, Counters dii, v. 130, 140—158, 349, 380,
417

Bartenstein, iii. 313 et seq. ;
iv. 25, 84; vii. 493,
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Bartbel^ray, Marquis, vi. 541, 004—600, 010;
vii. 40, 47, 53, 74, 75, 104

;
viii. 498
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Basedow, iv.303; v. 134, 197
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73—70; viii. 441, 442, 465, 408
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Basseville, vii. 11

Ba.S9ewitz, iii. 130, 147, 104, 179, 279, 282, 287
Bastiii, iii. 452, 455, 459

Bastille, Tbe, iii, 00—02
Bastineller, Gen., viii. 410
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vii. 69,
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395, 403, 404, 408 (/ seq., 459-464, 409, 472,
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100, 429, 433, 440, 470,498, 316, 522, 528, 000;
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Berlin Acadeiny, iii. 198
;
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vii. 336; viii. 457, 532
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viii. 7G et seq., 143,
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378, 400, 424, 534, 535
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vii. 227, 374 ; viii. 496, 498, ,501, 502
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Beynie, vii. 315, 432, 497, 498, .531, 532,537—540;
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Biala, iv. 404, 424, 427
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BiS'lioffswerder, Von, iv. .503; vi. 171, 172,214
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Blacas, viii. 512, 510, 530—533
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Blake, Geu., viii. 39—51, 1.50, 156, 168, 171—173
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Blenheim, iii. 47

Blois, Bishop of, vii. 283
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Blucher, vi. 554; vii. 429, 489, 497—518, 542,

.507, 558; viii. 214, 233, 246, 316, 320, 371, 376,
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Bock, Gen., iv. 405
Bode, J. J. C., iv. 488-495
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Boissy d'Anglas, vi. 559, 573, 580; viii. 543, 548
Boizenburg, vii. 515, 516

Boliugbroke, Lord, iii. 77—86, 23.5—242
Bologna, vi. 639, 642, 643
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431, 433 -
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Bou, Gen., vii. 152, 158, 161
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Bonaparte Fatuily, vii. 477,478
Bonaparte, Jerome, vii. 352, 397, 459—464, 523,
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viii. 2, 96—104, 193, 197,
233, 234, 260, 276 et seq., 426, 509, 535

Bonaparte, Jor.eph, vii. 24, 82, 83, 171, 215, 228
272, 284, 287, 323, 350, 353, 390, 480—482, 549
—552, 607, 612; Viii. 11,37—54, 134, 144—183,
251, 334—343, 449, 466, 488, 489, 509, 53-5, 546

Bonaparte, Louis, vii. 324, 352, 353, 456—459
520, 549,552; viii. 32, 37, 13.3, 187— 194, 509, .535

Bonaparte, Lucien, vii. 167—178, 263—267, 323
—329, 348, 350, 352, 607, 608 ; viii. 184, 535,
542, 546—548

Bonaparte, Napoleon, iii. 3, 179; vi. 476, 477,
689—593, 634—644

; vii. and viii. passim
L'onaparte, Pauline, vii. 308, 322—324, 344, 398,
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Boiichamp, De, vi. 479—481, 484, 485
Honnet, Gen., viii. 153, 177
Bonnet de Treyches, viii. 515
Bonn, iii. 43, 190, 3.38 ; vi. 190
Bonneval, Marquis de, iii. 318, 319
Bonnier, vii. 126

Bordeaux, vi. „5, 98, 458, 400—172, 475, 478;
viii. 458, 459

Bordeaux, Parliament of, v. 153 e^ seq., 442, 449
Borghese, Prince, vii. 398, 399, 478, 608
Born, Von, iv. 484

; v. 322
Borodino, viii. 283, 284

Borstel, Gen., viii. 408

Bosnia, iii. 317, 323; vi. 163
Boston, V. 86—94,99—102, 116, 117
Bothmar, Count, iv. 312

Butta, iii. 436, 367—370, 431, 456 et seq. ;
jv. 4, 5,

636 Jiote ; vii. 4, 297, 393, 612
Boudet, Gen., viii. 110
Boufflers, iii. 43, 70, 460
Bouller.^, Chevalier, viii. 398
Bougainville, v. 81, 283, 284
Bouillc, Marquis de, 233, 265—267, 272; vi. 77,

105, 108, 309; vii. 37

Boulay, vii. 189, 590

Boulogne, vii. 364, 383, 384, 411, 419
Boulogne, iVI., iv. 130; v. 131

Bourbon, Card, de, viii. 337
Bourbon, Uuke of, iii. 229, 245, 264—274; v,

157 ; vii. 336

Bourbons, iii. 245; iv. 77—79, 167, 170, 267, 287,
291, 452 et seq.; vii. 45, 54, 333 et seq., 348,
378 ; viii. 434, 449—463, 483—496, 499—548

Bourbons, Spanish, vii. 550, 607, 608 ; viii. 36
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Bourdesolle, viii. 503

Bourdon, vi. 513, 517, 562; vii. 62

Bourgoiug, iv. 298, 309 ; vi. 559, 609
Bourmont, Gen., vii 194; viii. 544

Bourrienne, vii. 175,253—255 notes; viii. 491
Beuthoii, Gen., vii. 141

Bouvet, vii. 41
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Bojd, Gen., v. 293
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Braddock, Gen., iv. 76, 77 ;
vii. 260

Braganza, House of, vii. 550, 607 ; viii. 24
Brahe, Count, iv. 103

Brandenburg, iii. 6, 14, 15, 31 et seq., 99, 108,
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Brandi-s vii.''367, 368
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Brandt, iv. 316—330
BraiKlywine, The, v. 188
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liraiinaii, iii. 397. 31(8, 419; v. 32—35; vii. 455,

480-490, 500, 531
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iv. 222, 220, 227, 230; viii. 25

J!ra7-ili, I'rince of tlio, vii. 59

Bri'iln, iii. 437, 439; vi. 184—193
Breisaili, iii. 37,41, 08,91
Breisgjiu, Tlie, iii. 31, 79, 88 et seq., 411, 419;

vii. 28

Breiiu-n, iii. 8, 135, 138, 140, 146-119, 166, 2.')0 ;

iv. 129, l.iO, 172 ; vii. 02, .521 ; viii. 395

Breiucr, Von, vii. 367, 369

Bremer, Gen., viii. 167

Brescia, vi. 639 ; vii. 12, 28, 128
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155, 174; V. 35 ; vii. 535; viii. 322, 386, 387,
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Breaiian, iv. 205, 200

Breteuil, Baron de, iv. 199; v. 42.3, 420, 433;
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Bretzenheim, I'rinre von, iv. 470

Biidporl, Lord, vi. 599; vii. 148

Brie^, vii. 535
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;
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Brisaac, IJuc dp, iv. 149, 274

Biir^sot, vi. 114, 263, 209, 275, 270, 279, 430, 439,
4 16-448, 4.53, 528

Bri-isotists, vi. 431 et seq.
Bristol, Lord, iv. 177

Briitany, v. 134—130, 145; vi. 5—7, 19,466,467,
502,595—003; vii. 193, 194, 333

Briitany, Parliament of, v. 134 et seq.
BroRlio, Marsha! Due de, iii. 304, .351, 356, 3.57,

391—110; iv. 105, 120, 129, 135, 143—147,
151— 153, 170—172, 181 ; vi. 54

Brougham, Lord, v. 47, 69

BrousKier, Gen., viii. 296

Brown, Gen., iii. 35.5, 418, 431—434, 4.57, 460;
iv. 98, 100, 110—112

Browne, Gen., vi. 552
Bruce, iii. 157 ; iv. 412

Brueys, AMmiral, vii. 66, 102—104, 118, 106

Bruges, iii. 65, 422
;
vi. ,551

Bruges, Count de, viii. 512

Brtihl, Count, 339—360, 402, 404, 412—420; iv.

18—20, 70, 97-99, 124, 139, 302, 303, 375, 378,
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Bruinaire, 18th, viii. 175-179
Brune, Gen., vii. 72, 78—80, 120, 121, 148—151,
213—216, 224, 353 «<i<.',419, 557—501, 573, 574

Briinet, Gen., vi. 476, ,532

Briinn, vii. 443—446,451,465; viii. 112

Brunswick, iii. 138. 4.36
;
iv. 48, 50, 107—109, 117,

127—129, 131, 172, 375, 479, 49S
;
v. 118,250-

269, 374; vi. 171, 186. 238, 299, .384, 53I-.';37,

544; vii. 429, 400-408, 499—520, 553; viii.

103, 392, 437, 524
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v. 384 et seq. ;

vi. 186, 238, 239, 531—533, ,5.37—544; vii. 429
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viii. 545
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181, 185. 191— 199,256; viii. 544
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Buch.re.<t, iv. 411—113,421,437, 439; viii. 274
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viii. 10
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iv. 8

Kiienos Ayres, iv. 179

Bulgakow, vi. 141, 220
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Bunker's Hill, v. 102, 103
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201, 320, 333, 304—37.3, 378, 111, 430, 4;)2, 435,
444, 469—476, 409-476, 490, 498, 504, 521,.553,
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356, 372, .391, 392, 425, 437, .524
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—322, 3.50, 357, 393, 425, 519—529
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300, 326, 330; viii. 477, 534
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Maanen, viii. 187

Macanaz, iii. 232

Maccarelli, Col., viii. 69

ISlacdonald, Flora, iii. 484

Macdonald, Marshal, vii. 114, 119, 128, 131, 136

—139, 212,215; viii. 83, 113, 147—170,278,291,
301, 316-318, 376,400, 421—424,474, 470, 485,

501—508, 534

Machault, iv. 89, 105; v. 128—131, 162

Machiavelli, iv. 195, 209, 371, 372

Mack, Gen., vi. ."iSI, ,533, 542—554 ; vii. 112-119
204, 401, 40(5, 408, 413—426, 454

Mackenzie, Gen., vii. 578

Mackenzie, Stuart, v. 55, 58, 63

Macquire, Oen., iv. 188, 189

Madalinski, vi. 24a, 254

Madeira, vii. 207

Madras, iv. 164

Madrid, iii. 22, 54 etseq., 73, 465; iv. 277, 281,

282, 290—292, 297, 300
;

vii. 26S
;
viii. 28 et seq.,

49, 50, 54, 334—337, 341,342, 452, 519

Maestricht, iii. 430, 439, 443, 444
; v. 350, 355

;
vi.

556,615
Mafra, Portuguese Convent of, iii. 471

Magallon, vii. 65

Magdeburg, iii. 413; iv. 105, 118, 119, 147; vii.

500, 513, 515, 518, 5.52, 554, 605; viii. 94—99,
370, 424

Magnano, vii. 127

Mah(5, iv. 165

Mahmoud, Sultan, viii. 66

Mahomed, Sultan, vii. 584, 585

Mahometanism, iv. 439, 441

Mahon, Duke of, viii. 27

Mahoii, Lord, iii. 53

Mabratta, v. 307

Maignet, vi. 475, 478, 561, 563

Mailhe, vi. 433

Maillard, Stanislaus, iv. 81,85
Maillebois, Count de, v. 378, 381

Mailleboi?, Gen., iii. 348, 391 et seq. ; 395, 419—
433; iv. 113, 11.5, 116, 119

Mailly, Marchiouess of, iii. 336, 392, 398

Maine, Tiie, iii. 419; iv. 143; vi. .594-603

Maine, Duchess of, iii. 246, 247, 256, 257

Maine, Duke of, iii. 215, 245, 246

Maintenon, Madame de, iii. 13, 21 note, 26, 27,

231
;
viii. 392

Maistre, Count le, vii. 281

Maitland, Oen., viii. 331, 334

Majorca, iii. 56

Makranowski, Gen., vi. 248,251,255,256
Malabar, vii. 245

Malacca, vi. 617

Malachowski, Chancellor, vi. 219, 220, 226, 227,

236, 244, 249

Malachowski, Marshal, vi. 208, 212,215, 216, 227

Malagrida, Gabriel, iv. 232—234, 236, 239, 243, 248

Malchus, Count, vii. 596, 597, 599—601 ; viii. 96,

198, 416

Malesherbes, v. 442

Malesherhes, Lamoiguon de,v. 156, 157, 169, 171

Malet, Gen., viii. 305—310
Malines, v. 360. 372; vi. 179, 193, 194

Malines, Archbishop of, v. 359, 361, 365

Malinkowka, iv. 443

Mallet, iv. 15, 306
Mallet du Pan, vi. 275, 605

Malrcesbury, Lord, vi. 549
;
vii. 43, 90, 92

Malodeczno,viii. 301

Malojaroslowez, viii. 293

Malouet, vi. 78, 88, 113

Malplaquet, iii. 70

Malta, iv. 286; vii. 30, 65—68, 101—103, 109, 144,

157, 210, 211, 226, 227, 230, 273, 359-361, 378,

391,410, .549; viii. 518

Malta, Knights of, iii. 285
;
iv. 470 ;

vii. 109, 140,

147, 152,230,232,359
Malvezzi, Card., iv. 457

Maly, iii. 100

Mamaclii, iv. 474

Mamelukes, vii. Ill, 152—162,249, 252,254
Manchester, Duke of, v. 114
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v. 79
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;
iv. 41, 49, 463 ; vi. 556, 019—

624, 027; vii. 64, 97, 124, 182; vui. 415

Mannstein, iii. 375

Mannstein, Gen. von, vi. 249, 252, 253

Mansfeld, iii. 175

Mansfield, Lord, v. 54, 66, 67, 240

Manso, iv. 429

Mantoue, vii. 130

Mantua, iii. 33, 34, 37, 52, 312
;
v. 333 ;

vi. 639—
443

;
vii. 16, 28, 127, 128, 137, 138, 141, 215, 216;

viii. 523

Mantua, Duke of, iii. 25, 3Z note

Mar, Earl of, iii. 240, 241

Marabout, vii. 260

Maragnon, The, iv. 224

Marat, vi. 99, 102, 114, 264, 272,275, 290, 299,

429— 4.".6, 463-409
Marburg, iv. 144, 147, 151, 183
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Marche, Count de la, iv. 113; v. 157
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MardefeUl, Gen., iii. 109, 111, 112

Marengo, vu. 203, 219—221,393
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Marescot, Gen., vi. 546

Maret, vi. 528, ,559,610; vii. 187 ; viii. 124, 184,

187, 213, 231, 244, 272, 278, 300, 301, 380—393,
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vii. 59

Maria-Galante, iv. 161

Maria Louisa, vii. 006; viii. 140—143, 208, 304,

466, 488, 494, 505, 506, 509, 523, 539

MariaTheresa, iii. 293—358. 378—389, 410-451 ;

iv. 4—29, 81-83, 120, 122, 136, 157, 195, 233,

245,25.5, 402, 423,425, 447—483; V. 15-36, 231,

332, 348,417; vi. 535; vii. 25,264
Marie Antoinette, v. 121, 146, 159—161, 353, 402
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;
vi. 11,21,41, 43, 04—105, 121, 140, 299,

301,490,491
Marienberg, viii. 424
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Maiitz, iv. 289
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Mark, Count von der, vi. 190
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Marlborough, Duke of, iii. 13, 28 et seq., 77 et

sen., 114

Marmont, vii. 158, 203, 384, 414-416, 419, 421,

577, .582; viii. 83, 113, 167—183,376,400,417—
424, 474—508

Marmontel, iii. 481,483; iv. 80, 82, 88, 127; T.
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Marsan,vii. 37; viii. 210—216

Marseilles, vi. 98, 458, 406, 467, 469, 472—474, 478
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Manin, iii. 45 etteg., 52
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Maskofl", vii. 87
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; vii. 37, 84—87, 120,
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viii. 70—83, 107—113, 153—167, 180, 44G
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Maurice, Count, iii. 888,361,407—412,480; iv.
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Maury, Card., vii. 220; viii. 220, 221

Wauvilloi), iv. 479, 49')—49^ ; v. 397
;
vi. 24

Maximilian, Archduke, viii. 6r>—68, 73, 82
Maximilian Duke of Ueuxponts, vii. 97
Maximilian Elector of Bavaria, iii. 91, 419; iv.

29—34, 450-499; vii. 147, 183, 315,409, 461
Maxiu.ilian HIector of Colngne, v. 3, 4, 38
Ma.ximilian King of Havaiia, vii. 003
Mayence, iii. 15, 46,305; iv. ."iO, 114, 452, 498;

V. 17, 24, 4.3, 337-3.19; vi. 531, 532, .")43, .V)6,

605, GO-, G18—024, 027; vii. 30, 04, 05, 185, 319,
393

;
viii. 373

Mayeuce, Elector of, iii. 32; v. 24, 44
Mayer, Pettr, viii. 80, 129

Mayor von Asbenfeld, viii. 75

Mayrick, Major voD, vi. GOG
Mazariii, iii. 2, 12,22; iv. 113
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iii. 118 et acq.

Mecliiiii. iS'cc Maliufs
Mecklenburg, iii. 8, 137, 138, 146, 151 el seq.,

157, 279, 297; iv. 123, 128, 13G, 147, 175, 200,

304,310,312; V. 2,27,37,44; vii. 492, 405, 521,
548, 549, 593

; viii. 132, 370, 373, 388,435, 524

Mecklenburg, Ducbe>a of, iii, 178

Mecklenburg, Oiike of, iv. .W, 51 ; viii. 370

Mecklenburg-Streliiz, iv. 252; viii. 377
Medavi, Gen., iii. 52
Medellin, viii. 148
Medii i. Chevalier, viii. 330
Medici, 'I'he, iii. 15, 397
Medina, iii. 58, 82
Mediterranean, iii. 15; iv. 414—420
Meerfeld, vi. 044

;
vii. 1.5,419,422,436; viii.418

Meht^e de la louche, vii. 335—342
MehenietAli, iv. 372, 373; vii. 574—380
Mehemct Haltadsclii, iii. 128, 129, 132, 133
Meillan, vi. 400, 460—168

Meinengen, vii. 511

Meissen, iv. 195 ; viii. 371

Al^jcan, vii. 131— 133, 391
;
viii. 523

Mekeni el Lada, vii. 155

Melas, Gen., vi. 554, 039 ;
vii. 123, 127, 1«, 180,

197,201— 20.'), 207, 425

Melgar, Count, iii. 43
Melville, Lord, v. 277; vii. 5.19; viii. 110
Weizi Kiile, vii. 299—301, 390—394, 605

Memel, vii. 318, 640

Memoiingen, vii. 199

Menager, iii. 78 et seq., 84

Mendizabel, Gen., viii. 165, 166

Mendoza, iv. 220 ^
Meneval, vii. 323

Menin, iii. GO, 68; vi. .535

Menken, vii. 99, 100, 107

Menou, vi. 93, 482, 559, 577, 578, 587—589; vii.

I.'i2, 15S, 171, 248—200, 008

Mi-nxdorf, tiii. 413

Menze), iii. 353,401 ;
iv. 67, 97

MenzikofT, iii. lOf)— 148, 1G9, 181, 182,280—290
Mercy, Gen., iii. 304 ; v. 354

j
vi. 535

Mercy d'Argenteau, vi. 199, 548
;
vjii. 314

Mergentheim, viii. 80

Md'ricourt, Tb(;roigne de, vi. 200

Merle, Gen., viii. 292
Merlin de Uouay, vi. 569; vii. 54, 66, 164, 167,

195,275
Merlin de Tbionville, vi. 263,267, 492, 512, 518,

532, 568

Mersan, vii. 47

Mersch, vi. 186—190
Mesnier, iv. 460, 467, 481

Mcsnard, Gen., vii. 77, 78

Messina, iii. 254

Metbucn, iii. 2.i3

Mettt-nberp, vii. 199

Metttrnich, vi. 204
;
vii. 390, 404, 412, 455; viii.

13, .5-, 73—7G, 111, 112, 124, 125, 141, 208, 230,

231, 310—324, 354, 309, 382-399, 409, 425—442,
4G6— .'i48

Melz, iii. 411, 477, 478 ;
v. 153

Melz, Madame de, iii. 482

Metzer, Gen., iii. 52

Meunier, Gen., vii. 81

MeuKC, iii. 59
;
vi. 505, 615

Mexico, iv. 273

Mcyronnet, Gen., viii. 103

Michael, Archduke, viii. 349—351
Micliat-lis, iv. 15, 56

Micbailinvitscb, Alexis, iv. 198

Micliaud, Gen., vi. 549,553; viii. 99

Michel, viii. 203

Micbelau, vii. 054
; viii. 3

Micbelson, Utn., iv. 444, 445
;
vii. 446, 576, 581

Micl.eroux, vii. 114, 132,234
Middlisex, v. 05— 7G, 112

Mier, Count, viii. 42«—434
Migazzi, iv. 79, 453, 401, 4G2 ; v. 329, 330

Milan, iii. 12—27, 52, 68, 304, 312, 38/, 421, 431,
451 ; iv. 448 ; v. 333, 336; vi. 638 ;

vii. 5 et scq.,

63, 72, 121, 1-^8, 202, 221, 224, 390 et seq., 600;
viii. 42S—434, r.20, 523, .i30

Jlilanese, The, iii. 33, 50, 90, 444

Milbiller, iv. 502

Milhaud, vii.442, 515

Miller, viii. 158, 159

Miloradowitsch, iv. 421; viii. 282, 289, 295, 373

—384
Mina, viii. 338

Minas, Marquis las, iii. 55, 56, 432—434
IMindelheim, v. 30, 30

Minorca, iii. ,56,90, 91
;
iv. 92—96, 107, 166, 193;

V. 28.i, 2S8, 299
;
vii. 247

Minuzzi, iii. 351, 354

Miollis, vii. 4.S5, 009-615
Minmanilre, vi. 83

Mioi, vii. 481

MiqueloD, iv. 193; v. 299

Mirabeau, iv. 495-498; v. 357, 386, 397; vi. 22

—54, 05-91, 9G, 101, 268, 272, 536

Mirandola, iii. 33, 51, 52

Mirepoix, iii. 432

Miromi:'uil, v. 408, 426, 432

Mis.->e8Si, vii. 426

Mis?issippi scheme, iii. 225; iv, 71

Mitau, iv. 409; viii. 292

Mitchil,vii. 149

Mittau, iii. 288, 291, 494 ;
iv. 37.5, 377, 378

Modenn, iii. 395, 396, 420, 444,445; vii. 4, 0,7,

10, 21,28,71,216, 217,320; viii. 520, 523

Modliu, viii. 424

Moduli, iv. 4 17

Moeckcrn, viii. 372
Mocns do la Croix, iii. 280
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Woerdyk, iii. Gr tf

Mohr, Baron von, vii. 443

Mohilew, iii. 117

Moira, Lord, vi. 599

M'iitelle, viii. 105

Molctavia, iii. 129, 316, 322; iv. 404—411, 428,

435, 441
;
vi. 141, 143, 163—167; vii. 549, 550,

562, 572—586; viii. 10, 14,66, 216, 218,275
Moldawanschi Pastba, iv. 408—410
MoU, Count, viii. 436, 444

Moles, Due de, iii. 43

Moleville, Bertrand de, vi. 43, 260—276, 301

Molina, iv. 274

Moliuari, v. 323

Molinists, iii. 244

Moliterna, vii. 115, 116—119
Molitor, vii. 455

Mollendorf, iv. 434; vi. 171, 231, 249, 541—556,
604—606; vii. 107, 108, 430—433, 509, 510

Molmitz,iii. 341

Moltke, iv. 16, 17, 302, 315; viii. 380

Molucca?, vi. 617

Moraoro, vi. 134, 494, 495, 498, 504

Monacho, viii. 166

Moncaglieri, iii. 51

Moncey, vii. 215, 276, 334, 353 note; viii. 25, 40,

48, 145, 146, 170, 443,488,501
Mondego, viii. 159

Monge, V. 85, 153

Monjrelas, vii. 315, 603
;
viii. 65, 67, 410

Monino. .St e Florida Blanca
Monkton, iv. 177

]\Ionnet, Gen., viii. 121

Mons, iii. 60, 7", 435
;
vi. 189, 185

Monsabert, Gidslaod de, vi. 3

Moiitaigu, Gen., vi. 623
Montalemhei t, iv. 105

Montalivet,viii. 364,488
Montane, vi. 487

Montaiiban, vi. 98

Montbarrey, v. 169, 171, 205

Montbrtln, Gen., viii. 156, 173,372
Montcalm, Gen., iv. 101, 162

Mocitclioisi, Gen., vii. 291

Montebello, vii. 25, 203

Montebello, Duke of. /See Lannes
Montemar, iii. 301 et seq., 389, 394

Montenegro, iii. 284

Montereau, viii. 476, 4S0

Moute.s()oieu, iii. 83, 298; iv. 166,215,216, 222;
v. 69, 126; vii. 322, 507; viii. 381, 491, 498, 512

—517, 530

Mentfaucon, vii. 194

Montferrat, iii. 44

Montgaillani, vii. 53, 337

Montgelas, iv, 483, 493; vi. 604
;
vii. 420, 461

Montgomery, v. 190

Montholun, viii. 360

Montijo, iii. 338, 345 note, 406

Moiitjuich, iii. 53 et seq.

Wontmartre, viii. 489

Montmiraii, viii. 474, 475

Montmorency, iv. 48, 114 ; vi. 70
;
vii. 322; viii.

449, 493

MoQtniorin, v. 392, 410, 433
;
vi. 43, 54, 260

Montpellier, vi. 472

Montreal, iv. 163; v. 190

Montserrat, v. 267

Moore, Admiral, vii. 386

Moore, Sir John, vii. 260, 565
;
viii. 43, 54, 115

Morand, Gen., viii. 371

Moras, iv. 130; v. 131

Moravia, iii. 347, 350 et seq.; iv. 137, 188; vii.

450, 457
Moravian Brethren, iv. 445

Morea, The, iii. 283, 284, 286
Moreau de Sechelles, v. 131
Moreau de St. M6ry, vii. 606

Moreau, Gen., vi. 20, 546—556, 612, 618, 626—
638; vii. 17, 38, 45, 53, 66, 124—128, 136—142,
174, 175, 181, 196—215, 221,234,336—347; viii.

244, 308, 309, 399, 404

Moreau, the second Gen., viii. 478

Morellet, v. 125
;
vi. 559; vii. 323

Moreno, Admiral, v. 292

Morfontaine, vii. 228, 229

Morgan, Col., v. 210, 211

Morin, vii. 599

Moria, Gen., viii. 50

Morna, vii. 517—519
Morner, vii. 555

;
viii. 204

Morocco, viii. 177, 180

Morpeth, Lord, vii. 525

Mortier, vii. 215, 216, 353 note, 366 et seq., 436,
437, 519—521, 555—5.58 ;

viii. 145, 153, 165, 166,
285, 293, 294, 376—404, 465—492

Morusi,vii. 574, 575 ;
viii. 274, 275

Moscow, iii. 117, 174, 290, 291
;
iv. 72, 419,444,

445; vii. 101
; viii. 28.5—293

Moser, iii. 364, 401
;
iv. 11, 37

Moskirch, vii. 199

Moskwa, viii. 283. See also Ney
Mostowski, vi. 244; viii. 349,351
Mnulins, Gen., vii. 167, 172

Mounier, vi. 73—76, 82, 84,88; vii. 117
Mount Cenis.vii. 4, 616

Mountnorris, v. 68, 79
Mount Tabor, vii. 160

Mouton, viii. 301

Moy?, iv. 121

Mulgrave.v. 278; vii. 386,401, .539; viiL 115

Mtilhausen, vii. 76, 81

Muller,iv. 497,498; v. 42, 43, 329, 332; vii. 101,

429, 440, 510, 521, .598, 600; viii. 213

Miillinen, Von, vii. 295—297
Muncliausen, Von, iii. 186 et seq.

Munden,iv. 117,130, 144—146, 152, 183

Wiinich, iii. 391, 397, 398; iv. 34,35, 197, 201,205
—207, 451, 474, 475, 500—502; v. 29, 332, 336;
vi. 032

;
vii. 409, 413, 416, 419, 490

Munkholm, iv. 337
Mtiniiich, iii. 180, 197, 201, 205—207, 292, 296,

307, 313 et seq., 358 et seq., 367 et seq. ;
iv. 414

Mtinster, iv. 172; v. 2, 3, 44; vi. 202; vii. 76,

193,435,471, 602, 629; viii. 4,57 e;sf?.,97, 353

Mtinster, Count, viii. 527, 528
Mtinster- Landegge, v. 3, 4

Mtiuter, iv. 336,338
Murad Bey, vii. 153—161, 249, 254, 257

Muralt, viii. 439

Mnrat, vi. 577, 590; vii. 5, 9, 10, 158—162, 175,

176, 202, 214, 220, 233, 234, 276, 334, 350, 353

tiote, 391, 397, 399, 416, 419—421, 437—442,
469, 476, 489, 507, 510, 513,517, 528, .535, 537,

545, 553, 602, 612, 615
; viii. 36, 185, 236, 260,

279, 285-304, 311, 312, 329, 332,340, 345, 361

—368, 383, 400, 413—424, 428—434, 524—537
Muratori, iv. 222

Murawieff, vii. 226

Murcia, iii. 56, 64

Murphy, iv. 261, 262

Murray, Gen., iv. 163; v. 287, 372; vii. 570;
viii. 339, 340, 344—346

Muvviedro, viii. 171, 172

Muscadins, 1 he, vi. 558

Mustapha Koprili, iii. 122

Mustaphalll., iv. 439

Mustapha IV., vii. .579—584
iVI ut.schelle, iv. 472—475

Muy, Chevalier de, iv. 152

Mystics, The, iv. 463

N.
Nadasdi, iv. 136

Nagel, vii. 98

Namur, iii. 48, 60, 435; v. 362, 368; vi. 190,

192—194, 199

Nancy, viii. 487, 493

Nantes, vi. 466, 475, 481

Napier,Col., viii. 171, 173, 175, 180, 336,460

Naples, iii. 12, 15, 23. 66, 62, 68, 90,252 et seq.,

301 et seq., 312, 387, 394 et seq., 433, 445 et

seq., 463
;

iv. 142, 167, 214, 262—266, 278—280,

286—288; v. 260; vi. 530, 535, 604, 611, 642;
vii. 9, 10, 22, 24, 68, 93—97, 101—105, HI—
135, 179, 180, 216, 228, 232—234, 313, 359, 376,
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37«, 391, 3'JJ, 309, 40", J09, 110, •J36, 47S—
4K1,M9, fil2; viii. 114, 115, isr., 180, 23t;, 3W—
334, 339—347, 4f)0, 42H-434, 524, 530—53H
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Napolidi Rnmania, iv. 41S

Napotnick, Captain, viii. 106

Napper Taiuly, vii. 02

Narbonne, Count, vi. 201—270 ; vii. 322; viii.

273, 310, 314, 381, 3'JO, 399
Narew, I he, vii. 533

Narva, iii. '.)7, 105; iv. 206

Naselli, (Jen., vii. 114

Nassau, vii. 123, 320, 409, 493

Nasiiau-Siepeii, Prince of, vi, 143, 155, 156,
158, 249, 252

NaHiau-Uflingea, viii. 493

Nasseli, Diego, vii. 180
Na8.-.if I'aslia, vii. 252, 253

Natt, Von (ler, iii. 101

Natzmer, Gen , vii. 513
Nauendorf, (Jen., vi. 625
Naiilin, vi. 487

Nauniburp, vii. 498, 499, 505, 507, 508,511
Navarre, iii. 258, 259; viii. 154

Navarvo, Commandant, viii. 173

Neapolitans, iii. 3'.i4

Necker, iii. 40; v. 171—173, 196, 399—408, 424,
434

; vi. 9—54, 98, 99, 283

Neerwiiiden, vi. 450

Neipperg, Count, iii. 321 ft jsc?., .324, 341, 347 f<

sf'/., 353, 356
; vii. 208, 209 ; viii. 430, 537, 539

Neisse, iv. 138, 139; vii. 530
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